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CHAPTER 1. 

1.01 The dispute submitted to the Court by means of the Special Agreement 
bears iûndamentally, ifnot exclusiveIy, on the application and the possible breach of the 1977 

Treaty concluded between Czechoslovakia and Hungary. 

2.02 This instrument is and will remah the basis for the solution of the 
present dispute as Section 1 of this introduction shows. Hungary afiempts tu escape fiom the 

probIerns posed by this central, unavoidabIe fa& It tries tu &t the task of the Court and fdIs 

back on a contorted Iegal stratem. This is discussed in Section 2. 

SECTION 1. Summarv of the Case as Slovakia S e a  It 

The Case is a "Treatv Casett and the 1977 Treatv is the Central 
Element of the Dispute and of its Resolution 

1.03 Article 2 of the Special Agreement provides: 

"(1) The Court is requested to decidt on the basis of the Treaty and rules 
md principles ofgenerd international Iaw, as weII as such other treaties as the 
Court may find applicabie, 

(a) whether the Repriblic of Hungary was entitled to suspend and 
subsequentIy abandon, in 1989, the works on the N a g p m s  Project and on the 
part of the GabEfkovo Project for which the Treaty attnbuted responsibility to 
the Republic of Hungary; 

(b) whether the Czech and Slovak Federal Republic was entitled to 
proceed, in November 1991, to the 'provisional solution' and to put into 
operation from October 1992 this system, described in the Report of the 
Working Group of Independent Experts of the Commission of the European 
Communities, the Republic of Hungary and the Czech and Slovak Federal 
RepubIic dated 23 November 1992 (damming up of the Danube at river 
kilometer 1 85 1-7 on CzechosIovak territory and resdting consequences on 
water and navigation course); 

(c) what are the Iegd effects of the notification, on May t 9, 1992, of 
the termination of the Treaty by the Republic of Hungarjr. 

(2) The Court is dso requested to determine the legd consequences, 
incIuding the rights and obligations for the Parties, xising h m  its Judgment on 
the questions in paragraph (1) of this Article." 

1.04 The 1977 Treaty is thus the centrai element of the dispute which divides 
the Parties. The Court is requested to determine whether Hungary was entitled to suspend and 



subsequently abandon its obligations arising from the 1977 Treaty and then uniiaterally to 

decide on its "termination". The Court is dso asked tu determine whether Czechodovakia 

was, for its part, legally eritided tu secure an approximate application by resort to a provisional 

solution, Variant "C". And, finally, the Court is asked tu decide what the IegaI conseqrrences 

are of its findings. 

1 .O5 Not only does the application - or non-application - of the 1977 Treaty 
constitute the very object of the dispute subdtted to the Court but, fiirther, the Parties have 

agreed that the Treaty forms the essential basis of the applicable law. Certaidy, the 
introductory clause to Article 2(1) of the Special Agreement quoted above does not make the 
Treaty the exclusive basis for the resolution of that dispute since it also mentions "niles and 
principles of general international law as weil as such other treaties as the Court may find 

applicable". But this is merely because, as the Court has pointed out: 

"... a mIe of international law, whether c u s t o m q  or conventional, does not 
operate in a vacuum; it operates in relation tu facts and in the context of a wider 
framewark of~ega~ mies ofwfrich it foms ody a part' ." 

In this particular case, the 1977 Treaty, which forms one element of a complex of interrelated 
obligations2, can only be applied and interpreted in the light of the law of treaties, the rules of 
which have, for the main part, been codified in the 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law of 
Treaties. 

1.06 Tt is nonetheIess tme that, through the agreement of the Parties in the 

SpeciaI Agreement, the 1977 Treaty constitues both the principd object of the dispute 
between the Parties and the very bais of its resolution, wtiich the Court has been requested tu 

provide. 

The Main Elements of the D i s ~ u t e  

1 .O7 Slovakia has set out in its Mernorial its anaiysis of this dispute and the 
means by which it should be resolved. However, given the ambiguities and contradictions of 
Hungary's treatment3, SIovakia considers it useful to rernind the Court in broad outline of the 

essential elements of its own case lest they be lost sight of in refuting Hungaryts positions. 

1 Interpretatian of the Agreement of 22 5 c h  1951 ktween the WHO and Ea~pt, Advison. Opinion, 
I.C. J. Reports 1980, p. 76. 

2 Sec. SIovak Mernorial, paras. 6066.54, and para. 2.25;get., below. 

3 See. for example, para. 1.45, gt a.. below. 



1.08 For the reasons set out above, the point of departure required for any 

andysis of the case is the 1977 Treaty, on which H u n g q  has endeavoured to cast a certain 

suspicion, in particulas by means of its constant allusions to pressures allegedly appIied by the 
Soviet Union at the tirne of its conclusion. Leaving aside the fact that these alleged pressures 
are entirely theoretical, just as the Court has hdd in relation to another party in a recent 
dispute, Hungary "has not however taken tbis argument so far as to suggest it as a ground for 
invalidity of the Treaty itseif', nor bas Hungary "suggested that a new peremptory n o m  of 
general international law has emerged which could have rendered the Treav void4. To the 

contrary, Hungary accuses CzechosIovakia of ha* breached the Treaty and bas arrogated tu 
itself the power to decide rinilaterdly on its temination. 

1 .O9 This Treaty, the validity of which has not been contested by either of the 

Parties, imposes precise obligations of result, the principal of which are contained in Article 1 

(describing them) and Article 5 (allocating them between the Treaty parties). In their essence, 
these obligations consist of the construction of the G/N Project which "shall comprise the 
GabEikovo system of Iocks and the Nagymaros systern of locks and shall constitute a single 

and invisible operational system of works" (Article 1). 

1. IO Concerns in reIation to the environment do not fum the object of the 

Treaty even if, as Hungary recognises, such concems were by no means overlooked by the 
drafters of the Treaty, who - a rare thing for the era - accorded them a place in the Treaty 
(Chapter VII thereof and Article 15). Furthemore, one of the most important objectives of 
the Treaty was protection against floods - an essentid factor in terms of the hurnan 
environment in the light of the history of catastrophic floods in the area before the 
construction of the GN Project. The Treaty parties also intended t o  improve navigation 

conditions - the Project area being one of the remairing bottlenecks Endering the smoofh 

functioning of the Rhine-Main-Danube network (then under consideration) - and tu draw 

additional benefit h m  their natural resources by development of a renewabIe and pollution- 

free source of energy (the GIN Project being eonceived to supply the particularly valuable peak 
production electricity). 

1.1 1 These preoccupations were of course shared by the two Treaty parties. 

But it is interesting to note that it was Hungary that initiated the negotiations that led to the 

conclusion of the ~reaty' ; that it was Hungary that was the most enthusiastic party in terms of 

1 Case Concerninn the Temtorial Dis~ute nibvan Arab lamahiriva v. Chad). Judment. I.C.J. Rewrtç 
1994, p. 20. 

J See, Hungariari Mernorial, paras. 3.02-3.84. 



the actuai conclusion of the Reaty6; and that it was Hungary dso who, in spite of 
Czechoslovakia's reticence, pushed for and achieved the acceieration of the Project pruvided 

for in the Protocal of 6 February 1989. 

1-12 This Iast event is of particrilar importance in that it shows that, at that 
date, Hungary entertained no doubts at al1 as to the use, viability and sustainability of the 

Project: if Hungary had had even the faintest of doubts, it would have abstained from an 

acceleration of the Project's schedule. It must therefore be concluded that, on 6 February 
1989, Hungary formally renewed its 1977 commitrnents without pressures of any sort. In fact, 

Hungary made this decision at a time when the means of investigation and evduation of 

ecoIogicai risks were weil known and &er the Fruject had been the object of numerous, 

precise impact strrdies conducted both by Hurigary and CzechosIovakia. 

1-13 Yet this did not hinder Hungary fiom reconsidering its obIigations under 
the Project on 13 May 1989, that is, ody three months later. For on that date, it suspended 
work at Nagymaros - never to be continued - whifst on 20 JuIy of the same year it extended 
this suspension to the upper section of the Project, refusing to proceed with final work on the 
Dunakiliti weir, which concerned the damming of the Danube and, hence, prevented putting 
into operation the GabEikovo section. These decisions were the preliminq steps Ieadirig tu 

the purported "termination" of the 1 977 Treaty, natified tu CzechosIovakia on 19 May 1992. 

1.14 It is abundantly CI-r fhat no hndamentd change of circurnstarices 
couId have intervened or did intervent between these two key dates - 6 Febmary 7989, when 

Hungary reafimed its cornmitment to the Project and obtained Czechoslovakia's consent to 
the acceleration of the schedule, and 13 May 1989, when Hungary began to deprive that 
cornmitment of any substance. It is thus necessary to seek the reason for this complete 
turnaround. 

1.15 DoubtIess "ecoIogica1 considerations" play4 a large roIe - but not in the 

sense meant by Hrrngary. No new ecoIogicaI facfors were diswvered irt the three month 

period between Febmary and May 1989; nor, indeed, had any new developments brought the 

Project into question since 1977. Hungary failed to produce such key evidence before its 

suspension and subsequent abandonment of works and has not remedied tbis failure in its 

Mernorial. 

6 See, Slovak Mernorial, para. 6.08. 



1.16 Hungaq's position derives nut fiom a "scientific" ecology but h m  a 

"political" ecology. The Hungarian Govemment, overwhelmed with serious economic and 
financial difficulties, had decided to blarne its inability to meet its obligations on supposed 

environmental obstacles. It did not hesitate to put pressure on scient& bodies, in particular 
the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, to provide a veneer of tmth to its position which, in fact, 
was inspired by political and economic factors7. 

2.27 This gave the Hungarian Governefit the opportunity tu "bring on 
board" the ecologicd rnovement, tu attribute tu CzechosIovakia the reasons for the prevailing 

discontent, and to lighten i ts undeniably heavy financiai burdens (dthough, in relation to the 

Project, these were burdens shared between the two Treaty parties). Once this muvernent was 

set in action (and even encouraged), the Hungarian Goverment was unable and unwilling to 
resist the further pressures of the environmental activists, whether Hungarian or foreign. No 
one is unaware of the role played by the environmental movements in the democratic protests 

against the comrnunist regimes in Central and Eastern Europe and, in particular, in Hungary. 
Put forward - quite wrongiy - as the emanation of the regirne then in power, the G/N Project 

became a symbol tu be destruyed. And, dthough the Hungariati Governent knew that the 

clairns against the Praject had no scientific basis, it neither muld nor wished to oppose the 

rnounting dernagogic pressures tu which it had detivered itself by agreeing to suspend the 
works at Nagymaros, then at Dunakiliti, and then by abaridoning dI works, and findIy by 

purporting to terminate unilaterally the Treaty. Not one of the steps had a credible basis - 
either in fact, or in law. 

1.18 One example of particular significance shows that the so-called motives 

tied to the defence of the naturd environment were no more than a simple pretext with no 
content. In I-fungarjrts ~ e m o r i d '  it is affrrmed that, in Octuber 1989, its Prime Minister, W. 

Németh, propoaed tu Czechodovakia that Namaros be abandoned and an agreement be 

reached on environmental guarantees in return for the continuation of works at Dunakiliti 

(which had been intempted since JuIy) and the damming of the Danube. This "bargain" was 

efFectively proposed once again in ~ovembe? - thus showing that Hungary saw no real 

"environmental" obstacle to the construction of the GabEikovo section of the Project. 

Nonetheless, when Czechoslovakia indicated that it would be prepared to enter into an 

agreement on environmental guarantees and postpone work on Nagymaros while its alleged 

7 See. the "Marjaî letter", SIovak Mernorial, paras. 3.37-3.55 and Annex 56. 

B Hungarian Mernorial. pua. 3.96. 

9 Sec. the draA freary project submitted by Hungaxy. m., Vol. 4, Amex 30. 



environmental effects were being studied, Hungary immediatdy went back un its offer, 

showing cIearIy its refusal tu be bound by an)l of the 1977 Treaty obligations. 

1-19 Faced by this fait accompli, CzechosIovakia (then Slovakia) devoted 

if self to minimising the damages su&red as a result of Hungws unlawful position This was 
its Iegal duty in virtue of the general niles relating to international responsibility. It also tried 

to execute the 1977 Treaty in a marner as "approximate" as possible to the original. This was 

its legal right in virtue of the general principles of the law of treaties. 

1.20 Variant "Cu responds in di respects tu these requirements: it is a 

provisional. solution leaWig entirely open the possibility of a full return to the 1977 Treaty. 

Moreover, wi thout affecting in my way Hungary's territorial sovereigrity* Variant "C" 

represents the partial executiun of the Treaty> for it improves navigation on one important 

sector of the Danube, it permits the production (dthough not peak production) of electricity at 

GabEkovo and it enhances the preservation of the environment - notably by positively 
infiuencing the ground water of the region and by facilitating the recharge of the side arms of 
the Danube which, before implementation, were slowly drying up. Moreover, Variant "CM 
allows the partial implementation of already well advanced works which could certainly not be 
left as they stood if an ecological catastrophe was to be prwented. 

1.21 RegardIess of these advantages (which, in spite of Hungary's daims to 

the coritrary, are not caunter-balanced by ariy negatlve factors), the implementation of Variant 
"C" caa ody present a partiaI realisation of the Treaty- Irt particuIar, the non-construction of 

the Nagymaros weir means that there can be no peak production at GabEikovo, no electricity 

production at al1 at Nagymaros, no improvement in navigation beiow Sap (F'alkoviCovo) and 
no completion of the planned amelioration in flood protection downstream of the bypass canal. 
Moreover, Variant "Cu has demanded from Czechoslovakia (and Slovakia) a further financial 
undertaking, in addition to that already borne, by having to complete those of Hungary's works 
relating to the GabCkovo section that H u n g q  had snmmarily abandoned. Nor can Variant 
"C" remedy SIovakials final loss reflecîing IargeIy fiuitIess works in the Nagparos section. 

1 .22 Slovakia's Iosses wiII aiso be aggravated as a resuIt of recent ssteps taken 
by Hungary since Hungary dues not deny that it is preparing to demolish the coffer dam built 
on the Nagymaros site, wbich constitutes around 20% of the construction works for the 
Nagymaros step for which Hungary was respon~ible'~. If Hungary executes this dernolition 

project, it will present both Slovakia and the Court with a M accompli and will render the 

10 a Siavak MernoriXi, para. 6.13 1, and Hungarian Mernorial, para. 1 1-14. 





1.26 Hungary's attitude during the Special Agreement's negotiation is no 
more than one of the manifestations of its Iitigation strategy which, in essence, aims to 

convince the Court of the iIlegaIity of Variant "Ct whilst disregarding the 1977 Treat)., 
Hungaryk unilaterd "termination" of which would not ody have erased its existence but dso 

a11 of its consequences. Tu meet this objective, Hungarjl missf ates the task of the Court under 

the Specid Agreement. 

A, The Task of the Court 

Hun~ary's Attempts to Set Aside the 1977 Treatv 

1.27 In conformity with the provisions of Article 40(1) of the Statute of the 

Court, the Special Agreement indicates the subject of the dispute and, at the same time, defines 
the task of the Court. As Ambassador Rosenne has recalled: 

"Where the case is instituted by specid agreement, that indication will be 
perernptory in the sense that the decision of the Court will formaII reply to the 

1 1  ,, specific reference tu the Court contained in the specid agreement . 

Nonetheless, both in its Mernoriai and by its generd approach tu the dispute, Hungary has 

attempted tu bring into question the Specid Agreement's tems: 

- It has introduced the notion of the critical date; 

- It has developed an untenable line of argument relating to State 
succession; 

- It has negtected the provisions of Art icIe 4 of the SpeciaI Agreement 
relating tu the Temporary Water Management Regime (-1. 

The "Critical Date" Proaused bv Hun~arv 

1.28 The concept of the "critical dateq3is a familia one, although its utility is 

14 S. Rosenne, The Law and Practice of the International Court, Martinus Nijhoff, Dordrecht, 1985, p. 
509. 
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ofien questionable's. Its most commun use is to identXy the date at which a titIe - usually to 

1 territory - has  passed, or been acquired16; or altematively, the date at which a dispute has 

"~r~stalised"", so that a court can fix a point in time at whjch the rights and obligations cm be 

assessed. 

1.29 Hungary seeks to derive fiom Article 2(l)(a) of the Specid Agreement 

1 a critical date of May 198918, indicating in a footnotelg - albeit somewhat obscurely - that its 

use of tks date is to exchde prier condiict, but not subsequent conduct. This, of course, is the 
exact opposin of the normal funciion of the "critical datew. Tts use is tu exdude evidence of 
conduct after a particular date, but here Hungary seeh to use it tu exdude evidence of 

conduci before May 1989. 

1.30 It is clear that Article 2 of the SpeciaI Agreement indicates no such date. 
The Court is asked to decide on the basis of the Treaty and other rules and principles of 
general or conventional international la#, on: 

- The legality of H u n g N s  suspension, and later abandonment of its work 

on the Project (para. (a)); 

- The fegality of Czechos~ovakia's proceedirig with Variant "C" in 

November 199 1 and operat ing it from Octuber 1992 @ara. @}); 

- The legdity of Hungary's fuma1 termination of the Treaty on 1 9 May 

1992 (para. (c)). 

l 5  Sec. the Amntine-Chile Frontier Case, 38 International Law Rewrts (1969), p. 10, at p. 80: the Court 
of Arbitration said it "considerd the notion of the critical date to be of little value in the present 
litigation and has examineci ail the evidenœ submitted to it ...". In the Taba Award (Arbitral Award 
in the Dimute Concemina Certain Boundar, Pillars Between the Arab Revublic of E m t  and the State 
of IsraeIL (29 Seprembr 1988) 80 Tnternationd Law Rewrts (19891, p. 226, the Court chose not a 
criticai date, bu1 a critifal p î o d  (the perid of the mandate). 

'' A s i n t h e I s I a n d o f P a I m a s C a s e . ~ , R e p o r t s o f 9 2 $ ( V o I .  
II, p. 829, where Hukr 1. tmk the date on which sovereignty passed fiom Spain ro the U.S.A. 

I7 a the extensive &-ion by G. Fitunaurice in "The Lstw and Procedure of the I.C.J." 32 British 
Y h k  of International Law (1955-56), pp. 2044. Aç CounseI for the U.K. in ihe Mnauierç et 
Ecrehos Case. Sudment. I.C.J. Remris I9SL p. 47 Pleadin~ç, Vol. II, pp. 6748). Fitvnarrrice 
~ f i n e d  the concept M e r  than the Courts have been prepared to go. 

18 Hungarian Mernorial. pam 8.08. 

l9 m., p. 245, fn. 2. 

20 & paras. 1 .O3 - 1.06, above. 



CIearly, these events took place at different times, so that there can be no one "critical" date in 

the dassicd serise of the te- and hwtce one finds Hungaryk suggeztion that May 1989 marks 

simply the beginning of a criticd period. And this highlights the essentid purpose of Hungary's 

submission: it is tu exclude evidence of conduct ~ n o r  tu May 1989, includinp. the wnclusion 
and the application of the 1977 Treav- Even on ifs face, the suggestion is unworkable. How 
wouId it be possible to judge whether Hungary was jusaed in suspendmg work in May 1989 

without examining the prior events which led up to - and in Hungary's view justified - the 

suspension? 

1.3 1 This extraordmary suggestion is simpIy a ploy designed to exclude vitd 

evidence of the conduct of the Parties prior to May 1989. There cm be no surprise that 

Hungary wouId wish to exclude such evidence, for it is highiy darnaging to Hungary. As 

Chapter IU of Slovakia's Mernorial and Chapter IV of this Coiinter-Mernorial make clear, it 

was during this earIier period that Hungary first sought tu delay the Project, pIeading ecoriomic 

dificuhies and Iack of technicd skiIIs, and then sought to speed up the Project in the interests 

of envirumentai protection. Czechoslovakia sought to accommodate these changing demands 

over these early years. The agreed Prutocol tu speed up completion was signed only on 6 

February 1989, so that within a period of just over three months Hungary used environmentai 
arguments fist to speed up and then to suspend the Project. 

1.32 The inconsistency of ttiis behaviour is obvious, and it is a srnaIl wonder 
that Hungary would wish to exclude it from the Court's consideration. Paaduxicdty, whilse 
Hungary is aruüous to exclude evidence of its own condttct pre-May 1489, it h a  no hesitation 

in invoking, in Chapter 4 of its Mwnorid, treaties of 1954, 1956 and 1976 in an attempt tu 

prove ~ha t  the Parties had entered into commitments controlling the way in wfiich the 1977 
Treaty must be interpreted and applied. 

1.33 Slovakia is confident that the Court will not accept Hungary's line of 
argument. This is a case in which the "critical date" concept really has no role. This is a case 

in which a speciai agreement - a com~romis - exists, and the role of that compromis will serve 
for whatever purpose a "critical date" is needed. The Court wiII need to look at the whole 
record of the conduct of the Parties in order to answer the questions posed in Article 2 of the 
Special Agreement. There can be no basis for an arbitrary exclusion of evidence of condiict 

prior tu a certain date, the p n m ~  object of which exclusion is withorrt question tu "neutralise" 

the 1977 Treaty, which is, as presented in the Specid Agreement, not ody the principal object 

of the dispute but the principaI basis of the applicable law as well. 



1.34 On reading Hungary's Mernorial, Slovakia was struck wit h astonishment 

and perplexity by the argument - to say the least, unexpected - that Hungary hm fashioned 
from the law of State succession. Hungary seems to attach a very special importance to this 
argument since: 

- It appears as w l y  as the fourth paragraph of its Memo rial; 

- It is deveIoped at great Iength and appears thoughout its pleading; and 

- Hurigav even goes so far as tu make this new argument part of its 
fonnd Submissions, inviting the Court to adjudge and declare: 

"that the Treaty of 16 September 1977 has never been in force between the 
Republic of Hungary and the Slovak ~e~ubiic'' ." 

1.35 Slovakia will not address this argument in detail at this stage of its 

Counter-Mernorial. A careful refutation of Hungary's peculiar argument appears in Chapter III 
below . It is suEcient here tu indicate the outlme of Hungary's argument: 

(i) Only CzechosIovakia (not Slovakia) was party tu the 1977 Treaty; 

(ii) The dissolution of CxechosIovakia gave rise to two new States, neither 

of which was the continuation of the pre-existing S tate; 

(iii) The Treaties concluded by Czechoslovakia with Hungary have 
disappeared along with Czechoslovakia save in a situation where an 
agreement has intervened between Slovakia and Hungary; 

(iv) This is not the case for the 1977 Treaty, which thus ceased to exist on 

3 1 December 1992 independently of Hungary's earIier gurporled 
"termination"; 

(v) Therefure, the 1977 Treaty has never been in force between the Parties 

to the cment dispute before the Court. 

21 Hungarian Mernorial, p. 339. 



1.36 This reasoning, which cari in no way be sustained", does not prevent 

Hungary from argiiing that Slovakia is nonetheiess responsible through its adoption of 
violations of the 1977 Treaty allegedly committed by CzechosIovakia. Fur it is contended that 

SIovakia is obEged tu rernedy such breaches by way of damages even thou& conversely, 

Slovakia has no rîght tu any remedy for damages SUR& by Czechoslovakia. Irr order tu 

jus@ these truly exfrayagant contentions, Hungary relies on a confused and cornplex 
interpretation of the Specid Agreement, the essence of which is to piace in opposition the first 
two paragraphs of the preambf e, on the one hand, and the two paragraphs of Article 2 of the 

Treaty, on the other hand. 

1.37 The result is hardly convincing. In particular, it is diacult to see how 
Hungary can affirm that Slovakia is "the sole successor State in respect of rights and 

obligations relating to the GabCikovo-Nagymaros Project", but not in respect of the Treaty 

itself, given that such rights and obIigations necessarily have their origin in the Treaty. 

Similariy, it is extraordinary that Hungary should mean tu deny the Court's cornpetence tu nile 

on the vdidity of the 1977 Treaty between the Parties to the dispute when: 

- Article 2<1)(a) invites the Court to decide whether Hungary was entitled 
to suspend and subsequently abandon works "for which the Treaty 
attributed responsibility to the Republic of Hungary"; 

- Article 2(1)(c) refers to "the legd effects of the notification, on May 19, 

1992, of the termination of the Treatv by the Republic of FIungaryw" ; 
and 

Article 2(2) requests the Court "tu determine the Iegd consequences, 

including the rights and obligatians for the Parties" deriving from the 
answers to the questions mked h paragraph 1. 

It is absurd to contend that the Court can only acquit itseif of its task in the way desired by 
Hungary, that is by deciding that the Treaty has never been binding on these Parties. The most 

to be said is that, in a balanced and equitable manner, the Preamble has been drafted so that the 

Special Agreement in no way pre-judges the responses that the Court is called upon to give. 

1.38 Hungary's interpretation of the Specid Agreement goes against its ckar 

tems and wouId deny its h a h g  any usefuI effect; for it presrrmes that the central question 

12 Bec. Chaplers III and X, kIaw. 

23 Emphaçis added to Articles 2( 1 )fa) and Z(l)(c). 



before the Court, which relates tu the obiigations arising under the 1977 Treaty and tu the 

consequerices of Hungary's purporîed, unilaterd "termination", is already answered. B y 
excluding one (and, in SIuvakia's opinion the sole) pwsible response, &, that the 1977 Treaîy 

is stiU in force between the Parties, Hungary undrrly Iimits the task of the Court. Thus, it 
attempts to achieve what it had hoped for by the m i  of its Application with the Couri - that 

the Court determine the validity of Variant "CM in isolation and on the basis that the 1977 

Treaty had ceased to exist before the provisional solution was even put into operation. 

1.39 The whole Hungarian Mernoriai relies on this hypothesis. Further proof 

of this is Hungary's insistence on the generai law of the environment as the applicable law even 

though, as Slovakia demonstrates in Chapter lX below, the basic applicable standard is the 

1977 Treaty (as completed by the Joint Contractual Plan}. This fonns a lex specialis, which 

reflects the standards of generd international Iaw while contairing its own detailed 
reqrtirements. Article 2 of the Special Agreement makes this Iex speciaIis the principal basis of 

the decision to be rendered by the Court. 

The Tem~orarv Water Management Revime 

1.40 The very reverse of its restrictive attitude towards the consideration of 
the 1977 Treaty is Hungary's emphasis on the W. W s t  paying Iip service tu Article 4 of 
the Special Agreement, which excludes the TWMR from the Court's junsdiction, Hungary tries 
to introduce the TWMR into the case in a highiy dubious manner. 

1.4 1 As Slovakia made clear in its ~ e r n o r i a l ~ ~ ,  the conclusion of a temporary 
water management regime, to be applied pending the judgment of the Court, is a matter to be 
agreed between the Parties, and the resolution of problems which may be encountered on the 
way to reaching an agreement, or which may arise pursuant to such an agreement, are matters 
tu be resulved by the Paies - with recoirrse to the Commission of the European. Communities 
- and by the Court. 

1.42 Evidently such matters are not refened to the Court for decision. 
Nowhere in Article 2 of the SpeciaI Agreement is there ariy wording which would suggest that 
the Court had cornpetence over such rnatters. Indeed, Article 4(2) cunfirms that, pending the 

conctuzion of an agreement on a management regme, if either pwty feeIs its rights are 

endangered, the remedy Les in consultation and reference to the Commission of the Europeari 

Communities and not ,in application to this Court for an order of interim masures of 

24 
Slovak Mernorial, para. 6. 



protection under Article 41 of the Statute. In these circumstances, it is surprishg to read in 
the Hungarian Memorial the following passage: 

" ... the Court is erititIed tu take hto account the conduct of the Parties under 
ArîicIe 4 of the SpeciaI Agreement in assessing their good faith in reIation tu 

* 2 5  n the resohtion of the dispute submitted tu ~t . 

Moreover, in its Chapter 3, H u n g q  gives a hi@y tendentiuusZ account of the negotiations 

su far with regard tu the concItrsion of a temporary water management reghe. 

1.43 But, cIeariy, the positions adopted by the two Parties with regard to the 
EC proposals for a temporary water management regime are irreievant to the issues put before 
the Court in Article 2. Whatever the merits or demerits of either Hungary's position, or 

Slovakia's position, as regards EC proposals in December 1993, these must be totally irreIevant 

to the questions whether Hungary was in breach of the 1977 Treaty in 1989-1990 (suspension 

and abandonment), or whether a breach arose from Hungary's puïported termination of the 

Treaty in May 1992, or Czechoslovakia's construction of Variant "CM in 199 1 - 1992. 

1.44 In short, Hungary's view of the task of the Court is simply a device tu 
introduce extranwus and, Hrrngary wouId wish, prejudicid rnateird in the hope that it might 

coIour the Court's approach to the issues actuaIIy before it. As such, it shouId be rejected. 

25 Hungdan Mernorial, para. 2.1 2. 

26 The word "tendentious" seem appropriate for severril m m .  The Minutes of the London meeting on 
28 October 1992 are portrayed as "the London Agreement" (Kunganan Memorial, para. 3.191). The 
purely temporaq nature of Czchoslovakia's undertaking (explainai in the Slovak Memorial, para. 
4.97, gt ses.) is ignored So is the fact that the Agreed Minutes (Slovak Memorial, Annex 128) were 
expressed to be without prejudice to the legal rights of the partia. So also is the fact that the EC 
Group of Experts saw its ta& as making recomrnendations to the Parties, a notion quite incompatible 
with the idea that they had already entered into binding commitments at the tondon meeting: sec. EC 
Working Group report of 2 Novemkr 1993 (Slovak Mernoriai, Anna 19). The EC "compromise" 
proposais of December 1993 were basai on discharge figures li.e.. average discharge into the Old 
Danube of 800 m3/s) which were pure compromise between the Slovak and Hunganan proposais, and 
quite unrelated to any scientific justijïcation. When the bve members of the EC Working Graup coiild 
not corne to a cornmon reuimmendation wuse of a ffaiwe to apee on the part of the Slovak and 
Hungarian repentatives), the three EC appoinred memkrs of fie Group sirnply tmk the SIovak 
proposai for 400 m3h and the Hlutgarian proposii for 1200 m3fs and, in a quite arbitrary mamer, 
spli t the difference. Moreover, the Hungarian m u n t  faiIs to disclose that Hungaq has not actuaIIy 
taken fie measmes mmmended by the EC Experts, so that the branches on the Hungarian side 
m o t  h e f i t  f?om the exîstirig flow. It was necessary to impund the waters by means cf an 
underwater weir, thus raising their Ise1 so that water codd fiow into the brarrches on the Hungarian 
side. Hm- &viousIy decîdtxi not to do x, bernusep with the recharge -stem workîng effectively in 
the branches, H u n g q  wodd Iose the Êvidenœ of the dIeged ecoiogid dwastatian it n d e d  for the 
purpose clf ifs case- &, para. 8.1 1, g S., k h w .  



B. A Curious Concept ion of ChronoIom 

i 1.45 hother  characteristic of the Hungarian litigation strategy is the tutd 

indifference shown to the chrunuIogy of the facts of the dispute of which, at best, a scramblsd 
image is given. 

1.46 The most striking example of this method is Hungary's presentation of 

the events surrounding the so-called "unilateral terrnination" of the Treaty on 19 May 1992. 

Not daring to advance an argument too conspicuously faIse in pretending that its decision to 
"terminate" was the consequence of the so-called "diversion of the Danube" (for the damming 

took place more than five months later), Hungary attempts to jus@ its purported termination 
by the supposed threat posed by the preparations for Vanant "c"*'. But Hungary has 

"forgottenit that duruip this penod ~zechoslod5a canstantly gave its agreement to 

undenaking joint environmental studies2'. Most importantly, Hungary fds to link the 

preparation for Variant "C" tu the preceding events. It was ody as a most reluctant response 
fo the hardwring of Hungws position that CzechosIovakia resolved tu put Variarit "Cu into 

operation - a soIution that was more costIy and Iess beneficid in ternis of electricd production 

than the origind Project. In other words, the chronology is of essential importance for it was 

the successive m a u r e s  of Hungws suspension and abandonment of works at Nagymaros 

and then at Dunakiliti that led CzechosIovakia to envisage the impIemenltation of a provisionai 
solution - as is shown by the chronology set out in alus. No. CM-2. To present the provisiond 
solution in isolation constitutes a grave distortion of the facts. 

1.47 This particdar example of distorted presentation is not unique. 
Elsewhere in its Memorial, Hungary d5rms that Czechoslovakia's decision to fa11 back on 
Variant "C" "cannot have been the appropriate response to the cautious, provisiond and partial 
suspension of works decided by Hungary during the Spring of 1989"". This too takes no 

account of the chronology. The simple fact is that the decision tu proceed with V iant  "C" 
was not made until 12 December 199 1. In the intervening two and a hdf year period, Hungary 

had decided on the totd abandonment of works in bath the Nagymaros section (27 Octuber 

1 989) and the GabEfkovo section (6 March 1990) and had resolved tu terminate the Treaty on 

12 December 1 990. 

27 Hungarian Memorial, paras. 3.154,3.157 and 10.31. 

28 Sec. Slovak Memorial, para. 4.75, a., and para. 5.75, gt m., belwv. 

29 Hungarian Memorid, para. 7.91. 1s this f irst  suspenSion unilaterally taken on 13 May 1989 to be 
considerd "cautious, provisional and partiaI" because it laste. only a few months before it was 
wnverted into a terrnination? 



1.48 Hungary attempts to reason as if the folIowing was the sequence of 
relevant facts: 

- First, Hungary's "cautious, provisional, and partial suspension of 
wurh ..."; 

- Next. the implementation of Variant "CH by Cl;echodovakia; 

- FinaIIy, temination of the Treaty. 

This sequence ir seriously wrong in nt least two respects. -Ist, the termination of the Treaty 
preceded, not followed, the implementation of Variant "C" - a step which Slovakia has always 
stressed as being provisional in nature, and which it is today. Second, it is essential to focus on 

the progressive hardening of Hungary's position which, by rnid-1990, had led to the de facto 
abandonment of the whole Project. This, in tum, led to the study of various alternative 
solutions by Czechoslovakia, one of which was eventually implemented, being Variant "CM. 

1.49 Such indifference to chronology is a constant throughout Hungary's 

Mernorial. To give just one other example, it is qui te remarkable that in its table of "the Treaty 
of 1977 and ReIated ~greernents"~', Hringary takes no account of the dates of the diserefit 

treaties and agreements that it Iists as having been concIuded. This Ieads it to find support in 
various agreements having absoIutdy no relevance tu the current dispute and to fail tu t&e 

account of the modifications made by a specific, subsequent agreement ru a previous generd 

agreement, thus ignohg the principle of Iex posterior priori dero~at. 

SEC~ION 3. The Structure o f  the Coun ter-Memorial 

1.50 This Counter-Memonal is divided into five Parts. In Part 1, SIovakia re- 

examines the 1977 Treaty in the light of Hungary's analyses - both in terrns of the individual 
provisions of the Treaty and its overall significance (Chapter II) and in tems of Hungaryk 
clairn that SIovakia did not succeed to Czechoslovakia's rights and obligations thereunder 

(Chapter m). This Part establishes the 1977 Treaty as the basis of the currerit dispute and 
analyses the Parties' obligations theremder, 

1.5 1 Ln Part II, Slovakia examines in some detail Hungary's rendition of the 

background and factuaI historjr to this dispute (Chapters IV-VI), wfriIst Part ID is devoted tu 



an analysis of Hungarfs contentions as to anticipated and actual environmental impacts 

1 (Chapters VII and Vm). 

1.52 Part IV consists of a detailed analysis of Hungary's legal arguments. In 

Chapter K, Slovakia considers H u n g e s  misguided emphasis on environmental law; in 
Chapter X the attempts in Hungary's Mernonal to justify Hungws breaches are analysed; and 
in Chapter XI, the lawfuhess of Variant "C" is reexarnined. 

1.53 Findly, in Part V, the defects in Hungary's consideration of the legal 

conscquences of the dispute are explained. 

1.54 SIovakia's fonnal Siibmissions to the Court are then repeated in the 

same tems as those set out in Slovakia's Memurid. 





CHAPTER IL THE 1977 IXEATY AND OTHER AGREEMENTS RELEVANT 
TO THE G/N PROJECT 

I 

2.01 It appears from the Parties' respective analyses that there is much 

comrnon ground between them on the subject of the 1977 ~reaty'. Both accept that while the 
1977 Treaty is of fundamental importance to the solution of this dispute, the Treaty, as the 
Hungarian Mernoriai explains, "was not concluded in a vacuum but was part of a matrix of 
bilateral and rnultilateral treatiesM2. This description is echoed in the Slovak Memorial, which 

entitled its relevant section "A CIweiy Interrelated Cornplex of Agreements". 

2.02 Nonetheless, the Parties' analyses d i i r  greatly in certain instances and, 
in particular, with regard 10: 

- The nature of the 1977 TreaQ; 

- The nature and the signîficance of the Joint Contractuai Plan and the 
other relevant agreements, as well as the Iink between these agreements 
and the 1977 Treaty. 

SECTION 1. The Nature of the 1977 Treatv 

2.03 Slovakia considers in sub-section A below, the Hungarian Mernorial's 

discussion of the general characteristics of the 1977 ~reaty) . It will be show that on certain 
key points, Hungary's analysis is highly debatable. Even more dubious is Hungary's denial of 
the teniturial nature of the 1977 Treaty. This instrument created rights in rem and not merely 
rights in personam, as is discussed in sub-section B below. 

A, Hun~ary's Anahsis of the 1977 Treaty 

2.04 Hungary presents the 1977 Treaty as: 

- a vehicle for "socialist integration"; 

. 

1 Compare, Hungarian Memorial. Chapter 4; Slwak Memorial, Chapter VI, Section 1. 

2 Hungarian Memorial. para. 4.56. 

3 m., paras. 4.10-4.13,4.21 and 10.73. 



- a cooperative project creating a joint investment; 

- a framework treaty; 

- an hernationd agreement that is consistent with environmental 
protecf ion. 

With the exception of the hst point, which offers ody a biased and incornpIete picture of the 

Projecl, SIovakia agrees with this generd description. Nonetheless, certain of the justifications 

ofered by Hungary are cuntested by SIovakiq as are the condusiuns it draws fium its analysis. 

A "Vehide for Sociatist Tnte~rsition"? 

2.05 Hungary chooses to find in the G/N Project a representation of 
communist ideology and in the 1977 Treaty "a vehicle for 'socialist integration' through 
CO MEC ON"^. This is a reflection of Hungary's litigation strategy, which is aimed at 
portraying Slovakia as the old-fashioned defender of an outmoded vision, still afflicted by the 
mentality of the Ancien ~égirne'. It is tme that the second paragraph of the 1977 Treaty's 

preamble recognised that "the joint utilization of the Hungarian-Czechoslovak section of the 
Danube will further ... contribute tu bnnging about the socidist integration of the States 

members of the Corrnd for Mumai Economic Couperation", but this r e h n c e  is surely not 

suficient tu turn the Treaty into "a COMECQN ~reaty"' . 

2.06 in actudity, such a reference is no more thm the sort of stylistic 

formality to be fmnd in many treaties that invoIved some km of ecunomic cooperation 

between the member States of the fonner CounciI for Mutual Economic Assistance 
("CMEA"). This sort of language appears in the preambles of many bifateral Czechoslovak- 

Hungarian agreements on economic, scientific, cultural or technical cooperation7. 

2.07 In any event, the 1977 Treaty is not significantly diferent from other 
agreements between non-socialist States which provide for the common development of rivers 

forming international boundaries. Generally speaking, such other agreements also relate to 
integrated projects (the integration ofien manifesting itself by the creation of an entiiy, invested 

4 M.. para. 10.73. 

m., para. 4.21. 

7 
S e .  C E ,  the agrwment of5 Febrrtary 1973 on Cmperation in the Sphere of Tourism, of 22 Decemkr 
1981 on Cmperarion in the Sphere of HeaIth and Science, of 22 Octokr 1985 on Culnirai and 
Scitntifrc Cooperauon. 



with operationa1 bnctions); they involve a close and continuous cooperation between the 

parties whose Enancial and t e c k c d  obligations are usually shared equally, as are the irghts to 

use and tu profits; and, as a gwierai rule, these agreements consist of fiamework instruments, 

the cornpletion and irnplementation of which are envisaged by means of suppIementq 
agreementss . 

2.08 It must also be stressed that Czechoslovakia's and Hungary's desire to 

develop their hydrodectric resources and, in particular, the potential of the Danube predates 
the arriva1 of cornmunism there9. The idea of such development dates back to the Austro- 
Hungarian Empire and bears no Link to any specific ideo~og~'~ . 

2.09 The Soviet Union did follow the bilateral negotiations that led to the 
1977 Treaty (directly or through the intermediq of the CMEA), but only in the same 

systematic manner as it foIIowed dI questions of relations between the Eastern bloc countries. 

It did not attach any particular significance to those negotiations. In fhis respect, it is 
significant thar in 1955 the Central Cornmittee of the Soviet Communist Party expressed its 
complete neutrdity in relation to the ~roject " . The USSR'S reticence in entering into financing 
agreements with Hungary demonstrates, if anything, its relative disinterest12 . The above 

8 b, for example, the convention between France and Switzerland mncerning hydroelectric utilisation 
of the Emosson, 23 August 1963, Recueil des traités et accords de la France, Paris, 1965, Tome 1, p. 
44; the convention between France and the Federal Republic of Germany concer~ng utilisation of the 
Rhine between StrashurgiKehl and LautenhurgNeuburgwein, 4 July 1969, m., 1969, p. 110; and 
the Treaty between Brazil and Paraguay concerning the hydroelectric utilisation of the water resources 
of the Parani River, 26 April 1973, United Nations Treaty Series. No. 13 164, p. 92. In passing, it may 
be noted that these partidar examples, admittedly dated prior to the 1977 Treaty. reved less concem 
over environmental protection. 

9 Sec. for example, interview with Prof. Emil Moçon yi, Maavar Tudomhv, No. 1194, Slovak Mernoriai, 
Annex 22. 

IO 
K n n e x  1, at p.23. This docrrmtnt, knom as the Hungarian "White Bwkm, is discussed at pars. 5.47, 
klow. If is noreworihy thak at fie same rime as the dtimate parties 10 the 1977 Treaîy commenced 
discussions on joint development, ~ h o s l o v a k i a  shodd have dso entered into negotiations with 
Austria - a countxy oulside the CMEA - with a view 10 a cornon pmje~t upstream of BratisIava. 
Th- negotiations did not, al that tirne, r a t  in my agreement due fri financial concerns of A d a .  
But lhey are d e n c e .  if any is needed, of the *ideolo@d neriixaiity" khind the GM Projea. 

11 % the Report of Cornde VosaIrIik on the dixirssicns at the Central Cammitte of the Soviet 
Communia Party mcerning the water works on the Dmuh, 25 Octokr 1955, Annex 2 htreto: "In 
î h s  stage of preparation of the projecc the Soviet side is not in a position tu fornulate lits] adviwry 
opinion ... it was important to start f irst  bilaterd talks between CzechosIovakia and Hungarjr and ody 
after achieving an agreement, the (Soviet) oEcg for economic relations with popdar demxratic 
countries could be involved." 

I L  Hungarian Mernorial, paras. 3.33-3.34. 



remarks serve to put into perspective the aileged "Soviet pressure" which Hungary 
emphasises13 . 

2.10 As for the CME4 dthough it rnanifcstd a generd Hiterest iri the 

Danube's development and was kept infomed ofthe bilaterd negotiations, nnothhg Ieads tu the 

conclusion that it exercised any "pressure" on either of the parties, and especidly on Hungaty. 

Even though the Hungarian Memurid makes this allegation on several occasions, it offers 
absolutely no Tt is not plausible to interpret the CMEAk recommendations as 

obligations imposed un the parties fium the outside15 : as Hungaq itself admitq thse 

recommendations (which in any event were unafiunously adopted, i.e.. with Hungary's consent) 
had no obligatury nature rrntii adopted by the Governments of the States concerned. 

2.11 In essence, Hungary's persistent attempt to categorise the 1977 Treaty 
as a "COMECON" Treaty is no more than a stratagern to taint the G/N Project with the 
widespread opprobrium with which communist ideology is viewed today. To this end, 
Hungary does not hesitate to rely on the most questionable evidence. For example, it alludes 
to the fact that in 195 1 the President of the Danube Commission (to whom a letter had been 
addressed in 195 1 by the Commission's Hungarian representative) was from the US SR'^. Yet 
this fact was no more than pure coincidence; the presidency of the Commission rotates 

arnongst its member States and happened at that moment tu be hdd by the USSR Sdarly ,  
Hungav refers tu a 1958 Protoc01 of Tripartite Joint Negotiatiuns @etween Hungarîan, 

Czechosluvak and Soviet representatives)'? but omits to mention that: 

"The meeting was cdled gn the initiative and invitation of the Hungxian 
side'' .ll - 

2.1 2 H u n M s  attempts c m t  be taken seriousIy. The 1977 Treaty is not 
the resuIt of Soviet pressure nor does it reflect an outdated ideology. It simply implements the 
legitimate desues of two States bordering on a great international river - a stretch of which was 

not developed - to make use of their natural resources, to avoid the potentially catastrophic 

13 M., at paras. 1.03,3.02-3.03,3.07,3.10-3.22,3.27, 3.29,3.32-3.37,3.40, 4.064.07, 4.21 and 10.73- 
10.74. 

14 M., paras. 3.12 and 3.40, for example. 
15 W., para. 3.21. 

16 m., para. 3.03. 

17 W., para 3.15. 



efïects of urmmaged watermurses, tu improve navigation on the Danube both in their own 

interests and in the interests of other riparians (as well as other rhird States) and tu reinforce 
their neighbourly relations. It is these aims that are set out in the very first paragraph of the 

1977 Treaty's prearnble, which Hungary faiis to cite: 

"Considering their mutual interest in the broad utiiization of the natural 
resources of the Bratislava-Budapest section of the Danube river for the 
development of water resources, mer@, transport, agriculture and other 
sectors of the national economy of the Contractkg Parties.* 

2.13 At various points in its Mernorial, Hungary stresses the "integrated" 

nature of the Project which, as Article (1) of the 1977 Treaty provides: 

" .. . shall comprise the GabEikovo system of locks and the Nagymaros system of 
locks and shdl constitute a single and indivisible operational svstern of works" 
(emphasis added); 

or, as the Hungwian Memurid describes iî, a systern: 

"combining both upstrearn and downstrem element s in a system of peak power 
production19 ." 

2.14 This emphasis is justified. Certainly, in technical terms the Project could 
be divided into two distinct parts - being the GabEikovo and Nagymaros sections. It is this 
division that is reflected in Articles l(2) and l(3) of the Treaty. But in legal and economic 

termn these two sections were not divisible. in particiilar, the essential nature of the 

cornpletion of Namarus tu the Project must be stressed: on the one hand to enable the 

production of peak electricity at ~ E i k o v u ,  which was impossible without a downstream weir 

to regdate flows and, on the other hand, to enable the improvement of the sole remaining 
sector of the Danube difficult for navigation. 

2.15 Hungary, moreover, recognises the vital importance of the construction 

of Nagymaros to the Project: 

"In particular the Nagymaros Barrage was essentid tu the Original Project, 
which was, as demonstrated in Chapter 4, conceived as 'a single and indivisible 
operational systern of worh'. In concept, in operation and in tems of any 
possibility of an economic return h m  this 'joint investrnent', the Nagynaros 
Barrage was a key element. Without it, peak power production would not be 

19 m. ,Vol .  1, para 10.73. &al=, para. 4.10or 4.21. 



possible, and a principal ecanomic advantage of the Original Project wodd 
disappdo . " 

This puts in its tme light what Hungary now cdls "the cautious provisionai and partial 
suspension of worksn at Nagymaros in May 1989'' and renders absurd Hungary's subsequent 
prciposd t hat Czech~slovakia give up the Nagymaros section of the Project whilst continuhg 
with the GabEFkovo sectionZ2. 

2.1 6 It is, to say the very least, paradoxical that Hungary goes so far as to 
include, as one of the fundamental changes of circumstance it enurnerates, the dissolution of 

"the single and indivisibIi operationai systern" as a result of the suspension of works at 

~ a g y m a r o p .  Nemo auditur propriam himitudinern allepan?. 

A Couperative Praiect Creafine a Joint Investmenf 

2.17 Hungary's characterisation of the 1977 Treaty as being at the ongin of a 

"cooperative proj ect, one which required close partnership, continued negotiation.. . , merits 

a similar observation: the "cooperative" elements in the Treaty are indeed of special 
importance, yet it has been Hungary not Czechoslovakia (or Slovakia) that has faiIed to take 

account of them. 

2.18 In this respect, Article 10 of the Treaty deserves particular attention. 

Paragraph 1 ofthis Article provides: 

"Works of the System of Locks constiîuting the joint property of the 
Contracting Parties shaii be operated, as a CO-ordinated single unit and in 
accordance with the jointly-agreed operating and operationai procedures, by the 
authorized operating agency of the Contracting Party in whose temtory the 
works were built. " 

As Hungary correctly points outB, the paragraphs af Article IO that follow (together with 

Articles 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 1 1@, 12, in particuIar, 12(6) and 25) set out the detaas of this 

2\., para- 10.75. 

21 W., para. 7.91. 

22 See. eg, para. 5.35, m., below. 

" Hungarian Mernoriai, para. 10.74. 

24 &g para. 10.73, klow. 

2s Hung&an Mernoriai, para. 4.1 1. dm, M., pams. 4.2 I,7.07 and 10.73. 

26 u., para. 4.1 1 - 4.12. 



cooperation wit h respect to the sharing of costs and responsibiIities, the dectricity produced 

and the profits. And, if it is correct that "the 1977 Treaty did not allow for unilaterai operation 

of the Barrage System by either ~ar ty"~ ' ,  it follows a fortiori that one party acting done has no 

right to reshape the system in response to factors not accepted by the other party, or to give 
into the demands of its own public opinion. As one well known commentator has expressed it, 
Article 39 of the Viema Convention on the Law of Treaties "lays duwn the generd mle that a 

treaty may be amended by agreement behveen the parties. ClearIy, in the case of a bilaterd 

t r e q ,  the agreement of both parties is rquireda. 

2.19 In this context, Article 27 of the Treaty is particularly significant. In 
spite of the self-contradictory interpretation contained in Hungary's ~ e m o r i a p ,  this provision 
makes no reference at al1 to the "revision" of the Treaty. Instead, it sets out in unambiguous 

terms the means for the settlement of disputes, wbich is solely through negotiations to be 
carried out between the parties in a spirit of cooperatioa. The multigIe unilateral decisions 

taken by Hungarqf since May 1 989 conform neit her tu the Ietter of this Article (or the other 

"cooperative provisions" of the Treaty) nor to its spirit. This is in sharp contrast with the f a t  

that Czechoslovakia and, su bsequentl y, Sluvakia - contrary to what the Hunganan Mernorial 
contends - have always been more than ready to pursue the settlement of the dispute that 
Hungary has claimed to seek. 

A Framtwork Treaîy 

2.20 On several occasions, the Hiirigarian Memurid depicts the 1977 Treaty 

as "a Hrreprint, and nut a rigidly pre-determined schernee3'. But this is inaccurate if, 8s the 

Hungarian Mernoriai frequently suggests, it is intended tu deny the obIigatory nature of the 
Treaty. Duly concluded in accordance with the prerequisites of international law, the Treaty 
binds the Parties to it in al1 respects. As recalled by Article 26 of the Vienna Convention: 
"every treaty in force is binding upon the parties to it and must be performed by them in good 
faith." 

2-21 The 1977 Treaty may be seen as a "framework treatyn, but in the sense 

that "many matters had 10 be resolved by other agreements or arrangements, whether in the 

" m., para. 7.07. 

'* 1. Sinclair, The Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, Manchester University Press, Manchester, 
1984, p. 107. 

2P Hungarian Mernorial, para. 7.92; sec. al=, paras. 2.22-2.23, kIow, 

30 Hungarian Mernoriai, para. 4.13; ~ee,also, para. 4.21. 



Joint Contrachal Plan., or in regdations laid dom by the plenipotentiariesl or in accordance 

with the national Iaws and procedures of one of the . The 1977 Treaty may, 

according tu some points of view, be considered a preliminary But it is not an 
empv sheII that its signatories could, contrary tu the principIe of pacta sunt servanda, consider 
as of no effect, or could modify, or could demand the amendment of, or could suspend, or 
could terminate unilaterally. 

2.22 Hungary is correct in extendig the relative flexibility of the Treaty tu 
the sefilemerit of disputes under Artide 27, prescribing negot iation as "the exciusive means of 

settling disputes" and in concIuding fiom this that "the haIImark was flexibi~ity"". But, of 
course, this flexibility ody existed within the framework of the Treaty: neither Article 27 nor 
any other provision gave the parties the right to campe1 the Treaty's revision. Revision might 
be the eventual concIusion of negotiations; and in agreeing to revise the Treaty at Hungary's 

instigation in 1983 and later in discussing Hungary's further demands for amendment, 
Czechoslovakia showed that it did not exclude this possibility. But it was ody a possibility - 
not a right of one of the parties or an obIigation of the other. The fact that the Treaty had an 
element offlexibility did not mean that there was no obIigation to filfi1 its provisions. 

2.23 lt is therefare incomect for the Hungarian Mernorial to assert that the 

obIigation to negotiate in good %th uuder the Treaty in relation to questions of its appIication, 
or in case of a dispute, "acquires even more weight ... for Article 27 of the 1977 Treaty refers 
preciselv to revision by joint agreement, either arnong the [Plenipotentiaries] or the 
Govemments of the Contracting parties ...'14. Article 27 neither calls for, nor even mentions, 
any such revision. Further, Hungaty cuntradicts itself in fhe s m e  paragraph when it 

recugnises that "the 1977 Treaty contained no mechanisrns fur its revision". 

2.24 The red nature of this "framewurk treaty" is properly seen quite 

diffwently: the essentiai mies are formuIated, niles that the parties must in al1 cases respect 

except in the case of an agreed amendment in accordance with the general principles of the law 

of treaties (as set out in Article 69 of the Viema Convention). In terrns of its implementation, 

the Treaty has recourse to rdated agreements. But, the Treaty is no less binding upon the 
parties. In other words, the "outcorne" is fomidly prescribed in the Treaty itseIf - the parties 

32 RY. lennings and A. Watts, Opxnheirn's International Law, 9th ed., Lon- hndrin, 1492, 
p. 1224. 

33 Hungaian Mernorial, pam 4.13. 

34 M., para. 7.92 (emphasis addd). 



are bound tu realise the joint investment as it is described in the Treaty, whilst the means of 

implementation are flexible and adaptable. The consequences of this are twofoId. 

2.25 First. the parties are bound to comply with the obligations that the 

Treaty itself prescribes; in spite of Hungary's degations to the contrary, this is especially the 

case for provisions relating to the time schedule. No doubt the time schedule could be 
amended by joini agreement: the construction periods laid dom in Article 4(4) were in fact 

modified on two occasions (in 1983 and 1989) and even adjristed on the very day of the 1977 

Treatyts signature in the Mutual Assistance ~greernent~' . But it does not follow that "the 

tirnetable laid dom for work on the Project had never been treated as a matter of strict Iegal 

The very fact that the schedule was modified by formal agreements shows that, 

to the contrary, the parties clearly intended a "strict legal obligation"; and if it is correct that 

the "problems caused by the delay courd be cornpensated for", this necessarily envisages the 
existence of a treaty obligation that has been violated. Moreover, this consequence was 

expressiy pmvided for by Article 26(2)(c) of the Treaty. Hungary, in asserting that 

"...there was never the slightest possibiliry that the Batrage System would corne 
on Iine during that quinquennium, and this was not because of fauIt attributable 
to one or other party but simply because neither coiild aurd  to do so, given 
their ofher prîorities, and the failure of the promised Soviet eeonomic assistance 

37 81 

merely t ics to place Czechoslovakia in Hungaq's own particular situation and to attribute to 
Czechoslovakia its own attitudes. But the Czechoslovak Governent at no stage reiied on a 

Soviet Ioan and, udike Hurigary, never invoked its economic difficulties to shirk its obligations 
or tu request alterations in the tirnetable. Further, the "promised Soviet economic assistance" 

never wnstituted a condition to the conclusion or application of the 1977 Treaty. 

2.26 Second, the reference in the Treaty tu other agreements dready 
concluded or to be concluded in no way signifies that on the points in question the Treaty did 
not create legal obligations. For the pre-existing agreements, this is self-evident: the Treaty 

limits itself to recording these, and they remain in full force and effect to the extent they are not 

inconsistent with the 1977 Treaty. But this is no less so for subsequently executed agreements 
contemplated by the Treaty and n e c e s s q  to its implementation. It cannot be argued that as to 

35 In each -, the amendment was made at Hungds request, d e m o m t i n g  CzechosIovakia's &dent 
flexibiIity. 

37 m., p m .  4.15. To the contrary, Czecboslovakia agreed to M e r  financiai obligations on the date of 
the signature of the 1977 Treaty by means of the 1977 Muhial Assistance Agreement. 



such agreements the obligation was rnerely tu coasult or to  negotiate in good faith; the parties 

were bound tu reach agreement - by a p a d m  de c ~ n t r a h e n d o ~ ~ .  Thuq for example, ArticIes 
1(4), I2(2), 14(2), 15{I) and 19, which refer tu the more precise provisions tu be contained in 

the Joint Contractual Plan, bind the parties not ody to negotiate this agreement but to ensure 

its concIusion in the Iight of the more generd provisions of the 1977 ~ r e a f l .  . 

A Tremity Consistent with Environmental Protection 

2.27 In spite of its attempts to depict the Treaty as the end result of 
irresponsible ambitions linked tu an outmoded ideology, Hungary concedes that this agreement 

"was consistent with the maintenance of water quditj. and with envirorunentd protection 

generally"" and that, "[n]onMthstanding the noturious environmentai dificrilties afthe region, 

its member States, Hungary and CzechosIovakia included, adhered to a range of commitments 

seeking to ensure environmental protection of shared r e s ~ u r c e ~ ' ~ '  . 

2.28 It is similarly impossible to deny that environmental concerns were taken 

into account dunng the pre-Treaty phase - Hungary is unable to do so in spite of its wish to 
show the indifference of the Treaty parties to this s u b j e ~ t ~ ~  - or to deny that the relevant 

provisions of the Treaty (in parîicuIar Articles 5(5)(a)(5) and 5(5)@)( I3), 1 5,  19 arid 20) meet 

or indeed exceed the requirements under the generd mIes of international Iaw. 

2.29 As Hungq accepts: "[a]lthough the protection of the envirument was 
not the main purpose of the original drafters, nonetheless provisions inserted in the 1977 

Treaty to protect water quality and to ensure nahrre preservation43 ." It follows that these 
provisions form an integrai part of the Treaty and subject the parties to these obligations. 

2.3 0 It is necessary to evaluate correctly the extent of these obligations. 

38 Marry examples of simiIar obligations have corne More the Court. North Sa Continental 
Shef, Judment. LC.J. Remrts. 1969, p. 3, at p. 47; Intemrebtion of the Anreement of 25 Mar& 
195 1 berneen the WHO and E m t ,  Advîsorv Opinion. T.C.J. Reports. 1980, p. 73, a1 p. 95. Nore. dm, 
the obligations containal in fie 1977 Treaty, a Artides 6 and 12. 

39 Sec. S d o n  2, Mow, for the relationship between the 1977 Treaty and the Joint Contractuai Plan. On 
the distinction between the obligation to negotiate and a pactum de contrahendo, sec. P. Reuter, "De 
l'obligation de nég~ier", Mélanies MorelIi. Communicazioni e mdi, Vol. XIV, Milano, 1975, pp. 
71 1-733; and RY. Jennings and A. Watts, ODwnheim's International Law, OJ &., p. 1224. 

40 Hungarian Mernorial, para. 4.21. See. a h ,  paras. 6.28 and 10.73. 

Hungarian Mernorial, para. 4.56. 

42 m.. para. 3.3 1, for example; sec. al=, SIovak Mernoriai, paras. 1.60 or 2.14. 

43 Hungarian Memonai, para. 10.88. 



- First. as Hungary recognises, the 1977 Tre;lty as a frarnework treaty 

fixes the generai guidelines and creates the structure for the parties to 

implement the obligations either by further joint agreements, by national 
legislation, or by the actud execution of the works; 

- Second, the envimimental provisions, the Iegdiy binding nature of 

which SIovakia fuly accepts, are general, on-going and continuous 

obligations. 

2.3 1 Hungary is correct in saying that the protection of the environment is 

not the essential object of the 1977 Treaty. Pior to the Treaty's conclusion, the parties sirnply 
took care to reassure themselves that the Project was compatible with the requirements of 

environmental protection. This is an important point, for it was evident that the 

impIemenfation of the Treaty would necessarily affect the environment. In full knowledge of 
this, the parties assurned the resuItant risks* considering that the benefits of the GN Systern 

clearly ouhveighed the potentid risks. But, at the same tirne, the precaution was taken to 

indude the obligation tu ensure vigilant attention tu the envirument. For exampIe, the word 

"monitoring" ("contrôle" in the French text) and "appropriate m a u r e s "  appearing in Articles 

15 and 20, clearly illustrate that the parties had to ensure the irnplementation of these 

1 provisions by reaching common agreement as to any necessary measures while at the same 

time maintaining the essential object of the Treaty: the construction and operation of the GM 

Project. 

2.32 Hungary presupposes the direct oppusite of this. It proceeds to 

substitute the preservation ofthe environment as the essential object of the Treaty and, what is 

more, arrogates to itself the right to decree uniiaterdly what such preservation requires and 
how it is to be achieved - even though the parties deliberately decided to makt this a matter of 
cornmon concern, to be resolved by on-going consultation and, where necessary, by 
adjustments in the implernentation of the Project. 

2.33 To summarise, the 1977 Treaty is the goveming law between the parties 
and constitutes the generd fiamework of their cooperative effort tc achieve the Treaty's object 
and purpose ddescribed in MicIe 1. It imposes on the parties reIativeIy general Iegd 

obIigations, whiIe at the same time maintaining the Treaty's centra1 object, yet providing the 
possibiIity of adjusting the Treaty's impIementation as, for example, in regard to protection of 
the environment. 



2.34 Hungaryts Treaty interpretation, by contrast, is distorted due tu the 

stress placeci on the Treaty preamble and the ihree short articles, Articles 15, 19 and 20. From 

the preamble it is argued that the main aims of the Treaty were economic and poIiticaI (the 

boosting of socidist integration), while from the three articles mentioned above it is argued 

that the overriding goals were the protection of water quaIity and the natural environment. No 
attention is paid to the inconsistency between these two interpretations. 

The 1977 Treatv Created Riehts In Rem 

2.35 Hungary goes tu great Iengths to establish that the " 1977 Treaty w a  
not a bourldary treaty, deIiberately notH since, according tu Hungary, "the parties couId not 

agree on the original Hungarian demand that the boundary line be shifted su as to foHow the 

main navigation chamel through the GabEfkovo power canal and locks"". This is obviousIy 
wrong. The parties had agreed tu reject this dernand as is quite cIear fiom the Treaty itself, in 
particular, Article 22(1). The origin of the problem is attributed to Czechodovakia who, 
allegedly, "was adamant in its refusal to contemplate" a shift in the borderline . But even the 

Hungarian Mernori ai shows that in reality it was Hungary who refused to modify the borderline 
"because there was no suitable Hungarian territory that could be offerd" in compensation for 
the loss that Czechoslovakia wuuld have suEered as a result of the boundary being shifted tu 
the centre ofthe bypass cana14j. 

2.36 The reasons for Hungqis inaistence on this point are uncIear, 

particularly since it would appear evident that, although it did not, of itself, establish a 

boundary, the 1977 Treaty established obligations and rights relating to the regime of the 

boundary and to the use of the concemed territory. This has the same legd consequences, as 

Slovakia estabiishes below. 

2.37 Mungws insistence is presurnably a tactic deztined to introduce its 

most surprising arsment regarding State succession, under which the 1977 Treaîy is 
artificidly ctassified among those treaties creating rights excIusiveIy & personam and not rights 
in rem. By thiç, Hungary hopes to "neutralise" the d e s  relating tu State succession and to 

support the hypothesis, advancd as early as paragraph 1 .O4 of its Mernorial and fiequently 
repeated thereafler, that Slovakia was "never itself a party to that ~ r e a t y " ~ .  Indeed, this point 

m., para. 4.39. Sk, dm, para. 7.30: "it was inlended to estabiish the P d u '  obligations with 
respect to a Barrage System wiuch was separated h m  the boundary." See, alsa, paras- 10.78 and 
10.1 11. 

45 M., para. 3.37; sec. also SIovak Memonal. para. 7.5%. 

46 Hmgarian Memarial, paras. 3.115,6.03,5.06, 10.10% and 11.20. 



appears so important tu Hungary that it fums one of its Submissions. These degations play a 

fundamenta1 role in Hungary's Iitigation strategy for they constitute the soie Iegd b i s  - if any 
exists - for the foIIowing arguments: first, that the 1977 Treaty is rro Ionger in force, quite 

iridependently of H u n g d s  putported t e d a t i o n  of 19 May 1992; and second, that SIovakia 
while succeeding to no righîs and benefits under the Treaty, essentidly bears the Treaty's 

burdens and obligations t hrough "adopting" Czechoslovakia's alleged breaches thereop7 . 

2.38 As Slovakia shows below, these attempts are doomed to failure in the 
light of the mles on State succession in relation to treaties. In any event, Hungary relies on a 
thesis that is totally wrong - for the 1977 Treaty creates rights h rem and not simply rights h 
personam. It must in fact be defined as a "dispositive" or "temtorial" or "objective1+ treaty and, 
as has been noted: "Territorial treaties should be regarded as including al1 treaties which 
affected a temtory in one way or another, not only treaties which established frontier$' ." The 
1977 Treaty in a certain sense "estabIishes" or, in my case* anfima the boundary between the 

Treaty parties and, taken as a whole, affects without my doribt their respective territories. 

The Boundarv Provisions of the 1977 Treafv 

2.39 Article 22 of the Treaty is erititled "Determination of the b o u n d q  line 

of the State fiontier". Its first paragraph provides: 

"The Contracting Parties have, in connection with the construction and 
operation of the System of Locks, agreed on rninor revisions of and changes in 
the character of the State fiontier between the Hungarian People's Republic and 
the CzechosIovak Socialist Republic, as follows ... ." 

This is followed in sub-paragraph (a) by confirmation of the existing boundary and in sub- 
paragraphs @) to (d) by certain clarifications and "rninor revisions". 

2.40 Aside h m  these provisions concerning confirmation or revision, this is 
a typicd boundary clause. There is no need for the fixing of a boundary tu be the principal 

object of a treaty for the relevant provisions to be qudified as border provisions. This is 

evidenced, for example, by the Court's recent judgment in Territorial Dispute &byan Arab 

Jamahiirya v. Chad) in which: 

- On the one hmd, the Court relied soleIy on ArticIe 3 of the Treaîy of 

Friendship and Good Neighbourliness between Libya and France of 10 

47 m.,paraç. 6.04,-et., 8.04, sa. and 10.111, etsea. 
48 R Ago, Ywhook of the International Law Cornmissioq 1970, Vol. I., p. 169. 



August 1955 (and its Annex I), which was not a boundary treaty as 

such, in &ng the boundary between Libya and ~ h a d ~ ~  ; and 

- On the other hand, it did so even though by the relevant provision the 
two parties "recognised" that the buundaries between the French 

coio~es and Libya were those that resulted fiom previous international 

instruments in force; thus the Court expIained: 

"Tu recupke a frontier is essent i d y  tu 'accept' that fiontier, that is, tu draw 
legai consequerices fiom its existence to respect it and tu senouncc the nght to 
contest it in the futures0 ." 

The same is evident in the present case: by "agreeing" that the segment of the border "shall 
remain unchanged", the parties irnplicitly but necessarily refened back to the relevant treaties, 
and this constitutes one of the possible ways of delimiting a b o u n d d 1  . The same follows a 
fortiori fiom the revision of other segments of the boundary. 

2.41 Hungary insists that "[tlhe function of Article 22 was to dissociate the 

Barrage system from the agreed boundq,  while recognising that the navigation charme1 wouId 
no ionger hUow or be identifid with the boundq  in this locdityn". in reality, if the parties 

had not faken the precaution tu insert ArticIe 22 intu the Treaty, an uncertainty wouId have 
existed as tu the boundary Sine which was fixed by the Protucol of I I  October 1948 at the 

thalweg of the river's main navigable bed at the lowest 1eve1'~. In other words, a tribunal 

caIIed tu settIe a hypotheticd boundaty dispute between Slovakia and Hungary could not base 
its decision soIeIy on the pre-existing agreements but wouId necessarily appiy the 1977 Treaty, 

the boundary treaty nature of which would be beyond doubt in the sense that it essentialiy 
maintains the existing boundary line by modifymg its character and, subsidiady, provides for 
its revision in Article 22(l)(d). It must be kept in mind that if "the parties could not agree on 

the original Hungarian demand that the boundary line be shified so as to folIow" the new main 
navigation ~ h a n n e l ~ ~ ,  they nevertheless agreed on some minor revisions. 

49 Territorial Dispute lLibvan Arab Jarnahiriva.Chadl. ICJ Remrts 1994. Judmenf 3 Febniary 1994, p. 
3. 

52 Hungarian Mernarial, p m .  4.39. & pam. 1 I .II-1 I. 18, Mow, for a MIer dscussion. 

" % Hmgarian Mernorial, Vol. 3, Amex 6, Supplementary Prataol Na 1 to the Closing Protoc01 of 
the Meeting of the Hungarim-C~hosIovak Barder Drafting Commision, I 1 October 1948. 

14 m., Vol, 1, pam. 4.39. 



2.42 Of course, dthough the revision is provided for in the 1977 Treaty, it is 

not actually carried out in that Treaty since this was leR to be accomplished by a separate 

treaty to be concluded between the parties (Article 22(2)). Hungary rightly points this out - 
but its explanations are wrong. It argues that this way of proceeding arises from the desire to 

separate "the 1977 Treaty from the boundary regirneH5' . This is wrong for at least two 

reasons. 

2.43 First, as Hiingay seems tu a p e ,  the 1977 TreaQ is a fiamework treaty 

that the parties systematicaIIy refrain& h m  weighting dom with excessive detd. It fulIows 
that, whereas the new character of the fiontier constituted an important elment of the Treaty, 

the minor revisions of the boundary line - which related only to an area of around IO by 10 

hectares - did not. Second, and most important, it was not possible to trace with precision the 

new boundaq line in 1977 - contrary to Hungary's affirmations. The rninor adjustment related 

to the reservoir to be created upstream of the Dunakiliti weir and was to take the form of a 

straight line. The exact configuration of the reservoir was not fixed by the 1977 (fiarnework) 
Treaty, which Ieft this detail to the Joint Contractuai Flan (Article 4(2}(a)). I t  was thus not 

merely logicd but inevitable tu postpone for a frrrther agreement the definitive fixing of the 

b o u n d q  line. 

2.44 Thus, the essential boundary character of Article 22, even if not of the 

Treaty as a whole, is clear. The attitude of the parties shows that they were well aware of this. 

The 1977 Treatv Establishes a Specific TerritoriaI Re~ ime  

2.45 However anxious H u n g q  is to minimise the territorial nature of the 

1977 Treaty, it has heen obIiged tu concede that the parties "specified precisely the extent of 

change that was permissible in the character of the Danube as a boundary river" and that 

"Iwlhat the 1977 Treaty did was tu reIocatt the main navigational channe1 through the 

GabCikovo canal and ~ o c k ~ " ~ ~  . 

2.46 This fact done is sufficient to make the Treaty a "dispositive", or an 
rem, or a "territorial" treaty, that is (in the words of the standard definition which O'Connel1 

traces back tu Vattel) a treaty "which impresses a permanent and indefeasible status on a 

55 Tbid.. paras. 3.42 and 4.39. - 

'"id., - paras. 7.3 I and 4.4'1. 



temtory"". It is obvious that both this change in the character of the b o u n d q  and the 

cunfrmation of its Iayout attach tu the tenitory itself and are quire independent of the persons 

of the Treaty parties. The Treaty creates rîghts in rem. opposabIe tu di and invocable by d~". 
Hencefortk, as the resuIt of the Treaty, the boirndary remains the thdweg of the previous main 

navigable charnel of the Danube. 

2.47 Moreover, Hungary's reluctant admission as to the change in character 
of the boundary fails totally to recognise the overail temtorid nature of the Treaty, which is in 
no way lirnited to Article 22 or to Chapter IX. In particular, it is siriking that Hungary wholly 
ignores the fact that the very object of the Treaty is the realisation of a Project, one of the 

essentid characteristics of wfiich is to impose a heavy territorial burden on Czechoslovakia 
(and now Slovakia). For it is on SIovak territoy that the bypass cana1 has, in its enti rety, been 

cunstmcied, and it was SIovak temitory fhat was for the Iarger part to be submerged by the 

DunakiEt i - h s o v  reservoir (Articles @)(a) and (cl). 

2.48 The 1977 Treaty provides for the construction and subsequent operation 
of a multipurpose project aimed to ensure joint management and utilisation of the Danube for 
both navigational and non navigational purposes in the sector where it forms the boundary 
between two States and in adjacent areas. The concepts of "joint investment", ')oint 

ownership", "joint operation" and "joint utilisationH characterise the treav relations between 
Czechoslovakia and Hungary based on the 1977 Treaty. These enwmpass a number of 

obligations relating to the use of the tenitory of each Treaty party or restrictions upon its use 

fur the benefit of t he teritorjr of one Treaty par& and carresponding rights of the other Treaty 

Party- 

2.49 The rights and obligations concerning use and restriction on use are 

closely interrelated. Even if not identicai on both sides or strictly reciprocd, they are strictly 
attached to the territories concerned. 

2.50 The territorial character of the 1977 Treaty was dso recogriised by both 

successor States of CzechosIovakia - the Czech RepubIic and Slovakia. As a conseqrrence the 
Czech RepubIic forma11 y acknowledged that SIovakia was the sole successor State in respect 
of the 1977 Treaty, fomally rmunced d property titles related to the joint investment 

resulting from the 1977 Treaty and accordingly confirmed that: 

57 D.P. O'Connell, International Law, Cambridge, 1970, p. 373. S-, by the sarne author, 
Succession in Municipal Law and International Law, Cambridge, 1967, ïï, p. 231. 

5s D.P. O'Comdl, Sfate Succ;ession in Municimi and International Law7 op. d., p. 15. 



"... al1 assets and debts relating to realisation of obligations derîving h m  the 
1 977 Treaty conceni SIovak ~ e ~ r t b l i c ~ ~  ." 

2.5 1 Thus, and independently of the imbdmce b m e n  the parties in ternis 

of their burdens arising from the Treaty, it is clear that the very purpose of the Treaty was 

conspicuously and, even exclusively, territorial in that the Treaty itself installs a territorid 
regime within the whole of the region covered by the GM Project. 

2.52 Treaties of the generic type of the 1977 Treaty, that is, "treaties 
concerning water rights or navigation on rivers" are "commody regarded as candidates fur 

inclusion in the category of territorial treatiesnW and are considered as being "objective 

treaties" since they are opposable tu third Parties. 

2.53 The character of the 7 977 Treaty as a treaty establistiing an "objective 
regime" as far as the international navigation is concerned is anyway evident. The re-routirig 

of international navigation from the old riverbed (foming the border between two States) into 
the bypass canal situated entirely within the SIovak territory, as envisaged by the Treaty, 

constitutes a change in the regime of international navigation. The operation of the Project and 
opening of the bypass canal to international navigation impfied new obligations, on the side of 
Slovakia, towards third States and corresponding rights of these States to use the bypass canal 
for navigation under the tenns of the 1948 Danube Convention. 

2.54 The 1977 Treaty is therefure dispositive in mother sense. As O'ConneII 

has explained, "[a] cIear distinction exists berween treaties which convey benefits for single 

neighbouring States, and may be insisted upon by them done, and treaties which creatt 

regimes in the international interesf"" . The 1977 Treaty cleariy falls into this second category: 

it aims towards the improvement of the conditions for navigation in a sector of the Danube 
particularly dangerous and difficult to maintaid2. 

J9 See, Note Verbale of the Ministry of Foreign Mairs of the Czech Republic to the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs of Slovakia, 3 March 1993, Amex 3. 

Y&k of the Intemationai Law C o m i s s i o ~  1972, VoI. II, p. 56. a dm, G. FitunaUrice, "The 
JurisdiaionaI CIauses of the Peaee Trmties*, Recueil des Corn, 1948, Vol. II, pp. 293-295; Lord 
McNair, Law of Treaties. OJdard, 1961, pp. 658659; D.P. O'Come11, Tntemationai Law, z. &t, p. 
373, and ~e mjarity opinion e x p m a i  during &e debarn at the LL.C. duing &-ions of ~e 
Viema Convention of 1969 and the Convention of 1978 on the Succession of States in Respect of 
Treaiies. 

61 D.P. O'Connell, Siate Succession in Municipal and International Law, OJ a.. at p. 233. 

62 The sector downstream of the bypass canal still temains in such a state due to Hungary's failure to 
cany out the Treaty in the interest of other riparian States and, beyond that, aii European States. 



2.55 The Treaty parties were fully aware of this, as was particularly stressed 
it in the Joint Contractilal Plan: 

"The barrage sjistem to be buiIt as the common hvestment of the two countries, 
Etting weii into the comprehensive programme of MEAC ECouncil for Mutual 
Economic Assistance] and into the comprehensive u t k t i o n  of the Danube 
serves significant international inîerests in addition tu direct Hungarian- 
Czechodovak unes- With this construction the obstacles to the development of 
an international water transport wifl be removed and the conditions for the 
creation of an East-West trans-continental water way wilI be provided63 ." 

"These benefits wiil be shared by the different Danubian countries and by other 
countries linking with the Danube navigation. ." 

And the debates in the Danube Commission, where marked interest in the Projecf was shown 

by States dongside the organisations and enterprises of Western European countries, iIIustrate 

th& this sentiment waq and is, generally sharedG5. 

2.56 For mrrltipIe reasons, therefore, there cm be no doubt that even if the 

1977 Treaty cannot itseif be described as a boundary treaty - although Article 22 is without 
doubt a boundary provision - it is at the least a dispositive treaty, the object of which is to 

institute a temitorhl regime. The legal nature of the Treaty, thus defined, has important legal 
consequences that will be examined in the following Chapters, notably as  to whether the 
doctrine of fundamental change of circumstances may be invoked (Chapter X) and as tu the 
means and effects of State succession (Chapter m). 

S E ~ I O N ~ ,  The Joint Centractual Plan and Other A~reements Related to the 
1977 Treatv 

2.57 Hiingary devotes pages I 2 1 tu 134 of its Memorid tu an andysis of the 

"Relationship of the 1977 Treaty to Uther Agreements B etween the Partiesn, while at the sarne 
time speciSling that there exist many other "multilaterai treaties and other instruments of a 

general character relevant to the disputewM. There can be no doubt as ta the importance of 
these agreements. However, Hungary incorrectIy States the relationship between these 

- 

63 Hungarian Mernorial, Vol. 3, Annex 24 (at p. 289). 

64 &id. (at p. 301). - 
55 Sm. e . ~  Siovak Mernoriai, paras. 1.48-1.49,2.83, and 6.145, I? a. 
66 Hmgarian Mernoriai, para. 4.56, fn. 56. Sec. aIw, SIovak Mernoriai, pam 5.24, e f  =. 



agreements and the 1977 Treaty (aside h m  other errurs in its andysis). The distortion of the 

Iegd realities is particularly rnarked in the case of the Joint Contramal Plan. 

A. Huneam's Erroneous Anmilvsis of the Joint Contractual Pian 

2.58 Hungary repeatedly stresses the importance of the Joint Contractual 
Plan, "the basis for a great deal of the substance of the Project" and "the principal tool for 
implementing the obligations foreseen" in the 1977 ~rea ty~ ' .  This is correct: the 1977 Treaty 
is a Camework instrument, imposhg generd obligations on the parties, with implementation 
beirig Ieft tu cornplernentq and derivative instruments. The principal instrument is the Joint 

Contractual P I q  which accordhg tu the 1977 Treaty is to spec*: 

- "The technicd specification relating tu the Systern of Locks" (Pirticle 
1(4)); 

- the "regulations goveming the organkation and activities" of the 
"permanent and joint agencies for the performance " of the 
Plenipotentiaries' functions (Article 3(2)); 

- the "preparation of the joint investment", that is to say, "the main 
dimensions of the works of the System of Locks, the technical 
specifications of technicd equipment, the final project work schedule 
and responsibiii for the wsts referred to in article 12, paragraph 2" a; (Article 4(2)(a)) ; 

- the basic data for "(1) Ordering the technicd equipment, construction 
materids, machinery and steelwork for the System of Locks" and "(2) 
Drawirtg up the constnrction plans and specifications" (Artide 2(2)@)); 

- "the costs of canyhg out the joint investment " (Artide 5(6)); 

- the discharge in the water balance (Article 14); 

- the means in order to ensure "that the quality of the water in the Danube 
i s  not impaired as a result of the construction and operation of the 
System of Locks" (Article 1 S(1)); 

- the means in order to "ensure cornpliance with the obligations for the 
protection of nature arising in connection with the construction and 
operaf ion of the System of Locks" ( k i c k  19). 

2.59 At the same t h e  as it rewgnises the importance of the Joint 

Contractual Plan, Hungaxy atternpts to Iimit its IegaI effect, in an atternpt tu escape its 
respunsibility. And indeed, if the Treaty itçelf is ody a non self-executing 5amework 

67 Hungarian Mernori al. paras. 4.14 and 6.72. 

68 See, also, Article 5(a). 



instrument and if the Joint Contractua1 Plan is devoid of any legal effect, the remit would be 

that the Treaty parties acccpted no Iegd obligation for the breach for which they wouId be 
respunsiMe. This is cIearIy an indefensibIe position. 

2.60 Hungq contends that the Joht Contractual Plan is subordinated to the 

7977 Treaty (and the 1976 Buund- Waters Management Agreement), which is correct, 

although not in the senre intendecl by Hungary. Further, Hungary contends that the Joint 
Contractual Plan is not a conventional instrument or treaty. This, by contrast, is incorrect. 

2.6 1 Accordhg to Hungary : 

"The Joint Contractud Plan was not concluded in the form of an interstate 
treaty, and was not as such ari instrument governed by iriternationd law, 
whatever may have been the status of the 1976 Agreement for the drawing up 
of the Plan. It was subject merely tu 'approval' in confomity with nationd Iaws 
and regdations (Article 4(3)), rather than signature and ratification, as in the 
case ofthe 1977 Treaty itse1P9." 

But thin is to overlook Article 1 1 of the Viema Convention (which on this point, Iike many 
others, is indeed a codification of existing customary international law): 

"The consent of a State to be bound to a treaty may be expressed by signature, 
exchange of instruments constituting a treaty, acceptance, a~proval or 
accession, or by any other means if so agreed7' ." 

2.62 The Joint Contractual Plan therefore appears to be a treaty in the fuii 

sense of the tem, and, even, in the narrow sense of Article 2(l)(a) of the Viema Convention, 

the Plan is: 

"...an international agreement governed by international law and concluded in 
written fum: 
beîween ... States whether that agreement is embadied in a singie or in two or 
mure reIated instruments and whatever its particular designation." 

2.63 Aithough it was not subrnitted for ratification, the Joint Contractual Plan 
cannot even be classified as an "accord en forme simplifiée", since, as elaborated in French 
doctrine, by very definition such an agreement takes effect upon signature, whereas in the 

69 Hungarim Mernorial, para. 4.15. 

70 Vie= Convention on fie Law of Treaties, Article I 1. ErnpRasis added. 



present case, the parties added the requirement of a fuma1 approval, thus making the Joint 

Contractual Plan, a facto, a "traitéenformp . 

2.64 As Su Robert JeMings and Sir Arthur Watts have wrîtten: 

"p]t is suggestsd that the decisive factor is ... whether the instrument is 
intended to create iritemationd legal rights and obligations between the parties - 
an elernent which the International Law Commission regardcd as embraced 

*7l s within the phrase 'govemed by international law . 

And, as the Court it self observed in its recent Judgment of f July 1994, 

"... in the first place, . .. international agreements may take a number of forms 
and be given a diversity of names. Article 2, paragraph (1) (a), of the Vienna 
Convention on the Law of Treaties of 23 May 1969 provides that for the 
purposes of that Convention, 

'treaty' means an international agreement concluded between 
States in witten fom and governed by international law, 
whether ernbodied in a singie instrument or in two or more 
related instruments and whatever its particuIar designation.' . .. 

In order tu ascertain whether an agreement of that kind has been concIuded, 'the 
Court must have regard above al1 to its amai lems and tu the pariicular 
circurnstarices in which it was d m  up' ." 

2.65 In the present case, there can be no doubt that these requirements are 

met : 

- As provided for in Article 1 of the 1976 Joint Contrachial Plan 

Agreement, this instrument "shaiI be the basis for the redization of the 
constmctionu" ; 

- Article l(4) of the 1977 Treaty provides: "The techical specifications 

relating to the Systern of Loch shdI be incIuded Yser- hées" 
according to the UN translation in French] in the joint contractual 

n. plan ... , 

7 1 "Where acceptance or apprwal follow signature their function is cloçely analogous to that of 
ratification...". RY. Jennings and A. Watts, OD. cit., p. 1236; sec. al=, P. Reuter, g. &., p. 56; P. 
Ngqen Qm Dinh, P. MIIier, and A. Pellet, Droit international ~ublic, L.G.D.J., Paris, 1992, p. 135. 

n RY. leruiings and A. Watts. 9. &., p. I202. 
73 Maritime Deiimitafion and Terrilclria1 Ousiions k t w ~ e n  Qatar and Bahrain. Juridiction and 

Admissihilitv. Jrtdment. T.C.J. Rewrts 1994. p. 112. at pp. 121-122. 



- Of particuIar importance, Artides 25(I)(a) and 26(I)(a) of the Treaty 
expressly provide for the parties' responsibility, jointly or separateljr, "in 

respect of the content of the approved joint contrachal plan"; 

- Finally, this instrument was itself negotiated Iike a treaty7' and drafted 
and concluded in treaty formT6. 

2.66 In addition, the two Treaty parties have consistently shared the sarne 

view as to the legally binding nature of the Joint Contractual Plan. On severai occasionst the 
Hungarian PIenipotentiary cornplained tu his CzechosIovak counterpart of violations of the 

Joint Contrachial plann. And,  charaîteristically, the Hungaian Mernoriai doee not hesitate to 

reproach CzechosIovakia for vioIations of the Joint Contractual PI#, a document which 

quite correctly, Hungary has included in Volume 3 of Hungws annexes devoted tu "Treaties 

and Intemationai Agreements". 

2.67 Hungary is quite right to describe the Plan as "a management tool" and 
"the principal tool for implementing the obligations foreseen" in the ~ r e a t ~ ~ ,  as weII as "a 

means of handling the large amount of detail invaived in the Original ~rojd" ' .  SimiIariy, it is 
entireIy correct rhat "prior i~  was given to the Treaty ... over the Joint Contractual ~larr"" . 
But this priority does nat have the implications Hungary now claims. 

2.68 The 1977 Treaty is the bais of diverse obligations irnposed on the 
parties: tu execute obligations, to consult, to negotiate, and also to conclude agreements for 

75 Sec. "Surnrnary Report", reproduced as an annex at m. (at p. 37); also, Article 5(3) of the 
Agreement of 1976. 

76 m. (at p. 34): "Done in Slovak and Hungarian fanguages, both rexts being equally authentic"; and 
ooncluded between the "partiam W., at p. 37). 

77 See. cg, Iefier of 29 Octokr 1991, in =]auon to the pumping of water into the bypm canal, 
Hmgarian Memanal, Vol. 4, Annex 66 (at p. 120): therefore b I d  ~e continuation of this fiIiing to 
k a departure h m  the J.C.P." Similarly, in a Ietter datd 19 Deoernkr 1991, the Hmgarian Prime 
Unister mmplained ?o the CtechosIovak Prime Minîsrer of 5everal faiIures, adding thar: "This alço 
incIudes mnstmction which dwiates from the f .C.P.* m., Annex 77 {at p. 129). 

78 m., Vol. 1, para. 5.79. 

79 m., para. 6.72. 

80 W., para. 6.21; see, dm, para. 4.21(5). 

81 hid.  para. 4.21(5); sec. also, para. 4,15(a). It is doubtful that the 1976 Boundary Waters - 3  

Management Agreement had the same priority over the Joint Contractuai Plan as the 1977 Treaty: 
whilst the Treaty - lex sDeciaiis in relation to the 1976 Baundzay Waters Management A g r ~ m e n t  - 
constihiw ~e legai b i s  of the Joint Contracmi Pian, tn which it continually referç, the 1976 
Agreement makes no mention of it at AI. 



the hrther irnpIernentation of obligations. In this respect, it contains elemenrs of a pactum de 

i contrahcndoB2 and obliges the parties not mereIy tu negotiate but actually to conclude 
implementation agreements within the fiamework of the basic Treaty, thus IegaIIy comecting 

the two instrumentsp3. The most important, though not the sole, of these irnplementing 
agreements was the Joint Contractual Plan. 

2.69 This i s  not an exceptional legal situation. As Professor Reuter has 
explained: 

"Comme les engagements internationaux se muItipiient en s'étendant A des 
objets de plus en plus vastes, mettarit en cause des aspects techniques ardus et 
déIicats, iI devient difficile de conclure ces traités en une seule opération et les 
Etats signent des accords de principe [here: the Treaty of 19771 en renvoyant 
les mesures d'applir;afion à des accords ultkieurs qu'ils s'obligent a négocier 
[here, above al[, the Joint Contractual pIdg4 ." 

Translation: 

"As international cornmitments multiply and extend to an ever wider range of 
objects, touching on complex and technicaily demanding aspects, it becomes 
difficult to condude treaties in one sole operation and States thus sign 
agreements of principle leaving the measures of implementation to subsequent 
agreements which they are obIiged to negotiate." 

He continues, citing Judge Charles De Visscher: 

"...the object of the negotiations ... is only to ap ly in practice principles B forming part of a pre-established internationai regime . " 

"Indeed, the main reason behind many treaties is another treaty in respect of 
which they have an ancillary or supplementary character; such is the case of 
agreements clarifying, complementing or performing a basic treaty ... in 
principle these agreements are subordinated to the basic agreement, unless the 
parties intend them tu be autonomouss6 -" 

gZ & RY. Jennings and A. Watts, OD. cil,, p. 1224, and A. Miaja de Ia Muel* "Pacta de wntrahendo 
en derecho internacional publim*, Revista esrranoIa de derecho internacional. I96%, p. 392. 

83 On this point P. Reuter, m cit., pp. 720.726. 

85 Ch. De Visscher, dissenting opinion, International Sîatus of South West P L f i i c a  Advisorv Opiriio~ 
I.C.J. Reports 1950, p. 128, at p. 188. 

86 P. Reuter, Introduction to the Law of Treaties, Pinter, London, 1989, p. 100. 



This was indeed so in the case of the Joint Contractual Plan, whose obIigatorjr nature stems 

h m  the 1977 Treaty, which it makes more precise, completes and executes. 

2.71 Yet, at the same time, the conclusion of the Joint Contractual Plan 

constitutes the parties' camfina out of the obligations contained in the Treaty. It is here that 

H u n g q  commits a senous enor: for, accordmg to Hungary, the ody Iegai obligations biiding 
upon the parties are those appeaïing in the 1977 Treaty itseif, and the Joint Contractual Plan 
only iiiustrates the ways in which these obligations might be canied out - so, it aiways rernains 
possible to modify such methods, even unilaterally. It i s  here that Hungary's error lies because 
the Treaty bound the parties to conclude the related agreement that constitutes the Joint 
Contractual Plan, establishing its general approach. But once the precise provisions of the Plan 
have been agreed in the related agreement, the parties are borrnd tu carry them out. 

2.72 Certaidy, Iike the 1977 Treafy, or any other treaty, the Joint 

Contractuai Plan couId be modied (and in a manner easier than for the Treaty itseIf). But in 

the absence of a mutuai agreement between the parties to the contrary, the Plan constitutes the 
Iaw fumed between the parties, and any breaches would be internationally wrongful acts 

entailing international responsibility . 

B. Hun~arv's Erroneous Anaiysis of the Other Related A~reements 
and their Relationship to the 1977 Treatv 

2.73 Like Slovakia, Hungary accepts that "the 1977 Treaty was not 
concluded in a vacuum but w a ~  part of a mat& of bilaterd and muiilateral treaties ..."8'. 

However, udike Hungq, SIovakia considers that this "mat rix" incIrrdes agreements concluded 
both before and after the 1977 Treaty (although these comprise two distinct categories). 
SIovakia dso h d s  Hungarjt's analysis of the reIevance of these agreements to be odd and 
seIective. 

Agreements Prior to the 1977 Treaty 

2.74 In line with its utter indifference to the chronology of events, Hungary 
presents the 1977 Treaty and what it calfs the "related agreements" not in order of execution 
but in terrns of their object (as perceived by Hungary). This approach allows it to juxtapose 

obligations of very diRerem kinds, of which certain are cunent anand valid whIst others are 

obsolete or without the effect cIaimed by Hungary. 

87 Hungarian Memarial, paras. 4.55 and 6.50. 



2.75 A Spicd example of this is Hungary's treatment of the Agreement 

Concerning the Setîlement of Technical and Economic Questions Relating tu Frontier 

Watercourses of 16 April 1954%'. As Hungary rwgnises, this was repIaced by the 1976 

Boundary Waters Management Agreement which entered into force in 1978; therefore this 

instrument has absolutely no relevance to the current dispute. 

2.76 This may be an extrerne exarnple, but it is not the only one. In a rather 
loose way, Hungary compiles references to provisions of treaties and agreements that it h d s  
usehl to its basic hypotheses with cornplete indifference to whether they are stil in force. h 

particular, no attention is paid tu the fact that the 1977 Treaty has modi-fied (or darifiedl mmy 

provisions of these earIier agreements. 

2.77 This is the case with the 1947 Peace Treaty. In the 5rst place, it is fdse 
to say that this treaty gave "Czechoslovakia (and now the SIovak Republic) tenitory on the 

right side of the Danube for the first tirnefgBg. The Bratislava borough of PetGdka, on the nght 

bank of the Danube, has fomed part of Czechoslovakia since independence at the end of the 
First World War. More importantly, Hungary refers to the demarcation agreement of 1 1  

October 1948 pursuant to the Protocol of 22 December 1947, according to which, "...the 
borda is defined by the thalweg of the River's main navigable bed at the lowest water l e v e ~ " ~ .  

But it overlooks the fact that this provisioq which defines the nature or "characteru of the 
frontier, was rnodified and rendered obsolete conceniing this section by the 1977 Treaty, one 

of the consequences of which is that the main navigable channe1 has been moved towards the 

north into the bypass carid and rhus is no longer associated with the frontie?' . 

2.78 The same rernztrk may be made for the bilaterd Agreement on Certain 

Issues of Water Management and Cession of Territories Pursuant tu Article I, Paragraph 4, 

subparagraph (a) of the Peace Treaty of Paris of 9 Octuber 1948=, according to which 
Czechoslovakia agreed not to alter unilaterally the flow in the Mosoni ~ a n u b e ~  . Here, the 

88 iùid., Vol. 3, Annex 12. - 
89 m., Vol. 1, para. 4.25. 

w m., para. 4.25. 

91 a para. 2.39, m., abve. 
92 Hungarian Memarial. Vol. 3, Annex 5.  

93 
Ibid., Vol. 1. para. 4.27. - 
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1977 Treaty does not derogate fiom the previous agreement; rather, it constitutes an 

irnplementation since, by virtue of its Article 3: 

"The Confracting Parties will determine in wncord what kind of work can 
iduence the water flow of the Mosoni section of the Danube." 

This is exactly what the parties have dune in the 1977 Treae and the Joint Confractual Plan. 

2.79 SiMrlarIy, the Treaty of Prague of f 3 October 1956 Conceniing the 
Regime of State Frontiers is only relevant insofar as its provisions have not been modified by 
the 1977 Treaty. In fact, its articles 2(3), 13(2), and 19 are al1 modified by the 1977 Treaty, 

with respect to the jointIy shared Danube section. Contrary to Hungary's  assertion^^^, the 
1956 Treaty relates solely to boundary issues; it thus has absolutely no relevance to Variant 
"CM, which lies entirely on Slovak territory. 

2.80 But the 1977 TreaQ is not Iimited merely to m o d î n g  or repIacing 

prior agreements. In certain cases, it impiernents and caries out their provisions: 

2.81 For example, Arîicle 20 of the 1977 Treaty refers to the Danube 
Fisheries Agreement concIuded at Bucharest on 29 January 1958. But this agreement sets out 
for the parties ody the general objectivesP5; and Article 20 of the 1977 Treaty is limited to 

reminding the parties to take "appropriate measures" to achieve these objectives. 

2.82 Similady, Articles 15 and 19 of the 1977 Treaty constitute the 
irnplementation of provisions in the 1976 Boundary Waters Management Agreement. As 
Hungary recalls, Article 3 of the 1976 Agreement provides: 

" 1. The Contracthg Parties do hereby undertake that they: 

a) shaII not cany out my water management activities without murua1 
agreement, which woiild adversely affect the jointly defined water conditions; 

d) shaII ennape in pnor ne~utiations on the eE&s of water management 
activities, which dter the water conditions in the sections defined jointly under 
Article 2. 

94 
Ibid. paras. 4.29-4.32. -. 

95 m., paras. 4.49 and 6.28. 





been IeR untouched by the Treaty's conclusion: in certain cases it cianfies, in others it modifies, 

the prior undertaking§. 

2.86 The mod5cations to the "conventional m a t s  have important 

wnsequences: first, they hinder parties Eum rdying on the priur agreements to the extent that 

they are incompatible with the Treaty; second. it cannot seriously be maintained, as Hungary 

attempts to do, that the 1977 Treaty was terminated in order to reestablish the status auo ante. 
Even if, merely for the sake of argument, it were admitted that such a clairned terrnination was 

valid, auod non, it would be no less tme that the prior agreements would net be "resuscitated" 

as a result. In spite of the ambiguous formulation in Hiingay's ~ernorial'~', they nevertheless 
have rernained "in force after 25 May 1992'Io2 sol@ to the extent that they were not modified 

or repIaced by the 1977 Treaty. For as SIovakia has show above'" 3, ttùs Treatjr Iays d o m  a 

specific tenïtorial regime; hence, it is a dispositive treaty with not ody IegaI consequences but 

dso, on the gruund, irreversible effects that one Party - acting unilaterally - can cIearIy have no 
right to go back on. 

Tnstruments Post-Datin~ the 1977 Treatv 

2.87 The instruments agreed to d e r  the 1977 Treaty either make more 

cancrete and implement that treaty's provisions or modify them. 

2.88 The second hypothesis presents no great problem. It sufices tu recall 

that the Treaty was modified on two occasions: first. by the 1977 Mumal Assistance 

Agreement concIuded the m e  day as the Treaty, which altered the parties' equal sharing of 
the workload and, for a limited tirne, of profits under the Treaty; and second, by the 1983 

Protocol, amending Article 4(4) of the Treaty to provide that "the power generation plants wiii 

be put into operation during the period 1990- 1994" (instead of 1986- t 990). As for the Mutual 
Assistance Agreement, this too was modified twice - by the 1983 and 1989 Protocoh, 

respectively, dowing down and then accelerating the Project at Hungq's request . 

2.89 Hungary contends irtcorrectly that due to the second modification of the 

MutuaI &sistance Agreement, since it was unaccompmîed by a paralle1 amendment of the 

Treaty, there exists "an inconsistencjr concenitng the Iegai obligations to cornplete the Project" 

101 &, in particular, Hungarian Mernoriai, para. 4.54. 

102 W. 

'O3  See,para.2.3f,aseq.,abve. 



and that "[tlhe contradiction was never resol~ed"'~~. In fact, there is no "inconsistency" or 

"contradiction" at ail. The 1989 Protocol was lirnited to providig that the construction works 
were to be finished in 1994, while at the same time moding the dates of the putting into 

operation of the various elements of the G/N System. This modication conformed exactly 

with the requirements of Article 4 of the 1977 Treaty, as modiied by the 1983 ProtocoI, and 
hence there was no need offurther amendment'". 

2.90 The "discretion" employed in the Hungarian Mernoriai in de&g with 
the 2 983 and 1989 Prutocols, tu which it devutes ody a few passages, is quite remarkable. I t  

is especially significant that it is only in the most roundabout marner that the Hungarian 

Mernorial accepts that it was Hungary who initiated the 1989  rotoc col'^ (and that of 1983, of 
cour~e)'~'. Nevertheless, thîs episode is of extreme importance: it shows that just three 

months before the suspension of works at Nagymaros, Hungary was pressing Czechoslovakia 

(who had IittIe choice but tu agree) for an acceleration. This hardly fis with Hungary's 
contentions that the Nagymaros suspension was decided only &es long and interisive study. 

Had this been the case, these studies would have been greatIy advanced by February 1989 and, 

hence, Hungary would sure1y have abçtained fiom signing the Protucol, for which 

Czechoslovakia had no enthusiasm, anyway. 

2.91 Of course, there are obvious reasons for Hungary's "discretion" in its 
discussion of these Protocols. They nullify its contentions as to the non-obligatory nature of 
the 7977 Treaty's t h e  schedule; for if the Treaty had contained no more than heIphI 

guidelines, there wudd have been no need for these fomd amendments. 

2.92 Ln other respects, there are many agreements pst-dating the 1977 
Treaty that implement the Treaty: notably, the Joint Contractual Plan, the 1977 Mutual 

Assistance Agreement and the Agreement of 1979 as to the Common Operational Regulations 
of Plenipotentiaries. The provisions of these agreements were necessary due to the framework 
nature of the ~ rea ty"~ .  For the reasons already meritionai in the discussion of the Joint 
Contractual Pian, they are subordhate to the Treaty and ody implement its provisions. In 

104 Hungarian Mernorial. para. 3.72. 

10s Hungary is mistaken when it contends that the 1989 Protocol was not pubiished. M., para. 3.73. 
The fact is that it was widely diççerninated and comrnented upon in the Hungarian and Czechoslovak 
press. Sec. for example, Mamar H i ~ l a ~ .  14 Febniary 1989, Magvar Nemzet 22 March 1989, and 
V h a m a ~ i  Hirek, 26 March 1989, Annex 4. 

106 Hungarim Mernorial, para. 3.72. 

IOt fiid., para. 3.43. - 



concltrding such agreements, fhe parties did no more than tu fulfiIi the obIigations that they 

accepted in the basic treaty, the 1977 Treaty, at the same tirne allowing the necessasr flexibility 

fur their possible adaptation - it aiways being understoud that çuch adaptations could onIy 

intemene by mutual accord. 

SECTION 3. Conclusions 

2.93 Several conclusions may be drawn fiom the analysis of the 1977 Treaty, 
which f m s  the core of the current dispute, and of the instruments that are in various ways 

Iinked to it, whether because they were rnodified by the Treaty, darÎfied by it, or implemented 
by it; or because, tu the contrary, they are agreements th& amended, cornpIeted or applied the 

Treaty. It appears in particular that: 

2.94 The Treaty, which contains boundary provisions and lays down a 

specific territonal regime in the interest not only of the Treaty parties but also of al1 Danube 

riparians and even al1 European States, is a dispositive treaty, creating rights =m. 
independently of the IegaI persondity of its ongind signatones; 

2.95 The Treaty c m o t  be considered independeritly of the cIoseIy 
intemelated cornplex of agreements formed by the instmments that pre and post-date its 

signature; 

2.96 It abrogates certain provisions of anterior agreements and is for the 
parties the means of fulfilling the obligations of certain other provisions; 

2.97 h- a framawurk treaiy, it imposes Iegd obligations on the parties; of 

these certain (notably in relation to the tirne schedule) are seIf-suficient, whilst others End their 

implernentation in Iater agreements concluded by the parties to define the means of meeting the 

general objectives on which they were agreed (notably, as to environmental protection); 

2.98 One of such implementing instruments, the Joint Contractual P l a ~  
without doubt a conventional agreement, was the chosen instrument of the parties in defining 
the methods which they intended to use to attain the goals defined in the 1977 Treaty; 

2.99 The network of obligations created by this ensembIe or cornplex of 
agreements, forms an inseverable whole, and the Treaty parties have not the right unilaterally 
to refuse at will to perfonn any particular part of what constitutes the integrated G/N Project. 



3 .O1 There is no disagreement between the Parties as far as Slovakia's status 

as one of the two successor States of the former Czech and Slovak Federal Republic is 
concerned. However, the Parties do disagree as to the question of whether the 1977 Treaty by 
virtue of applicable d e s  of law of State succession devolved or not upon Slovakia when it 

assumed responsibility for its international relations (if not lawfully terminated earlier, which 
SIovakia denies). 

3.02 Hungary is no dorrbt aware of the weakness of its arguments justifying 

the prrrported terminat ion of the 1977 Treaty . Tt therefure tries tu escape its treaty obligations 

in relation tu SIovakia by denying the ipso iure continuity of the Treaty fur SIovakia as a 

succesçor State of the former Czech and SIovak Federd Republic, arguing that: 

"Even if ... the 1977 Treaty remained in force despite Hungary's temination of 
it and the unilateral implementation of Variant C, it c a e d  to be in force as a 
treaty on the disappearance of Czechoslovakia on 3 1 December 1 992l. " 

3.03 Hungary's position in this respect suffers from two major weaknesses. 
m. Hungary provides an incorrect interpretation of the general rules of the law of State 

succession to be applied in cases of dissolution of a State; and second. Hungary ignores the 

specific nature of the 1977 Treaty as a treaty of a localised or territorial character which, in a l l  

cases of territorial change, fdl into the category of treaties rernaining in force by operation of 

one of the weII estabIished mles of Iaw of State succession. 

3.04 The continued vdiditjr of the 1977 Treaty can be suEcientiy 

demonstrated on this second basis. However, the 1977 Treaty is one of a cornplex of bilateral 

agreements concIuded eariier between the former Czechoslovakia and Hungary, the continued 

validity of which is equaIIy important. Tn view of this, Slovakia wiII  dso address the arguments 

ofHungary concerning the gencral d e s  of Iaw of State succession. The two questions wi11 be 

dealt with separately. 

1 Hungarian Memonal, para. 10.107 



.SECTION 1. The Law Relatin~ to Succession in Res~ect  of Treaties in the Event 
of Dissolution of a State 

3.05 The legd position of Slovakia based on the principle of ipso iure 

succession - in respect of ail treaiies concluded by former Czechoslovakia arid ha- 

application tu the territory of what is now Sloakia - has been stated an severd occasions in 
the most unequivocal tmno and has received the broadest acceptace on the pan of other 

States concerned and intemationai organisations. As firther demonstrated below, there is no 
basis for Hungary's allegation of inconsistency in the practice of Slovakia in this respect2. 

3.06 In fact, there is an evident Iack of coherence in Hungary's legal position 

as far as the Iaw of State succession is concemed. First. there are manifest contradictions 
between Hungary's previous statements (at the United Nations Conference on Succession of 
States in Respect of Treaties) and its current position as presented in its Mernorial. Second, 
the Hungarian Memorial is highly selective in its analysis. On the one hand, it promotes an 

obsolete doctrine denying the possibility of any ipso iure succession in the case of dissolution 
of a State and, on the other hand, it advocates the i ~ s o  iure succession by Slovakia to 
obligations arising frorn CzechosIova!ciats deged 'responsibility to ~ u n ~ a d ,  which is a preiy 

speculative doctrine having no basis in contemporary international law. 

3 .O7 Hungary's Mew that in the event of the dissolution of a State, the fate of 
treaties - in pariicular biIaterd treaties - is govmed by the "clean sIate" principle4 is contrary 
tu ArticIe 34 of the Viema Convention on Succession of States in Respect of Treaties of 1978. 

This provides that: 

"1. When a pari or parts of the territory of a State separates to form one or more 
States, whether or not the predecessor State continues to exist: 

a) any treaty in force at the date of the succession of States in respect of the entire 
tenitory of the predecessor State continues in force in respect of each successor State 
so forrned; 

b) any treaty in force at the date of the succession of States in respect only 
of that part of the territory of the predecessor State which has become a 
successor State continues in force in respect of that successor State alone. 

2. Paragraph 1 does not apply if: 

a) the States concemed otherwise agree; or 

2 M., para. 10.1 19. 
3 

M., para. 8-03. - 
4 m., para IO. 112. 



b) it appears h m  the treaty or is otherwise estabIished that the application 
of the treaty in respect of the successor State would be incompatible with the 
object and purpose of the treaty or would radically change the conditions for its 
operation5 . " 

The Viema Convention is not a treaty in force and, as such, is not applicable in relations 

between SIovakia arid Hrrngaty, except when the mIes set out in the Convention are mies of 

general international taw. In fact, the Convention codZed, tu a large exterit, the existing 

custornaq law. Hungq, nonetheless, asçerts: 

"Not ody is the Convention itseifwidely regarded as legislative in character and 
not as  a statement of existing general international law, but there is little or no 
support for Article 34 as being declaratory of general international law6 ." 

But, this assertion is not accornpanied by any substantive analysis. There are sound reasons for 

Siovakia to take just the opposite view, in particular, as far as the application of Article 34 in 
concerned. 

3.08 in its commentary to the 1974 dr& of this provision (at that time 

Article 331, the International Law Commission concluded that: 

" .. .although some discrepancies rnight be found in State practice, still that 
practice was suEciently consistent to support the formulation of a mle which, 
wirh the necessary qualifications, wouId provide that treaties in force at the date 
of the dissoIution shuuld remain in force iwso iure with respect tu each State 
emerging fiom the dissoIutiun. The fact that the situation may be regarded as 
one of 'separation of part or parts of a Statet rather than one of 'dissoIutionl 
does not dter this basic conclusion7 ." 

The key to the Commissian's adoption of this position lay in what, in 1972, had been w o  

different articles (Articles 27 and 28) which dealt separately with dissolution of a State when 
the continuity principle should apply, and sefiaration of part of a State in which event the 

"clean slate" doctrine operated (because a new State emerging h m  such a separation had been 

considered as being in the same position as a newfy independent State). 

3.09 Ln the2 written comments on the 1972 draft, some States raised doubts 

as to the soundness of this distinction. It was pointed out that the "cIean slate" doctfine in the 

5 For the text of the Vienna Convention, see. United Nations Conference on the Succession of States in 
Respect of Treaties, Officiai Records, Vol. III, Dw. NCONF. 80/3 1. 

I 6 Sec. Hungarian Mernorial, para. 10.116. 

7 Far the text of the 1974 draft articles, United Nations Conference on the Succession of Stares in 
Rwpect of Treaties, Vd. III, Doc, AICONF.8014. 
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event of separarion of part of a State had been IargeIy based on oId precedents and that there 

was IittIe recent Sîate practice tu jnstiSf it. The Commission accepted this and amdgamated 

the mu situations, opting for a continuity principle as the uriiform nrle for both cases 

(dissolution as weII as separation). 

3.10 The Commission envisaged onIy one exception fiom the continuity 
principle in the event of separation. This was reflected in paragraph 3 of the iinai draft of 
Article 33 which provided that: 

". . .if a part of the temtory of a State separates h m  it and becomes a State in 
circurnstances which are esseniidly of the same character as those existing in 
the case of the formation of a newIy independent State, the successor State shall 
be regarded . . . in al1 respects as a newiy independent State. " 

In other words, ody in that situation would the "clean slate" mle apply and not the principle of 
continuity. As Sir Francis Vallat, the expert consultant, explained to the Conference: 

"...from the wording of Article 33 and the commentq tu it, it was cIear that 
paragraph 3 was not intended tu apply to the case where a predecessor Statt 
ceased tu exist. ConsequentIy it would not appIy to the case of dissoIution ofa 
%teg ." 

3.11 The International Law Commission's approach was in principle 
approved by the Vienna Conference held in 1977-1978. The proposais to alter the basic 
principle of this article were rejected by the conferences. In defending the Commission's 
approach and in agreement with the prevailing view, the ddegate of the United States stated 

that : 

B Sec. United Nations anference on the Succession of States in @t of Tr~ties, Vol. FI, Doc. 
AICONF80~1SlAdd. I ,48th meeting, pam 1. 

9 An amendment to Article 33 was submitted at the Conference by Switzerland and France @oc. 
NCONF.80tC. lL.4  l/Rw. 1). Aceording to the delegate of Swiwrland, the International Law 
Commission in its drafi of Article 33 departed from existing international law whiie: 

"... the 'clean slate' d e  ... was the basic p ~ c i p l e  of c l s i c  international law concerning the 
succession of states in respect of treaties ... generally appiied in international relations long 
before decolonization ... m h e  Swiss delegation ... m i a t e d  the 'dan date' mie with the 
principIe res inter dios a m  and no1 with the principle of seifde~ennirration [which] was 
i n d d  a politid maxim ... ." Seg. Unitai Nations Conference on the Successicln of States in 
-t dTreati~, Vol. II, 40th meeting., pam 27-30. 

Fmce, neverrheIess, statd differenw in its and the Bwiss position crincerning ~e plaa of the 
"clean sIate" principIe in classic internationat law when ir mgnid:  

". .. that in customary international law the 'clean slate' pnncipIe co+xisted with the principIe 
of continuity and that both were found in practice. France had opted for a mixed system 
applying the 'cl= date' principle to treaties concluded inluitu Dersonae and the principle of 
wntinuity to other treaties." M., 40th meeting, para. 44. 

The Swiss-French proposal was rejected by the Conference. m., 48th meeting, para. 38. 



"...Article 33 accorded with the buik of internationd practice ... Plights Eeely 
accorded under a treaty shouId not be cut off hecause one §taie united with 
another ... or separated into two or more parts . .. . The central question for the 
Conference's consideration therefure, was why the ri& of reIiance shouId 
disappearJ0. " 

3.12 The view that the continuity principle was justfied, irrespective of 
whether the dissolution of a State or the separation of part of a State was involved, was shared 
by the majority of delegations. And there was a near consensus amongst delegations that in 
the case of dissolution and, in particular, in the case whwe the constitutive parts which 
separated had to some extent participated in the formulation of international relations or had 
been given limited international personaiity, the continuity principle was based on sufficient 
State practicell . 

3.1 3 The merita of the contiriiiity principIe cm be seen h m  the present case. 

If after the dissoIution of Czechoslovakia it had b e n  the new SIovak RepubIie which had 
wished tu disown the 1977 Treaty, findirig it tu be an economic burdeq and if it had been 
Hungary that was anxious tu see the entire G/N Project completed, the continuiîy principIe 

would have quite prtiperly protected Hrrngaqts position. In corrtrast, the "clean slate" doctnne 

now advocated by Hungary wouId have pIaced H u n g q  in an impossibIe position, unable to 

enforce its rights, even though, in Hungary, nothing had changed. It is due to simple good 

sense and fairness that State practice has favoured continuity. 

3.14 It is also in clear contradiction with the prevailing State practice and 

doctrine that the Hungarian Memo rial declares: 

"In respect of bilaterai treaties (other than boundary treaties), there is no mle of 
international Iaw which provides for automatic succession if ... a predecessor 
State dissolves and several successor States emerge in its place. Whether rhere 
is a succession to biIateraI treaties in such cases depends essentiaIIy on 

12 J i  agreement between the successor State and r he other paty to the treaty . . . . 

3-15 Further, with ttiis assertion, Hungary contradicts its own statements 

made at the Vienna Conference. There, an amendment was submiffed by Germany which 

aimed at Iimiting the application of the principle of insu iure continuity in the event of 

10 W., 4 1st meeting, para. 16. 

11 m., sec. the debate at the 40th-42nd and 48th meetings. 

1L Sec. Hungarian Mernorial, para. 10.1 12. 



dissolution or separation to multilateral treatiesI3. The effect would be to Ieave bilateral 
treaties in force only ifthe successor State and the other State party expressly so agreed or, by 
reason of their conduct, were to be considered as having so agreed. Hungq was among 

those delegations who r a i d  objections tu this amendment and who snpported wifhoiit any 

reservation the d& of the International Law Cornmission. Accordmg tu the Hungarîan 

deIegate: 

I[The] pnriciple [ofioso iure contintnirity] was in cunformity with the iriterests of 
the States concemecl, as weii as those of the international community. He 
remindeci the Conmittee of the case of his own country which, on the 
termination of the Austro-Hurigarian Empire in 19 18, had continued to consider 
itself bound by the traies of the DuaI Monarchy. H e  was therefore in favour 
of Article 33 as proposed by the Tnternational Law Commission.. . ." 

At another meeting Hungary underlined that: 

"...in considering the possible dissofution of States, the continuity of inter-state 
relations had to be de-guarded and the stability of treaty relations maintained 
in the interests of the community of statesl' ." 

3.1 6 In generd, the principle of cuntinuity in cases of separation of part or 

paris of the territory of a State received strong support at the  onf fer en ce" . The role of this 
principle was further strengthened by the Coderence's decision tu deIete paragraph 3 of Article 

33 (estabfishg the "clean slate" d e  for cases of separation in circurnstances similar to 

decoionisation). As Professor Crawfbrd has pointai out: 

"The process of evolution towards a germa! regirne of treaty cuntinuity in non- 
colonid cuntext was, remarkably, compIeted at the Second Session of the 
Viema ~o~iference" ." 

3.17 The Hungarian Mernorial refers to the position contained in the 

13 Amendment submifld by Germany, Dm. MCUNF.80K. IL.52, was rejected by the Conference. See, 
Unilai Nations Conference on the S u d o n  of States in R w  of Traies, Vol. II, 48th meeting, 
para 39. 

14 hid  40th meeting, p m  54 arid 4Ist -th& 48. 
' I  

15 1. Crawford, "The Contribution of Prof essor D.P. O'CbnneIl to the DiscipIirte of International Law*, 5 1 
British Y&k of International Law (1 %O), p. 40. 



Restatement (Third) of the Foreign Relations Law of the United states17 . The Restaternent 

favorrred giving aII new States (regardles of whether or not they were dependent colunies) 

freedurn to stari afreshT8 . But the Restatement becme a target of criticism in this respect and 
was considered inaccurately to refiect the practice of t he United States, includimg that of recent 

years. Thus, E. Wiliiamson fl-egal Advisor tu the U.S. State Department, 1990-1 993) and J. 

Osborn find that: 

"As a matter of practice, there are equally divergent approaches that have been 
employed with respect to treaty succession in this century. For purposes of our 
analysis, however, the Department viewed State practice as falling dong a 
continuum. At one end of this continuum, where a portion of the State breaks 
away from the primary, predecessor State, the practice tends to support a 'clean 
slate' approach. At the other extreme, where a State divides into its constituent 
pans, the gractice suppons the continuity of existing treaty rights and 
obligations1 . " 

3.18 A criticd view of the Restatement conclusions was aIso expressed by 

Professor Schachter who observed that: 

"[Ilt seems probable that a generd presumption of continuity of the obIigations 
of a predecessor State wiII be accepted for new states that have w m e  into being 
by secession or by dissoIution of existing States. ... Thus, it is udikely that the 
Restatement's rule of a clean date for dl new states wiII prevaiI in practice or 
t h e o g  ." 

In fact, in a review of the recent cases of dissolution of States in Eastern Europe, the same 
author cornes to the opposite conciusion to that now voiced by Hungary: 

"The experience thus far with respect to [these] cases ... supports a general 
presumption of continuity. .." .IL 

I f  Hungarian Mernoriai, para. 10. i 13. 

18 
Restatement IThirdl of the Foreign Relations Law of the United Stares, Sec. 2 IO, # m e n t  f (1987)- 

19 E.D. WiIIiamson and J.E. Osbm, *A U.S. Perspective on T m  S u m i o n  and ReIated Issues in the 
Wake of the Breakup of the USSR and YugosIaviaU, 33 Virejnia Journal of InttrnationaI Law (1 993, 
p. 263. Hungq  makes refererra to this article and, in partinrlar, to its fsnding in favour of a *case by 
case review of outstanding agreements". This is extremely misleading. Hungary gives the impression 
that the authors support its analysis whiIst quite the opposite is tme. 

20 O. Schachter, "State Succession: n i e  Once and Future Law", 33 Virania Journal of International Law 
253 (1993), at p. 258. 

21 m., pp. 257 and 259. 



3.19 The case of the extinction of Czechoslovakia falls, undoubtedly, within 
the category of the dissolution of a State where the predecessor State has ceased to exist, and 
not within the category of the separation of part of a State where the predecessor State 

survives. 

3.20 Czechoslovakia was not a union of States, each of which enjoyed 

distinct international personaiity. But its constituent repubIics did enjoy within the 

CzechosIovak federation a broad rigtit of participation in the establishment of international 

obIigations, the right ofien quoted in support of the thesis of ipso iure continuiry of t raies in 

the event of  dissolution^ . Earh international treaty, the implementation of which would 
require measures nomally govemed by the legislation of the Slovak Republic, was subject to 
the approval of the competent Slovak authorities, including, as the case may be, approval by 
the Slovak National Council (Parliament). 

3.21 Thus, Article 137 of Constitutional Act No. 143/1968 on the 

Czechoslovak ~ederat ion~~  provided, inter alia, that: 

"The Government of the [Slovak] Republic shdl decide, as a body, in particular on: 

d) the approvd of international treaties whose irnplementation is within the 
jurisdiction of the Repirblic ... ." 

And, according ro Article 107 of the same Constitutional Act: 

"(1) The [SIovak] National CounciI shdl in particular have the [cornpetence]: 

b) to apprclve international treaties whose implernentation requires an Act of 
the National CounciL . . . " 

3.22 These rigbts were fully exercised by the Slovak Republic in the process 
of elaboration and approval of the 1977 Treaty. The Slovak Government gave its consent, 
prior to the signature of the 1977 Treaty on behalf of the Federation, by its decision 36/1976 of 
4 February 1976 and again, after the signature of the Treaty, by its decision 36211977 of 26 

October 1 9 7 7 ~ ~ .  Similarly, prior to the approval of the 1977 Treaty by the Federal Parliament 

and subsequent ratification by the President of Czechoslovakia, the Slovak Parliament 

approved the 1977 Treaty by its Resoliition No. 35 of 19 December 1977~'. 

23 For EngIish m l a t i o n  of the Constitutional Act No. 14311968 and the Constitutional Act No. 
12511970 amendirig and supplementing the firçt mentiond ConstitutionaI Act, Bulletin of 
CztzhosIo~ak Law, Vol. IO, Prague, I9f l, pp. 101-148. 

24 Sec. Annexes 5 and 6, reqxstively. 



3.23 The cumpetent SIovak authorîties gave their prior consent dso tu the 

concIusion of aII other agreements reIated tu the 1977 Treaty concliided &er I Januaq 1969, 

the date of transformation of CzechosIovakia into a federation. 

3.24 Thus, the case of dissoIution of Czechoslovakia mets d the criteria of 

a type of succession in which the application of the principle of ipso iure continuity is based on 
an existing customary law. The practical application of this principle is discussed at paragraph 
3.40 below. 

s E C ï 1 0 ~ 2 .  The Law Relating to Succession as Re~ards Treaties Affecting 
Temtorv and its Use 

3.25 It would be sufficient for Slovakia to base its daim for the i ~ s o  iure 

succession in respect of the 1977 Treaty on the general rule of continuity which applies in the 
case of dissolution. Neverthelesq the ipso iure successian in respect of the 7977 Treaty is 

srrpported stiII by another, weII-established principle of the law af State succession. This is the 
pnnciple of ipso iure continuity of treaties of a tenitorid or iocdised character. 

3.26 Zn its Memonal, Htingary porîrays the 1977 Treaty as a commun 

bilaterd treaty (except as to its "COMECON attributes): 

"nt is clear that the 1977 Treaty is not a boundary treaty.. . . Nor did the 1977 
Treaty create 'obligations and rights ... relating to the regime of a boundary' 
within the meaning of Article 1 1  of the Vienna Convention on State Succession 
with respect to Treaties ... [and] there is accordingly no basis for arguing that 
the Slovak Republic succeeded to the 1977 Treaty under the rules of generai 
international law relating to boundary treatiesZ6 ." 

3.27 Hungary ignores the specific characteristics of the 1977 Treaty which 
place it in the category of treaties of a localised or territorial character and, in part, among 
those creating an "objective regime". Hrrngary dso ignores the existence of a specific mle of 
international Iaw providing for ipso iure continuity of treaties of tks character, irrespective of 

the type of territorial change. 

A. The 1977 Treafv is a Treatv Conternina the Territom and ifs Use 
and Estabnshing an "Obiective Reeime" 



3.28 The Iocalised or territorial character of the 1977 Treaty is beyond 
question and has been fdiy discussed at paragraph 2.35 et seq. above. The character of the 

1977 Treaty as a treaty establishing an "objective regime" as far as international navigation is 

concerned has also ben disciissed there. 

B. The Princi~ie of lm fure Continuitv of Treaties Affecfin~ the 
Temtorv and its Use Affims SIovakials Succession to the 1977 
Treaty 

3.29 The existence of the rule of gentrd international Iaw estabIishirig the 

QSO iure continuity of treaties of a temtorid character, including those providmg for an 

objective regime, wwas conhned by the United Nations Conference on State Succession in 
respect of Treaties. Accordhg to Article 12 of the Vienna Convention: 

" 1. A succession of States does not as  such affect: 

a) obiigations relating to the use of any territory, or to restrictions upon its 
use, estabIished by a treaty for the benefit of any tenitory of a foreign State and 
considered as attaching to the territory of a foreign State and considered as 
attaching to the territones in question; 

b) rights established by a treaty for the benefit of any temtory and relating 
to the use, or to restrictions upon the use, of any terirtorjl of a foreign State and 
considered as attaching tu the territories in question. 

2. A succession of States does ~lo t  as such affect: 

a) obligations relafing tu the use of any ~erritory, or tu restrictions upon its 
use, established by a treap for the benefit of a group of States or of al1 States 
and considered as attaching to that temitory; 

b) rights established by a treaty for the benefit of a group of States or of all 
%tes and relathg to the use of any territory, or tu restrictions upon its use, 
and considerd as attaching tu r hat territory . .. , " 

3.30  Article 12 can be considered to be one of those provisions of the Vienna 
Convention that represent the codification of customary international law. As the International 
Law Commission stated in relation to its work on State succession: 

"Both in the writings of junsts and in State practice frequent reference is made 
to certain categories of treaties variously described as of 'territorial', 
'dispositive', 'real' or 'localized' character as binding upon the territory affected 
notwithstanding any succession of States. ... The question ... touches such 
major matters as international boiindaries, nights of transit on international 
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judgment in the second stage of the casd' . The case is, therefure, generally acceptai as a 

precedent in favour of the principIe that certain treaties of a tenitorid character are binding 

ipso iure upon a successor state3'. 

3.33 The doctrine that certain treaties of a territorial character constitute a 

special category for purposes of succession of States aiso appears to be the dominant practice 
of  tat tes^^. 

3.34 Treaties concerning water rights or navigation on rivers are c o m m d y  

regarded as candidates for inclusion in the category of territorial treaties, as briefly discussed at 

paragraph 2-52 above. Among modern precedents cited by the International Law Commission 

3I Free Zones dUpwr Savw and the Diçtrict of Gex. Sudment. 1932, P.C.I.J., Senes AIB. No. 46, p. 
95, at p. 145. 

32 United Nations Conference on the Succession of States in Respect of Treaties, Vol. LII, Doc. AICûNF. 
80/4, wrnmentary to ArlicIe 12, para. 3. 

33 In British practice there are numerous staternents evidencing the United Kingdom's kIief that 
customary law recognises the existence of such an exception to the clean slate principle and also to the 
moving treaty-frontier mie. One such is the reply of the Foreign and Commonwealth =ce 10 the 
International Law hswiation: 

"Under momary internationai law certain treaty rïghts and &ligafions of an exîsting State 
are inherited aubmatically by a new Si& formerIy part of the tenitorifs for which thc 
existing Star  was internaticdy repmibIe. Such righrs and obligauons are generally 
deçcriM as those which relate d i r d y  m territory within the new State [for exampIe th- 
reIating IO hnriers and navigation on rivers); but intemationa1 Iaw on the subject is nat weII 
settled and if is impossible to state with precision whkh rights and obligations wodd be 
inheri~ed aummatidly and which would not be." See. International Law Association, Report 
of the Fifty-third Conference, Buenos Aires, 1968, p. 6 19. 

A further statement of a similar kind was made by the United Kingdom at the occasion of discussions 
with the Spw Governent regarding the interpretation of Article 8 of the Treaty mncerning the 
Establishment of the Republic of Spnis, Materiais on Succession of States, 1%7, üN Doc. STLEG. 
SEWB.14, p. 183. 
The French Government appears to take a similar view. Thus, in a note addressecl to the German 
Government in 1935, after speaking of what was, in e f f a  the rnoving wfy-frontier principlt, tht 
French Governent wntinued: 

"This d e  is subjea to an important exception in the çase of conventions wkich are na of a 
p l i t i d  chacier, that is to say, which were not mncluded in relauan to the 
pemnalig cf the State, but are of territorid and I d  application and are based on a 
geographid siîmrion; the su-r Staie, inespective of rhe m n  for which it succeeds, is 
bruid to assume the burdens arising h m  treaties ofthis kind just as it enjoys the advantages 
p i f i e d  in thern." See, United Nations Conference on the Succession of States in Respect of 
Treaties, Voi. III, commentary to Article 12, para. 22. 

Canada, again in the wntext of the rnwing treaty-frontier d e ,  has also show that it shares the view 
that territorial treaties wnstitute an exception to it. Mer  Newfoundland had becorne a new province 
of cana& the Legai Division of the Department of Externat AiTairs explained the attitude of Canada 
as follows: 

"...Newfoundand k a n e  part of Canada by a form of cession and ccinsequently, in 
accordana wib the appropriate d e s  cf intemationaI law, agreements binding upon 
Newfoundland priw to d o n  laps&, e x q t  for those &Iigations arising fiom agreements 
I d l y  crimgtd which had established proprie- or quasi-proprie- rights.., .* See, 
United Nations Conference on the Succession of Sutes in Respect of Treaties, Vol. I I I ,  
commenfarj. Io ArticIt 12, para. 22 and note 200. 



is Thailand's rights of navigation on the River Mekong, granted by earlier treaties and 
confirmed in a Franco-Siamese Treaty of 1926. In connection with the arrangements for the 

independence of Carnbodia, Laos and Vietnam it was recognised by these countnes and by 
France that Thailand's navigational rights would remain in forceu. 

3 -3 5 Severai other cases of treat ies concetning utilisation of rivers are quoted 
bjr D.P. O'ComeU: the case of the Nie River where d e r  initial doubts Sudan accepted tu be 

bound by the AngIo-Egyptian Treaty of 1929; the case of the Chatt-al-Arab in which the 

succession of Iraq in respect tu the 1847 Treaty between Persia and Turkey did not give rise tu 

any dispute; the case of Arnawai Khwar in which Pakistan recognised itself to be the successor 
State of l3ritish India; and the case of Pakchan where Thailand (in general hostile to automatic 
succession) accepted the devolution to Burma of the 1934 Treaty concluded with British 
hdia3' . 

" . . .le Tanganyika, en affinnant en 196 1 qu'il ne se considérait pas comme lié par 
le traité anglo-belge de 1921 qui avait concédé a la Belgique certains droits au 
trafic et à l'utilisation des points de Kigoma et de Dar-es-Salam, n'a pas eu 
recours à l'argument de la 'clean slate' mais a allégué le défaut initiai de validité 
du traité, lequel aurait été conclu par I'Angieterre ultra vires. par rapport aux 
termes du mandat: l'intention est nette d'éviter de placer la discussion du 
probléme sur le terrain de la succession d ~ t a t s ~ ~  ." 

Translation: 

"Tanganyika, in afrning in 1961 that it did not consider itseIf bound by the 
Anglo-Belgîan treaty of 1921 which wnceded tu BeIgiurn certain rîghts of 
commerce and usage of the places Kigoma and Dar-es-Salam, did not fa11 back 
on the 'clean slate' argument but dIeged an initial defect in the Treaty's validity 
which was concluded by England ultra vires of the tems of its mandate: the 
intention was clearly to avoid placing the discussion of the problem on the level 
of State succession.'' 

3-37 h n g  treaties of a territorial character, s specid category embraces 
treaties providing for objective regirnes. Accordhg tu the Intemationai Law Commission, the 
characteristic of the treaties in question is that they attach obIigations to a particular territury, 

river, canal, etc. for the benefit either of a group of States (e_a. riparian States of a parîicuIar 

34 Sec. United Nations Conference on the Succession of States in Respect of Treaties, VoI. IIi, 
Commentary to Article 12, para. 26. 

35 Sec. D.P. O'Comell, "Independence and Succession to Treatia", 38 British Y e d m k  of International 
(1962). pp. 84-180, at pp. 151-154. 

36 See, A.G. Pereim of!. &., p. 127. 



river) or of aiI States generdly. They indude treaties fur the neu trdiçation or demilitarisation 

of a particular temtory, treaties according fieedom of navigaf ion on international waterways or 

rivers, treaties for the tquitable use of the water resciurces of an intemationd river basin and 
the like3'. 

3.38 In its work on the law of treaties the International Law Commission did 
not consider that a treaty of this charmer had the effect of establishing, by its own force alone, 
an objective regime binding upon the territorial sovereign and corifenhg contractual rights on 

States not parties to it. It tuok the view that the objective regime resulted rather fiom the 

execution of the treaty and the graftmg upon the treaty of an international custom. The same 

view of the matter was faken by the UN Conference on the Law of Treaties. Furthes, the 

Vienna Convention does not exempt tteaties intended to create objective regimes fiom the 
general niles which it lays down concerning the effects of treaties on third States. 

Nevertheless, in the context of State succession, the International Law Commission recognised 
that: 

"[I]f a succession of States occnrs in respect of the territory affected by the 
treaty intended to create an objective regirne, the successor State is not pruperiy 
speaking a ' third state' in relation tu the treaty. Owing tu the IegaI nexus which 
existed between the treaty and the temtory pior to the date of succession of 
States, it is not open tu the successur State sirnply to invoke article 3 5 of the 
Vienna Convention under which a Treaty can not impose obligations upon a 
third state without its consent. The rules concerning succession in respect of 
treaties also corne into play. But under these rules there are cases where the 
treaty intended to establish an objective regime would not be binding on a 
successor State udess such a treaty were considered to fd under a specid mle 
tu that effect. EquaIly, if the succession of States occurs in relation to a State 
which is the beneficiary of a treaty establishing an objective regirne, under the 
generaI law of treaties and the Iaw of succession the successor State wuuld not 
necessarily be entitled tu daim the rights enjoyed by its predecessor State, 
udess the treaty were considered tu faII undtr such a specid mie. That such a 
speciaI mie exists is. in the o~inion of the Commission. established bv a number 
of convincing precedents38 . " 

3.3 9 As the 1 977 Treaty is a treaty of a localised or territonal character, and, 
in certain respects, a treaty providing for an objective regime, its ipso iure continuity der  3 1 

December 1 992 (the date of dissolution of Czechoslovakia) is based on a generdly recognised 
principie of custornary international law. Hungary's daim that the 1977 Treaty, if it remained 

37 See. United Nations Conference on the Su-ion of States in Respect of Tmties, Vol. m, 
wmmentary to Article 12, para. 30. 

38 Md. (emphasis added). - 



in force after the ptrrported termination in May 1992, ceased to be in force as a resnlt of the 

disappearance of une of its treaty parties (namely, CzechosIovakia) is not supported by existing 
custornary law. 

S E ~ I O N ~ .  The Diplornatic Erchanees between Slovakia and Hun~arv Since 
the Inde~endence of Slovakia Do Not Sur~r~ort the Hun~iirian 
Thesis - 

3.40 Slovakia's Ministry of Foreign Mairs has acted in full accordance with 

the view that the principle of ipso iure continuity of treaties, bilateral as weii as multilaterai, 
wouId appIy in the case of dissolution of Czechoslovakia. It sent diplornatic notes to 
international organisations and foreign States as e d y  as December 1992 (the eve of the 

dissolution of Czechoslovakia) in order to ensure the unintempted application of treaties 

previously concIuded with them by Czechoslovakia. 

3.41 In these notes a nearly standard wording was used. Tt contairied three 

main element s, namely: 

- that the Slovak Republic, as one of the successor States of 

Czechoslovakia, would consider itself to be bound by multilaterai and 
bilat eral treaties to which Czechoslovakia was a Party; 

- that the succession would occur in accordance with and to the extent 

determined by the existing mIes of international law; 

- that the succession woiild be effective h m  Z January 1993, the date 

when SIovakia was to assume responsibility for its international 

relations. 

Al1 these elements are contained in the Note of the Ministry of Foreign a i r s  of the 

Slovak Republic addressed to the Hungarian Embassy in Prague, dated 18 December 1992". 

3.42 In its answer to this note, Hungary did not object as to the substance of 
any of the three elements contained in the SIovak Note. It merely expressed its readiness: 

"... to enter, within the shortest possible time, into negotiations with the 
Governent of the SIovak Reptlbiic on questions relating tu State succession in 
respect of treatiep ." 

40 m., VoI, 1, para IO. 118. 



3.43 In accepting the idea of negotiations on the questions of State 

succession tu bilaterd treaties, SIovakia did not contraverte its position according tu which the 
devolution occurred automaticaIIy on 1 January 1993. The presumption of an automatic, & 
& succession tu bilaterd treaties does not exdude the possibity of negotiations between the 

parties concemed, for the two States may see the occasion as a usefiri opportunity tu review 

theù treaty reIations. 

3 -44 Automatic succession does not necessanly mean succession to each and 

every treaty instmment previously in force between the predecessor State and the other party. 
Article 34 provides for certain exceptions fiorn the principle of ipso iure succession: where the 

States concerned agree otherwise; where the application of the treaty in the new situation 

resulting from the dissolution would be incompatible with the object and purpose of the treaty; 
where the treaty's application was limited to the temtory which becme part of the teetory of 

another successor S tate emerging from dissolution. 

3.45 It is obvious that, in entering into negotiations, parties are not Iimited tu 

the discussion of questions of succession stricto sensu. Startirig fiom the presumption of 

continuity, they cm expIicitIy agree on the temirnation of a riiimber of treaties that they End 

ubsoIete, but which wuuld othenvise not m e  tu exist automatically by the mere operation of 
the ruIe of State succession. This was the main purpose behind Slovakia's readiness to proceed 

with a general review of the bilaterai treaty relations between Slovakia and Hungary as 
inherited from the former federation. Such an attitude can, in no way, be interpreted as being: 
"inconsistent with the concept of automatic succession to bilateral treaties contained in Article 
34 of the 1978  onv vent ion"^' . 

3.46 In the same spirit, SIovakia hdd negotiations with a number of States. 

During these negotiations the presumption of continuity was taken as a basis. WhiIe for the 

maintenance of treaties in force no extra procedure was found necessary by the parties, in the 

-- 

41 m., para. 10.119. 



case of thuse treaties where the parties agreed un their terminatioq aI1 fomalities required for 

such a step by municipal Iaw were acc~rn~f i shed~~.  

3.47 The need for negotiations on issues related to State succession has been 
generally recognised and stressed on several occasions by dierent international authorhies, 
whose views are quoted by Hungary in its ~ e r n o r i a ~ ~ ~  . But many of these statements relate to 

State succession problems in general and not to succession in respect of treaties and bilateral 
treaties in particulm. Thus, t hese staternenta can in no way be interpreted as invalidating either 
the material ruIc of Iaw of State succession providing for an iuso iure continuity of treaties in 

the event of dissolution of a State, or the mle cornon to di types of State successiun 
providing for automatic devolution of treaties ccinceming territory and its use. 

3.48 In this regard, Hrrrtgary's reference tu the opinions of the Arbitrafion 

Commission established by the International Conference on the Former YugosIavia is  

particularly surprising. It quotes these opinions in support of its thesis that there is no mle of 
international law providing for automatic succession in respect of bilaterd treaties and as to the 

purely consensual character of any arrangement for their remaining in force between successor 

State and the other treaty The reference in paragraph 10.114 of the Hungarian 
Memurial to the Opinions of the Arbitration Commission is highIy mideading and invites the 

foIIowing  comment^"^ : 

* F&t, the statement of the kbitration Commtssion conceming questions 

of State succession in general, incIrrding succession in respect of 
treaties, is contained in Opinion No. 9 jwhich Hungary overlooks), 

where the Arbitration Commission confirmed its view (already 

expressed in Opinion No. 1) that: "... the succession of States is 

42 This has k e n  the position with the temiination of treaties on abolition of visas in relation to Fsderal 
Republic of YugosIavia (Serbia and Montenegm). Bosnia and Herzegwina, the Fonner Yugoslav 
RcpubIic cf Macedania Armenia, Azeroaijan, Georgia Kazachçtan. Kirgistan, Moldov* Tadjikistan 
and Turkmtnistan. 

43 Hmgarian Mernorial, paras. 1 O. I 13 and IO. 1 I7. 

44 m., para. IO. 114. 

45 Para. 10.1 14 of the Hiingarîan Mernoriai reads as foIIows: 

"Along similar lines, the Arbitrarion Commission &estatiIisheci by the Internationai Conferen= 
on the Former Yugoslavia (the Badinter Commission) referred in itç Opinion No. I l  ro ... 'thc 
few welkstablished pnnciples of international law applicable to State succession. The 
fundamental d e  is that States must achreve an equitable resuit by negotiation and 
agreement.' The Commission went on to point out that agreements as to succession between 
two succesçor States could not bind third States without their agreement." 

In fact, the quotalion is  fmm Opinion No. 12, Paris, 16 July 1993, 32 International Lep.al Materials 
1586 (1993). para. 1, at p. 1590. 
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governed by principles of international law embodied in the Viema 

Conventions of 23 Aupst 1978 and 8 Apri1,2983, which aII republics 

have agreed should be the fuundation for discussions between them. " 

- Second, Opinions Nos. I I and 13 of the &bitration Commission tu 

which Hungary does refer relate to problems concerning State 

succession in respect of State property, archives and debts and not State 
succession in respect of treaties; 

- Third, and most important, the Aïbitration Commission in its series of 
Opinions only pronounced on the relations of successor States inter se; 
it is in that context that it insisted on the necessity of agreements in 

order tu reach an equitable result which, for the rest, corresponds tu the 

process foIIowed by SIovakia and the Czech RepubIic. 

Furthemore, Hungary sirnply overlooks those eIemerrts of the Opinions which do not fit its 

hypothesis. In Opinion No. 1 I, that Hungary ignores, it is stated, inter alia, that: 

"...9. The Commission would point out, however, that the principles and mles 
of international law in general reIating to State succession are supplemental, and 
that States are at liberty to resolve the difficulties that might ensue from 
applying them by entering into agreements that would permit an equitable 
outcome4 ." 

3.49 Thus, in sharp contrat  tu Hungary's assertions, the Arbitration 

Comrriission not ody recognised the existence of "principles and d e s  of international Iaw in 

general relating to State succession", but saw them "embodied" in the Vienna Conventions of 

1978 and 1983. 

3.50 Hungary also makes reference to the conditions set up by member 
States of the European Comrnunity for the recognition of the Republics of former Yugoslavia 
and the Soviet Union, requiring that those States "settle by agreement, inchding where 
appropriate by recourse to arbitraiion, all questions conceming State succession and regionai 
disputes"47. This too is of no assistance to Hungary. The requirement was a mere expression 
of political cuncem and was not the expression of a view on the content of the reIevant mle of 
Iaw. 

46 Opinion No. I 1, Paris, 16 Idy 1993,32 Inttmationd Le~al  Materials 1585 (1993), para. 9, al p. If 89. 
41 Hungarîan Mernoriai, para 10.117. 



3.51 Final$, Hungary*~ reference to the Council of Europe's practice, 

whereby the right of participation in treaties concIuded under the CounciI's auspices is, in 

principle, restricted to its rnembers and thus fds w i t b  the exceptions h m  the principle of 
i ~ s o  iure continuity spelled out in pmagraph 2@) of Article 34 of the Viema Convention of 
1978, is aiso inappropriate. 

SECTION 4. The Implications of the Special Apreement 

3.52 In paragaph 2 of the Special Agreement the Parties recognised: 

"...that the Slovak Republic is ... the sole successor State in respect of rights 
and obligations relating to the GabEikovo-Nagyrnaros Project." 

3.53 It is obvious that this formuIq neutrd as tu the question of continued 

vdidity or termination of the 1977 Treaty, was the onIy way tu describe jointly the situation in 
wtzich the views of the Parties diametrically di&. WhiIe in Hungary's view the 1977 Treaty 
was teminated prior tu the date of dissolution of Czechoslovakia, in Slovakia's view the 
piirported termination of the 1977 Treaty by Hiingay was without any legd effect. Thus, the 

1977 Treaty was, on the date of State successiorq a treav in force. As such it survived, by 

virtue of the rules of custornarjr Iaw, the disappearmce of Czechoslovakia and continues to 

govern the relations between Slovakia and Hungary. 

3.54 The conclusions that Hungary seeks to draw from the formula chosen 
by the Parties in the prearnbie of the Special Agreement are invalida. It was evident to the 
Parties that the drafting of prearnbular paragraph 2 of the Special Agreement had to be without 

prejudice to the questions submitted by them to the Court. The failure to mention specifically 
that Slovakia had succeeded to the 1977 Treaty cannot be interpreted as an agreement that it 

was not the successor. 

3.55 Whether the rights and obligations relating to the Gm Project, in 

respect of which Slovakia became the soie snccessor tu CzechosIovakia, are ri&& and 

obligations based on the 1977 Treaty or on another ground, depends wlely on how the Court 

wilI ariswer the question conceming the IawfrrIness a i  Hungqas temirnation of the 1977 

Treaty in May 1992. I f  the 1977 Treaty rernained in force despite Hungary's purported 

termination, then, in the Iight of the arguments above conceming the rules of law of State 

succession, it continues tu be in force between Slovakia and Hurigary. 

48 m., para. 6.06. 



SECTION 5. The Iilopicat Nature of Separatine Primaw and Secondarv Rivhts 
and Obligations 

3.56 WhiIe on the one hmd H u n g q  contests the possibiIity of m bso iure 

succession of SIovakia tu the 1977 Treaty and the prirnary riata and obligations it estdished, 

on the other hand it does not hesitate tu assert that SIovakia assrrmed secondaty obligations 
resuIring from alleged breaches of the 1977 Treaty and other internationai obtgafions of 

CzechosIovakia. This is an eclectic approach, which comists of the seledion of different 

doctrinal concepts for dsererit aims. This rnakes Hungary's position, as far as the law of State 

succession is concemed, hi@@ iriconsistent. 

3.57 In Chapter 8 of its Mernorial, Hungary, while acknowledging that: 

".. .Slovakia cannot be deemed responsible for breaches of treaty obligations 
attributable oniy to Czechoslovakia, which no longer exists" 

immediately continues by saying: 

"Nevertheless, Czechoslovakia's breaches of the 1977 Treaty, other bilateral 
treaties, various multilateral conventions and customary international Iaw 
created a series of secondary obligations; namelyx the obligation tu repair the 
damage caused by the wrongfuI acts. These secondary obligations were neither 
exthguished by the termination of the 1977 Treaty nor by the disappearance of 
~zechos~ovakia~~ . " 

3.58 CzechosIovakia did not commit any "breach of treaty obligations" or 

any other internation* wrungfiil act which would have entded its responsibiliq towards 

Hungary. This aside, h m  a purely doctnnai point of view it is astonishing that Hungq does 

not consider secundary obIigations as being the corollary of primary obligation, but rather as a 
relatively autonomous body of obligations. In this, Huagary disagrees with the Internationai 
Law Commission, according to whjch the secondaq obligations are deemed to be 

consequential on the breach of primary obligations50. Hungary fails to explain how it is that 
there is succession to secondaq obligations but apparently no succession to prîmary 

obligations. 

50 See. the Report of the Triternational Law Commission on the wcrb of its thirty-fifth session, 1983, 
Suppl. No IO (A1381 101, Commenmy on article 1 of the part ri of fie Sopic Sute r-nsibility, in 
Yearbook of the Internationd Law Commission, 1983, Vol. II, Part Two, p. 42. 



I 3.59 The purpose of this arti6cial separation of p t i rnq  and secondq 
obligations is self-evidtnt. H u n g q  simply atîernpts tu evade the wideiy kepted thesis of 
non-succession tu delictud responsibirity and, in the final result, tu advocate the opposite. 

H u n g q  is furced by its singuIar views on sumssion tu treaties to h d  ways to place 

obligations upon Slovakia. It aserts the State responsivility of Slovakia by reference tu 
"adoption" of an alleged iIIegai act of CzechusIovakia. Ifthis is right, sed no% Hungary does 

not ne& its separate, artificid argument relating to secondary traty obligations. 

1 

3.60 It is tu r a d  here the practicdy unanimous view of the doctrine, 
accordmg tu whiiich: 

"II n'existe pas en droit de gens de règIt coutumikre ou de principe général 
postulant le-transfert automatique à successeur des obligations découlant 
de la responsabilité internat ion& de I'Etat prédécesseur.. . . ~ ~ h o m o ~ e n e i t é  que 
présente ia jurisprudence internat ionde en cette matière ne se retrouve en effet 
dans aucun des autres domaines où se pose Ie problème de Ia succession 
dEtatg1 ." 

Translation: 

"There exinits in law no custornary ruIe or generd principle supposing the 
automatic ttansfer tu the State successur of the obligations resulting h m  the 
intemationai responsibility of a predecessor State . .. . The homogeneity of the 
international jurisprudence on this point is not tu be faund in any other area in 
which prubIems oistate succession arise.* 

The andogous concIusion appIies ((and SIovakia doea not deny this) as concerns the rights of 
the predecessor Statt deriving h m  the wun@I act of ariother State. As the same author 

says: 

"...en I'absence de convention contraire, 1'Efat nouveau ne reprend pas les droits 
appartenant à ~ ~ t a t  antérieur du fait $un acte illicite dont il a été la vict imdZ .' 

"... in the absence of agreement tu the contraryI the new Statt does not take up 
the rights belonging tu the predecessur Statt as a result of an illegal act of 
which it was the victirn." 

3.62 In this respect, it is necessary to rxd1 that Slovakia's ri& tu obtain 

compensation for the losses caused by the ddays in construction work on the Hungatian side is 

J.P. Monnier, "h s u m i o n  d'EU& en matière de -wbiIit& iritematio~e", Aririuaire francais du 
droit internationai 1962, p. 86. 

" - Ibid. 



not based on succession tu CzechosIovakia per se, it is a right based on the Treaty. Accordmg 

tu Article 26(2) of the 1 977 Treaty: 

"In consequence of their l iab i l i~  under paragaph 1, the Contractirig Parties shd 
separate$ and exclusiveIy : 

c) Cornpensate the other Contraning Party or a third parry for damage 
resulting from the Iatt or improper performance of work and deliveries carried 
out by them, fium the deterioration of the plant and equipment of the works 
referred tu in paragaph I, and h m  operations not in cunfurmity with the 
approved operatkg and operational procedures. * 

3.62 Hungary's obligation to compensate for the damage caused by it prier tu 

31 December 1992 was created ipso facto, due to the existence of delays, by virtue of a 

specific provision in the 1977 Treaty. h such, these financial obLgations dready exisred as 
treaty obIigations at the moment of State succession. Compensation for the damage caused by 

Hungaty's behaviour was not a mere "entitlernent". Hungary had dready acquired a definite 
financial obIigation based on a treaty stipuIation and, since SIovakia had become a p a m  tu the 
Treaty, this obligation was owed to S~ovakia. 

3.63 In addition, Hungary's condu~t did cunstitute an internationally 

wrongfuI act, and an internationalIy wungful act of a continuing character which extended 
beyond the date of the dissuIution of Czecho~lovakia. Consequently, Slovakia, as of 1 January 

1993, was entitIed to dl rernedies a d a b l e  tu the injured State by the rules of international Law 

governing State responsibiIity (cessation, restitution, compensation, satisfaction). 

3.64 Thus, as as successur State on which the 1977 Treaty automaricdy 

devolved by virtue of rrrlw of generd international law, SIovakia hm the right to obtain 
compensation bath for the damage caused by Hungarjls non performance prior to, as weII as 

after, 3 7 December 1992 (the date of CzechosIovakia's dissolution). The provisions of the 

1977 Treaty concerning paymenr of damages are indivisible from those introducing the "joint 

investrnent" and "joint property" concepts, baçed on the assumption of an integral 

irnplementation of the Treatjr. Separating artificidy one elment fium another wouli? aamount 

tu unjust e~chmerrt of the party in breach of the Treaty . 



SECTION 6. Conclusions 

l 
3.65 The disappemce of a State party to a treaty as such does not result in 

the termination of a treaty, unless this event f d s  within one of those categories of State 
succession where international law does not provide for the traty's continuation. 

3.66 Such is not the case for the dissolution of CzechosIovakia or for the 

1977 Treaty which above d, is of a territorial or Iocalised character- 

3.67 The 1977 Treaty remained in force despite its purpcirted termination by 
Hungary in May 1992; and &er the dissolution of Czechoslovakia on 3 1 Dccember 1992 the 

Treaty devolved, by Grtue of niles of customarjl international Iaw, on SIovakia. 

3.68 The 1977 Treaq continues tu govem the present relations between 
Slovakia and Hurigary and represerrts the main source of law tu be applied by the Court in the 
present case. 

3.69 There is no need to rebut the Hungarian thesis concerning the legal 
ground for ipso iure succession to the secondary obligations deriving fiorn an internationally 
wrongful act, because there was no breach of the 1977 Treaty or other international 
obligations by Czechoslovakia. 





CHAPTER IV, THE PERFOkWCE OF 'ïEE TREGTY: THE PRINCIPAL 
EVENTS FROM 1977 UP TU T E E  SUSPENSION OF WORKS 
AT NAGYMAROS 

4.01 The aim of this Chapter is to reveal the erroneous analysis in HungafYs 
Mernoriai of the events up to May 1989 and, in particular, to show: that environrnental 

issues were carefully studied both prior to and throughout the period by both parties to the 
1977 Treaty; second, that the environmentai studies up to May 1989 showed that the GM 

Project was envkonmentally sustainable; and m, that the real and well-documented cause of 
Hiingary's suspension of work under the GM Projecf was Hungary's attention to 

considerations of an tconomic and political nature, not its concem as tu the Project's 
environment al effects. 

SECTION 1. The Environmerifa1 Research Alreadv Conducted At the Time of 
the 1977 Treatv 

4.02 In its Memurid, Htrngary has admitted that the 7977 Treaty was "a 

treaty which was consistent with the maintenance of water qudity and Ath environmental 

protection generally"l. Slovakia accepts this assessment, whkh shows that at the time of the 
Treaty's conclusion the parties were hlly aware of environrnental issues and concerns. The 

purpose of this Section is simply to review briefly how, in the light of Hungary's further 

comrnents in its Memorial, these concerns were manifested. For, although Hungary now 

concedes that "environmental issues were raised" in the pre-1977 Treaty period2, at the same 
1 time it contends that there was an indifFerence to such matters - "for political reasons and 

because of the iow prions. given ta ecological values at the time in Eastern ~ u r o ~ e " ~ .  

4.03 Such cIaimed indEerence is refuted even by the few documents that 

Hungary itseif annexes relating tu the pre- 1 977 period. For example, it was agreed at the joint 
negotiatiuns of 13-1 4 November 1967 that: "Efforts shouId be made so that in the involved 

1 Hungarian Memorial, para. 4.2 1. 

2 W., para. 3.40. This conflictç with the cfaim in Hungary's Declaration of 16 May 1992 (the "1992 
DeclarationM) ihaî in the Project design phase "fundamental reçearch and investigations were neglected 
and not carried out*. Vol. 4, Annex 82 (at p. 168): 

3 Ibid., Vol. 1, pan. 6.47. - 
i 



temtories natural biological conditions are disturbed as  little as possible...4 ." The substantial 
nature of these "efforts" was subsequently pointed out in Hungary's 1985 Environmental 

Impact ~ssessrnent' , in which the foiiowing comments conceming the enviromentai impact 

studies carried out prior tu the Project's adoption are found: 

"The preparatory works for the cornpiex ut 'ht ion of the Hungarian- 
Czechoslovak reach of the Danube started in 195 1. The scientific *dies 
covered the agricultural, laridscape-aesthetic,, ecoIogicaI and widely meant 
technical-economic aspects of the Barrage system fou, exceedinct the rrp tu date 
as~iration level. Mreadv at that time there were - with the ~resently used 
definition - Envirumental Impact Assewmenfs under way. which were 
continued in the 70s. with the involvement of other scientific fields and 
institutions5 .* 

There is just no basis for Hungary's inconsistent assertion in its Memorial that during the 
Project development phase, "no environmentd impact assessrnent was madeu7 . And, even as 
to the pre-1977 Treaty period, Hungary's own Mernorial in its Appendix 3 provides a list of 
Hungarian studies relating to ground water and carried out thens. 

4.04 As to those studies catried out prior tu 1977 by Czechoslovakia, these 
are contained in the detded list prepared by both parties tu the 1977 Treaty that foms h e x  

23 to the Slovak Mernorial. Not ody does thia lis$ sumarise the contents and findings of 

each study but it aIso shows the degree tu which such findings were taken into account in the 

Project design, on the fullowing =de: 

- A = application to f i I l  extent 

- 33 = partial application 
- C = application after supplementation 
- D = application as subsidiary material 

4 m., Vol. 4, Annex 5 (at p. 11). 

5 See. para. 4.24, eJ a., below. 

6 Hungarian Memorial, Vol. 5 (Part 0, Annex 4 (al p. 15) (emphasis added). The Hungarian Mernorial 
ignores the fact that one of the main purposes of the studieç carriai out in the Iate 1960s (relating to an 
alternative scheme) was to explore whether a system that Ieft the Danube in its r i v e M  to the greatest 
degree possibIe might have a 1-f impact on the environment. 'Iois berne was, as the Hungaian 
Mernorial accepts, introduced by CzechosIovakia, althuugh Hmgary ne@& to mention Hun~ary's 
negaiive responx to the new proposal: *The Hungarian  par^ stiU considers the G&BEovo-Na~os 
by-pass canai version as the o p t i d  solution for ritiIising the shared Hungarian-C=hosIo~ak Danube 
section." m., Vol. 1, para. 3.26 and Vol. 4, Annex 5 (at p. 1 

7 m., Vol. 1, para. 3.40. 

8 m., pp. 396-398. 15 studies are referrd to. 



4.05 The number of studies relating to water quality and environmental issues 
contained in this list are as follows9 : 

HydroIogy 14 
River bedIoad 7 
Ice phenornena 13 
Water qudity, biology, nature protection 16 
Groundwater 21 
Geology and seismicity 9 
Old riverbed 12 
Channel dredging downstream of Na p a r u s  7 

4.06 It is significant that both parties also canied out extensive environmental 
impact research irnrnediatelv firior to enterhg into the 1977 Treaty. Hungary's Mernorial 

ignores Czechoslovakia's compilation in 1975-1976 of the "Biological project of the temtory 

affected by the construction of the GM Project" (the "~io~roject")~~. It would be dacult to 
envisage a more complex or complete examination of the eEect of the Project on the 

environment. The purpose of the Bioproject was to collect research data in relation to surface 
and ground water, flora and fauna, hydrobiology, ichthyology, hygiene and epidemiology. A 

synthesis of such data was produced, and a series of proposais tu optimise Project *mpact was 

fumulated" . As noted in the SIovak Memaid, the Bioproject consistai of some 1 5 closing 
reports, 21 published volumes, 72 pubfished articles and 17 non-published works, and covered, 
in particuIar, the fulluwing regions of impact: 

- The Dunakiliti-HruZov reservoir area 

- The old riverbed area 

- The headwater section of the bypass canal and the GabEikovo step 

- The tailwater section of the bypass canal and the area downstream of 
Sap (PalkoviEovo) 

- The area upstrearn of Nagymaros (on the Slovak side). 

9 It must k rememtiered that these are minimiun figures. The Iist ody refers to thoçe studies which 
were, ro çome degree, faken into amunt in the Pmj- design. It shodd k notd that the Iid was 
jointly compilai in 1973, that is long befare the @es m e  into dispute in this area. The SRtdies 
compiIed h m  1973 to 1990 are Iisted in Annex 24 to the SIwak Mernorial. 

IO Sec. Siovak Mernorial, para. 2.17,g a. 
1 I m., paxa. 2.20. As 15 the favorirabIe cornparison &hueen the Bioproject and environmental 

assessrnents carried out during the same period in N o f i  A m e r i q  see. ibid., para. 2.30. 



4.07 The Hungarian Mernorial dso ignores the existence of a sîudy of the 

water quality impacts of the Project on Hunganan tenitory, Jso carried out in 1976, within the 
Iarger conterrt of a United Nations Develupment Program - World Hedth Organisation report. 
Accordmg to the Hungarian Academy of Sciences report of23 h n e  1989, the "most impo~ant  

water quaiity problems" concemirtg the G/N Project had been discussed within this 1976 

project12. And, afker the completion of this project and of the Bioproject, both parties pursued 

on-going environmental study programs, as wdi be discussed below. 

SECTION 2. Events Occurrinv between the Start of Proiect Construction and 
Hun~arv's Unilateral Sus~ension of Work at  Nammaros 11977 to 
May 1989) 

4.08 The subheadings chosen by Hungary for its discussion of this period in 
its Mernorial are "Search for Alternatives and Improvements" for the years 1977-1986 and 
"Construction under Criticisrn" for the years 1986-1988. These titles are very misleading. In 
the first periud, there was no search for alternatives; the discussion of alternatives had taken 
pIace before the 1977 Treaty took eFect, and the Treaty had Iega~Iy estabIished the basic 

design criteria of the GIN Pioject. Of course, continual improvements were behg made in the 

light of the on-going environmental study prograns. These Project improvements reflecied a 

built-in feature of the G/N Project, which was a "blueprÎnt rather t han a rigidly determined 
scheme", as the Hungarian Memonal explainr1'. The Pruject was conceived as capable of 
being updated in the light of scientific and technological advances and the environmentai 
studies conducted by both sides during this period. A more accurate title for the 1977-1986 

period would focus not merely on the Project's on-going environmental studies and related 
improvements, but more especially on the slowdown of the Project dunng this period due 
solely to Hungary's economic difficulties. By contrast, the title for the second period should 
reflect the acceleration of the Project that followed the execution of Hungary's construction 
agreements wi th Austnan and Yugoslav contractors and the highly favourable Environmental 
Impact Assessrnent of 1 985. 

12 Hungarian Memorial, Vol. 5 (Part 0, Annex 7 (at p. 134). For a dixussion of the study of 23 June 
1989, one of two Hungarian papers presented to Czechoslovakia on 26 June 1989, sec. Slwak 
Memorial, para. 4.12, et m. 

13 & however, para. 2.20, abwe, where this description by Hungary is given only qualified apprwal by 
Slovakia. 



A. On-Go  in^ Environmental Research and Assessrnent; Mounf ing 
Econornic Worries for Hunearv Lead to an Avreed SIowdown of 
the Proiect 

Further Environmen tmil Research: General Overview 

4.09 The Slovak Mernorial provides a detaiIed list of the new studies c h e d  

out by Czechoslovakia after the signature of the Treaty and up tu 199014. An independent 

review of these studies appears in the detailed report prepared by Hydro-Québec Intemtiond 

(the "HQI report"): 

"Entre 1976 et 1986, Hydroconsult était mandaté pour intégrer les propositions 
foumies par URBION et l'Académie des Sciences. Plus d'une trentaine 
d'organismes ont aussi collaboré à des mandats sectoriels. A titre d'exemple, 
l'Institut de recherche sur la fertilité du sol s'occupait de l'aspect de 
I'exploitation agricole, incluant la problématique de drainage et d'imgation des 
sob; l'Institut de recherche en foresterie étudiait la problématique d'exploitation 
foresti&re, Soptimisation de la production de bois et I'état de santt des forêts; 
I'AcadGmie des sciences traitait particulièrement des aspects d'ordre biologique; 
YInstitut de recherche en hydraulique &tait chargé de caractériser i%couIement 
des eaux du Danube et de ses principaux tributaires. D'autres organismes 
s'occupaient de moriitorirrg, comme entre autres rhstitirt d'Hydrométéorologie 
chargé du suivi de Ia qudité des eaux de surface et de la nappe phrgatique, ainsi 
que des données climatiques. 

En 1986, une autre étude a été réalisée dans le cadre du bioprojet ... La 
recherche et i'optimisation des mesures d'atténuation se poursuivent encore en 
1990 ...lS ." 

TransIaf ion: 

"Between 1976 and 1986, HydroconsuIt was charged with integrating the 
proposais made by URBTON and the Academy of Sciences. More than thirty 
bodies also worked on the individud mandates. By way of example, the 
hstitute for research into soi1 fertility examined impacts on agricuIturd 
exploitation, including the probierns of drainage and irrigation of soiis; the 
Institute for research into forestry studied the problem area of siIvicultural 
exploitation, the optimisation of wood production and the state of health of the 
forests; the Academy of Sciences looked in particular at biological aspects; the 
Institute for hydraulic research was charged with characterising the flow of the 
waters of the Danube and its principal tributaries. Other bodies were involved 
in monitoring, as inif=r & the Hydrometeorological Institute which was 
charged with following surface and ground water quality, and also climatic 
criteria. 

I4 SIovak Memarial, para. 2.21, and Annex 24. 

1s Hungarian Mernorial, Vol. 5 (Part I), h e x  9 (at pp. 278-279). URBlON was the CzechosIovak 
Institute for Urban and Regionai Planning ultimately responsible for the compilation of the 1976 
Bioproj~t. 



In 1986, another study was campleted within the Bioproject framework ... . The 
research and optimisafion of mitigation rneasures are stiU continuing in 1990 ... 

$1 

4.20 The impression given in Kungary's 1992 Declaration thaf few, if anys 

studies were condrrcted during this period - arid that they ali suffered fiom "serious 

in~ufficiencies"~~ - is diectly mntradicted by this evidence provided with Hungary's Memorial. 
Furthermore, according to Appendix 3 to the Hungatian Mernorial, which deals solely with 
ground water issues, there were upwards of 25 Hunganian studies devoted to ground water 
alone c h e d  out in this period17. Nothing in the review of these studies implies that they were 
in any sense sub-standard, or subjact tu anjr fom of political influence". And, as wiII be seen 

below, Hrrngary dso cmied out detded, envirumental examinai ions of the Project in 198 1, 
1982, arid 1983-1985. 

Hungarv's Ronomit Problems Induce it to Seek an Aereed 
Slowdown of the Proiect 

4.1 1 Hungary admits that the initial period of the Project was characterised 
by its difficulties in meeting the major financial undertaking involved in the GM I'rojectl9. 

Hence, it was essential to Hungary that Czechoslovakia be willing to dday the scheduIe in 
recognition of t hese di£iïcuIties. It was the consent tu such a delay that was the object of the 
198 1 - 1983 negotiationsM . 

4.12 Nonethdess, the Hungarîan Memurid attempts to explain Hungary's 
"vital need for postponement" as the result not only of Hungws econornic situation but also 
of the need to conduct a "further examination of [the Project's] environmentai impacts". It 
alIeges that a formal proposai to that effect was made by Hungary's Deputy Prime Minister 

16 M., Vol. 4, Annex 82 (at pp. 158, 159 and 168). 

17 m., VoI. 1, pp. 3 9 9 4 3 .  

'' Sec. para. 4.21, below. 

'' Sec. Hmgarian Mernoriai, para. 3.42. where it is dleged that not just Hungary, but 
Czechoslovakia as well, çiiffered h m  a lack of investment resourceç. In terrns of investment into 
energy production, Hungary fails however, to allude to the fact that its mculties were to a large 
degree self-imposexi - by its deMsion to invest major sums in the production of electricity by 
wnstnicting the large fossii fuel burning power plants at Dunamenti and the large nucIear pressured 
water reactors at Paks, 115 km south of Bu- on the Danube. Sec. SIovak Memorial, para. 1.15. 
The decision to expend its budget in developing electricity by other means wuld M y  have justified 
Hungary's failure to perfom itç obligations under the 1977 Treaty. In any event, widence, sribmitteà 
with Hungary's Memorial shows that at the iime of its abandonment of works in 1989, H m g q  
ansiderd that it no Ionger had any n d  of the eleetriciry ti-tat the Projeet wodd supply. 
Hungarian MemoriaI. VoI. 5 (Fart 0, -ex 8 (at p. 15Q. 

20 See. ibid., Vol. 1, pasas. 3.43-3 JO. 



Majai dunng a meeting of the ESTC Cornmittee un 21 September 1981~'. But Slovakia is 
not aware of any such meeting of the Conmittee on that day, and Hunjgq provides nu 

evidence to support its assertion. There was a meeting that day of the Chaimen of the 
Cornmittee, the record of which was annexed to the Slovak ~ e r n o r i a l ~  . But there is no 
mention in this document of a formal proposal for delay being made by Mr. Majai due in part 
to the need for an environmental impact assessrnent. 

4.13 In fact, Slovakia produces evidence in its Mernorial - in the form of a 

letter wriîîen by the same Mr. Majai - showing that in the early 1980s the Hungarian 
Governent sought to h d  environmental arguments to boIster iits efforts tu delay the Project - 
a delay sought for entirdy hancial reasons - and was un& to corne up with any vdid 
reasons for deIay on environmental g r u ~ n d s ~ ~ .  This Ieads Slovakia to make two observations: 

- Firs_t. Hungay's contention that in 1981 considerations as tu the 

Project's environmental effects induced Hungary to seek to delay the 

Project is not only unproven by Hungary, but is also not tme on the 
basis of the evidence before the Court; 

- Second. this untrue assertion of Hungary is totally at odds with its 
ailegatioas - equaIIy hmnect - that the environment was virtually 

igriored until &r the politicid changes in Hrrngary during 1989- T 990. 

4.14 Furthemore, the environmental assessments carried out in Hungary in 
the early 1980s provide absoiiitely no basis for supposed environmental concerns. Of grai  
interest are the three Project assessments k e d  out by Hungarjr in the years 198 1, 1982 and 

21 M., para. 3.43. 

M., para. 3.32, gt m., refming in partidar to the "Majai letter" of 19 March 1984. IR the 
H u n w a n  Mcmorid, pam 3.43, it is al= dIeged that in m a t e r  19% t tuo Hungarian Mie5 
rwponsible for Srate investment decided in paraIIel to V I I ~  al1 bjea ansvuction on Hungarian 
territory, the irnplîmtion k ing  that thq did ~o for environmenid reaçorrs. Once a g e  no widence is 
given. Referenœ is made there to a letter of 19 & t o k  1981 in which the C=hwlovak Prime 
Minister rejecis the idea of a complete interruption of work on the GIN Projea, althou& suggdg 
that a schedule slowàown of three years might be aoceptable. The Ietter may be fond at M., Vol. 4, 
Annex 10. The impression given is that the Czechoslovak Governent rejet34 the Bungarian 
proposai to intermpt the G/N Project to allow its environmenial e£€ects to be studied. This is a falçe 
impression. There is no evidence that any environmentai question was then at issue; Hungary's 
conternporary difliculties wete, and were seen to be, entirely econornic and financiai in character. 



1 9 8 3 - 1 9 8 5 ~ ~ .  Whilst the 1992 Declaration made reference to the "re-examination" of the 
Project in 1981, it dues not mention the fact that this re-examination, compiIed aRer a six 
month review by a working cornmittee appoint4 by the Hringarian Academy of Sciences, 
praised the standard of previous research work un the Project and concluded that the Project 
was environmentdly sustainable. This 1981 smdy noted that the Project's "planning and 
research work had been orgmised in a uniform and co-ordhated rnannern; and it esubhshed 
that &II use was made of such research: 

"The research, aithough not showing the sarne depth on several occasions, met 
the policies necessary for the implementation of the [GN Project]. The results 
of the preparatory work and research carrieâ out for several years during the 
preparations not only served the development of the plans of the Barrage 
Systwn, but provided resufts that could be used also by scholars of other fields 
of science and provided a basis for the plans of other facrtities as we112' ." 

This study dso reveded Hungary's desire tu furîher its study into possible impacts: it is 

recommended that Pruject work continue and that the resuIt of new research be integrated in 
the form of design development. But, this dues not detract from the favourable, uverali 
conc~usion: 

"The preparation for the GabEkovo Nagyrnaros Barrage System took place at 
such level that it can be unambiguousIy ascertaineci that there are no reasons 
fiom agricultural and environmental aspects precluding or questioning its 
implementation26 . " 

4.1 5 The Hungarian Mernoriai dso mis-chatacterises the events of this period 
in its ernphasis on the negotiations between the Plenipotentiaries in October and November 

1982, during which CzechosIovakia is cIairned to have indicated that it was 

24 See, ibid., Vol. 5 (Pari I), Annexes 1 (at p. 1) and 4 (at p. 14), for sumrnaries of two of these studies. 
Hungaq has mbrnitted no clmunent in relation to the 1982 study, though it appears to have k e n  an 
important work, for the summary of the 1983 position papw annexed to the Hungxian Mernorial 
asserts tbat the 1982 study wnstituted the "consideration in detail [of] ttie ewlogical impacts and 
consequmces" of the G M  Project. M., Vol. 5 (Part l), h e x  2 (at p. 5). 

25 W., Vol. 5 Part I), Annex 1 (at p. 2). 

26 M. (at p. 4). Accarding ui Hungary, h w e r ,  -0th =chers of the Amderny criticid the report 
for its Iack of comprehensiveness". m., VOL 1. pas .  3.47-3.48. No widence is provided. This 
criticisrn aIIegedIy Id fo the formation cf a seçond ad hw cornmittee, which issu& a reprt on 28 
ApriI 1982. Hungary has faiIed to place this report in widence or fo produce an even Iarger mdy that 
dlegdiy foI1owed it. SIovakia m u t  therefore invite the Coiut to &duce that if there are mch a report 
and mdy, lhq do not support the assertions ccrntaind in the Hun@an Mernorial. 
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of 198 1 and 1982 referred tu above, as corifirming doubts wncerning the environmental eEects 

of the project3'. This is incorrect. The position paper consideied political, technical, 
economic and environmental issues (in that order) and recommended that a comprehensive, 

two year environmental impact study be c&ed out. But it did not find that the Projecî 

cngendered my irremediable risks tu the environment. To the contrary, in this paper the 
Hungarian Academy expressed the view that "the real or supposed environmentai damage 
coming from the [G/N Project] construction can be decreased with a great probabity or can 

be avoided ..."12. The focus of the position paper, however, was on the cost of such avoidance. 

4.19 In fact, the central conceni of the position paper was simpIy that the 
Project might not be cost effective, particularfy when the additional cost of necessary 
protection masures outside of the Project was taken into account: 

"The 30 biIIion Forints tu be borne by the Hungarian party ... does not contain 
the unmentioned but unavoidable installation costs (such as the regulation of the 
Old-Danube, purification of the waste water of the region, etc.) which have the 
sarne order of magnitude. It is doubted that such an amount, considering the 
tight investment resources, cm be spent on a barrage system which d l  
optimally provide electricity only in 1 99333.n 

Thus, while it is tme that the position paper recome~ded the suspension or abandonment of 
the Project, this was on economic, not environmentai, grounds. The paper conclnded: 

"It is doubthl ... that a Iong tem invesfrnent, which onIy consumes and freezes 
considerable productive forces and financial resources over one and a half 
decades, is alIowabIe. " 

4.20 Hungary has cIaimed that this paper "was completely neglected by the 
government and by party officiais and its publication was simply prohibited"34. This is untrue. 
The 1985 Environmentai Impact &sessrnent shows that the papefs recommendationq insofar 

as they reIated to the envirument aot the economy, were adopted in the fom of a 

guvernmentd resolufion. The &sessrnent states: "The Econodc Conunittee of the 
Governent in its resoIution in May 2984 ... imposeil the executicin of the tasks fomulated in 

the OKTT mational Environmental and Nature Protection CounciI) resolutio~ in the 

31 Hungarian Memoriai, para. 3.48, and Vol. 5 (Part 0, Annex 2 (at p. 3). 

32 m., Vol. 5 (Part i), Annex 2 (at p. 5). The sentence continues. '... with the help of further 
invesLmenls that are nul or oniy @y in the joint investment budget." 

33 m. (at p. 47). 
34 

1992 Declaratio~ a., VoI. 4, Annex 82 @. 158). 



t standpoints of the Hunnarian Academv of Sciences ... and as such the preparation of the 
Efivironmentd Impact Assesment according to the mrrtudIy agreed programme35 ." This was 

clearly a reference to the Academy's 1983 position paper, showing that it was foIIowed up by 

governmental action which, in turn, led to the carnmissioning of the 1985 Assessment. 

The Economic, Not Environmental, Concenis of the Mariai Letter 
of March 1984 

4.21 The Hungarian Memorial depicts the period in the early 1980s as one 
during which Hungary increasingly scmtiriised the environmentd impact of the GM Project 
and disagreement over the extent of such impact empted. The evidence pruvided in the SIovak 
Memorial, in the furm of the Majai lette?, shows sornething quite diferent. This letter 

expresses the view that the Hungarîart Gu~emment, interndly, was generatly satisfied that the 

environmental eEecîs had been catefrrlly considered and provided no additional hasis for the 
postponement of the Project, which Wungary sought because of Hungary's economic 

diff ic~lt ies~~.  

4.22 This letter has special importance because it shows that the Hungarian 
study of 198 1, which offered no environrnental reasons for a re-examination of the Project, 

was carrieci out without political bias in that it came to the opposite concIusion to that 

apparently sought by the Goverment. For the letter describes a govermentai request tu the 
Hungarian Academy of Sciences in 1981 for evidence tu support Hungary in its negotiations 

for a Project pustponement Mr. Majai explained the then Govement's motivations: 

"The reasons were Éirst of aII of economic character, but we wanted tu refer as 
weII tu the need of further research of environmental impacts. Therefore 
comrade Borbhdi addressed you already in March 1981 and demaaded such a 
help of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences which would strengthen our 
positions during the negotiations. 

The Commission of the Academy of Sciences, established on the demand of 
comrade Borbbdi, did not provide such a help." 

36 SIovak Mernorial, pam 3-37, et W., and para. 4.13, h v e .  Lener of 19 March 1984 from the 
Hungarian Depufy Peme M i s e r  Majai to the President of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, 
SIovak Mernorial, Annex 56. 

37 This view was supported by the 1981 study conducted by the ad hm mmminm meated undcr the 
auspices of the Hungrîan Academy of Scienw refend 10 in para. 4.14, above. Wbat is knom from 
the evidenœ of the Majai letter is that the Hungarian Academy did commission studies - prwumably 
the 198 1, 1982 and 1983 studies referred to in para. 4.14, above - at Mr. Majai's quest ,  in order to 
try to formulate environmental arguments ro support him in his negotiations to delay the Projeet, but 
that these studies failed to provide persuasive environmental m n s  to support HungaSs economic 
arguments for delay. 
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This "Commission", established at Mr. Borbandi's request, was the 798 1 ad hoc cornmittee, 

whose study provided no ammunition tu the Governent for re-examining the Project on 

environmental grounds. 

i 4.23 The Majai letter is dso relevarit in reIation to H u n g e s  current 
I allegation that CzechosIovaIaa had greater obligations than Hungary in relation to 

environmental research3'. Not only was Czechoslovakia at no stage pnor to this dispute 
considered as having a greater responsibility for environmentai assessment; not only at no time 

prior to this dispute did Hungary seek to accuse Czechoslovakia of failing to meet its 

obligations in relation to the study of the environment; but, to the contrary, in his letter of 19 

March 1984, Vice-Prime Minister Majai stated that it could be "asserted with certitude that 

we have no substantiated daims against Czechoslovakia". Thus, in 1984, there was no 
evidence t hat Czechoslovakia had breached obligations in relation to environmental research, 
there w a  no evidence that environmental research was being negiected by Hungary, nor, 

indeed, was there evidence that the Projecî was in any way enWomentd1y disastrous. The 
ody evideuce pointed tu Hungary's consistent concem over the economic aspects of the 
Project. 

B. The Environmental and Economic Assessments of the Proiect in 
1985 - 
The Hunesrian Environmental Irn~act Assessment of June 1985 

4.24 The tangible result of the Academfs 1983 position paper was the 1985 

Environmental Impact k s s m s f l .  In considering the hd ings  of thiç h s s m e n t ,  and 
bearing in mina Hungary's arguments that Prciject studies dght  be politicdly iduenced, it 

must be remembered that the Assessrnent came about p d y  as the resuIt of the instructions of 
the Acadtmy, which opedy opposed the Project on economic ~rounds. If Hungary's 
arguments as to influence are to be believed, a bias against the Project would certaidy have 

manifested itself in the Assessment. This was not the case. 

4.25 The overall task of the Assessment was "the complete discovery of the 
environmental impacts [of the G/N ~roject]"'. However, the Assessment's more specific 

terms of reference were to explore the scientific basis of the findings of the Academy's 1983 

38 See,Hmgaian Memarial, para. 6.31; dso, para. 10.96, g t s . ,be low .  

39 Hungarian Memariai, Vol. 5 (Fart Q, Annex 4 (at p. 14). 

40 
&id. (al p. 16). - 



position paper and, in particular, tu discover whether the Praject could satis@ a striigent 

resolution passed by the Hungarian National Environmental and Nature Protection Council 
(the "OKTT"). This resolution (No. 311983) prescribed, inter a& that the Project must not 

"impose danger on the water supply of Budapest". Further, it stated: 

"It is necessary tu avoid the deterioration of the biologicd state of the water in 
the OId Dmube and its tribumies and tu provide its worihy state as a boundary 
river*.. . 

The water resources stored under the KisaIfdId 12tnj5 OstrovlSzigetküz] in the 
grave1 layer [have] to be protected4' ." 

4.26 In order to verify whether the Project could comply with this resolution, 
58 papers relating to previous research were re-examined and 33 new research papers 
complet&. The findings were srrmmarised under nine separate sub-headings as f o l ~ o w s ~ ~  : 

- Water quaIity: a centrai focus was the impact of the Project on dnnking water 

resources. With regard tu the bank filtered supply wells, it was fourid that water 

quality problems were "mainiy due to the gowing pollrrtion coming h m  the 

background areas". The Assessrnent continued : 

"The Barrage System has no effect upon the filter layer of the 
Budapest Waterworks' water resources at the Szentendre Island. 
The changes in the filter Iayer are iduenced by factors 
independent h m  the [G/N Project] . " 

On a more general level, it was found that "the Barrage System will not cause 

significant changes in the generd watw qudity relations of the Danube". It was dso 

noted that the Project would secure a water quaIity im~rovement in the Szigetkdz side 
amis and the Mosoni Danube. 

- Nature conservation areas: it was concluded that the G N  Project did not threaten 
existing conservation areas (in Hungary). 

- Peak operation: it was accepted that the flora un the Danube river banks themselves 

would be affected but, that aside, no serious environmental risks ensued. 

41 Ibid. (at p. 17). - 

41 M. (at pp. 1 S-24). 



- Amiculture: no substantid changes in soi1 productivity were anticipated. It was noted 
that around 1,000 acres of land in Szigetkuz worrId becorne productive as this 

waterlogged land would becorne weII-drained. The disappearance of uncontruiied 

flooding was also found tu be a bene&. 

- Ground water 1eveIs and the side arm system: the Assessrnent reviewed the plans for 
maintainhg water levels in the Hungarian side atms and in Szigetkaz by means of an 
artsciai recharge system, with an intake at the DunakZti weir. Tt noted that this 

sjlstem "was dweloped an the basis of detaiIed examinafions on the spot, hydrologicd 

and hydrauric research ... electronic analogous mode1 tests and field research tu provide 

data". As a result of this system, "the distribution of the water resuurces and the 
determination of the water Ieveis cm be carried out taking into account the soi1 data 

and morphological characteristics of the region while considering the up-to-date 
hydrological and rneteorological circumstances". Tt concluded: "Thus the infdtration 
system is a good solution which fits to the natural surrounding." 

- The floodpIain forests: the channeling of flood waters into the oId iiverbed afier the 
flow into the by-pass canal was found to "respond to the characteristics ofthe processes 
in natrrral circurnstances". Apart fiom a 300 m band dongside the Danube where 
species change wouId ba inevitable, the forests would be sustained unchanged. 

- Regional: oniy minor developments were anticipated - these 
being mainly improvements in terms of infrastructure and tourism. 

- Protection of water resuurces: contrary to the allegations contained in Hungaryls 
Memurid, the Assessrnent did not fUid support for the view that deterioration of the 

quifer underlying Szigetküz corrld result h m  the Project. To the contray, it 

predicted an improvement in the aquifef s water quality, while once again underlining 
the importance of reducing the pollution of water supplies by background, 
unrelated, man-made contamination: 

"The water treasure in the grave1 layer of the SZrgetkoz d 
receive fieshwater supply iiom the infiItration ystern being 
fiItered, more cIear water, which brings it into beffer state h m  
the water qudity point. 

The Szigetkljz water treasure is not hampered by the iocd 
sedimentation of the Dunakiliti Reservoir. In the water quantity 
sense the water treasure wiil not change significantly. However 
it is very important to reduce, stop or as an immediate task to 
reduce the growing tendency of the pollution through the diffuse 
pollution from the comrnund and agricultural sources probably 



increasing and h m  the shattered areas (grave1 mining). 
S i l a r i y  important h m  the point of view of the Szentendre 
Idand bank fiItered water resources the background pollution on 
the surface of the idand." 

- The sustainintir abilitv of the rekon: fiaiiy, the hsessment predided that the Project 

wouId Iead tu some economic growth in the region and tu improved opportunities for 
the cornercial fishing of certain species, 

4.27 The overd conclusion of the Assessrnent was unambipous: 

"There will be no signZcant [hard done to the biological state of the water 
and no changes inducing ecological "catastrophes" will occura ." 

Thus, there were no environment-related reasons why the Project could not continue: 

"The final conclusion of the Impact Assessrnent is that the GabEikovo- 
Nagymaros Barrage System, fitting into the naturd-economic surrounding of 
the region in harrnony, can be accomplished according to the system of 
requirements set forward by the resolution No. 311983 of [the National 
Environmentd and Nature Protection Council], the intemal resolution of the 
mungarian Academy of Sciences] and the plenary session of the National 
Cornmittee for Technical ~ e v d u p r n e n t ~ ~  .* 

The Hunnarian Academy's O~inion of June 1985 

4.28 WhiIe the compilers of the Assessrnent stressed the unique nature of 

their achievernent and asserted that in Hungary there had "never been such a mukifoId and 
cornplex preliminq investigation carried out", the Hurigarîan Memonai is dismissive of this 



work. It claims that the Assessment "became subject to stringent criti~isrn"~~ . Yet the 1985 

Opinion of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences referred to in the followîng 'paraPaph of the 
Hungarian Mernorial (the "Opinion") described the Assessment as "a pioneer undertaking"&. 

4.29 It is correct that the Opinion recommended that further research be 
canied out, but this reflected a condusion contaitied in the Assessrnent irsep7. The Opinion's 

reaI si&cance is that it showed the Hungarîan Acaderny of Sciences respondiig tu the 

Environmental Impact hsessment by approving the gentrd concept of a barrage systerna . 
Mthough an alternative implementation of the GIN System was d i a c u d  and recummended 
by the Opinioq this was on ecunomic net enviromnenial gounds. For, as the Opinion noted, 
the Systern as desi@ eritailed not ody the cost of the curtstnrction of Nagymaros but dso 

t be cos1 of treating sewage at Gyür and at other Hungarian towns, as weII as the future cost of 

dredging deposited sediment upstream of Nagymaros. h alternative scheme, in which the 
construction of Nagyrnaros was de lad ,  was therefore preferred. The bene% of this scherne 
were very candidIy cxpressed in the Opinion: 

"- the treatment of the sewage effluents in the city of wr and on both the 
lefi and the right riversides rnay be implemented at a "normal" rate 
burden on the national economv of this investment. p a y i n ~  for itself 
slowlu. decreases); 

- the construction of the Nagyrnaros Barrage may be rescheduled, and the 
navigation in the area of the comrnunity of G n y ü  may be resolved a 
lower costs; 

- the plants and additional facilities and projects necessary for the 
subsequent peak-operation may be im lemented accordina to the B, ,, canyinp capacitv of the national economy . 

This is a dear statement bjr the Hungarian Academy of Sciences of the prioritjl of economic 
lnteresb over environmental concems. The environmental concerns addressed in the Opinion 

m., VoI. 1, para. 3.52. Two lineî of crititisrn of thîs Assessrnent art rnenUond. it is nokd 
that there was no legisIation in force for condudng such an Assessrnent - an irreIwant comment 
having nuthing to do with the me& of the findings of the Hungarian çtientists. Second. it is noted 
that public participation in the anduct of the Pssessment had k n  omined. Bu1 this shows thar an 
effort had &en made to k e p  the study a strictiy scientific one and tu ensure that the çcientific findings 
were not i n f i nend  by outside p l i t i d  ifluences. 

4 6  ibid., para. 3.53, and VoI. 5. Annex 3 (at p. IO). - 

47 M., AM- 4 (at p. 26). 

48 m., Annex 3 (at p. 9). 

49 Ibid. (emphasis added). - 



1 did not arise from the G/N Project itself but fiom pollution caused by sewage effluents at cities 

1 along the Danube such as Gyor, which required immediate attention if the Project was to go 
1 forward on schedule (even as already extended by the 1983 Protocols). 

4.30 in the Academy's 1983 position paper, an zuYriety was expressecl in 
the Opinion as to the cost of masures necessarjr to protect the environment. But there was no 

question raised whether such measures wouId be effective. Tu the contrary, the Opinion 
predicted that the implementatiori of the Project dongside the additional environmentd 

protection measures referred to might weii Iead to a positive irnurovement in the ecology of the 

Project region: 

"... a possible failure to implement the additional facilities due to misconceived 
austerity aspects may have fatal consequences. A development of the area 
accommodatin~ the channed endowments ma! resuit in a more favourable 
situation than the mesent one, while failing to implement the "extra" projects 
may cause irreversible processes in an ecologicai senses0 ." 

The Impact on the G/N Proiect of the On-Goinp Environmental 
Research 

4.3 1 Hungary contends that the design of the GM Project dates back to the 

1960s and ihat ody minor modifications rince have been incorporated3'. The implication is 

that in the 1977 Treaty art already archaic design was institutionalised. Aside h m  being 

factuaIIy wrong, this contention confIicts with Hungary's own Treaty analpis. For the 

Hungarian Memonal conectly points out that the final Project design was not laid down by the 

1977 Treaty, but was contained in the Joint Confractual PI=. As Hungary notes: 

"The Joint Contractuai Plan had not been concluded when the 1977 Treaty 
entered into force, as Article 3(2) reveals. The Plan was not even a single 
document, but more a filing system of specifications, and was of enormous size. 
Even &er the conclusion of the Plan, it was subiect to numerous 
amendmentss2. " 

4.32 Hungarfs own evidence establisbes the evolutionary nature of the 
Project. The 198 1 study of the ad hoc cornmittee approved by the Hungarian Academy of 

Hun&aryT5 daim that the "failtue to adjus! the plans" constituted an anticipatory b ~ h  of the 197'1 
Treaty (lhgarian Memarial, pam 10.88) is  d y s e d  h m  a IegaI standpint in yam 10.93, el  se^-, 
below. 

52 Hmg&an Memolid, para. 4.15 (emphasis added). 



Sciences, already referred to, envisaged the adjustment of the Gm Systern pIms tu take 

accorrnt of the latest research into agricuIturaI and environmental impacts, which wouId 

becorne "an integrated part of fhe planning d~cumentation"'~. Similarly the compilers of the 

1985 EriWonment Impact Assessrnent noted that its cancliisions were being taken into 

account wen dunng the on-going preparation of its report: 

"During the up-to-date examination, di the findings of the research for the 
Environmentai Impact Assessment were continuousl y taken into 
considerations4 ." 

4.33 The various modifications to the Project have been surnmarised in the 
Slovak ~ernorial~'. But there is independent evidence that establishes that various important 
modifications were made. For example, the HQI report notes that after 1976, the year of the 
completion of the Biopruject , Hydroconsult was speci ficaIIy charged wi t h WrpIementing the 

propos& in the Bioproject and dso those submitted by the CzechosIovak Academy of 
 cie en ces'^. A Est of the design and operation modifications incorporated in relation tu the old 

riverbed @y 1990) is also given in the HQI report. These constituted the construction of 
underwater weirs to maintain watw levels, and the increase of the minimum fiow into the oId 

h h e d  h m  50-200 m3is up tu 350 d i s ,  with a periodic increase up to 1,300 rn3isS7. 

4.34 The detailed designs for the revitaiisatian of the Shvak side arm systern 

were laid down in 1985 and, in 1986, the plan for the intake into the Hungarian side arms at 
Dunakiliti was formulated. Aiso around this time, the planned flow into the Old Danube was 
increased and the means of increasing river and ground water level through the use of 
underground weirs was formulated. Thus, at a meeting of the ESTC Cornmittee in May 1986, 
Czechoslovakia proposed the "updating of [the] technical solution for the bed of the Danube 
river in accordance with environmentai requirements"s8. The technicai solution chosen was a 

series of underwater weirs and, prior tu Hungary's suspension of works in the GabEikovo 

sectio~ this solution was formallv ado~ted by the PIeniporenti&es of the Treaty parties as is 
recarded in the protoc01 of the meeting of 8-9 June 1989: 

53 m., Vol. 5 (Part 0, Annex I . 
54 m., h e x  4 (at p. 16). 

35 Slovak Mernoriai, para. 2.69, gt m. 
56 Hunganan Memanal Vol. 5 (Part I), Annex 9, (at p. 278). See. also, Sfovak Mernorial, para. 2.27, 

a., regarding the report of Hy droaébec International ("HQI"). 

57 m., (at pp. 295-297). 

58 Protocol of the 21st Sasion of the ESTC Cornmittee, 19 May 1986, Slwak Mernoriai, Annex 49. 



"Governent Plenipoteniaries agree that, as part of adjustments within the old 
rivehed of the Danube, the fortification of fords in the oId riverbed wiII be 
carried out under joirit investment5'." 

The Projeci was dso updated in terms of monitoring the various impacts. As Appendix 3 to 

the Hungarian Mernorial notes: 

"In accordance with the prupods for environmenid impact assessrnent 
VIZITERV prepared, in 2985, a plan fur the environmentai monitoring system, 
which, with respect tu subsurEace waters, meant the operation of the existing 
gruundwater IeveI and qudity observation system of welIs and the expansion of 
the network (VEITERVI 1986; Mantuano, 1988). 

Zn the nineteen-mies approximateIy 200 observation wds  were in operation 
dong the Danube reach of concem, most of which formed part of the nationd 
hydrographie neîwork. En the peirod 1980-86 additiond weHs were estabIished 
in the SzigetkBz arid Iater downstream of G6nyB. Some 600 wells were driIIed 
and this proved Iater to be more than was nededa ." 

4.3 5 Hungary's Memurid reveds that, Iike CzechosIovakia, Hungary had its 

own govermental bodies that reviewed the Projeci and, at times, insisted on design 
modifications. To take one example dready discussed above'', in 1983 the Hungarian OKTT 
('National Environmental and Nature Protection Council) passed a resolution requiring that the 

Project compIy with certain environmental standards. This was incorporated (dongside the 
recommendations of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences) into a resolution of the Hungarian 

Government's Econumi~ Cornmittee that fomuIated a revised workplan for the ~ r u j e 8 .  Une 

of the immediate results of this revised workplan was the compilation of the Envirumental 

Impact Assessment. Thus, the claim in Hungary's 2992 Declaration that, in tems of the 
compilation of environmentd assessmenfs, "official dernand had never been expressed tu this 

goal before the end of the 80s" is sirnply wrong5'. There cm be no question that the Treaty 
parties had the administrative independence and fIeXrbiIity to examine and re-examine the 

Project, and that t i q  did s p .  The Projeci WZIS thoroughiy siudied by both parties priw tu 

Meeting of the Cxhoslovak and Hungarian PIenipoienriaries, 8-9 June 1989, m., h e x  58. 

61 para. 4.25, abve- 

53 m.. Vol. 4, h e x  82, (at p. 168). 

64 As to the pre-1977 perid, il is demorcmbly untrue that -dies *were done in the conttxt of a 
centraIly-planned undemocratic poIiticaI systern in wKch it had d m d y  k n  decidai from abve that 



1989 and, where considered necessary, it was updated by commun agreement to take account 

of the Iatest research and any techologicd developrnents. 

436 It has just been show that none of the scientific reports, including the 
hl-scale Environmental lmpact Assesment, pruvided environmentai reasons to support the 

Hungarian Govetnment's attempt tu dday the Project. Tt was in these circumstances that a 

contract for building the Naparos  section of the Project was awarded tu an Austrian 

Company under particularly attractive terms" , and Hungary switched its poIic). h m  dday ta 
the acceleration of the GN Project. Thus, ody three years after it had obtained 
CzechosIovakiafs consent to delay the Project, Hungary set about convincing Czechoslovakia 
to agree tu the speeding up of the Project, kcluding the Nagymaros section. 

4.37 Hungary's motivations for such an acceleration - just as for the earIier 
scheduIe prolongation - were no more than economic and hancial considerati~ns~. The 
Austrian p u p  retained for the wu& at N a ~ a r o s  was able tu suppIy both the immediate 

funding and the technid mwns that Hungaq lacked; and the aooner the work couId be 
cornpleted, the less ir wouId cost overd1 and the sooner the investment wouId yield benefits. 
As eariy as May 1986, Hungary had modified its own investment pIan to reflect the 

acceleraîion which CzechosIovakia did not fomally agree tu untiI Febnrary 1989'~. 

4.38 The Hungarian Memorid obsemes that during this period the Projeci 

itserf was proceeding without di ficulty: "construction gàrned momentum"; the Joint 

Contractual Plan was worbng smoothly; no major disagreements were noted in the minutes of 

the Joint Operating ~ r o u ~ ' ' .  The main challenge, according to Hungary, came fiom the 
"guwing environmentd rnovementsn. Demonst rat ions occurred in September and October of 

1988; and slogans "identified the Project with ~tal inisrn"~~.  But this development was in no 

the Barrage Sysern wodd h built*. m., Vol. I. para 4.17. 11 twk 25 years for the origimi crinmpt 
of a barrage systern to k turned inlo îhe d i 9  of the 1977 Treaty. Had a decision r d y  k n  taken 
in ttie manner described by Hungay, the agreements wodd have been reached and the Projm 
uinJtnrcted in the late 1950s. 

63 Long-lerm credit was pmvided tu be refunded in the fbîure by fumishing elearicity generated mder 
the G N  Projed. 

See, SIovak Mernorial, para. 3.11. A vague referenœ to environmenîd miderations was made by 
Hungary at the tirne, in total contradiction Io Hungaq's m e n t  argument rhat envirumentai 
corisidcrations had h n  a factor in proion- the Pmjea's xhedde. 

67 Hungarian Mernoriai, para. 3.56- 

58 m.. para. 3.57. 

69 ïbid. - 



way based on any newly discovered evidence concerning the Project's impact on the 

environment or on water quality, or on some suddedy uncovered threat of an ecological 
disaster; and Hungary has produced no evidence that it was. All that it showed was that, for 

bettw or for worse, the Pruject had becorne part of the political platfums of the then emerging 
Hungarian political parties. 

The Hunparian Parliament's Stronp Sunport of the Proiect in 
Eariv Octaber 1988 

4.39 On 6-7 Octuber 1988, the Hungarian Parliament, following a motion tu 
suspend construction at Nagymaros and possibIy to cancel that part of the Project, voted to 
wpport the entirety of the GM Project, including its 15 month acceleration, by an enormous 

majority (3 17 for, 19 against, with 3 1 abstentions)". From an environmental standpoint, this 
vote was not in the least surprising. It was made in the light of the favourable Environmental 
Impact Assessrnent of 1985 and the fact that not a sin&le study conducted by Hungary's 

environmental and water quality experts had opposed the Project on environmental grounds. 

4.40 The Hungarian Mernorial now attempts to explain away this 
overwhelming endarsement of the Projeci on the ground that n d y  al1 the Parliament's 

mernbers were at that time no more than political appointees. But this is nonsense. For 

exactIy the same Parliament was free in the sphg of 1989, that is befure 'Hungary's change of 

regime (which did not occur unfi1 the sprîng of 1930), to vote to stop work on the GIN 

~roject". H u n g q  also refers in its Mernorial to supposed "important new eiements", 

established on that occasion by the Parliament: that ecuIogicaI risks be reduced to a minimum 

with ecoIogical interests bting given priority over economic ones; that the water quality of the 
Danube not be dIowed tu deteriorate; and that peak operation commence oniy f i er  the 
required water treatment plants on both sides of the river had been establishd. 

4.41 But the emphasis placed by the Parliament on environmental protection 

and maintenance of water quality was hardly "new". These principles had been incorporated 

70 m., pam. 3.63. In a speech to the Hungarian Parliament on 6 W&r, Mr. Gyula Hom then State 
Secretaq and currently the Prime Minister of Hungary, strongly criticised the argument advanœd by 
some that the 1977 Treaty muid be suspended due to change. ciranmances, asserftng that such an 
action would give rise to the legitimate daim by Cïxhoslovakia of breach of the Treav wîth demands 
for ~rnpensation in fhe "biHiomn. h e x  8, hereto. 

71 Hungary dscr dIeges that the Parliament was sîmply foIIowing the decisian aiready taken by the 
Goverment and was not hm& in the fm ofa statute or a formai m I u t i o n .  W., pam 3.61. But 
it d w  no1 explain why it was t u i d  nat 10 adopt a statute, given hi Parliament had Iong kfore 
formaIIy approved the Proj-; in facc a formal d ~ i s i o n  was taken on 7 Ocratier 1988, by the 
enormaus majoriy mentiorid above, approving the eight points specified by the G o v e r n t  in its 
sep4 Point I of wkch was that the GM Systern k wnstructed as originaIIy conceived, 
incIuding N a ~ o s  and peak pwer  operation. Parlliamentaty Re.drrticin, 7 Octokr 1989, m., 
Vol. 4, Annex 145 (at p. 344). 



into Artides 15 and 19 of the 1977 Treav, and water qudity had b e n  the subject of continrrd 

monitoring and remdial masures undertaken by the Joint Bour-dxy Waters Commission 
under the 1975 ~greernent~. As to the linking of peak operation to the cornpletion of the 

programmed sewage plants, the r d  si@cance ofthis was that it invoIved o large investment 
for both Treaty parties to be paid for out of nationd budgets rather than. the Project budgetn . 
It was this financial burden, not protection of the environment or of water qudity, that wm the 

added reason that then led the Hungarian Govemment to turn against the Nagymaros section 
of the Project. 

Hunvarv's Refusa1 to Enter Into an A~reement on Water Quolitv 
Protection 13 Mav 19891 

4.42 The Parliament's decision of 6-7 October 1988 is said to have led to 

dernonstrations in Budapest and a number of major cities around the w ~ r i d ' ~ .  11 may be that 

the Project suddtdy became unpopular; but this did not mean that it had becorne unsustainable 
from an environmental standpoint. The Project did becorne a syrnboI and rdIying point against 
an increasingiy unpopular politicd regime; but the more the G/N Project becme caught up in a 

weII-orchestrated political campaign, the Iess attention was paid tu whether tthere was my 
scieritific basis for claims that the Project would have a damaging environmental impact7'. 

4.43 Zn its discussion of the increased attention given to water qtrality 

following the Parliamentary debates of 6-7 October 1988, the Hungarian Memonal gives the 

impression that the importance of protecting the water quaiity of the Danube and the 

importance of the building of sewage disposal plants only became apparent at the end of 
1988'~. But as Slovakia has show measures of protection had been taken throughout the 

rr Sec. Bovak Mernoid, para. 3-13, a a. 
73 Sec. paras. 4.19 and 4.29, h v e .  

74 Hungarian Memorial, pua. 3.64. 

75 
Of courre, in Hungary, environmental dernonstrations had b e n  ocauring from the start of the 1980s, 
though not directed partinilady against the G/N Projeci mtil the end of the decade. See. Siovak 
Mernorial, para. 3.5 1, et a. 

76 
The events of this period were covered in much more detail in the Slovak Memorial. m., paras. 
3.13 -3 -24. Compare, Hungarian Mernorial, paras. 3.65-3.69. 



1 980sn. Thus, by 1985, 620 sewage plants had been built on the Czechoslovalt ride of the 

joint Danube section; by 1984, 213 sewage treatrnent had been buil t on the Hungxîari siden . 
Further, plans existed in 1985 for Czechodovakia tu buiId another 120 plants, and Hungary an 

additional 83 plants. The 1989 updated report of the Joint Commission showed 
Czechoslovakia to be ahead of schedu1ew, and Slovakia has annexed to this Counter-MemoriaI 
a report bringing the information concerning wastewater treatment plants in SIovakia up to 

date". The impact of this construction program is beyond doubt: a major improvement in the 
quality of the water has occumed in the Slovak/Hungarian sector of the Danube since the 
1970s. 

4.44 The Huriguîan Mernoid takes no account of this construction 

program, And its anaIysis of the meetings that took place h m  Iate 1988 iip tu May 7989 

contains a further gIzing omission. The meetings of the Joint Bottndary Waters Commission 
during this period, attended dso by each Minister responsible for environmental protection and 
water quality, led to the formulation of a jointly agreed set of recommendations for a program 
to be adopted by each Govemment8'. These recommendations were presented in a report 

dated 8 April 1989 to the Chairmen of the ESTC Cornmittee, and considered by thern at a 
meeting on 3 May 1989'~. It was contemplated that a special govemmental agreement would 
be entered into to irnplernent these recommendations. 

4.45 But the Hungarian Co-Chaimari of the ESTC Cornmittee refis& tu 
sian the rirotocol of the meeting. The Hiingaian Mernorial is completely silent about these 

h i  th1 discussions that were tu lead tu a dr& agreement on water quaIity protection. Nor bas 

Hungary given any explanation why, by refusing tu sign the protoc01 of the 3 May meeting, it 

aborted the proposed agreement on water qudity protection. But the reason may lie in the fact 
that only 10 days later Hungary announced its suspension of work at Nagymaros. Ali that can 
be said is that Hungws action reveals a blatant disregard for the protection of water quality - 
a disregard already manifested in the Hungarian Academy's resistance to proceeding with 
Nagymaros on schedule because that would involve substantial expenditures outside the 

Project for waste treatment at Gyor and other places dong the Danube. 

17 SI& Mernorid, para. 3.13, gt m. 

IbJ.,paras.3.18-3.19. 

" m., para. 3.21. 

" O e x  9, hereto. 
81 Slovak Mernorial, paras. 3.22-3.24. 



4.46 That Hungary should block an agreement on water quaiity protection 

scarcely reflects a geni ik  concern for the environment. And no Iess embarrassing tu its 

interpretation of this period is the Protoc01 tu accelerate the GIN Project on 6 Februaty 7989. 

This event is passed over Eghtly in the Hungarian Mernorial, which bareIy even attempts tu 

explain why a Governent with genuine (men if incorrect) enWomentd concerns in relation 

to the Project wmld have given such a clear endorsement to its continuation. hstead, 
attention is now focused by Hungary on the mounting public pressures to re-evaluate the 

Project. But this public anxiety was misplaced and reflected an ignorance of the decades of 
detailed scientific research into the Project. In fact, by 1989, the GIN Project must have been 
one of the most over-reevaluated Hungarian programs on record. 

4.47 In bringing this Chapter to a close - and in order to have a better sense 

of the situation an the gruund prior to May 1989, when Hungarjr begm its series of unriaterd 
acts leading to its abandonment of the GN Project (the subject of the next Chapter) - Illus. 

Nos. CM-IA and B, two aerid views of the GabElkovo section of the Prciject, have been 

placed here. These pictrrres, which show the dmost complete bypass canal and GabZkovo 
step - botb entireIy on Czecho Jovak territory - help to expIain the rude shock experienced by 

Czechoslovakia when Hungary's aim tu abort the GfN Project started to unfold, starting on 13 

May 1989 with its unilateral act to suspend work at Nagymaros. 
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1 5.01 The aim of tbis Chapter is to examine the strikjng contrast between the 

account of events 1989- 1992 contained in Chapter TV of the Slovak Memonal and that to be 
fond in Chapter 3 of Hungaty's ~emorial ' .  Such a cornparison shows that Hungary's 

contention that it - but not Czechoslovakia - was at dI times ready to consuIt and negotiate in 

order to resolve the dispute cannot be sustained. To the contrary, the evidence shows that 

Hungary, by 1990, had resoived to abandon the G/N Project and to terminate the Treaty for 
economic and politicd reasons, and tbat the Hungarian Goveflvnent proceeded to take 

unilaterd actions towards that end. The evidence reveds that Hringary was never prepared tu 

enter into meaninmi negofiafions to resoIve the dispute under the Treaty, except tu achieve 
that end, whilst Czechoslovakia remained open to compromise and sought to resolve the 

dispute that had arisen under the 1977 Treaty. 

5.02 This Chapter also l a d s  to the co~clusioh taken up in Chapter VI, that 

Variant "C" was implemented only as a k t  resort after Hungary had succeeded, unilateraIIy, in 
delaying the darnming of the Danube for three years in a row and had gone so far as to purport 

to terminate the 1977 Treaty. 

5.03 In reading this Chapter the Court is invited tu remember that, in its 

Mernorial, Hungary has suggested the gerierd standard by which its own conduct of 
consultation and negotiation should be judged. M e r  pointing out that the 1977 Treaty 
contained no "mechanism for its revision", Hungary adds that: 

"... the criterian for assessing the legaliîy of the Hungarian conduct must be 
whether Hungary intended and clearly rnanifested its wiII to achieve an agreed 
solution based on good faith negotiations. This general rule stems h m  the 
"good faith" principle, as well as common sense and general custornary 
international law2 ." 

Tu this generaI cri teriun, Hungary adds the foIIowing: 

1 See. Hungarian Memonal, paras. 3.74-3.223. Parts of Chapters 6 ,  7, 8, 9 and 10 of the Hungarian 
Mernorial relating to the -rd of consultation and negotiation during this period are also referred to: 
i.e.. para. 5.70, gt M., paras. 7.92-7.98, paras. 8.11-8.21, paras. 9.01-9.42 and paras. 10.71-10.106. 

f m., para. 7.92. 
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"The pretence of negotiating while at the sa!ne time the object of the 
negotiations is destroyed by unilateral actions show a lack of good faith3 ." 

5.04 Slovakia accepts this as a general statemen5ofthe standard of conduct 
tu be appiied. However, it is noted that, as has been discussed above in Chapter Il, the 

Hungarian Memurid attempts to modî this statement by a complete misreading of ArticIe 27 

of the ~ r e a t y ~  ; and it seeks tu frnd in the general international law of the environment a special 
set of mles that should be applied in this case to exonerate Hungary fram its conduct in breach 
of the 1977 Treaty, an attempt that is firliy discussed below in Chapter IX and show there to 

Be invalid. The present Chapter is devoted tu an andysis of the evenf s that occurred and the 

evidence concerning these events produced by both Parties. 

S E ~ I O N  1. Hun~arv's UniIateral Decision to Susaend Construction Work at  
Nawmaros (13 Mav 1989) 

5.05 The Hungarian Mernorial indicates that a prime cataljrst of the unilaterd 
decision of Hurigary tu suspend work at N a p a r o s  was the reIease in Match 1989 of the 

preliminary report of a study conducted under the auspices of Ecologiq identified in the report 

as an "environmental consulting firm" centered at the University of ~assachusetts' . Ecologia 
had been approached by INFORT (the Hungarian Research - Development Product Company 
for Monnation Space Technique) in June 1988'. 

5.06 According to Hungary, following the first "preliminary" EcoIogia Study, 
a reconsideration of the Project was begun. This culminated in a meeting on 3 May 1989 
between the Prime Minister and his "Advisory Committee of independent experts", allegedly tu 

3 m., para. 6.80. 

4 See. para. 2.22,s =., above. 
5 Hunganan Mernorial, para. 3.74. This report and the second "interim reportw issued in May 1989 have 

ken examined in the Slovak Mernorial (being referred to there as the "Massachusetts Stucif). Slovak 
Mernorial, para. 2.23, a. See. also. para. 7.05, et W., below. Apparenlly, there was m repart 
described as "final", oniy "preIirninarjl" or *interimu. Since preparing its Mernorial, SIovakia has 
anemptd to find out more about Ecologî& but apparenflj it no Ionger exiJts. Nor is it Iisied in the 
customary data b for these sorts of environmental mudies or re~orded in the directories of 
environmental. reftrmœ services. Tt seem rhat these rewrts are the =le publications of EaIogia, 
giving one the diçtinct impression that these reports were pnncipalIy intendal as proposais for follow- 
on contracts that the group (on an ad hoc basis) hoped to be awardsd in the area of region-wide 
landçcape planning which would explain the presenœ of a laver in the group. 

6 INFORT was formed the year &fore as a pioneer organisation in the field of çpace information and 
monitoring, having acquired oomiderable cornputer technology h m  a b r d  However, it had no 
speciai scirntiftc or technid background or wmpetenm in r v t  dther to the GM Project or to 
enviromenM matten. Yct INFORT a p p r s  as -author of the w n d  EcoIogia report. The expert 
group in Hungary that w d d  appear ui have &ri the apprapnate Mes te commission a serious 
outsido environmental shrdy, other than the Hungarian Academy of Sciences itself, were VIZïTJZRV, 
the Hungarian Consulting Company for Water Engineering, or WTüU, the Hungarian Research 
Centre for Water Resources Development, or OVIBER the Hunganan organisation in charge of 
engineering and constniction. INFORT ceased to exist as an entity in 1992. 



examine a cost-benefit analysis prepared by the Government and to hear the views of the 
Hungarian environmental group that had been the most vigorous in opposing proceeding with 
the GfN Project, the group known as the Danube ~ i r c l d .  The Governrnent's cost analysis had 

apparently conciuded that the Project wouId not be profitahle for ~un~my ' .  

5 .O7 The Hungarian Memorial deges that at the 3 May meeting fhe Prime 
Minister's Advisory Cornmittee recommended the abandonment of Nagymaros in the light of 
environmental and economic factors9 . It is curious indeed that such a recornmendation could 
have been based in part on environmentd factors when its only support appears tu have been a 

preIiminary report relmed in March 1989 by Ecologiq which had recommended thtee types of 
action: 

- First. and foremost, proceeding with sewage treatment upstream of and 

within the Project area; 

- Second, deIivering more water to the existing Danube than 

contempIated under the Project and reducing peak power production; 

and 

- Third, as only a "most radical" alternative, the total abandonment of 
Nagymarus and peak power operation'". 

5.08 h fact, it appears fhat by early May 1989 the Hungarim Governent 

wished to abandon Nagymaros and peak power operation on economic grounds, and it sought 

environmental arguments to support such a decision". Having been unable - throughout the 
entire period h m  1977 tu 1989 - tu obtain support on scientific grounds fiom its own experts, 
frrst, to delay the Project and, Iater, to diminate ~agyrnaros", Hungary had brought in the 
Ecologia group through INFORT; and on the basis ody of its pre l imhq  report, which 

t 

considered abandoning Nagymaros as a "most radical" path 10 t&e, the Hungarim 

7 Hungarian Mernorial, para. 3.74. &g SIovak Memorial, para 3.54, as to the Danube Circle. 

8 Hung&an Mernorial, para. 3.73. 

10 m., Vol. 5 (Part I), Annex 5 (at p. 60). 

I I  The situation closely resembled the attemptç in the early 1980s by the Hungarian Government, then 
uosuccessfùily, to corne up with environmental reasons that wouid bolster the economic m n s  for 
delaying the Project. Sec. Slovak Mernorial, para. 3.37, gt w, sec. also, pam 4.11, a., above. 

II See, discussion d Hmgaryts 1983-1985 Environmenid Impact Study at para. 4.24, g m., h v e .  
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Governent decided it had adequate enviromenta1 support for the decision it wished to take 
for ecanomic and political reasuns and in the Iight of Hungary's energy needs at the timeI3. lt 

is of particular interest to note that the Ecologia studies were not provided to 
~zechoslovakia'~ . 

A. Tht Hunvarian Govemrnerit's ResuIution of 13 May 1989 

5.09 The mumentous decision leadhg tu the preserit dispute was taken on 13 

May 1989 when the Hungarian Council of Ministers adopted a Resolution "Regardmg the 

Suspension of work at ~a~~tnaros"'~ . The Hungarian Memonal States that the Resolution 

"only envisaged the sus~ension of the works at the Nagymaros siteu and that construction at 

Dunakiliti and dsewhere was not affectai. The attempt is tu give the impression that this was 

ody a temporary act. However, an examination of the Reçolution shows that the Hungatian 

Governent actudly envisaged the abandanment of Nagymaros - as had been recornrnended at 
the 3 May meeting of the Prime Ministe?~ Advisory Cornmittee. Thus: 

(i) No length of time for the period of suspension was specified in the 

Resolution, LE. it was of indefinite duration*'; 

(ii) The Ministers were ordered to commission further studies - 

"... in order to place the Councii of Ministers in a position where 
it can make weii-founded suaestions to the Parliament in 
connectiun with the amendment of the international treaty on the 
hvestment"; 

(ii) These studies were to inchde an examination of the various 
consequences "of the eventual stoming of the N a m a r o s  
investrnent "', including how to replace the energy lost and minimise 

cfaims for compensation; 

'3 H u n g q  h nui seen nt to submit any widence conœrning this 3 May meeting. SIwkia d~ nat 
know who was on this A & i ~ r y  Comminee or who the =ci l lai  "independent experts" were or what 
were the specfi environmental reasons that supposedly led the Cornmittee to conclude that the "most 
reasonabIe choice" was the abandonment of Nagymaros. But it is interesting to note that they favoured 
the Project's abandonment, not merely its suspension during the study of environmentai impact, 
confirming that the adverse cost-benefit analysis was the reason behind the rammendation. 

15 Hurrgarian Mernorial, parri. 3.75, and VoI. 4, Annex 147. The titIe of this feso1uùon is misstataï in 
para. 3.75 to have k e n  *Un the suspnsion of arierations at Na-s* (emphaçb added). 

la &, p a s .  5.32 and 5.73, below. 

'' Emphasis added. 



(iv) Parliament was requested to authonse the Government to enter into 
preliminary negutiations with Czechosiovakia regarding the amendment 

of the Treaty; 

(v) It was proposed that Parliament aiso authonse the Government "not to 
fuW its duties as dehed in October 1988 with relation to the 
continuation of the invatment "; 

(vi) Discussions were to be opened with the Austrîan cumpanies and 
institutions concemed regarding the possibility of redirecting to other 

Hungarian investments the "resources which may be freed as a result of 
the eventual stopphg of the investment". 

5.10 There can be Iittle doubt fiom both the text and the tone of this 
Resolution that the decision of 13 May was seen by the Hungarian Government as the first step 

toward a planned termination of the Nagymaros section of the GM Project. The studies to be 
cornrnissioned were airned at amending the Treaty; and in the light of item (v) above it is clear 
that the sole reason for amending the Treaty was tu terminate Nagymaros. Item fv) was a 

referace back tu the Pwlîamentary Resolution of 7 Octuber 1988 and to the eight points set 

out in the Goverrunent's reporf (appruved by the Parliament). Point 1 in the Goverment's 
report was the following: 

"The barrage system must be constrticted as it stands in the initial concept, 
including the Nagymatos Barrage; namely, to enable peak capacity operation. 
Without fuII implementation of the Project the techriicd-economic and 
development goals forming the basis of the decision on the investment cannot 
be attained. The modification of the concept wouId cause considerable 
damage18 . " 

Thus, item fv) of the Resolution was in e£îect a request to Parliament tu approve the 

efimination of Naparos h m  the Project. This, in Wrn, cdIed hto question the viability of 

the Pruject as a whole h m  the Hungarian standpoint, fur as stated in dem (v), withoiit the 

"full implementation" of the Project, the purpose behind this enonnous investment could no 

longer be achieved. The Hungarian Memorial explicitly concedes that it was the view of 
H u n g q  that Nagymaros was a key element in terms of "my possibility of an economic return" 

18 Hungarian Memorial, Vol. 4, Annex 145 (at p. 344). Sec. para. 4.39, in. 7 1, above. 



from the ~roject".  Ths, in adopting the 13 May Remlution, the Hungarian Guvemment 

h e w  it was nuIIiQing the Project. 

5.1 1 There was nothing in the Resolution of 13 May that indicated, as 

Hungary's Mmorid seerns tu suaest, that the alternative of suspendhg work pendirig furiher 

investigations was being considerd in the sense that the work at Nagymaros mi@ be resumed 
if these investigations led to such a concIusion. Everything points to the fact that the fist step 
to the termination of Nagymaros had been taken by the Hungarian ~ovemment~ . There is 
also no evidence to support the statement in the Hungarîan Mernorial, either in the 13 May 
Resolution or elsewhere, that the Hungwim Governent had at the t h e  "expressed the firm 

intention to refrain fiom any ixreversible unilateral stepfi2' . By its 13 May Resolution, the 

Hrrngarian Governent had unilaterdljr actd to rakt the initial step Ui its planned temination 
of ~ a g y m a r o s ~ .  And it had done so without the slightest attempt to consult with 
Czechoslovakia before taking this action. 

5.12 The Hungarian ParIiamenfary Resuliifion of 2 June 1989 co&ms this 

interpretationB . It granted the Governent an exemption under Point 1 of it s decision of 7 

October 1988, thus permitting the Government to eliminate Nagymaros from the ~ r o j e c t ~ ~ .  
Further, the Parliamentary Resolution made no mention of the study and evaiuation of 
ecological or seishc risks; it was entirely focussed on the amendment of the 1977 Treaty and 
its international, legai, economic and technicd conseqtlenceq and it authorised the 

20 Tbis apparently was how the Slovak environmental group mentioned by Hungaq interpxted the 
decisions of the Hungarian govemment. Sec. Hungarian Mernorial, pam 3.77. 

21 m.. para. 3.76. According to Hungaq: 

"Prime Mînister N&rneth annound on 8 March 1989 that no imyo~bIe steps wodd be 
taken in conneaion with the Na-os barrage More Parliament rwiewed the entire 
projecf in May 1989." @am. 3.70) 

But tIiis dleged announcement of Mr. Nbmeth would e r n  to have related to the Project acceleration 
of F e b q  1989, rather than to the subsequent decision to stop the construction work at Nagymaros. 
Furthermore, no evidence is provided as to what MI. Németh actuaily said. Nor is evidence given as 
to the Parfiamentary review, if such was indeed &ed out. Nor is ir explained why the Hiingarian 
Prime Minister should be arinouncîng that fiere shouId k no imoeabe seps just one month &r 
s iang a f o d  agreement that amlerated the Project by I5 month  and direFtiy aEected the paœ of 
work at Nagymros. 

22 The secund repart of EmIogia (this time an *interimm report) issued in May 1989 (and apparently f ier 
the 13 May decision) recomrnended suspension of the entire Proiect "during this penod of national 
dispute", revding a poli tical rather îhan a scientific persptive. It hardly seerns possible that this bit 
of political advice h m  a group in Massachmm should have influenad the Hungarian Government. 
But, sec. m., para. 3.77. 

23 Ibid., para 3.80, and Vol. 4, Annex 148. - 
24 Sec. para. 5.10, h v e .  



commencement of prelirninaq negotiations regarding the "conditions for the amendment" of 
the Treaty. Herice, the evident purpose of the suspension at Nagymaros was tu allow t ime tu 

induce CzechusIovakia tu amend the Treary tu terminate the N a p a r o s  section of the Project, 

not to conduct new ecological or seismic evaluations. 

5.13 The extraordiiary way in which this radical change of position of the 
Hungariari Government was made known tu Czechoslovakia, and the ensukg developments, 

are describai in the Slovak ~ e m o r i d ~ .  The Hungariari Resolution of 13 May was not 

furnished to the Czechoslovak Government at that time. Nor was it fimished at the 
subsequent meeting between Prime Ministers an 24 May. 

B. Hun~aru's Failrire to Advance Anv VaIid §cienfifit Basis for ifs 
Decision of 13 Mav 1989 

5.14 There is no agreed record of the meeting of 24 May 1989 between 
Prime Ministers, a meeting th& has added significance because Hungary now implies that 
Czechoslovakia in some way assented tu the suspension of Nagymaros at this time. The 

Hungarian Memurid bases its daims on a report of the Hungarian Prime Minister tu his 
Govemment and a 26 June Statement of the Czechoslovak ~ ~ e n i ~ o t e n t i d .  The report has 

not been furnished by Hungary and the Statement (dated not 26 June but 13 July) by the 
Czechoslovak Ple~potenf iq  does not contain anything tu confimi Hungary's accuunt of the 

meeting. It rnerely shows that the fist time CzechosIovakia received an indication uf the 

alleged reasons for Hungarfs 13 May decision was when it received two documents h m  

Hungary at the 26 June meeting of ~leni~atentiaries~~.  

5.15 The Hungarian Mernorial alço daims that the "agreement reached" at 

the 24 May meeting was refIected in the protocol of the 9 Iune meeting of ~~eni~otent iar îes~' .  

This document, which Hungary has not furnished in support of such a contention, was annexed 

IS SIovak Memorîal, para. 4.07, g m. 
26 Hungarian Memolid, para 3.78. No date is giwn for the report. The Hmgarian Prime Miriiaef s 

Report was not annexed or furnished by Hungary Ht b e  time of filing the Mernoriai. 

27 & Slovak Memorial, para. 4.12, et a., for a fui1 arcount of this meeting and the doniments then 
and subçequently exchanged. The Czechoslovak Statement of 13 July (Slwak Memorial, Annex 64) 
made it cIear that Cze~hoslovakia Id ken striving, m x c w f d y r  wer since Hungaryts 13 May 
dsision to obtain çpecifrc, d m e n t e d  scientific data on whish Hungary based this dwision. It foirnd 
the nvo Himganan papers fimy h d e d  over on 26 I m  as providing nothing new in the way of 
scientifIc data to jusw mch a decision. U lhe EcoIagia reports were an idgating fxmr Ieading to 
ihc 13 May decision concerning Na#mros, it is çttange indeed that they were not given to 
Czechoslovaiua when it imrnediately requested scientific justification for Hungary's unilateral 
suspension. Sec. paras. 5.05-5.08, above. 

28 Hungarian Mernorial, para. 3.79. 



by SIovakia to its ~ e m o r i d ~  . fi indicates that at the 24 May meetîmg it hsd been agreed to 
establish a joint group of experts to assess the ecologicai, seis~nic and other aspects of 
Nagymaros, and that up to then Czechoslovakia had been shown no scientific basis for the 13 

May decision tu suspend work. 

5.16 Czechoslovakia vigorously protested Hungary's unilateral suspension of 
work at N a p a r o s  as a violation of the 1977 Traty. This protest was set out in a "position 
paper" read and given to the Hungarian Ambassadur M Prague by the CzechosIovak Minider 
of Foreign AEairs on 15 May 1989, in which if was pointed out, inter dia: firsr, that the 
decision had been taken by Hurigary "without any discussions vrith the Czechosiovak side"; 
second, that this action "infringed the provisions of the [1977] Treaty"; and third. that 

Czechoslovakia considered that the act of suspension put the whole Project in jeopardy and 
insisted on its completion in accordance with the Treaty, resenting the right tu claim 
compensation3? This event is confirmed in detail by an account appearing in the newspaper 
Rudé P&o the following d d '  . This articIe also indicates that on 15 May the "Government 

of [Slovakia] discussed also [at] its extraordinary session on May 15 the situation which has 
arisen as [a) consequence of the decision of the Governent of mungary]", expressing 
surprise at such a decision being taken just &er the decision fo speed rip the Project had been 
mutuaIIy ageed md in the Iight of the more than 20 years of study and work that had been 
devoted to the Project. Nevertheless, in its "position paper", the Czechoslovak Government 
stated that it was "prepared to open talks with [Hungq] with the aim to find common 

grounds for the successful completion of the EGfN Project]" . 

5.17 CzechosIovakia persistd in its request to be informed of the scientiiic 
basis of the 13 May dscision of Hungary. Tt was not until receiving the two papers fiirnished 
by Hungary at the 26 June meeting - 44 days d e r  its unilateral decision had been taken - that 

CzechosIovakia received Hungary's response. Curioudy, the preriminary report of Ecologia, 

completed in March 1989 and hence readiIy avaiIabIe tu be given to Czechoslovakia, was not 

furnished. In its 13 July Statement, the Czechoslovak Government comrnented on these 

29 Slovak Mernoriai, Annex 558. 

30 h e x  IO, here~ci. 

31 Annex 11, hereto. 
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26 June papers, and during 17-19 July experts on both sides met to consider these documents 

and exchange v i e ~ s ~ ~ .  

S~crxorv2. Hungrtrv's Extension of Suspension of Work tu Dunakiliti and ifs 

Proiect 

I 5.18 By Remlution dated 20 luIy 1989 - that is the day foIIowing the I7- 19 
July meeting and before either Governent could have even started to digest the results of the 
discussions - Hungary acted to extend iti initial unilateral decision of 13 M ~ P  : 

- The Nagymarus suspension was said to have been "extended tu 3 1 

Octuber 1 98934 ; 

- The suspension of work by Hungary at Dunakiliti until3 1 October 1989 

was ordered, which had the eEect of pastponing the d d g  of the 
Danube for one year (directly affeding the schedule of the entire 

Project, including the work tu be performed by ~zechoslovakia)~~ . 

Thus, the meeting of 17-19 July was shown to have been a mere charade; and once again there 
had been no consultation with Czechodovakia prior tu the t h g  of these actions. 

5.19 The Hungarian Mernoriai attempts tu camouflage the unilaterd 

character of these actions by suggesting that Hungary's decision accorded with the "tenor of 

32 These everrts, and the contents of the d m e n t s ,  which were fdly d i d  in the Slovak Mernoriai, 
are ody brie£iy dedt with by IIungaq. Comvare: Sloyak Wmond, paras. 4.12434; IIungarian 
MemoriaI, paras. 3.83-3.84- Both wmîs bring out the totd disagreemeni knveen the experts of 
both sides in th= disx~ssions, which emb& the environmentai effects nul just of the N a v o s  
section but of the whole Project. In substance, the Hungarian side took the position that a lot more 
time was required to study these eEects More proceeding with the Projezt; Czechoslovakia, on the 
other ban4 pinted out that these effects had been carefdy studied before 1977 and had b e n  the 
subject of continual Twiew and joint studies since then, and that Hungary had not corne up with a 
single advem environmenlai consideration that had not been known and taken into acuiunt under the 
Praject . 

33 Hungariari Mernorial, para. 3.86, and Vol. 4, Annex 149. 

34 This, of course, was not a m t e  since, as seen in para. 5 -09, a&, the initiai N a m o s  suspension 
of work was of indehite duration. 

35 The Hungarian Mernorial never mentions the fact that the damming of the Danuix couid only take 
plae during a short priai . ,  n o d l y  in Iate Octokreariy Noverriber, when optimum hydrological 
conditions for this operation prwaiIed - that is, when the probabiliiy of a high ffow was as iis Iowesf. 
See, Glovak Mernarial, para, 4.02. As wiII be seen kIow, this is a k q  fkctor in andyçing the events of 
1989-1992, indrrding the decision 10 prit Variml *CW into operation. 



the negotiarions" between Prime Ministers at their meef ing on that day - that is, on 20 JuIy. 

This is untrue, and no evidence has been produced by Hungary in support of such an 

inferen~e~~.  At the meeting, the Hungarian Prime Minister made two aiternative proposals, 
and the Czechoslovak Prime Mnister undertook tu give them carefuI study . But the so- 

caIIed extension of the Nag)maros suspension tu 3 1 Octuber and the new decision to suspend 

work at DunakiIiti were not among the matters proposed by Hungary for discussion at the 

meeting. Czechoslovakia was sirnply informed of these decisions, which had been 
incorporated in the Hungarian Government's Resolution adopted that very day. This is clear 
evidence of the unilaterd character of these decisions3'. 

5.20 In retruspecf, the Hungarian Goverment - and now Hungary's 

Mernoriai - have made an attempt to explain away Hungwy's unilaterai acts as to Nagymaros 

by clairning Czechoslovakia's acquiescence. This is entirely contrary to the facts; and it 

indicates how wlnerable Hungary redises its case tu be in respect tu Nagparos. The 

CzechosIovak Governent at once vehemently protested in the most fumd way the decisiuns 
as steps taken lrniIareraIIy and in violation of the 1977 ~ r e a f l .  The Hungarian Mernorial 

quotes extensively from the Hungarian N a  Verbale of 1 September 1989 to show that 
Hungary disputed Czechoslovakia's immediate accusation that the 20 July decisions were taken 
unilaterdlyM . The Note Verbale argued that at the 20 Jiily "negotiations" the CzechusIovak 

party "acknowIedge[d] the extension of the suspensiodl and made no objection specificdiy ta 

the suspension of the pregaratory operationa for ciosure of the Danube at Dunakiliti". 

5.2 1 But the Czechoslovak Government had made its position unmistakably 
clear on 15 May, two days after Hungay's uniIateral decision; if the Czechoslovak Prime 

Mnister did net repeat the officiai Czechoslovak position preçented tu Hungary on 15 May 
rejecting Hungary's suspension of work at Nagymaros, when he was infomed at the meeting 

36 There was no agreed record of the meeting, and the report of 22 July advanced in support of this 
conclusion by the Hungarian Mernorial has no€ k n  amexed or fumistred. This document was one of 
those cited in the SIovak Agent's Iener to the Registrar of 3 June 1994. In the reçponse of the Agent of 
Hungarj, it is said lhat the damnent referred 10 was an "oral reportm; but h. 115, p. 52, of the 
Hungarian Memariai indiates that it was a wrinen document *(in Hirngarian)" da1ed 22 JuIy 1989. 

37 Sec. Slwak Mernorial. paras. 4.35-4.39. 

38 Hungarian Mernorial, Vol. 4, Annex 149. The Resolution of 20 July 1989 refers to a report that &y 
by the Hungarian Prime Minister of his meeting with Czechoslovakia and sets ont the alternatives 
proposal by h m  ar Ule 20 Jdy meeling. It is clm h m  the Remlution that these two actions fc 
suspend work were not part of the p m p d  alttmarives but had aIready k n  decided unilartdly by 
Hungaq. 

39 Sec. para. 5.16, ahm. 
40 Hungarian Memonal, para. 3.88. and Vol. 4, Annex 24. 
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of its "extension" to 31 October, this could not magically transform the avowedly unilateral 
suspension of work at Nagymaros intu an agreed one. Czechosluvakia's protest was fomally 

un record. As to the extension of the suspension of work tu Dunakiliti, the Czechodovak 
Government immediately, vehementiy and repeatedIy denied any agreement tu Hungq's 

taking this unilaterd step42. 

5.22 In any ment, the 20 July meeting c m o t  be descrîbed as "negotiationsu. 
What Hungaqfs Prime Mnister had to say about the Project was presented in a speech 

formally setting forth Hungws official position. It was hardly possible for the Czechoslovak 
Prime Minister to have given his official response on the "spur of the moment", let alone 
negoliate in any rneanirigfirl sense. However, there was nothing "spur of the moment" about 
the Hungarian Govement's adoption of a ResoIution confairiing the new decisions on the very 

same dav. Clearfy, the Hungarian Goverment was not at di concerned over whether these 

decisions met with the approval of the Czechodovak Government. They were as unilaterd as 

the initial decision to suspend work at Nagymaros, and they were taken without prior 

consuItation. 

5.23 Even had there been a misunderstanding on the part of the Hungarian 

Government at the 20 July meeting, Czechoslovakia's series of repeated deniais, starting with 
the &-Mkmoire presented by the Czechoslovak Ambassador in Budapest five days after the 
meeting4' , would have compelled the Hungarian Govenunent - if it had genuinely intended not 

tu act uriilaterally - to rescind these decisions pending firrther discussion between the Treaty 

parties . 

5.24 There is one other point tu make here. Hungary's argument proceeds on 
the faIse assumption that the N a p a r o s  section of the Project was uniqudy Ilungaian. But 

tks section consisted of much more than the N a p a r o s  step; it extended dong an area of the 

Danube of some 100 km in length, where a substantial part of the work was to be perfomed 
by Czechoslovakia on its own territory, as shown by Illus. No. 31 appearing in the Slovak 
~ernofia?. 13s wiII be discussed again below4', there is no better evideace that 

42 & Slovak Memonal, paras. 4.36 and 4.38, indicating the outraged reaction of CzechosIovakia to the 
atkmpted deception by the Hungarian Government conceming the 20 July meeting. 

I 43 Slovak Mernorial, para. 4.36 and Annex 66. This document indicates that at the 20 Jdy meeting the 
Cze;cho$Iovak P h e  Minister requ& that Hungary's altemative proposais 6e put in writing sr> he 
muid mby them. 

44 Si. SIovak Mernorial, para. 3.25, and TIIm. No. 31. S-, al=, Illus. No. CM-9, appearing a? 
pata.b.Ol, fi. 2, below. The green lines show where protective rneasures were to be taken as pari of 
the Nagymaros section of the Project. 

45 & para 5.53, below. 



Czechoslovakia (and now Siovakia) never accepted Hungary's abandonment of Nagymaros 
than the fact that Czechostovakia continued to perform its obligations in respect to the 
Nagymaros section after Hungary had abandoneci this section and, indeed, the whole Project. 
This work invoIved protcctive rneasures dong the Vah and Hron Rivers necessq  to the 

completion of Nagymaros and, thus, the continuation of this work presupposed the 

construction of the Nagymaros step. Czechoslovakia continueci this work in spite of Hungary's 
abandonment. 

5.25 The Hungarîm Mernorial gives the firIse impression that during the 

summer of 1989 there were negotiations over Nagymarus and Dunakititi and the damming of 
the Danube that year. The documentary evidence shows that, as far as Hungary was 

concerned, the decisions had been taken; the oniy matters for discussion were their 
consequences. It was in these circumstances that CzechosIovakia first ment ioned the possible 
need tu take "ternporary measrrres" because of the advanced status of construction work4. 

5.26 Instead of rescinding its decisions of 13 May and 20 July, in the Iight of 

the heat ed protests from Czechoslovakia, the Hungarian Governent continued tu inçist that 

f zechodovakia had acquiesced in these decisiuns at the 20 JuIy meeting47. 

5.27 The EIungarian Memorial mentions a meeting of Deputy Prime Ministers 
on 9 september4'. According to the agreed record of this meeting, Hungary f i d y  shut the 

door to an)t seconsideration of its unilaterd suspension of work at Dunakiliti up to 3 1 Octuber, 
thereby preventing the damming of the Danube for a whale yarI an action which 
Czechoslovakia rejected". Hungary's Deputy Prime Minister aiso denied that Hungary bore 
any obligation to pay damages as a result of its actions, contending that ecological risks were a 
shared danger, and the enforcement of ecological requirements was a joint task. In response, 

the Czechoslovak Deputy Prime Minister insisted that Hungq had acted uniIateraTly in 
violation of the Treat)., and he elaborated on the kind of provisional soiution that 

Czechoslovakia mïght be forced to take if Hungary did not agree to continue the construction 
of the G/N Project in accordance with the Treaty. 

a This posibiliîy was first rais& informaI1y at a meeting d represenlatives of the Minimies of lndustry 
(Hungarian) and Fuel and Energy (Czechoslovak) on 2 1-22 August 1989. Sec. Hungarian Memorial, 
para. 3 $8, and Vol. 4, Annex 21. In a letter dated 3 1 August 1989, the Czechodovak Prime Minister 
then more formally mentioned such a possibiiity, Slovak Memorial para. 4.38 and Annex 71. 

47 Sec. Hrrngarian && Verbak of t Sepfemkr 1989; SIovak Mernoriai, para. 4.39 and Amex 72. 

48 Hunganan Mernoriai, para. 3.90, and Vol. 4, Amex 25. 

49 Sec. para. S. 18 and fn. 35, above, and Slovak Mernorial, para. 4.02. 



5.28 As part of its "acquiescence" argument, Hungary has attempted to stress 

areas of agreement between the parties' scientific experts. For example, Hungary has placed in 
evidence the record of the meeting of scientific experts in late September 1989 at which the 

water qudty and ecologicd implications of f l hg  the Dunati-Hriigov resemoir were 

considered5'. The meeting hvoIved tssentidy an exchange of views. Hungary's Memurid 

emphasises five relatively rninor points of agreement rather than the main conclusion sternming 
fiom the meeting - that there was a fimdamental disagrsement between the parties over 
wheiher enou& was h u m  about possible ecological effects to proceed with the ~roject" . 

B. The Hardi Re~ort 

5.29 In any event, it is wholly incorrect to emphasise the closeness of the 

parties' positions in September 1989 when, as is clear from the evidence that Hungary has now 
pIaced before the Court in the form of the Hardi report, at ttiis very time Hungary was deciding 

not ody on the abandonment of central eIements of the Project but dso planning a step by step 
strategy for handling the Iikeiy dispute with ~zechuslovaki$~. The Hardi report was not at al1 

an environmental study conducted by what Hungary calls an "expert co~nmittee"~~. Mr. Hardi 
held the position of Vice-President of the Hungarian Society for Political Sciences, and the 
composition of the other cornmittee members reveals that the cornmittee was a hi&-levd 
policy group appointed for the purpose of advising the Government how to proceed in order tu 
minimise the consequences tu Hungary of abandonirig the GM Project - with or without the 
consent of ~zechoslovakia~~. And that is just what the Hardi report did: it set out a blueprint 

$D Hmgarian Mernorial, para. 3.92, and Vol. 4, b e x  26. 

51 Of course, this was the wry same question shrdied and restudied by Hungayts çcientists wer since the 
early 1980s, culrninating in the 1983-1985 Environmentai Impact -meni, which mon& 
supported going ahead with the Projet. 

52 Hungarian Mernorial, para. 3.95 and Vol. 5 (Part 0, Annex 8. 

53 If will be r d I e d  that at ttiis tirne a genuine enWonmentaI study was Seing underiaken on khall of 
Hmgaty by the weiie~tablished Amerian mdtiting Group. BechteI Environmeniai Incorporated of 
Wornia .  a SIovak MemoriaI, para 2.27, gt S., and para. 7.16, g a., bzlow. In Jdy I9%9, tht 
Hungarian c o d t i n g  m m p q  for Water Engineering, WLTERV, furnished BshteI wiîh ek-tensive 
Project documentation for bis study. The commiççioning of this stu* is additional widenœ that the 
Ecologia reports furnished in March and May of 1989 were not regarded by the Hungarian experts as 
adequate, a conclusion M e r  wnfimed by the faa that these reports were nwer furnished to 
Czechoçlovakia at the time in support of its abandonment of work. As noted in para. 7.09, below, the 
Hungarian experts had already made a devastating critique of the first Ecologia report. See, also, 
SIovak Memorid, para 2.24. The Bahtel report, imed in Febniary 1990, decisively refuted the new 
arguments advanced by Hungaq to support ihe *pping d the Prcject. Hungary nwer providd the 
BechteI report to Czechoslovakia But in the meantirne, rwng on the EooIagia and Yhe Hardi reports* 
the Hungarian Governent went diead with its dxisions b stop work on the Project without awaiting 
the d t s  of the W y  independent and expert scientific mdy conduad by Bahtei. 

54 Sec. pam 7.10, below, for m e r  details wnceming the Hardi uimmittee report. 



far the Hungarian Goverment in unilateratty temrinating the Project, which was faithfirlly 

ioIIowed. 

5.30 The Hardi report's conclusions point to a Iack of good faith on 

Hungq's part and show that the subseqrrent negotiations were, for Hungarjr, a charade- The 
foIIowing strategjr is laid dom in the report for Hungary's harrdling of the dispute: 

"Should the Hungarian Government opt for the latter solution [the canceiiation 
of Nagymaros], it could initiate negotiations about the amendment of the inter- 
govemmental agreements ... . It couId indicate the cancellation of the 
Nagymaros Barrage and the postponement of the change of course [ofl the 
PunakiIiti-HruSov reservoir] as the objective of the negotiations. Shorild the 
other negotiating party b t  unwiIIing tu accept such amendrnents, the Hun~arian 
Government could nass a unilarerd decision about the temination of 
construction o~erations at the Nagymaros Banage and the postponement of the 
change of course, while referring to the mutual violation of certain contractual 
obf igations and the emergence of an environmental emergend5 . " 

In tems of the resnltarrt legal dispute, the reporl considers that CzechosIuvakia would be "in a 

situation where it is bound to make a compromisen. Fiirther, "the Iengthy le@ dispute 
[woutd] release mungary] 6om any 'mediate- or short-term payment obligation"; and due to 

the parties' membership in the CMEA Hungary would be "obliged to honour obligations to 

pay damages ody to the extent and in the form acknowledged" by it. Accordiig.lyf the Hardi 
report concludes that: 

"As regards the firiancial conseqiiences of drapping the Nagymaros hydro- 
electric station ... the Hungarian Govemment wil be straddled by financial 
obIigations only to the extent it acknowledges them. No-one can corn~el the 
Government to satisfif Czechostovak demands it does not recognise as justified. 
With respect to international relations* states with finariciai obligations are in a 
better negotiating position than those with c~aim$'. *' 

5.3 I This focus on economic issues in the Hardi report's recornmendations 
reflects the earlier finding of the Prime Minister's Advisory Cornmittee referred to above, 

55 Hungarian Mernorial, Vol. 5 Part I), &ex 8 (at pp. 165-166 - ernphasis added). 

" M. fat p. 166 - emphasis added). 



which had conc~uded in May 1989 that the abandonment of Nagymaros would be the most 

reasonable choice, IargeIy h m  an economic point of viewS7. 

5.32 One further interesthg fact revded in the Hardi report was that the 

contract with the Austrian Company perfomiing the work at Nagymaros, udess the susliension 
was lifted, expired six months d e r  the 13 May suspension (on 13 November), with al1 
consequent termination charges. There was, thus, no option to extend the sustiension of work, 
and the Hardi Report recommended that this contract be tenninated in November 1989 rather 

than reactivated. 

C. The Ne~otiations of September-October 1989 

5.33 ItisintheIightoftheHardireportfhatwhatappeared to benhopeh1 
move towards a settIement of the dispute in the autumn of 1989 must be judged. Now that it 

has seen the Hardi report, Sfovakia redises that Czechoslovakia's expectations at the tirne had 
been entirely one-sided, for Hungary had had no intention of reaching a compromise. It is not 

possible to accept Hungaqts statement that in October 1989 the Treaty parties "made serious 
efforts tu setiIe the dispute before the scheduled date for the clusure of the ~ a n u b e " ' ~ .  Such 
efforts were made by Czechoslovakia, but certainfy not by Hungary. 

5.34 Aside fiom the Hardi report, the letter of Hungq's Prime M i s t e r  of 4 

UctDber 1989'~ shows that the Hungarian Governent had t w ~  Objectives M y  in mind: (il 
the postponement of the darriming of the Danube; and (ii) the abandonment of peak power 
operations and, thus, the Nagymaros section of the Project, objectives to be imposed by the 
Hung ar ia  Governent through its unilateral acts - not through consultation and negotiation 

with Czechoslovakia. 

5.35 So dunng the September and October negotiations Hungary attempted 
to mislead Czechoslovakia into agreeing to the abandonment of Nagymaros by offering that, 

57 m., Vol. 1, pam 3.74. See. paras. 5.06-5.07, almye. In terrns of navigation, the Hardi report 
concludes: "Due to the composition of her fieet, Hungary's interest in it is negligible." In ternis of 
production of electricity, it concludes that the Project is also not beneficial: "it has becorne evident that 
there is abdntely no need for increases in Hurrgq's energy neîwork up till 1995 kause of the 
resewes alreaày available." This adjsis Ieads into the most suManiid &ons of the report, whîch 
are eniiued "Economic amlysis" and "Intemational Iegd impiicationsm. Hungarian Mernoriai, Vol. 5 
(Part Q, Annex % (at pp. 157-158). 

58 m., Vol. 1, para. 3.96. 

59 m., para 3.93, and Vol. 4, Annex 27. 



in retum, Hungary wouId resume work at ~ u n a k i l i t i ~ .  Two things must be noted about thjs 

offer. First. it was not a proposai to discuss whether or not to abandon Nagymaros: that step 

was made a precondition. Second, the suggestion of the Prime Minister of Hungary that, if 

this precondition were not met, Hungary's suspension of construction wouId contulue untiI 

"environmental reqniremtnts were met", is shown bjt the Hardi report tu have been deceptive: 
the crintract reIating to the ~onstniction of Nagymaros, aiiowed for no extension beyond 13 
November 1989, only reactivation or termination6'. The bizarre nature of this proposd must 
be noted. In effect, it was this: if Czechoslovakia agreed to accept Hungarqts breach of the 

Treaty in respect of Nagymaros, H u n g q  wouId agree not tu breach the Treaty as to its other 
obligations. 

5.36 These negotiations culminated in a meeting between Prime Ministers on 
26 October 1989 during wkch the respective positions of each party were stated6'. 

CzechosIovakiaks reaction tu Hurigary"~ position was accommodatirig and flexible, and it was 
conveyed ody four days Iater in a Note of 30 October 1 98ga . Czechoslovakia was 

willing to agree to delay work at Nagymaros @y cancellation of the 1989 Protocol accelerating 

the work there by 15 months) in order to allow time for further study of the effects of p& 
power operationp; it accepred the idea of an intergovementd agreement containing the 
requested environmental guarmtees on condition that work tu dam the Danube during 2989 

(which at that late date required very prompt steps to be taken) was promptly resumed; and it 
proposed that irnmediate agreement be reached on the principles to be incorporated in the 

int ergovernmental agreement. 

D. Hun~arv's Prevention of the Damminrt of the Danube bv 
continu in^ to Susaend Work at Dunakiliti: its Termination of 
Work at Nammaros 

5.37 As just noted, the 30 Octuber Note Verbale of CzechosIovakia was 

submitted just four days d e r  the meeting of Prime Ministers (on 26 Octuber) and was a 

response tu Hungary's position set forth at the meeting. However, ody one day afker that 

60 The domnent adduced in supprt cf Hungaryts accorrnt of fie meeting of 11 Oci&r 1989 at which 
this propasai was made, according tri Hungaq a d ,  Vol. 1, para. 3.96), lus not b e n  pIaced in 
widence by Hunpy.  

61 Sec. para. 5.32, above. 

62 Sec. Slovak Mernorial, para. 4.464.47, for the details of Hungaryts position. 

a See. ibid., paras- 4.484.49. 

59 Czechmlovakia was nul privy to the tem of the contract with A d a  and was unaware that a further 
extension of the Nagymaros w n s i o n  was not possible. 



meeting and without prior consultation or notification to Czechoslovakia, the Hungarian 
Governent by Resolution dated 27 October took the following unillteral decisions6' : 

- To abandon construction work at Nagymaros; 

- Tu impose as a andition of mng the Dunakiliti-Hnr3ov reservoir the 

concbsi~n of sn htergovernmental agreement tu minimise the 

environmental risks and the establishment of a system of guarantees. 

5.38 The Hungafian Memurid fails tu mention a forrrth dement of this 

Resolrrt ion: "In the event of a Czechoslovak statement tu be WiIIing tu condude such an inter- 

govemmentai agreement, the preparatory work of the damming up of the river-bed at the 
reservoir can be ~ontinued~~ ." This condition was more than met by the 30 October 
Czechodovak Note But Hringary failed to observe its own Resolution and 
continued tu suspend work at Dunakiliti, Ietting the time pass by during which the damming 
uperaf ion was possible h 1989 as cuntemplated under the agreed scheduIe of the GM Project. 
It would be dficult to categorise this as "good faitv6? and it reveals that Hungary did not 

take seriously Czechoslovakia's statements at the time that it might be required to resort to 

provisional mesures ifHurigay persisted in its breaches of the Treaty. 

5.39 The Hungarian Memorid refers tu the Czechoslovak Note of 30 

October as containhg "new elements" and as expressing a wiilingness to conclude an 
agreement on environmental guarantees. Nonetheless, it makes the following comment: 

"But it was cofiditioned on Hungary preparing forthwith for the dosure of the 
Danube and gave no hint of the eventual content of the guarantees. It also 
failed to address two of the most important Hungarian goals: the abandonment 
of the Nagymaros Barrage and the suspension of the closure of the Danube for 

65 Hungarian Mernorial, Vol. 4, Annex 150. The Resolution confimis the Gwernment's "preliminaq 
standpoint" set out in a Resolution of 22 September, a document not placed in evidence by Hungaq. 

56 R e  Hrurgarian fmmlation in10 Engiish of this passage in îts Annex 150 is f lawd.  The quoution in 
the abve fext is on an awmte EngIish UamIaîon appearing in the Htingarian Note Verbale of 
3 Novernber. SIcvak Mernorial, Annex 77. See, also, HunMarr Mernorial, Vol. 4, Amex 29. 

67 See, para. 5.36, ahve. 

68 & gara. 5.03, above. 



at Ieast one year, while investigations of the environmental issues couId be 
made69 ." 

This explanation is, at best, confusing The Hungarian Govemment had, by its Resoliition of 

27 Ocîober 1989, fomdly appruvd its earlier offer to continue the damming operation if 
Czechosiovakia was wihg to accept enviromentai guarantees. On 30 October, 

Czechoslovakia cornmitted itseif to such guarantees, linking them to Hungary's cornmitment to 
continue work on damming the Danube. As to the claim that the Czechoslovak N a  failed to 
"address" the issues of Nagymaros and suspension of the dosure of the Danube, the Note did 
indeed address them: it rejected the abandonment of Nagyrnaros and accepted Rungary's oEer 

tu proceed wif h damming the Danube by agreeing to accept environmentai guarantees to be 
negotiated. 

5.40 The Hungarian Mernorial asserts that thwe then occurred a faiIure of the 
negotiations, blaming it on Czechoslovakia's diEerent perception fium Hrrngay of the historic 

changes taking place in Central Europe, with the "ancien réwrne in Czechoslovakia ... deeply 
rooted in the mentality and priority system of the CMEA p e r i ~ d " ~  . 

5.4 1 This is no more than rhetoric. It ia now apparent f hat once Hurigq h3d 
achieved its objective of posfponing the d d n g  of tee Danube for a year - for the time 

during 1989 when the damming could have been accomplished had passed - Hungary lost di 
interest in pursuing its offer to restart work at Dunakiiiti. Hungaes other prime objective 
naturdIy reiated tu Nagymaros: tu obtain Czechoslovakials agreement tu amend the 1977 

Treaty su as to convert the decision tu terminate Nagynaros contain& in the 27 October 

Resolution (and hpiemented in November by terminating the Austrian contract) 6om a 

unilateral act to an agreed amendment of the Treaty. Thus, by Note Verbale of 30 November 
1989, Hungary presented a dr& of proposed Treaty amendments7' . 

5.42 The Hurrgarian Mernorial, intent on demonstrating a failure of 
negotiations for which the Czechoslovak Govemrnent should be blamed, asserts that there was 

no reply from Czechoslovakia to the 30 November Note Verbale fomarding proposed Treaty 

amendment S. This is seriously misleading. It overlooks the fact that Czechoslovakia's 
responçe tu H u n g w  position stated at the 26 Octuber meeting was aIready contained in iîs 

30 Octuber Verbale. It overIooks the fact that on 27 October, without waiting for 

69 Hungarian Memonal, para. 3.99. Of course, the abandoment of Nagynwos was no langer a 
Hungarian "god"; it had k e n  dsîded by fie Hmgarian Goverment on 27 Oaokr. 

M #id., para. 3. IOO. - 
7s m., para. 3.103. Sec. Slovak Memorial, para. 4.50. 





SECrION 3. Huneaw's Unilateral Termination of Al1 Construction Work on the 
Proiect bv 30 June 1990 

5.45 The Hungariari Memurid misinte'prets CzechosIovakja's response dated 
15 Febmary sent by CzechoJovakials new Prime W s t e r ,  clainiing that he did not take issue 
with the statements in Mr. Németh's letterT6. But, Czechoslovakia's total disagreement with 
Mr. Németh's suggestion to postpone the negotiation of Hungary's 30 November proposais 

was clear. The 15 Febmary letter politely igtiored the suggestion and, instead, iirged the 

immediate renewd of negotiafions so that GabEkovo couId be put into operation in 1991, 

which mem damming the Danube during Octuber of 1990 and the resumption of work by 
Hungary at Dunakiliti. 

5.46 Mr. Németh responded on 6 March 199p. The Hungarian Mernoria1 
omîts the main messages conveyed in this Ietter: fi) that Hungary had decided not tu proceed 

with any fifurther work on the GabEikovo section of the Project (except where necessary for 
conservation and flood protection and unless Hungary subsequently elected ta do so aftar an 

examination of the scientific studies which it proposed be undertaken); and ci) the 

"recommendation" to h d t  negotiations made in his 10 January Ietter had becorne a Hurtgarian 
decision not to continue the negotiafions. in other words, in the 6 March Ietter, Hungary 

informed Czechoslovakia that it had, for an indefinite period, put a stop to al1 construction 
work on the Project and to the negotiations that had started in 1989. Once again, these were 
unilateral decisions of the Hungarian Govement, a fact illustrated by Mr. Nkmeth's invitation 
in the 6 March Ietter to Czechoslovakia to do likewise. 

5.47 It must be stressed that, at the time of this unilateral decision to stop ail 

work on the Project, Hungary had just received (in February 1990) the Bechtel report, which 

undemined the main environmentai arguments against the Project, such as the environmental 

nsks described in the Hardi report. It may be for that reason that in his 6 March letfer Mr. 
Németh described the Project as a "gigantic investment fiasco" rather than as a serious threat 

to the environment. The recently cornpiled Hungarian "White ~ook"'' - composed of the 
opinions of a number of Hungarian experts formerly dose@ associated wiîh the Project - 
indicates that this view of the Project was by no means urùversdjy shared in infomred circIes in 

'6 Hunganan Mernorial, para. 3.107. For the text of the 15 Febniary lerter, sec. Slovak Memo rial, Annex 
80. 

'' A copy of the Hungarian "White Bmk" has k e n  furnished to the Court. Extracts refend to in this 
Counter-Mernorial are annexai in transIation as h n e x  1, hereto. 



Hungary, for it was considered to be based on an incomplete, one-sided economic analysism . 
Moreover, Hungaryls actions show that, aside h m  supressing the Bechtel report, it had no 
interest in commissioning further studies into enviromentd aspects of the Project; its decision 
to stop work on the Project was based on economic - hancial wnsiderations. The 

environmental arguments were, as had been the case al1 thraugh the 1980s, thrown in to 
support this decision; but fears of environmental impact were not the reason behind Hungary's 
decision. 

5.48 The &ai episode in the cessation by Hungary of work on the Project 
took place in June 1990. For it was then that the remainder of the contracts with Austrian and 
Yugoslavian companies for construction at D u n u t i  and elsewhere were terminated, putting 
into effect the intention expressed by Hurigary in Mr. Németh's 6 March letter (and indeed in 
his 10 January letter) tu bring to an end al1 construction work under the GlN ~roject" . 

5.49 Not one of these acts, starting with the suspension of work at 

Nagymaros un 23 May 1989, was agreed tu by Czechoslovakia. Each one of these acts was 

taken by Hungary without ~ r i o r  consultation with Czechoslovakia, let dune agreement, and, 
hence, was taken unilaterally in violation of the 1977 Treaty. 

5.50 Takirig its argument that Czechoslovakia had acquiesced in the 
abaidonment of Nagynaros a step further, the Hungarian MemoriaI goes on tu clah that 

Czechoslovakia officially xcepted termination of the Nagymaros section of the Project. The 

sole support for this contention is a document dated 10 January 1990". It is a unilateral 
report of the Hungarian State Secretary of the Ministry for Environment and Water 
Management concerning a meeting said tu have been hdd on IO Januarjr 1990 with the newly 
appoint4 SIovak Mtiister for Forest Management, Water Management and Tirnber 

hdustrya . The document furnished by Hungary as an h e x  tu its Mernorial is an EngIish 
translation of this account of the meeting, described as a "frontier meeting" on IO January 1990 

7 9  m. (at pp. 15-22). 

i 80 The datement in para 9.06 of the Hungarian Mernoriai that "the fornial decision to abandon work at 
1 GabEkm was taken in khk r  1991, and k a m e  effective at the end of 1991" is rnisleading. The 

piupoçe of the letter of 6 Much 1990 was to infonn Czechoslwakia that Hungary had decided to stop 
di mnçtnietian work on the Projea. Hungary ~Eatively abandofid ai1 stich work when it temiinated 
the wntracts with Austriari and Yugoslavian companies prior îo Jdy 1990. 

SI Hungarian Mernoriai. pam 3. I W, and VoI. 4, Annex 153 f not h e x  32, as referred 10 in fn. 137, p. 
63). 

82 The Slovak Mrnister was not a Minister of the central (federal) Governrnent but of the regional 
Governent 



between the two Ministers during a visit tu Czechodovakia by the Hungailan Environmental 
Ministers3 . 

5.5 1 This Hungdan account of the meeting shows that : 

- The main prtrpose of the meeting was for the two Ministers to become 
acquainted: the Slovak MinistEr had held his post for only one month; 

- It was an informal taIk instigated by the Slovak Miriister; 

- A number of aspects of fiontier water relations between the two 
countries were surveyed, leading to a discussion of the GIN Project, 
which is summarised in this way in the Hungarian report: 

"The latter [the SIovak Minister] announced the SIovak position accepting the 
Hungarian Parliament's decision not to build the Nagyrnaros Y3 arrage, thereb y 
elirninating peak power load operations. He also declared a readiness to 
conclude the agreement on environmental protection." 

5.52 It is remarkabIe that the Hungarian Mernoriai shouId advance such an 
important contention - that CzechosIovakia had fumdly accepted the termination of the 
Nagyrnaros section of the Project (an argument not even advanced in Hungary's 1992 

Declaration) - on the basis of such flimsy evidence. It is perfectly clear fiom the evidence now 
before the Court that, neither then nor later, did Htingary believe that Czechoslovakia had 
agreed tu the termination of the Nagymaros section of the Project. Nowhere in the record of 
diplomatie exchanges between the Treaty parties can any reference be found to such an aIIeged 

agreement by Czechoslovakia on 10 January 1990. That Hungary clearly understood 
Czechoslovakia's position is reflected in Hungaq's Mémoire of 30 Octuber 1989 and 

Notes Verbales of 3 November 1989 and 30 November 1989, in which the Hungarian 
Goverment sought CzechosIovakials agreement to mend the Treaty so as tu tenninate 
~ a ~ ~ m a r o s ~ ~ .  Not only did Hungary's 1992 Declaration nowhere mention Czechoslovakia's 
alleged acceptance of the temination of the Nagymaros section of the Project, but also the 

s3 C o n w  fo the Rules of CD- no copy of the original damnent has been furnished by Hungary, sa 
the accuracy of the document and its translation cannot be checkd. Thus, in its present fom this 
evidence is inadmissible. But setting this point to one side for the moment, it is evident that the report 
is not an agreed record of the meeting but a unilateral record by the Hungarian participant, and thus of 
very limite. evidentiaq value. Slovakia has not &en able Io find ary retard of the m ~ t i n g .  

84 The Hunman Aide-Mémoire of 30 Oa&r 1989, which is not referred ro in the Hungarian 
Mernoriai, appears as Amex 75 fo the Slovak Memariai (where it is inorre~tiy d I e d  a 
VchalQ. The of 3 and 30 November 1989 appear as Annexes 29 and 30 to the Hungarian 
Mernorial (Vol. 4). 



Application filed with the Court by Hungary on 22 October 1992 is totally silent on the 
matter'' . 

5.53 fingay's argument based on this document of 10 Janrraty 1990 is as 

I 
weak as the document itsetf. It is not possible to accept that the clear decision of 

I Czechoslovakia, rejecting the suspension of work at Nagymaros on 13 May 1989 and insisting 

that the Project be cmied out in accordance with the Treatyw, formaIIy made known to 

H u n g q  on 15 May 19%9, couid be reversed in auch a mariner. Aside fiom the widence, just 

discussed, showing that Hungary did not at the time beIieve that Czechosiovakia had fomdly 
accepted the abandonment of Naparos,  Czechoslovakia's own conduct in continuhg to 
perfonn the work assigned to it concerning the Nagymaros Section of the Project works is 
cIear evidence that Czechoslovakia continuai to insist on the compIetion of the entire Project, 

including ~agymaro#' . Work contimed on protection measrires during the years 1990- 1994, 

involving a substantial investment by Czechoslovakia (and Slovakia). This work was required 
when the Nagymaros section would be put into operation and was entirely unrelated to Variant 

"C". 

SECTION4. Events FoIlowin~ Hungarv's Temination of AH Construction 
Work on the Proiect (mid-1990 to the end of 1992) 

5.54 The Hungarian Mernorial argues fiom the premise that negotiations 

between the two Treaty parties tu resolve the dispute began oniy after the new Governments 

were fumed in both countries; and it divides these negotiations at the "intergovermental 

level" into three phases: (i) the 22 April 1991 discussions; (ii) the meeting of 15 July 1991; and 
(iii) the meeting of 2 December 1991'" Hungaryts premise is bafning and incorrect. 

5.55 As show in the previous Section, intergovernmentd negotiations begm 
at the meeting of Prime Ministers on 20 Ju1y f 989. These negotiations continiied at the highest 

level of both Governments into October 1989, and were then terminated by Hungary in its 
Prime Ministeis letters of 10 January and 6 March 1990. Between that time and the end of 

June 1990, when the remairing constmction contracts were temirnated, the Hungarîan 

Goverment udateraIIy acted to teminate dl construction activities under the G N  Project. 

Therefore, the next phase of negotiations concemed whether Czechoslovakia was wiIling to 

absolve Hungary of fault for these faits accomplis in violation of the 1977 Treary. 

'' Hungarian Memorid, VoI. 4, Annex 83 and h e x  102. 

85 S e e , p m . 5 . 1 6 , ~ v e .  

81 See, para. 5.24, above. 

a3 Hungarian Meinofid, paras. 3.121-3.145. 



5.56 At this stage in the account of events, it is important to observe that the 

changes in the Governments of both countries had little materid eKect on the 1991 

negotiations or on the deveiopment of the dispute. Czechoslovakia maintaincd the same 

position regarding the G N  Project both bdure and after the chmge in its Governent in 
December 1989 and the elections of 8-9 June 1990; and ail the unilateral actions of Hungary in 
violation of the 1 977 Treaty were decided and had been taken before the Németh Goverment 

was replaced in May 1 990'~ . 

A. Huneam Faib tu Partici~afe in the EC PHARE Pro~rarn Studv on 
W ater Ouaiitv 

5.57 Dunng the rest of 1990, while politicai changes were taking place in 
both cuuntrieq bilaterd talks cancerning the GIN Project were not resumed. However, one 
event to be noted took place in October-Novmber 1990; it concemed Hungarfs failure to job 

in the ECs PHARE Project for a joint shidy of the surface and ground water of the Danubian 
lowlands diectly afYected by the Project. This failure is mentioned in both ~ e m o r i a l s ~ .  It is 

of particular importance because Hungary's papers presented in Sune 1 989 and the Hardi report 

of September 1989 made much of the supposed threat of the Project tu the quality of surface 

and ground water; yet when it came tu entering into a serious joint study of the question, 
Hungary backed away. This reflected Hungary's consistent indifference to any serious, 
independent study of wat er quality and the environment. 

5.58 The Hungarian Memurial's explmation for this refusal tri participate is 

that the a d y  was ody Brmed at the SIovak part of this regioJ1. This is patently incorrect. 

The study was narrowed down to Slovak territory only & H u n g q  had declined to 
participate; the invitation extended to Hungary was clearly aimed at covering both sides of the 

~ a n u b e ~ ~  . 

89 Tt is important to note that it was the same Hungarian Goverment under Prime Minister Németh that 
participated in ail the key decisions during this period: the Prcjm's acceIeration in Feb- 1989; the 
suspension of Na-os in May 1989 and ils subçeqrtent abandonment in Oaober 1989. it was the 
Nemeth Governent b a t  participalai in the Septemkr - Ocloixr I9%9 negotiations and then reversai 
its position, pirning an end to rheçe negotiatiom in Mr. Nemeth's Ielters of I5 Ianuary and 6 March 
1990, thus signaIing the abandonment of the GiN Project by the end of June 1990, when the final 
construction contracts were terminatal by Hungriry. 

90 Slovak Mernorial, paras. 4.02 and 4.63, and Anna 57; Hungarian Mernorial, para 3.1 13. 

91 Hungarian Mernorial, para 3.1 1 3. 

92 n e  invitation to partici paie refers fa the "Danubian Iowland, b lb  in Hungarian and Slavak terri tory". 
Slovak Mernorial. Annex 82. 
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B. Huneaw Prevents the dam min^ of the Danube for a Second Year 
JOctober 1990) 

5.59 The mosi important event of 1990 affecthg the Project is not mentioned 

in the Hungkan Memurid. For the second year in a row, the damming of the Danube at 

Dunakiliti was not carried out during the short time in 1990 when this was possible. Hungary 
controiied the work at Dunakiliti; and by the end of June 1990, without consultation (let alone 

agreement by Czechoslovakia), Hungary had cancelled al1 private contracts covering this work. 
The definitive nature of this termination action is seen from Sirs Satement in H u n g e s  1992 

Declaration: 

"As to the work done by Austrian and Yugoslav companies, the related private 
contracts were temiinated in November 1989 and June 1990, respectively. The 
parties agreed in the financial consequences of the terrninatiofl ." 

The schedule of other work on the GabEfkovo section of the Project was necessarily dependent 

on the daminhg of the Danube. Thus, the whole Project was again seriously set back by 
Hungary's unilateral act. 

C. Eun~arv's Moves to Terminate the 1977 Tremity 

5.60 As both Mernorials observew, there were indications of progress in late 
1990 towards bruadening the biIateraI t h  mong experts tu a trilaterd format to include the 

EC. Although the Hungarian Prime Minister's letter of 14 December 1990 contained the 
proposal to conduct negotiations, enlarged to include the EC, this was coupled with proposais 
tu amend the 1977 ~ r e a q .  Further, the Hungarian Memoriai offers evidence in the form of 

1 
an unpublished Resolution of the Hungaiian Governent of 20 Decernber 1990 that shows 

I 
there was no new hupa of resolving the dispute, with or without EC involvement except on 
Hungary's tcrms, that is by terminating the 1977 ~reat?. The Resofution directed the 
responsible Ministers and the Plenipotentiary to: 

1 
! 

I 
"... start negotiations with [Czechos!ovakia] on the termination of the 1977 
Treaty by mutuai consent and on the conclusion of a treaty addressing the 
consequences of the temination." @mphasis dded). 

1 ! 

93 Hungarian Memoriai. Vol. 4, Annex 82 (at p. 162). 

94 Slovak Memorial, paras. 4.664.67; Hungarian Memorial, Vol. 1, paras. 3.1 14-3.1 16. 

95 Hungarian Memorial, para. 3.1 18. See. Slovak Memorial, Annex 86. 
! 

?% Hungarian Mernoriai, para 3.115, and Vol. 4, ARnex U3. It is important Io note that the suggestion 
in the Rmgarian Prime Minister's Iemr of 14 Decemkr 1990 W., Vol. I , para. 3.1 14) had k e n  to I 

prepare an amendment 10 the Treaty; the Remlution of 20 Decernkr was aimed at the termination of ! 
the Treaty, a major shift in ernphasis. 

! 

i 



5.61 The oficid position of the new Czechoslovalc Governrnent was set out 

in its Prime Minister's letter of 15 January 1991, replying to the Hungaian Prime Ministefs 
letter of 14 December 1990". Czechoslovakia interpreted this letter as a good faith proposal 
to renew the negofiafions begrrn at the end of 1989 but abniptly caricelled by Hungary un JO 
Janiiary 1990. The Czechoslovak Prime Mutister's repty was: (i) tu agree to talks "on the 
comprehensive solution of problems of the [ G w  sjrstem of loch at the level of governent 

detegations", and (ii) to appoint a delegate to organise "internationai assistance in considerhg 
the ecological problems posed by the [G/N ~ r o j e c t ] " ~ .  

5.62 But a basic diifference existai between the Treaty parties, as emerges 

clearly from a statement of pnriciples that the Hungarian Pleriipotentiary proposed tu his 

coünterpart on IS Febmary 1991 to "serve as a basis for the international treaty which we 

propo~ed"~~, If w u  a totally uncompromising proposal that took no account of 

Czechoslovakia's conciliatory approach. The two parties were to agree: 

- That construction and operations of the GIN Projeet would "initiate 
keversible ecologicd process" with gave consequences for the 

environment, the drinking water, etc.; 

- Accordingly, that the G/N Project should not be constnicted and a 

treat)r tu this eEect should be concIuded that dm settled the hvestment 

to date; and 

- Finally, that the 1977 Treaty and al1 refated agreements should be 
terminated. 

These pruposals did not apped tu the new Governent in CzechosIovakia any more rhm they 
had tu the fumer Govement. T h q  were propods that faithfuIIjr foUuwed the blireprint laid 
d o m  in f he Hardi report in September 1989 and adoptai by the Hungarian Govenunent at the 
time, and their implementation was not to be negotiated but imposed. 

91 In its Iener of 14 December 1990, Hrutgary propod nat ody to candua negritiations, e - p d e d  tc 
hclrrde the EC. on proposais to amend lhe 1977 TmQ. but dço to mwe the discussions to a hgher 
Ievel than the Plenipotentiaries by appinting a joint intergovernmentd cornmittee. 

98 Slovak Mernorial, Annexes 85 and 86. 

99 Hungarian Mernorial, Vol. 4, h t x  45. In the Hungarian Mernoriai (Vol. I, para. 3.1201, the content 
of dus  letter iis miçdescrîbed: it did indeai set out the propsed prîncipIes. 



D. AmrovaI by Czechoslovakia of Initial Tnvestment and Lo~istical 
Planninp for Variant "Cpt 125 July 1991); Hun~arv is Informed of 
the EIerntnts of Variant "C" 

5.63 The s e v d  meetings and exchanges that look place unt2 Apd 199 I are 

presented in the Hungarian Memonai in such a way as to give the false impression, first, that 
there had been new environmentai studies supporting Hungary's view, and second, that 

Czechoslovakia çeemed to be mowig towards scceptance of termination of the Project as 
inevi table1# . The reports furnished by Hungary were the same prepared iists of articles that 

had been furnished before, offering nothing new. The ody new, independent study, dso 
commissioned by Hungary, the Bechtel report, once again passes unmentioned in the 
Hrrngarian ~emorial"', just as it never was mentioned in the exchanges and meetings between 
the Treatjr parties. 

5.64 From April 1991 up to the end of that year, there took place the 
discussions that Hungary has portrayed in its Memorial as three series of negotiations. How 
these events are grouped together is, in if seIf, of rio consequence; what does matter is what the 

negotiat ions were about. 

5.65 The negotiations, high level as they were, did not concem temiinating 
Nagymaros, or whether or not to dam the Danube in 199 1, or whether Hungary should resume 
the construction activities on the GlN Project. Thuse matters had already been unilaterdy 

decided by Hungary. Nor were the negotiations about whether Hungary's actions couId be 

justified by the threat of heparable environmentai h m :  that position, too, had been taken 

unilaterally by Hungary (in total disregard of the scientzc evidence). The only possible subject 
of negotiations was on what terms to terminate the 1977 Treaty and, with it, the GLN Project. 

But here an obstacle existed for Hungary : for Czechodovakia had made it plain that it was not 

prepared to abandon the G/N Project and had mentiuneci that it might be forced to seek a 

provisional solution if Hungary persisted in its course in violation of the 1977 Treaty. Such a 
provisional solution would enable the Project to be partially implernented without the need for 
Hungarîan participation and, hence, outside the %ope of Hungary's uniIaterd decisions and 
acts. 

I# m., VcI. I , paras. 3.1 1 1-3-120. The hpIicaiion fhat the Czp;chosIov& Pleniptentiarjr rnight have 
been ready to di- the TreaiyP termination if amment  was reacbed on compensation, suggested in 
the Iast sentence cf para. 3.1 17, has no support in ttie recard of the meeting set out in h e x  QI, whicis 
dms not revd any %ch sribjcxr as havîng k e n  raisui by the Czechosiovak Plenip~enriq. 

I O1 A study prepared at Hungaq's rquest by the F l d p l a i n  lnstitute under the auspices of the World 
WildIife Fund for Nature (WWF). referred to in the Hungarian Memorial at para. 3.1 17, has not ken 
p l a d  in widenœ by Hungary, and Slovakia has no copy of it. 



5.66 As the Hungarian Memurid acknowledges, by its Resolutiun of 1 6 April 

1991, the Hungarian Parliament gave the Government the authority only to proceed with 
negotiations to terminate the 1977 Treaty, and to conclude a new treaty aimed at settling the 
consequences of the abandonment of the GM ~roject'". Thuq the Hungarian ûovemment 
had no mandate to negotiate to settle the existing dispute between the Treaty parties; 

negotiations were restrictd ta tenninating the Treaty and endiig the Project. The Resolution 
also ended investment in the Project, including related national investments such as reducing 
the pouution from such sources as the industrial wastes being poilrd into a tributary of the 
Danube at Gyor. 

5.67 HungaIy's Memorial states that it was at this stage in the dispute that 
Hungary "learned that the SIovak Governent had approved the plans" for Variant "CM; and it 
goes on tu contend that requests for information h m  the Hungarian Governent were not 

answered. H u n g w  Memurid refers tu various indications that the start of work on Variant 

"C" had been approved by the Czechoslovak Government on 2 Febmary 1 99 1 'O3 . This is not 
so; the evidence establishes that even the approval of initid hancing and planning for Variant 
"CM did not occur until 25 July 199 1lW. By then, a great deal of study into altemative 
provisional solutions and their eEects on the environment and on water qudity had been 
undertakenlo5 . 

5.68 These studies were not conducted by Czechoslovakia in secret. The 
Hungarian Memurid refers tu a meeting between Environmental Miriisters, as exly as 5 
September 1930, where the various dtwnatives being studied were presented tu ~ u n ~ a r y ' ~ ,  

But the Hungarîan G o v m e n t  dready was weii aware of these alternative variations for, in 

July 1990, its Plenipotentiary commissioned an evaluation of these variants to be carriecl out 
w i t h  the following six r n ~ n t h s ' ~ ~ .  The Hungarian Memorial dm produces evidence that, at 

the discussions between the Academies of Sciences of the two countries on 13-14 Febmary 
1991, the CzechosIovak delegaiion infomed the Hrtngarian deIegation "of the technicd detds 

M.. Vol. 1, para. 3.121, and Vol. 4, Annex 154. 

Io4 SIovak Memorial, Annexes 9 1 and 92: Engiish translations of Resoiution No. 384 of the Government 
of the Slovak Republic and of ResoIution No. 4M of the Czechoslovak Governrnent 

LOS m., paras. 5.14-5.25. 

1 m Hungarian Memarial, para. 3.123, and Vol. 4, Annex 1M. 

107 rtie report dated 9 Octokr 1991 of an interview in the Hungarian newspaper Mamar Hirlap with 
Ms. Adrianne Hlijossy, counsellor of the Hunganan Ministq for Environment. Annex 12. hereto. 



I 
and ecological aspects" of Variant " c " ' ~ ~ .  In the summer of 1991, Hungarian officiais visited 
the site "tu see what was happening"'0g . 

5.69 In describing the alternative provisional s0Iutionq the Hungark 

Memorial gives the impression that what became Variant "Cu (then called Variant "Bu) 
contemplated the abandonment of ~ag~rnaros"~.  This is not true. Variant "Cu only 
cuncerned a provisiund soIution without Nagymaros arid peak power operation since, as a 

practicd matter, that was the situation that Czechoslovakia faced &er construction work at 

Nagymaros had been sto pped by Hungary . CzechosIovakia never abandoned Nagymaros; 
nevertheless, it had to take into account its abandonment by Hungary in order to devise the 
rnitigating measures reflected in a provisional variant"'. Hungary's contention that 

Czechoslovakia failed tu give serious study to rhe other provisionai sobtionsn2 is also untrue; 

as shown in the SIovak Memurid, they were thoroughIy st~died"~. 

5.70 At both the intergovemmental meetings of 22 April and 15 July 1991, 

the question of proceeding with Variant "C" or some other alternative was discussed by the 

Treaty parties, as conceded by Hungary in its account of these No compIaint was 
registered at the time by Hungary that it was being inadequateiy infumed. Hungary's singIa 

minded purpose was to try to stop anv sort of work on the Project from going forward, 
including the provisional solution. 

5.77 Htrngary places great emphasis on the meeting of 22 Apil 1991 in its 

Memorial. But neither at this meeting, nor in the papers presented there, did Hungary offer 
anything new to Czechoslovakia - for it now had literaIly nothing to oEer as a result of the 

Pariiamentary Resolurion of 16 ApriI 1991 that Iimited the mandate of its negotiators. 
Hungary had taken matters into its awn h d s  and had effectively put a stop tu the Project. 

- - 

1 a Hungarian Mernoriai, Vol. 4, Annex 43. 

&, Mawar Nemzet. 8 Octokr 1942, interview with Ferenc MM, Hiuigarian Minider without 
Portfolio, who at the time was the responsibIe Minister for the G/N Praject. Armex 13, hereto. 

110 Hungarian Mernorial. para. 3.123. 

I I  1 Sm, e . ~  paras 5.16.5.22-5.24 and 5.50-5.53. h v e .  

113 k para. 5.67, above, and fn. 105. 

114 Hungarian Memorial, paras. 3.125-3.137. However, contrary to what is implied in para. 3.125, the 
"preparamy work" on Variant "Cu h e d  out by Czechoslovaiua consisted only of studies. 



5.72 At the 22 ApriI meeting, Hungary presented a total of four papersl':'. 

Three of the papers were proposais, the fourth was a statement of the views of the Hungarian 
Academy of Sciences, essentially a repetition of its earlier paper of 26 June 1989'16. There is 
no agreed record of the 22 April meetin& but Hurrgary has referred tu a unilaterd accotlnt by 

Hungairan Mirister Midl, dthorigh not produckg the reIevant document. W i ~ h  its Mernorial, 

SIovakia has furnished its own account of the meeting, together with the short joint declaration 
issued by the parties at its concl~sion"~. 

5-73 The Hungarian Memord describes the second Hungaian paper as 

proposing that both parties "suspend constmction und 30 September 1993, and refrain h m  

unilateral steps until after that date"'", which would entail Hungary's agreement not to "begin 
restoration of the Nagymaros area". This description is whalIy at odds with the paper's 

translation annexed tu the Hungarim Memurid. In fact, the paper proposed the suspension of 
work "still in progress commenced on the bai s  of the 11977 Treaty]". This would have had no 

application at di to Hungary, for Hungary had aiready suspended aii construction work on the 
Project. Restoration at Nagymaros, in effect involving the dernolition of preparatory works, 
would not, in any event, have fallen within the proposai since it was not work in progres 

pursuant tu the Treaty. Any notion that H u n g q  offered tu hdt the restorafion work at 

Nagymaros if Czechoslovakia stopped constnrction wurk on Variant "CH is wrong for arrother 

reason - no construction work on Variant "Cu had yet been starteci in Apd 1991. But it is 
interesting to note that the paper reveals that when Hungary suspended work at Nagymaros by 
its unilateral decision of 13 May 1989 it "simultmeously begm the reingalement of the 

region", corifirming the fact that the 13 May decision was intended by Hungay as the initial 
step in the uItimate temination of~agymaros"' . 

5.74 Following the meeting of 22 Apnl 1991, Czechoslovakia sent a Note 

Verbale tu Hungary dated 18 June proposirig a second round of meetingsTm. This Note made 
absoIuteIy clear Prague's position that every action taken by H u n g q  since 13 May 1989 was 
in contravention of the 1977 Treaty and related agreements. It offered to "debate any definite 
suggestions submitted by [Hungary] which may lead to a resolution of the situation" at their 

115 Ibid., VoI. 4, Annexes 48,49 and 50; and VoI. 5 (Part I), Annex IO. - 
Ilfi  Sec. Slovak Mernorial, paras. 4.14-4.34. 

"' -. ibid 9 Annex 87. 

Ilg Hmgmian Mernorial, para. 3.127. 

119 Sec. pas. 5.09, gt ses., and para. 5.32, h v e .  

Hungarian Memonai, Vol. 4, Annex 5 1. 



next meeting12' . On 10 July 199 1 the Plenipotentiaries again met'" . Czechoslovakia 

infomed Hungary that it was planning to fiIl the headwater canal by pumping water fiom the 
Danube in order tu preserve the structures and in accordance wit h the procedures of the Joint 

Contrachal Plan. This action, which began on 27 July, was not a part of any Seps tu 
implement Variant "C", as was made clear by Czechoslovakia. Its sole purpose was to prevent 
the deterioration of the headwater section of the bypass canal duc to the delays caused by 

Hungary. Such a masure had baen strongly recommended by the HQI report1", and it would 
have been necessary in my event as part of the responsib'rlity of the Treaty parties in the 

preservation of the works. 

E. Czechoslovakia Proposes that the Alternative Solutions for 
C o m ~ l e t i n ~  Gab51kovo be Studied by a Trilateral Commission 115 
Julv 1991) 

5.75 The next intergovenunerital meeting, heId on 1 5 Jul y 199 I , shows once 

more that the only party willing - and able - to enter into constructive negotiations was 

~zechoslovakia'~~. It proposed that a trilateral commission (composed of representatives of 
Czechoslovakia, Hungq and the EC) be appointcd to study ail variants of the Project 

submitted tu the commission by 3 1 July I 99 1. The codssion was ta give specid attention to 

any ecuIogicaI problems and to submit its views to the heads of the guvernmentd delegations, 
who wouId then decide on how to proceed further. The Communiqué of the meeting indicates 
that Hungary's proposal was purely negative - to "drop the works on GabEikovo project" and 
teminate the 1977 Treaty. Hungary proposed a bilaterd cornmission tu examine eco1ogicd 
risks but ody if dl works were suspend4 by Czechoslovakia. In other wordq Hungarjr ha8 

1 not advanced or modified its negotiating position in any way. 

5.76 The meeting of 15 July 1991 is crucial evidence because it shows this 

striking contrat: in spite of dI the unilaterd acts of Hungary and its dogged insistence on 

tenninating the Treaty, an8 in spite of the fact that work on the Gatï5kovo section of the 

12' Following that, Czechoslovakia repliai in detail to the 22 April paper of the Hungarian Academy of 
Sciences m. Vol. 5 (Part ï), h e x  10). Sec, ibid., Vol. 4, Anna 52. 

I" SIovak Mernorial, &ex 89. This meeting is not rnentioned in the Hungarian Mernorial, which 
erroneousIy states that the last meeting of Plenipcrentiarits was heid on 15 Febniary 199L Sec. 
Hungarian Mernorial, para 3.1 20. 

l ' Slovak Memotid, Annex 28 (at p. 83). 

l 124 Hungarian Mernorial. puas. 3.134-3.137. Hungary's account is based on a report of Hungarian 
Minister MM], which is annexed in translation but not prduced in its original version, as required by 
the R d e s  of Coiut. m., Vol. 4, ARnex 165. This report indimtes rhat a recording was made of the 
meeting, but the Hmgarian report does nof purprî to k a m r i p t i o n  of it. However, a Joint 

t Comuniquk was issued at the end of the meeting, and lhîs damnent was annexai in WansIation and 
I fmished in its original text by Slovakia. SIovak Mernorial, ARnex W. 
1 



Project was 90% complete, Czechoslovakia nevertheless remained open tu enter again Ulto 

negotiations over the cornpletion of the G/N Project, and any alternative variants to do so. At 
the meeting, Czechoslovakia formally offered to turn over to a trilateral commission four 
diKerent aiternatives: 

- Proceeding with the Project accord& tu the original p h ;  

- Postponing Nagymaros, and operating GabEikovo as onginally planned 
(Variant ltB "1; 

- Postponing Nagynarus, and operathg GabiSikovo with a "so-called 

canai solution", which the Hunganan report indicates was not exactly 

the same as Variant "C" had been described in the pastIz5 ; 

- Restoring the site tu its original condition. 

5.77 The Hungarian Mernorial sidesteps the importance of this offer and 

misdescribes these alternatives, by impIying that the "abandonment" of Nagymaros had been 
accepted, rather than its "postponement", in two of these  variant^'^^. This is another example 
of the persistent attempt in the Hungarian Mernoriai to try tu estabIish Czechoslovakia's 
acqrriescence in the uRrIaterd termination by Hungay of the Nagymaros secfion of the Pruject. 

Z t  is of no avd. Both before and &er the governmental changes in Czechoslovakia, the 
Czechoslovak Governent refused to consider the termination of Nagymaros in the absence of 
further sîudies showing that heretofore unperceived risks existed that would wmant such 

action. Hungary never showed the sIightest interest in pursuing such stirdies. 

5.78 This formal offer of Czechoslovakia, and the discussions preceding it, 

bring out an essential point - the eventual approval and commencement of work on Variant 
"CH were provisional, unlike Hungary's preceding definitive acts. At the time of the meeting of 

15 July 1991, CzechasIovakia had started no more rhm pIarining -dies on Variant "C", so if 

is senseless for Hungary to accuse the CzechosIovak Goverment of having been "unwiIIing tu 

suspend work" on Variant "c" '~~  . 

5.79 The Hungarian Mernorial nonetheles States that it was informed a few 
weeks after the meeting that consf ruction work on Variant "Cu had dready commenced. But 

' 2 ~  This is a furthe; indication of Hungafy's knowledge of the details of the Variants under study. 

12' Hungarjan Mernorial, para. 3.13 5 .  

12' - Ibid., m. 3.137. 



no such work had commenced. The protest in Hungary's letter of 24 July 1991, relied on in 

support of this contention, could only have concerned the conservation mesures taken in 

accordance with the Project, tu fiIl partially the headwater canal, which began on 27 July and 
was not a part of Variant "Cu at dl, as H u n g q  weII kriew, ha* been spec5calIy infurmed 

in advance of this ~ ~ t r a t i o n ' ~ ~ .  Tt was in no way what H u n g q  mw cdls a "firrther unilaterd 

stepHLZ9. In fact, as wiii be shown in detail beIow, the first cunstniction work under Variant 

"C" did not begin until November 1991, foiiowing the third year in which Hungary had 
prevented the damming of the ~anube '~ ' .  

5.80 On 30 July 1991, the Slovak Prime Minister informed the Prime 

Minister af Hungary that both the SIovak Governent and the Czech and SIovak FederaI 
Governent had finally reached the decision "to continue work so as to put the GabEkovo 

system of locks into operation on the basis of a provisional solution on the territory of 

[~zechoslovakia]"'~~. However, what was approved was only initial financing and planning 

for Variant "C" - no construction work had been authorisedl". Thus, Czechodovakia had 
waited for over h v ~  years since Hungary's initial unilaterd decision tu prevent the damming ai 
the Danube before taking this decision, and it was taken only dier it hecame clear that its 

initiative at the 15 July meeting - to subrnit the alternative variants to a trilaterd cornmittee for 

In its Memoriai, para. 3.14 1, H u n g q  says that in a letter dated 9 August 199 1 Hungarian Minisfer 
M M  had "expressed outrage" at Czechoslovakia's decision "to continue work on" Variant "Cm. Once 
again, Hungary is irnplying that the operation to fdi partially the bypass canal was carried out under 
Variant "CM. This is not so, as W s t e r  M M  and other Hungarian officiais were well aware, having 
visited the site in the summer of 1991. Sec. para 5.68, almve. in the Special Agreement (Article 
2(I)@)), Hmgary crin&& ttiat CzechosIovakia did not p r d  with Variant "Cu mtil November 
1991. 

"' S10vak Mernorial, Amex 93. para. 5.57 and fi. 105, abver which refer to the SIovak and 
Ctach~slovak Rewlutions of 23 and 25 Juiy 1991. Hrrngary's translation cf tkis d m e n t  of 30 JuIy 
1991 is faulty and tends once again to give the m n g  impresçion that the decision involved h e  
continuation of work on the provisional solution. Cornuare, Hunganan Mernorial, Vol. 4, Annex 56 
and Slovak Memoriai, Annex 93: Hungarian îranslation: "the decision ... to continue work on the 
Gabcikovo power plant, as a provisiod solutionn; Slovak translation: "the decision ... to continue 
work so as to put the Gabcikovo system of l d  into operation on the basis of a provisiod solution". 

1 32 a para. 5.67, aimye. ReçaIution No. 484 dated 25 Jdy 1991 of listhe CzechosIovak Governent fi) 
approved going a h d  with the "invesiment and supply preparation" for puning the Gabcikovo &on 
inm operation under the proviçiowi mlulios (ii) d l e d  for the c~ntinuation of negritiations with 
Hmgq, and (iii) imaed tbat Hungq k infornid that CmhosIovakia "insists on the original 
technical solution in accordance with the Iloint Contra& Plan] in force for the I G N  Project]". The 
Rmlution had been preceded by the approval of Variant "C" on 25 June 1991 by the Slovak 
Commission for the Environment, the relevant authority. fotlowing a detailed study. It imposed 19 
conditions on the Slovak organisation charged with canying out Variant "Cm. Sec. Hungarian 
Memoriai, Vol. 4, Annex 168. On 3 October 1991, the Cïxchoslwak Parliament approved the 
Governent position set oui in Resolution No. 484 and establiçhed guidelines to be foilowed in the 
continriing negotiations with Hungary. Hungarian Mernoriai, VoI. 4, Anna  169. 



examination and in this way to open up the question of provisiond rneasures tu negotiation 

with the participation of the EC - had b e n  rejected by Hungary. 

5.81 Both before and d e r  this 30 JuIy letter, there was a flurry of activity, 

including the foiiowing: 

- A Joint Press Release of 15 Juiy 139 1 conceming the 15 Juiy 

negutiations133 ; 

- A second letter of 30 July 199 1 fiom the Slovak Prime Minister to 
Hungarian Minister Madl infomiing him that Czechodovakia proposed 

that the proposed triIaterd cornmittee shouId examine the original 

technical soIution of the GlN Project as set out in the Joint Contractual 

Pi- giving special attention to ecological prob~ems'34 ; 

- A Hungarian N a  Verbale of 30 July 1991 protesting the operation to 

fil partially the bypass canal and requesting that Czechoslovakia h d t  dl 

work undenvay un the G/N System13' ; and finalIy, 

- A CzechosIovak Note Verbale of 27 August 1991 responding to 

Hungaq's 30 July ~ o t e ' ~ ~  . 

5.82 This last Note Verbale (of 27 August}, which the Wungarian Mernorial 
annexes but otherwise ignores, deserves particuls attention for it shows that CzechosIovakia 
did not msh inîo starting to constnrct Variant "Cu. This Note makes the foIIowing points: 

- At the 22 April and 15 July meetings no "constructive conclusions" 

were reached, in part because the Hungarian delegation had only a 

"limited mandate"13' ; 

"' Hungarian Mernorial, Vol. 4, Anna 53. The release brings out the limited mandate of the Hungarian 
delegation and the condition Hungary imposed on the establishment of a ammittee (which it 
recomrnendsd be bilateral rather than trilatetal): the establishment of such a cornmittee was subiect to 
the condition of sumension of dl work on the Proiect bv Czechoslovakia. 

1'4 m., Annex 55. 

135 M.. Annex 57. 

1 36 SIovak Mernorial, Annex 96. 

13' See .para .5 .66 ,~ve;see .a l so .~ . I33 ,above .  



"...guided by the efforts to minimize damage caused by the 
unilateral course of the Hungarian side, approved investments 
and supplies within the preparation fur putthg into operation the 
GabEfkovo system of Iucks on the basis of a provisional soIution 
an the territory of [~zechoslovakia]~~~ ." 

This brought out clearly the fact that the decision reached by Czechoslovakia concerned ody 

financial and logistical planning and was entirely reversible. 

- The explained the reasons for the fiIIing of the bypass canal: so as 
to protect the headwater canal, a step that had been scheduIed for 
December 1 989 but prevented by Hungary; 

The decision regarding the "provisional soliition" was no obstacle to 

further negotiations; if Hungary should preserit "specific technical 

solutions on the basis of the vdid Treaty of I 977 and its reIated treaty 

documents" conceniing the GabEikovo section, Czechosiovakia was 

prepared to proceed with any subsequently agresd method of resolution. 

5.83 Two things stand out fiom tks Note Verbale. & the decision of 

Czechoslovakia conceming Variant "Cm had so far ody concernai preparatory measures - such 

as its financing and mangements for transportation of materials un Czechodovak territory - 
and no decision as  to construction work had yet been taken. Second, in spite of Hungary's 

unilateral prevention of the construction of the Nagymaros section of the Project, 
CzechosIovakia remained fully prepared to negotiate wiîh Hungary the details of huw to put 
the GabEfkovo section into operation. 

F. For the Third Year In a Row H u n ~ a w  Prevents the Dammin9 of 
the Danube [October 1991) 

5.84 There was, of course, a more immediate objective for Hungary during 

the summer and autumn of 1991, other than rnereIjf putting a stop tu any provisional solution. 

For once again, the short period in the Iate artttrmri when the Danube could be dammed was 

fast approaching. But, because no constmction had begun on Variant "Cn, Hungary still had 
the upper hand: the only possible darnming operation was near to Dunakiliti at a joint 

CzechosIovak-Hungarian part of the Danube, and the weir to be operated was to be entirely on 

13' See, Hungarian Mernoriai, Val. 4, h n e x  SI, for a çornewhat different translation into EngIish, whîch 
rra& in pari as foIIows: " a p p r d  preparaiions for i n v w e n t  and transport in the territory of 
[Cz~chodovakia] for the purposes of kginning temporaq operations of the GabEücovo hydrwlectric 
plant.., ." 



Hungarian territoq. It was here that Hurigq had abandoned work in mid-1989 and had 
canceIIed dl contracts in June 1990. 

5.85 At the time of what Hungary has called the third intergovemmental 
meeting, which took place on 2 December 1991, Hungary had succeeded in puttkg oE the 

damming of the Danube for the third yar  in a row. Tiiis brought tu a hdt the work on the 

GabEkovo section of the Project for which CzechosIovakia was responsibleL3' . In anticipation 
of the meeting, the Slovak Prime Minister had written to Hungarian Minister Madl on 21 
October 1991 strtssing how important it was for the Hungarian delegation to have a broader 
mandate than it had been given in the earEer meetings of Apd and ~ u l y ' ~ .  As he exp1aine-d in 
the letter: 

". . . a precondition of successfuI negotiations is the widening of the mandate of 
the Hungarian delegation in such a way that the Hungarian delegation may 
negotiate regarding al1 the alternatives concerning the completion of the [GM 
Project] . lm 

H e  aiso queried whether it was contemplafed that the expert cornmittee wmld include EC 
participants; and he noted that Hungary had failed to foIIow up the 15 Iuly meeting by 

submitting its Project variants to be considered by such a group in order to resolve the 
problems under the Project. The Hungarian response of 7 November 1991 to this letter M e d  
to answer either question'41. 

5.86 The 2 December meeting did arrive at an agreement in principle tu 

appoint a Joint Expert Committee and to accept Czechoslovakia's proposal that there be the 
participation of EC experts. But to this agreement Hungary interposed a condition that 

blocked even the appointment of the Committee, let alone its operation. Hungary gave 
Czechoslovakia a IO-day ultimatum: the appointment of the Conmittee couid be made, and its 
work beguq ody if within that period Czechoslovakia ageed tu stop dl work on putring the 
GabCikovo section of the Project into operation until June 1992'~~. As the Hungarian Prime 
Minister expressed this condition in his letter of 19 December 199 1, Czechoslovakia must: 

139 The Environmentai Cornmittees of the Czechos1ovak and the Hungarian Pariiaments had issu& a 
Joint k 1 d o n  on I I  Oaober 1991 d i n g  for the appointment cf an expert ammittee to çarry 
farward the negotîarims, and this was the principi puestion to be ad&& at the meting of 2 
Decemkr 1991. Hrrrigarian Mernoriai. Vol. 4, Annex 64. Thex is no a m  -rd of îhis meeting 
of 2 Dexmkr 199 1, but, onœ again, the Hungarian Memariai gives an ammt of what transpirai 
citing a document that has not been annexai or filed with the Court. 

Id2 See. SIovak Mernoriai, Annex 99, a Ietter datd 18 Dexmkr 1941 in which the SIovak Prime 
Mirrister refers to the 2 Decernkr meeting. 



". ..refrain frorn work which is inconsistent with the 11 977 Treaty] and which (in 
143 i t  contravention of International Law) aimn at a unilaterd decision . 

5.87 The Hungarian Memorial defends the position taken by Hungary on the 
basis that: 

" . . . if CzechosIovakia continued its work towards the implementation of Vairant 
''Clt, the Cornmittee's work wwId be meaningless'" ." 

But this argument is without substance; such a cornmitment by Czechoslovakia would have 

had no effect on the Cornmittee's work, one way or another. The Cornmittee's work was to 

have been compIeted by the end of June 1992. And the CzechosIovak Pime Minister pIedged 
in his I 8 December Ietter not tu " c q  out anjl work in the river bed of the Danube up to JuIy 

1992"14'. The audacity of presenting such an ultimatum, as if the succession of HungaIian 
unilateral acts preventing, inter alia, the damming of the Danube for three years in a row had 
never taken place, is stunriing. 

5.88 AIthough CzechosIovakia had started the first construction work under 

l Variant "C" in November 199 1, preparatory to narrowing the size of the reservoir, it was 
camed out solely on Czechoslovak territory and involved only its funds. This work had no 
practicd eEect whatsoever on the fiow of the river and, like al1 the other work to the end of 

June 1992, it in no way prejudiced any findings that the Cornmittee might make by the end of 

June 1992 or any decisions of the Treaty parties based on such findings. At worst, it might 

ultimately have resulted in a waste of money and work by ~zechoslovakia'~ . 

5.89 The Hungarian Memoird seems to h p i y  that continuing work on 

Variant "C" in a limited way wodd have had a psychoIogica1 effect on the Cornmittee; and the 

i 
Hungarian Prime Ministef s letter of 19 December 199 1 asserted that : 

"...[the Parties] shouId be open tu the concIusians of the experts, instead of 
putting irnproper pressure upon them by accelerating the work and implyhg the 

'43 Hungarian Memorial, Vol. 4, Anna 70. 

144 m., Vol. 1, pam 3.144. in his 19 Decemkr letter, the Hungarian Prime Mrnister sugested that 
mch a crindition wodd "aid the eqiranimiiy of the joint rrçearch", xwriingly a sort of pychoçhoIogiml 
argument. 

145 Slovak Memorial, Annex 99 (at p. 274 - emphasis added). 

'46 Even tcday thss work performed in November 1991 to narrow the reservoir does not exclude a return 
ta the original Project. 



irreversibility of the construction1*' ." 

But there was no such acceleration of work and no irreversible construction. Further, if the 

notion is tu be acceptai that the Cornmittee would have been under "improper pressure" if 
work continued on Variant "CH, it is nu Iess true that it was under even greater and more 
improper pressure in the light of Hungary's unilaterai actions to halt aii work and its refusal to 
accept anything other than the end of the Project and the temination of the Traty. 

5.90 CzechosIovakia naturally refusai Hungary's IO-day ultimatum. On 12 
Decernber 1991, the CzechosIovak Governent decided "to put the GabEkovo part [of the 
Project] into operation and to complete its construction on the temitory of 
[~zechoslovakia]"'". But this decision did not mean that Czechoslovakia was no longer 
"open to the conclusions of the experts" of a ftilateral cornmittee. This is clear h m  the 

Czechoslovak Prime Miriister's Ietter af 1 8 Decernber I 99 1 ' 49 .  

5.91 As Hungary's Memorial points out, this letter expressed 
Czechoslovakia's intention to put Gabèkovo into operation - but only "to preserve the 
substance and goals of the interstate Treaty of 1977""'. Mureuver, it contained three other 

elements of importarice. First, it contained the undertaking just mentiuneci, to reeain h m  

work on the Danube's riverbed until July 1992'~'. Second, it added the cornmitment "to 
participate in the formulating of a concept for ... solving possible ecological problems" on 

CzechosIovak or on Hungarian territory. Third, as the letter explains, the role of the trilaterd 

commission would be tu : 

". . .consider and evaluate aItemate solutions and scientific and technical 
questions conceming the [GM Project] which will be presented by the Heads of 
government delegations before December 3 1, 199 1 lS2 ." 

14' Hiingaian Mernorial, Vol. 4, Annex 70. 

Sec. Ietter of 23 January 1992 fmm the Cz~zhosIovak Prima Minister 10 the Prime Mînister of 
Hungay. SIovak Mcmorid, Annex 102. 

149 m., Annex 99. 

150 Ibid. - 
151 Para 3.147 of the Hungarian Mernoid wrongly descriks the offer as having been made ody mtiI 

June rather than Jdy 1992. 

Is2 Slovak Memorial, Annex 99. Emphasis added. 



! 
In the light of these considerations, it is difficult to see how Czechodovakia could possibly be 

accused - as it was by Hungary - of having rendered "the establishment and aim of the joint 
specialist committee impoçsi~e"'53. 

5.92 The Hungarian Mernorial sidesteps this evidence of Czechoslovakia's 
flexibility. Instead, it emphasises the reference in the 18 December letter to Czechoslovakia's 
right to be compensated for damages "resulting from a failure, by the Hungarian side, to fulfïi 

the obligations under the interstate Treaty". Tt is alleged that this was interpreted by Hungary 
tu mem that the Czechoslovak G u v ~ t n t  "no Ionger considerd the completion of the 

works at Nagparos as a reqrrirernentHfi4. It is not hard to see that this is just another 

illustration of the Hungarian Mernoriah obsession with trying to establiah a degree of 
acquiescence on Czechoslovakia's part. But this was anything but a waiver of 

Czechoslovakia's claims concerning Nagymaros. The letter states the existence of a breach in 

1 the cIearest possible tems and simply points tu a possibIe remedy. Firrther, if at the time 
Hungary interpreted this statement as an acquiescence, as its Mernorial contends, such an 

important concession by Czechoslovakia wouId certaidy have been prominently mentioned in 

Hungary's 1992 Declaration. But in the Declaration no hint can be found of any such 
interpretation, even though the 18 December letter itself is referred to therelSs . 

G. Hunearv Prepares tu Announce its Pumorted Termination of the 
1977 Treatv [Decernber 1991 - May 1992) 

5.93 Zn a very short letter of 23 December 1991 to the Slovak Prime 
Minister, the head of the Hungarian delegation, Mr. Madl, bluntly put an end to the possibility 
of appointing a trilaterd cornmittee of experts'56. In the negotiations during the course of 
1991, Hungary had oEered nothing to Czechoslovakia except an ultimatum that was certain to 

ensure the fdure  tu appoint a trilaterd cornmittee. Hungary'a professed willingness at the 2 
December meeting to appoint such a committee, which seemed to suggest a broader 
negotiating mandate than just seeking the termination of the 1977 Treaty, turned out to be a 

sharn. 

15' letter of 23 December 1991 from the Hungarian Minister, Mr. MMi, to the Slovak Prime 
Minister. Hungazian Memorial, Vol. 4, Annex 7 1. 

ISS Sec. in this regar4 pam 5.50, m., h ~ e .  

l 156 Hunganan Mernorial, Vol. 4, Annex 7 1. The conuasting positions of the iwo Govemmcnts as 1991 
came to an end are d s e d  in the Slovak Memorial, para. 4.75. 



5.94 NonetheIess, CzechosIovakia continuai to demonstrate its wiIIingness to 
meet head on Hungay's expressed environmental concerns over the implementation of the 

GabCkovo section of the Project. The Czechoslovak Prime Minister's fetter of 23 January 
1992 again urged the appointment of the trilateral cornmittee, and gave the following expanded 
undertaking: 

"Provided these concIusions [of the Cornmittee] and resuIts of monitoring the 
test operation of the GabEkovo part c o h  that negative ecological effects 
exceed its bene6tslS7 the Czechoslovak side is prepared to stop work on the 
provisional soIution and continue the construction [only] upon mutual 

158 II agreement . 

CzechosIovakia's position could not have been cleater or more cooperative. The 
irnplementation of GabCkovo was to be made subiect to an independent assessrnent of the 

D 

ecological effects. It cannot be argued that Czechoslovakia was not fully "open to the 

conclusions of the experts". 

5.95 But the offer was rejected by Hungaryf and it s Mernorial now offers this 
interpretation of the letter of23 January 1992: 

"In other words, Czechoslovakia was u n d i n g  to suspend construction of 
Variant C and woul d put into operation the GabEkovo Barrage by al1 means, 

rs9 u independently of the work ofthe Joint Expert Conmittee . 

This is a most perverse reading of the letter. Czechoslovakia had dready promised not to 

touch the riverbed until &er the Cornmittee's work had been completed at the end of June 
1992. The final damming operation wuId not have been undertaken for another four months 
afler that date because of hydrologicd condi t i~ns '~ .  Czechoslovakials undertaking shouId 
have been entireIy saf isfactoq had Hungary been negotiating in good fait h. 

5.96 At this critical moment, the President of the Czechoslovak Federal 
Assembly, W. DubCeiq added his weight and prestige to the seeking of a joint solution. In his 
letter of 27 January 1992 to the President of the Hungarian Nationai Assembly, he rrrged 
further negotiationa at both the Pariiamerrtary and Govemmentd Ievels, saying: 

15? The Hungarian mmIation of the phrase *ex& its benefitsu is sIanted ço as to read "are greater than 
its expected profit". Hungarian Mernorial, Vol. 4, Annex 73. 

Slovak Memorid, Anna 102 (emphasis added). 

159 Hiingaian Mernoid, para. 3.15 1. 

1- See, para. 5.18 (second item) and b. 35, h v e ;  sec. dw, SIovak M e m o d ,  pam 4.02. 



"It is my judgment ... that the immediate resumption of negotiations on joint 
soItttions of prubIems related to the [GIN Projtctl, without preconditions, and 
on the estabrislunent of [the] Ioint Commission which wouId invuive 
independent experts, is the ody way tu arrive at soIutions bmefithg oiir 

162 n countries as well as the environment . 

5.97 But, the remahhg exchanges between the Treaty parties up to 

Hungary's h d  announcement of its purportai termination of the 1977 Treaty on 19 May 1992 
indicated that Hungarjr had do& the door tu hrther negotiations tu resolve the dispute under 

the Treaty and to the appointment of a trilateral committeeiS2. The formal end of negotiatiom 
occurred with the Hungarian ParIiarnent's Resolution No. 12/1992 of 24 March 1992 
authorising the Hungarian Guvemment to terminate the 1977 Treaty and dl related agreements 

if Czechoslovakia did not canceI dl work on the Projeci "beirtg done in contravention [of the 
Treaty]" by 30 ApriI 1992. It is preposterous to suggest, as the Hungarian Memonal does, 

that by this Resolution "a new deadline for negotiations" had been set based on "suspension of 
Variant 

5.98 Nonetheless, as is cIear even fiom the Hungkm Memorid, 

Czechaslovakia remained willing to enter into negotiations'64 and, in particular, tu estdisir a 
tdaterai cornmittee. In his letter of 23 Apd 1992'~~, the Czechoslovak Prime Minister 
informed his Hungarian counterpart that "the Goverment of the CSFR ... is interestecl in the 

creation of this [trilateral] committee withoitt preconditians" 166 . H u n g q ' s  interpret ation of 
this statement is inwmprehensible: 

"The words 'without preconditions' meant that Czechoslovakia would not 
167 n comply either with the Hungarian or the EC conditions . 

Slov&a rejecfs the seif-swing aaxiunt of these exchanges appearing in the Hungarian Mernoriai, 
starting at para 3.152. which tries to jus* the Hungarian Goverment's pro@ that its Parliament 
adopt a Resolution calling for the termination of the 1977 Treaty. Sec. Hungarian Memorial. pam 
3.155. Furthemore, con- to the impression given by Hungary, approaches to the EC were made by 

sides. Sec. Slovak Memorial, para. 4.92, a  se^. 

IO3 Hmgarian Mernorial. m. 3.157. 
t 

164 
I As the CzechosIo~ak Prime Minister pinted out in his Iener of 23 April 1992, "thefe if stiII time ... 

until the damming of the Danube (.. . until October 3 1, 1992), for resolving drsputed questions an ththe 
basis of the agreement of both sides". Slovak Memorial, Annex 108. 

I '65 ibid. - 
'56 @od at Hungarian Mernorial, para, 3.159. 

163 Ibid., para. 3.160. - 



This is dearIy nonsense and Hungary rnakes no attempt to justify such an interpretation. 

5.99 Three points must be made. First, Hungary misquotes the 
Czechoslovak Prime Minister, for his ststement continued: "... withont any preIiminary 

preconditions is ready tu take into consideration [the tdateral cornmittee's] concIusions 

and recommendations within firrther decision-makirig conceming the problem of the 
construction of the [G/N ~roject]"'~" Second, there was no link between the Hungarian and 
the EC conditions. Hungary's ultimatum related to Czechoslovakia ceasing work on 

Czechosfovak tenitory in relation to ifs implementation of the GabCikovo section. The EC 
conditions, contained in a Ietter of I3 Apd 1992, required that "tach governent would not 
take any steps, whiIe the Conmittee is at work, which wouId prejudice possible actions to be 
undertaken on the bais  of the report's findingsM 169. 

5.100 Third, it must be stressed that Czechoslovakia was both wiIIing and able 
to meet this EC condition. Hungary's Memurial negIects tu point out that attached tu the 

Czechoslovak Prime Mirristw's Ietter of 23 Apd was a dr& invitation to the EC requesting the 
formation of the trilaterai cornmittee. This invitation, which Czechoslovakia was ready to sign, 
contained the undertaking that each side would "not take any steps which could hinder the 
irnplementation of measures recommended by the PC] Cornmittee of experts and joint& 
agreed upon". This, in f . ,  went further than the EC's condition as it provided for the actud 
impIementation of the EC recommendations. This reflected Czechoslovakia's e d e r  
commitment, by Ietter of 23 January 1992, "to stop work on the provisionai solution and 
continue the constmction [only] upon agreement" if the results of the tnlateral committee and 
test monitoring shouId so demand'" . 

5.101 As to the commitment not to "prejudice possible actions to be 

undertaken on the basis of the report's findings", Czechoslovakia committed itself in the draR 
invitation not to dam the Danube before 3 1 October 1992, Ieaving ample time for the 
Cornmittee tu issue its findings17' . And the undertaking not to commence work in the riverbed 
before July 1992 stiII heId good. By contrat, H u n g q  had resoIved to terminate the 1977 

Treaty. This action c l d y  prejudiced actions to be taken under the report, which was entirely 

m., h e x  1017. 

I ?O See. para. 5.94, above. 

17' If wiIl be rernemkred that the EC reports of 3 1 October 1992 and 23 Nwemkr 1992 were prepared in 
a matter of days and weks, wpxtively. 
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I 
likely to find that the 1977 Treaty and the GM Project, far from being environmentdy 
disastrwq offered real ecological benefits. 

5.102 The decision of the Hungarian Government to terminate the 1977 

Treaty was made on 7 May 1992 by Resolution No. 3 190/1992~", albeit that it was to take 
eEect on 25 May 1992. It stated uncunditionally in its 6rst paragaph that the Hurigarian 

Government "unilaterdy terminates" the Treaty effective 25 May 1992. 

5.103 The Resolution, which was not made public at the time but which 
irnmediately came to the attention of the Czechoslovak Government, did not offer "one last 

chme for reaching a compromise tu avuid termination", as the Hungaian Memurial 
suggests". The ResoIution purportai tu terminate the Treaty but, at the same tirne, it 

instnicted Minister M a l  to hoId negotiations without deIay with his wunterpart at the 
intergovernrnental talks, the Slovak Prime Minister, with the participation of the EC 
representatives in Prague and Budapest. These negotiations were to be directe. solely at: 

"... [Czechoslovakia's] acceptance of a ternporary soIution for a six month 
suspension of work on the C variation for the purpose of beghhg trilaterd 
examinations during which the parties, on the bais of recommendations, may 
render a decision in joint agreement with regard to the Interstate dispute." 

The Resolution stipulated express1 y that if these negotiations were fiut "successful", then Mr. 
Mid1 was tu "discIosen by Note Verbale, not Iater than 20 May, Hungary's tennuiafron of the 

~reaty"'" . 

5.104 It is clear from the Resolution what the real situation was. Hungary had 
purported tu arminate the Treaty. But this would not be "discIosedH immediately because then 

there wouId be no hope at al1 of stopping work on Variant "Cn. Thus, fumai notzcation tu 

Czechoslovakia of the temination was to be withheld whiIe these negotiations (whose time 

limit was set at 20 May, five days before the date the purported termination was to take effect) 
were underway, unless they failed before that t h e .  

Hungarian Mernorial, Vol. 4, Annex 157. 

m., Vol. 1, pam 3.161. The quotation h m  the Resofution dm not match at al1 the text of the 
d m e n t  faundat Vol. 4, Annex 157 (not h e x  15, as in. 194 wrongly indicatw). 



5.105 It was not exactIy a forthright procedure for negotiations, but in any 
event they were to be directed only at getting Czechoslovakia to agree to suspend work on 
Variant "Cu for six months - if that was agreed, the negotiations would be "successful". This is 
because a six month delay wouId effectively be a delay for a further f u U  year; for a six month 

suspension by Czechoslovakia of Variant "C" would have lasted untii at Ieast 7 November 

1992, making it tao Iate tu carry out the preparatory work tu dam the Danube in 1992. 

5.106 The Resolution left unstated when Czechoslovakia was to be informed 
officially of the termination of the Treaty, but it must be presurned it would have been on or 
about 25 May, when this part of the ResoIution tuok eEect. Since it was a uniIateraI act, 

official notification of Czechodovakia was not a prereqirisite tu its effectiveness. It is cIear 
that this was not in the lem a last chance offer to avoid termination of the Treaty. Notification 
of termination was to be withheld while Hungary attempted to succeed in delaying, for the 
fourth year in a row, the damming of the Danube. Hungary obviously believed that if it 

notified Czechodovakia of its 7 May RemIution, this wou1d harden Czechoslovakia's 
detemination to proceed with Variarit "Cu. There is nuthing tu srrggest that, had 

Czechoslovakia agreed to such a postponement, Hungary would have revoked its purported 

termination. 

5.107 h the event, the Hungarian stratagem faiIed, for the Czechos~ovak 
Goverriment Iearned immediateIy of the Declaration and asked for, and received, a copy of its 
text. The Slovak Government responded in a Declaration of 1 1 May 1992"' . But, in 
forwarding this Peclaration to Hungarian Minister Midl, the Slovak Prime Minister indicated 

his continued desire to negotiate, e. He 
stated: 

"I wouId Iike to stress rny readiness to discuss with you a possible change in 

115 Reçolution No. 329, Slwak Mernorial, Anna 1 1 1. This Deciaration shows tbat the interpretation set 
out above is exactly what the Czechoslovak Government understd Hungary's Declaration of 7 May 
to mean. 
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the date of damming the Danube riverbed by the Czecho-Slovak sidelY6 ." 

5.108 Nevertheles, Hungary evidently felt it had what it needed to justiQ the 
announcement of its unilaterd decision purportedly to teminate the 1977 Treaty, made by the 
Hungarian Prime Minister on 19 May 1992. With this Iast act in the series of undatera1 acts of 

Hungary, the story of consultation and negotiation to attempt to resolve the dispute between 
the Treaty parties under the Treaty ends. What remains to be dealt with concerns the putting 
of the GabEikovo section ofthe Project into operation, tu which the next Chapter now tums. 

5.109 However, it is necessary to mention here one final event: the meeting 
proposed by the EC to be held in Vienna on 18 May, the day before Hungary's 19 May 
ann~üncement '~  . This was to have been an important, last-minute, trilateral attempt to find a 

bais for resolving the dispute before it was too late. But Hrrngaty faiied tu artend the meeting. 

5 .1  10 The Hungarian Memoial asserts that Hungary failed to appear because 
it never received an invitation17'. This is demonstrably untme: the EC invited both parties by 

telephone, and the forthcoming event was widely covered in the Hungarian mass-media at the 
time. On 16 May, a Satrrrday, the Hungarian Ambasador was irifomed at a meeting at the 

Czechoslovak Foreign Ministry of the bruad mandate of Czechoslovakia's delegation to attend 
the Vienna meeting on 18 ~ a y " ~ .  This final episode again illustrates Hungary's unwillingness 
to negotiate a settlement of the dispute except on its own terms - the termination of the 1977 
Treaty. Coming just one day befbre Hungq's planned announcement of its purported 
temination of the Treafy, dready decided in its 7 May ResoIufion, the Viema meeting must 

have been seen as an embarrassrnent for Hiingay. 

5.1 11 The account in the press of the 15 May meeting stated that the 
CzechosIovak Ministry of Foreign Mairs issued a staternent that day saying that at the 

176 lener of I 1 May 1992, Hm- has inuoduced a unïIateraI statement of Mr. Mkii allegng that 
the Slovak Prime Minister in a teIephone conversation on I l  May rejecfed M e r  negotiaticns. 
Hungarian Mernoriai. para. 3.163 and Vol. 4, Annex 158. According to the record available, Slovakia 
understands that the Slovak Prime Minister, during a telephone conversation with Mr. Wdl, 
&y, declined to accept the proposal that talks ix çcheduied for 13 May; due to the intervening 
holidays on 9 and 10 May, it was not possible for him to make the neceççary prepamtions. However, 
in his 1 I May Iener jrrst referred tq mnmq to Hirn&aryl§ contentioq the Slovak Prime Minisrtr 
specincaIIy invitad Mr MadI Io meet again to di- "di the topid questions* wncerning the 
wnshction and operation of the G M  Projea, but insisting that it was "inappropriate to Iimit the 
subject of the negotiations in advance by senîng preIiminary mnditions*. In this letter, he indicated 
that the Czechoslovak Plenipoteniary has ken given instnictionç to prepare materîals ne- for the 
proposed trilateral expert talks. 

177 See. Slovak Mernorial, para. 4.93. 

"' Hruigarian Memonai, para. 3.17 1. 

179 Sec. Mamar Hirla~, 18 May 1392, reprting on this 15 May meeting, Annex l3, hereto. 



forthcoming Vienna meeting "the CzechosIovak side wodd be prepared tu discuss di 
questions"; and it indicated that the foiiowing day (Sunday) a Hungarian Goverment 
Communiqué was issued stating Hungary's readiness to participate in the meetinglgO. The 
same press account goes on to indicate that the Hungatian Govermerit was unwilIing to 

accept to be borrnd by the results of the t dateral commission. 

5.112 The principal events covered by this Chapter are set out in nlus. No. 

CM-2, allowing a cornparison to be made between Hungws decisions and actions to abandon 
the Project and those of Czechoslovakia in regard tu Variant "C". Such a cornpairson confimis 
the condusions reached in this Chapter and revds how unrelated Hungary's unilaterai acts 

were tu the decisiuns and actions of CzechosIovakia as to Vairant "C* during this period up to 

Hungary's purported terrnination of the 1977 Treaty. 



HUNGARY 

1989 13 May. Work unilaterally 
suspended at Nagyrnaros 

20 July. Work unila terall y 
suspended at Dunakiliti 

Sept. Hardi report Iays down 
stra tegy for termina tion of 
C/N Project 

27 Oct. Nagymaros unilaterally 
abandoned 

0ct.-Nov. Damrning of Danube 
unila terally prevented 

1990 10 Jan. Negotiations unilaterally 
halted; Czechoslova kia in forrned 
that al1 construction work on 
Project to be stopped 

6 March. Unilateral decision to 
stop for an indefinite period 
al1 Project construction work and 
terminate ail contracts 

End of Jurie, Al1 contract.5 
terminated and Project effectively 
unilateraliy abandoned 

CHRQNOLOGY OF DECISIONS AND ACTIONS 
(MAY 1989-MAY 1992) 

CZECHOSLOVAKIA 
(Variant "CM) 

21-22 and 31 Aug. Posslbility of provisional 
solution first men tioned as a recourse; stwdies 
of alterna tiue va riants begun 

5 Sept. Hutigaricrn Enuironmentarrl Minister 
briefed on differenl Variun b being cotisidered 
by Cz~clioslovnkin; Hlingnty begins to stridy 
these Varian ts. 

Oct.-Nova Damrning of Danube 
unilaterally prevented for a second year 

20 Dec. Governrnent Resolution to 
start nego tiations to termina te 
1977 Treaty 

HUNGARY CZECHOSLOVAKI A 
(Variant "C") 

13-14 Feb. Detoils of Varinnts discussed al 
meeting of Hutzgarian and Czechoslovak 
Academies a/ Sciences 

16 April. Parliament Resolution 
expressly lirnits negotiating authority 
of Government to the objective of 
termina king the Treaty 

25 july. Government Resolutian approves 
15 July. Rejection of CzechosIovak start of financial and logistical planning for 
proposal tha t alternative Variants 

' Variant "C" 
be submitted to a trilateral commission 

27 Aug. Refusal of Czechosiovak 
invitation to submit Hungary's Variant 
proposals to a trilatera! commission 

art.-Nov, Damrning of Danube unilarerally 
prevented for thicd year 

Nav. First constuction begun to reduce 
reservoir size - doeç not affect flow of Danube 

2 Dec. IO-day ultimatum to 12 Dec. Decision to proceed to put Variant 
Czechoslovakia to stop al1 work "C " in its en tirety iin to opera tion 
on Project as a pre-condition of 
appointment of a trilateral commission 

18 Dec, OjCJer not to affect Pau of Danube 
before end of /une 1992, when proposed 
trilaterai commission '5  work was scheduled 
to end 

23 Dec. Prospects of appointing a 
trilateral commission abruptly ended 

7 May. Government Resolution to 
terminate 1977 Treaty 

18 May. Failure by Hungary to 
attend trilatera! meeting with 
EC in Brussels 

19 May. Annauncernent of purported 
termination of 1977 Treaty 

23 Jan. Calls agaiil for nppoz'ntment of 
trilaterni commissrotj; extetzds lindertaking - 
wiII stop work on Vnria~it "Cu ifstudy and 
test operr~tiorz subsequen tiy confirm alleged 
nrgative ecological t f i c t s  

I 
ipecially prepamd for prpsentation to the Xntemaiianal court of lustice. ILLUSTRATION NO. CM-2 



CHAPTER VI. THE PERFORMANCE OF THE TREATY: TELE PUTTING 

G/N PROJECT THROUGH VARIANT "C" 

SECTION 1. Introduction; Variant "C" Onk Began tu AfTect the Flow of the 
Danube Five Months After Hun~arv's Termination Notice 

6.0 1 This Chapter tums tu the events fdowing Hungary's series of breachez 

of the 1977 Treaty, and its purported termination of the Treaty, up untii the start of the 
damrning of the Danube on 24 October 1992. 

6.02 The 19 May 1992 letter of the Prime Minister of Hungary, one of the 

group of documents on that day announcing and attempting tu justify Hungary's notice of 

termination of the Treaty, bIamed this action principally on CzechosIovakiais supposed "fait 
aecornpIi during the negutiations" by coritinuirig work on Variant "c"' . Similarly, the 

Hungarian Memord contends that this was "the main reaçon for temirnating the 1977 
~ r e a t ~ " ~ .  In so doing, Hungary paradoxically turns the sole means availabie to 

Czechoslovakia to implement the 1977 Treaty into an excuse for its purported termination of 
the Treaty. 

6.03 But surely Variant "Cu is not tu bIame for thia attempt by Hungary to 

terminate the Treaty any more than it could have pruvided a reasonable justification for 
Hungary's series of uniIateraI acts culminating in the 19 May announcement. As has just bbeen 

shown in Chapter V, and by the ChronoIogical Table fat the end of that Chapter), iong before a 

decision had been taken to proceed with Variant "C" - on 25 July 1991 - al1 of Hungary's 
unilateral acts in breach of the Treaty had already occurred. And the initial approval of Variant 

"CH on 25 July 1991 was directed to financing and logistics, as Hungary was informed on 30 

The remai~ng events covered in Chapter 3 of the Hungarian Mernoriai up to mly  1994, eoncern a 
number of subjects d d t  with elsewhere in th15 Counter-Mernorial. Although Slwakia has many 
exceptions, cot~ections and objections to make conceming this analysis by Hungary - and therefo~t 
enters a generai denial here as to this material, rnaking it clear that its failure to addreçç a particular 
argument or contention or a particuiar fact or piece of alleged evidence does not connote Slovakia's 
acceptance - it will focus attention next on Variant "CM, since this forrns part of the story of Hungary's 
breaches of the 1977 Treaty, which forced Czechoslovakia into taking provisional measures. 

Since HwigarJrs cantentions repding Variant "C" are spread wideIy through ather Chapters - e& 
ibid., paras. 5.73,6.79 and 6.81; Ixge portions of Chaprer 7; paras. 8-11 and %.Id; and large portions - 
of Chapters 9 and 10 - bey wiII k dealt with togethet here, 



JuIy and again on 27 August 1 99 1 . The decision tu impIement Variant "C" had not yet been 

taken, and the Iimited actions that had been taken were obviously reversible. 

6.04 Chapter Y also demonstrates that preparatory construction work on the 
GabEkovo section had not been started before November 1991. As discusseé there, this work 
in no way affected the flow of the Danube, nor indeed with the implementation of the Treaty 

project4 ; and on 18 December 1991, Czechoslovakia offered not to proceed with any work on 

the riverbed of the Danube until July 1992, &er the scheduled completion of the propos4 

trilaterd cornmittee's work - an underiaking that CzechosIovakia edarged on 23 January 
1992' . 

6.05 Throughout the Hungaitan Mernorial these facts are incorrectly 
reported, giving the erroneous impression that construction work under Variant "C" began in 

Aprîl 1991 and that the decision to proceed with Variant "Cn had been taken almost 10 years 
earliep. As Czechoslovakia made clear during the exchanges and the meetings of 1991-1992 

(and as was well known by al1 the Hungatim scientists and engineers), it was only when the 

actrraI damming of the Danube began that any red eEect on the flow of the Danube would 
occur. This wuuld have been so had the damming taken place ai DnnakiIiti as envisaged under 

the Treaty. 

6.06 The d d g  work actuaiiy cornmenced on 24 October 1992, after 
three years' delay in this operatian caused by Hungary's unilateral acts. This was more than 

five months after Hungary announced its purported tennination of the 1977 Treaty, which it 

then blamed - and now continues tu blme - on Variant "CH. But in May 1992, the 

implementation of Variant "C" had not yet started tu have any impact on Hungarian territor-, 
and in any event rernained Had Hungary agreed at the time, in lieu of adopting 

its termination resolutioq tu resume its Treaty obIigations, a provisional solution would have 

been unn tcessary . 

4 Sec. para. 5.88, above. 

5 See, pans- 5.90-5.91 and 5.94, above. 

5 Sec. for exampIe, Hrrngarian Mernorial, paras. 7.64-7.55 and p a s .  8.15 and 9.40. At para. 7.1 19, 
Hungaq wrongily asserts h t  "the k i s i o n  to divert had ken envisagui and prepared wen kfore 
1989, at Ieast as m l y  as 1982". % in this regard, puas. 4.154.16, above. 

7 That Variant "C" was not the reat reasan for Hungaqls de~ision to terminate is M e r  evidenced by 
the fact that, up to the very end, Variant "Cm was publicly referred to as a "paper tiger" by Hungarian 
officiais. The Hungarian people were not toId Lhat Variant "C" was considerd by the Hungarian 
Govemment to be so critical that its implementation would Iead to termination of the Treaty - rather it 
was the G/N Project i&lf that continu4 to lx he1d up to ridicule and attack. But, at the international 
level, Variant "Ca was a wnvenient explanation for a tennination decision aiready taken. 



SEtX10N 2. The Availabilitv to Huneam of Adequate Information Conceming 
Variant "C" 

6.07 Both Memonais provide evidence that the Hungarîan Governent was 

weII infomd concerning the essentiai elements of Variant "C" long befure Hungds 
termination announcement of 19 May 1992, let alone before the start of the damming of the 

Danube on 24 October 1992'. Only when the dispute had entered its post-negotiation phase, 
following Hungary's actions of 19 May 1992, did Hungary make an issue over the alleged 
absence of information conceming Variant "c" . The daternent in the Hungarian Memord 

t hat "Czechoslovakia . . . persistentiy refused tu crimmuriicate appropriate technicd data" on 

Variant "c"" is shown tu be untme by the evidence. 

6.08 For the Hungarian Government had been kept informed of Variant "C" 
and was well aware of its essential details, and Czechoslovakia was ready to give full details 
concerning dI vatianîs under stiidy tu the trilateral cornmittee proposed by CzechosIovakia 

du ring the 1 99 1 negotiations, as the evidence discussed above in Chapter Y shows1 ' . In this 

regard, it should be noted that &er Hungws uniIaterd notice of termination of the 7977 
Treaty, the Hungarian Governinent also acted officidly to abolish the post of Hungarian 

8 Sm, e-g., para. 5.68, aime. where it is show îhat, as eady as 5 September 1990, the Hungarian 
Environmental Minister had k e n  given a full briefing and that even before then, in Jdy 1990, the 
Hungarian Government had directed that the aiternative variants being considered by Czechoslovakia 
be evaluated during the foiiowing six rnonths. 

9 ShortIy fier king nutined of ~hoslavakia's derision of IZ Decernkr 1991 to p r d  with puîiîng 
Variant "C" into operation, fie Hungarïaa Prime Miriister did state that iltq had "yet to r e i v e  
information with regard te the r e d t s  and aims cf ttiis c 0 ~ e t i o n u .  Sec. letter of 19 Deçemkr 1941; 
Hungarian Mernoriaï, Vd. 4, h e u  70. But the inforniaiion Hungaiy sou@ was intendai by 
Czechoslwakia to ix aven to the trilateral cornmittee whose appointment Hungaiy had just thwarted. 
Czechoslwakia's rqonçe to this letter was to urge that the preconditions preventing the appointment 
of the cornmittee be dropped by Rungary ço as to allow Variant "C" and other alternatives to ix 
examined by the cornmittee. 

Io Ifungaian Mernorial, para. 7.12, firing paras. 3.122,3.144 and 4.18-9.42 in support. But lhex is  no 
widenœ cited in any ofthese pata&rsphs to support fis staemcnt 

See, para. 5-68 and fn. 109, &ver referring to a press inlerview witb Mr. Md, the resp~mible 
Hungarîan Minister for the Projm at lhe tirne. Drrring ibis interview he mentioned h je3  sile visits 
made during the summer of 1991 by himseif and other Hunganan officiais, and in the same interview 
he is quored as çaying: 

". .. when the Hungarian Government learned about the Variant, it underçtd immediately 
what was happening .. . . The Hungarian Government was conscious h m  the very kginning 
[as to 1 what was king  prepared and il iuidertmk al1 steps ... to prwent it" (Mamar N e m i ,  
8 Ocsakr 1992, T n r e ~ e w  wiih Fmnc Mdl, b e x  13, hereto.) 



~lerri~otentiuy'~ and had put a stop tu al1 participation in the Joint Operating Group, the key 
mechaniçms established tu mn the Project under the 1977 Treaty. So the normal channels of 
exchange of information at the technicai level ceased to exist. 

6.09 Foflowing Hungar$s announcement of 19 May 1992, there was rio 
constmctive purpose tu be served by supplementing the adquate Yrfomation ather alre8dy 
provided tu Hungaq concerning Variant "C" or otherwise avdabIe tu it. Hungary's reqrrests 
were oniy intended to serve its interas in Iitigating rather than settiing these issues, a move 
Hungary in fact commenced on 22 October 1992, with the 6iing of Hungary's Application to 
the Court. 

6 1 The Hungarian Mernorial r e p a s  over and over again fdse accusations 

concerriing the provision of irifomation on Variant "Cm - supplementing these faIse accusations 

wit h other misleading comments. Thus: 

- "Czechoslovakia . . . persistently refused to communicat e appropriate 
technical data on Variant ; 

- "When the Czecbodovak Guvernment proceeded with Variant C it 

GIed ... to transmit detailed information foreseen by the law, let alone 
to consult with the Hungarian Government and affectecl Hungarian 

residents" "; 

- "When the Czechoslovak Governent decidcd to order the execution of 
Variant C, the ody notification it gave to the Hungarian G o v m e n t  

was an announcemerit made by its representative duing ... the meeting 
of the [Joint Boundary Waters Cornmissio~i] in March 1991 "15 ; 

- "Czechoslovakia ws ... uriwilling to communicate the detaiIs of its 
unihterai plans. For example, at meetings of the Joint Operating Group, 

kI & h n e x  14, herem, a Hungarian Nole Verbaie af I5 September 1992 infoming Cze~hosIovakia of 
HungaSs abiition of the poa But it is &dent that long lxfore, that is after the appointment of the 
new Hungarian Plenipotentiary following the change in Gwernment in Hungary in May 1990, the 
Hungarian Plenipotentiaq no longer fulfüled the functions previously performed. % Manvar Hlrlaa 
9 October 1991, Annex 12, hereto. 

'' Hungarian Memonal, para 7.12 (and fn. 12). refeiring in him fo other paragraphs that neithcr 
contain, nos refer to, evidence to support the mntention. Nor does H u n ~  deiine what wouid have 
tieen mnsidered "approprîate". 

14 M., para. 7.51. 

l5 m., pam 7.64. But as alma pointed out, Czechoslovakia had made no mch decision at that time. 
See. para. 6.03, above. 



even as late as June 199 1, Czechoslovakia still opposed Hungary's wish 
for precise information on the technical characteristics of Variant C, 
which was already being builtS6 " . 

FinaIIy, in Chapter 8 of the Hungarian Mernorial, where the period fiom the start of d d g  

of the Danube in 24 Octuber to 31 Dmmber 1992 is d d  with, CzechosIovo3Ua is similarly 

accused of refusing to provide Hungary - and even the EC - with "appropriate irifomation 
about Variant "c"" , again citing no evidentiary proof. By that time the details af Variant "CH 
were known to the whole world - but not to Hungary, it is contended in Hungary's 
~ e m o r i d ' ~ .  

6.1 1 This is cleariy nat so. Hungary knew al1 the technicd details that had 
been in the original plan of the GM Pruject and were now, because of its owti faiIure tu 
perform, to be put into operation by means of Variant "CH. It thus had complete technical 
information on: 

- The GabEkovo step (although no longer able to operate at peak flow); 

I - The bypass canal; 

- The reservoir (although it knew that its proportions would be smaller as 

it had to be limited to Czechoslovak tenitory since the damrning of the 

Danube was forced tu muve upstrearn fiom Dunakiliti); and 

- The maures  for restoring the side arms on both sides of the Danube. 

6.12 The question therefore arises as to what information Hungary lacked. 

As to the reservoir, it could witness the construction - and the evidence shows that Minister 

'' Hmgarian Mernorial, para. 7.108. But Variant "Cm was far fiom *al& king built*: wen the initiai 
appravd of nnarrcing and logîstîd planning had not yet tieen given. Sec. paras- 5.78-5.80, ab% 
Tn attemptîng to support the above ccinknrio~ the Hungarian Mernorial maka a cross-referen~ to a 
fmtnote that contains the following staiernent: "Hrrngary repeatdy requested the detaiied deçfription 
of the mrtrcfiue of Variant E at various negotiaiïonsx; it goes on to say ihat at a meeting of the Joint 
Operating Group in June 1991 the ~ h o s i o v a k  delegate "stated that he was not empowcred tc 
provide thex descriptions"; but no d m e n t a q  or other evidentiary p m f  is supplied by Hungary, 
ody a renvoi to the paragraph containing the original contention. It hardly n& to be pointed out 
tbat the original contention has no validity. 
The only other example given in the same fwtnote concerns requests by Hungaq in Deamber 1993 yo 
aid it in vrevarinp its Mernorial. 

18 See. ibid., Vol. 5 (part I), h e x  12, a report iwd in Septemkr 1992 by Equipe Co-u indicating 
that, certainly welI More the date the report was issu&, tbis environmental goup had h n  gîven li~e 
details of Variant "Cu beanng on qudons wnceming the environment. 
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Mkdl and other Hungarîan oEciaIs did visit the site". Thus Hungary was hardly unaware as 

tu the exact reduced dimensions of the reservuir. With regard tu the ~i inovo weir, H u n g q  

dso knew that this would have al1 the functions of Dunakiliti and that it would be located on 

Czechoslovak territory close to the Hungarian border. This had been made clear earlier when 
Hungary had been infbrmed of the several variants under consideration by ~ u n g a g .  Hence, 
it was ody the exact technical detaiis of the cunovo weir and the precise location of the 

damming that were not apparent fiom a walk dong the Hung&an border or fiom the orighd 

GiN Project design. However, the latter information -had been disclosed tu the Danube 

Commission un 5 Aupst 1992, priar to the start of the damming operation2' . In addition, the 

evidence shows that in July 1990, the Hungdan Governent ordered a study to be conducted 
of the different variants being considered by ~zechoslovakia~, indicating that they rnust have 

known the details of these variants. And before the damming operation commenceci, the 

brochures appearing at h e x  37 tu the SIovak MemoriaI were in wide circriIation. They 
contained detàrled infurnation about Variant "Cn, inclrrding a technical drawing of the Cunovo 

weir; and these brochures dso described in detail the diFerences between this provisionai 
solution and the original Project. 

6.13 Hungary had been offered the chance to discuss al1 variantsU , including 
what was eventudIy tu be known as Variant "Cu - but H g n g q  repeatedly refused to proceed 

with the appointment of the tripartite cornminsion proposed by Czechodovakia. The work of 
this commission was to have been focused on Variant "Cm, and it was iritersded that the 
Czechoslovak representatives at that meeting woufd further address the technical aspects. But 
Hungary prevented this meeting fiom taking place, thus ensuring that it did not receive any 
information about Variant "CM that it felt it did not have. Later, the three EC expert groups, 

assigned to study Czechoslov&iats actions in d d n g  the Danube, on which each Party had a 
representative, were provided wit h very detailed information concerriing Variant "C* 

19 Si, para 5.68, abve. 
20 m. 
21 See. Slwak Memorial. para. 4.84. 

22 See. para. 5.68, above. 



I 
l and irs effect?. And the EC never compiairred of a Iack of infornation concerning Vanant 

"C" 

6.14 Quite simply, Hungary has invented a point of dispute. It was informed 

I about the technicd detds of Variant "Cu. By fiustrating the appointment of the proposed 

1 trilateral commission, Hungary deliberately depnved itself of the opportunity to participate in 

I technicd discussions of di aspects of Variant "Cu, inter afia which this wmrnission was tu have 

S~crrorv 3. The Final Sta~es of Damminn the Danube fStartinv an 24 October 
1992) 

6.15 The events following the total collapse of bilateral negotiations to settle 
the dispute - when Hungary announced its purported temination of the 1977 Treaty on 19 

May 1992 - were focused to a large degree on the imminent prospect of the damming of the 

Danube at the end of October. An urgent change in approach in its hitherto uncompromising 

negot iating tactics was required by Hungary tu prevent this happening. Thus, for the e s t  the,  

in its Prime Mirister's letter of 28 September 1992, the Hungarian Governent agreed, in 
response tu a propod by the CzechosIovak Prime Mirister of 23 September, tu the 

establishment of a tripartite expert commission (the third par& being the EC) with no pre- 

conditions imposedZ . Although Hungary's Memorial quotes from this letter, it ignores this 
key cornmitment by Hungary's Prime Minister : 

"1 accept therefore your rscornmendation that the specialists of our governments 
prepare, as soon as possible, a joint request to be sent to the European Comrnunities 
Commission and reach an understanding conceming the mandate of the planned 
tnIateraI ~ommi t tee~  ." 

This apparent step forward led tu a meeting beîween the two parties on 13 ~dobe?'. 

24 See. Slovak Memorial, Annex 12 and 20, the reports, respectively, of the EC Working Group issued on 
23 November 1992, and of the EC Fact Finding Mission issued on 3 1 October 1992. Sec. alw, Slovak 
Memorial, para. 4.98. 

25 SIovak Mernorial, para. 4.94, and Annexes 12 1 and 123. In the 23 Septemkr letter, Czechoslovakia 
urged pursuing trilateral neg~tiations rather than stopping th- efforts and ammpting to negotiate a 
speciaI agreement fo refer the dispute 10 the Cortrt. In this reg&, the d e  quwtion Hruigary proposed 
submirting tn the Court c a n ~ r n e d  Variant "Cu. & SIovak Mernorial, paras. 4.854.89. 

t 26 m., Annex 123. It was, however, irripIicit in îhîs Iem that yhe tripartite commission's mandate 
! wodd lx restnded to Variant "Cx and wmid not involve an explanafion of the entire GIN Projea. 

27 fbid., para. 4.94. Com~are. Hungarian Memorial, pam 3.18 1. Neither Party has submiffed any 
record of this meeting, and Slovaha knows of none. 



6.16 But this seemirig flexibility in Hungary's position soon pruvd to be 

illusory. At the 13 October meeting, as both Parties accept, Hrngary reimposed ia 
preconditions tu the appointment of the tripartite commission that Czechoslovakia must 

suspend at once dl work on the GabEfkovo section of the Project. CzechosIovakia once again 

rejected this condition. It dso became evident that what Hungary was attempting to do was to 
narrow the dispute to the question of Variant "CH. 

6.1 7 Just as the Hungarian Memorial fails to mention the seemingly positive 
step towards a resofution of the dispute taken in the Hungarian Prime Minister's letter of 28 

September 1992, so it fds  tu comment on this reversal in position. However, it deges that 
the Czechoslovak Deputy Foreign Minister stated at the meeting that the conditions estab1ishe.d 
For EC m I d  no longer be applied since "the work on Variant C had been 
cornp~etedU". Tbere is no endence ofSerd tu support this contention, and it is diEcult tu 
beIieve that such an incorrect statement was made by Czechoslovakia. Work on Variant "Cu 

could by no means have been complete, given that the final operation to dam the Danube had 
not by then been started. Furthermore, it was Czechoslovakia's view that procedimg with 
Variant "Cm did not confiict with the conditions of EC participation and, in particular, 
Czechoslovakia insisted that the EC report's findings would not be prejudiced by so 

proceeding30. Czechoslovakia had given a concrete cummitment tu this eRect as &y as 

January 1992: 

"Providai these [the triiaterd co~s s ion ' s ]  conclusions and resuIts of 
monitoring the test operation of the GabEfkuvu part codrrn that negative 
ecological efFects exceed its benefits, the Czechoslovak side is prepared to stop 
work on the provisional sohtion and continue the constniction [only] upon 
mutual agreement3' . " 

Furthermore, Variant "Cu had always been regarded by Czechoslovakia to be a reversible 
measure3', preventing neither the irnplementation of the EC findings nui the completion of the 
Treaiy Project. So SIovakia rejects Hungary's unsupporfed accuunt of the meeting. 

28 See, para. 5.99, h ~ e .  
29 Hungarian Memorial, para 3.18 1. 

'O 
&& paras. 5.99-5.10 1, above. Czxhoslovakia rejccfed Hungary's inferpretation that such a condition 
vilas a prerequisi te of EC participation, as set out in Mr. Andriessen's letter of 13 April 1992, and ço 
informed Hungary on 23 April 1992. A copy of the 23 April letter wu çent co Mr. Andriesse4 and no 
disagreement with Czechoslovakia's interpretation was ever received frorn the EC. Sec. Slwak 
Memorial, para. 4.80. 

32 A fact mnfimed by the EC Fact Finding Minion's n p n  of 3 1 October 1992. Slovak Mernorial, 
Annex 20. 
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6.18 Accordmg to the Hungarian Mernorial, work on Variant "Cu was 

accelerated thereafter, and it describes the activities involved in the damming of the Danube in 
such a way as to suggest sudden, fiantic activity, mentionhg nimours of 60 armoured vehicles 
being moved by the Czechoslovak military to the v i d t y  of the w o b 3  . If there were such 
rurnours of d t a r y  activity, they were untrue. This dramatic account by Hungary leaves out 

the essentid fact that M order tu dam the Danube onIy a few days in the year were available. 
Thus, starting un 24 October 19923 a very intensive effort was required to compIete the work 
in time without subsequent risk to the facilities due to hydroIo~caI wamhgs that had ben 

received of appruaching flood mnditions. Iilus, No. CM-3 shows graphically the events 
occumng during the months of October through Deamber in relation to the flood that had 
started and was to peak on 25 November 1992. Czechoslovakia completed the work in four 
days; but the work activity that took place was for the large part what would have been 
requued had the damming of the Danube taken place at Dunakiliti as originally agreed by the 
Tr&y parties, dthough made more urgent by the approaching flood conditions. 

6.19 The critical period for the damming operation in 1992 was during the 
end of Octuber. The work of the tripartite commission intended to bt appoint& at the 13 

October meeting couId have been cornpIeted by the end of Uctober. Had Hungary nat 

prevented the appointment of the tripartite commission, to which it had initiaIJy - and 
unconditionaily - agreed on 28 September, the work of the commission would have been 
completed before the start of the damming operation was technically necessary; and 
CzechosIovakia made the firm cornmitment in the Aide-Mémoire tabled at the subsequent 
meeting in BruaseIs on 22 October, this t h e  with EC participation - when a final attempt was 

made tu reach agreement on the appointment of the commission - that : 

"...untiI the completion of the work of the Tripartite Commissiori 
[Czechuslovakia] will not divert the flow of the Danube River fiom its present 
main riverûed, and al1 the m a u r e s  whïch are now under way on the territoy of 
[Czechoslovakia] will ensure that the whole naturai flow of the Danube wiil 
pass through the old riverbedu ." 

6.20 The Hungarian Memorial fails to mention or annex the Aide-Mémoire, 

33 Hungafian Mernorial, para. 3.182. 

34 Slwak Memorial, Annex 126. 



and it then confilses it with another document, Czechoslovakia's Note Verbale of 21 
~ctober" . Thus, H u n g w  acwunt of what happened at the 22 Octuber meef ing omits the 
three key points: fIrst. CzechosIovakia's attempt tu reach a compromise by its cornmitment not 

to divert the flow of the Danube unf iI the commission's work had been cornpIeted was rejected 

by Hungary; second, Hungaq refirsed tu proceed with the appointment of the commission 
unless the same precondition it had insisted on since 1990 - to stop aii work on the GabEikovo 

section of the Project - was met by Czechoslovakia; and third. Hungary continued to attempt 

to shift negotiations from considering al1 works under the Project to merely the question of 
proceediig with Variant "C". 

6.2 1 Slovakia rejeds the inaccurate account of these events in the Hungarian 
Memurid, which obscures Hungarfs refusai to consider any compromise solution such as 

CzechosIovakia had advanced, thus once again hstrating the appointment of a tnpattite 

commission. It was in these circumstances that Czechoslovakia proceeded to take the first 

step under Variant "C" to alter the flow of the Danube by damming the Danube. 

SECTION 4. Conclusions 

6.22 The facîs recounted in this Chapter, and in Chapter V, lead tu the 

foIIowing concIusions conceming Variant "C": 

- Czechoslovakia was prepared to negotiate the choice of Variant for the 
GabEkovo section of the Project, in spite of Hungaryts unilateral refusal 
to proceed with the Project, and had proposed that the negotiations be 
undertaken by a tripartite commission; 

- Hungary had ample information regarding Variant "CM; 

- By blocking the appointment of the pruposed tripartite commission, 
Hungary rejected the opportunity oRered by Czechodovakia tu 
negotiate issues relating tu Variant "C" or tu oFer some altemative 

soIution; 

- Until the very end, until hydrologicai warnings made any further delay 
impossible without losing another year, Czechoslovakia continued to 

35 Hungaian Memariai, paras. 3.184-3.185, and Vol. 4, Amex 10 1. n e  offsr of Czec:hoslovakia in the 
21 -ber Note Verbaie to hold up the closure of the Danuk unri1 2 Novernkr codd not lx mrid 
out &use of the hydrologid warnings that rqttired f i e  damming operation, a matter of extrerne 
urgene. Sec. para. 6.18, a b v e  



postpone the h d  d d g  of the Danube in order tu reach a 

compromise solution, but Hungarjf adamantly insistai on its 
precondition that d work be stopped on the Gabtkovo section before 
any tripartite negotiations could take place; 

- Variant "CM did not start to have any impact on HungaIy's interests untir 

the d d g  operation started on 24 Octuber 1992 - an event that took 
pIace six months &er Hungarjfs termination announcement of 19 May 

1992 and over three years after Hungary began ifs u nilateral actions tu 
stop work on the G/N Project. 





CHAPTERVII. HüNGARY'S ALLEGATIONS AS TU WATER OUALlTY, 
ENVIRONMENTAL AM) OTHER RISKS RELATING TU TBE 
Grn PROJECT 

7.0 1 Before examining Hungary's various allegations relating to risks arising 
h m  the irnplernerrtation of the G/N ~roject', it is important to focus on one key point: 

Hungary's decision tu suspend its performance at Nagyrnarosf just as its Iater abandonment of 

works and purported termination of the 1977 Treatyx was intiated by the diçcovery of new 

research data. Nor was either this decision, or those that followed, inspired by an experr and 

scientSc re-examination of pre-existing data. As Hungary has admitted in its own Memorial, 

its aiieged concern about water quality, environmental or other risks was accompanied by 
Hungarian research into the possible impacts. Thus, in a review of Hungarian studies relating 
ru the G/N Project, it is werted: 

"Between 7989 and the summer of 1992 there were no investigations of 
appropriate detd into the problems related to the hydropower scheme and 
neither were joint projects carried out2 , 

7.02 This admission is in direct contradiction to the Hungarian 1992 

Declaration, which purported to show that Hungary's decision tu terminate was based on rrew 

scienti fic research and analysis3 . In the iight of this contradiction, Slovakia examines cloîely in 
Section 1 below the b a i s  on which Hungarfs evocations of environmental risk are aIIeged to 

have been founded, taking into account the newly adrnitted lack of detailed study. It wiii be 
shown that, whereas Hungary's breaches of the 1977 Treaty caused Czechoslovakia specific 
and imrnediate harm, the only justifications advanced for such breaches were unsubstantiated 

opinions of the possibility of firture h m  that even Hungary did not serioudy believe in. 

1 These aIIegations are eontained in Chapter 5 of Hungq's Mernorial, in the t h n  appendices thereto 
and in the two voIumes cf "Scientinc &ports* that wnstitute Volume 5 of HungaSs annexes. It is 
obviouçly n- to d e .  with these allegations at some length. 

2 Sec. App. 3 tn the Hungarian Memorial, Vol. 1, p. 408. Apps. 1-3 to the Hungarian Memorial appear 
to be studies specially comrnissioned during the preparation of this case, which have been given a 
speciai statu by being appended to the main tex1 of Hungary's Mernorial. 

3 bid Vol. 4, h e x  82 (at p. 168). Mer dIeging "the iack of investigations that wodd have k e n  
a .  

fundamental drrring the piannina and earIy #nçtnrctionça, it is claimai: *In the r a n t  past, 
admirtedIy wi& a long time Iost, the Hungarian Party started the assessrnent of environmenui 
conditions.. . . " As to the first ctaim, W. Chaprer IV, above. The m n d  is patent& unme as J~OWTI 

in para. 7.01, above. 



Further, it is shown that dthough Hungary did, in the s u m e r  of 1989, commission an 

independent review off he Project and of the mass of scientific data coliated by that date, it has 
wholly ignored the findings of that review - the Bechtel report - both at the time of its 

completion and in its current Mernorial. The only logical explanation for this is that the 
Bechtel report did not support Hungarfs claims that the Project is environrnentally 
unsustainable4. 

7.03 In Seaion 2, SIovakia will examine the all-iimportant issue of water 
quaIity - h m  the point of view of surface and ground water, the alleged threat of risks to 
drinking water supplies, and, finally the issue of water polution. Hungary's aIIegations of risk 
to the environment, agriculture and forestry will be considered in Section 3 .  The analysis of 
the evidence carried out in this Section shows that there is no support for Hungaq's daims that 

first Nawarosf and then DrtnakiKti, could nui be made operable because of the threat posed 
to the envi rument. Sections 4 and 5 will examine, respectively, the issues of seismic stability 
and navigation. 

7.04 ln  Section 6, Slovakia mrns to Hungary's approach to the benefits of the 

Project in terms of flood protection. It i s  noted that not only does Hungary wholiy ignore such 
benefits in its Memonal, but dso it takes no account of the Project region's susceptibility to 
flooding and the fact that one of the key àrms of the Pruject, as refiected in Article 13 of the 

1977 Treaty, was to ensure safe and eEective flood contrul fur the Erst tirne. Firidly, in 
Section 7, the basis and relevance of Hungary's clairn that the Project was not economicai1y 
viable wiIl be examined. 

SECTION 1. The Absence of Proaer Scientifrc Evidence S u ~ d i e d  Bv Hun~arv 

A. Bunearv's SwCaIItd Evidence is an ArnaI~arn of ScientificaIIv 
§Y ~erficial and Polit icaIIv Orien ted Assertion 

7.05 It has already been seen in Chapter IV above that the mass of scientific 

data collected and the studies carrieci out by Hungary prior to 1989 supported the overall 
validity of the Project in terms of its environmental impact. Nonetheless, it is now alleged by 
Hungary in its Mernoriai that "a re-consideration of the Projtct" was Hispireci by the "well- 
docrrmenied concerns over the IikeIy enviromentai impact of the Barrage Sysfemn contained 
in the Ecologia repoit of March 1989'. In itr justiiication of its decision tu suspend 

4 Neither the fact of the wmrnissioning of this report. nor the report itseif, were known to 
Czechoslovakia at the time. 

5 Hringariarr Memurid, Vol. 1, para. 3.74. This report is refend IO as the "Masschusetts tsstudy" in the 
Siovak Mernoriai. Sec. dso, para. 5.85,g S., aime.  



performance, Hungary dso relies on the subsequent Ecologia report of May 1989 and the 
Hardi report of September 1 9 ~ 9 ~  . 

7.06 These three reports share a cornmon fundamental flaw: regardless of 

Hungary's cIaimq they were not scientifrc reports prepared by experts - at Ieast insofar as 

expertise in the consideration of environmentd aspects is wncerned. This is clear, first, Eom 

the contents of each report. Not one is supporteci by scienac data. The fust Ecologia report 
has only one reference and no annexes - in other words, it is a non-scientSc paper comprised 

largeIy of a series of assertions. It is simpiy incorrect tu state that this repori contains "weU- 
documented concerns', The same is tme of the second Ecolo~a report and the Hardi report. 

7.07 Second, as pointed out in Chaprer V above, EcoIogia is seemingly an 

unknown organisation and the personnel identified as having drawn up its reports have not 
been shown to have a real expertise in the field of environmental impact assessment. The 

authors of the first Ecologia report deçcribed its compiIation as a "tremendoüs leaming 
experience"'. This is tantamount to an acknowledgement by the authors oftheir defi~iency in 
the field of environmental study. In fact, the eI-n authors identified in the report compfised a 
lawyer, experts in the fields of economic development, landscape architecture and urban and 
regional planning and only two persons with credentials relating speczcaily to the 

environmentg . Y et, the Hungarian Mernorial claims that Hungws re-consideration of the 
Project reIied heavily on the findirigs ofthis non-expert p u p  (su far as scientzc questions of 
environmentd impact were cuncerned). 

7.08 The second Ecologia report does not even appear to have aimed at al1 at 

establishing a reliable assessment of environmental impact: the ody section on the environment 
is an excerpt h m  the March report. The new matenal is largeIy in the fom of an engineering 
evaIuation (that in fact praises the excellence of constmction work on the Project) and sections 
on economic issues and visual impact, together with a proposal for a Danube Bend national 
heritage The report concIudeç with a section entitled "Needed Legal Documents and 

Economic Data", which shows the apparent focus of the report: 

6 IIungarian Mernorial, pam 3.95. &, al=, parzi. 5.29, g ses., &vee In temts uf the dieged 
environmentai impact cf Variant "Cs, Hmgq relies @nrIarly on variaus reports pregared by 
environmental graups: Equîpe Cousteau and the WorId WiIdIife Fund (in @ d a r  its Statement of 
December 1993). These reports are wnsidered in Chapter Vm, klw. 

7 Sec. Slovak Mernorial, para. 2.23, fn. 12. 

1 8 
Hungarian Mernorial. Vol. 5 part i), Annex 5 (at p. 34). 



"In order to complete a quantitative economic evduat ion of program options, 
we need access to the data on project costs and ben&ts previously requested 
on several occasions. Furthermore, no meaningful legai anaiysis can be 
perforrned in the absence of complete official copies of aIi relevant treaties, 
international agreements, and contractsiO . " 

The compilers of the report appeared tu have had no interest in evduating scientific data; their 

avowed aims were "to compIete a quantitative economic evalrration" - tu carry out a "Iegd 

analysis", not to conduct an impartial review of environmentai issues. 

7.09 And, it must be noted, Hungary did not at the tirne attempt to just* its 

actions by these reports, k., at no stage were they made avaiIabIe tu CzechosIovakia (and ody 

tu SIovakia, wiîh Hurigarjl's Mernoria. This is siflcant: if the studies had contained 
compeIIing scientifrc justifications for srispending the worh, it is inconceivabie that their 
findings would not have been communicated to Czechoslovakia in support of Hungary's 
actions. This did not happen, for it was immediately apparent that the reports lacked real 
substance. As early as March 1989, a series of comments prepared by Hurigary's own National 
Hydraulic Company (OWBER) showed that the first report cuntained "misunderstandings or 

misinterpretations" and that its centrd recommendations had dready been taken into 

accountl' . 

7.10 The Hardi report is more overtly a document prepared for entirely 
internai purposes, aithough it purports tu be "an expert review conceming the ecuIogical, 

environmental, tectinologicai, economic, international and legd issues" of the G/N ~roject". 

The stress here appears tu be on ecoIogicd and environmental issues; )let this is swceIy 

refiected in the make up of the IO man cornmittee that produced the report. The head of the 
team, Mr. Hardi, was a professor in political sciences. The committee members included the 

then managing director of the Hungaian National B N  together with representatives from the 

World Economic Research Institute, the Hrrrigarîan University of Economics arid the 

'O Hunganan Mernorial. Vol. 5 (Part I) ,  Annex 6 (ai p. 133). 

11 Hungary has chosen to ignore this fact: that in the same month as its preparation, the first Eootogia 
report was show by Hruigarian xientists at O D E R  10 be seriously fiawed - a fact that, it may aIw 
be presumd, was conve~entlj. ipored by the Governent of the tirne. See, SI& Memarial, pam 
2.24, gt S. An extracf h m  this dwument prepared by O D E R  fomed Annex 25 50 the SIovak 
Mernorial. B m u s e  the Hungarian Mernorial haî wholIy igntired tkis imgrtant document, it is now 
annexed in fuII as Amex 15. 

12 Hungaian Memonal. Vol. 5 (Fart I), Annex 8. The cover page of the English translation of the 
report annexed wnîains this description. 



international law department of Budapest ~ n i v e r s i t ~ l ~ .  Cleariy this was not a group of 

"independent Hungarian scientists" as claimed in the Hungarian ~ernorial'~.  hther,  it was a 

senior poricy p u p  forneci for the purpose of guiding the Hungarian Government in reaching 
political decisions regarding the GIN Project. 

7.11 Appendix 3 to the Hungarian Memurid States that the report "did not 

prove, in terms of detailed research results, the magnitude or probabiiity of the mentioned 
potentiai hazards and damages"". A r e d i g  of the report, as annexed in translation by 
Hungary, revds  that it couid not have been further h m  a scientific study. Although the 
wholIy unsubstatitiated and dramatic assertions contained in the report are offered by Hungary 
as a reIiabIe reference in Chapter V dits Memurial, the report's principal area of concern is the 
economic viability of the Project - fiom the point of view, solely, of d un^^'*. h d ,  Iike the 

two Ecologia reports (and the O D E R  criticisrn of the first Ecologia report), this report was 

never furnished to Czechoslovakia in support of Hungary's contentions. 

7.12 Hungary's treatment of the economic viabiIity of the Projeci is 

considered brie@ in Section 7 beIow. At this point, Slovakia ody notes that economics wouId 

not occupy a centrai place in a scientific environmentai study and that Hungary consistently 
mischaracterises the =di report. The report concludes that "the complete cancellation of the 

Nagymaros Project would become economically more favourable in the long mn". This was 

the real basis for Hungary's decisiun to abandon Nagymaros, commuriicated tu Czechoslovakia 
just one month aRer the report's c~mpletion'~. 

B. 8 
Commissioned By Huneaw After Mav f 989 

7.1 3 In spite of the above, in its 1992 Declaration, Hungary asserted that it 

had supplied copious expert evidence of environmentd risk: 

l3 The remainder comprissd two engineers, a geophysicist and two biologists. Of these two biologiçts, 
one was a mernkr of fie Danu& Circle, a p u p  that in 1989 was overtly mmter to ihe Pmject's 
completion, The =nt& ML Vida, was n a w  as king H d  of the D e v e n t  of Genetics at 
Budapest Universiiy. 

l5 Hungarian Mernorial, App. 3, p. 406. 



"The Hungarian Party presented numeruus expert opinions on the serious 
envirorimentd rîsks and irreversible damages arising from the operation of the 
GabCikovo Nagymaroç Barrage ~~stern'' . " 

This is simply untr~e '~  . Given that Hungary has now admitted in its Memorial that between 
1989 and the summer of 1992 it fdd to carry out "investigations of appropriate detd k to  f he 

problemç related to the hydropower schernefia, the question &ses as tu what studies were 
completed by Hungary (apari h m  those briefly considered above). 

7.14 The Hungarian Memonal, in its Appendii 3, centres on and quotes from 

two assessrnents of the then existing studies prepared in early 1992. The first was prepared by 
an hoc cormnittee of the Hungaian Academy of Sciences and the second by the m e  

Academy's Cornmittee of Water Management Sciences. What is stnking is that the two 

separate cornmittees aIIegedIy came tu radically differerit conclusions - according tu the ad hoc 
cornmittee the Project would result in the pollution of the Ztng Ostrov/Szigetkoz aquifer, 
while the view of the more obviously specialised Comrnittee of Water Management Sciences 

was wholly to the contrary. 

7.15 Neither of these ssessmerits fums part of the "numerous expert 

opinions" said tu have ben furnished tu CzechosIovakia; nor is either now annexai to 

Hungary's Mernorial. Once again, alfegedly scientific reports have b e n  kept secret and, in tbis 

case, it appears that Hungary has taken some Gare to hjde the existence of serious 

disagreements between its different expert bodies. This is very important in tems of an 
evdrration of Hungarfs multiple dIegations of envirumental risk. 

7.16 The same must bt said of the independent report that Hungary 
commissioned Bechtel Environmentai Incorporated to prepare in JuIy 1989~'. The Bechtel 

report appears to have been the sole scientific. objective rewort commissioned by Hungary d e r  

its suspension of works at Nagymaros and was presumably commissioned so that Hungary 

couId ben& &urn an impartial and expert assessrnent oferivironmental risks. Yet neither in its 

18 m., Vol. 4, Anaex 82 (al p. 157). 

19 Even on the folIowing page of ife Declaration, it is admirta that t h e  "niunerois expert opinionsn 
amorni to no more than thtee "Jurnmariesa of environmentai risk. m. (ai p. 168). 

21 Hungarian Mernorial, App. 3, pp. 409-4 13. 



1992 Declaration nor in its Mernoriai does Hungary discuss this reportn, and it was never 
officiaily communicated to Czechoslovakia. It seems fair to conclude that Hungary has 
ignored the Bechtel report because its findings did not at al1 support the ailegations of a threat 
of serious environmentd risk on which Hungary publicIy based its unilaterd decisions tu stop 
work on the Projea. 

7.17 The hdings of Bechtel have already been examined in the Slovak 
~emonal'3. The purpose here is simply to underline the fact that at the date of the Bechtel 
report's issuance in February 1990, that is just befure the Hungarian Prime Ministefs 
notification of the unilateral decision tu postpone indefinitely all work  on the Project (6 March 
IWO), the best evidence available did not support any such postponement - at lest on 

environmentai grounds. 

7.18 If the Bechtel report is compared, in tems of evidentiary value, with the 

Ecologia study of March 1989, the fullowing must be noted: whiIe the Ecologia study was not 
cornpiled by a team expert in the field of environmental assesment, Bechtel, at the time of its 
report, had produced approxirnately sixty environmental impact reports and assessments, a 

detded list being annexed to its reporta; the Bechtel report is far more detailed than the 

Ecologia study; and whde the Ecologia study makes reference to ody one scientific report, 
Bechtel annexes a three-page Est of its referencesU . 

7.19 Moreover, the brief of the compilers of the BechteI report was most 

specific. Udike the EcoIogia studieq the Bechtel report was not concemed with ecoriomtc~ 
legal and political issues. As stated in its introduction, Bechtel's terms of reference were 
limited to environmental impact assessment: 

"Bechtel has independently reviewed the GabEikovo @us) - Namarus (GNB) 
Project in terms of poterrtial envirumental impacts, operational 

22 The BechteI report is given ody a kief deren= in lhe Kungarian Mernorial at h. 60 ta gam 5.57 
and at App. 3, p. 407. 

23 Slovak Mernorial, pua. 2.84, et sep. 

" Annex 16, hereto. 

" - fiid. Fruthtr derails of B~htel 's  environmerilal experience wirh specinc reference to IO hydroeIect~ic 
projm are alw ainrained in thrs Annex. 



considerations, and currently planned mit igation rnemuresx . " 

To this end, not only did Bechtel review the previous studies of VIZITERV (the Hungarian 

Consultancy Company for Water Engineering), but it examined new data and analyses first 

hand - for example, in relation to Project impact on biological resources: "Therefore, a more 
detaiied impact andysis was made for biology than that pruvidtd by VIZITERV'' ." 

7.20 Put simply, the Bechtel report was a detded, professionai study 
prepared by independent scientists who were experts in the relevant fields. It is a fact of major 
significance in this case that, both at the thne of its cornpletion in 1990 and in the current 

Hungarian Memorial, this report has been ignorsd by Hungary, who cornmissioned it - just as 

the critical comments of OVIBER on the first EcoIogia report were ignored20. 

7.21 In the Sections that fullow, Slovakia examines in greater detail the 

allegations of environmentai and other nsks made by Hungary aiongside the evidence that is 
offered in support. In doing so, it is harnpered by the fact that, even five years aiter the 
original suspension of works at Nagymaros, Hurigary is not suEcienf1y sure of its position in 

reIation tu the dIeged damage and risks associated with the Project to provide anything other 

than "an interim report" in its ~ e m o r i 8 .  As it will not bt rintii the Hungarian Couriter- 
Mernorial that Slovakia receives the "more detaiIed report on the scientific issues", the analysis 
below wiil necessarily have to be updateâ at a later stage. 

7.22 The first of HungaSs claims to be addressed is the dlegation of an 
immediate deterioration of water quality as a result of Projsct operation, for it is on this 

allegation that Hungary has placed the greatest emphasis, whether in the 1992 Declaration or 

26 SIDvak Memorid, Amex 27 (at p. 199). It continus: *Our approach to fie environmentaf &ew 
was a muitidisciplirmy eEort, which frxvsed on: 

- Definhg signifiant impacts associaiai wiih the project that -t wduation and 
mitigation - Determining additional baseline data n d e d  for impact definition 
Rwiewing plannexi mitigations to reduœ impacts to insignificant levels or to enhance project 
knefits - Identifying additional investigation m a m m  that cciuld reduœ impacts M e r  - A i n g  &&vents of rhe monitoring program by d&fining prmpemtionai tnvir~nmenfai 
andilions and operationai anditions." 

28 Sec. para. 7.09, above. 

29 Hunganan Memorial. para. 5.09. 
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in its ~ernorial~O. In its consideration of Slovakia's comrnents below, it will be recalled that 

the status of this sector of the Danube (and its related ecosystems)- prior to the damrning in 

Octuber 1992 had greatly changed h m  that of the original meandering river with its 

associated branch systern and floodplain - due, principally, tu the cmdisation of the river, &., 
the reinforcement of its banks and its isulation fium the hranch system and floodplain31. As 
pointed out in Slovakia's Memorial, the correct implementation of the GM Project was to Iead 
(and through the limited irnplementation of Variant "CM is leading) to a positive improvement 
in this situation, particularly in respect to water quali$2. 

A. Hun~am's "GeneraI" Alleeations as to Water OuaIitv 

7.23 Hungary introduces the allegations in its Memorial relating to water 
qudity deterioration with a series of general remarks, which are both confusing and 
misleadir~g~~. In the first of these remarks, great emphasis is placed on the Project region's 
water reçentes. Such emphasis is not misplaced - the water reserves are of great importance. 

7.24 But it is important to locate the reserves precisely, not simply tu refer to 

"the largest bank filtered water resource in Europe", which confuses the ztng 
OstrovlSzigetkoz aquifer and the Budapest supply wells downstream of Nagymaros. The two 

are in no way connected, as is abundmtly cIear from filus. No. CM-4 appearing at paragaph 
7,65 below. It is onIy the second of these that is triily a bank-filtered resource, with weUs 

Iocated only a few rnetres away h m  the Danube, and tmly of importance to Hungary in ternis 

of drinking water sup ply . 

7.25 The upstream wells are wholly different in nature because they tap water 

in the aqrtifer, not water direct fiom the river. They are ttierefore Iocated at a greater distance 
h m  the Danube and its tributaries and t a p  water from a greater depth as also shown by Tiius. 

No. CM-4. Moreover, the upstream aquifer is chiefiy exploitai by Slovakia, not Hungary, and 
its waters are supplied to the inhabitants of Bratislava, not Budapest. Insofar as the Project 

could have an impact on the two separate supplies, such impacts are wholly different and are 

therefore considered separately beIow. 

l 30 See. ibid.,paras. 5.11 and5.31, gt. 

3z 
The 1985 Opinion af the Hungarian Aademy of Scienm aIso çame to a similar cancIuçion. See, 
pam 4.30,hve. 



7.26 Hungary's second contention is that thwe are no barrage systems d a r  

to f he GtN System, which is portrayeci as a unique experiment . This is confiising, for just two 

paragraphs Iater Hungary makes a reference to "similar ~chernes"~~. In fact, the GB? Project i s  

only unique insofar as di hydroelectric projects have an individual character, responding to the 
width, flowrate and geotogicai conditions of the river in question. But the const nrction of a 

bypass canal is quite rtsud. The 10 French and Franco-Gemm schemes on the Urie are al1 
canai schemes, four of these being on the Grand Canal d'AI- which is 52 km Lori& i.i, twice 

the Iength of the G/N Project canal3' . 

7.27 In relation to this contention - and also in relation to Hungq's third 
contention that the design of the Gm Systern is antiquated - it is gradudly being accepted that 

the GM Project has evolved to provide appropriate, contemporary soIutions to the edogicd 
probierns arising from water impoundmerit. U m e  otfier older projects on the Rhine and the 
Danube, the floodplain and branch system of the river is ~reserved and restored. In upstream 

projects on the Danube, the river has been canalised, inevitably Ieading to the gradua1 drying 
up of the oId floodplain and some locd deterioration in ground water qudifl. But, with the 

GN Project, the bypass canal has been buiit outside of the floodplain (illus. No. CM-8 

appearing at paragaph 7.86 belowf3'. It has therefore destruyed less of the onginal 
environment and has played a key role in the current revitalisation of the side arm . 

7.28 As part of the G/N Project design (on both sides of the Danube) and 
equaIIy as put  of Variarit "C" (su far on the Slovak side ody due tu Hung* failure tu 

participate), the floodplain is suppliai with eesh water continuously and can aiso be inundated 

h m  time tu time. The process of drying up, therefore, has been reversed. As discussed in 

34 Cornwe, m., paras. 5.34 and 5.35. 

36 & also, Hungaryss example relating to the impoundment of the Moselle, Hungarian Mernorial, para. 
5.36. 

37 
Illus. No. CM-8 is based on Map No. 1 to the Hungarian Mernorial and shows how the f l d p l a i n  is 
limited by inundation dykw, bnih drrring the last century, orriside of whîch lhe b p  ad was b d t .  
AgricdturaI land, not fidpIain, was taken tn biiîld the b p s  d. It is accepted that the creation 
of the reservoir meant the rernovai of an an- of cdtivated for&. Bu1 such defarestation was 
compIeted on tioth Hungarian and Slovak tenîtow &fore Hungmy q n d e d  woks on the Project. 
Momver, the for& in question wodd, in any =nt, have had io be remwed as a n v  step 
towards preventing flood waters backuig up to Bratislava. 

38 A further Merence d t i n g  h m  the diversion of the-Danuhis waters between the old c h e l  and 
the bypass canai is that more water is devoted to protecting the river ecosyskms and less to 
hydroeIectricity production. Currentiy, ody 72.5% of the dishargt at Bratislava is d for electrîcify 
prductiun, which is i s s  tharr for other projeas cn the Danube or the Rhine. 



Chapter VIIi below, this centrai fact has been noted by critics of the original Project. For 

example, in a recent article in New Scientist, Fred Pearce, author of "The Darnmed" (a book 
critical of Iatge dams), reviewed the latest developments in Hungary's claim, "with support 
h m  the WWF and others" that " GabEfkovo wouId dry out a large forested wetland beside 
this stretch of the Danube and either empty or poliute important underground water sources 
fed by the nverU3'. Mr, P a c e  notes, however: 

"The project seems to be having the opposite effect to that claimed by the 
WWF as recently as Iast month [June 19941. It is reviving an almost desiccated 
wetIand and recharging undergruund water snppf es." 

In a fu~low up article, Mr. P a c e  summarised Hungary's catastrophe theones and concluded: 

"Yet, the ecological disaster hasn't happened. The forest is stili flooded, the 
trees healthier than for years, and the wells mostly clean and fullw ." 

Further, the origind braided nature of the river can now be recreated by interconnection 

between the side arms and the old Danube channel. This was proposed as pari of the GLN 

Project and is currently projected as part of the irnplementation of Variant "C", as is the 

addition of riverbed materiai. Once these are achieved, the Project will have corne close to 
reproducing the original floodplain balance, b., as it was in the 1950s, not as it was in 1992. 

As the EC Working Group report of 23 November 1992 explained, the transfer of navigation 

into the brpass canal creatts "a unique situation ... [ijnitiated by technical mesures the river 

and the floodplain cm deyelop more naturallya ." 

7.29 Hungary's contention is that the disadvantages of impounding 
water, such as potential eutrophication and adverse impacts on ground water, outweigh to a 

large extent the advantages. In other words, it suggests, dams are generally not to be 
favoured. But the Court d l  be aware that hundreds of new dams are commissioned each 
year, and that its roIe in this case cmot be tu weigh the general advarit ages and disadvantages 

of water impoundment. In addressing the particular circumstances of this case, the simple fa& 

is that there is no evidence that the Project will have adverse impacts on ground water quality, 
either immediately or in the future. 

39 New Scientist, 16 Juiy 1994, Annex I S. The Dammed is published by Bodley Head, London, 1992. 

40 17 September 1994, Anna 19. See. Illus. No. CM-18 appeming Mer para. 11.79, 
blow. 



7.30 Hungary's final generai remark relates to the poIIution in the Danube 

which, it is argued, wilI inevitabIy Iead tu a poIIrrted reservoir. This is now considered below. 

B. Surface and Ground Water Quality: 
Risks of Eutro~hication and Colmatadon 

7.3 1 Accordhg tu Hungw's Memurid : "The organic content of the Danube 
water and its nutrient state render it d t  for retention in a re~ervuir'~ .* This wiU. no doubt 
corne as a shock to Germany and Austria, which have, respectivdy, 26 and 10 hydrodectric 
power plants on the Danube, each with its own re~ervoir'~. 

7.32 Hungary's approach to nsk assessrnent reveds a Iack of balance and 

scientific appreciation. Moreover, in giWig the impression that the water qudity in the Danube 

is unequivocalIy "veq bad", Hungary contradicts the data given by its own representative to 

the EC Working Group of Independent Experts. The report of 2 November 1993 notes: 

"The Danube water quality can accordinn to Hun~arian classification be 
categorized as 1st class regarding the majority of the components, as 2nd class 
regarding Ph, orthophosphate, nitrate, BOD and 3rd class with regard tu 
bacteria and some heaviIy degradable substances such as e.g. hydrocarbons44 . " 

Although in terms of its bacterid content the quality of water in the Danube has improved 
considerably since the 1970s - due, in particular, to the construction of treatment plants at 

Vienna and BratisIava - the content of nutrients remains high. This does nut mean that the 
water quality is bad overd1 and, in fact, the EC Working Group report of 2 November 1993 
noted that the Danube water here is "weII-suited for river bank infiltration" due to its high 

oxygeri content". 

7.33 However, because the water is rich in nutrients, there is aIways a 

42 Hungarian Mernoriai, paxa. 5.4 1. 

43 Slovak Mernoriai, pan. 2.13. 

44 EC Working Group report of 2 Nwember 1993, Slovak Mernorial, Annex I9 (ernphasis added). 

45 - ïbid. 



potential for "eutr~phication"~, a phenomenon which Hungary treats in its Mernorial as if it 
was unknown to the Project's designers and as if its very mention spelt the doom of the 

Dunakiliti-Hdov reservoir. Only in certain conditions does eutrophication become 
problematic - this is where an excess of nutrients develops, Ieading ta a jack of dissolved 
oxygen in the water and tu unfavorirable conditions for undemater 1%. But the existence of 

nutrients in the water and the growth of dg= in shalluw sections of a reservoir are not in 
themselves necessarily h a r m f u ~ ~ ~ .  

7.34 Where nutrient rich water is retained in a reservoir, the risk of harmful 
eutrophication is potentidfy increased by reduced water velocity. But this fact is well knowq 
as are the means of Iimiting any h c r d  risk: f i e r  dl, the risk of handu1 eutrophication 

exists at any given moment for the GM Project as it does for an)t other dam project on the 
Danube, the Rhine, or on any other river for that matter. Thus, eutrophication, Iike 
colrnatation (discussed below), is a phenomenon that has been extensively studied throughout 
the world and in relation to this particular Project. It is an *ont to the scientists of both 
Treaty parties that the Hungarian Mernorial should now write about these textbook subjects as 
if they had previoiisly been ignored by the experts of both counifies. 

7-35 For example, Hungary's 1985 Environmental Impact Assessrnent 
specifically considerd eutrophication issues. It found that - due to the large surface area of 
the Dunakiliti-HniSov reservoir, the wave movernent of the water, and the aeration eEect of 

passing through the turbines - the impact of the rsduced velocity in the reservoir and the 
resultant poteritid for eutrophication wouId be counteracted: 

"The retention tirne in the Dunakiliti-Hmkv reservoir and in the power channe1 
wifI grow (it di pass this section in a longer perÎod), su the sedimeritation c m  
speed up at certain places. Both effects reduce the oxygen demand. The larger 
surface are% the waviness, the production of the biomass of the water body 
increase the oxygen uptake, the slower velocity reduce it at the same time. The 

45 "Errtrophi~tion is the graduai increase in the oonoentration of phosphhonis, nïtrogen, and o&er plant 
nrrtrienîs in an aging aquaîk m q s t e m  such as a lake. The prductiviry or fertiIity of such an 
ecosystem increases as îhe amoruit of orgmic materiai that mn lx brciken dom into nutrients 
inc-. This materid enters the ecosyçtem primarily by runofF h m  land that carries debris and 
products of the reproduction and death of terrestrial organisms. Blwms, or great concentrations of 
algae and rnicroscopic organisms. often develop on the surface, preventing the tight penetration and 
oxygen absorption n v  for undemer Fie. Culhiral eutrophication occurs when man speeds up 
fhe aging p r m  by allwling excasive arnounts of nutrients in such f o m  as sewage, detergents, and 
fertilizen to tnkr the emiystern.* Encudomdia Brifannica, Vol. 4, p. 51 1, 15th ed., Chimgo, 1987. 

47 The impacts of eutrophication are not d e l y  negative. W d  infestation in the mnm places and at 
fie mmect IweI can Iead to water purincation and an increase in primary production. Water in a 
reservoir should not k &rile; by means of monitoring and wefuI management of erifrophimtion the 
equilibrium between aquatic prducers and consumers can be optirnid. 



decomposition processes of the organic materials increase the oxygen 
consumption. Letting the water through the turbines contributes to the oxygen 
uptake and aeration. Thus the effects in the reçervoir cornpensate each 
otheq8 .n 

7.36 In support of its current portrayal of an unambiguous deterioration of 
water quality due to eutrophicatio% Hungary cites the EC Wurking Graup report of 23 

November 199249. It is deged thai this report predicted eutrophication in the downstream 

part of the reservoir, threatenirig the water suppiy for Bratislava Iocated at ~amorh, the threat 
becoming serious with the foliowing growth season (of 1993). But the report's words have 
been taken out of context. The report predicts that the problem of eutrophication might arise 

if 95% of the Danube's water (as demande. by Hungary) were channeled back into the old 
riverbed. This might result from the fact that the velocity in the downstream part of the 
reservoir wouId be radically reduced because virhdiy dl the flow wouId be passing over the 

Cunovo weir - inevitably leading tu a large body of nearly cdm water, in which h d l  

eutrophication courd indeed accu?' - 

7.37 But it was not reasonable to envisage such a situation as arising under 
the GM Project. It was planned that the main part of the fiow woufd be through the bypass 
canal and thus a sufficient velocity would b t  rnaintained su that harmftrl eutrophication would 
nui occur. This has been show by the actuai practice. The s u m e r  of 1993 was reIatively dry 
and hot - hence, it was wel-suited to the commencement of eutruphication. But conditions did 
not evoIve so as tu adversely affect the quaiity of the water in the reservoir. Indeed, the EC 
Working Group report of 2 Novernber 1993 specifically confirrned that there had been no 
significant changes in surface water quality5' . This is particularly significant because, as the 

report notes, surface water quality is carefu1ly monitored by the Parties 4, since 1993, the 
reservoir has been continudly moriitored for the developmerrt of eutrophication conditions: 

"The amount of surface water qualie data in the area is comprehençive.. .The 
routine progamme has been c d e d  out in SIovakia for 10 - 30 years 
(depending on parameter) and in Hungary for 10 - 30 years (depending on 
paramet er) . 

Hmgrian MemoriaI, VaI. 5 part II, h n e x  4. See, al=, the BechteI rep% para. 7.15, m., abve. 

49 Hungarian Mernorial, para. 5.44. 

50 Hungary uses the eutrophifation risk argument ody when it is convenient to do so. It has k e n  more 
&han happy to forget eutrophication r i s k  and to argue that a& least 1200 m3/s shouid be channeIed into 
the old Danube in the TWMR negoîiations, whîch would inevitabIy Id to harmfüi eutrophiation 
conditions in the dmmstream e t i o n  of the resew~û. 

& SIovak Mernorial. para. 5.53. 



In addition to the above network a program of surface water quality monitoring 
in the reservoir has been initiated in 1993. This monitoring comprises the key 
parameters for assessrnent of eutrophication conditionss2." 

7.38 It must dso be stressed that the issue of water qudity in the reservoir 
was studied with care by the Treaty parties prior to the commencement of this dispute, and 
that the results of such studies were in turn reviewed technicdy in the Bechtel and HQI 

reports. The BechteI report predicted that "the water quality in the HniSov-DunakiLti 
reservoir will be improved" , while the HQI report wncluded that the risks of a deterioration in 
water qrraiiq were very lod3. 

7.39 Hungaq atm assumes that, due tu Project impIementation, 

eutrophication conditions would arise in the side arm systern, which wouId no longer be 
"frequently flushed" as under "natural conditions"". This makes no sense. The "naturai 

conditions" consisted of a neariy constant drought in the side arms. Thus, eutrophication was 
a serious probIem in the side a m  system before Project impleme~ltation as noted, inter alia, by 
the Hungean Environmentai Impact Assessrnent of 1985: 

"In the present state the system of the tributaries in Szigetkoz receives 
continuous freshwater supply only in case of water discharges exceeding 
2500m3/s (55-70 days annudy). In case the discharge is less than this - 
annudy n d y  300 day - there are ermanently stagnant water bodies, where P, ,, eutrophication, sedimentation occurs . 

In stagnant areas, the pour qiiality water infrltrated into parts of the underlying aquifer, leadirig 
to a deterioration in the -ter quaiity of this important resource. The planned impact of the 

Project was to solve this problem. As wili be seen below, the limited implementation of the 

Project to date fias show how this problem can be successfully reversed. 

52 W., Annex 19 (ai p. 347). It shouid be noted that one of the goals of the PHARE project, in which 
Hungaq declined to participate, is  to -te a cornputer made1 to forecasi and control eutrophication 
conditions in the mrvou. Sec, pmu. 5.57-53, h v e .  

53 Slovak Mernorial, para. 2.95, i3 S. 

54 Hungarian Mernorial. para. 5.52. 

s5 m., Vol. 5 (Part 0, Annex 4. &, also, the EC Working Group report of 23 November 1992, 
recurding the situation in the side arms prior to the implementation of Variant "Cu, m., (Pari II), 
Amex 14. "The water qudity of the side branches daers h m  that of the main Danube channel due 
to the much Iower velûcities and peri& and places with stagnant water. Ln dner years a negative 
trend bas b n  ob~rved wîth tiigh pH., hi& organit matter and Iow o g e n  conmfs." 



Colmatation 

7.40 The quality of the water downstream of the Dunakiliti weir would 
naturaIly be related to the quality in the reservoir. Hungary argues however that there would 
be additionai water quality problems in the old Danube caused by sedirnentation problems and 
the cIogging of the river bottom (colmatation) - both due in tum to the Iower veIocity of flow, 
which, it is dleged, wouId be aggravated by the planned construction of underwater weirs. 

7.41 Colmatation is indeed an important phenomenon because it could 

theoreticaliy create an impermeable barrier between the river water and the underlying aquifer, 

which relies on water infiltrating through the Danube Rvwbed and its side arms for recharging 

(and, as planned, water irifiltrating h m  parts of the re~ervoir)'~ . If the riverbed were to 

becorne cIogged with fine sediment and clay parficles, this recharge wouId be impeded. But, 

again, this phenomenon had been given careh1 study by the Treaty parties and by independent 

experts. In terms of recent studies, the EC Working Group report of 1 December 1993 

predicted for the old Danube that "during some events sedimentation of fine material wiii take 
place", but dso that "fine materid may be washed away durhg flood everitsnS7. The impact 
woiild be an equilibrillm, and, hence: "No major net erosion and sedimentation in the Old 
Danube." This conclusion was, of course, made in relation tu Variant "Cu. It is nonetheiess 

valid for the G/'N Project, for the potentiai problem is the same. 

7.42 A bnef review of the actual situation in the SIovak side arms explains 
the bais for the Working Group's staternent. Due to the construction of a water intake at 

~ o b r o h o ~ f ~ ~ ,  fiow into the Slovak side amt systern has been greatly increased, and the resuIt of 

this increased fiow is, as the EC Working Gmup report of 2 November 1993 noted, that "the 

ninning water has removed the fine materiai, previously dogging the bed of these river 

mSa59 . This is particularly important because, as  Hungary points out in its Mernorial, 
"[a]lluvial floodplains, and especially alluvial forests, create a most efficient system of water 

purification and recycling of o r p i c  matterua. Prier to the irnpIementation of the recharge, 

tfis naturd purification systern was riot functionirig and the side m s ,  characterised by areas of 

56 Slwakia uses the aquifer as the main supply for Bratislava's water. The water pumped oui is replaced 
naturaIly by meam of water infiltrating h m  the reswvoir, side arms an4 as planned, from the 
Danuk. 

57 Hungarian Mernonal, Vol. 5 Pari IQ, h e x  19 (at pp. 782-7833. 

5s See. IIlus. No.CM-7, appearing at para. 7.84, kieI5w. 

M Hunganan Mernorial. Vol. 5 (Part II), Annex 18. 

Ibid., Vol. 1, para. 5.19. - 
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stagnant water, were actuaiiy damaging ground water quality. This situation has been reversed 
in the Slovak side m s  due to the implementation of the artificial recharge system6' . 

7.43 The EC Working Group report of I December 1993 predicted that 

good infiltration conditions would continue on the SIovak side due to the recharge. But, at the 

same time, it predicted that if the recharge of Hungarian side m s  was not assured, poor 
conditions would continue due to the lack of water flow; 

"The river bed in the main branches on the Slovakian side wilI continue tu be 
free frum mud, so that good mtration mtiditions ex&. The river bed in the 
main branches on the Hurigarian side w2l continue tu be clogged wiîh frne 
materiallmud and prevent significant uifiltration to the ground water system6'. " 

Thus, where adequate water 80w is assured - in this case, in the range of 30-70 m3/s - no 
cciimatation prubIerns wiII aise. 

7.44 There is no evidence tu support Hungary's clah that undenvater weus 

would lead to colmatation problems. The underwater weirs for the old Danube rivehed were 

designed under the Project to raise the water level so that water could flow h o  an upstream 

river branch and at the same time raise p u n d  water leveis in the immediate terraid3 . They 
wouId dso slow down erosion of the riverbed. But velocity would not be so reduced as to 

Iead to colmatation problerns, especidly as the G N  Pruject envisaged that flow in the old 

Danube would be increased periodicdy to 1,300 m3/s, with the specific aim of ensuring that 

the riverbed was kept clean of fine sediment that might impede a t r a t i on .  It will be noted that 

Hungary points tu the beneficial impact of "the controlled addition of nverbed material"". 

But, the undenvater weir is verjt simiIar both in substance and in eEect to a naturd ford or 
sandbanlr that wouId be created by the addition of riverbed materid. The weirs 

61 m., Vol. 5 (Part TI), Annex 18 (at p. 70'1): "By compariçorr of Fig. 5.5 and 5.5, which r e p e n t  
wndttions More and after puthg  water to the side channels on the Slovakian f ldplain,  it is wident 
that a g m i  hydrauiic corindon between the si& channels and the ground water sylem has been 
established Thus, a substanîial p u n d  water recharge takes place h m  the side channels resulting in 
up to 1.5 rn i n c r d  p u n d  =ter 1 4 s .  " 

m., b e x  19 (at pp. 782-783). 

64 Hungarian Mernorial, para. 5.35. 



are buiIt up from stone and river grave1 - the ody difference is that they are not snbject to 

erosion6' . 

C. Drinkine Water: the Non-Existent "Threat" to the l i t n i  
OstrovlSzi~et k6z Aquifer 

7.45 Accordiig to the Hungwian Memurid, the eventual contamination of 

the vasr aquifer underlying &tri$ Oçtrov and Szigetkoz constitutes "one of the most serious 

risks of the impoundment"66. It is latw asserted that the deterioration of the aquifer is one of 
the "unavoidable results" of the ~ r o j e c t ~ .  It was always a major concern of Czechoslovakia - 
and now SIovakia - to ensure that one of its essentid water supplies is not damaged. The 
water of the aquifer is of enormous importance to SIovakia - far Iess so tu Hungq.  It is 

necessary that the Parties' respective interests in the drinking water suppIies contained in the 
aquifer be placed in the proper perspective before reviewing the exhaustive research into the 

possibility of any threat to such supplies. 

The Trnporiance of the Aquifer 

7.46 In order to boost its claim that an ecological state of necessity existed in 
1992, Hungary hm, in public, exaggerated the importance to it of the 2tn9 OstrovlSzigetkliz 
aquifer. To take one example, in its 1992 Dechration, Hungary describes the importance of its 
&are of the aqui fer with ds "capacitjr of ? miIlion rn3tday permanent drinking water suppIy - 
the average need of the Hu@an ~apital"~'. In fact, the capacity is 0.3 rniiiiun rnqday, none 
ofwhich is used tu supply ~ u d a ~ e s t ' ~ .  And, in an intemal paper produced in April 1992, that 

is just one month before the Dechration was issued, the Cornmittee for Water Management 

Sciences of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences dismissed the importance of the aquifer, 
particularly in terms of it being a possible supply to Budapest. It noted: 

65 Further, as the EC Working Group has note4 the division of the Slwak side arms into eight separate 
regions sepamed by msades has not led to wlmatation problems. in fkf velxities have k e n  
sac ien t  ta clean the river bottom and e m e  g m i  infIltrrition as nofed at para. 7.42, A v e .  There is 
no reason why undemafer weirs, which similatfy hold up water fïaw, shouId have a different effm. 

a Hungkan Mernoriai, para. 5.43. 

67 Ibid, para. 10.22. - 

68 m., Vol. 4, Annex 82 (at p. 171). 

59 1. Nagy, Professor Emeritus of Bu- Univesi@, "EEect of the System of the Hydropwer Projecfs 
GaMIkovo-Nagmuos on Subçurface Water Supplies of the KisaBld Ara and the InfIuenœ of 
Resp3ive €&ades*, Tnfinierske SStavbk Vol. 42. 1994, No. I, Annex 20. 



"In this area less than 1% of the population of the country receives water supply 
fiom these resources [the aquifer]. The National Water Management Master 
Plan did not make a& proDosal for the long term utilization of this water 
resource, since exhausting of the Nation's drinking water resources is not 
expectable. The aeonrapbicd location of the ana renders. as a matter of 
course. the convevance of water via water mains over Iona distances 
uneconomicd7' ." - 

Hungaryis concern that this resource should not be contaminated is legitirnate. But to link this 
concern tu an imminent thrat  to Budapest's d r î n h g  water supplies is scient5cally untenable 
and deIiberately misIeading of pubIic oPiniodl . 

7.47 By contrast, the aquifer & the major source of Bratislava's water supply; 

waterworks are located at Sihof, Samorin, Kalinkovo, Rusovce and GabEikovo that tap around 
7 m3/s of good qudity water from the aquifer. It is scarcely likely that Slovakia would ignore 
any possible threat tu the purity of this water resource. 

7.48 Hungary nonetheless accuses the pIanners of the GlN System of having 

failed to consider the threat to this resource posed by the Project and deges that Slovakia has 
more recentiy ignored waniings as to the existence of this threatn. The evidence does not 
support such allegations. From the very inception of the Project the ground waters of this 
region were carefully monitored wiîh the aim of examining the inter-relationship between 

surface and ground water on the one hmd and the underlying aquifer on the other. Various of 
the studies carried out by Hungary are even listed in Appendix 3 of its Mernoriai. By way of 

rebuttal of Hungary's accusations, it must be noted that as early as the 1950s the Project's 

plamers were examining the hydrology of Szigetkoq as noted in the Geological Map Series of 
the Hungarian Geologicd Inditute: 

"This region c m  be referred to as the most accu ratel^ studied area in H u n ~ a q  
from the angle of hydrogeology. In the early 1950s eight series of ground- 
water observation wells were completed dong the Danube between Rajka and 
Gyor 
Proiect and observed pemanently up to the present day by VITUKI (Water 
Management and Research Institute) and by the Regional Water Management 
OfEcesn , " 

70 Hungarian Mernoriai, App. 3, p. 4 1 1 (emphasis addsd). 

See.pam7.65,t~.,beiow,andIIIus.N0.~4. 

" Hungarian Mernorial, paras. 10.37-10.38. 

" Annex 2 1, hereto (ernphasis added). 



The comment continues (further undeminhg Hungarian daims that environmental issues were 
efectively ignored in the politicai climate prevdent prior to 1989): 

"Resumption of the construction of the dam in the 1980s prompted again to 
launch wide-ranging studies in szigetkoz7' . " 

7.49 The impact of the Project on water resources was no Iess extensively 

researched in CzechosIovakia and, in 1990, HQI was commissioned with a specific mandate to 

review the existing data and to examine public fears as to the impact of the Project on the 

aquifer7'. In a çynthesis of its report (issuecl in D m b e r  1990, iike the main report), HQI 
divided these fears into t h e  subject areas: contamination by heavy metds; an excessive 
accumulation of orgmîc matter (hydrocarbons) at the bottom of the reservoir; change in the 

chernical baiance of the water in the aquifer. But this syrithesis concluded that the risk was 

exaggerated: 

"En fonction des considerations suivantes: qualité de l'eau du Danube, qualité 
de l'eau potable q i  alimente la ville de Bratislava, qualité de Seau actuelle de la 
plaine Zitn* Ostrov a mesures de corrections proposées pour eviter le 
colmatage compIet du réservoir, Ies craintes fumulkes nous semblent peu 
fondées et les risques du projet paraissent linit&s7' ." 

Translation: 

"Due to the following considerations: the water quality of the Danube, the 
qualie of the  drinking water supplying BratisIava, the cumnt qudiîy of the 
watw of the Ztn$ Ostrov plain and the corrective masures proposed tu avoid 
the totaI coImatation of the reservoir, the fears fomulated seem tu us without 
red foundation and the risks of the Project seem limited. " 

74 Ibid. As part of such studies. 2 13 I8m d ~ p  tioreholes were drill& in fhe region, together with 45 40m 
deep -7 boreholes- It -ot bc denied that thc Projea engenderd a vtry carefuI snidy of gound 
water conditions and potential Project impaa. 

75 The HQI report notes that: "des craintes swifiques ont étd formulées face au projet." Translation: 
"SpeMfic fears had been formulated in fface of the Project." 
It continues: "C'est afin de répondre A ces maintes que plusieiirs &dm ont 4té entreprises dans Ie 
mire du projet et c'est a w i  dans ce contexte que certains o b j d  de Ia mission dWQi visent à 
donner me opinion edrîeure et impartiale sur 1s rhdtats des études et sur Iw effets appréhendh du 
proje,' 
Translation: 
"It is in order to rqmnd & w h  fears that çeverai shidieç have been h e û  out within the Project 
framework and it is also within this context that œmin objectives of HQI's mission have k a  aimed 
at giving an extemal and imp-liai opinion on the results of studies and on the anticipated effects on 
the Pmject. " Hungarian Mernoriai, Vol. 5 (Part i), Annex 9 (at p. 209). 

76 
HQI, Rapport S p t h k .  Dmmber 1990. h e x  22, hereto, af pp. 8-9. al=, the main r e p r ~ ,  
Hungarian Mernorial. Vol. 5 part 0. Amex 9 (at p. 242). 



I 7.50 The evidentiary value of the external and impartial opinion given by HQI 
has been recugnised in the Hungarian Memorial, to which the HQI report wai annexed in full. 

But HQlls assessrnent dues not support Hungws daim that the aquifer wouId be 

contaminated. Nor indeed does the assessrnent iri Hungarjl's own cummissioned report, the 
Bechtel report. This predicted an improvement in the quality of the water impounded in the 
reservoir and that "there should be no simcant impact to ... downstream potable water 

wurks due to the GNB project"n. 

The Alle~ed Rish 

7.5 1 The strident tone adopted in the legal sections of Hungary's Memorial, 
where the "serious threat" to the aquifer is invoked, together with the "high probability of 
risking the qudiîy of the dririking wattrn, mnflicts with the actlrd description of the dIeged 
risks in its factud chapter= . There it is accepted that, far h m  being imminent, any risk 
would take "some decades" to manifest itseIf; far fiom an assertion of a high, scientifr~ 

probability of risk, it is cautiously argued that the result "could be" that the aquifer "might 

become" b nus able'^. It would be hard to depict something further removed fiom the grave 
and imminent perd that wouId be required for a state of necessie or for the invocation of the 

"precauticinary grinciplen (accordmg to Hungary's lakr interpretation of the reIevant Iaw). 

7.52 Hungary's degation of risk is based on the assumption that recharge of 
the aqnifer would no longer be from the Danube but would solely be 6om the reservoir and the 

side a m  systern which, it is assumed in h i p  wouId become contaminated. It is me, and has 
always been known, that the pressure of water in the reservair, togethw with its iricreased 

surface area, would inmease infiltration into the aquifer £iom this source. It is undeniable that, 

following the implementation of Variant "CM, a more pronounced recharge now occurs from 
the cunovo reservoir. But it is equally undeniable that this reservoir has had no impact on 

surface water quality and wiI1 continue tu be a goad source of q u i  fer rechargem . 

7.53 This is significant because, dthough the bnovo reservoir is srnalier 
than the Project reservoir, the nature of the risk to the aquifer alIeged by Hungary remains the 

same. And, with regard to the Cunovo reservoù, there is absolutely no evidence (and no 
t 
I 

n See. Slovak Mernoriai, Annex 27 (at pp. 209 and 2 13). 

l 78 Hungarîan Mernorial, para. 10.2 1. Compare. Chapter 5.  



evidence offered} to support Hungay*~ daim that "direct impacts of contamination ftom 

[reservoir] recharge water have been notedM8'. Indeed, this extraordinary assertion is 
contradicted even in Appendix 3 to Hungary's Memorial: "No qualitative changes have yet 

been detected upon the effect of the water edtratirig fiom the reservoir and id t ra t ing  fium 
the water recharge qstem, or due to the dtered grouadwater flow diieciion~~ ." 

7.54 Hungary alleges that such contamination would arîse due to the 
accumulation of "toxic materiais and heavy metals" in the sediment at the bottom of the 

reservoir. This is voiced by Hungary both as a certainty and a certain cause of irsk to the 

aqrrifer. But as noted at paragaph 8.21 beIow, the Iatest data coIIected shows that the dIuviaI 
grave1 and sandy d i m e n t  brought dom by the Danube is polluted or, at Ieast, not in 
cornparison to Europe's other major riversS3 . 

7.55 Naturally, the possible impact of heavy m d d  accumuIation was 
carefully studied pior to this dispute and the results of such studies were, in hm, reviewed in 
the BechteI and HQI reports. The Bechtd report did not anticipate any p u n d  water 

contamination by heavy metalsu. The HQI report considered that the only senous threat of 
contamination was posed by iron and manganese since oniy these were ~usceptible to chernical 
conversion into a soluble state. But it cuncluded îhat the risk was insignificant" . 

7.56 The recharge Hrto the quifer would not in my event be soIeIy fiom the 

reservoir. Recharge through the ofd Danube riverbed would continue once water levels were 

83 In any ment, heavy metals are insoluble and thus cannot enter the aquifer - unless there is a lack of 
dissdved oxygen, k., reduction conditions in the water. In normal conditions, heavy metaïs do not 
k m e  soIuble. And, as noted at para. 7.36 above, the threat of eutrophication in the resewoir woiild 
only aaxrmpmy qxcificaIIy non-Project, n o n - n o d  operating conhtion~. 

s4 SIwak Memurid, Anriex 27. The irnpartan~ of car& monitoring and remediai dredging of 
undesirable metai concentrations at 3-5 y- intervals is ncnetheIess nored. 

85 Hungarian Memorial. Vol. 5 (Part 1). h e x  9. The HQI report found that: "Le seul phénoméne 
susceptible de détdriorer la qualit& serait la mobiIisation du fer et manganése et cette éventualitd peut 
n'être que lointaine en raison de l'apport rapide d'eau au fond des fouilles d'infiltration. Dans la pire 
dw hentuaIit&s, le fer et le manganèse sont faciles 8 retirer de Seau et ne posent pas de r i v e  p u r  la 
ml&." 
TransIaticn: 
"The ody phenornenon susoeptible to Iead lo a deterioration in the water q d i t y  wodd be the 
mobiIisation of iron artd manganese and thÎs possibility can ody be distant due to the rapid flow of 
water at the imttorn of the infiltration channels. In the worst possible case, iron and manganese are 
easy to recover from water and do not pose a risk to the healthu. 
The presence of manganese and iron in gmund water 1s wmmon in many countries, eg., Denmark 
and the NetherIands and is simple to treat. 



raised in the manner intended by the GM Project, that is by the construction of underwater 
weirs. As noted at paragraph 7.43 above, there is no reason to conclude that the river bottom 
wouId in the meanthe becorne clogged by sediment (colmatation). CertainIyI the Cornmittee 

for Water Management Sciences of the Rungarian Academy of Sciences did not see 

colmatation as a problem in its April 1992 paperS . 

7.57 Under the G/N Project, further recharge would have taken place 
through the side m system, on a the Hungariatl and the SIovak side m s .  The Hurtgarian 
Mernorial notes that the "tiequently flush& side branches" are a major source of Wtration 

under "natural conditionsn". This is correct; but the conditions in the side m system pior tu 

the darnrning were very far fiom natural, being most of the year without direct inflow. 

7.58 Hungary addresses the impact of the creation of the reservoir as if this 

urinaturd simation were infended tu continue d e r  the damming: 

"Eutrophication occurring in the side branches and the increased organic load in 
the water leaving the resewoir will further affect the quality of the water 
entering the subsurface qstems8. " 

But insofar as eutrophication conditions continue today in the Hungarian branch systeq this is 
due to Hungary's continued refusal to implement the recharge of its side armsW . This refusal 
may lead to poor quality water entering the aquifer which would, in turn, constitute a breach of 
Hurigws obligations tu protect the environment under Artide 19 of the 1977 Treaty. In 

t contrasr, the conditions in the SIovak side a m  have been radically tnpruvd md demonstrate 
the overall, beneficid impact that the Project muid have on the aquife? . Where before the 
Slovak side branch riverbeds were clogged up and no recharge of the aquifer was taking place, 
now good idltration occurs through the newly cleaned river branch bottoms. 

86 =, Vol. 1, App. 3, p. 41 t. 

87 W., para. 5.52. 

88 Hungarian Mernorial, para. 5.53. 

89 
Si, para 8-11, am., tieIow. 

W See, Slovak Memonal, Illus. Nos. 35A-D. 



This has been conkned by the EC Working Group report of 2 November 1993" . 

7.59 As to the possibility of the water entering the side arm system being 
contaminated due to the conditions in the resewoir, this was exmhed in the HQI repoff. 
The specifiic fear addressed reIated to fhe a~cumulation ofhydrocdons in sediment that wouId 

be washed into the side m s  during flood conditions. But it was caIcuIated that the risk was 
minimal. Put simply, toxic hydro~arbons are not found in the Danube's sediments save for near 
the Slovnaft refinwy (close' to Bratislava), which is isolated from the Danube by pumping 
stations which direct the ground water flow towards the rehery (this is hown as a "hydrautic 

blanket"). 

7.60 Once again, these comments can be tested against the actual 

implementation of Variant "Cu. There is nothing to suggest that there has been a deterioration 
in the quality of the surface water entering the side ami system, nûr indeed of the water that 

infiltrates into the aqui fer, whether h m  the side amis, the oId Danube, or the reservoir. The 

EC Working Gruup report of 2 November 1993 noted the long t m  high quaiity of the g r o ~ ~ n d  
water idltrating from the Danube into the aquifer prior to the darnming. It also noted the 

"excellentt' quaiity of this water once extracted from the aquifer, that is d e r  undergoing the 
naturd fltration process in the flow through its layers of p v e l  and s311d.'~ 

7.61 It  is stressed that this appraisd reflecfs the long t e q  pre-dam status. 

Before considering the EC's findings on the impact of darnming, it is important to note tint the 
EC's assessrnent is based on a vast mount of data. As the sarne report notes, the "amount of 

ground water quality data in the area is comprehensiven. It cuntinues: 

"In SIovakia a systernatic moriitonng has been c&ed out since I9%3 on a 
bionthly bais. Mer the damming of the Danube an extended monitoring 
programme with fortnightly sarnpling has been made in a number of wells 
located close to the Danube ... Under the extended monitoring analyses are 
made for more than 100 parameters including heavy metals and organic 
micropollutants. The Slovakian Data Report (ref 124 shows plots of dl data 

PI n e  report stater: " H m e r ,  after dixharging watw into the side channds in the Slwakian fi& 
plain h m  May 1993 on& the ground water lwels have increased above those wrresponding to 
pre-dam conditions. This demonstrates tbaî a considerable recharge now @es place h m  the side 
channels. This has becorne possible h a u s e  the ninning wakr has removed the fine material, 
previously clogging the bd of th= river a m . "  EC Workîng Group report d 2 Navemk 1993, 
Hungarian Mernofiai, Vol. 5 (Part II), Anriex 18. 

92 Ibid Part l), Annex 9 (at pp. 236-237). -' 7 

" The repart states: "The ground water quality in the area dominated by the infiltration from the Danubc 
is generally in a g d  state. Thus, the quality of the p u n d  wakr abstracted h m  the water woiks 
located c l o s  to the Danube is genedly excellent." M., (Fart Il), Annex 18 (at p. 7 1 1). 



h m  the ordinay monitoring programme plus a s u m m q  of data h m  a single 
well under the extended moriitorîrig programme. 

Zn Hungary a Iarge amount of data is being colIected on a fortnightly basis. 23 
paramet ers are measured." 

I 

I In other words, a comprehensive monitoring system was in place prior to the damming of the 

Danube and this was upgraded after the damming. 

7.62 The question, therefore, is what this diligent monitoring has, as a matter 

of fact, revealed since the damrning of the Danube. The response is that the good quality of 
the ground water has not been impair&. The same EC Working Group report concludes that 

"no ground water quaIity changes a n  be ideritified after the damming of the Danube" and that 

"rio simcant changes in surface water qualit)f parameters as cornpared tu pre-dam conditions 

cari be detected d i t r  damming the ~ a n u b e " ~  . Further : 

"According tu the Hunnarian Data Report (reff3f) nu sipificant changes have 
been detected in the ground water q u a l i e  ." 

There is simply no evidence to support Hungaq's reference to the 'toxic qualityhf the water 
entering the aiquifer%. There is no evidence of pollution problems in the reservoir and no 
evidence of pollution of sediments. And, since there has been no change in the quality of the 
water entering the aquifer, there can be no change in the quality of the water being extracted. 
And, of course, çuch a change wmld become known immediately, for the extracted water is 
extremeiy carefully monitored, being used to supply the inhabitants of Bratidava. 

7.63 A fiirther positive bene& of the Project - tu Hungary - was to be 

güaranteed in the supply of additionai water tu the Musuni Danube. Whereas prior to the 

implementation of the Project this main branch was without input flow from the Danube for 
300 days a year (as shown in aius. No. CM-6A) appearing at paragaph 7.82 below}, the GlN 
Project would ensure a constant flow of 20 mg/$. This would clearly have a beneficid impact 
on the water entering the water table fiom what was once a fiequently stagnant tributary. As 
the Hungarian Environmental Impact Assessrnent of 198 5 noted: 

m. (at pp. 596 and 7 13). 

" - Ibid. (at p. 7 13 - emphasis added). 

% - Ibid., VoI. 1. para. 5.53. 



"In the future as a result of the construction of the designed hdïitration system 
for the regulation of the subsurface water resources the majority of the stagnant 
water surfaces wiii be diminatedg . " 

7.64 In 1992, thwe was no reIiable scientific evidence tu suggest that the 
quifer would becorne contambted as a result of the GIN froject. The actud operation of 

Variant "Cu has provided hrther evidence that &e Project's impact would not be harmful. 

Vafiant "Cm, as discussed in grater d d  in Chapter YID below, has not led tu surface or 

ground water quaIity deterioration. Moreover, no eutrophication problem has developed in the 
Cunovo resmou and there is no evidence to suggest that my contamination of the aquifer is 
to be anticipated. The impacts of the impoundment have been very carefuiiy studied and 
monitored - throughout the development and construction phase of the G N  Project and 

Variant "Cu. Hence, Hungary's allegations as to the risk of contamination of drinking water in 

this region are demonstrably unfounded. 

D. Drinkinn Water: the Non-Existent "Threat" tu the Budapest Bank- 
Filtered WeIIs 

7.65 As shown in Xius. No. CM-4, the bank-filtered water weiis that suppIy 
dirnking water tu Budapest are Iocated downstrram of Nagyrnaros. lnsofar as these we1Is have 

bten undtr threat, this is not due tu the qudity of the water Ieaving the GabEfkovo section but 
due tu unrelateci puIlution from background sources in Hungary, fiom direct poiiution of the 
Danube due to untreated sewage fiom Budapest, and the extensive commercid dredging of the 
Danube for its grave1 resources; no "threatn is now or has mer been posed by the G/N 

proj ect9' . 

7.66 The existence of the "threat" to these supplies alIegedly caused by the 
Project is, as admitt ed bv Hunnary, based on no more than simpIe specuIation, rest ing on mere 
possibilities that might have led to a detericlration in the water from the bank-filtercd wells. In 
Appendix 3 tu its Mernorial, Hrrngsry reviews three risks of damage tu the Budapest suppIy 
weIIs, each of which is described as no more than a vague possibility: it is stated that water 

qualiry upstream of Nagymaros "corrld have" deteriorated (thus leadmg tu a possible 
deterioration in the quditji of water atering into the weIls); that the reIease of sediment 

through the Nagymaros weir "couId have created rather uncertain conditions"; that there 

97 m., Vol. 5 (Part I), Annex 4. This improvement is particularly important as there is a conspimous 
riçe in sulphate content in the Mosoni Lowland region, leading to a deterioration in ground water 
quality, especially around R a h  and m g .  

98 "Backgroundn pollution is contamination h m  murces on the land side of the wells, b., pollution that 
is not related to the river water. It rnight comprise industrial effluent from refineries or prmsuig 
plants, sewage seepage or agriniltud fertiliser. 





"could have" been erosion problerns downstream of the wei?. This uncel-tainty is in stnking 

contrast tu Hungaty's contedon in its 1992 DecIaration of the certain* "that irreversible 
damage afflicts the . . . drînking water reserves of miIlions of . 

7.67 As the Hungarian Appendi 3 makes clear, there is no scientific basis for 
this iast assertion: 

" With respect to the above mentiond risks 
havesuantified Nevehademade,ess neither were results 
of investigations available to prove the insignitïcance of the above hazardsl0' ." 

Zn other words, certain assertions without sciedfic basis have been made and, as a resrrlt of 

insufficient research, these assertions have neither been proved nor disproved. This Carnot be 

regarded as cornpelling evidence of anything, except possibly indifference. Nonetheless, in the 

main body of its Mernorial, Hungary reverts to the positive, certain tone of the 1992 
Declarafion. Once again, adverse impact on the Budapest weils becornes "expected" and "a 

significant and non-replaceable luss in water production" is predicted'02. But no explmation is 

given for the discrepancy between such positive assertions and the lack of evidence supplied in 
support. 

7.68 If the threat bad any reaI basiq it seems extraordinq that no suficiently 
detailed investigations were carried out. And it must be stressed that, insofar as research was 
insufficient, this represents a breach by Hungary of its Treaty-related obligations. (Obviously, 
Czechodovakia had no research obligations relating tu Budapest's water supplies.) Hungary 
was obiiged, in particular by the 1976 Joint Contractuai Plan Agreement, tu firther "the 
hydrologîcal and hydraulic examination ... of the new condition between Budapest and 
Nagyrnaros" . A further task was: 

"The cornplementation and evduation of the examinations relating tu the effecf 

99 Hungarian MemoriaI, App. 3, p. 432. 

100 Sec. its 1992 Dechration, m., Vol. 4, Anna 82 (at p. 154). 

101 m., Vol. 1, App. 3, p. 432 (emphasis added). By wntrast, fhere is cuncreie widence of the 
dekioraiion of the Budapest water supplies due to other hazards such as background pollution. 



of the dredging in the downstream warer at Nagymaros taking into 
103 i t  consideration the wells of the waterworks in Budapest . 

And, of course, Artide 15 of the 1977 Treaty required Hungary tu ensure the protection of 

water qudity. 

7.69 Thus, Hungary has asserted the 'wristence of a risk - which it had a 

Treaty-based obligation to ver@ and which it is practidly impossible for Czechodovakia 

ei ther tu verifL or disprove - but on the basis of which Hungq  has purported tu terminate the 

2977 Treaty. Slovakia can do no more than tu rely on Hungws Mernorial to judge whether 
Hungary's assessrnent of its own non-cornpliance with such important obligations is vaiid. 

7-70 According tu Appendii 3 of Hungaxy's Memurial, a five vear research 
and develuriment program was carried out, starting in 7980, by Budapest Waterworks 

specXcally directed at "the protection and development of bank filtered drinking water 

res~urces"'~.  The results of this program have not been annexed by Hungaiy to its Memorid. 
Huwever, short extracts are provided, h m  which the fulIowing two points are of cruciai 

importance: 

- &g, the Danube riverbed in the Nagymaros-Budapest sector has been 
lowered by up tu 1.5 rn "due to the effects of commercial g r a d  

dredging (20 million m3)". Such dredging, carried out by Hungary and 

exceeding by 3 times the excavations envisaged under the Project, has 
decreased the depth of the gravel aquifer below the riverbed from 4-7 m 

to 1-4 m, apparently leading to a loss in capacity of 200,000 - 300,000 

m3 per day of water suppIy. 

- Second, the results of five years of research and development by the 
principal body responsible for the exploitation of  this water supply in 

103 m., Vol. 3, Annex 18 (at p. 226). There was a focus 'on the impact of dredging because it was 
important that the naturai filtration p r m ,  which takes place through a thin layer of gravel and 
sedimenk not dishirbed. 

IO4 Ibid., VoI. 1, App. 3, p. 428. - 



no way suggested that the planned construction of Nagymaros should 

be modified, let alone aborted so as to protect the w e ~ l s ' ~ ~ .  

7.71 With regard to Hurigary's dredghg of this sector of the Danube, 

Appendix 3 to the Hungarian Memorial now States that furîher "river training or regulation 

works along the Danube reach of concem" must be avoidedlq. This may or may not be 
correct, dthough this new-found concem for the riverbai ater layer is in contrat tu the large- 

scale dredging works c&ed out in the 1960s and 1970s. h d  it must be stressed that the 

dredging to date has far exceeded that which was anticipated for the construction of the GM 

System. It is true that the Project orîguially envisaged that there should be dredging below 

Nagymaros to the extent of 6.5 million m3 of grave1 fiom the Danube riverbed. But the 
dredging that has aIready been carried out by Hungq - for reaçons Iargely unconnected 4 t h  

the Project - is according tu the Hungarian Mernorial, 20 million m3'" . Ir is fur this reason 

that the Bechtel report noted in 1990 that the dredging work "has been teniiinated, so that is 
no longer a factor"'08. 

7.72 No evidence is given to support Hurrgary's contention that the water 

qudity in the impounded section upstream of Nagymaros might deteriorate, in tum ladin8 tu a 

deterioration in the qudity of the water Wtering into the Budapest supply wells. The Bechtel 
report predicted, to the contrary, that for the Danube in the Nagymaros region "the project 
operation might resuIt in an improved water quaIity except for a few months during the 

summertt l m .  As to the water supply wells looated upstream of Nagymaros, a gaieral 

improvement was predicted by Bechtd, not Ieast because more water would be filtering 

through h m  the Danube and less "fiom adjacent areas, which are the present sources of poor 

quality water"'" . As tu the downstream sector, it saw no IikeIihood af deterioration: 

' O 5  It was notcd that the "channel reguiation downstream of Nagymaros must bc pl-& wiîh due cuncern 
for the above Lproktion of the riverbe.. filter zone]". This is selfevident and it in no way suggests 
that the c o r n d o n  of N a v o s  was incumpdbIe wiLh continued exploitation of the water 
mppiies, let done thar it created a p v e  and imminent perii. 

107 The Hun@an Memorial daims that "large m i e  dredging in the 1960s and 1970s lwas] done partly 
to prepare for the N a m s  Barrage and pady for other commercial reasons". m., para. 5.59. 
This is untnre according to iîs Appendix 3, which states fhat the oniy drdging opatiorrs b e d  out 
in connation with the ~nstruction of Nagpuros were in 1985. 

I I )% Slovak Mernorial, Amex 27 (at p. 2 Id). 

1 ID Sec. a h ,  M., para. 2.105, g W. 



"The planned operation of the project wilI not significantIy aIter the flow 
characteristics or hydrology of the river downstrearn of Nagymaros." 

No problems of erosion or sedimentation were predicted. Put W l y ,  the possible nsks tu the 

Budapest suppIy weIIs were thoroughly researched, were found to be minimal and have now 

been gussIy exaggerated by Hungarjr. 

E. The Non-Existence of  "Threats" to Drinkin~ Water Was 
Confirmeci by the Findinps of the 1985 Environmental I m ~ a c t  
Assessmenf 

7.73 Prior to Hungary's abandonment of works at Nagymaros in May 1989, 

one of the most important assessments of the Project's impact on water quantity and quality 
was Hungary's 1 985 Environmental Impact ~ssessment"' . It may be noted that this was 

concIuded at the same time as the 1980-1985 research program camed out by the Budapest 

Waterworks. 

7.74 Before reviewing the Assessment's conclusions, two points must be 
made. m, the Remlution reqrriring its preparation dso laid down a series of environmental 

prerequisites, the first of which was that the Project should not "impose danger on the water 

supply of ~ u d a ~ e s t " " ~ .  The compilers of the Assessrnent therefore accorded primary 
importance to the issues of drinking water re~ources"~. Second. the findings of the 
Assessrnent in relation to dnnking water were not challenged until it was politically convenient 
to do su, that is, not untii 1989. The 1985 Opinion of the Hrrngarian Academy of Sciences 

may have criticised cerlain aspects of the ~ssessrnent"~ , but it fully accepted the findings in 
relation to drinking water supplies. 

7.75 With regard to both the water in the aqriifer and that taken h m  the 

hank-fdtered wells, the ksessment found that the Projen would have no negative cffcn and 

that the red threat to such resources was 6om wholIy unreiattd sources of background 
pollution. For the Szigetkoz aquifer, a positive improvement in the quality of the resource was 

in fact predicted: 

apara4.24,get..above. 

112 Hungarian Memorial, Vol. 5 (Part l), Annexes 3 and 4 (at p. 17). 

113 Ibid. Thus, the intrductory paragraph to tbe frrst section of îhe -ment statas: "The irnpaa of the 
Gge Sysfem u p n  the water mpply of the region was examinai mahlj fim the arpect of the 
binking water resources of lhe rrçed Danulx d o n . "  (At p. 18.) 

114 See. para. 4.28, et seq., above. 



"The water treasure in the grave1 layer of the Szigetkoz will receive freshwater 
stipply frum the idltration system being filtered, more cIear water, which bnngs 
it into better state fiom the water qiidity point [of view]." 

Nor was sedimentation in the Dunakiliti-HnrSov reservoir seen as a prubiem. However the 
threat to the aquifer fiom "communal and agricultural" pollution was highlighted. And it was 

noted that a similar pollution threat existed for the wells of Szentendre Island (downstream of 

Nagjmaros) that supply Budapest: 

"The Szigetkoz water treasure is not hmpered by the 1ocd sediieritation ofthe 
Dunakiliti Reservoir ... . However it is very important to reduce, stop or as an 
immediate task to reduce the growing tendency of the pollution through the 
difise pollution fiom the communal and agricultural sources ... Sirnilarly 
important h m  the point of view of the Szentendre Island bank fltered water 
resources ris] the background pollution on the su face of the island. " 

7.76 No Project-related deterioration was predicted for the bank-filtered 
wells upstream of Nagyrnaros. Again, the threat to these wells was seen to be fiom 
background pollution, a threat that would be decreased as a direct result of Project 
operation"' : 

"The research dealing &th the circumstances of the bank filtered water 
resources showed that the deterioration of its water quality is mauily due to the 
growing pollution corning from the background areas. It is expected as a 
clearly favourable effect of the Barrage Systern that the height of raised water 
IeveI - due tu the growing puriion of the discharge Ulto the wells h m  the 
Danube side - wiI1 reduce the background pollution process." 

Finally, the 41-important Budapest supply weIIs were considered: 

"The Barrage System has no effect upon the filter layer of the Budapest 
Waterworksl water resources at the Szentendre Idand. The changes in the filter 
layer are infIuenced by Factors independent h m  the [GM Project J. " 

7.77 Thus, the Assessment's overdl conclusion was that "the [GN Project] 
will not deteriorate the water treasure's present social-economic usefulness". There is no 

evidence that even suggests that this particular conclusion was ever challenged. To challenge 

II5 Exactiy the same conclusion was w h e d  in relation to the karstic wakrs @und waters in 
underground hollows, faults, etc., usually in limestone formations) that Hungary now ciaims to have 
been under h t  (Hungarian Mernorial, psra. 5.58): "The quality of the karstic water is also far more 
influtnœd by the pollution waçhed in (especially in GIS of concenmed pollution sources and open 
karstic regiom) fiom the Middle-Transdanubian region than the water reaching these layers with low 
probability and filterd by lhe aIIwiaI Iayes from the Danuk m e r .  On the bais of this the premm 
pattern aIrered by the [Gm Project] will not hamper tIie qiralify of the Mid&-Tlzuisdanubian 
Mauntains' wakr weasweex 



it now - on the basis of no new studies or information - is entirely unwarranted. It is char h m  

the Assessrnent that, insofar as water resources were threatened, this was due to unrelated 
pollution problems. This analysis has been recently confirmed by 1. Nagy, Professor Emeritus 

at Budapest University. He reviewed the claims that the GM Project posed a threat tu 
d*g water supplies in Hungary and found them tu be "incomprehensible and scientificalIy 

una~thorised""~. Acmrding to his scienti5cdly substantiated paper, the daims are "a 

consequence of the misunderstandmg of facts and realities, which ... represent ' a  danger of 

directing attention Çom actual and topical problems of water supply for the population, of 
wastewater treatment and vitai problems of the environment". 

SEC~ION~.  The Pri?iectSs Immct on Soirs. A~ricuIture, Forestrv, Hors and 
Fauna - 

A. Introductorv Comments 

7.78 Aithough Hungary divides the Project impact area into three regions - 
Szigetkoz, the Danube Valley, and the Namaros bend - it is only the poteritid envirumental 

impact on the first of these that is considered by Hungary in any detail. Slovakia deduces h m  

this that even Hungary does not take its allegations as to environmental impact in the 
downstream area seriously. Accordingly, the folIowing analysis focuses largefy on the Project's 
alieged environment ai impact on the GabCfkovo sectiori, that is on Szigetkoz and &nji Ostrov. 

7.79 Hungary alleges that the G/N Project "would have wiped out the 
floodplain, which, together with its branch systems, constitute the productive basis of the 
region""'. This extreme contention is founded on a description of the Danube and its 
fIoodpIain that presumes that the Project designers were approaching a v i r e  lmdscape and on 
a description of the G/N System that ignores dl those elements of the Pruject design that the 

Treaty parties incorporated so as to mitigate environmentai impact. Furthermore, the 

impression is given that the environmerital impact was to be felt by Hungary done. A more 
misleading starting point for an examination of the expected impacts of the GIN Project on the 

environment is hard tu imagine. 

7.80 Hungary's central prernise is that the Project's impact would have been 
felt most intensely in Sigetkoz, whose environment "would have significantly deteriorated 

116 
of the Sysiem of the Hydmpwer RojeEts -ove-Namos on Submke Water Supplia 

of the Kisalfold Area and the Iniluence of W v e  Cascades", -. Vol. 42, 1994, 
No. 1, Annex 20. 

117 Hunganan Mernorial, para 5.90. 
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because of the diversion of the Danube into a by-pass canai for 31 kmnH8. Tkis dearly 
conrradicts the findings ofthe EC Wurking Group and, in particular, its report of 23 November 
7992, which noted that due to the transfer of navigation into the bypass canal: "a unique 

situation has ansen. Iriitiated by technical masures the fiver and the floodplain cm develop 
119 i t  more naturally . 

7.81 It is important tu focus on the reasun for the contrast in these 

assessments. The EC Working Gsoup appraised the environment of this sector of the Danube 

in its actual condition in 1992, not as it was a century or more ago. The Danube has been 
radically ahered ove; the past hundred years. First, with the aim of improving navigation, a 
main channel was created from the formerly braided river. This involved the isolation of the 
current riverbed from the side arrns and the fortifjing of its banks with concrete. As the same 

l 
EC report points out, the effect of this "embankment and endikement" was that the original 

vegetation "was largely diked out of the systern". Second, the impact of this canalisation has 
been aggravated by the accompanying erosion of the Danube riverbeci by up to 2 metres over 

the past 30 years, leading to a corresponding drop in local ground water levels as depicted in 
Illus. No. CM-5. 

7.82 As a resuIt of these factors, the Danube was in recent decades fully 

connectecl to the side a m  system and the Mosoni Danube ody  at times of hi& flood, that is 

around 20 days each The impact of this is shown most d d y  in IiIris. Nos. CM-6A 

and B, which show the state of the Mosoni Danube and the Hungarian side arms tu the 
damMrng of the Danube and cd1 into question the reIevance of the photogaphs of dried up 

side m s  contained in Volume 2 to the Hungarian Mernorial. ExtraordinariIy, Hungary whoIIy 

ignores the fact that the side a m  system WB, prior tu the damming, rhro~ghout much 

118 m., para 5.75. 

119 Ibid., Vol. 5 (Part IQ, Annex 14 (at p. 418). - 

120 &, Ihe EC Working Gmup report of 1 Dmmber 1993, m., Annex 19. 



of the year either stagnant or completely without water121. The Project offered the 

opportunity to reverse this hannfiil situation. It enabIed the original inter-relationship between 

the Danube and its floodplain to be re-established, not "wiped out". 

7.83 The corollary to Hungary's " head in the sand" description of the Danube 
is its deliberate failure to take hto account the Project's steps to irnprove the floodpIain 
ecology through the direct input of large amounts ofwater into the Danube side xhs. To tiike 

an exampie, the Hungarian Memurid sf ates: "If the side arms of the floodpIain were tu 
disappear compIeteIy with constmction of the Barrage System, it has been predicîd the total 

ichthyomass -Id decrease by 57%n'P. This is bmed on a whully false prernise because 
there was no prospect of the disappearmce of the side atms as a result of the Projea. Quite 

the oppusite: a centrd featute of the Project was the reversal of the progressive disappearance 

of the floodpiainIU . 

7.84 The G/N Project envisaged that the branch system of bath 
Czechoslovakia and Hungary would be revitalised. The measures planned for the Slovak side 
arms, dong with the success of such measures, have already been detailed in Slovakia's 
~ernor ia l l~~ .  But equivalat measures were planned and, in part, r e p l i 4  for the Hungarian 

side arms. Thus, an o r n e  with a capacity of 200 m3/s was buih into the Dunakiliti weir 
complex to supply water to the Hungarian side arms. The location of this offtake is shown in 
Illus. No. CM-7. It would have served to ensure sufficient flow into the Hungarian side arms 

to prevent the then usual stagnant or dried up conditions.shown in Illus. Nos. CM-6A and B. 
See, in this regard, Iilus. No. CM-6C. 

7.85 No less misIeading is the impression given that the envimmentaI impact 
of the G N  Project was on$ tu be feIt on the right bank of the Danube, k., in 

l 

121 M., Vol. 1, parst. 5.78. For exampIe, H u n w  blithely &tes that the "mainknan~ of connections 
between the various Mes of water is necessary kause if they are tm idafed and infFequentIly 
f l d d ,  theu biomass pmduaiviiy k m =  Iaw*. Such is regardai by Hungarj. as the inevitabIe 
r&t of the hjd. But as ththe EC Workîng Group p i n m i  out. the prchlems of the isolation of the 
Danuk h m  iîs fIDDdpIain arid the rendfant disappaance of the naturaI msystems Iong predated 
the incepiion of the Project. 

1 

122 W., para. 5.83. 

123 See. the EC Working Group report of 2 November 1993, m., Vol. 5 @arc ïI), AMex 18. 

124 Slovak Mernorial, para. 2.87, m., and para 5.38, et sea. 
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~ u n ~ a r ~ " ' .  The prime area in which environmental impact was to be felt was in the upper 

part of the Danube Lowland on bath banks of the river, that is &tnq Ostrov on the lefi bank 
and Szigetküz on the right bank. There are two centrd points to be made in reiation to the 
Project's anticipated and ameed impact on these two regiona 

7.86 First. both regions are primariiy agriculturd in nature. This is quite 
clear fiom Map No. 1 to Hungary's Memonal and is the deiiberate result of steps taken over 

the centuries tu confine the Danube floodplain, to const nrct drainage and irrigation canals and, 
thus, tu cultivate the land. Hungary nonetheless cIHims: "The active d u v i d  floodpIain in the 
GabEkovo sector covers approximately 6,000 hectares on the Hungarian side and 23,000 
hectares on the Slovak sidelm ." This is nonsense. The active alluvial floodplain is maintained 
within dykes built around a century ago at a distance of a few hundred metres to one or two 

kilometres fiom the main channe1 and covers a far srnaIIer area. This is dso quite dear fium 
Map No. 1 tu HungaMs Mernorial and has been emphasised in the map based thereon which 
foms Illus. No. C M - ~ ' ~ .  

7.87 Thq the Project's potential impact on the active alluvial floodplain was 
Iimited to a narruw stretch dom each side of the Danube, as I l l  shows, and its 
intended impact was tu safeguard that stretch. For, unlike most barrage projectq the b p a s  
canal was constmcted outside the floodplain ares, enabling the floodplain's survivd and 
eventual revit ali~ation'~' . 

7.88 Insofar as there is any interest in the statement frum the Hungaim 

MemorïaI quoted above, it is that accordirig tu Hungary, the immediate enviromenta1 impact 

of the Project was to be felt in Slovakia over an area four times the size of the respective area 
of Hungarian tetritory. If the expected impact was such as Hungary now describes, and if the 

125 Hungay drnost whdly ignoreç Pmjm impact on khoslovakia in the region of &tn$ûsmv. h 
even goes so far as to use the term "Litde Hungarian Plain" to describe the entire Danubian Lowland 
(the plain occupied by the Danube on @ sida of the river fiom downstream of Bratislava to 
Nagymaros). 

125 Hungarian Memonai, para. 5.20. 

r n The active dIwiai flood pIain Iies ktween the Znundation Dyke (SIovak side) and the Inundation 
Dyke (Hungarian side) show on Iiius. No. CM-8 by the two red lines drawn on either side of the 
Danube. Sec. also, the EC Working Group qmrt of 23 November 1992 which notai that the origiuai 
vegetation and forestry bas largely been "dyked out of the system". m., Vol. 5 (Part Il), Annex 14 (at 
p- 435). 

IZS The cc)nstruction of the resrvoir did however re~uï re  the deforcshtiori of d e  area to be inundafed - 
dthough this was anyway sequird in parf as a f i d  proidon mcamre. by means of ststopping 
floodwaters backing up to Bratislava. 



Project had been as ber& of benefits as Hungary now daims, it wouId have been 

Czechoslovakia that wouid have pressed to have the GM Project reevaluated. 

7.89 -the 1977TreatyprovidedthatbyfarthelargerpartoftheG~ 
System condructions works wouId be carried out on CzechosIovak territory - due tu the fact 

that the greater part of the reswvoîr, the bypass canal and the ~ k o v o  step were al l  located 

on Slovak sog. Furthermore, in relation to the Nagyrnaros section, substantial protection 
measures (dykes and pumping stations) were required on Slovak territory but less so on 

Hungariam territory where local mountains provided a naturd means of retaining impounded 
water. 

7.90 The ramification of this dierence in cornmitment of land resources is 
that quite simply, in 1989, when Hungary abandoned works, it had far less to lose. By 1989 

Czechoslovakia had fulfilled around 90% of ita construcfion obligations. The indelibIe impact 
that ttiis had on fhe SIovak wunfryside as of 1989 is shown in Illus. No. CM-1 appearing 
above at the end of Chapter IV. Hungary, which fuIfi11e.d onIy around 40% of its construction 

activities before abandoning works, has not suffered this environmentai impact to the same 
degree. 

7.91 This is not tu say that if a reaI enWumental emergency had existed, 
CzechosIovakia would not have ben prepared tu consider the abandonment of the 

construction. But it was very much simpler in 1989 for Hungary to manufacture 
environmental arguments against the Project and move to abandonment because its 
cornmitment of resoiirces - both in tems of land and money - was far Iess. And it is futk for 
Hrrngary to argue now as if the constmctions had not been birilt or as if the Dmubian IowIand 

was today what it was 100 years ago. 

B. Soils, A~riculture and Forestrv 

7.92 Ont of the many factors that contributes tu a particrrlar soiI regime is the 

local level of groundwater. This factor must be weighed dongside the guiding eEect on sods 

of mineral content, retef and ge.gmorphologica1 processes, ciimate, as well as plant, animal and 
human a ~ t i v i t ~ ' ~ ~ .  It is accepted that declining groundwater levels may have an impact on the 
soi1 regime. Once again, howwer, in tems of the Danubian Lowimd rhis particular impact 

was expwienced priur tu the d d n g  of the Danube: the GN Project was aimed at addressing 

129 This is explaineci in a study on the Projecl's impact on mils and agriculture. recenfly prepared by S. 
Rehlik, g d. of the Slovak RGsearch lnstitute of Irrigation Management, Department of 
Hydropedology, Annex 23. This study al% shows the &pressive lwel of rewnt SIovak researçh into 
the Pmject's impacl in tti- areas. 



this impact by increasing water levels in the reservoir region and the side arm system, that is in 

the areas where the greatest draps in ground watw levels had historically been felt. Such 
increase wouId not in any event be raridorn: water IeveIs dose to the reservoir were tu be 

regutated by the seepage cands; and water ieveIs in the side arm regions were tu be reguIated 

by the intakes into the branch system at Dobrohosf (Czechoslovakia) and the Dunakiliti weir 

(~un~ary) '~O . 

7.93 Hungary argues that if the water tabIe fdIs beIow the soi1 Iayer the 

ground water is eKectively lost and it imptes that the GIN Project would inevitably have led tu 
this problem131 . It is correct that if the water table remains in the underlying grave1 layers, it is 
not brought up to the surface by capillary action. But this was the case to the damming 
of the Danube in Iarge parts ofztnji Ostrov and Szigetküz. And Hungary's cIaim as ro a ioss 

of c a p i l l q  action in "more than 50% of the srea previorisly receiving subsurfaee water", as a 

result of the Project, is not supported by any evidence. Nor is it supported by what transpired 

fier the implementation of Variant "CM, which shows exactly the reverse effect happening on 

the SIovak side of the ~ a n u b e ' ~ ~ .  

7.94 Similarly, the operation of Variant "C" has shown that carbonate 
accumulation in soils (due to increased evaporation of subsurface water where a water level 

rise was experienced) has no# occurred, in spite of Hungary's express& fears to the 

contraW1". Hungary ignores the fan that wheie the Project was tu raise subsuiface water 

IeveIs - that is upstream of Dunakiliti and in the side a m  sysfem - this was tu be in accordance 

with the natural, &., 1950s levels. The impact of the sinking nverbed over the previous 
decades had been t o  decrease ground water levels; the Projecl was the best means of reversing 

this process134. 

7.95 As tu the pwsibility of carbonate accumuIation in the topsoi1 Iajrer due 
to peak pawer operation and the resultant water fluctuation in the Danube downstream of Sap 

130 

I a para. 4.34, abve. 

l 131 Hungarîan Mernorial, para. 5.62. 

l 132 para. 8.29, klow and Annex 23, hereto. 

133 Cabnate accumdation has a negative impact on soi1 quaIity b e w s  ît Ieads to an excessive soi1 
density and a Iack of 0-n. 

134 Sec, the EC Working Group report of 1 Decemhr 1993, a. &., describing the impact of the Cunwo 
resewoir: "The ground water levels in areas close to the resewoir have increased by up to 2% m. This 
has d in the areas which were moçt negatively affectai by the long term trend of decreasing 
gound mter IeveIs of up to 2 m drtring the pst 48 years-" & dm, h e x  23. 



(~alkovi~ovu)~~~, two points must be made. First, the fluctuation in the gruund water related 

to peak production would only be felt witbin a few hundred metres of the main channel. 
Second, the problem of carbonate accumulatian presupposes the evaporation of ground water 
causing additional calcite to be depusiteci and an absence of precipitation whkh might didute 

the depositions. SimpIy, the appropriate conditions are not to be fouad in the stretch affected 
by peak production flows. 

7.96 The G/N Project has evolved so as to ensure an optimisation of the soiI 
regime in the surruundimg areas. 

7.97 And there is an obvious link between soi1 quaiity and crop growth. 

With the necessaq measures such as flow into the side arms and the construction of 
underwater weirs, the impact of the Project on agriculture and furestry wouId clearIy be 
henefr cid overail. Indeed, Hungary's own commissioned report, the BechteI report, conduded 
that the "Project wilI provide severd benefits tu agicultural and forestry production in the 
Szigetkoz with installation of the artzcial recharge ~ ~ s t e r n " ' ~ ~ .  Nevertheless, Hungary now 

claims without a shed of scientfic evidence that 107,000 hectares, i.e', more than 1,000 

square Mometres of agricultural land, would suEer a reduction in $dd dut to the Project's 

implementation. This is sirnply absurd. 

7.98 In considering the impact of the Project on the region's forests, it is 
essential to remember that the original alIuvial floodplain forest had 1argeIy been destroyed 
long befure the concIirsion of the 1977 Treaty and that the cultivated forest that took its place 
had been adversely affectai for several decades by the sinking riverbed. Conditions for both 
cultivated and original species should improve as a result of Project implementation. This is 

demonstrated by the actual results of the implementation of Variant "C", as  discussed in 
Chapter VlII b e l ~ w ' ~ ~  . 

136 Sec. Slovak Memorif , para. 2.1 17 

137 Hungary claims that "@ p w e r  ff uctmtions ... wodd inundaie the surroundhg fidpIains, kiliing 
off rhe fornu, Hmgarian Memarial, pam. 5.74. This is clmly unpossible. The water IweI 
fluctuation in the irnpounded section upstream of Na-s was 10 b maintained within the exîsting 
inundation dykes. It could not possibly inundate and kiii off the forests in the plain behind these 
dykes. 



C Hors and Fauna 

7.99 As noted at paragraph 7.81 above, the factors that Hungary posits as 
responsible for the Project's negative eEects on flora and fauna - "the decrease in water flow, 

followed by a drop ofwater levels, and the absence of regufar water level - 

existed long before the planned damming of the Danube in 1989. By 1989, the river branch 
system of Szigetkoz and the Mosoni Danube was receiving its full water capacity fiom the 

Danube for ody 20 days per year, and regular water fluctuations simply did not occur due to 

the region's isolation 5orn the main river. 

7.100 To dlege that due to the Projxt "no longer wouId the water Ievel 

supporting the ecosystems in the Szigetkoz have fluctuated nattrraIIy with each season" is 
simply to overiook this historîcd fact as weIl as tu ignore the pianned artificid recharge 

program, providing for flows up to 200 m31s into the Szigetkoz h m  the Dunakiliti offta~ce'~~ 
and sirnilar flows into the Slovak side arms from Dobrohogf. Due to this program a significant 
water level fluctuation would be achieved in the side ami system on both sides of the 
~ a n u b e ' ~  . It makes no sense for Hungary to quote a 1981 study as evidence that, &er 
Project implementation, the stretch of the Danube affect4 could have "minimal biologicd 

for it was in direct response to such assessments that mitigation measures were 

incorporated into the design. 

7.101 Thus, insofar as the Hungarian Mernorial's discussion of the Projeci's 
impacts on dora and fauna is based on an assumption of "disappeatance of water" in the 
~zi~etkoz'", it is meaningless, because this would not be the result of the Pruject1s 

implementation. The Project was modified to provide for water recharge into the side arms, 
and the actual success of this modification can now be judged from the Slovak side ami system 

which has benefited from the artificial recharge system since May 1993. There, to Slovakia's 

knowledge, not a single swecies from the presently known plant cornmunities of the floodpIain 

'39 a para, 7.84, above, and 111us. No. CM-?. The maximum 200 m3#s fiow woirld k impIemented 
only when il was desirai fo inundate the side am a n a  The miai range cf flow w5uId k much lesç 
i 440-70 m3fs. Care wodd in any ment be bken fo fluctuate the Bow. 

140 As the EC Working Group has noted: "A variation of the water Ievet wîthin 2m will lx enough 10 
ensure the dynamic character including the fioodings according to the pattern in predam conditions." 
EC Working Group report of 1 December 1993,s.  &. 

14' Hungarian Mernorial, para. 5.90. 

I 14' m., para. 5.79. 



ecosystems has been tbreatened or, much less, has disappeared due to the implementation of 
Variant "Cm. The impact of the G/N Project on Szigetküz woiild have fullowed this example if 

the specisc mitigation measures had not been ahandonai by Hungary. 

7.102 As tu the eEect of the Project on the region's fish cummunitieq it is 
pointless to make a cornparison between the GM Project's impact and the impact of 0 t h  dam 

projects on the Danube, the Rhine, or the Rtione. in the &man and Austrian Danube and 
elsewhere, projects have resulted in the canalisation of ,the river and its isolation fiorn the 
associated inundation area, where old branches have been reduced to polders (isolated lakes) 
with stagnant water. The G/N Project is quite difirent for it a h s  to turn the old Danube fkom 
a partiaily canalised river into an approximation of the original braided river: the attempt is to 

recreate a more natural side arrn system, not to decrease habitat divers* as Hungary seems to 

irnply'43 . 
! 

7.103 Once again, Hungary h a  ignorai the status of the Danube at the time of 

the 1977 Treaty's conclusiori and the problems that the parties were trying tu address. The 

water qudity of the Danube in the 1970s was adversely affect& by pollution, a situation that 

has improved in part due to waste water treatment associated with the Project. This has had a 

beneficiai impact on some fish species. Nonetheless, overall fish numbers continued to dwindle 
due to the loss of habitat in the side arms and the erosion of the Danube riverbed, problems 
that could only be solved by Project implementation. 

7.1 04 A brief exposition of the Ptoject's expected impact on the region's fish is 
set out in Annex 25 tu this pleading. Tts main findings are gs folIows: 

m, the gradud canalisation of the ~ a n u b k  fium the 1950s and the progressive 

fortification of its riverbanks has led tu a Ioss of habitat., This, dongside the changes in the 

sediment content of the fiver water due to  upstream dam projects, has fed to a progressive 
reduction in fish nurnbers that pre-dates the Project. Thus the total fish catch in the Slovak- 
Hunganan sector of the Danube shows a steady decline since the 1960s. 

Second, the main Danube charnel, as  opposed to the side arms, was 
charactensed by a low ichthyornass (fish densiS) due to l&h fiow velocity, high turbidity, and 
fortifiai, strengthened river bariks. I 

1 
! 

143 I 
Hungarian Memonal, pam 5.82. See. dso h e x  24 (af p. 981, which explains some of the key 
diEerwces ktween this Roject and those on the Rhine (for example). 

I 
l 



Third, the implementation of the Project would not be expected to lead to a 
reduction in the nurnber of fish species in the bypassed section of the Danube. River banks 
would develop more natrirdIy, fortifications would graduaIIy be destroyed and lateral erosion 
wouid start once more. 

F m  no great changes would be expected in the fish types in the reservoir as 
opposed to the main river flow. Some relucation of species and some better spawning grounds 

would be created. 

Fiftk the seepage cands and the tailwater canal would provide good living 
conditions for fi&. 

Sixth, the changes in water regirne and river topography pior tu 1989 had not 
ody led to a decrease in fish numbers in the side m s  but dso to a prevalence of fish of a low 
economic value. This situation was to be reversed by means of the Project's artificial recharge 

program. 

l SECTION 4. The Myth of Seisrnic InstabiIitv Inventrd bv Hunearv 

7.105 It is interesting to note that the section in the Hungarian Memorial 
entitled "Geological and Geophysicai Risks" is simpiy a copy of the section containal in 
Hungary's 1992 Declaration and written exactly two years dier '"  . Bearing this in minci, 

paragraph 5.99 of Hungaryrs Mernoriai (also paragraph I of Part Il of Hungary's 1992 

Declaration) is now quoted in full: 

"From the point of view of geology, the -test rîsk is the Iack of detailed 
kmwledge of the area. Without such knowIedge, technical planning and 
environmental risk assessrnent camot amive at suund results. A reIiabIe 
prognosis can only be made based on systernatic studies revealing geoIogicaI 
conditions." 

If there had been any merit tu the diegation of lack of detailed knowledge, if Hungary had 
been serious in its desire to arrive at suund resuits fhrough systernatic sîudies, it is 
inconceivabie t hat Hungary would have faîled to rectify the alleged ignorance of the region's 

seismic conditions in the two years between the May 1992 Declaration and submission of its 
Memorial. It would not have contented itseIf with simply repeating a series of unsubstantiated 

and easily contradicted allegations. 

1 

144 Compare, Hungarian Memorial, paras. 5.99-5.105 and the 1992 Declaration at m., Vol. 4, Annex 82 
(at pp. 169- 170). It is noted that the 1992 Declaration is p i f i d l y  cited as the source of one of the 
many u n t e d e  statements containe. in the Hun@an Mernorial. at para 5. f 00. 







sfmctures are safe in the case of an earthquake of 7.5-8.0 MSK intensitjr"' . Furthemore, 

GabEikovo is situated on a Iayer of grave1 up to 500111 thick which is wholly without tectonic 

disturbance and would absorb the shock of even an earthquake far exceeding any recorded in 

the historical period. 

7.1 13 It should dso be noted that the GM Project zone is monitored by a 

whoIe series of seismic stations, none ofwhich has registered an earthquake of any vdue in the 

immediate vic*hity of any of the major construction sites. There is strong evidence that the 
Project designers --estimatecl the likeliiood of an earthquake in the Project regi~n'~'  . And, 
once again, there is no evidence offered in support of Hungary's clairns that the v&s dlowed 

for in designs are not relevant because "the cornpuIsoxy buiiding codes have not been 
applied"l'z. In no independent npon have the Projectts structures ever been subjected to 

adverse criticisrn: not in the Bechtel report, nor in the HQI report, nor in any of the EC 
reports. Even the Ecologia reports praise the quality of the construction work and the HQI 

report, which was specifically mandated to examine the works, records that these 
n1S3 "correspondent en général aux standards appliqués .. . . 

7.1 14 In conclusion, Hurigary's allegations in relation tu seismic fisks are i11- 

researched, unsubstantiated and, in any event, without foundation. The nsk of earthquake is 

dramatically evoked as if a reai disaster was awaited. But the risk has been thoroughly studied, 
by both parties, and has been fdly taken inta account. 

SECTION S. The Proiect's Impact on Navi~ation 

7.115 Perhaps the most extraordmary of the claims in Hungary's Memorial is 
that the G/N Project would entail certain nsks to navigation. One of the primary aims of the 

Project was tu improve navigation; its impact wouId be tu render the Danube navigable day 

and night for 330 days per yeat instead of jusc 120 days pet year; and the safety of navigation 

wouId be greatIy irnproved due to the increase in navigable depth. Hungary's claims that the 
"large waves" accompanying peak production would have impaireci navigation is simply 

- 

150 Sec. SIovak Mernorial, para 2.50, B. 

151 Sec. Annex 26. 

152 Hungarian Memorial, para. 5.104. 

153 HQI Report, SIwak Maorial,  Artrtex 28 (at p. 78). See, dw, the HQt Rapport Syn*, Amex 12, 
hereto, which nates that the seismic vdues origidy aIIowed for were adqate.  



incorrect. Peak operation would lead to fluctuations in water levels, but not waves that could 

impede a ship's progress upstrearn or downstream. 

7. I 16 In fact, the navigable route provided by the Project has been speciEcdy 
approved by the Danube Commission, which considered the Project to be the sole means of 

obt airiing the rquired navigation possibilities in this sector: 

"Sur le secteur tchécoslovaco-hongrois, le secteur entre Rajka et GiinyU y 
compris, l'unique et rationnel moyen d'obtenir les gabarits de c*al 
recommandés pour ce secteur est la construction de centrales hydrauliques ." 

I Translation: 

"in the CzechosIovak-Hungarian sectus, including the sector between Rajka and 
GnyC, the sole and logical means of obtaining the recommended channef 
dimensions for this sector is through the construction of the hydraulic works." 

This has been confirmed by the technicai experts of the Danube Commission, which met on 7- 

1 5 December 1992 and found that : 

"...la satisfaction des exigences des Recommandations en vigueur relatives à 
l'établissement des gabarits du chenal, des ouvrages hydrotechniques et autres 
sur le Danube, constitue la garantie pour que les conditions nécessaires a la 

15s it navigation soient assurées . 

I Translation: 

"...the satisfaction of the reqiiirements in the recommendatiuns in force for the 
establishment of navigation channe1 dimensions, hydrotechnical and other works 
on the Danube constirrrtes the guarmtee that the necessary navigation 
conditions may be assured." 

! 7.117 The gravity of the problem may be seen from the fact that the Danube 
Commi~sion's recommended depth of23 m was available in the Project sector for just 46% of 

1990 and 40% of 1992. It is for this reason that, as noted in Slovakia's Memorid, Hungary's 

interruption of the works has given rise tu numerom protests. Thus, the Union Ouest- 

Européenne des Chambres de Commerce et d'Industrie des régions rhénane, honadienne et 
danubienne, by its resolution of 16 February 1990, demanded "... la reprise des travaux de 
construction du projet commun tchécoslovaco-hongrois GabEkovo-Nagymaros"'56 . 

154 SIovA Mernorial, h e x  137 [at p. 245). 

156 m., Annex 3 1. Translation: T h e  West European Union of Chambers of Commerce and Indu* for 
the Rhin¢, Rhone and Danube Regions demandai *... the rmmmenoemeni of construction works on 
the joinf CzhosIovak-Hiuigarian GaMlkmNagyrnaros Rojeeta. See. dm, M., paras. 6.147, g 



S E C ~ I U N ~ .  Htln~arv's Amurnent Neelecfs the SoIutions Provided BY the 
Proiect tu the Risks of FIooding 

7.1 1 8 In its interpretation of the 1977 Treaty, Hungary ignores the importance 
accorded to flood protection by the Treaty parties. But the fkst of the stated aims of the 

Treaty in the preamble is the development of water resources, not energir production. The 

stress is on navigation and, importantIy, flood controI. This last is pruvîded for in Article 13, 

which precedes the articles rdating tu water protection, navigation and protection of the 
natural environment and is the fnst article in Chaptw V - "Water-Resource Management 

Functions". Hungary's current ernphasis away fiom the importance of Article 13 must be 

contrasted with the ernphasis placed in the Hurigarian Academy of Sciences' Opinion of 1985. 

There a general approvd to the damming of the Danube is given in order, first, to develop 
navigation, second, to actiieve flood control and, third, tu generate energyIJ7 . 

7.1 19 In fact, a main impetus for the conclusion of the Treaty was the 
experience of disastrous ffooding, in particular in the years 1954 and 1965'~'. This may be 
seen cleariy fiom Goverment resolutions passed in the aftemath of the I 965 flood. Thuq for 

example, on 28 May 1966, the Presidency of the SIovak Nationai Corincil considered a detded 

report on the 1965 flood and adopted the position that "the most Unportant task [is] tu ensure 

the flood protection of the territory in comection with the [GN ~rojectj~'~~ 

7.120 Nonetheless at no stage in its Memorial does Hungary even mention the 
enormous benefit pruvîded by the Pruject in terms of hding a Iong term soIution to the 
Danube's tendency to severe f l ~ o d i n ~ ' ~  . 

g. See. also, E. Fleischhacker, Analysis of the Effect of the GabiYkw~Nagymaros System on 
International Navigation, 1993, Annex 27. 

157 
Hungarian Memorial, Vol. 5 (Part T), Annex 3. 

1 sg n ie  impacts of the past flooding of am$ Ostrov and Szigetkbz a d ,  in partidar, the fi& of 1954 
and 1965 have already been discrrssed in Slovakia's Memarial, at para. 1.30, g çea. 

159 Remlution of the Pmidency of the Slwak National Councii, 28 May 1966, Annex 28. Sec. also 
b u t i o n  of the Czechoslwak Gwemmen?, 10 April 1%7, Arinex 29, and propsai of the SIovak 
Government, March 1972, which found that the G/N Project would achieve the necessary flood 
protection and *that the construction of the Project can substantially lower the oosts for flood 
protectionw. Annex 30. 

150 It m m  k s t r d  that there is a vast dinerenœ kfween the inundation af the side arm system and its 
f ldp ia in  as a remit of the d m e r  and winfer fi& of lhe Danub and the diW11s f l h  
that M t  when a river, wEch has k n  ~11ntroIIed by a series of f l d  dykes, breaks those dykes. It iç 
the second risk to which the Danube a r a  was e x p d  at the time of the inception of the G N  Project; 
for it was a fast flowing single channel river whose reguiar high waters were wntained., exoept when 
flood dykes burst with disastrous &cc. 



7.121 In tems of flood protection, the Project in its upstream sector would 
aIIow for the dispersai of flood waters between the oid Danube, the side arms and the 

sumunding floodplain, and wouId dso enable up to 5,200 m3fs tu be channelai into the 

bypass canai. The 10,000 year flood, that is a flood the likelihood of which is 1 in 10,000, 

could thus be safely handled by dividig the flood waters. In the downstream sector, 
floodwaters could be controlîed within specidy strengthened inundation dykes reflecting the 

latest techology. As HQI has noted: "iI y a iieu de ne jamais perdre de vue Ie gain de sécurité 

ainsi acquis . . . "' ." But Hungary ignores these benefits. 

SECTION 7. Hunemirv's Alle~ations Relatinv To the Financial Risks of  the 
Proiect 

7.122 The economics of the Project, if they are tu be andysed, must be 
analysecl h m  the point of view of both parties and as at the date of the particrilu breach by 
Hungary which it is trying to justify: questions as to whether the Project was economic as of 

1977, i.e., prior to the commencement of works that were actually constructed, are entirely 
irrelevant. It cannot be for the Court to evaluate or second guess the economic analyses of the 

Treaty parSres in 1977. 

7.123 The purpose of this Section is not to provide an after the event 
assessrnent of the Project's economic viability. Slovakia does however wish to point out that a 
balanced analysis of the situation in 1989-1992 would necessarily show that the abandonment 
of IargeIy cornplete stmctures such as the b p s  canal, the Dunakiiit i weir, and the GabEikovo 
power plant represented the cornmitment of a vast capitaI outIay for no return; that the Project 

offered economic benefits in addition to energy production, i.e., in tems of reliabIe flood 
control, better conditions for agiculture, the end to riverbed erosion, vastly improved 
navigabili~~ and a revitalised side arms system, each of which had a real and high value; that, 
therefore, by any standards, the cancelhtion of the Prciject would make no sense h m  the 
standpoint of economics. 

7.124 The purpose of this Section is rather to examine Hungary's treatment of 
the Project's economicsl". For, the repetitive theme, ntnning through the Hungarian 
Memurid and its annexes, is that the construction of the G/N System was not economidy 

161 HQI Rapport Synthk, Annex 22. Translation: "The gain in s d t y  thus a q a  must never be lost 
sight of." 

'" IR tbi5 respzt, the Corut is al= invited îo the ansideraiion of Hungary's wnomic analyses in the so- 
d i a i  "Whik Book", cornpiid by various Hungarian scientists. & para. 5.47, h v e .  There, 
HungaryZ5 d y s s  are strongIy refrrted. See, Annex 1 (ai pp. 15-22). 



viable - for Hungaq. H u n g q  is cautious in using this as a specific reason for its suspension, 

abandonment of works and subsequent termination of the 1977 Treaty. It is no doubt aware 
that the fact that the Project involved a considerable investment, which Hungary decided in 

1989- 1992 that it did not want to make, offers no legal justification for its actions. 

7.125 Nonethelesq Hungary accepts dso that, imediately prior to the 
suspension of Nagymaros, the Hungarian Prime Minister participated in a review of a cost- 

benefit analysis of the Project, which "concluded that the abandonment of the Nagymaros 

barrage would be the most reasonable choice ... from the econornic point of  vie^"'^^. Thus, 
Hringary admits that its 1989 decision tu suspend the Nagymaros section of the Project was, at 

least in part, financidy motivataIla. It is usefil tu trace how this economic concern 

developed. 

7.126 Hungary's plans to develop the Danube were always certain to involve it 
in a significant cammitment of resources. This was tme in the early 1950s when, alune* 
H u n g q  considered plans tu construct one or two bmages at Nagymam. It was no less tme 

when, later, Xungary initiated negotiations in relation to a joint development with 

Czechoslovakia, or in 1958 when a preliminary decision to develop was reached, or in 1977 

when the Treaty was ~ i ~ n e d ' ~ ~ .  

7.127 Hungary argues that, in 1980, it commenced a review of its hancial 

undertakings as a resuit of "the changing worId economy and the deteriorating economic 
position of the Socialist bloc countries" and as a result sought a postponement of the 

~roject" . But this is undermined by its assertion that, as from the perspective of 1977, "there 

was never the sIightest possibiility" that the Project wouId be completai in accordance with the 
1977 Treaîy tirnetable'". Thus, there was no fundamental change after the 1977 Treaty - the 

circurnstances in question existed prior to the creation of the treaty obligations. 

164 In Chapter V ahve, it has been demonstrated that econornic considerations were Hungary's gn& 
motive other than plitical consideratiom. 

165 With regard to the joint dwelopment far from king pushed into a bad bargais Hungay negotid a 
50% share of di elhcity pr&u&, whereas in terms of hydroeIectric ptentîal of the Danukrs water 
utilised, its share shculd ody have k n  45%. 

166 Hungarian Mernorial, para. 3.42. 

167 m., para. 4. I 5. The legal ramincations of Hungaq's arguments are wnsidered in Chapter X. 



7.128 In its 1983 position paper, the Hungarian Academy of Sciences 

estimated the cost of Hungary's share of the Project construction at 30 billion Forints. It noted 

that such did not reflect the "unawidable instaIIation costs (such as the replation of the Old 
Danube, purification of the waste water of the region, etc.) which have the same order of 
rnagnit~de"'~' . Ifs direct conclusion was as fuiiows: 

"lt is doubted that such an arnount.. .. can be spent on a barrage system wbich 
will optimally provide electricity ody in 1993 ." 

7.129 In the Hungarian Academy of Sciences Opinion of 1985, this position 
developed into a recomrnendation that construction of Nagymaros be put to one side to avoid 

"a significant burden to the national ec~norn~"'~~. Its particular concern was to delay the 

heay investrnent required to build the sewage construction facilities necessary at Gyor and 

other toms that purnped raw sewage into fie ~anubel" .  This was clearly for national, 
economic motives, not for enWumental rasons. The necessary investments wouid, of 
course, have had to be made at some stage, but if construction work muid be carried out 

gradually, the burden on the economy worrld be leçs. 

7.130 A more detaiIed arrdysis of the economic pros and cons of continuing 

with Nagymaros was camed out in the Hardi report. It found that, taking into account the 

necessary sewage treatment and other environment related works, canceuation was the most 

satisfactory outcorne for Hungary in the short term although, long term, there was little to 

choose between cancellation and continuation of construction. However, it was noted that if 
peak operation were dropped, continuation immediately became economically unviable 
because the value of the electricity share to be taken by Hungary would fa11 sub~tantiall~"~. 
The econornic considerations therefore began to take on a life of their own, that led inevitably 

to cancellation. Hungary was aware (in the 1983 position paper) that the construction 

necessitated additionai enrironment-related expenditures. To avoid such expenditures, the best 
means was tu defer peak production (the remmmendation of the 1985 Hungarian Academy of 
Sciences Opinion). Once peak production was no Ionger envisageil, fiom Hungary's point of 
view, the Project lost its economic attractiveness dtogether (the concIusion of the Hardi 

report) In. 

168 m., Vol. 5 part g, Annex 2. 

169 ibid Anna 3. ' 1 

170 Sec. p. 4.29, above. 

171 Hungarian Mernorial, Vol. 5 (Part 1), Annex 8 (at p. 16 1). 

in This is admitted by Hungary. See. Hungarian Mernorial, para. 10.75. 



7.131 As to Hungary's argument that no account was taken of the additional 
costs of ensuring the requisite water quality in the Danube at the time of the allocation of joint 

investment funds in the 1977 Treaty, it must be noted that the parties' individual responsibility 
for the construction of water treatrnent plants was esîablished prior tu the signature of that 

Treaty, rhat is by Article 1 l(1) of the 1976 Boundary Waters Management Agreement. This 
provision was reflected in M i c k  2 of the 1977 Treaty, which related tu the caqîng out of 

national investmerits. h d  such spec5cdly national investments had dways been envisaged. 
Thus, for example, in the Protoc01 of the negotiations of 18-20 April 1963 it was agreed that 

"investments which ... serve for amelioration of present state, wiII be guaranteed by each side 

un its own tenitory with lit4 own means"In. This principle was maintained in the 1977 

Treaty although modified to the extent that the joint investment would cover the following: the 
restoration of vegetation in Czechoslovak and Hungarian territory - Aïticles 5(5)(a)(5) and 

(b)(13); and, in addition, the improvement of the old riverbed on both Czechoslovak and 
Hungarian territory, such work being the sole responsibility of Hungary - Article 5(5)@)(6). 

7.132 As noted in the Slovak Memonal, Czechoslovakia did take the 
necessary steps 4 t h  its national investment program and was ahead of schedirle in its 

planneù construction of sewage treatmenf plants by 1989"'. But Czech&vakia1s 
expenditures, whether in terms of its national investments or its fuIfiIment of construction 

obIigations, have never had my relevance to Hungws ecunomic analyses, which have b e n  
carried out solely from the Hunganan point of view. Neither has any account been taken of 
the fact that by May 1989 CzechosIovakiafs share of the construction work had been 

cornpleied tu around 90% (as opposed to aruund 40% for Hungary). The abandonment of the 

Project for CzechusIovakia wodd dearf y therefore have been economicail y disastrous. 

7.133 It is Iiterdly the case that Hungary's econornic analyses ignore the 
existence of the 1977 Treaty and of Czechoslovakia as  a party thereto. Thus, in the Hardi 
report, it is baldly stated: 

"Each and every item includes the vaiues calculated on the basis of the 
technological requirements and ~xcludes, estimates for damages as we wilI 

115 n request amendments to the agreements signai between governments . 

173 Annex 3 1, he~to .  This mxting is refend to at para. 3.23 rif Hungaq's Mernorial. 

174 SIovak Mernorial, para. 3.21. Sec. ai=, para. 4.42, el ses., ahve, and Annex 9, hereto. 

1711 Hmgarian Mernorial, Vol. 5 part I), h e x  8 (at p. I6I - emphasis added), 



i n  the calculation, the losses that CzechusIuvakia wiII inevitabIy suEer are simply put to one 

side. AIso îgnored iç a valid economic evaluation of the Project's benefits (in terms of flood 

control, for example). In essence, the anaIysis is wholly one-sided and tiIted towards the 

inevitabIe concIusion of the Project's abandonment. The same approach is foIIowed in 

Hungary's Memurid which faiIs to provide a bdanced andysis, rendering valueless Hungary's 

discussion of economic issues reIaiing tu the Projea. 

SECTION 8. Condusions 

7.134 Hungaryls allegations as to environmental risk and damage threaiened 

by the onginal Project were not supportecl by impartial and scientific evidence - not ai the fime 

of Hiingary's suspension of works, nor at the tirne of its subsequent abandonment of 

constmction work on the Nagyrnaros and GabEikovo sections, nor at the date of its prrrported 

termination of the 2977 Treaty. And Hungary has now failed to suppIy such evidence in its 

Mernorial. 

7.13 5 The best evidence available, including the actual implementation of the 
Project in partial and approximate form by rneans of Variant "C", shows the Project to be 
environmentally sustainable. It shows that Hungary has greatly exaggerated, if not invented, 

risks to water suppIies and has, in order to strengthen its arguments, detberately ignored al1 

those measures taken during the Project's evolution to optimise its impact on fiora and fauna, 
forestry and agriculture. 

7.136 Furthemore, Hungary has totally ignored the reaI and very necessary 
benefits that the Project was to offer in terms of improved navigation and flood protection. 

And in its treatment of seismic issues, it has not even attempted to update its assessrnent as 

contained in the 1992 Declaratioq an assessrnent of risk that was in any event wild in i t s  

assertions and that SIovakia has easiIy and definitively rebutted. Finally, Hungary's analysis of 
the Project's economics has been shown to be one-sided and whoIIy uncertain in tems of its 

Iegitl relevance. The simple fact is that, as Sbvakia has dernonstrated through putting the 

GabCikovo section of the Froject into operation through Variant "Cu, the Project was and is 

sustainable borh in environmenta1 and economic tems. 











8 .O 1 The Hungatian Mernoriah exposition of the actud or potentid 

environmental damage arising from Variant "Cm - as opposed to the origind Projeci - is 
noticeably uncertain in tone. It is fist stated that the impacts of Variant "CM "may be 
less than the 1977 Barrage System would have beenu. However, it is claimed a few 

lines Iater that this impact is, in fact, nlikely to be more severt?* . In order to avoid 
such confusion, it is essentid tu focus on the key differences between Variant "C" and 

the G/N project2. 

8.02 Firçt, Vanant "CH is an approxhate implementation of only one 

part of the G/N Project, the GabCIkovo section. This means that Variant "C" cm have 
none of the adverse impacts that Hungary alleges would have resulted fiom the 
construction of Nagymaros, &., no adverse impact on either water IeveIq water 

quaIity or the envirument generaIIy downstrm of Sap (FdkoviEovo) and, of course, 

no adverse impact on the Budapest drinking water supply we11s3 . 

8.03 Second, the impIcmentation of Variant "C" means that the 

bypassed stretch of the Danube can now deveIop more namrdiY4. This h a  been 

confirrned not only by the EC working groups but dso in a recent paper by an expert 
on river restoration, Dr. Martin Jaeggi of the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology. 
Dr. Jaeggi supports the idea that restoration of the old Danube is made possible by 

1 Hungarian Memonal, paras. 5.108 and 5.109. Sec. also, the favourable opinion coniained in 
App. 3 to the Hungarian Mernonai (al p. 422). Sec, para 8.04, bdow. 

2 IIIns. Nos. CM4 and -10 prtray the msin eIements of =ch; and IlIris. No. CM-1 I shows the 
present state of completion of the GaMikow d o n  of the Pro& includurg the Duraakiliti 
weir. which was virtuaily completd when Hungary abandoned the Projeçt. 

3 However, Variant "Ca majr have a positive impact on water quality downstream due to the 
aeration dect a ï  water passing through t h ~  GabEkovo hydroeI&c power plant. 

4 EC Working Group report of 23 November 1992, Hungarian Mernorial, Vol. 5 (Fart 
Annex 14. 



Vafiant "CH (as ir would have been by the original G/N ~roject)'. He proposes that 

some of the "training works" - riprap and gropes - that had been installed to confuie 

the river witbin the main channel for navigation purposes, but that are now of Little use, 
be rernoved. According to Dr. Jaeggi, t&s could "induce Iateral erosion and widening 

of the existing channe1 of the Old Danube". Thus: 

"A wider channel cm then be expected to bifurcate and braid. With 
time, a channel system comparable to the one existing before the main 
regdation may develup.. . . 
On fhe whole, the new river WU becorne sort of a mode1 of fhe original 
river and thus not be identicai to it. But the expected natural 
development of a channel system comparable to the original will favour 
the reforming of natural morphologicai elements where pioneer plants 
can settle and the cycle of formation of an alluvid forest may start again 
... . In ~eneral tems. a hinher habitat variety cornpared tu the ~resent 
situation can be ex~ected." 

SIovakia is in full agreement with the views express4 in Dr. Jaeggi's paper, which 
shows what woufd be possible with Hungary's cooperation. 

8.04 ThÎrd, the damming of the Danube 10 km upsfream of 

Dunakifti, at the Slovak village of bnovo, means that the actual reservoir is 
considerably smaller t han that original1 y envisaged. The Hungarian Memonal takes the 

vicw that this reduction in size "decreases the risk of eutrophication"'. Appendix 3 

also notes: "From the view point of subsiirface waters the "Variant C" strategy, that is 
the impoundment at $unovo], is more favourable, ta some extent, than the 
impoundment at ~unaki~it i '  ." 

8.05 Hungary, nonetheless, offers three main reasons why Variant 

5 Mariin N.R Jaeggi, Swiss Federal Instihte of Technology, Zurich Possibilities of River 
Remration on the Danuix in relation to the GaMlkovo Scheme. Octokr 1993, Amex 32. 

5 Hrrngxian Mcrnorial, pam 5.108. The ensuing cIaim that, according to the EC Working 
Gmup of Experts, a risk of hamiful eutrophimtion remains is m i s l d n g .  The risk wodd 
only arise if Variant "Cm were operated in a mannes directly contrary to SIovakia's intentions 
and wishes. Sec. para 7.36, ahm. 



"Cu's impact s h I d  be seen as being more s e v e d .  Each of these reasons is without 

substance. Tt is d e g d  that "Hungq did not pIan short term technicd fixes tu 
compensate for the water Iossn, that Hungary "receives absolutely no bene&" fiom 
Variant "C" and that it " h a  no controI over the supply of water". Slovakia wntests 

each of these degations. Further, it considers that insofar as severe envirumental 
damage tu Szigetkoz has been suEered by Hungq, this is entirely due tu Hungary's 

wiIfuI intransigence, and is not the inevitable result of the damming of the Danube. 

8-06 With regard tu the ~ s t  degatiori, it is cnrcid tu remernber that 

Hungary had planned for and built the necessary facilities to ensure the water recharge 
and revitdisation of the Szigetküz side arms within the GfN Project. These facuies 
remàrned available a# the t h e  of the implementation of Variant "CH. These were no1 
short term fixes, for none were neces-; they were concrete steps to ensure a 

revitalised sidt ami system h m  the instant of the damming of the Danube. Thus, 

Hungary provided for: 

- Constmction of a water supply structure in the Dunakiliti weir 
for discharge up tu 200 m3/s intu the Szigetküz side m s ,  which was 
ready at the time of completion of the DunaJuIiti weir, i.e., Iong before 
the putported termination of the 1977 Treaty (the location of the 
Dunakiliti iritake is shown in Illus. No. CM-?); 

- The n e c e s s q  connections in the Srigetk~z side arm systern tu 
enable watedow tu be distributai to all river branches; 

- Projection of m a u r e s  to ensure higher water IeveIs in the 
Danube, &., underwater weirs. 

Further, dthough Hungary has subsequently been un*g to makc use of the intsike 
at Dunakiliti, it did plan fur and p d y  carried out the works to ensure the water 

recharge of its side arms just upstream of Dunakiliîi. Thus, it provided for: 

8 m., para, 5.109.  ut-^ al=, m., para. 10.29: "Variant C was IiabIt tu mate s m a r  
damage to ... the original Roject * Hm&ary is extremely inwnsistent on this point. At m.. 
pam 5.109, Hugary in fact enmerates five rasons, the Iast Iwo of which, b m r ,  Irave 
no r d  ~levanœ. The fourth reason reIatw de1y to wmmic chang~~ in IIungary sin= 
1988 - 1989. H e n ~ ,  if is in no w q  a -II particular to the impacts of Variant "C" as 
opposxi to the original P m j d  As tc the reason, this reiaîes fo the change in siw of the 
resewoir. k Ass is seen as a beneficial impaa in the p&g paragraph of Hungary's 
Mernorial, and as no M e r  explanaiion is given, it is dinicult to precixly what 
Hungay's p i n t  is. 



- A project to constnrct an undenvater weir upstrearn Dunakiliti 
(at r h  1843)" ; 

- Opening of the fortified banks of the Dmube main channe1 at 
three points upstream of Drinakiiiti and dredging of connecting 
canais from the channe] tu the ade m s .  

8-07 In ternis of benefit h m  Variant "CH, Hungasr now receives a 

regular and assured supply inru the Mosoni Danube of 20 m3/s and a fIow of 
approxhately 3 m3h îrom the reservoih ri& side seepage canal1 I . But, of even 

geater importance, for the £kst time Szigetküz is now safeguarded Corn the threat of 

devastating floods such as that of 1954 which caused H u n g q  loss and damage in 
mess of H biIIion dollars1Z. This threat of a "big flood catastrophe", vividly described 
by the Hungarian hydroIogist Dr. Vagz in 199 1, has disappcared (in the upper part of 

the Project area) because flood waters cm now be channtIIed into the bypass cand13. 

8.08 Thus, Hungq's contention that it hm no controI over flood 

waters, which may inundate Szigetkoz "in a matter of hours", is whoIiy without 

sense14. Pior to the hplementation of Variant "C", Hungary did not have controI 

over the meterologicd changes that create fifloods. This hm not changed. The oniy 
dflerence is that, dut tu the implementation of Variarit "Cm, such flood waters can be 
diverted into the bypass canal, au that men if it is not possible just as before tu prevent 

IO This was prohibited by the Hungarian Parliament. Sec. pars. 8. I 1, betow. The undemater 
weir worb by raising lhe water ImeI in the river upsweam of the weir and aIIowing ilow 
through Iowered sections in the Danuh river hnh i n b  the side m. Sec. 11111s. No. CM- 
12, appearing at para. 8. II,  kiow. 

I l  An increase of the flow diverid intu the Mosoni Danube to 30-40 m21s is currendy king 
engineered. 

IZ Slovak Mernoriai. paxas. 1.3 1 and 5.06. 

13 g., Annex 34. Dr. Vaga sfated: "Tho= who &served lhe ami of Au@ 1991, were 
struck by the fact that ... the water IeveI at Dunarerneie [on îhe Hungarian side of fie 
Danuk, oppsite GaWRroa was of 30 cm higher than the maximum Iwels rneasured in the 
1954 f i d .  The time b m b  is [ticking]! ... in the foIIowing En years, a Iower backwafer of 
the Danuk can cawc a-big fi& catastrophe. A hwdwakr canai was comdeted ... which 
wiiI motm SzipetkCIz a~ainst fi&. CzxzhwSIovakia wiII nwer dismanîle this headwater 
c d  for this m u .  if Hungaq d w  mot allow that a paR of the Danuk water is drainai to 
this Fanai in ihe event of a fi 6 thus, it a n  the break of the prowon dyke becauçe if 
gathered srtspended Id wiII reach its peak I a n  say oniy Gd save Szigetktiz ... 1 wodd say 
that is the opinion of experts - hydmiogists. But îhïs is aIso the opinion of lhe 
Conunission of water management of the Hungarian Ademy of Scien~w." (Emphasis 
addd.) It m u a  k nulai thal Slovak lemtory downstream of the bypss anai rernains 
exposed fo a reaI f l m i  danger due to Hrrngaryt abandonment of the Nagymaros &OH of 
the Froject. 





sudden increases in surface water level, at least the level of these increases can be 
reduced and controlled. 

8.09 Hungary is by no m a s  powerless in tenns of ifs cuntroI of 
water supplies. It has the ability tu ensure the revitalisation of its side m s ;  but it has 

made the decision not to take the necessary steps in order to presewe evidence of 
ecological h m  and thus further its Iegal daims against Slovakia. 

8-10 In this respect, Hungq has placed befure the Court a false 
picture of the impacts of Variant "CH on its tektory - a fdsification that rnanifests itseif 
on the actud terrain of Szigetkoz. I t  is true that same Hunguîan river branches have 
dried up, that fish have died, that flora has been adversely affecîed. But none of these 

impacts i s  the inevitable result of the implementation of Variant "CM. Rather, these 

impacts are the direct resuIt of a ddiberate and cdculated refusal tu irnplement the 

water recharge which is necessaT to the region, which wouId be simple ta impIernent 

and which would in any case have been necessary had Hungary complied with its 
Treaty obligations. 

8 . 1  m. Hiingary has refused to put the Dunakiliti offkake into 
operation, k., to diow for the revitalisation of the side arms as originally planned by 

the ~roject " . Second, regardless of this refusai, the EC Working Group found tbat 

adequate flow into the Hungarian side arms could still be secured if an underwater weir 
were built upstream of Dunakiliti. As noted in the finai recommendations of the EC in 
the Temporary Water Management Regime report of 1 December 1993: "This 
underwater weir is tu ensure the water supply to the 

Hungarian f~ood~lain'~ ." Approvd was given for such a proje. by the Hungarian 

Government, and the Danube's river bariks were kwered at three points to dlow 

interconnection with the side m s  on Hungarian territory. The functioning of the 
underwater weir is shown in Illus. No. CM- 12. But the weir remains unbuiit due to the 
intervention of the Hungarian Pariiamenf, for rasons that concern only Hungary's 

victory in the current dispute not the presentation of its environment. Thuq aç 

recorded in the Hungarîan newspaper -1 

15 This ~efusaI is inexpiimblt k a u s e  the water wharge into the SIovak aide a m  bas k e n  
extremely successfur and this report pr&& the same kneficiai impacts for Hun@an 
terrifory if water recharge is  implernented on a similar d e  as is cmenliy the on 
SIovak territory. m.. Vol. 5 part a, Annex 19 (at p. 790). 

16 m., (at p. 8 16, emphasis added). 



"At the extraordinary session of parIiamentary council for the 
environment on Monday ... it was said that the construction of a 
temporary weir could unfavourablv iduence the decision of the ICJ in 
The Hame .. . Lajos Zsebok, the deputy of the Hungarian Democratic 
Forum drew attention to the danger of a solution consisting in 
underwater weirs17. " 

But this "danger* does not relate tu environmental damage. Mr. Zçebük's concern was 

quite dierent : 

"We could conhn with this solution that it is possible to eliminate 
unfavourable effects of the Danube diversion through technical m a u r e  
and thus we would give up the idea of the rehrn of the river and a 
decision of the H a s e  favorrrabIe for us. " 

It is the parliamentsry intervention that has dowed the present adverse environmental 
impact. And, as a follow up article in Magvar X r l a ~  makes clear, this intervention 
went against local and Governent support for the underwater wek and the 

acceptance d i t s  eficacy : 

"We are in an emergwrcy situation, we must act immediately. We must 
h i s h  with hesitations. It will no more be possible to repair al1 what we 
don't do today in two years - Mr. Boross expresseci his view when 
visiting Szigetkoz. 'Naturally, if Parliament rejects the project of the 
inhabitants of Szigetküz supportal by the goverment, the undenvater 
weir wiil not be constmcted. Then, it wiII be necessary tu face the 
pubIic and teII why the enviromnent is dying out4 - the Prime Minister 
highlighted the water appropriation question as a nationai matter'' ." 

The reason for the Parliament's stance is then explained: 

"According tu the experts of the Department for the Environment, 
some rnembers of the Danube Circle and the Parliamentarj. Gound for 
Envi rumen1 a i  Protection, the realisation of the guvernmentd proposal 
would negatively Muence the long-term interests of Hungary. We 
would admit, with this solution that it is ~ossible to Drevent negative 
sides of the Danube diversion, we would give up the return of the river 
and a favourable decision of the courtlg ." 

17 Mamar Hirlaa. 1 March 1994, h n e x  33 (ernpbasis added). 
18 M a m  HirIap, 7 March 1994, Annex 34. 

19 Ibid. {emphasis added). - 



8-12 The ody masure Hungary has taken is the recent action of 

purnping water fiom the old Danube into the side ams at v h s  points. This project 

makes no sense. It is elaboratdy expensive, particuiarly in cornparison with the cost of 
construcring an underwater wei?. Aiso, as pointed out in the Hungarian newspaper, 

Kisalfdd, the "result of hundred miliions investment is the water IeveI incrase of some 
centimetres in the nid of Szigetkoz and the negative impacts failed tu be stoppedn2'. 
The relevant paragaph of the article concludes: 

"But the gravitational water supply would have diminished the 
Szigetkoz darnages much more effectively and with lower costs." 

8.13 This is entkely correct. The construction of an underwater weir 
(referred to in the article as "gravitational water supply") would raise water levefs in 
the Danube k r b d  and enabIe the SPgetkGz side m s  to be supplied by water flow 
through the gaps opened in the Danube's banks by a simple graviîy flow. This 
operation, which is show in Illus. No. CM-12, wouM cost just 30 miIIion Forints and 
have practicaIIy no runriing costs. It wouId dso be far more eficient. Not ody would 
the flow into the side amis be far higher, but dso the quality of the water in the side 
ams would rapidly improve. The current mesures, by contrast, wiII aImost ceriaidy 

Iead tu eutrophication conditions in the Hungarian side a m  as a result of the srnaII 

amount of water being pumped and a negative impact on ground water quality. 

C. The Evidence Relied on bv Hun~arv: Overview 

8.14 It wouId be impossible to glean the important facts just 

discussed above either from the Hungarian Mernorial or fiom the non-govermental 

organisation reports on which Hungary relies so heavily, that is the various studies of 
Equipe Cousteau and the World Wildlife Fund ("WWF"). Before examining the 
actual, recorded impacts of Vaniant "Cu that have heen detaiIed, inter aliq in the 

various EC Working Group reports, Slovakia wishes briefly tu comment on the 

evidentid value of the reports of these two non-governmental organisations. WhrIe 

there cm be no doubt that the Equipe Coustesu and WWF organisations play a vitai 

roIc both in raising public awareneçs of environmental issues and in taking concrete 

steps tu address such issues, nonetheles Slovakia considers that the contribution of 

20 The cost of purchasing the pumping equipment was apparently 120 million Forints and the 
cost of their operation nearly 2 miilton Forints per day. Thus, it is not surprising îhat on 10 
September 1994 the budget for this was arhausted. Hungarian newçpaper, Kisalf8ld 10 
September 1994. Annex 35. 



both to this particular case has not been based on a vaIid or impartial scientific 
evaluation. 

8.15 Tu take one example, the Hungarian Memonai quotes from the 

report prepared by the Austrim arm of WWF in January 2994 as authorîty for the 

contention fhat Vaiarit "CH "inevitably w2l rault  in detrimental alterationsu and that 

"even though mmy impacts are nut jret visible tu the public, they cari dready Ise 
monirored by experWP. But the experts best p l a d  to rnonitor and analyse Vanant 

"Cri's impacts are those tmly familiar with the Projeet, i.e., the members of the EC 
Working Group of Independent Experts, the scientists working on the PHARE 

program and those Hungkan and Slovak scientists who have studied the Project in 
depth. Aii these experts have corne to a different conclusion as to the impacts of 
Variant "C" fiom that put forward by the WWF. The EC Working Group has found 
no significant changes in sudace or ground water quality - hdings accepted by the 
Hungarian representative on the Working GroupZ. The WWF's portraya1 of invisible 

dangers knowri only to unidentified experts is therefore extremely misleading. 

8.16 Unfortunately, the WWF publications in relation to the GlN 
Project are characterised by a Iack of in depth scient& study and a prejiidice against 
the Project. WWF Austria puMished in January 1994 a critique of the work of the 

various EC Wurkng Gtoups, a wpy of which was annexed to ffrrngds ~ e m o r i f l .  

A careful and detailed rebuttal of this critique has been prepared by Professor Igor 

Mucha, the SIovak representative tu the various EC Working Groups. This rebuttai 

foms h e x  24 to this pleading. 

8.17 Professor Mucha's rebuttal was also sent for review to WWF 

International (distinct fiom WWF Austria). The reply of Dr. Magnus Sylven, Director 
of WWF's Europe and Middle East Regional Progamme, is important to an anaiysis of 
the merits of the respective analyses. This letter, which appears to express a personal 
view, constitutes an embarrassed rejection of WWF's involvement to date: 

"Thank you very much for your kind reception at the time of WWF's 
visit to GabEikovo on June 3. 
1 apologise for not having wrîtten earlier . . . this delay hm enabled me tu 
have the opportuniq to carefirIIy read your study entitled "GabEikovo - 

-. 

a Hrrngarian Memarial, para. 5.107. 

23 Sec. pam 8.21, kiow. 

24 Hmgarian Mernorial. Vol. 5 part Il), Amex 20. 
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Wu. 1 wouId Iike to tell you how impressed I am bv vour work and 
knowIedge on this subiect. and how embarrassec! I personaIiy Teel about 
W ' s  past involvement. 
..* 

I have today had an opportunity to assess the case with the Director 
General of WWF - International, Dr. Claude Martin. We have both 
ameed to immediately stop aii firther involvement fiom WWF - 
Austria. Dr. Martin will be sending a personal letter to Ing. Dominik 
Kocinger assuring him that there wiil be no future involvement from 
WWF unless a f o d  re uest is received Çom the Slovak side which, of 95 course, we do not expect ." 

Aithough W has since decided to stand by its report of Jan~~ary 193426, SIovakia 
believes that it is fuIIy jiistified in considering the pubIications of in relation tu 

the GlN Projet tu be of IiftIe evidentiary value. What at least is clear is that there has 

been great infernal division within that organisationZ7 . 

8.18 The publications of Equipe Cousteau are aiso considered to 

have been prepared without demonstrating the necessary research into the complexities 
of this particular case. The 1993 publication, "The Danube . . . For Whom and For 
What?" extensively cited in the Hungarian Mernorial, is very broad in its coverage and 
extreme in its conclusion. One of its key recornmendations, for example, is that the 
production of nucIear energy for all the Danubian States be ended28. This shows a 
focus of ctlncern far removed fium this Projeci. 

8.19 Hungary aIso cites as an authoriîative murce the March 7993 

pubIication of a grorrp cdIed the Slovak Union of NaArre and Lmdscape Protectors 

Letter dated 14 June 1994, Annex 36 (emphasis added). This -ex also comprises a Ietter 
from Dr. Claude Martin ta the Slovak Plenipotentiary for the, G/N Project confirrning the 
suspension of 'any M e r  involvement of WWF in the GabMcwo issue". 

26 Letfer dated 3 Oa&r 1994, Amex 37. 

27 In this respecf îhe opinion of T. PaEeJ, one of the scieatists k b d  the WWP report of 
January 1994, is important. By letter of 5 Seplemkr 1994 he rwîewed Profeçsor Mucha'J 
rapusc (Annex 24), irrsisting fhaî Profesçor PaEw' mbmissions tn WWF had nof k n  based 
on "fieId or labrafory" adies and that his "apiniom have k n  b a d  on the dmmenrs 
o f f d  ... by WWF". Furthemore, Professor Pa- praiçw the q d i t y  of r-ch by SIovak 
scientists coniinuing *Neither bave 1 found any m m  why to doubt Mucha's statement that 
the ground water quality bas not signrficantly c h g d  &r one year of the G m o v o  
opration." He concludes his letter: "1 have a feeling that ground water and m u f e  wa&r 
quaiity will be a minor problem within the GaMlkow) issue." Annex 38. L 

2g Hungarian Mernoriai, Vol. 5 (Part tt), Annex 16 (at p. 57 1). 
I 
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("suNLP")~~.  This dso is no real authority, although it is cited as such in Hungary's 

~ernorid".  It cornpises no more than a senes of wholly unsubstantiated allegations, 

based on the fiadings of unspecifred "independent experts". It is repIete M t h  

misleading statementq materid mors and inconsistencies and is far h m  *mpartia13' . 

8.20 In conclusion, Slovakia cunsiders that Hungary has reIied 
heady on publications that are far fiom impartial. EnWumental gïoups approach a 

pre-existing development from a pre-determined point of view. Hence, impartiality is 
difficult to achieve, especidly when a party like Hungary is avowedly abandoning 
construction work on claimed environmental grounds. 

SECTION 2. The Actual, Recorded Imaacts of Variant "C" 

A. Surface and Ground Waters 

8.21 The commentq contained in Chapter 5 of the Hungarian 

Memurid un Variant "Cu's impact an surface and p u n d  waters is Iimited tu the issues 

of changing water leve12~. In other words, no daim is made as to a change in water 

qudity. This is significant, for it reflects the confirmation of the Hungarian 
representative to the EC Working Group of Experts that there had been no detectable 
change in water quality as a result of the damming of the ~ a n u b e ~ ~  . In fact, the latest 

EC Working Group report noted as to Variant "Cn : 

"The impacts on the surface water qualie are expected to be 
insign5carit." 

39 Sec. for example, m., VoI. 1, para. 5.134. 

31 For example, wbde it is claimed by the SUNLP that the 1977 Tmty "was hastily ratified in 
1977", a few lines later it is aoted that the Treaty was signed "after p q m t i o n  work lasting 
dmost 20 years". It is also alleged that the 1973 oil crisis led to a radical change in the 
Project design, including the extension of Gabëkovo and the creation of the bypass canat and 
the Dunakiliti-Hmb reservoir. This is completely wrong, as is clear, not Ieast from Chapter 
3 of the Hungarian Mernorial, paras. 3.02-3.40. 

33 % pam 7-62, above- % also, the admission mntained in App. 3 to Hm&s Mernorial 
(at p. 422): "No qudîlative chariga have yet been d e t a &  u p  the effect of the water 
edItrating h m  the reservoir and idiltrating from the wafer recharge system or due ?O the 
alterai fiow directi011~.* 



"The impacts on the p u n d  water qualiv are in generai expected tu be 
i n ~ i ~ n i f i c a n t ~ ~  ." 

Thus neither short term nor long term deterioration is expsted. Nor has there been 

any change in quality or contamination of the Danube's alluvial grave1 and sedinent - 
as demonstrated by sarnples taken (under supewision fiorn the Netherlands' 

independent scientists) and anaiysed (in the Netherlands) within the PHARE 
program3' . Fears of heavy metal accumulation in the sediment settled in the reservoir 
or the presence there of toxic hydrocarbons have been proved to be greatly 

exaggerated. 

8.22 As to water Ievels, Slovakia contests both Hungaryïs 
presentarion of the impact of the damming and the statistics put fonvard in support. It 

is rnisfeading in the extreme tu state that an "inmediate consequence" of the diversion 
was that "side branches were cut off from the main ~hannel"~~,  when it is wefi 
established that prior to the diversion a full connection between the side ams and the 

main channel was achieved oniy at times of flooding, that is for no more than around 
20 days per yea?7. 

8.23 SimiIarIy, the figures given tu show the decrease in the ground 
water levels in Szigetkfiz are exaggerated. It is claimed that these were "up to 3m in 

the floodplain and up to 1.5m on the protected siden3'. However, Appendix 3 to 

Hungary's Mernorial shows a decrease of 2-3m in the territory dongside the Danube 
but a decrease of just 0.5m in the middIe region of ~ z i ~ e t k ü z ~ ~ .  And in some areas an 

increase has been recorded: "the ground water leveb [in I fungay] have dso increased 
close to the [Cunovo] reservoir", as the EC Working Group report of 2 November 

1993 recorded4' . 

34 EC Working Group Report of 1 Decemhr 1993, Hungarian Mernorial, Vol. 5 (Part II), 
Annex 19 (at pp. 783-784). 

35 "Preparation of Input Parameters for MdeI of Gmund Water Row, Danubian bwland - 
Mode1 S m x ,  PHARE Proje ECfwATf 1, D t z m k r  1993, Annex 39. 

37 See. for example, the EC Workîng Group report of 23 November 1992, m., VoI. 5 part Q, 
Anna 14 (at pp. 435-436). 

38 m., Vol. I ,  para. 5.112. 

39 Ibid.. p. 422. 

40 m., Vol. 5 (Part il), Annex 18. 



8.24 Furthmore the decrease that has been recorded is not an 

inevitabie result of Variant "c"~' . 

8.25 Starting in August f 993, Hungq began tu divert 10 & of 
the flow it receives in the Mosoni Danube hto the side ami vstem. The impact of 
even this s m d  amount of water (small comparecl to the flow that could easily be 
diverted by means of the underwater weir recornmended by the EC but denied by the 
Hungarian Parliament) is impressive. The decrease in ground water level in 
cornparison with the pre-diversion levels has been reduced to zero in a very substantial 
area of Szigetkoz and the area in which a decrease of more than 0.5m was expenenced 
was more than halved. This is depicted in lllus. No.CM-13. Essentially the impact of 

the 10 m3is @lus water idiltrating on the Slovak side of the Danube and undergruund 

seepage fiom the reservoir) has been tu restrict p u n d  water IeveI changes tu a 

relatively n m w  comdor alongside the Danube in Upper Szigetküz. 

8.26 Hunguy's depiction of the "longer term consequerices of the 
diversion" - "the drop in water level, the disappearance of seasonal fluctuation and the 
lack of water entering the side branches" - is once again very r n i ~ l e a d i n ~ ~ ~ .  Each one 

of these effects will disappear with the implementation of the recharge program 
planned for the Hungarian side a r m ~ ~ ~ .  This has been verifid by the EC Working 
Group of Experts. In its report of 1 December 1993, the scenario was considered by 
which the currmt recharge of IO m3fs was increased "to the same level as the one 

presemljr existing on the Slovakian sidenu. The predicted impact of this was as 

follows: 

"Ground wafer IeveIs on the Hungarian temtory are expected to be not 
Iower than in the pre-dam conditions. 

43 in terms of the mi- of the recharge program in the SIovak side arms, sec. SI& 
Mernorial. para. 5.38, gt m. 

4 See, Hiuigarian Mernorial, Vol. 5 part Q, h e x  19 (at p. 787). It wi11 k noted thaz, 
acwrding tu the same ~prt (al p. 77 1), the Hungarîan side ami area is sirnilar to the Slovak 
area. 
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Reestablishing the dynamics of ground water IeveI fluctuations will to 
large extent be possibIe downstream the reservoird5 ." 

Moreover, once accumulated mud has been cleared off, this flow would be sufficient to 

maintain the Hungaian side m s  free from excess mud and sediment and to reestablish 
a good connection with the underlying aquifer: 

"The nver bed in the main branches on the Hungarian side wilI becorne 
sufficiently free fiom mud, so that good idtration conditions wiII 
exist" ." 

B. Soi1 and Apriculture 

8.27 The Hungarian Mernorial predicts a "prirnariIy Iong tem 

impact" on the Szigetkoz soi1 regme due to Variant "CM. It supports this assertion by 
a series of statistics reIating ta reduced water IeveI and reduced soi1 moisture Ievels, 

measurements taken in March 1993. But, as is clear from fllus. No. CM- 13, these 
rneasurernents were no longer valid d e r  August 1993 (after which date a limited 
discharge into the Hungarian side m s  was achieved). Thus, Hungary has predicted a 

long terrn effect on the basis of a short p e n d  of measurements that are no longer 
vdid. And, if the recharge into the Szigetkaz side amis is increased to the redistic 
level of 40-50 m31s by means of increasing the water Ievel in the old Danube by the 
construction of underwater weirs4' in combination with the increased flow into the 

45 Ibid. (at p. 790). This is also me for the side arms between ~ u n o v o  and Dunakiliti that were 
=ed to be i l d e d  under the G/N Project. 

47 Sec. &ex 24 (at pp. 9 8 - 1 0 .  This gves twhnid deWs of the propoçed undenvater 
weirs, explains their functioning and purpose, and dço explain their dissimilarity with the 
w e m -  b g e s  used on the Rhine nver. &g al=, Illw. No. CM-12. appearing at para 
8. I 1. It wiII noted W the concept of the undenvater weir has k n  specifrdly approved 
by the EC Woricing Group of Experts. Sec. ex.,  its report of 23 Novemkr 1992. Hmgarian 
Mernoriai, Vol. 5 @art Il), Annex 14 (at p. 4 18). 



Mosoni Danube, the measurements wiiI change once more to approxirnate or even 

improve on the pre-dam position48. 

8.28 As to the d1eged short term changes, even these are uncertain 
because, & to the putting into operation of Variant "Cm, the water table in large 

parts of Szigetkoz did not reach above the grave1 layer and thus ariy decrease in water 

Ievel couId not have any impact on capiIIary devation (which did not exist anyway) or 

on crop yield. It is noted that no statistics are aven to support Hungary's daim of a 

drop in crop yield4'. 

*' This -ment is also supported by Anna 23 hereto, as well as by the foIIowing -dies (a 
copy of each of whtch or their synapses has ken subrnitted to the Court): 

1. J. FMko, E. Fdajtar, B. Suriw The ~romosis of mi1 dwelovrnent on fimg Ostrov 
influenwi by waier work svstem GaWfkova-Namnaros. -ch report. WVPR 
Bratislava, 1980. 

2. M. W o g ,  2. Bedrna, Changes of mound water Iwel due to infîuenœ of water wofk 
wstem GaMkov~Namaros and their eoolonical interprebtion. h l  GaMkovo. 
UEBE CBEV SAV, Bratislava, 1 989. 

3. M. Lehotsi$. J. Otahe1, A. GrdkovA, Landscape twes of suwplyin~ of a ~ c u i n u a I  
crom witb ~ o u n d  water in a m  of water work GabElkova. Geogr. cas., c. 2, 
BratisIava, 1990. 

4. P. Jambor, d., &os in 
rural Iandsaw. Research report, W U  BratisIam, 1990. 

5.  M. Rd!iEka, gt al, EcoIoicaJ o~timizaiion of use of area of water work GabEkovo. 
Study. UKE SAV, Bratislava, 19W. 

6.  J. Aiena, S. ReMk, Determination of ovtimized d e ~ i h s  of m u n d  water Ievel on 
future ahculturd activities and the pmwsal of hydro-amelioration provisions in 
influenced area. Research report. W M  Bratislava, 1993. 

7. S. R e m  gt al., The impact of wformance of Danubian water work on change of 
water renme of mils and the proposal for iis aptirnization fiorn the mint of view of 
afieuIturaI production. R m h  report W Z H  BratisIava, 1993. 

8. K. Nwakovh, J. TakaE, E. Blaskova, The evaluation of retentioa transI>art and 
çelected chemicai ~roperties of suils irnvacted on water rearne of çoiIs and on 
ground water contaminafion. R-h report. WZH Bratislava, 1993. 

9. 1. S. R e W  J. T W ,  The duat ion  of soiI*lopjd conditions of the 
area wtentiailv infIuenced bv performance of water work on Danube. Research 
report. WZH Bratislava, 1993. 

49 Where ground water h =ch the soil layer there may indeed k an influence on crop yieId 
where the water table Ievel subçequentiy drops. But such an influence is by no means 
straightfonvard nor in direct dation to the drop in ground water. Crop yield is obviorisly 
also dependent on climatic effects, as the Hungarian Mernorial admits. Huriganan 
Mernorial, para. 5.12 1. See, also. Annex 23 hereto. 



8.29 Certaidy, the correct response to the current situation would 
not be to grow "deeper rooting crops" as Hungary asseri$'. The most effective 

response would be to constmct the undemater weirs in the oId Danube that wouId 
enable ample water to ffow directly into the Hungarian side amis. This would restore 

water levels and capillary elevation as originally envisageci by the GIN Project. The 
success of similar measures on Slovak territory carmot be doubted: 

"Due tu the incrase of ground water tabIes on the SIovak territory an 
increase in the capiIIary water suppIy for the SIovakian agricultrird 
areas has taken place51 ." 

With an equivalent water recharge (40-50 m3/s) into the Szigetkdz side arms, the sarne 
beneficial impact was predicted fur H u n g q  by the EC Working Group: 

"Due to the increase of ground water tables on both the Slovakian and 
Hungarian temtory an increase in the capillary water supply for 
agricultural as well as forestry areas can be expected5' ." 

8.30 Finally, as the Hungarian Mernorial emphasiseq the 

documentation and monitoring of Variant "C"'s impact on soiI and groundwater 
pollution is one of the 19 environmental conditions issued by Slovakia in June 199lS3. 
The necessary functions are fulfilled by the Slovak Hydrometeorological Institute, 
which has input h m  three expert bodies specidising in soi1 monitoring (the Research 

Institute of Soii FertiIity, Bratislava), water in the aeration zone (the HydroIogicaI 

Institute of the Slovak Academy of Sciences), and water quaiity (Siovak 

Hydrometeorological Institute). Systematic monitoring has been canied out on a 

continuous basis since 1989 and al1 results are evaluated annually. These results show 
thai, in SIovakia, there has been no decrease in the qudity of soi1 or groundwater tu 
date. 

50 Hungarian Mernorial, para. 5.120. 

' EC Working Group report of 1 December 1993, m., Vol. 5 (Pari II), Annex 19 (at p. 785). 

'* Ibid. [at p. 79 1). 

s3 - hid., Vol. 1, para 5.135. h d ,  see, para. 8.45, m., below. 



8.3 1 Slovakia recognises the current unfavourable situation in the 

Hungarian side arms for the floodplain forests. Hungary quotts the EC Working 
Group report of 1 December 1993 as authorîty tu substarrtiate ifs cIaims of 

deteriorating condition?'; but thîs report nutes on the very ne* page to thai quoted 
by Hungary that conditions for forestry have improved in Slovakia - due soleIy to the 
impact of Slovakia's recharge prograrn5' . According to the EC Working Group, if just 

40-50 m3/s is channeiied into the Hungarian side anns, Hungq will enjoy a similsr 
improvtrnent'? 

8.32 This flow dl bnng to the side arms not only water but 

nutrients. Prior to the damming, the nutrient input into the floodplain had been 
dramatically reduced due to the isolation of the Danube main charnel fiom the side 
arms, which Ied tu a Iack of fiow and a Iack of inundation in the fioodplain. Direct 

input into the side arms by the recharge program corrects the Iack of flow and enables 

inundation, thus allowing for an increased nutrient input5' . 

8.33 Hungary claims that a significant percentage of its alluvial furest 
has died" . But the dying back of trees on Hungarian temitory pre-dates the damMng 
of the Danube by at Ieast ten years and has been caused by the sinking watw Ievel of 
the Danube. This unfavourable situation has now improved on the Slovak side due to 

the irnplementation of the artificiai recharge progr- and such an improvement has 
been avaitable to Hungary. In the absence of this recharge program, Hungary's record 
of decreased timber growih is entirely as expected. But, in the areas where water 

54 Hungarian Memonal, para. 5.122. 

55 M., Vol. 5 Pari II), Ann¢x 19 {at p. 785): "As a r d t  of the chax~ges in ground wkr IweI 
the for- is maidy psitively &&ed in GIovsrOa and rnairùy negatively in Hungary." 
This repart predicted for Hmgary the same beficiai impacf as thaî now experienced by 
Slovakia if the rechargt into Szigetkoz side a m  is increased to a rate quivalent to the 
recharge into the Slovak side arms. m. (at p. 790). 

Under non-flood wnditions nutrient input into Uie side anns is aIso redticed by 2040% due 
to sedement in the Cuncvo resemoir. However, bemw the amount of m r  to be 
channelied info the side arms is greatiy in excess of pre- oonditîons, the total nutrient 
input hto the side a m  wiU also be superior. In flwd conditions the nutrient concentration 
is not raduœd by settiement in the rcsemoir and thus the nutrient input into the fiwiplain 
wiii be equivalent to that of the 1950s. 



recharge is implemented in Slovakia), an increase in annual timber growth has 

been recordedS9 . 

8.34 It is therefore incorrect to clah that "deterioration of the 
alluvial forests ... is a direct negative effect of Variant C's ~peration"~'. Variant "C" 

Ieads tu an improvernent in forestry conditions where the plaruied recharge into the 
side atms is impIemented - but tu a continuhg deterioration if such plans are shelved. 

D, Flora and Fauna 

8.35 In its Mernorial, Hungaxy focuses on the adverse impact on the 
Danube's fish of irnprementing Variant "C". It points to the disappearance of a Iarge 
arnount of spawning grounds and of  both adult and immature fish. Hungary also 

implies that the silting of the old riverbed has rendered it art unsuitable habitat for 

certain fish species. 

8.36 The EC Working Group report of 1 December 1993 does not 
predict such silting. Its comment on the cunent position is as follows: 

"No major net erosion and sedimentation in the OId Danube. During 
some events sedimentation of h e  material will take place. This fine 
material may be washed away during flood events6' ." 

The report specifies that excess sediment c m  be cleaned away by a k c e  yearly 
discharge of 3,500 m3/s into the old Danube. In other words, sedimentation is no 
more than a temporary phenomenon62. The same habitat for fish species as existed 
pnor to the damming in the old Danube rnay therefure be maintained and even 
improved. For, as pointed out &oveM, the conditions for Esh in this sectur of the 

59 T X s  i a c r w  has k n :  D f m m  for Popda Aiba {white paplar) and Salix Alba (white 
wiuaw), and Q . 2 m  for Fraxinus AugustXoIia (ash). 

60 Hungarian Memorid, para. 5. f 25. 

61 W., Vol. 5 (Pari II), Annex 19 (at p. 782). 

62 It may k noted here that the same EC Working Grortp report bas record& 1993 fiow 
veIocily in the Danuk at 1-08 mls at Rajka and 0.87 mls at Dunararnete (with a water 
fiowrate of 400 m3/s). m. (at p. 765). Ii aIso notes that a velocig of 0.1 - 0.3 d s  is 
sufficient to prevent coltnatation. E d .  (at p. 779). Thus, once the riverbed has b e n  cleaned 
by the fiow af 3,500 m3is, it will remain free of siltation wîth the m n t  average flow of 400 
m3fs. 
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main Dantrbe charnel pior tu the damming were not good due to the high velocity of 

flow and high turbidity. 

8.37 A distinction must dso be made beîween fish conditions in the 

old Danube d in the side a m  system. The conditions in the side arms p h  to the 
darnming were very daerent, characterised by low flows and even stagnant waters. 
The position was worsened by the lack of a full interconnection between the Danube 

and its side atms save for appruximately 20 days each year. Such interconnection is 

important because the inundation qcle - under naturai, i.e., pre 1950s conditions - 
coincides with the spawning period of most fish species, thus allowing for a vast 

spawning area. As the inundation declines, the young fish float into the side armq 
passing progressively h m  temporq inundation waters tu main branches and tu the 

main charnel. 

8.38 It is now possible tu re-establish this intercomection or, in the 

terniinology the EC Working Group report of23 November 1992, for the fIoodpIain tu 
deveIop more naturalljl. This is precisely what SIovakia desires. The EC Warking 
Group report of 1 December t 993 stated: 

"To ensure ecologÎcal conditions which are as good as pre-dam 
conditions migration of wetland species between the main river md the 
side branches should be possible alt over the year in both directions. 

Migration can be made possible either through fish passes or through 
direct flows between the main river and the side branches during some 
perîodsa. " 

Full reconnection will require the raising of water level in the old Danube by the 

construction of underwater weirs. ln other wordq it will require Hungary's 
couperation. But SIovakia is taking what steps it cari and is currently constructing the 

necessaty fishpasses mentioned in the above quotation to enabie migration. It a1sa 

proposes removing or lowering the fortified banks of the main channel of the Danube 
at certain points to enable an interconnecfion at high flows. But the recomection is 

1 cinlv now a ~ossibIe option-as a result of the diversion of navigation into the bvpass 
I canal. Prim tu this, there was simply no scope for re-estabbshing the connection - 
i between the Danube and the side a m  system for this would have made it impossibIe to 

have a suitable depth in the navigation channel. 

I 
i 
I 

i w 
Hungarian Mernorial, Vol. 5 (Part Il), h e x  19 fat p. 780). 

i 

i 
l 



8.39 Thus, Slovakia considers that Variant "CM can, when coupled 
with the revitalisation ofthe side m s  and the necessary measures in the oId riverbed, 
benefit various species of fish. The areas of spawning grorrnds on SIovak. territory 

decreased fiom the 1%0s, but have now Hicre~tsed with the availability of more goud 

spawning areas in the side m s .  It is no doubt tme for Szigetkoz that "if the surface 

water and groundwater level stabilises at its present Ievel and thcre is no change in the 

discharge regime, the mosaicity of the Iaridscape and the presence of a highly diverse 
and wide range of habitats is likely tu be fosY6'. But both the original Project and 

Variant "C" envisagecl the supply of a far greater water recharge to this ara  than 
Hungary is now dowing for. Slovakia urgently wishes to bring about a change in this 
discharge regime. A constant flow of 40-50 m3/s together with several inundations per 
year is suficient to obtain similar, if not superior, conditions for fiosa and fauna in 
Szigetküz tu those prior to the damming. 

8.40 It was dways planned by the 1977 Treaty parties that 

intemationd navigation would be diverted tu the bypass canai. This has been the case 
with Variant "Ctt. There is therefore no sense to Hungary's cornplaint that "the transit 
of international shipping in the Danube between rkrn 1852-181 1 [is] impossible"66. 
Moreover, this has engendered no cornplaints from the Danube Commission nor fiom 

other international organisations. Tu the contrary, organisations and users of the 
Danube have expressed their contentment with the bypass canal for it has had an 
obviously beneficial impact on the navigation in this ~ e c t o r ~ ~ .  Further, with the 
completion of the shiplocks at the b n o v o  weir, navigation of small and, if necessary, 
Iarger craft wiII be possible dong the old ~ a r i u b e ~  . 

8.41 Certaidy the mere 14 days of inoperability of the GabEIkovo 
shiplocks in their first year of operation (November 1992-November1993) compareci 

65 n&,, Vol. 1, para 5.130. 

66 M., para. 5.132. 

68 Hungaryts cornpiaint of the Yack of an ernergenq navigation route" wili thus disappear. It 
may anyway b noted that no emergenq roufes exid for the darn projeas iip- in 
Germany and A d a .  Where shiplocks are inopembk, navigation is  mspnded - an 
undesirable though unavoidabIe situation. 



favourably wifh the 60% th., 220 days) non-availabiliîy of the requisite navigation 

conditions in the Bratislava sector in 199 . This is confirmed by the praise accorded 
to the bypass canal by its users. The German representative of the Federal Union of 
River Transport Contractors welcomed the implementation of the c d  and noted that 

"transport is much more regzilar md m q  prublematic river points h m  the p s t  were 
eliminaied" . Similarly, the Rommian State navigaf ion cumpany has uceriauied that 

"navigation conditions improved sipificantly due to the fact that, with navigation 

through the canai, one of the most d i cu l t  sections of the Danube (km 1 8 1 1 - 1 856) is 
avoided"'l. 

8.42 Tilus. No. CM-14A portrays the GabEkovo navigation loch. 
filus. No. CM-14B is a photograph of the Danube at Bratislava (1985-1986) showing 
the poor navigation conditions that could not be prevented there prior to the putting 

into operation of Variant "CM. In fact, the resuIt of implementatiori of Vafiant "C" is 
that seven ford sections (shallows) have been bypassed as weU as the dangerously 
narruw Bagomer section. Aiso the water velocity in the bypass carial is Iower than in 

the old Danube, increasing safety and decreasing fuel costs. Lower velocities and 
increased water depths in the Bratislava region are of great benefit both to safety and 

to the general functioning and economic well-being of the Bratislava 

Moreover, the beneficial impact of GabEikovo is not merely feIt on the b p s s  cmal 

section. For GabEkovo cm dso be used tu buiId iip and then re1ese Iarger £iowa of 
water so as to enable ships to navigate diffrcult and shalow sections further 
downstream. This is of a clear economic benefit because it enables a more reliable 
navigation on the Danube. It is dso beneficid fur the region for it enables shipyards 

such as at K o m h o  to construct Iarger ships, which they would othemîse have ben 

unable to de1ivern . 

69 EC Workîng Group report of 23 Novemkr 1992, Hungarian Mernorial, Vol. 5 (Part m, 
Amex 14. 

Interview with the Regional Rep-ntative of the Federai Union of &ver Transport 
Contractors and head of the navigation company Bayerischer Lloyd AG V A  AG), Mr. 
Ott, Amex 40. And, sec. p. 7. I 18, ses., above- 

'II Letter fiom Cornparria de Navigafîe Fiwiaia Romana fo the SIovak Embassy in Bucharest, 77 
M r  1994. h e x  41. 

72 Sec. E. Fleischhacker, Analysis of the Effects of the GaWkovo-Nawmros Svstern on 
International Navigatioq !,ex 27. 







8.43 However, the Court is reminded that Hungary's failure to 

constmct Nagymaros is the cause of the remaining shallow sections in this sector. For 

example, in Iune 1993, the Danube water Ievel m u n d  Nagymaros dropped to 68 cm, 

making cumercid navigation quite Zn the Iight of this, Hungary's 

contention that Variant "Cu has had an adverse effect on navigation is nonsense. It is 
Hungary's unilateral non-implernentatian of the G/N Project that has created the 
continuing navigational problems on the Bratislava tu Budapest stretch of the Danube. 

F. Seismic and Geoloeical Considerations 

8.44 Variant "C" was, Iike the original Project, supported by a 

comprehensive evduaiion of the region's geoIugical and seisrnic risis. Not only did 
Variant "C" benefit from the impressive research data, strrdies and explanatory data 

previously carried out in relation to the G/N Project but, from 1991, a new series of 

exploratory and research works was carried out with a particular emphasis on the 
çunovo weir regiun. The eventrial location of the weir was thus based on the Iatest 

geological researchX . 

G. Environmental Protection 

8.45 The Hungarian Memuriai concludes its section on the impacts of 
Variant "CH with a review of the 19 environmental conditions which the SIovak 
Commission for the Environment developed prior to the implementation of Vanant 
1 1 ~ 7 6  . Hungary makes no comment as to the sufficiency of these conditions. It is 
therefure supposed that they are accepted to be adequate prerequisites for the 

implementation of Variant "C". 

8.46 Hungary does not cite the conditions; it merely summarises 
them in iîs Mernoriai. Reference in support is made tu the WWF Ausrrian Report of 
January 1994, which does not cite the conditions, either, but contents itseIf by notirig 

that of the conditions had not been fulfilled. Slovakia has therefore provided a 

copy of the conditionsn. ' , 

74 ibid. - 

75 Sec. para. 7.105, çea., above. 

Hungarian Mernorial, pam 5.135. gl m. 

" h e x  43. hereto. 



8.47 In spite of the evidence in the WWF Austria report to the 
contrary, Hungary asserts, on the bais  of an information release of the Slovak 
Environmental Commission of Mach 1993, that as of that date just 7 of the 19 

conditions had been fuIErIIed (conditions 9, 10, 12, 14, 1 5, 16 and 1 9)7g . h fa&, this 

document, which ia actudy annexed to Hungary's Mernorial, shows that, in addition to 

the seven conditions that Hungary accepts as fulfiüed: condition 2 "mav be considered 
satisfied", conditions 6 and 7 "were satisfied", cundition 8 "was resolved", condition 13 

"has been satisfied" and condition 17 "is beine! satisfied on a continual basis". Thus, at 

least 1 3 and  lot 7, of the 1 9 conditions had been fuEüed according to this document. 

8.48 Furthemore, the same document predicts the idfilment of 
conditions 1, 3 , 4  and 5 befure the end of 1993. Thus, ody  2 conditions were deerned 

problematic - conditions 1 1 and 18. The first of these (condition 1 1) requires the 
linking of the branch systern with the Danube. This is the h a 1  step necessary to 
recreate the original braideci river. SIovakia continues to seek this interconnection. 
Improvement of cornmunication between the branch sjrstem and the Daube in both 

ways is now projected using undenirater weirs with a depfh of approximately 2 m and 

artificial fords which wiII create a rise in the water level in such a way that inter- 
communication is possible. But for the expected beneficial impact to be realised, 
Hungary's cooperation (in terms of the necessary measures on the Danube right bank 
and the construction of undenvater weirs in the d d  rivehed) is essentid. Thus, the 

Hungarian Memufia1 bImes SIovakia fur a mndition whose fuIfiiment Hungary is 
blocking. 

8.49 Condition No. 18 is aimed at secrtring the flow Ievel in the 
bypassed section of the Danube necessq to enable grriund water tu reach the soi1 

IeveI and to prevent the drainage effect of the river. In terms of the Danube's water 

level, this would have to correspond to the level of a discharge of 1300-1500 m3/s. 

But the requested ground water level was reached and, in faci, exceeded by alternative 

means: the fiver branch systern was supplied duectly with an average 30-50 m31s with 
discharge h o  the oId Danube being appruximately 400 rn3ls. 

79 The relevant document is amaed at m., Vol. 4, Annex 172. Emphasis adàd in text. In 
iad, condition 9 requires the proposal of a solution for deaimg with navigation problems 
downstream of the bypass canal. It must be streçsed that it is Hungary's breachs of the 1977 
Tmty that have cmtd  the need for this Wntlar andition. 
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8.50 Thus, SIovakia has, except where kndered by Hungary's refud 

to cooperate, fuIfiIIed the 19 environmental conditions. Its pusitive attitude must be 
cornpared tu Hungary's recent decisions in reIation tu the environment (of SBgetküz), 

which display, not a concern to protect and improve the region's ecuIugy, but a 
preoccupation wiîh political considerations and the avoidance of any actions that might 

adversely affect Hungds  case before the Court. 

SEC~IUN 3. Hunvary*~ AIIe~ations as tu the Poor Constnictirin Qualitv 
of Variant "CF? 

8.51 Mthough Hungary conildentiy ciaims that Variant "CR w a  

"hastiIy and iricompetenfIy executednn, it is unabIe to provide more than a few 

instances in support of this statemerit. Befure considerhg the examples provided by 
Hungq, it is worthwhiIe to remind the Court of the main features of the Variant "C" 
structures. Fust and foremost, Variarit "C" has been designed for implemmtation in 

two phases. The various components of the two phases are depicted in IIlus. Nos. 

CM- 1 SA and B. 

8.52 The frrst phase facaties were put into operation fiom Ociober 

1992. These cconsist of the new right side resewoir dyke Ieding fiom the bypass canal 

to the dam across the original bed of  the Danube. Tu the lefi ofthe dm, a bypass weir 
diverts fiow back into the old riverbed and, to the righî, an inundation weir diverts 
flood waters. The final eiement is the intake into the Muorii Danube. The second 
phase facilities will cume into seNice in 1996. These are currently being consînrcted in 

the space between the dam and the inundation weu. They consist of a shiplock a third 
"spiliway" weir which wiII take over the finction of directing water into the old 
Danube on a daiIy bais, and a hydroelectric poww plant. 

8.53 Hungqts principal allegation is that the bypass weir doea no1 

fundion properly and that its design capacity has been reduced tu 600 m3is. In fa& 

the weir itseIf operates correctljr, as Hungary is aware. It is simply its "day iq day outn 
capacity that is rimited to 600 m3h by the boulder section dumstream of the weir, 
which wouId suEer undue erusion if the weir throughput continualIy exceeded 600 

d1ç. This has no safety ramifications whataotver. At times of flood, the bypass weir 

capacity cm be increased to 1,200 m3/sT without crearing any erosiun problem, since 

79 m., Vol. I. para. 1.04- 

I 



I 
the downstrearn water IeveI is then higher. Furthemore, in flood conditions SIovakia 
simpIy operates the inundation weirsO , 

8.54 The overd discharge capacity of the Phase I structures is 

12,7 15 dis" - Hungary's degation fhat the structures pro~ide hadequate flood 
control, and that a flood of 10,000 m3is cm ody be hbdIed ifevery part of the system 

is operating perfectlya, is simply wrung. ! 

8.55 Furthemores this capacity WU' be increased as part of Phase 2. 

A new spillway weir with a capacity of5,300 m3fs will take over the discharge of the 
d d y  fiow intri the old Danube and will dso enable the emptying of the reçervoir and 
the flushing of sediment. Thuq Hungws cornplaint that "the reçervoir cannot be 
flushed" wiII be meta3. 

8.56 The maximum discharge capacities d e r  the compIetion of 

Phase 2 wilI be as foiiows: 

Bypass power canal (at leveI 
13 1.1 m al this discharge a 

is thruugh tuhimes and, if 
necessarjl, though ship bcks) 

Discharge into the Mosoni Dariube 
(20-44 m3h) i 

! 

Discharge into the Md? Danube 
(50 m3!s, maximum 150 m3fs) I 

I 

Phase 2 - spiIIway weir I 

Discharge via bypass weir (600 m%s, a 

in flood conditions - 7,200 rn31s) I 
I 
I 

Discharge tfirough inundation weir by I 

water IeveI I 

130.0 m as1 2400 

80 This has a ptential capacity of 4,800 m31s under nomal operating conditions, i.t.. when the 
reser~oir iç at a depth of 131.Im êsI f W e  ~ e a  Iwel), and a capacity of some 5,003 m31s 
when the te~ewoir height is at 13 1.5 m SI, during the.summer £Id 

" M.. para. 1.16. Sedirnenbtion is in any went oniy of long lem concem. Thnitre uas 
abçoIutely no need to k abIt to flush cent m p r l  of the Phaçe 1 constnraions as it takes 
werai ya -s  for sedimen1 to b d d  up. 



4800 
6000 (a during summer flood) 6,000 

Discharge via DobrohuZi offtake stmcture 243 

Totai 18,137 m31s 

8.57 The flood harrdlirig ~pac i ty  of the Variant "CM structures will 

therefore comfortably exceed the cap& of the DunaMifi wcir cornpl&. Hungary's 

allegations are without merit. Its cornplaint that the cunovo weir has no shiplock wül 
also be resolved by the implementation of Phase 2. Hungary nevertheIess implies that 

the future existence of this ship10ck is ody theoretid. But this shipIock is under 

constnrction, as is cIear to Hungq and as cm be verified from a site inspectiog' . 

8.58 Findy it is entirely inaccurate to state that the Variant "C" 

nmaures "did not p r m  The inundation weir has passed flood waters on 

mmy occasions and at no time have either the stability of its structures or the safety of 
downstream habitations been endangerai. It is totdly faIse tu state that "metai 

sections of the floodplain weirs broke off and were washed awayUg7. Weir gates 

awaiting assembly when the flood of November 1992 arrived did float downstreams8 . 
There was no time tu firîher secure these gates as the flood h v e d  with iittIe w-g 

- a fact evidenced by simiIar occurrences at Freudenau, in Austria, which was also 

under construction at the time. 

8.59 If Variant "Cu had been in some way unsafe or implemented 
hastily, some criticism wuuld have b e n  raised in une of the EC Workirig Gruup 

& Slovak Memorial, Anna 29 (ai p. 253). 

s5 Hrur&aryfs comments in dation to "iœ fiwu wiII aIw be renderai imleyant by the 
qmtion of Phase 2. 

86 Hungarian Memorial, para. 3.198. SIovakia accepts that a flmi in Nwember 1992 led to 
substantial erosion of graveYsand below the inundation weir. This. however, had no impaa 
on the safety of the Variant *C" stnictum. Nor, in fact, was this a n-ly negative 
effkt. At various points in its Memorial, H u n p y  ahocates the addition of grave1 to the 
Danuk R v e M  and this, in facf w s  exaciiy what happened - the m e r  of a large 
quantity of grave1 h m  the inundaiion a r a  into the oId rive- thus raising tae r k M  
Iwel. the EC Working Group rrprt d 1 D e m b e r  1993. m., Vol. 5 (Part Il), Annex 
19 (at p. 761). 

87 M., Vol. 1, para. 3.198. 

8% Sec. para. 6.18, h v e ,  and Illus. No.-3. 
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reports. Such is not the case. The EC Working Group report of 1 December 1993 

provides a bief description of the river dam: "Ali works including protection works, a 
vertical clay-cernent protection wall (for preventing seepage) and a system for 
technical monitoring (of seepage) are now c~rn~~eted~'.~ There is no seference to an). 

defecta. Hungqk reference tu *flaws and cracks in the dam wall and canal" cannot b t  

substantiatedgO . 

8.60 By way of concludon to this Chapter, SIovakia turns tu an 

independent assessment of the current status of the ,Project fiom the perspective of 
Hungarian scientists. A recent edition of the speciaiist journal of the Hungarian 
Hydrological Society, 'Hdrologiai K6ziünyW (Hydrologicai Bulletin) was dedicated in 
its entirety to questions of the water regdation of the Upper Danube, the restoration of 
Szigetküz and the completion of the GIN Project, Slovakia presents beIow the 

synopses of the various papers that form the special editiongl. These provide the 
clearest evidence t hat the various aiiegations in the Hungarian Mernorial are counter to 

a balanced scient& assessment. 

Environment a1 Considerations in En~ineeriri~ for the Danube River Dam Proiect 

"The engineers of the Bos-Nagymaros River Dam Project have displayed from the very 
beginning interest, open-mindedness and readiness to reasonable modifications when 
cofionted with the new reqrrîrements of environmentai protection and ecologid 
interests. Ursortunately, adverse political objectives, Iike change of the poIiticaI 
regime, hostilitjt to tectinology, have invaded public life in Hungary under the green 
flag of environmentalism. Professiondy highly qualified biologists, ecologists, 
Iimnologists, foresters and landscape architects are, however, fully aware of the 
possibility of reaching a balance between man and his biological surroundings in new 
ways taiIored to his needs and requirements. The Bos-Nagymaros river dams 

89 m., Vol. 5 (Part II), Annex 19 (at p. 757). 

90 lisid., Vol. 1, para 5.134. - 
'' HidrdIoaai K~zl611y (HydroIogid BuIIetin) 1494 74.EVF. No. 5. SZAM, Annex 44. 

Cemin of the synopses are quotd in the text above in abridgd form. "Bos" is the name 
persistently usBd by Hungary for GabXwo; see. Slovak Memonmi, para. 20. 



are also designed to serve human needs without any detriment to the environment* . O t  

The Eunearian U~per  Danube - A Historicaf Review 

"The PratisIaval-Komkom river section, refend to dso as the Hungarian [sic] Upper 
Danube, had been an unstahle irreguiarly meanderhg extensively braided river section, 
on which navigation, was extremely âif6cult and often impossible. ... River regdation 
. . . and providig flood contra1 by Ievees remained but partly successful. A complete 
solution was expected &om the Bos-Nagymaros river dam project but the 
abandoment t h e r d  has had grave msequences tu the Szitgetk~z area. The country 
mst reIy un the professional skdl of the hydmlic engineers for averting disaste? ." 

The Present State of the Bos-Nammaros Proiect and the Economic 
Conseauences 

"River dams, as facilhies producing renedle, nonpoliutin& environmentally =und 
energjt have been built dl over the worId. ... The politicai attitude in Hungary vis-à-vis 
the Bus-Nawarus Project, the most recent decrees, deciions were absurd, 
unfounded and dettimentd in the economicd and environmental aense dike. The 
mistakes made so far must be corrected urgentiy by involving clear-headed, properly 
quf i ed  professionals observing high ethical standards in the process of decision 
makingW." 

Unconfined and Confined Goundwaters in the KisalfoId Reeion 

". . . The drop in the groundwater table was Iess than anticipated, which is beiîeved to be 
due to the fact that the role of the Danube in wntroiiing the groundwater is 
a smaller one, while that of percolating precipitation a greater one that presented 
earlieqS .- 

The Forest~ in KisaIfüId Re~ion 

"... Soi1 fertility in the Szigetktiz area is determined by the variations in eIevation and 
the depth to the grave1 layer. Prior to commissioning the "C" Alternative the 
proportion of the sites at medium-high and medium-low elmations was higher. 
The floodplain forests comprise 65% poplar stands. These are the poplar stands of 
highest yieId and vdue in Hungarjr. 
The furests on the protected part of the floodplain show a wider diversity of species 
with a higher proportion of deciduous hardwoods. 
The forest observations since 1986 have reveded that the main factor controllhg tree 
growth is not the climate, but the Danube and the changes of the groundwater table 
induced by the River. . . . 

92 F. Papp, "EnVUonmcntaI Considerations in Engineeting for îhe Danulx River Dam Projecr". 
Annex 44. 

93 L. Fejér. al., "The Hungarian Upper Danube - A Historical Mewu, M. 
* T. D6ra, "Ihe Aeçent Stak of the BOS-Na-= Projecf and the Econornic Comquences", 

ibid. - 
53 1. VCHgyesi. "Unccinfined and Confined Goundwaters in the KîsaiBId Region", m. 



The reverse hvdrolueical changes must be cumpensated bv compIetinn and uperatinn in 
et controIIed manner the network of recharkn~ canals. Iearning also the lessons gained 
on the Slovak side% .' 

The Hveienic Oualitv of Danube Water 

"Regular rnonito~g of the q d t y  of Danube water was started at the National Public 
HeaIth Institute in 195 1 and cunhued sirice. .. . The organics content expressed in 
t e m  of the COD has changed but little over the past 15 years. Increases have been 
registered in the nitrate content and in the concentration of chlorophyiis, regarded a 
measure of eutrophication. Bacterial pollution (in terms of f a d  indicaiors} has 
increased perceptibly in the eady parts of the period. The data of the recent years 
show some improvement, but the eEects of the Iarge voIumes of untreated sewage 
(Gy&, Budapest) are pronounced. Diversion of the Danube in October. 1992 has not 
resulted in anv deterioration of rnicrobiologjcat qualitv. which accordine to the resuhs 
for 1993 was ap~rec iabl~  better than in the previous v e f l . "  

Canalization of the River in Europe Develotiment of the Network of Waferwavs 

"Canakation was introduced for reguIating the river s in Europe and then in the United 
States, using the method to these days. Mure than one hundred river dams were buiit 
in Europe. Construction work is in progress on five and engineering work on several 
others is under way, The experiences gained over the past close to 70 years 
demonstrate that this method Mers solution to the major problems encountered in 
regdating the low- m m -  and highwater beds. By complemerrtary river training 
measures nature compatible and enviromentaily sound designs are possible. The 
environmental protection maures associated with river candization provide 
aestheticdiy pl easing high-diversity landscapes even in the most demanding river 
vdeys. Untreated discharges represent the gravest hazard to the streams and the life 
in them and must be discontinued regardiess whether the river is canalized or not. 
Canalization of rivers in close to naturai condition tends to improve, rather than 
deteriorate their quality. Experiences gainai over centuries of attempts have 
dernonstrated regulation of the Danube as an international watenvay tu be impossible 
without candization dong the Upper Danube and downstream of Paks if cornpliance 
with internationdly accepted standards is desired9' ." 

96 L. Wupa, g a., The Foresu in KidRild Region", m. (emphasiç added). 

97 M. W d y ,  & a'., "The Hygienic Quaiity of Danube Water", m. (emphis added). 

98 J. J&q "Canalktion of the River in Empe Dmetopment of the Network of Watenvays", 
ibid. - 



CEAPTIER IX. THE APPLICABLE LAW IS THE 1977 TREATY; 
HUNGARY'S MISGUIDED EMPELASIS ON TBE 
GENERAL INTERNATIONAL LAW OF THE 
ENVIRONMENT 

9-01 In its Mernorial, Hungary relies heaviry upon the generd 
intemationd Iaw of the environment tu excuse its own breaches ofthe 1977 Treaty arid 

to support its claims concerning the conduct of Czechoslovakia and SIovakia in 
relation to the G/N Project. There are two fundamentai probIems with Hungary's use 
of international environmental law: first. it ignores the agreement Hungary entered into 

with Czechoslovakia concemîng the Gm Project itself, the 1977 Treaty. It is that 

agreement that contains the appIicabIe sfandards concefiwzg envirumentai protection. 

Second, it misunderstands and misappfies contemporary international environmental 

law. 

9.02 In this Chapter, Bovakia wiii first underscore that the 
obligations of the T r e a ~  parties concerning the environment are those set forth in the 

1977 Treaty, not those under generd international law. SlovaIUa wiII  then demonstrate 
that the Treaty i s  consistent with phciples of international environmental law, 

properly stated, and constitutes an expression of the mutual nghts and obligations of 
the two States with regard tu the protection, use and development of the Danube. The 
Chapter next tums to Huhgary's resort tu procedurd obligations having ttieir source 
outside the 1977 Treaty, in the general international Iaw reIating tu the enWument, 
and shows that this is simply another attempt by Hungary to evade its obligations 
under the 1977 Treaw. Finally, Sfovakia will demonstrate how Hungary misconceives 

the substantive noms of international environmental Iaw, and that the conduct of 
CzechosIovakia and Qovakia has been in confomiity with those noms. 



SECTION 1. The Aa~licable Standard is the 1977 Treatv 

A. The 1977 Treatv Contains the A~plicable Standards and 
Oblipations Relatin~ to the Protection of the Environment; 
These Are Not Modifitd bv Other Rules of International. - 
Law - 1 

9.03 The &st problem with Hungary's emphasis upon environmental 
noms is that Hungary invokes general principles of hternationd envitonmental law as 

if the 1977 Treaty did not exist, or as if those principles wwe somehow contrary to, or 

superseded, the TreatyT , At the same time, H u n g q  often Iays stress upon the 

environment related provisions of the Treaty and concedes that the Treaty is sound 

frum an enviromentai point of view2. As showti in Slovakia's Memorial and in 
Chapter I of the present Counter-Mernorial, the applicable standard to measure the 
rights and obligations of the Parties in this case is the 1977 Treaty itself, together with 
the instruments rdated tu it. This is as tme of the Treaty parties' obligations reIating tu 
the environment as it iç of their other obligations. Hirngary has never suggested that 

the envirumental noms it cites in defmse dits breaches are noms of jus conens that 
would invalidate the 1977 Treatf . The Treaty is a 'lex s~ecialis that is binding upon 

the Parties, which has not been terminated4, and whose provisions relating to the 
environment have not been modified by rules of gmed international lad .  

I 

I &, for exampie, Hmg- M e d a l ,  pam 6.09. et&.. disntssing Arliclts 15, 19 and 20 
of the 1977 Treaty. I 

2 See Hirngaîan Mernoriai, para 4.21. Tiie ground for the purporteci termination of the d 

1977 Treaty d i d  in Chapter 10 of Hungaq's Memorial do not include any allegation 
that the 1977 Treary is environmentaily unsound. i 

3 Slwak Mernorial. pua 8.107. Hungasy d m  hduwer. clah that grnerd intemational 
Iaw obligations reIating to the environment are obligations ergs omnes and xmns to mggm 
that the? therebjr automatidly mipersede prior treaty obligationç. Hungarian Mernorial, 
para. 10-95. SIovakia can ody say thai it kds this * m e n t  puzzling; it sems tu r a b  
obligations ma ornes wiih n o m  of jus #gens. 1 

4 & S l d  Mernoriai, Chapter Vm, and Chaptcr X 4 this Counter-Mernoriai. 

5 The p w n t  Chapter will deal chiefly with the e£fect !of n o m  of gerieral intemiional law 
that antedate the 1977 Treat;v. The eEéa of the possible emergenE, subsequenf !O the 
concIusiori of the Treaïy, of n o m  of general internatibnal environmentaI Iaw is ~~& in 
para 9.47. H., beIow, and in Chapter X. I 



B. The 1977 Treatv is Consistent with Principles of 
International Environmental Law and Ari~lies Those 
PrincipIes to the Utilisation of the Shared Water Resources 
of the Danube 

9.04 In its DecIaration and elsewhere, Hungary has argued that the 
1977 Treaty is incompatible with general principles of internationai environmentai law, 
was produced by a process that is inimical to those principles, and does not allow any 
enVitomentaI prublerns that may arise to be addressed in a cooperative manner within 

ita provisions and mechanisms. Nothing couId be further from the rmh.  In fact, 
Hüngary in its Memonal befatedly recopises that the Treaty "was cunsistent with the 

maintenance of water quality and with environmental protection generall~"~. The 
Treaty constitutes a patiently negotiated and thoroughly considered agreement in 
which the parties applied a nurnber of general principles of what we now cal1 
intemationai envirumeritai Iaw tu the specific case of the constmction and operation 
of a mrrItipurpose project on one of the worid's major intemaiionai watercourses. 
These principles not ody were enshrined in the Treaty itself, but ajso were appIied in 
the period leading up to its conclusion. 

9.05 Thus the Treaty contains provisions on the Protection of Water 
Qtidity (Article 15) and the Protection of the NaturaI Environment (Artide 191, and - 
as currently rmmmended for international watercourçeJ - establishes a joint 

cooperative mechanism: the Government Plenipotentiaries (Article 3). In the period 
pior to the Treaty's conclusion, the parties in effect applied general principles of 
environmental impact assessrnent - which, even if they may have some normative force 
today, had not acquired that character in the 1970s - by condrrcting the numeruus 
strrdies that led to the decision to approve the Project in 1974 and to its finai design%. 
And during the Project's constmction phase, environmental impact assessrnentç c h e d  

6 Hunganan Mernorial, para. 4.2 1. 

7 Sec. for aampIe, Anide 24, "Managementœ, and relatai commenmy, of the Law of the 
Non-Navigatiord Uses of International Watercoutses, adaptd on w n d  reading by the 
InlernationaI Law Commission in 1994. 
A149110, p. 3#. 

8 A lia of the basic studiw undertaken prior to gmrnmental approvai of the Project in 1974 is 
contained in Annex 23 to the Slovak Memorial. Studîes relating spaificaily to the 
environment, and surface and ground water are d i d  in paras. 2.14 and 2.15 of the 
Siovak Mernorial. The "Biopmject", whose plirpwe was to study the effect of the GiN 
Syskrn on the ecosystems cf the surroundîng area, was wrnmissioned in 1975 and compIeted 
in 1975 by URBION, Bratislava with the e c i p a t i w  of ththe SIovak Aademy of Sciences. 

para 4-06, above, and SIovak Mernorial, para 2.17, et çes. The "Bioproject" was 
updatd in 1986: sec. SIcvak Memarial, pam 2.22. 



out by Hungary itseif in 1981, 1982 and especi~ly in 1985, when a particularly 

thorough study wss eompleted that "gcnerally affimèd the Proji?ctH9. 
I 
l 

9.06 Further, environmentai problems that may arise during the 
operation of the Projecl cm be met within the T&S provisions and mechanisms. In 
pariicular, the Treaty's provisions on monitoring ( k c ~ e  15, para. 2) are directcd 
pncisely at ensuring tbat any environmental prublem~ that may aise are detected st an 

early stage so they may be d d t  with effectively. !And the actual operation of the 
monitoring system developed pursuant to these pro$visions - a system that covers a 

wide array of environmental parameters - has been 'evaluated favousably both in the 
Bechtel Report and in the EC working Gmup report & 2 November 1 993". 

I 
I 

9.07 The Treaty likewise establishes joint cooperative mechanisms 
and provides for the creation of sub-agencies to ?sure ongoing coordination and 
communication between the parties with regard/ to the Project, including its 
environmental aspects. As noted in Slovakia's ~emorial, the 1977 Treaty and its 
associated agreements Iay dom a mechaniam fur toit inuing couperation betwem the 

parties in relation to the realisation of the joint investrnentl' . The Joint Contractual 

Plan states explicitly that "the whole r&tion of [the GM Project] would require a 
close interstate cooperation ..."12. The 1979 Joini Statute Agreement defmes the 

powers and functions of the Government Plenipotentiaries established under Artide 3 

of the 1 977 Treaty, providing for ongokg #operation between the parties through the 

Plerzipotentiaries, during both the canstnrction and th& operation of the Project. It sets 

forth in detail the ways in which the activities ofthe two parties to the 1977 Treaty are 

to be coordinated by the flenipotentiaries and, in general, states that the 
"~]lenipotentiaries shaii be in permanent contact G d  dircuss q u ~ e r l y  fulfilment of 

tasks stated in the Treat~'' '~ . This Agreement dso !cdls for the Plenipotentiaries to 

establish "permanent and temporary joint aagncies," Frovides that the function of f he 

permanent joint agencies is the "coordination and control of the constnraion and 

operaiion of the System of Locks", and specifies that the "Joint Group" shall be 
created as a permanent joint agency "consisting of the representatives of the ministries 

9 Hiinganan Mernoriai, para. 3-52. These studies are dikd in paras. 4.144.27, above. 

Wovak Memanai. Anna 27 (at pp. 1-8) and h e x ' I 9  {at pp. 20 and 23 - surface water 
Iweis and qrralify; and at pp. 34 and 40 - ground water- IweIs and qualie). 

11 m., para. 6.153. 

12 W., h e x  3, para. 10, "ReaIizationH (at p. 40). ! 



concerned and central agencies, or other agencie~"'~. Furthermore, it should not be 
forgotten that the PIenipotentiaries were entrusted with the important function of the 

setîlement of disputes under Artide 27 f 1) of the 1977 Treaty, which can itself be 
regard& as a form of cooperation. As with the other fums of cooperation under the 
7 977 Treaty regime, ttiis fundion was rejected by Hungaryl*. 

9.08 AU of these provisions point to a system of close cooperation 
established by Hungary and Czechoslovakia under the 1977 Treaty and its related 
agreements. It is ironic that Hungq cornplains af a lsck of cooperation by 
Czechoslovakia, when it was Hutigq that refuscd tu enter into dialogue, rejected the 

procedures for consultation under the 1977 Treaty and refuseci tu follow the procedure 
for dispute settlernent under that agreement, despite Czechos~ovakia's repeated 
requests that it do so, as demonstrated above in Chapters V and VI. 

9.09 Zn s n q  the 1977 Treaty constitutes an expression of the 
concrete fums of couperation agreed tu by the Treaty parties with regard tu the 

Project, induding mechariisms for communicating information, as weII as for 
consultation and negotiation. In many ways, the Treaty represents what may today be 
regarded as a translation of general principles of international environmental law and 
the Iaw of international watercowses into a blueprint for the sustainable development 

of their shared fieshwater resoiirces. The Treaty dso represents the fuEihent of the 

parties' efforts tu consult cunceming a Project on a shared waterwurse, as well as to 

assess the environmental impact of that Project and avoid or minimise adverse 

environmentai effects. 

9.1 0 Furthermore, implementation of the Treaty would actually 
irnprove a number of environmentai conditions". The Treaty establishes mechanisms 

for monitoring environmerital impacts during the Projtct's operation and for making 

adjustrnents in the Project to avoid or minimise my unforeseen adverse impacts it may 
have on the environment, includig not ody impacts on both flora and faunq but also 

impacts on the quantity and quality of groundwater. It thus represents an example of 
the kind of enviromentally sound inîegrated river basin dwelopment project that has 

been recommended by experts in the field and endorsed by the international 

14 M., Article 6, paras. 1, 2 and 3. 

15 See. para 6.08, above. 

This p i n t  has &&y been -ri up in Chapter VII, above. 
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community1'. The Project made good sense in 1977 becartse it was in the commun 

interest of H u n g q  and Czechoslovakia as friendly neighbourîng States who share a 

valuable natural resource -the Danube - to proteci and develop that resource in a 

sustainable way for their mutual benefit. It makes good sense today for the same 
reasons. 

9.1 1 Thus, the environmental rights and obIigations of the parties in 

relation tu the GM Project are those laid down in the 1977 Treaty. That agreement 
conforms to the standards of international environmental law and applies them to the 
use and protection by the parties of the important international watercourse they share. 
However, if and tu the extent that noms of generd international Iaw reIating tu the 

environment are considered as applicable in this case, the conduct of CzechosIovakîa 

and Slovakia has beea in confomity with those noms. 

SECTION 2. Hunpary's C~ntention that Czechoslovakia Breached the 
Obli~ation under General International Law to Cooaerate 
on Environmental Matters Is an A t t e m ~ t  to Evade the 1977 - 

9.12 At various places in its Mernofiil, in patticiilar in Chapters 6 and 

Tg ,  Hungary clahs that Czechodovakia refused to enter into consultations and 

negotiations and generaiiy failed to Gooperate with Hungary. These degations are 
factually incorrect, as has been demonstrated in Chapters IV,V and VI above. m, 
they totally ignore the long history of mnsultations and negoriations leading up tu the 
conclusion of the 1977 Treatjr. Second, the 1977 Treaty and rdated agreements 
estabtshed a framework for ongoing cooperation, which both parties utZsed untd 

Hungary's withdrawai, and which Czechoslovakia, ,then Slovakia, demonstrated a 

continuhg preparedness to utiiise thereafter. And Czechoslovakia, and now 

Slovakia, have demonstrated a dingness to consult and negotiate, and did in fact 

enter into consdtations and negotiafions with Huhgay. As has been shown in 

Chapters V and VI, it was in fact Hungary that spurned the mechanisms of the Treaty 

11 Sm. e-g, United Nations. integrated River Bzin  Dwelopment, Report of a Panel of Experts, 
U.N. DM. El30661Rw. 1 (New York, 1970); United Nations, Experiences in the Development 
and Management of International River and me Basins, NaturaI ReçourwNater Series 
No. 10, U.N Doc. STESA1120 (New York, 1983); River and Lake Basin Dwdopment, 
Natumi Resouf-ater Series No. 20, U.N. Da. STflCDII3 @ew Y o i  19Wk and, 
generally, Agenda 21, adoptai al the U ~ t d  Nations Conference on Enviromment and 
DevelopmeRf Rio de Janeiro, June, 1992, Chap#r 18, "RoteFtion of the quaIity and supply 
of frwhwater resources: application cf integrat+ apprwhes to the deveiopmenf 
management and use of -ter resoufmx, U.N. Doc. AICONF. 15 1/26 (Vol. IE), p. 167. 

'' Sec. in partidar, Hungarian Mernoriai, para. 6 . 7 0 , ~  k~., and para. 7.06, et seq. 



regirne and that rejected invitations to enter into tripartite discussions outside that 
regirne. And it was Hungary that acted contrary to the duty to negotiate in good faith 
by conditioning its wilIingness not ody tu engage in further negotiations, but also to 

conduct further researeh and to appoint a tripartite commission, un Czechoslovakia's 
halting alI work on the Project. 

9.13 Hungary c l a h  that despite the substantial performance, in 
good faith, by Czechoslovakia of its obtigations under the 1977 Treaty, it was in effect 
under an obligation to negotiate fundamental changes in, and u1thateIy the termination 

of, that agreement, i n d u d i  the dismantling or abandonment of the extensive and 
costly works constructed pursuant to its tenns". Hungarjr bases this asserted 
obligation largely upon sources outside the 1977 Treaty itself, sources that generally 
require States to cooperate in their relations with regard to shared watercourses and 
the envirumentm. 

9.14 However, it is not dways clear Eum fingary's Memurid how 

in its view these obligations under general intemationai Iaw relate to the 1977 Treaty. 

To the extent that Hungary views them as prior iules of international law, that 
somehuw continue to be binding despite the subsequent conclusion of the 1977 Treaty, 

Slovakia would make the foIIowing observations: p r i a  d e s  of generai international 
Iaw wodd continue to be binding on the Treaty parties udy as tto rnatters not covered 
by the Treaty. Procedurai rules of international environmental law, tu the extent they 

existed at all prior to 1977' , were of a highly general nature; their relationship to the 

1 $ m., garas. 6.714.73 and 6.79480. 

Hrulgary's daim that it was entided to teminate the 1977 Treaty b u s e  of subspquent 
oblî&ations under the general iniemationd law of the environment is daii  with klow in 
Section 4, d n g  at pam 9.47 and in Chapter X. 

21 It is doubtful that many international environmental obligations of a proceduml nature had 
developed sign5cantly priar to 1977. For example, the Preparatory Comminee for the 1972 
United Nations (Stockholm) Conference on the Human Environment propsed inclusion in 
the S t ~ k h o l m  Declamion on the Human Environment d a principIe requiring States to 
provide idumt ion  on advities within their juriçdiaion or contrai if they klieved that mch 
information wwould k needed îo avoid the ri& of ssignifimnt adverse &e~ts on the 
environment in areas bqtond their national juriçdiction. This principie was hotIy disputed; 
consequently, it was not included in the Stockholm Dalaration. Sec. L. Sohn, "The 
Stockholm Declaration on the Human Environment," 14 Harvard International Law Journal 
423, (1973), at pp. 496-502. Commentators have observed that the articulation of principles 
of cooperation conceraing shared natufai resourca began witb the adoption in 1978 by the 
Governirtg Councii of ihe United Nations EnWonment Program of the "Principles of 
CDnduct in be field of the Enviromnent for the Guidance of Siates in the Conçe~ation and 
Hamonious UtiIization of NatruaI R w m  S M  by Two or More States1, U.N. Doc. 
UNEPAGIuZ (1978); 17 Inteniationd Lend Materials (19781, p. 1097. A. Kiss 8r D. 
Shelton, Intemationai Envimnrnenfai Law. TransnationaI Atblishers, New Yorkhndon, 
1991, p. 13 1. Even these principles were highly controversial in the General Assembly, 



Treaty wouId therefure bc controiIed by the maxim, Iex postenor deronaf kgi priori. 

Iex specialis deroaat I e ~  =nerali. Thus, to the extent that such rules existed prior to - 
1977, they were superseded by the relevant provisions of the 1977 Treaty. 

9.15 Hungary defines the obligation to caoperate broadly to cover 
not ody cooperation but dso good faith performance of the 1977 T r ~ t y  and the 
obligation tu consult and negotiate. Hunges  invocation of each of these purported 

obligations d be addresd sepsratdy in this section. To Say, as  Hungary does, that 
the Treaty parties continued to be under these general procedural obligations, in 
addition to or even in place of those contained in the 1977 Treaty, is tu ignore and 

render nugatov the long historjf of negotiations that led to the conclusion of the 

Treaty and tu ignore arid render memhgiess the terms of the Treaty itself. For the 
1977 Treaîy laid down, in the cieuest of terms, an unequivocal obligation upon the 

parties to cooperate and consult, and provided for the mechanisms within which that 

cooperation and consultation was to take pIace22. The joint committees and groups 
est ablished tu accomplish the Pruject incltrded envirumental problems among the 

kinds of prubierns they were intended to resoIve on the bais of cons Jtation and joint 

agreementU. It was Hiingay, not Czechoslovakia, that spurned these mechanisms by 
abolishing the position of Plenipotentiary under the Treaty and otherwise attempting to 

withdraw fiom the Treaty and its mecha.ismsz4. 

"indicat [hg] that the d e s  contained in the 1978 Principles cannot necessarily be regarded as 
setiied law, nor as enjoying the support of AI staw ... ." P. Bimie gt A. BuyIe, Intemationai 
Law and the Environment, CIarendan Pr=, Odord, 1992, pp. 1 15-1 16. 

22 a espsially, Article 3 ofthe 1977 Treary, wwhich t~cite ody a few exampl=, provides for: 
de direction and mpeMsion of "tasks reIating to the operation of the Iprojeci]" by the 
"govemment delegates", or Plenipotentiaries; for the establishment by the Plenipotentiaries of 
"appropriate permanent and temporary joint agencies for the performance of their functions"; 
for the Pleniptentiaries to "ensure that construction of the System of k k s  is pmperly 
coordinated"; for approval by the Plenipotentiaries of "pmposals for the mdification of the 
tahical  p r d u r e s  adopkd in the joint mnt rmd plan"; for the PlenipofentiaRes to 
"provide for and approve the cecor& and =Riement of dinérenw selating to the 
apportionment of l h u r  and supplies"; for the supeMsion by the Plenipotentiaries of 
"ampIiance with the water Wanœ approved in the joint contracml pIanu; and for the 
PIeniptentiaries to "supervise and cciordinate the actiiities of national oprating agencies in 
times of f l d  or ice diJposal", a fiinciion a h  prwided for in Article 13. 

23 Sec. paras. 4.434.46, above. 

24 Sec. para. 5.08, abvee 



The Obli~ation to Coorierate 

9 6 Hungary's argument misunderstands the purpose of the general 

obligation tu cooperate in relation to shared fiereshwater resources. The purpose of that 

obIigation is to encourage the States wncemed to work together in relation tu the 
international watercourses in question and, ultimately, to establish a spai5c 
framework within which to interact on an ongoing bais in relation to the protection, 
use and development of their shared water resources. The 1977 Treaty was such a 
fiamework. A spe&c h e w o r k  is ne~essary precisefy because of the general nature 
of the obligation to cooperate- As one cornmentatar observes: 

"The content of the obligation to cooperate is dificuit to describe in 
abstract terms. Tt depends very much on the great variety of concrete 
situations; what is required of a State in any particular situation can be 
determineci only by examining the relevant facts and circumstances of 
that situationfS ." 

The "relevant facts and circumstancesn in the present situation consist of the 1977 
Treaty and the works constructed thereunder, including those that were necessitated by 
Hungary's unlawful abandonment of the Project. 

9.17 The purpose of the g e n e d  obligation tu cooperate is not, and 
e m t  be, tu t e h a t e  the very arrangements which the obligation enwurages 

estabbsking. Such an interpretation of the obligation would desihidise treat)l reiations 
in general, and fluvial relations in particular, rather than strengthening cooperation in 

relation to shared water resources. A State would never be able to refy upon an 
agreement entered into in good faith, after long negotiations, and could never feel 
secure about undertaking substantid projas  and expending significant financial 

resources in fuIfiIIing obligations in reIiance on a treaty, if Hungws theary were 
correct. 

9.18 As shown below, Hungary and Czechoslovakia complied with 
the general obligation to cooperate by the very negotiation and conclusion of the 1977 

Treaty, which sets furth in d e t d  the specific foms that the couperation between the 

two countnes is to take in relation tu the Dariube. Hungary agrees on this pointzb. 

P.M. Dupy, -0vecview of the Existing Custornary Legal Regime," in D. Magraw, ai., 
International Law and Pollution. University of Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia, 199 1. p. 6 1, 
at p. 72. 



The conciusion of the Trmy was thus the fulfiIIment of the generd obligation to 

cooperate in relation tu shared fkshwater resuurcesl To say, as Hungaq does, that 

the obligation of cooperation under gened internirtional law requires parties to a 

treaty to negotiate not only its revision or termination but also the reversal of 
performance under it makes a mockery of the principle of pacta sunt servanda. These 
clairns of Hungary are in reality simpIy ariother atternpt to undermine the 1977 Treaty 

and tu compensate for the fact that its cIairns based upon treaty Iaw Iack merit. It was 

in fact Hungary that breached the dufies of cooperation arising fiorn the 1977 Treaty 
by demanding that Czechoslovakia agree to terminate the Treaty and that it shouId 
demolish the works it had constructeci in good faith as the Tresty required. 

9.19 The r d  purpose of Hungary's attempt to define a speciai mIe of 

cooperation relating tu environmental concems, wkch wuuId supersede the specific 
proGsions of the 1977 Treaty, is twofold: to distance itsdf from the n a d  to negotiate 

in good faith the Treaty dispute that had arisen; and to impose on Czechoslovakia the 
special obligation of negotiating the termination of the Treaty itself and hence the GM 

Projea. A close exmination reveaIs that the generd obIigations defined by Hungary, 
which are additional tu those imposai by the Treaty and have their source outside the 

Treaty, are not defined in tems of a duty of joint consriItafion and good &th 

negotiation. Rather, they are defineû in ternis of a right of one State to impose its view 

on another State if the former alleges its environment is tbreatened. 

9.20 This may be seen, inter dis. in Hungq's  Memorid where, &er 
refemng to the Joint Contractual P l q  and to Article 15 (concerning the protection of 

water quality) and ArticIe 19 (conceming the protection of nature) of the Treaty, 

Hungary states: 

"These instmments represent an implementation of the general 
international du& to cooperate. But when' doubts concerning the 
ecoIogicaI consequences of the construcfion of the [GfN Projeet] couId 
be express& foIIowing the political changes, ~zschodovakia refused to 
amend the 1977 TreatyI or tu engage in meaningful negotiations aimeci 
at dleviating the legitimate concerns of the Repubhc of Hunga$'." 

The factual inaccuracies contained in tiis statement have been dealt with in Chapters V 
and VI, above. What is of interest here concems ~ u n ~ a y ' s  legal arguments: fi-r, that 

the relevant provisions of the 1977 Treaty were, in éffect, an UnpIementation of the 
internat iond duîy tu cooperate, but that this generd duty continued to exist, separately 



from the 1977 Treaty; and, second, that this duty transcended the obligation of joint 
cooperation and consultation set out in the Treaty and had the effect of rquiring 
Czechosiovakia to accept at face value the unsubstantiated environmentai concerns 
expressed by Hungary d, therefore, tu agree tu amend the 1977 Treaq so as to 

deviate these concerns. This would foIlowf according to H u n g q ,  even though 

CzechosIovakia might, as it did, disagree toMy with Hungsry's expressed concerns - 
concerns which, it might be added, were also refuted by Hungws own environmental 
impact assessrnents, the most recent and thorough of which had been completed in 
1985. 

9.2 1 Thus, accurding to Hungary's argument, it makes no difference 
whether a treaty contains a provision on revision or not: in either case, H u n g q  

contends, there is a duty to negotiate the revision of the treaty. Such a view of the law 
would render treaties ephemeral, if not entirdy pointless. It would discourage States 
frum entering h o  agreements, especidy those d i n g  for the expenditure of large 
sums in reliance on the good faith performance of the other party, as in the present 

case. It wouId not mereIjl destabilise, it would destroy, the foundation of treaty 

relations. 

9.22 Slovakia would make the foUowing points in this connection. 

m, the 1977 Treaty contains no revision clause. This the parties agreed upon. 

Second, Article 27 of the Treaty #vers, by its termq disputes reIating tu "the 

redization and operation of the System of Locks" - that is, the wbject matter of the 

Treaty, not its revision. And third. because Article 27 does not cover amendment or 
revision, when one party seeks consultations and negotiations on the amendment of the 

Treaty* or goes even further and seeks its termination, that party must make at least a 
prima facie case tu show the existence of grounds that wouId justifi unilaterd 
termination in Iaw. If that p q  fails or refuses tu show such gounds, as Hungary has, 
that ends the matter. CzechosIovakia was therefore under no duty to consult or 

negotiate concerning the amendment or termination of the 1977 Treaty. 

9.23 Hungq's invocation of its own version of the substantive 
noms of international environmental law wiII be examined in Section 4 of this Chapttr. 
The point tu be made here, in the context of discussing the duty of couperation under 

the 1977 Treaty, is that Hungary atternpts to escape h m  the specifrc provisions of the 

1977 Treaty requiring joint action and cooperation, which were unlimited as to the 

matters in dispute that they covered, and from the general dispute-settlement 

provisions of Article 27 (&r distorting the plain mervring of that Article), by invoking 
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its own version of generd principIes of intemationai environmental law. H u n g q  is 
arguing that, because of environmentai eEects that it done perceived, the duty to 
consult and negotiate in good faith to which the parties were subject under the Treaty 
was modiiïed, imposing a special duty on Czechoslovakia. Thus, Hungary contends 
the negotiations had to involve either the furnisbg of dekitive proof by 
CzechosIuvakia that Hungarjrs concems were misp1ace.û or the acceptane by 

Czechosiovakia of the arrangements for the hdting of the GIN Project. This is 

iIIustrattd by Hungary's discussion of the importance of a concept that wiii be 
addressed later in this Chapter, the "precautionary principle": 

"One of the implications of the 'precaution'ary pprinciple' is that the 
causal IinkZa may be assumed in certain situations even in the absence of 
scientSc certainry. Cumbmed wiih the generaI obligation not tu cause 
damage to another count@s envirument, this means rhat the State 
whose activities are Iikely to damage the environment of another State 
must show that the proposed action wiil not have such effects. If this 
cannot be done, the proposed activity must be modified or wen 
abandon&. " 

9.24 This view of the "precautiun& principlcx, accarding tu wfüch it 

wouId appIy tu situations in which there is - a iikeIihood of transbouridary 
environmental h m  is, to say the 1- a novel o n e .  Plut the point to be made here 
is that Hungary uses this non-Treaty principle in support of its compIaints about 
CzechosIovakia's efforts to implement the Treaty, and'in attempting ta justjfjr the s e k s  

of unilaterd acts Hungary tuok Ieading up to its declaration of purported temination 

of the 1977 Treaty. At the same tirne, Hungary attempts to charadense 

28 The expression "causal link* is taken i b m  Article 2, para 5(a) of the U.N. ECE's Helsinki 
Convention on the Protection and Use of Transbouiidaq W a t e m m  and international 
Lakes of 17 March 1992, which is referred to in para. 6.66 of the Hungarian Mernoriaï. The 
Helsinki Convention is not yet in force and cannot be 'regard4 generdly as a &mion of 
geneml intemtionat Iaw. Paragraph 5 of Artide 2 of the Convention -tes that the @es 
shaII be *guided by" =tain enumerated prineipIes, inciuding the *precautiorrary principIeX, 
in taking measiires specified in paragraphs 1 and 2 of fithe article. As fomuIaW in sub 
paragmph {a) paragaph 5, ihe "preautionary principle* is quite restrickd, applying ody to 
"aaion to avoid the pottntial transboundary i m p î  of the release of hazardous substances." 
It statw that action to avoid such impact "shall not be pstpned on the ground lhat scientific 
-ch has not fuîlv pwed a causal link between those 1i.e.. b d o u s ]  substances, on the 
one hand, and the potential transboundary irnm on the other hand ... ." (Emphasis added) 
Thus the Convention c k  not refer to a "muai linka ktween conduct or inslallations more 
globally and a mmbundaxy impact. Hungq  is anempting to take ~e Helsinki 
Convenrionk fornidation of the "premutionarjr principle" out of its context and give it a 
much broadcr coverage than the Imgrrage of the Convention ppenaits. 

w Hungarim Memond, para. 6.68. 

For a more detailed disfussion, sec. para 9.80, gt a., Flow. 



Czechoslovakia's conduct as a refusai to consult and to negotiate in good faith 
concerning the amendment and termination of the Treaty. 

9.25 Hungary's charges concemhg the dleged failure uf 
CzechosIovakia to consult and negotiate are in fact no more thm a remarkably boId 

attempt to achieve its goals through invocation of the generd international law of 
cooperation when there is no ground under the general international law of treaties for 
temination of the 1977 Treaty. Hungws need to tesort to such a double standard 
arises fiom its inability to justify either its conduct under the provisions of the 1977 

Treaty, or its dedaration of tedation under treaty law. Thus it has cast about for 

some other international standard under whch it would try to rationalise its conduct. 

But this is no more than a transparent attempt to undermine the 1977 Treaty and avoid 
the application of the principle of pacta sunt servanda. 

9.26 Hungary is correct that the duty tu cooperate had been 

specificdly fifuifillai by the parties through thek negotiation and conclusion of the 1977 
Treatf" . The Treaty was the culmination of long and intensive efforts to reach a 

cooperative solution to serious problems of fiooding, navigation, energy needs, 

agriculhrd development and environmental protection. Indeed, the conclusion of an 
agreement cuncerning an international watercourse is a manifestation of cooperation 
between the States sharing that wattrcourse. It is in fact often regarded as the uIt*mate 

form of cooperation with regard to s h a d  water resources". This is particularly tnre 

when, as in the present case, the agreement establishes a fiamework for ongoing 
cooperation between the States concernecl. 

32 Sec. e.& the award in the M e  Lanoux Arbitration, di& below, stating that "the only 
nay to arrive at çuch cornpromi= of [confiicting] interests is to conclu& agreements on an 
increasingly comprehensive basis. International practice reflects the conviction that States 
ortght IO strive to conclude such agreemen ts... ." Lake h o u x  Mitration firance v. Spain), 
24 Infernationai Law Rewrts 119572 p. IOI, ai pp. 129-130. The piîq of enwmging 
mperation M e e n  riparian States through the negritiation of agreements govenring 
international watemurçes is recognised in Article 3, "Watercriürse agreements," especially 
paragraph 3, and the mmmeritary thereto. of the Infernational Law Commission's artick on 
the Law of the Non-Navigational Uses of International W a t e m w ,  adopted on second 
reading in 1994 and in Article 8, "General obligation to cwperate," and accompanying 
commentaq, 1994 Rewrt of the International Law Commissioq pp. 244-249. Sec. al=, 
Arlrcle W (1) of the Resolution on the Pollution of Rivers and Lakes and International Law 
adapted by the Institute of InternationaI Law at its Ahem Session, 12 Seprember 1979: "In 
anyhg out their du@ to m ~ r a t e ,  States Bordering the m e  hydrogrnphic basin çhail, as 
far as praaicabIe, f s p i d l y  through agreements, fe50rt to the faIIowing ways of mprafroa 
... ." b u a i r e  de I'lnstitut de droit inte-onai, 58-1, Athens Sessioq Septemkr 1979 
(BaslelMunich, 19801, p. 197, a. (in trairslation). 



Good Faith Pedumanct of the 1977 Treatv 

9.27 Hungary contends that in refusing to subrnit to its precondition 
for substantive negotiations - & cessation of d work on the Project - Slovakia 
breached obligations of couperation and good faith pecfonnance of treaties: 

"The refird [of Czechoslovakia] to cooperate by accepting rneariingful 
negotiations involved Iack of good faith in the performance of a 
bilateral treary ... . Thus Czechoslovakia violated the generally 
recognised principIe of good faith ... in the context of its performance 
of the 1977 TreaW3. " 

9.28 Hungary's daim is that the generd du@ tu perform a treaty in 

good faith requires, in fhis case, that the 1977 Treaty be performed, but that it be 
continuously open to re-negotiation and amendment. The Hungarîan position seems to 
be that Czechoslovakia acted in bad faith by continuhg to perform its obligations 
under the 1977 Treaty and by expecthg Hungary to continue performing its 

obligations. This moiints tu an argument fhat the good faifh obligation of ArticIe 26 

of the Viema Convention on the Law of Treaties entds an aMigation to negatiate the 

amendment, and ultirnately the tdnat ion ,  of the very treaty that the sarne article of 
the Convention requires be "performed by [the parties] in good faith." This is nothing 
more than yet another repackaging of the "revision" argument, dealt with above34. 

9.29 Such an argument tums the good faith obligation on its head. 

Hungay cites no authority for this view based on the text of the Vienna Convention 
and confirmed by its travaux or elsewhere. Indeed, a straightforward application of 
the duty to perform treaties in good faith (pacta sunt servanda) would indicate that it 

was Hungary, not Czechodovakia, that breached the obligation of Article 26 of the 

Y iema Convention by suspending, then terrrrinating, the performance of its obligations 
under the 1977 Treaty. UniIaterd cessation of performance of treaty obligations cm 
hardly quaiify as good faith performance of those obligations. Such conduct cannot 
but be heId to be a violation of the basic principle of pacta sunt servanda, which the 
International Law Commission described as "the fundamental principle of the law of 

33 Hungarian Mernorial, paras. 6.486.49. 

" paras. 9.2 1-9-22, above. Sec. al=, para. 2.22 ef a., abwe. for a M e r  discussion of 
this point. 



treatiesM3' and is widely regarded as "perhaps the most important principle of 
international lawWx . 

9.30 This is clear fiam the international Law Commission's 
comment- tu what became Article 26, stresskg fhat the obligation tu "abstain fiom 

acts calculateû to hstrate the object and purpose of the treaty . . . [is] clearly impbcit in 
the obligation to perform the treaty in good faith ..."". h fact, Hungary's unilateral 
suspension, and subsequent abandonment of wurk under the 1977 Treaty breached & 
good faith obligation aot tu engage in "acts calculatd tu frustrate the object and 
purpose of the treatyl and led tu CzechusIovakia1s efforts tu ensure that the objm and 

purpose was realised as nearly as possible. 

9.31 Hungary's condud contrasts sharply with that of 

Czechus~ovakia and Slovakia. The facts Ieave no doubt that Czechoslovakia and 
SIovakia acted in good faith vis-à-vis Hungary under the 1977 Traty. h detaiIed in 

Chapters V and VI, above, and further discussed beIow in Chapter X and Xf, 

Czechoslovakia went out of its way to accommodate Hungary's repeated demands for 
changes in the Project timetableB; postponed the damming of the Danube for three 

years whiIe trying tu get Hungary tu enter itito discussions concerning whether the 

Project couId be modifiai tu meet Hungqk crincerns; oEered, thruughout the 

dispute, the possibiity of revising technid elements to meet objectively verifiabIe 
environmental needs; proposeci meetings of experts fiom both countries with impartial 

experts; decided to participate in a PHARE project to study groundwater dong the 
Dmube; stressed Czechoslovakis's radines5 to negot iate with Hungary concerning "al1 
aspects connected with the implementation of the 1977 TreatyN3'; and even thoroughly 

35 Y 1966, Vol. II, AICN. USER p. 21 1. 

36 -of Relations Law of the United States. Sec. 321, comment a 
(1987)- The International Law Commission, in its rximmentary to Article 23 ("Pacta sunt 
semanda*) of îts draft articles on fie taw of treaties, noted that the importance of the 
prînciple "is underiined by the f a  that it is enstuined in ttie m b I e  to ~e Chmer of the 
Unird Nationsu. Y a i m k  of the Intemational h w  Commission. 1966, VoI. II, MCN. 
USER & p. 211. The Charter refers to the determination of the Parties "b &abIish 
conditions under which ... the obligations arising h m  treaties ... can be maintained ...". 
Charter of the United Nations, third preambuiar paragraph. 

37 Y-k of the Intemationai Law Commission, 1966, Vol. EI, AICN. 4/SER p. 2 1 1. 

3% The ddays in the Project due to Hungarjl's ecxinomic difndties î k t  Id fo the 1983 Protocol, 
and the açcelemtion of the h jec t  from 1985-1989 at Hungarf6 request, are d-ribed in 
Chap&rs Dl and N of SIovakia's Mernoid, and in Chapter IV, above. 

39 M e r  of the Czechoslovak Prime Minisier of 23 April 1992, Slwak Memonal, Annex 108. 



examined the option put funvard by fIungary that the Project be abandoned and the 

area be completeiy restored to the statuî quo antem. These cannot be interPret& other 

than as sincere efforts by Czechoslovakia to work with Hungary to implement the 1977 

Treaty in good faith - precisely what is required by the good faith component of the 

principIe of pacta sunt servanda. 

9.32 Hungary, in contrast, unreasonably and repeatedly dernanded - 
as a non-negotiable precondition to its d n g n e s s  to negotiate, to conduct further 
research, or to establish a tripartite commission - Czechoslovakia's halting of ail work 
on the Project, and, later on, Variant "Cm. 

The ObIi~ation tu ConsuIt and Negofiate 

9.33 Turning to Hungary's argument concerning the duty to 
negotiate, once again it seems to boii down to a theory that the obligation to co'operate 
under general internationd law required Czechoslovakia, u, to agree tu stop al1 
work on the Project as a non-negotiable precondition to entering into negotiations, and 

to agrse tu the demoiition and abandonment of the works dready constructed 

by Czechoslovakia in good faith, in fulfillment of its obligations under the 1977 Treaty. 
Like Hungary's other efforts to use obligations under general international law to 
circrrmvent the 1977 Treaty regime, this is misconceivd arid iII-founded. 

9.34 The argument is misconceived because, like the good faith and 
cooperation claims discussed above, it would if foiiowed mean that a valid treaty in 
force would be constantly subject to being re-opened and re-negotiated, or teminated, 
at the option of one of the parties, even if it had been substantidiy perfurmed by the 

other pmy. This wouId negate the principle ofpacta sunt sentanda. 

9.35 Hungary argues that "[olne of the most evident tools of 
cooperation is the duty to negotiate when difficulty appears in the management of a 
shared resource or in the implementation of a cornmon project"" . Hungary States that 

it "repeatedly proposed to begin negotiations in order tu reach an ecologicd giiarantee 

agreement, without suc ces^"'^, and that "Czechoslovakia refirsed tu negofiate except 

on the bais that the GabEikovo barrage wouId be put into operation irrespective of the 

40 Sec. S fwak Mernorial, paras. 5.14-5.25. 

41 Hungarian Mernorial, para. 5.75. 

4 1  Tbid. - 



results of independent scientzc s t ~ d i e s " ~ ~ .  These allegations have been shown to be 

untrue in Chapters V and VI above, and will be dealt with again in Chapter X, below4 . 

9.36 Hungary cites, as support for its argument that Czechoslovakia 
was 0bIige-d to re-negotiattte the 1977 Treatjr, precedents that do not appIy tu the 

present case. Hungary reiies principaliy upon the award in the Lake Lanoux 
arbitration4' and the decision in the Fisheries Jurisdiction case*. Those cases are not 

apposite tu the faas of the present case and, even if they were apposite, they support 
the 1977 Tteaty regime rather than Hungws efforts tu rninimize the importance of 

that system of agreements. 

9.37 It will be recalled that the Lake Lanoux arbitration, decided in 
1 957, irivolved a dispute between Spain and France over a French plan to utilise the 

waters of Lake Lanouq which eventudly flowed into Spain, tu produce elecîricity. 

There, as here, there existed a set of treaties between the parties. Ln that case it was 

the Treaty of Bayonne of 26 May 1866 and the Additional Act of the m e  date. The 

question put to the tribunal by the parties was whether France was correct in clairning 

1 "that, in canying out, without a preliminary agreement between the two Governments, 
works for the use of the waters ofLake Lanoux on the tems laid dom in the project 

... , it would not commit a violation of the provisions of the Treaty of Bapnne of 26 

May 1 866 and of the Additionai Act of the same date"" ? 

9.38 In Lake Lanoux, the French project was not specifically 
foreseen by the applicable agreements, which had been concluded nearly a century 

43 m., para. 5.79. 

44 Si. para. 10.11, a M., below. The authority cited by Hungary for the latter proposition is 
the letter from the Slovak Prime Minister of 19 September 1991. In that letter, 
Czechoslwakia actuaily proDoses that a mrnrnittee of experts from Cmhoslovakiq Hungary 
and the EC w l v e  the problems pertaining to the construction and opration of the [GM 
Aoject] and "worrld examine all variations of possible solutions in a comprehensive manner". 
The Ielter d w  state, underçtandably at that & a n d  stage. that "C=halov&a wiII ody 
l k d  acceptable a variant wtùch wodd make the operation of the ~ o v o  &nage 
pssibie," but a y ç  nothing a b u t  refusing tn take into account "the resuIts of independent 
çcitntific studies". In fact, the entire tenor of the letter is  tn the mn-: it propoçes the 
participation in the cornmittee of experts of a ttuIy independent third m. the EC. and 
indicab a willingness to "examine al1 variations of possible solutions in a wmprehensive 
manneru. 

para. 6.78 (refemng to the as the *FisheriesW caçe). Fisheries Juridiction CUnited 
Kin~dorn v. IceIandl, Meris. Judment. LC J. Reoorts 1974, p. 3. 

47 Rwue généraie de droit international public, Vol. L m ,  p. 80; EngIish transiation in 
PR 1974, Vol. II, Part. 2, p. 194, at p. 195. 



eariier. This contrasts s h q l y  with the present case, where the entire abject and 

purpose of the 1977 Treaty was the constmcîion by the two parties of the GLN Project. 
Thus, when the Lake Lanoux tribunal speaks of "an obligation for States to agree in 
good faith to all negotiations and contacts which should ... place them in the best 
circumstances tu conclude agreementsnq, it is refehg tu negofiations concerning a 

possibIe agreement on France's hydroelaric project, which had not theretofure been 

the subject of an agreement between Fr- and Spain. In the present case, Hungary 

and Czechoslovakia had already negotiated, over a period of many years, an agreement 
concemhg the project in question the 1977 Treaty. Thus, negotiations of the kind 
referred to by the Lake Lanoux tribunal had long sirice been heId by Hungary and 
Czechoslovakia; nothing in that award suggesta that if an agreement resiilted h m  
negotiations, f hat agreement would itseIf have to be re-negotiated. 

9.39 In fact, the Lake Lanoux tribunal, applying generai principles of 
international law, held that there was no obligation to reach an agreement @rior tu 

utiIising the hydroelectric power poteritid of an internationai watercourse. Thris, even 
if the TribunaI's statements conceming negotiations muld be taken tu appIy tu 

Hungary's demands for an "ecdogical guarantee agreement" or for the amendment or 

termination of the 1977 Treaty, there would have been no obligation to actually reach 
such an agreement. 

9.40 The Lake Lanoux tribunal, therefure, went ody so far as to 
emphasise the importance of negotiations concerning projects on international 
watercourses planned by ane State that might affect another State. In the case of the 
G/N Project, such negotiations were held between Hungary and Czechoslovafüa, 
concerning a project planned by bath States, and resulted in the 1977 Treaty. En 

addition, Cmhoslovakia and Slovakia have cunsistently been wiIIing tri negotiate with 

Hungary, and have in fact wnmlted arid negotiated with Hungq, as showri later in 

this Chapter. Hungary, in wntrast, made impossible any rneaningful negotiations by 
insisting that Czechoslovakia suspend work on the Project as a pre-condition to any 

rneaningful negotiations to settle the dispute. 

9.41 Hungary dso dtes the Fisherits Jttrisdiction case in support of 

its argument cuncenirng the duty to negotiatea . %le that case also involved an 
agreement - the 1961 Exchange ofNotes - and while the Couri did order the parties to 

4a a; p. 197, quoted in the Hwgarian Mernorial at para. 5.77. 

4Q Hmgarian Mernorial, pam 5.78. 



negotiate, the Court did not question the vaiidity of the agreement and ordered 

negotiations on rnatters that lay whdly ontside the purview of the agreement. Thus, 
the case supports SIovakials position and damages Hungary's. 

9.42 The Fisheries Jurisdiction case involved a dispute between 
Iceland and the United Kingdom over whether Iceland could unilaterally extend its 

fisheries jurisdiction (and with it its exclusive fishg rights) to 50 nautical miles from 
its haselines. The Court mled that it -Id net. It further held, inter alia, that IceIand 
and the UK were under mutual obligations to undertake negotiations in good faith tu 
reach an equitable solution of their differences concerning their respective fishing r i a s  
in the area between a 12-mile fishery zone recognised in the 1961 agreement by an 
agreement between them and the 50-nile Iimit proclairnecl by Iceland. 

9.43 One of the ironies in Hungary's use of this case lies in the fact 
that, like Hungary in the present case, Iceland had in 1971 repudiated an agreement 
with the UK governing the subject matter of the dispute and containing a 
compromissory ciause: this was the Exchange of Notes between the two #unthes of 

1 I March 1961. IceIand, which did not participate in the case, infomed the Court by 
ietter that i t regarded the Exchange of Notes as h a k g  been terminated. The UK, for 

its part, had stressed that "the Exchange of Notes was not open to unilateral 
denunciation or terminati~n"~. As already indicated, the Court held that Iceland was 

borind by the 1961 agreement, which dso provided the basis for the Court's 
jurisdiction5' . 

9.44 The case is dso of little help to Hungary with regard to the 

Court's statements conceming negotiations. The Court ordered no negotiations with 
regard tu areas covered by the Thus Hungq ' s  reliace on the case as a 
source of an obiigation to negotiate wirh regard tu matters covered by an agreement 

between the parties is misplaced. The Court did order the parties to enter into 

negotiations, but only with regard to the area between the 12-mile Icelandic Eshery 
zone covered by the 1961 agreement, and the 50-mile limit proclaimed in the Icelandic 
Govermerifs Regulations. That is, the Court ordered the parties to negotiate oniy 

with regard tu rnatters not covered by the 1961 agreement. SimiIarly, it wouId seem 

50 Fisheries Jurisdiction, lLJnited Kingdom v. Iceland). Merits. Jude;men+ I.C.J. Reuons 1974, 
p. 3, at p. 14. 

'' in the 1961 Exchange of Notes, the UK had a g r d  that î t  "wodd no longer &je to a 12- 
milefisheyzonearound Idand ..." . W.. at p. 13. 



inappropriate in the present case for Czechoslovakia (and now SIovakia) and Hungary 

to be required to negotiate matters that had already been resoIved in the 1977 Treaty 
and related agreements, or whose resolution was entmsted by the Treaty to 

rnechanisms d estabfished. The negotiationa in Fisheries Jurisdiction were believed 
necessary for two reasons: Iceland's preferentid fishing rights as a coastai State in a 

situation of specid dependence on matal Esheries; and the UK's specid interest in 
fishing in those waters, by virtue of its long history of fishing there and the importance 
of the fishery to its economy. There was no agreement between the parties conceniing 

that area. The "riegotiations" sought by & n p y  wouId in reaIity constitute re- 
neautiation of an existing agreement - the 1977 Treaty. Thua the Court's statements in 
the Fisheries Jurisdirtion case concerning negotiations were made in a context that 

bears no similarity whatsoever to the present case. 

9.45 That havirig been said, however, it b a s  repeating that 

CzechosIovakia, then Slovakia, was dways prepared tu discrrss and agree with 

Hungary ways in which to improve the environmentd soundness of the G/N Project. 
This point has been developed at length in Chapters IV-VI above. 

9.46 This section has shown t hat Hungary's invocaf ion of purported 

obIigations having their source outside the 1977 Treaty wnstiîutes nothing more thm 

another attempt to made its obligations under the Treaty. Whether the obligations in 
question are styled as general duties of cooperation, or as more specific ones of good 
faith performance, consultation and negotiation, it is clear, first, that the applicable 
obligations are those under the 1977 Treaty, and second, that even when tested against 

these obligations under generd intemational law, it is Hungary's conduct, not that of 
CzechosIuvakia or SIovakia, that is not in cornpliance. The foiiowing section will turn 

fiom these largely procedural duties to Hungary's misuse of the substantive noms of 
international environmental law. 

SECTION 3. Hun~arv Mischaracterises and Misap~Iies the Substantive 
Numa of International Environmenta1 Law 

9.47 The second fundamental problem with Hungws argument is 
that even if and to the extent that the generd international law of the environment is 

applicable in the present case independently of the Treaty, that law is misundtrstood 

and misagpIied by Hungary. 



A. Eungary's Characterisation of Tntemational EnvironmentaI 
Law Wouid Thwart the Levitimate Efforts of States tu 
Develori 

9.48 Hungary properly stresses the importance of preventing 
environmentai h d 3  but interprets the principIe of prwention in such an absolute 
fashion as tu v h d y  foreclose any development of international water resources. 
Hungary goes su far as tu suggest that "changes in international environmental Iaw, 

and equdy importantly in international enWumentaI awateness" qualii as 

fundamental changes of circumstmces that constitute a ground for terminating the 
1977 T r e a v .  Hungary goes on to imply that these "changes" lefi it with "no choice 
but to reconsider the Project, especiaiiy in its scientific, environmental and energy- 

related aspects"". In reconsidering the Project, Hungary was, according to its 

Memurid, ody "seeking tu comply with international standards .. .ltM. 

9.49 But what are the appIicabIe international standards? Has 

international environmental law changed substantiaiIy since 1977 (or, more accurately, 
since February 1989, when Hungary afErmed the 1977 Treaty in al1 'its substantive 
elements), and if so, has the change been as fundamental as Hungary implies? It is 
certainly not the policy of the international community to discourage States from 

deveIoping their water resources especidy when every reasonable effort is made to 

protect the environment. This Section wiII atternpt tu throw some Iight upon these 

questions, md wili cunclude that the GIN Project is in fsct in fiIl conformity with the 

current standards, policies and attitudes of the international community in respect of 
the environment. 

9.50 The general principles of contemporary international 
enWumental law do not operate in isolation from other noms of international law 

including the principie of paaa sunt sewanda, or from nther values of the international 
communiry. In particular, those principles, properiy understood, inform but do not 

thwart the efforts of cuuntries tu deveIop for the ben& of present and frrhxre 

53 Hungarian Mernorial, pam 6.63. 

54 Hungarian Maoriai, para 10.76. Hungary's use of rebus sic stantibus in thrs regard is dealt 
with in Chapter VlIl of the Slwak Memonal (para. 8.80) and in Chapter X of this Counter- 
Mernoriai, para 10-61, m. 

53 Hungarian Mernorial. pua 10.76. Hungaryis çpecific cIaims mnceming alIeged "scientinc, 
envircinmenîd and enera-relatd prohIems with the Projject have k n  deait with in the 
present Confer-Mernorial in Chapter W. 

Hungarian Mernorial, para. 10.76. 
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generations. Yet ifHungaryls view of the generd international law of the environment 

were foIIowed tu its Iogicai conclusion it would - mean that no dams or other 

development projects couId be constmcted on international watercourses because they 

would aiter the naturai environment. Even if it were conceivable that such a result 

could attract support in some quarters of industrialised countries that had already 
extensively developed th& fieshwater rerourca potential, it is highly unlikely that it 

would be endorsed by any government. In any event, such a theory should not operate 
tu prevent a strugghg new democraq h m  developirig its fieshwater resourceq 
particnhly when they canstitute the cciuntsts phcipal potentid source of clean 

energy. Nor shouId such a view be dowed to negate a State's efforts tu protect its 

citizemy from the ravages of naturd disasters such as floods. The international 
community never intended the principles of international environmental law to operate 
in such a way. 

! 

B. The C u m t  A~proarh uf the InteniationaI Cornmunitv ta 
Environment and Develorimen t: SustainabIe DeveIopmen t 

9.5 1 Before addressing the curent appruach of the international 

community tu environmentai protection, it must be emphasised that contrary to the 
impression Hungary seeks to create, international environmental law did not develop 
overnight. In its Mernorial, Hungary itself cites a number of instruments that pre-date 
the 1977 TreaV7, incfuding: the 1975 Helsinki Final 'Ac? ; the 1973 EC P r o g r m e  
of Action on the EnvironmentS9; and the 1972 Stockholm Declaraiion on the Humari 

Envitomenta. Hungary dso cites the 1935 award ui,the case that mmy regard as the 

fountainhead of international enviromentd law, the TraiI SrneIter Artiitrationsl . 

Indeed, Hungary states that "Jslince the end of the 1960s environmentai Iaw has 
developed with an unprecedented intensity and ~ p e e d , " ~ .  Whether the "intensity and 

! 

57 Cwîously, H u n g a q  also cites a number of authorities 'bat postdate not only the T m  but 
Hungaqis ultimate repudiation of it in 1992. These &lude the inçtnrments adopted at the 
United Nations bnfemw on Environment and DweIopment (June, 19921, such as the 
Convention un Crimate Change and the Rio Declaration. Hungarian Memurial, para 6-64. 

5% m., para. 5.58. Amrding tn Hungq,  "[t]here is no doubt that the Cantracting Parties to 
the 1977 Treaty were aware of and iduenœd by" the Finai Act and relaw deveIopmenrs, 
whîch. in Hungary's words "gave legitimacy to environmental mncem in m e r n  Europe]". 
Ibid., para 5-60. - 

59 m., para. 6.61. 

61 M., para 6.70. 
62 M., para. 5.57. 



speed" of its development have been "unprecedented"rnay be debatable; the important 
point here is that Hungary acknowledges that the development begm weli before the 

Iate 1970s. It cm therefore hardly c l a h  to have been surprissi that international 

environmental law was in the process ofdeveloping when it concluded the 1977 Treaty 

with Czechoslovakia or thereafter, nor cm it daim that a qualitatively new and 

dia:erent "international environmental awareness" has suddenly sprung forth so as to 

work a fundamental changes of cirmrnsfanws. The awareness was present in the 

intemational commutiity at least h m  the 1972 Stocktioh Conferencea. 

9.52 It is thus clear from the historical record, much of which is cited 
by Hungary itself, that w u  there have been devdopments in international 
environmental law and awareness over the past two decades, they begm weII before 
the conclusion of the 1977 Treaty. Moreover, they have not been catacIysrnic, but 

have progressed gradually in response to increased knowledge of the problem and the 
needs of States, as in other fields of international law. Current law in the field may 

thus be seen as a naturai and Iogicd outgrowth of a proess that begm many years 

ago. 

9.53 The key to understanding the current approach of the 

international commurrity tu the integration of environment ai protection and economic 
development is the concept of "sustainable dweiopment". According tu thia id- 
which was advanced in the 1987 Report of the World Commission on Environment 
and Development (the Brundtland  commission)^, humanity should "ensure that it 

meets the needs of the present without comprornising the ability of future generations 

- .. 

63 a genedy, L. Sohn, "The Stockholm Deçlmtion on the Hunan E n h n m e n ~ "  14 
Harvard Intemationai Law l o d  (1973), p. 423 . The f0110wing observation by Proksçor 
Sohn is illuminahg in this regard: "One might also consider - as did the delegate of Kenya 
in the Generai h m b l y  - thaî the 26 principles of the Stockhoh Declaration were 'cornmon 
convictions' which 'reinforced the Principles and Purposes of the Charter of the United 
Nation$. and that together wifh the Universal Dechration of Human Rights and the 
Internationai S î r a g y  for the Secùnd DweIopment Demde, they 'colIectively -te a new 
atmospkiere for in tedona l  cospemtion.' ... Having accepmi rbe respomibilily for the 
prwewation and impmvement of the human environment, rhe internationai communiiy win 
find in the Stockhoim DecIaration a source of strength for later, more specific action." Nd, 
at p. 515. Thus, there was already considerable "awarenessu of the problem on the part of the 
international community in 1972. 

M "Our common future", distnbuted at the forty-sxond m i o n  of the General Assembly as 
document A(421427-4 August 1987, published as Out Cornon Future, Odord University 
Press, 1987. The Ckned Assembiy, in i n l u t i o n  38f15I of 19 Decemkr 1983, had 
welcomed the establishment of a special commission that would "report on environment and 
giobal probldmatiaue to the year 2000 and b o n d ,  including proposed strategies for 
sustainable development. The Commission later adopted the name " World Commission on 
Environment and Development". Doniment N421427, p. 1. 



tu meet thek orm needsHa . WhiIe the concept imp~i<s sorne Iimit s on human activities, 
the Commission explained that "sustainable develo~ment requires meeting the basic 

needs of aii and extending to d the opportunity to their aspirations for a better 

Iife'" . Thus, Uulerent in the mncept of sustainab~e jdeve~o~ment is the prutciple that 

developmentd needs are to be takm hto account in interpreting and applyhg 

environmental obligationsn . This principle was weii kown and mdsly accepted as the 
keystone of efforts to integrate environmenta protection and econornic development 
weii in advance of H u n d s  milaterd suspension of work on the Project in 1989. 

! 
9.54 The most recent prunouricemeiit of the international çommunity 

on the subject of integrating environmental considerations and developrnental needs is 
the Rio Declaration on Environment and ~evelo~ment, adopted at the United Nations 
Coderence on Environment and Develupment (UNCED or "Earth Summit") in Rio de 
Janeiro in Iunt 1992#, Of pdcular interest in the iresent context are PrincipIes 1,3 

and 4 ofthe Rio Declaration, which provide as follows: 

"Princi~le 1 I 

I 

Humari beings are at the centri of cuncems for sustainable 
developmerit. They are entitIed tu k heaIthy and productive life in 
harrnony with nature. I 

i 

! 
[ 

Principle 3 I 

The right tu deveIopment must be fuifiIl& su as tu equi&bIy meet 

de~eloprnental and environmentai :needs of present and future 
generations. I ! 

I 
! 
I 

I 

67 a P. Sands, The +Greenin$ of InkmationaI Law: Emerging Pxinciplw and Rulesu, 1 
End. J o d  of GIaM hnal Studies, (1994) 293, at p., 302. 

a Rio Declaration on Environment and Development, U.N. Doc. MCONF. 15 1/5/ReV. 1, June 
13, 1992, reprinted in 3 1 International Leml Materials (1992), at p. 874 (adopted by 
w~l~ennis). As stated in the Hmgarian MemoriQ, para 6-57: "172 S t a a  (out of the 17% 
whîch then existed) were represented by approxim&y I0,MH) delegatcs, incIuding 116 
heads of State or cf ggvemmenL AU the ~Iwant HitémtionaJ or&aniçativns were present." 
So it is not an exaggeiation to speak of the Rio D e c I q o n  as refiecting the approach of the 
international community. ! 

I 



Princide 4 

In order to acbieve sustainable development, enviromentai protection 

shall constitute an integral part of the development process and cannot 

be considered in isolation fiom it." 

9.55 These principles leave no doubt that the fundamental policy of 

the intemational community is not ihe singie-minded pursuit of environmental 
protection or the non-alteration of the status W. Rather, as iidicated in Principle 1, 

the over 170 States participating in the Earth Snmmit took a human-centered approach 
tu the inteption of environmenîd concerns and devefopmentd needs. They 

emphasised that fumrnent of the "right to deveIopmentnB must meet both the 
"developmental and environmental needs" of present and future generations of humans. 
And, importantly for the present case, they stressed that environmental protection 
t'constitute[s] an integral part of the development process and cannot be considered in 
isolation h m  it". There çould not be a clearer confirmation of the idea that 
envirumental protection m o t  be pursued in isolation, without regard to other needs 

and values, but rather miid be approached in the context of the development process. 

9.56 It is clear h m  both the Ietter and the spirit of these principles 

that the overarching poiicy of the international community is that environmentai 
concerns are not directecl to fistrate efforts to achieve social and econornic 

development, but that development shodd proceed in a way that is environrnentalfy 
sustainable. Slovakia submits that these have been, and are today, the very policies on 
which the GIN Projet is based. The consistenq of the Project with the prevailing 
approach of States tu environment and dwelapment is con6rmed and furiher clarified 
by the approach taken by international fora and institutions tu the development and 

protection of international1 y shared fieshwater resources. 

9.57 As noted in Slovakia's Me~norial'~, Hungary refers to several 

instmments that at most represent "soft law" in its effort to justify suspension of work 
at Nagyrnaros, then at Dunakiliti, in 1989. Yet if Hungary wished to rely upon non- 

# Even ttie United StatM, whicb does not accept the idea of a "right" to development, joined îhe 
WRÇ~RSUS on the Rio Declamiion. The US explainai that this did not r e p r a n t  a change in 
its long-standing opposition to such a "right*. b i d ,  it rtnderstd Princïple 3 IO mean îhat 
"economic deveIopment g d s  and &jedues must be pursud in such a way that development 
and environmentai n e  of p m n t  and future generations are taken into account". Report of 
the United Nations Eonferenw on Environment and Dwelopment, U.N. GAOS 47th 
Sessioh U.N. Dg. MCONF. 15 II26Rw. I (Vol. Il), at p. 17 (1992)- 'Ibis is consistent wiîh 
the position of Slovakia, which is no1 dependent m the existence of a "right to deveIopment*. 

70 Slovak Mernorial, para. 8.1 1 1. 



binding instruments, the most pertinent one is Agenda 21. Aiso adopted at the Rio 

conference'' , Agenda 2 1 elaborates in great detd iupun the implementat ion of the 

pinciples contained in the Rio Declaration. Agenda 21 is, in essence, a plan of action 

for the 2 1 st Cenrury in the field of envkonment Gd  development. Chapter 18 of 

Agenda 2 1 concems frerhwater resources. It is entitled, "~rotection of the Quality and 

Supply of Freshwater Resources: Application of, Integrated Approaches to the 
Development, Management and Use of Water ~esources"'~. The introduction to 

Chapter 18 States: 

"The multisectoral nature of water resources developrnent in the 
cantext of socio-econumic developrnent must.be r e c o e d ,  as weII as 
the multi-interest utiIization of water resources for water supply and 
smitation, agriculture, Hidusfry, uhm development, hydropower 
generation, dand fisheries, transportaf ioq :recreat ion, Iow and flat 
Iands management and other act ivities. Rational water rrtilization 
schernes for the deveIopment of surface and underground water-supply 
sources and other potential sources have to be supported by concurrent 
water conservation and wastage minimization measures. Prioritv, 
however. must be accorded to flood prevention and control measures, 
as weii as sedimentation control, where required." 

9.58 Chapter 18 contains reven "~ro~ramme Areas." Programme 

A r a  A is entitled, "Integrated water resuurces deveiopment and management." In 
establishing the "basis for action" under this program ara ,  the foIiowing observation is 
made: "The extent tu which water resources development contributes to economic 
prodiictivity mi? social weII-being is not usuaIIy appreciated, aithough al1 social and 

economic activities rely heady on the supply and quality of freshwaterT3 ." Under the 

subsection of Programme Area A entitled "Objectives", the following statements are 

made: 

" 1 8.7. The overall obiective is to satisfi, th& fieshwater needs of dl 
couritries for t heir sustainabIe develo~rnent. : 

"18.8. Integrated water resources management is based an the 
perception of water as an integrai pari of the ecusystem, a naturd 
resource and a socid and economic good, whose qnantity and quaIity 
determirie the nature of its rrtilktian. To this end, water resources 
have to be ~rotected, taking into account the functioning of aquatic 

" Agenda 21, adopted at the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development, 
Rio de Janeiro, lune, 1992, U.N. Doc. AICONF. 15 1/26. 

T2 Agenda 2 1, m., Chaptter 18, "Protection of the mi& and SuppIy of Fmhwater Resou~m: 
Applimtion of htegrated Appmacha to the DeveIopmerrL Management and Use of Water 
R e s P m " ,  U.N. Doc. iVCONF.151125 (VoI. II), p. 167. 



ecosystems and the perenniality of the resource, in order to satise and 
reconcile needs for water in human activities. 

1 8.9. .. . Four principal objectives shoiild be pursud, as ffoHows: 

(b) To plan for the sustainable and rational utilization, protection, 
conservation and management of water resources based on community 
needs and priorities within the frmework of national economic 
deveiopmtnt poIiq . . ." . " 

9.59 Thus, Agenda 2 1, Iike the Bnindtland Commission Report and 
the Rio Declaration, does not counsel blind pursuit of environmental values in isolation 

h m  humas needs, includhg the need tû develop economically. Indeed, it emphasises 
the importance of "satisSf[ing] the fieshwater needs of di countries for their 

sustainable deveIopmentU. Applying the criteria contained in Agenda 21 tu the G/N 
Project reveds that the Project, both as originally designed and as provisionaily 
implemented through Variant "C", in effect anticipated and followed the guidelines in 
Chapter 18. 

9.60 SpecificaIIy, the GiN Project constiîutts an "integrated approach 
to the development, management and use of water resources" as d e d  for by Agenda 

21. The Project represents an "integrated approach ,.." because it was carefuliy 
designed to serve a number of purposes at the same time: improvement of navigation; 

production of hydroelectric power; protection against floods; restoration of previous 
ground water levels; prevention of furîher erosion of the rivertied; rehabiiitation of the 

river branches; and other purposes discuçsed in the Mernorial of Slovakia7'. Approvai 

of the Project was preceded by numerous scientific studies of the Project's potential 
impact upon terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems; fiirther studies have been conducted 

since the incepiion af work on the Project and since the implementation of the 
provisional solution36. Flood control and problems of sedimentation are addressed, as 
cded for by Agenda 21. Agenda 2 1 recognises that "water resources development 
contributes to economic productivity and socid weII-being", two of the Project's broad 
objectives. The Project in its original form, and as provisionally implemented, treats 

74 M., pp. 168- 169 (emphasis addd). 

1 5  Sec. Chapter LI, Seaion 3, of the SIovak Memariai. 

76 See Chapter IV, a b e .  - 



''water as an inte@ part of the panubian] ecosystem, a nattrraI resource and a socid 
and economic good . ..". It recognises that "water resources have to be protected .. . in 
order to satisfy and reconcile needs for water in human activitiesn. Some of those 
activities - navigation, agriculture, and forestry - were threatened by the erosion of the 
bed of the Danube and consequent Iowering of the IeveI of groundwater. The Projcct 
was designed, inter alia, to stop erosion of the rivehd, which occurred in the upper 

part of its reach, and tu ameliorate navigation conditions and restore groundwater to 
levels that would reduce the necessity for irrigation and assure sufficient water 

supplies. This would also enable the revitalising of the river branches and the 
enhancing of recreationd opportunities in those areas. In sum, the G/N Project reDects 
careful pIanning "for the sustainable and rational u th t ion ,  protectioq consemat ion 

and management of water resources based on community needa and priorities wi thin 

the frarnework of national economic development policy" of the Treaty parties, as 
called for by Agenda 21. 

9-61 Further euidence that Hungaryls anti-dam approach is out of Iine 

with curent expert thinking is supplied by 'The Dublin Statement", adopted at the 
International Conference on Water and the Environment: DeveIopment Issues for the 
21 st Centuq" . The Conference was held in Dublin in January, 1992, in preparation 
for the Earth Summit. Conference participants commended The Dublin Statement to 

world leaders that would assemble in Rio de Janeiro3'. The Erst of four "Grridimg 

Principlesn set forth in the Statement is as foIIows: 

"Principle No. 1 - Fresh water is a finite and vulnerable resource, 
essential to sustain life, development and the environment. 

Since water sustains me, effective management of water r tmrces  
demarids a hofistic approach, linking socid and economic development 
with protection of naturd ecosystems. EEective management Iinks land 
and water uses across the whole of a catchent area or groundwater 
quifer7' . " 

9.62 The Dublin Statement also contains an "Action Agenda" which, 
under its second item, stresses the importance of protection againsî naturd disasters 

çuch as floods: "Economic lusses from naturd disasters, including floods and 

17 International Conference on Water and the EnWonment: Development Issues for the 21st 
Century, 26-3 1 January 1992, Dublin, Ireland, The D u b h  Statement," reproduced in U.N. 
Doc. AICONF.lSlIPUl12, Annex 1, p. 7. 

79 W., PrincipIt No. 1, at p. 9. 



droughts, increased three-fold between the 1960s and the 1980s." It further 
emphasises that climate change could further exacerbate flood problems: "Projected 

climate change and rising sea IeveIs wiII intensify the risk for some .. ." . " 

9.63 The coinridence of the DubIin Sfatemtnt's Pinciples and A~tion 

Agenda, on the one hand, and the G/N Project, on the other, demonstrate again that 
even when measured by the standard of the most recent thinking, the design of the G N  

Pruject is enviromentally sound. It is not, as Hungaty would have the Court believe, 

out of h e  with cunent international environmental law or "awareness". For example, 
as rmmmended by PnncipIe I of the Dublin Sfatement's Guiding Principleq the GM 

Project takes what amounts to "a holistic approach, linking social and economic 
development with protection of natural ecosystems". Indeed, the Project is designed at 
once to promote social and economic development and to protect and restore natural 

ecosysterns. Experience with the Project's provisional irnplementation tkough Variant 

"Cu indicates it is ackeving these objectives. In particular, the Project promotes social 

and eunomic devdopment by pruvidiing substaritial navigation benefits tu dl countnes 

and individuals using the Danube-Rhine waterway; by improving agricuItural 
conditions by raising the water table; and by providing clean, sustainable and 
inexpensive hydroelectric power for the economic and social well-being of the citizens 
of Hungary and Slovakia. The Project protects and redores naturd ecusysterns by, as 
already indicated, reversin8 erusion of the bed of the Danube, hdting concomitant 

lowering of groundwater levels; restoring water to the branch systern; and revitdising 

the riparian environment. In addition, as recommended in the Action Agenda, the 
Project provides much needed protection against the most serious kind of natural 

disaster in the region, floods - phenornena that could becorne iricreasingly intense with 

projected climatt change. 

9.64 In the Iight of the position of the international community 
revealed in the foregoing survey, it is surpnsing that Hungary would take the absolute 
position that environmental considerations foreclose development of the freshwater 
resources it shares wîth Slovakis. Hungary's position is particularly surprising in Iigtit 
of the environmental benefits the Project brîngs tu the areagi . By purporting tu play 

the environmental card, Hungary is actudly depriving its cîtizens of environmentai 

benefits. These benefits would be enhanced if Hungary were to observe its obligations 
under the 1977 Treaty and show a greater willingness to cooperate with Slovakia - for 

80 m., atp. IO. 

81 See. SIovak Mernorial, prrras. 2.09-2. II. See, dm, para. 4.30 and Chapier Vin, abve. 



example, by placing undemater weirs in the bed of the Danube su that water wil flow 

into river branches on the Hungafian side. Instead, Hungary stopped work on the 
Project at a moment when the major alterations to the environment - i.e', clearing of 
land and construction of works on agricultural and forestry land - had already been 
irrwocably accomplished, but before the expected environmentai benets - the increase 

in p u n d  water levels and the watering ofthe branch system - couId be r d & .  

9.65 The environmental benefits of the Project result largely fiom 
corrections it envisages of the adverse environmentai consequences in Slovakia and 
Hungary of upstream works on the Danube in other countries - consequences fhat di 
not correct themselves but wiII only becorne worse if no action i s  t&errsZ. Nor, for 
that matter, will the 0 t h  problems the G/N Project was designai to address, such as 
flooding and obstmcted navigation, disappear without human intervention. But rather 
than recognising that these conditions will inevitabfy worsen unless remediai action is 
taken, Hungary ignores them, in effect taking the position that nothing should be done. 
Hungq's unwiiiirigness tu address the deterioration of the riparian enWument in the 

Danubian IowIands demonstrates that it is not p r e p d  to observe one of the principles 
it invokes with such force: that the environment shouId be "passed on tu future 
generations in no worse condition than it wss re~eived"~~.  Further, Hungary's refusa1 
to aIIow completion of the entire Project, including measures aimed at the mitigation of 
certain adverse effects of the operation, and elimination of a number of national 

investments, solely because these were Iinked with the Project, has resulted diredy in 
the continuhg degradation of the envifonment on Hungarian temtofl. In addition, it 
is cleu that Hungary recognised that its suspension of work would cause 
environmental damage, since it refend to this result when it sought a shortening of the 

constmction schdule before 19898'. Thus, Hungary's position is not only anti- 
dwelopment; it is also, in fact, anti-environment. 

9.66 Slovakia has shown that Hungary misunderstands the 
conternporary international law of the environment and has indicated the fundamental 
approach of the intemationai community to the integration of environmental protection 
and econornic development . Against the background of this generd discussion, 

" The pr&lems reqrruing remedid artion ia the SIwak-Hun@an d o n  of the Danulx are 
dexribed in Chapter 1, Section 2, ofthe SIovak Mernoriai. 

See. e-g, Hungarian Mernorial, pam 10.38. 

84 See.paras.4.19,4.29and4.41,etgg.,above. See .a lso ,para.8 .11 ,et~ . ,hve .  

" SIavBk Memotid, Annex 49: Profoc01 of 2 1st Session d ESTC Commiiiee (at p. 420). 



Slovakia now turns to specific claims of Hungary implicating the international law of 
the environment. As indicated at the outset of this Chapter, Hungary's clairns misappIy 
that law. in addition, as will appear beIow, they are unsrrpported by the facts. 

C. Hun~arv Disturfs the Princi~Ie of Prevention and the 
"Preca~tionary Princioie" 

The Princi~le of Prevention 

9.67 HrrngaSs arguments reIating tu international environmental law 
rest on the proposition that "ftlhe main principle of international environmental Iaw is 
that environmental degradation must be p~evented"~. Hungary even goes so far as to 
declare that the "principle of prevention ... must be considered an erga ornnes 
obligationua7, WhiIe the latter proposition has no bearing upon the present case, it is 

noted because it beîrays the extreme view of international environmental Law adupted 
by Hungary": if the principle of prevention were in fact an er&a ornes obligation, 
moderate transfiontier air pollution moving fiom State A to State B could theoretidy 
be chailenged by State C, even if State C were totdly unaffected and located in another 

hemisphere - a patently absurd consequence. 

9.68 The prhcipIt of preventing envimnmentd h m  must be 

properly understood and appliedsp. Hungaq, however, iqIies that the obIigation to 

prevent such h m  is absolutem. As the foregoing discussion of the concept of 
sustainable development has shown, this i s  not the case. If it were, development would 
corne tu a standstiII. 

86 Hungarian ~ e m o r i d ,  para. 6.63. 

88 It may al= beIray confusion, Sec. fn. 3, h v e .  

89 Profesçor Christopher Stone, a noted authority in the fields of nationnl and intemtîonal 
environmental law. has argued bat prevention may not always be the best approach: "an 
ounce of prevention may be worth a pound of w, but by the same quaint t o k e ~  to pay a 
paund in prevention to get only an ounce of cure is a distinctiy bad buy. . . . mhe question 
whether to Iean foward pmntion or cure is not one that mn be answed generally." C. 
Stone, The Gnat 1s OIder Than Man: Global Envimmtnt and Human Apienda. Princelm 
University Press, PriDcetoq 1993, pp. xv-xvi. 

90 See. e.2.. para. 6.63 of the Hunganan Mernoriai: T h e  main principle of inremationai 
environmental law is that environmentai degradation mua be ~revented." Emphasis added. 



9.69 What rnariy regard as the seminal authority in the field of 
international eriwonmentd Iaw, the Trail Smelter case, placed significant conditions on 
the obligation to prevent trmsfiontier air pollution in its famous statement of the law: 

"Under phciples of international faw, . . . no state has the right to use 
or permit the use of its territory in such a rnaruier as tu Fause in juq  -by 
fumes in or to the t&tor)l of artuther or the properties or persuns 
therein, when the case is of serious consequence and the iniury is 
established b~ clear and convincinn evidencgl ." 

Hungary has provided nq scientific evidence of adverse envirumental 

consequences of the G/N Project, other than the unes that had been disdosed by the 
preparatory studies planned tu be mitigated by appropriate measures envisaged by the 

Treaty and to which Hungary agreedg2. Thus, neither condition laid d o m  by the Trail 
Smelter tribunal is satisfied. 

9.70 Similady indicative of a realistic, non-absoIutist approach tu the 

prevention of harm are the d r a  articles on the Law of the Non-Navigational Uses of 
International Watercorrms adopted by the International Law Commission on second 
reading at its 1994 session. Of particular interest for present purposes are draft articles 
7 and 21. Article 7, entitled "Obligation not to cause significant harm,' provides in 
relevant part as follows: 

"1. Watercourse States shd exercise dut diliaence tu utiIize an 
international watercourse in such a way as not to cause significant harm 
to other watercourse StateP." 

9.7 1 The Commission explains in its commentsry tv paragaph I of 
h i c l e  7 that a State c m  be deerned to have breached its obligation to exercise due 
diligence tu avoid caüsing signïficant harm "ody when it has intentionalljt or 
negligently caused the event which had to be prevented or has intentionally or 
negligently not prevented others in its territory h m  causing that event or has 
abstained from abating itMH. Leaving aside the fact that Hungary consented to the 

91 3 United Nations &mm of Inlemfional Arbitrai Awards, 1935, p. 1911, at p. 1965 
(emphasis addedi. 

92 Obviously the IandsEape had to ix disrupted in order to constmct the reçewoir, the by-pass 
canal and the majot stnictum. These "environmental" &ects were understocid and accepted 
by the parties, although as indicated at para. 9.73, below, even they were minimised through 
the selection of the least disruptive variants. 

93 1994 Rem* of the Tntemationd Law Commission. A149ii0, p. 235. 



Project and its effects - both positive and negative - in the 1977 Treaty, none of the 
numerous studies conducted pnor ro 1977 or since that year has indicated that the 
Project would cause sigrilficant enWumental h m  to Nungary or Slovakia. And, 
once again, Hungary has itself fded to offer a scintiUa of scientzc evidence tu support 
its claims of impending enviromental h m .  

9.72 The LC's cornmentary goes on to provide specific examples of 
treaty provisions that reflect due diligence obligationsp5 . It stresses such standards as 
the following: States shd use the "best practicable means at their disposal and [shall 
act] in accordance with their capab'itiesn (1982 United Nations Convention on the 
Law of the Sa); States are obiiged "tu take di pwiical stepsn tu prevent poIIution 

(1972 London Dumping Convention); and States s h d  "take dl appropriate rneasures" 

( 1  985 Vienna Convention for the Protection of the Ozone Layer). 

9.73 CtrtainIy at the time the Project was being piannui, the- parties 
look "d appropriate maures" tu guard against envitomenta1 h q  using the "best 

practicabie means [then] at their disposal" and acting "in accordance with their 

capabilities". For example, as recognised by Hungary96, a number of variants of the 
proposed project were considered by the two countries. However, contrary to 

Hungary's assertion that "none of these plans considered the environmental impact of 
the projectnw, îhe  environm mental impact of dierent variants was, in fact, expressly 

taken into account in various studies and meetings du ring the process of deciding upun 
the opthai alternativew. The variants that were eliminated were chiefly ones that 

wouId have requirsd extensive construction in natural areas in the floodplain, thus 

sparîng the floodplain from massive construction works, Instead, the major structures, 
i.e.. the bypass canal and the W k o v o  step, were situated outside the floodplain. 

% Hungarian Mernorial, para 3.16, teferring to "34 main and severai subvariations of the 
projected technid plan." 

97 Wid. - 

rn Sec. for example. Report of lhe Joirit C=hoslwak-~rrrrgarim Sub-Commîssioq 4 April 
1958, ikm TV, impaa on the regime of gromd waters and on a@cdture, for- and 
fisheries, Annex 45; Rotml  on Negotiatiom between the Representativw of Water 
Management Agencies of CzxchosIovakia and Hungary {mncerning the Choice of the 
Optimal Variant), 23-3 1 August 1966, Annex 46, examining the impact on the wunmside 
and biology; and the Report on Comprison and Estimation of Diversion and Cornpetitive 
Variant , çubmitted at the Negotiations of Representatives of the Czechoslovak and 
Hunganan Ministries of For* of 19-28 June 1969, Annex 47, considering the impact of 
the "mrnpetitive* variant on ttie environment. 



9.74 Furthemure, since the Project's plaruiing stage, Czectioslovakia 

and Slovakia have conducted studies, have commissioned a major study , and have 
conducted monitoring of the effects of the Project according to the terms of the 1977 

Treaty. Hungary itself conducted an environmentai impact assessrnent of the Project in 
1 985 and also commissioned a major shd y'''. None of the evidence produced by 
these studies, or by the tmty independent studies that have been conducted under EC 
 auspice^'^', has indicated that environmentai h m  of the kirsd H u n g q  daims wilI 

occnr has in fact occurred, or wüI occur. Indeed, the studies show that the Project is 
having the beneficiai effects on the environment that were anticipated in its planning 
stages - at least to the extent that is possible without Hungarian participation'". 
Finally, as Hungaq recognises in its Memurid, the Slovak Minîstry of EnWument 
attached 19 conditions tu the authorisation of the irnplementation of the Systern by 
mems of Variant "Cu, mrtditions that H u n g q  describes as being "prirnarily aimed at 

assuring the protection of underground water n'M . This demonstrates Slovakia's 
concem with the protection of water quaiity. In fact, even according to Hungaq's own 
Memorial, al1 of these conditions save two have been metlw . 

9.75 ArficIe 21 of the LC's dr& artides on international 

waterwurses is enfitled "Prevention, redrrction and control of pollution. " Of particnIar 

relevance here is paragraph 2, which provides as follows: 

"2. Watercourse States shaii, individuaiiy or jointly, prevent, reduce 
and control pollution of an internationai watercourse that may cause 
significant hami tu other watercourse States or to their environment, 
including h m  to  human h d t h  or safety, tu the use of the waters for 
any beneficial purpose or tu the living resources of the watercourse. 

- .- 

99 The HQI reporf Deamber 1990, Slovak Mernorial, Annex 28. 

1 0 0  As to the 1985 Environmental impact Study, para. 4.24 g m., abwe, as to Hungq's 
commissionai study, the k h t e l  r e p c  çee. SIovak Mernririd, ARnex 27. 

r nj See, Chapters VII and WI, h v e .  

O '  Hungarian Memorial, para 6.35. The conditions are summarised at para. 5.135 of the 
Hungarian Memorial, and disnissed in para 8.45, g m., above. 

IW Aithough the Hwigaian Memoial States that as of Deçemkr 1993 few of lhese cunditions 
had k n  ampIied with (IlunMan Mernorial, para. 6-35), it in fact mntradicts irself. 
Slwakia has in fact c~rnpIied with the 19 conditions Ursofar as it is within î$s pwer  to do m. 
The faa that the Company operating Variant "Cu was fined by SIovak authorities for non- 
curnpIianœ with one of these conditions dernomtes the seriousness with which Slwakia 
regards matters of environmental protection and shows it is making efforts to ensure that the 
conditions are met. 



Watercourse States shall take steps to harmonize their policies in this 
c~nnection'~~. " 

This provision represents a flexible approach tu the problem of poiiurion of 

international watercourses. The Commission's commentary explains that: 

"the obligation to 'prevent . . . pollution . . . that may cause significant 
h m '  includes the duty to exercise due diligence to prevent the threat of 
such h m .  . . . The requirement that watercourse States 'reduce and 
control' exiating pollution refiects the practice of States, in particular 
those in whose territories polluted watercourses are skuatid. This 
practice indicates a generd willuigness tu tolerate even si@cant 
pollution ha- provided that the watermurst State of origin is making 
its best efforts to reduce the poliution to a mutudy acceptable level. A 
requirement that existing ~ollution causing such h&m be abated 
immediately couid, in same cases, result in undue hardship, especially 
where the detriment to the watercourse State of origin was grossly 
disprriportionate tu the btnefit that wauId accrue tu the watercourse 
State experienchg the hamiTM .' 

As explainal in the commentary to Article 7, this means that watercourse States are 

required to use the best practicable means at their disposal to reduce and control 

pollution of the intemationai watercourse in question. 

9.76 As indicated in Chapter TV above, it is ckar that in planning the 

GIN Project the parties took "di appropriate measures" to guard against pouution of 
the Danube and related groundwater that might result fiom the Project, providing a 

sophisticated system of monitoring in the Project design to allow for and correct any 

unmticipated adverse efîects. III addition, in taking such measures the parties 

ernpIoyed the best practicable means then at their disposal. SIovakia continues to take 

such measures and employ such means in respect of its efforts tu reduce and contrul 

pollution fiom land based sources and to prevent pollution of groundwater as  a result 

of water being impounded in the reservoir. Hungary does not. 

9.77 In sum, it is difficult tu imagine what more Czechoslovakia 
could reasonably have dune tu ensure that the GM Project did not result in significant 

environmental harm, beyond the planned land use alterations causai by the a m a i  

construction of the Project and knowingly accepted by Hungary in the 1977 Treaty. 

Certaidy the hundreds of studies leading up to the decision to proceed with the 

1 OS 1994 Rewrts of the InfernatiorraI Law Commission, PJ49110, p. 289. 

1 s  m., commenmy to Article 2 1, para. (4), pp. 29 1-292. 



Projcct, coupled with the Bioproject, its continua1 update, the HQT report, and the 

ongoing monitoring of environmentai conditions, must qualify as the exercise of "due 
diligence" to prevent environmental as well as other kinds of h m .  

9.78 Hungws argument not only exaggerates the principIe of 
prevention, it fds tu find support in the fiicts. Hungarjr argues that "the Czechoslovak 
Governent failed in its obIigation tu prwent enWumentai harm by refushg tu take 

the necessary measures for this purpose, starting with the refusal to investigate in a 

satisfactory way the environmental effects of the Proj &*'O' . This claim has no basis in 
fact. First. it ignores the numerous and extensive studies conducted prior to the 

concIusion of the 1977 Treaty'". Second, it ignores the "Bioproject", whose two 

phases were completed in 1976 and 1984, respectively, and whose purpose was 

precisdy tu smdy the eEect of the Gm System on the ecosystems of the surrounding 
arealm. Third, it ignores the independent studies cornmissioned by the parties, which 
found no evidence of environmental problems of the kind Hungary claimed to e ~ i s t " ~ .  
And finally, it ignores the system established pursuant tu the 1977 Treaty tu munitor 

environmental factors, which has disclosed nothing remotely suggesting an 

"environmental ernergenv" and whose finaionhg has been eduated favourabty by 

outside studies"' . 

9.79 What does have a basis in fact is that it was Hungary that 

rejected Czechoslovak requests tu juin in discussions and meetings of experts of buth 

countries wiîh impartial outside expertsTi2; it was Hungary that condiicted, an 
envirumental impact asessrnent in 1985 which, according to the Hungarian 
Memorial, "generally a5med the Pr~ject""~; and it was Hungary that conducted no 
studies of appropriate detail after 1989 when it first raised its environmentai claims"'. 

This suggests that the or@ studies that would have been "satisfactory" tu Hungary 

See. ibid., para. 2.17, ef m. and para. 2.22 as to the 1986 update of the Bioproject. 

Sec. the Behtel Febmaq 1990) and HQI W m k r  1990) reports, =, Annexes 27 and 
28. % dm, Annex 22, hereto. 

Sec. Chapters V and VI, above. 

Hungarian Memorial, para. 3.52. 

Sec. para. 7.01, abve. 



would be ones that c o b e d  the result that Hungary had politically pre-ordained, 
namely, that the G/N Project would cause an environmental catastrophe. 

The "Pretatrt ionarv Prineitile" 

9.80 In arguing that Czechoslovakia breached obhgations of 
prevention under international environmental law, Hungary invo kes the " precautionary 
princip1e"lls. It must fist be recognised that leading studies have concluded that the 
"precautionary principlen has yet tu ripen intu a nom ofgenerd international law : 

"Despite its attractions, the great variety of hterpretations given tu the 
precautionq pnriciple, and the novd and far-reaching effects of some 
applications suggest that it is not yet a principle of international law. 
DiEcult questions concerning the point at which it becornes applicable 
to any given activity remain unanswered and seriously undermine its 
nomative charader and practical utility ... I l 6  ." 

However, even as a non-bindhg, guidmg precept, the "precautionq principIen 
contains nothing that is inconsistent with the condrrct of Czechosluv~a and Slovakia 
in this case. 

9.8 1 The "precautionaq principte" was stated in the followhg way in 
PrincipIe 15 of the Rio DecIarafiun by the more than 170 States participating in the 
E h  S u d :  

"Principle 15 

In order to protect the environment, the precautionary approach shall 
be wideIy appIied by States according tu their capabilities. Where there 
are thrats of serious or irreversible damage, Iack of hl1 scientific 

certain@ shdI not be used sis a rason for postpokrig cost-effective 
measures to prevent environrnentd degradation' l7 . " 

11* P. Bimie & A. Boyle, Intemiional Law and the Enviromment. Clarendon hr #dord 
1492, p. 98. % da, P. Sm&, The 'Greenin% of Intemational Law: Emergîng Priaciples 
and Rules" 1 Ind. S o u r d  of Global kaal Stirdies 179942 p. 293, ai p. 300: T h e x  is  no 
uniform underçtanding of the meaning of the precauuonary principle among States and other 
m e m h  of the international communiiy." 

117 Rio Declaration on Environment and Dwelopmeni, U.N. Doc. MCONF. 151RIRev. 1, June 
13, 1992, reprinted in 31 Tnternational Legal Materials (1992), p. 874 . It is interesting to 
compare fie formulation of the yrcauiicnaiy principIe in the Ministerid Deeimtion of ihe 
Second WorId CIimate Conference, November 7, 1990, which ad&: *The meaçures adopted 



9.82 Ir is readily apparent that this phcipie, as formulated by the 

international cornmunity, is not absolute. hdeed, it could not be, given the diEerent 
needs, capabilities and circumstances of States. First. the "precautionary approach" is 

to be applied by States "according to their capabilities". This phrase indicates that 

States are to exercise due diiigence tu prevent h m  tu the environment in the? 

deveIopmenta1 and other a~tivities~'~. Tt cm hardIy be denied that Czechoslovakia and 

SIovakia did everything within reason to study possible alternatives and investigate 
potential impacts on the environment of the Project and of Variant " C""9. 

9.83 Second, the fomi~~lation of the precaufionag principle in 
Principle 15, as in most other instnrments, applies not tu ait envirumentaI harm, but 

ody to threats of "serious or irreversible damage". Thus, for the principIe tu apply, a 

State must have idmtified a threat of serious or irrwersible damage. If it has identified 
such a threat, the State is to take cost effective measures to prevent environmental 
degradationI2', even where it is not scientificaily certain that degradation will in fact 
occiir. The principje was first deveIoped in the context of agreements to protect the 

siratospheric ozone layer, and thus to prevent catastrophic damage tu all biologicd 

organiams un Earthl". Tt has been appIied in State practice ctiiefly in those cases in 

which "serious or irreversible damage" may result fiom "the most dangerous 

-- 

should take into account different socimnomic ante&.* Repnnted in 1 Y a k  cf 
Tnremtional Environmentai Law ( I940), p. 473. 

l l 8  The tribumi in the Alabama daim arbitration stated that "due diligence" is "a diligence 
proportioned to the magnitude of the subject and to the dignity and strength of the p w e r  

' which is exercising it." The Genwa Arbitration (The A i a m  case), reportecl in J.B. Mme,  
Digest of International Arbitrations to which the United States hm been a P m ,  vol. 1 
(1898). pp. 572-73. 

119 Sec. the discussion of the =dies relating to the GIN Project in Chapter iE of the SIovak 
MemoriaI. 

l m  This would presumably require a cost benefit analysis to determine whether the financial and 
human cost of me- taken wwld yield a correspondmg knefit in terms of environmental 
protection. In the present case, the plicy of Czechoslovakia and Slovakia has been to do al1 
they cuuid to anticipate and avoid harmfd impacts of the Projecf ruid to restore 
environmentai qttaIify - in the branth gstem - rather than to take ody m m e s  that 
were oost effective, S. 

& the Vienna Convention for the Protdon of rhe b n e  b y e r  of 22 h.Zarch 1985, 
PmmbIe, reprinted in 26 International Leml Materials 1520 (1987); and the Montreal 
Protml on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer of 16 Sept. 1987, article I(A)(l), 
reprintmi in 26 International k g a i  Materiais 1541 (1987). 



~ubstances"'~, such as radi~active'~~ and other forms of hazardous  ast te'^'. Hungary, 
in contrast, seeks to give the principle sweeping application, so that it would apply to 

any alteration of the naturd environment. 

9.84 But it is clear from the foregohg examination of its tems that 

Principle 15 in no way suggests that lack of full scientzc certainty prevents a State 
fiom going forward with a project; or that a project cannot go foward if it may entail 

some envirumental h m ;  or even that there is an absolute prohibition of engaging in 
activities that may produce "serious or irreversible damage". FIexibility is built into the 

pnnciple tu î k e  into account the differing ckcumstances and capabilities of countnes 
as well ss the need to avoid measms that would entaii costs out of proportion to theu 

benefit. The aim of the principle i s  to encourage States to study carefully the possible 
impacts of new activities and, if such study produces evidence - even if it does not 

amount to fuII scientific certainty - suggesting that an activity may cause serious or 

irreversible damage, tu take precwtionary measures tu avoid such damage. Such a 

process was followed with regard to the G/N Projea. 

9.85 The hundreds of shidies conducted by the parties in planning the 
GM Project, and those complet& during its constm~ion and partial implernentation, 

did not Iead tu the concIusiori that the Project posed a risk of "serious or irreversible 
enviromentai da~nage"'~~, Nor did the independent studies commissioned by the 

parties disclose such a riskIa6. Nor, for its part, has Hungary provided Czechoslovakia 
and Slovakia with scientific data showing that the Project poses even the "ecological 
risks" it daims tu exist, let alone scient& evidence that the Project poses a "threat of 

122 This is the Ianguage usai in rhe Ministerial Dtxlaration of the S e a n d  Intemationai 
Conference on the Proteaion of the North-East S t q  hndon, 25 November 1987, para. VII, 
27 Internationai L e d  Materials 835 (1988), at p. 838. 

lu Se. ex. ,  the CDnvention for the Protection of the Marine Environment of the North Atlantic 
of 22 September 1992 ("OSPAR Convention") between France and the United Kingdom, 
Cmnd, 2255, Amex II ( q x ï n ~  in 32 Infemticnd km1 MateriaIf 1069 (1993). 

Se. e.g, rhe Convention on the Ban of hpar t  into Afria and the ControI of Tmnsboundary 
Movement and Management of Hazzdous W& within M a  of 29 Jan. 199 1 f "Bamako 
Convention"), art. 4(3)(f), (reprinted in 30 International Le& Materials. 773 (1991), at p. 
781. 

125 Sec. Chapter IV and W, m. A summaq of shidies is also contained in the Czechoslwak 
Statemenr of 12 Juiy 1989, SIovak Mernorial. h e x  64, d i d  in the Memuid at p. 
4.26, gï S., pp. 142, f seq. The Statement reviews the history of the scienîific studies 
ancerning the environment conducted h t h  More and &et the Projm was initiated under 
the 1977 Treafy. 

126 See, Slovak Mernorial, para. 2.23, a. 



serious or irreversible damage"'n. In fact, H u n g q  conducted no new scientific 

studies in the three-year period, 1989-1991, during which it delayed the damrning of 
the Danube. If Hungary seriously believed that the Project posed risks of grave 
environmental harm, surely it would have conducted the required studies and provideci 
Czechoslovakia with scientific evidence tu support its cIaims. it would aiso not have 
rehsed to sign the draft protocui of negotiations hetween the heads of the ESTC 
Cornmittee un 3 May 1989'". That draft protucol containecl a list of four principles 
intended to form the bais  of an agreement on environmental protection in the area of 
the G/N Project. The agreement was to have wmplemented the 1977 Treaty. 

9.86 Thus, not ody has Hungary fded tu provide ariy convhcing 
scientific data that the Project poses a threat of "serious or irreversible environmental 

damagen, al1 available evidence points precisely in the opposite direction. That 
evidence indicates that the Project i s  having beneficial effects upon groundwater tables 
and forestry in Slovakia, and could have in Hungary with Hungary's cooperation. The 

evidence further indicaies that the Projeet ia having no adverse impact on surface and 

groundwater qrrality, and that the Project cauld, with Hungary's participation, i d  tu a 

restoration of river conditions approximating those that existed before the introduction 

of major river regulation schemes in the middle of the iast century. Therefore, the first 

requirement for the application of the precautionary principle, indeed the requirement 
that triggers that principle, is not ~ i s f i e d .  

9.87 Yet, despite Hungws faiIure tu provide credible evidence to 

substantiate its ecological daims, it can hardly be said that Czechoslovakia adopted a 

passive, disinterested attitude with regard to those claims. Slovakia has demonstrated 
that Czechoslovakia actively soughi not ody scitntific data 'wnceming Hungq's 

dlegations of envirumental h m  but dso discussions cuncerning ways of meeting 
Hungary's concems in the context of implernenting the 1977 TreatyIW . This shows 
that Czchodovakia wss attempting in good faith to implement the Treaty, and in a 

way that took environmental considerations into account, as had indeeû been true ai1 

along. 
- 

127 % the discussion of studies in Chapter M and the d i m i o n  of Variant "Cm in Chapter 
W, h v e .  dm, SIovak Memonai, para 4.03. Hm= goes men m e r ,  claiming 
thex w s  "imminent peril" to support ifs *sate of n m s i q *  j d c a t i w  for ifs aaempted 
temination of the 1977 Treaty. Hungarian Mernorial, m. 10.26, et seq. This c lah  is 
discussed in Chapter X, below. 

1ZB Sec. para. 4.44, g m., abwe. 

lx See. e-& SIovak Mernoriai. para. 4.03; and rhe Ietter of 23 ApiI 1992 sent by the 
Cmhoslovak Prime Muiister 10 the Htuigarian Prime Mniskr, Jbid., Annex 108, and 
excerptd ai para. 4.79. Sec. da, Chapters V and VI, a v e .  



9.88 It is perhaps because Hungary is unablt: to furnish convincing 
scientific data supporthg its daims concerning envitonmental h m  that it in effect 

argues that its mere unsiibstaritiated cIaim that the Project may h m  its enWument 

requires SIodia tu pruve that no h m  will ensue'=. Hungary therefore contends that 

Slovakia should be required to do what is nearly impossible, narnely, to prove a 
negative: that the Project WU not cause damage to the environrnent. 

9.89 Thus, Hurigary on the one hand relies upon the precautionq 

principle, which munseIs caution in the face of scientZc ~certainty, but on the other 

hand claims that Czechoslovakia - a State, ~cordmg to Hungar)i "whose activities 
[were] likely to damage the environrnent of [Hungary], ... [had to] show that the 
proj ect] [would] not have [environmentally harmful] effe~ts"'~' - i.e.. that 

Czechodovakia had tu demonstrate Wrth scientific certain& that the Project would net 

cause h m  in order tu be dlowed tu go fornard. This argument is not ody illogicd, it 

has rio foundation in the facts and is a distortion of international efivirorunentaI Iaw in 
generai and of the precautionary prhciple in particular. 

9.90 The most recent agreements and other instruments in the field of 
international environmental Iaw take a more reasonabIe approach to the avoidance of 

h m  h m  propoaed activitied". According tu this appruach, where a project may 
cause h m  to the environrnent, States should study the possibitty thoroughIy to avuid 
significant h m  to other States and to protect the environment for future generations. 

A decision to proceed with the project should be based on the results of such studies; a 

mere tinsubstantiated assertion that the project might be h d l  shorrld riot prevent it 

h m  goirig fonvard. Irt the present case, Hungary's own studies indicated nu threats of 
the kinds of environmentai h m  that Hungary now clairns WU e n ~ u e ' ~ ~ .  

l 3  Ibid. The relevant passage reads in MI: "the State wh- activîties are iikeIy to damage the 
environment of another State must show that the pmpçed action wili not have mch effets." 

'" Se. e . 9  Principles 15 @recautionary principle), 17 (environmental impact assessrnent) and 
19 (prior notifiation); and the Convention on Environmental Impact Assessrnent in a 
Tmnsbmday Context of 25 Feb. 199 1 ("Espoo Conve.ntionU). reprinted in 30 International 
Leml MaferiaIs 800 (I99f). 

' 33 &, in p m d a r ,  the 1985 Hungarian environmentai impact assessrnent and f i e  Bechtel 
report which are disr& in Chplers IV and Vn, h e .  



9.91 Mureover, Hungary's argument is urifounded on the facts. It 

relies on an assertion of a IikeIihood that the activities of one State - here, Slovakia, 
according to Hungary - will damage the environment of another. Entirely aside fiom 
the fact that Hungary accepted any such likelihood in the 1977 Treaty, Hungary has 
failed to adduce conWlcing evidence that any iikelihuod of damage to its envirurunent 

exists. Insttad, Hurtgq seems to believe that ita mere incantation of a "likelihood of 

environmental h m "  wiIi bring such a likeliiood into hein& or will at Ieast force 
SIovakia to show that such a likelihood does not exist. Such a doctrine not only makes 

a mockery of the precautionary principle; it wuld have the dangerous consequence of 
thwarting, on the buis of absolutely no evidence, the legifimate efforts of States tu 
deveIop. 

9.92 In addition, Hungaws argument distorts the precautionary 
principle. As explained above, the precautionary pincipie does not opwate to halt 

development when there appears the slightest hint that a project might cause any 
envirumental ham; it provides that where serious or irreversible damage is 

thratend, States should not await fun scientific certaine before taking seasonable 

precautionary masures. Slovakia wouId make several observations in this connection. 

9.93 First. of the vast body of data coliected by both parties, none 
suggests that the Project threatens serious or irreversible damage. This conclusion was 

corrfimred in the two independent -dies complet& in 1990TU, and has been borne out 
by the envi rumentai monitoring of the Prujcct in operation cortducted pursuarit to the 

1977 Treaty. As indicated above, the precautionary principle is triggered "when there 
are threats of serious or irreversible damage". Here, no such threats have been 

scientifically dernonstrated to exist. On the contrary, of al1 of the investigations and 
monitoring that have been undertaken, none suggests that the Project wiII cause 

anythink approaching the kind of enviromentd h m  refemed to by H u n g q .  Iri stark 

contmt tu this body of evidence is Hungary's mere assertion that the Project 4 1  cause 

an "ecological ernergency". An unsubstantiate. assertion cannot be permitted to 

overcome years of study and investigation - in much of which Hungary in fact 

participated - whose results diametncally oppose the assertion. 

9.94 Second, the monitoring systern that is Ut pIace is desigried tu 
disclose ariy environmental problems that may arise. Any such problems can then be 
responded to in a timely fashion. And third. the operation of Variant "C" has shown 

The BtxhteI and HQI reports, SIavak Mernorial, h e x e s  27 and 28, rrespectively. 





obIiged undtr generd international Iaw not to c m y  out activities on its 
territory that would cause serious or substantiai h m  to Hungary, then 
Hungary was entitled to take action to remove any pretext for such 
conduct. Hungary's tennination was forced by the ither party's refusal - - 
to suspend woik on Variant C. Hungary's coiduct was a necessary and 
proportionate response to this refusai . . . la .  " 

9.97 As wilI be demonstrated in the foiiowing discussion and in 
Chapter X, this argument misunderstands both the effect of subsequent rules of generd 
international law and the nature of the principles of international environmental law 
that are relied irpon. 

9.98 It is weii established that an obligation arising from an 

international agreement supersedes for the parties a prior inconsistent mle of generd 
international law, udess the parties intend the contrary or unless the customary ruIe is 
a nom of jus o ~ e n s " ~ .  A nom of j u ~  eugens that emerged subsequent tu the 

conclusion of a treaty would, under Article of the Menna Convention, invalidate the 

treaty if inconsistent with its provisions. However, Hungary makes no clairn 
concerning noms of jus cogens, whether subsequent or prior to a treaty'" . In theory 
at least,' niles of generai international law other than jus conens noms that devdop 
subsequent to the conctusion of a treaty and that are more specific than the 

corresponding mies in the treaty may take precedence over inconsistent provisions of 
the treaty, but this WU occur only where it is established that the parties to the treaty 

so intendedId5. The latter situation has occurred rarely in p r a ~ t i c e ' ~ ~ .  This is 
understandable, first, because of the weil-known difficulty of proving the existence of a 

Hmgarian Memurid, paras. 10.95-10.96- 

'43 The Permanent Court applied treaty provisions that were in confiict with d e s  of generai 
international law in Acciuisition of Polish Natioditv. Advisorv Opinion. 1923. P.C.I.J., 
Series B. No. 7. p 16; h r  
S w h  in the Danzi~ Terrirom. A&sorv Opinion 1932. PX. I.J.. Series AB. No. 44, p. 4 at 
pp. 23-24; and tbe Lizhthorrses case htween Fmce and G m -  Sudment. 1931. P.C.I.J., 
Series AIB, No. 52, p. 4, at p. 25. Sec. aiso. kaal  Siatus of Eastern Greenland Judpment, 
1933. P.C.1-S. Seris &B. No. 53, p. 22, at y. 75 {Sudge M ~ r î i ,  dissenting); and North Sea 
entinentai Shelf. Judment I.C.3. Rewrts 1969, pp. 3, at p. 24. 

'" This p i n t  is discmd in para. 8. IO7 of the Stovak Memonal. 

'" M. Akehm m e  Hierarchy of the Sources of Intentationai Law,* 47 British Y-k of 
International Law II 974-73, p. 273, at p. 275; Reçtatement Thrrd of the Foreign Relations 
Law of the United States, 8 102, Comment j and Reporiers' Note 4 (1 987). If the intention iis 
indicated by practice, "ody such pmdm as s h m  an agreement of the &es may introduœ 
a change in a treaty ... ." G.I. Tunkin., Theon of International Law, Harvard University 
Press, Bosto~ 1974, p. 146. 

1 46 Restaternent (Third), OD. cit., Sec. 102, Reporters' Note 4. 



new rule of general international law at the moment it was created, and second, 

because modification of treaties on the bais of alleged new customary noms could 
Iead tu instability in treaty reiations. Ln fa&, while the International Law Commission's 

Finai Dr& ofthe articles on the Law of Treaties wouId have permitted modification of 
a treaty "by subsequent practice in the application of the treaty estabiishing the 
agreement of the parties to modi i  its provisions"'*', even this form of establishing 
agreement was rejected by the Wema Conference itself, precisely on the ground that 

such a mIe wouId destabilise treaty relations" . 

9.99 The foregoing discussion demonstrates the following with 
regard to Hungary's claims concerning subsequent mles of international law: Any mles 
of general internationai environmentai Iaw that deveIoped su bsequent tu the condusion 

of the 1977 Treaty and that were both (a) more specific than and @) inconsistent with 

the provisions of the Treaty wuld ody dispIace t hose provisions if it were estaidished 
that both parties to the Treaty - Hungary, on the one hand, and Czechoslovakia, then 

Slovakia, on the other - so intended. Not ody have Czechoslovakia and Slovakia 
never had such an interition, but Hungary, far fiom seeking to estabiish such an 

intention on its own part, has sought unilaterdly tu teminate the treaty. Furthemore, 

the mies of general international law that are said to have developed subsequerit tu the 

1977 Treaty are both consistent with that agreement - as demonstrated earlier in this 
Chapter - and of a highly general nature Wungary refers to an obligation to prevent 
substantid enviromentai damage). In addition, it has dso been shom that far from 

being inconsistent with generd principles of international envirumentai law, the 1977 

Treaty in fact represents a specific implementation of those pinciples in a concrete 
case. 

9,100 Therefure, Hungary's cIaim concemhg the effect of subsequent 
obligations under the generd international law ofthe environment is unsuund in theory 

and is not sustainable on the facts. 

9. I O1 Hungary's insistence on the generai international law of the 

environment is misplaced for three reasons: 

- -. ... 

147 Yearhk of the Tntemriond Law Cornmissios 1956 Vol. II, Part 2, p. 236, art. 38. 

14% United Nations Conference on the h w  offreaties, OfFicid Recclrds. Fim Session, pp. 207- 
215. 



- First. the appiicable standards are those contained in the 1977 
Treaty, not in the prindples of general international law. The 
Treaty is consistent with these principles - in fact, it constitutes 

a specific application of them. 

- Second, even if the generd international law of the environment 
were applicabIe, Hungary misunderstands that law and 

misapplies it to the facts of the case. Hungaq's absolutist 
appruach tu environmentai protection worild frustrate the 

Iegitimate efforts of States tu develup. Further, Hungary 
mischaractensea the principIes of prevention and precaution and 
misapplies them to the facts of this case. 

- Fin& arid perhaps most tellingly, Hungary provides absolutely 

no convincing scientific evidence tu support its allegations and 

ignores the fact that the best evidence available supports not its 
darmist claims but the position of Slovakia. 

9.102 Hungary rnakes much of the principle that environmentai harm 

shouId be prevented. SIovakia does not quarrel with this idea, but has shown in this 

Chapter the fouowing. 

9.103 Preveniion of environmental h m  has never been understood by 
the international cornmunity in the absoIute aense in which it ia used by H u n g q  tu 

require a State tu forego errtirely the devdopment of it s naîural resources. Instead, the 

principle of prevention must be understood as being part and parcel of the concept of 
sustainable development. 

9.104 The G N  Project constitutes an example of an effort by co- 

ripairan States tu deveIop the? shared water resuurces in a sustainahle marner. Ir dso 

permits the parties to allow the Old Danube to return gradually to its natural state - 
something that would have been impossible without the Project - thus actually 
improving the riverine environment. 

9.105 Through such activities as monitoring the eEects of the Project 

and participating in the PHARE project, Slovakia continues to do its utmost to 
anticipate and prevent any adverse efTects of the Project upon the environment. 



9.106 Prevention is best achieved by thoroughly studying the possible 

impacts of a project before it is begun, by building in measures to mitigate any 
patentid h m  that strtdies reveal, and by monitoring the project's effecîs &er it has 

been put into operation su that unanticipated adverse eEects cm be dedt with. 

Nothing in the principles of environmental law relied upon by Hungary is inconsistent 

with this proposition. 

9.707 Each of theçe steps was taken by CzschosIovakia and Hungary 

befure entering into the 1 977 Treaiy. Numeruus studies conceming the envirumental 

impact of the GM Project were conducted before Hungary and Czechosfovakia 
decided upon its h a i  form; further studies were conducted during the Projectts 
irnplernentation. 

9. I 08 M e r  Variant "C" commenced operatkg, mitigation meastrres 

were taken, and Slovakia continues to monitor the effects of the Project on the 
environment and make needed adjustments. Thus Czechoslovakia and Slovakia have 

observed not only the letter, but aiso the spirit, of the principle of prevention. 





CHAPTER X, HTJNGARY'S 3üSTLFICATXON FOR XTS BREACHES 
OF TEE 1977 TREATY 

10.0 1. The just5cations offered by Hungary in its 1992 Declaraf ion for 

the suspension and subsequent abandonment of works, and then the purported 
termination of the Treaty, are efaborated, and sometimes reformulated, in Chapters 9 

and IO of its Memurid. Hungary mostIy ignores the requiremerrts of the Vienna 

Convention on the Law of Treaties on suspension and temination', and oEers its own 

singular version of facts and Iaw. 

SECTION 1. The Susaension and Subseauent Abandonment of Works 

10.02. Befure arriving at its Iegd justifications, Hungary sets out 

"precisely the chain of events with respect tu the suspension and abandoment of 
worksH2. Slovakia h d s  this far from precise. Indeed, the alleged chain of events 

deployed in paragraphs 9.0 1-9.17 of the Hungarian Mernorial is rnisleading. It seeks to 

show the following key eIements: 

(a) There were serious and environmental risks IikeIy to be 

caused by the construction of the barrage at Nagymaros, 

and indeed by the implementation of the Project as a 

whole. 

(b) Czechoslovakia was u n d h g  to discuss these or tu 
enter into arrangements for adequate ecological 
guarantees. 

{c) Czechoslovakia was threatening unilaterd action from 

August 1 989 and by ApriI 199 1 had fully determined tu 
proceed with Variant "C". The decision to construct 

Variant "Cu is said to precede the abandonment of work 
at GabEikovo. 

Each of these is wrong. 

1 Slovakia, wiule accepting that breach of treaty incurs State respnsibiity, inçiçts that it is the 
Vienna Convention wbich identifies the permitted gmunds for suspension and tennination. 
Sec. SIovak Memurial, paras. 8.09-8.25. 

2 Hungarian Mernorial, para. 9.03. 



10.03. Slovakia has explained the sequence of events in its Memoria13 . 
This sequence is aiso shown graphicdy in Iilus. No. CM-16. However, it rnay be 
convenient to offer its own 'precise chah of events" in bief fum at this juncture. 

- 6 February 1989: Protocol to shorten the Project by 1 5 months, 

reached at Hungary's request. 

- 13 May 1989: Hungary* without advance notice or consultation, 
suspends with immediate eEect its work at Namaos;  
CzechosIovakia protests, and asks for the technid data on 

which the decision to suspend was based, 

- 8-9 June 1989: Hungary firms that it wifl continue ita work 

obIigations in the GabEfkovo semr. 

- 26 June 1989: Hungary provides Czechoslovakia with 

documents stated to be the technical data nscessitating the 

suspension. 

- 13 July 1989: Czechoslovakia conftrms its Wrllingness to 

participate in expert discussions to be held on 17-19 JuIy on 

issues relating to Nagymaros (having sought an earlier dateI4 . 

- 20 July 1989: Hungq "extendn" suspension of its work 
obIigations at Naparos tu 3 1 Octuber and suspends also 

work at DunakiIiti until the m e  date. Czechoslovakia is 
notified oraily. 

- Hungq proposes that the entire Project shouId be delayed for 

I -5 years5. 

- 31 August 1989: Czechoslovakia states that if such proposais 
are procded with, it would have tu protect itseIf with a 

3 SIovak Mernorial, paras. 4.1243% and 6.626.71. 

4 m., Annex 64 (at p. 6). 

5 m., para. 4.35. 





temporary solution; and that it would expect compensation for 
the darnage caused6. 

- End Octuber 1989: Hungary has udaterally prevented the 

d&g of the Danube as provided in the Project. 

- 27 October 1989: Hungary adopts Resolution abandoning 

Nagymaros7. 

- 30 Octuber 1989: Czechoslovakia responds tu Hungary's 

proposais at the meeting of Prime W s t e r s  on 26 October (se, 

paragaph 5.36 above) by stating its willingness to cancel the 
acceleration provisions of the Febniary 1989 Protocol to dlow 

strtdy of any adverse consequences of peak production; by 

stating that if 5esh studies so indicated, a new agreement wouId 
dso limit or exdude peak production; and that an agreement on 
further ecological guarantees be concluded by March 1990. 

- 30 November 1989: Hungaq states that only if and when 
- ecoIogical guaranteea are negotiated and concIuded 
- peak power is eliminated and Nagymms' indefinite 

suspension is accepted 
would it resume work for damming at Dunakiliti. 

- IO Jariuary 1990: Hungary makes CI=: 

- that Nagymarus is hmdoned and is not wbject tu 

negotiation 
- the Hungarian contracts concerning Nagymaros are to 

be terminated 

dl work on the Pruject is tu be suspended pendirrg 
discussions on modiwng the Treaty 

such "modifications" eEectiveIy envisaged 

Czechoslovakia negotiating the termination of the 1977 

Treaty . 

6 m., para. 4.38. 

7 Sec. para. 5.37, sa., abve. 





with "one way or m t h e r  as part of the continuhg system of adjiistrnent practised by 

the parties". 

10.07 Slovakia takes a very dierent view: the essential obligation of 
the parties under the 1977 Treaty is to implement its tems. Dficulties were not to be 
rnanufactured for non-scient& reasons. Any reai problems must be scientifically 
s h o w  jointly studied and jointly addressed. The Treaty contained the rnechanisms for 
ongoing provision of ecological guarantees. Neither suspension nor abandonment 
wuId be justifid where no r d  risk had been demonstrateci, where data evidencing the 

purported probIem had not been shared, where the Treaty mechariisms for ensuring 

ecologicd standards had not ben engaged in. The Project thetable was a contractual 
cornmitment. And udawfuI suspension and abandoment was a breach of the Treaty 

wfüch did indeed entail, inter dia, the duty to make financiai compensation. 

10.08 Slovakia makes the following observations in regard to the 
above. Where Czechoslovakia hsisted upon Treaty performance - as, at the end of the 
day it had to, in relation to the key elements of the integrated Project - it is termed 
unyielding and unwiiiing to cooperate by Hungary. Where Czechoslovakia 
endeavoured to accommodate Hungarian thnetable violations, by re-allocating work 
programmes and sIowirig down and then speeding up tirnetables tu meet Hungary's 

requirements, it is said to accept that the Treaty obligation need not be taken seriousiy. 

The Court is simply Hifomed that '((the timetabk laid dom for work on the Pruject 
had never been treated as a matter of strict Iegd obligation . .. Ddays ... had been 

negotiated befure and could be negotiated again, as necessary"' . 

10.09 This cavalier attitude towards treaty obligations ignores the fact 
that, in trying to move the Project forward as best it rnight in the face of previous 
Hungarian prevarications, Czechslovakia had reserved its legal nghts as to 

compen~ation'~. The strong implication of Hungaq's comment i s  that it could simply 
cal1 delays as  it chose, without penalty, regardless of the tems of the Treaty and its 

associated agreements, and regardltss of the interests of its Treat)f part ner. 

10.10 The r d i t y  is that Hungary arrogant Iy assumed that its pattern 

of non-compIiance could  continu^ for ever, and was morfsed tu Iem that tbere was a 

point at which CzechosIovakia could be puahed no hrther, but would insist upon its 

9 Hungarian Mernorial, para. 9.18(2). 

10 Slwak Mernoriai, paras. 4.37-4.38 and 4.48-4.49. 
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Treaty rights. That point was reached with the effective abandonment by Hungaty of 

its work obligations un the GabEikovo section. . 

IO. 1 1 As tu the "essential obligation on the parties under the Treaty" 

being the resolution of dificulties by negotiation", not oniy is that an incorrect 
statement of the essentid obligation under the Treaty, but Slovakia has dso shom in 

detail the mnsuItations and negotiations that Czechoslovakia engaged hl2. That 

detailed anaiysis may be summarised thus: a State has no duty to set aside its 
entitlement to rely on the principle of pacta servanda, to negotiate for the 

abandonment of a treaty in which it has made a huge investment, in order to 
accommodate apparent econornic and political needs of the other Party. Insofar as the 

Treaty itself provided for the possibility of technicd changes in its implementation, 

Czechodovakia (theri Slovakia) has always been wiIIing tu participate in objective 

stridies of Hungary's expressed anxieties, whether about the original Treaw project or 
Variant "Clt. It has dso agreed to abide by such findingd3. What Cz&hosIovakia 
(then Slovakia) has not been prepared tu accept is suspension of performance by 

Hungary prior to such studies, or suspension of it s own provisional variant prior tu ariy 

such negaiive independent report. For Slovakia there can be no suspension of Treaty 
performance without joint objective ascertainment of facts that require such an action. 

Hungary has preferred suspension on the bais of unsupported ailegations. It has not 
conducted its own studies to support its claim, and it has avoided objective studies of 
these allegations. 

10.12 Thus there may be sec{ in the section of the Hungarian 

Meniorid jiisti@ng the suspension of work at Nagymaros clairns that "tu constnrct the 

magymaros] Barrage might cause irreparabie environmerital damage, induding a 

serions risk to the drinking wattr supplies of B~dapest"'~ ; references to an "ecoIogicaI 

state of emergenq and ... serious environmentai damage ... envkonmentd 

1 1  Hungarian Mernorial, para. 9.1 8(4). 

13 & Chapter V, aime. 

I 3  See, para. 5-36, h v e ,  and SIovak Mernorial, p a s .  4.484.49. Sec. al% gara. 5.94, gt W., 
ahve. 

14 ~ruigaIîan MUlI~fid, m. 9.04. 



catastrophen1'; the "depriv[ation ofl the people of its major civ of d e  water 

IO. 13 Such excessive and imprecise allegations have not been 
substantiated by such impartial authoribtive studies as exist, such as the Bechtel and 
HQI reports". 

10.14 Hungary takes the view that mere recitation of "fears" suffices 
and that it was for Czechoslovakia to disprove them: "No evidence was produced by 

Czechoslovakia tu show that the fears in relation tu d r h h g  water suppiies of 
Budapest were unfounded" ." Ali of this - the fears, the f du re  of CzechosIovakia tu 
disprove them - is said tu entifle suspension und Czechoslovakia has agreed tu 

modifications of the Treaty, or befftr stiU, tu abandoment of the Treaq. This is 
described as being "on the basis of necesity". 

10.15 As to the legd basis of necessity for suspension and 
abandonment at Nagymaros, Hungary satisfies itself with saying that if necessity was a 

sufficient ground for temination (on which it Iater deploys more detailed arguments of 
Iaw), then it is certahIy a sufficient ground for w: "A State entitled to take 

the greattr step may e s t  take a Iesser step"Ig and "once it becme clear that fuhire 

work on the Nagymaros barrage was subject to the most serious dotlbts ... the same 

principle of necessity that wodd justify termination of the Treaty just5e.d investigation 

and negotiation.. .%. " 

10.16 For reasons of mvenience, Slovakia wiII reply tu Hungary's 

arguments on necessity in the context of its claim to entitlement to terminate the 

Treaty. But this much can be said at this juncture: it cannot be right to say that if at a 
certain moment Hungary was entitled by reference to necessity to terminate the 1977 
Treaty, it was thus entitled at an earlier stage to suspend the Treaty because of 
necessity. It is not a case of the larger encompassing the smaiier. Hungary has to 

show that, on 13 May 1989, a date of necessis existed which justified immediate 

15 hid, para 9.05. - 

l5 m., pam 9-14. 

17 SIovak Memariai. Annexes 27 and 28. 

'' Hung- Memorîd, para 929. 

19 m. ,pm.9 .2 I .  

20 m., para. 9.23. 



unilateral suspension without consultation, or prier joint strrdy, or independent analysis 
to that effect by experts such as those avaiIabIeifrum the EC. Even if Hurigary was 

enGtled by reaoon of necessity tu tenninate the $ r e a ~  on 19 May 1992 (which it was 

not), that cm have no eEect on the conditions fur necessity being met for purposes of 
suspension of work obligations some three y- earlier. The le@ and factud 

situation in May 1992 cauId nut retrospectivefY vaIidate a suspension of work at 

Nagymaros in nüance on necessity in May 1989, nor an abandonment of work at 

Nagymaros in reliance on necessity in October 1989. 
I 

10.17 Slovakia has in fact shown in its Memorial bath that no state of 
necessity existed in the Nagymaros sector in May 1989, nor in October of that y e d '  . 
In the present Counter-Mernonal Slovakia shows in detail that the sîudies carried out 
by Hungary prior to 1989 did not suggest that the N a p a r o s  barrage presented major 

enWumental dangersP. And the two Ecoiogia Reports on which Hungary reIied for 
its May 1989 suspension are shown by SIovakia to Iack scientifïc weight and 
c red ib iv  . I 

i 
10.18 Nor did Hungaty seek to avert any alleged imminent ped: 

having expressed fears about water quality, it reh'sed in May 1989 to sign the protocol 
proposed by the Joint Boundary Waters commission to &end rnonitorin&'. 

10.19 F i d l y ,  Hungary daims an ,enthlement to move kom suspension 
to abandonment of its work at Nagymaros for various reasonss . First, Czechoslovakia 

responded too quicltly to the two alternative pro~osalr put to it by Mr Nemeth''. But 

one month wao c e ~ a i d y  long enough for serious shidy of these short and simple ! 

proposais, and to determine that they were unacceptable. Second, &tr suspenaon . 

Czechoslovakia is said tu bave engaged oriiy in programmes of direct interest to itself, 

such as the PHARE p r o g r m e  on the GabElkovo barrage. No concern is said tu have 

beea show about the problems of peak power operation or about the Nagymaros 
barrage. But it was for Hungary to share with Czechoslovakia any studies made 
between 6 Febniary 1989 (signature of the Protocol to shorten the constmction 

I 
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tirnetable) and 13 May 1989 (decision tu suspend work at Nagymaros) that Hungary 

claimed tu show the need tu suspend immediately withbut any further study and 

without consultation. Further, Czechoslovakia did endeavour to respond tu the 

expressed anxieties of Hungary on the effect of peak power operat ionsn . And it was 

Hungq who refused tu participate in the PHARE p r o j e  evidentIy because they 

feared impartial assessrnent of theu motives in suspendmg Nagymaros and Iater 

GahEikovo. It is therefore absurd for Hungq to clah that the limitation of PHARE 
to Czechoslovak temtory was because Czechoslovakia had no concern for Hungatian 
interests. 

10.20 Neither reason oEered by Hungary for the abandonment of its 
work obligations at Nagymaros is any more persuasive than the reasons offered for 
ttsuspension". On 6 March 1990, the Hungarian Prime Minister announced the 

suspension of al1 works. By then the Bechtel report had made clear that scientific 

analysis did not support the allegations of serious environmental risk. Hungq's 
"suspension" could not therefore have been prompted by environmental concems. 

B. Sus~ension and Later Abandonment of Works at Dunakiliti 

10.21 The original suspension of works at Naparos  did not affect 

works at Dunakiliti. However, when just mer two months Iater Hungary "extended" 
the suspension of works at Nagymarus, it aIso suspended work on preparation for the 

damming of the Danube at Dunakiliti. 

10.22 Hungary's Mernorial refers tu "the water resources of the 

Szigetkoz aquifer"" - though there is nu SzigetkiSz quifer, as the quifer uriderliea the 

whde region of the Danube IuwIands, in both SIovakia @ifni Ostruv) and in Hungary 

(Szigetkoz). The second reference is to "the environment of the Szigetküz region, 

whch was likely to be significantly h m e d  (in effect destroyed) by the discharge 
regime provided for in the 1977 Treaty, even as subsequently amendeci". Both these 

aspects are dealt with in detail in Chapter VII of Slovakia's Counter-Mern~rial~~. 

10.23 But Hungary does not suggest that these anxieties were not 
present in May 1989, allowing work to continue at Dunakiliti, but manifested 

27 Sec. m. 5.36, am., h v e .  See. also, SIwakMemonal paras. 4.48-4.49. 
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themselves for the first time withn the next twoi months, necessitating and entitling a 

suspension. Indeed, in Hungaq's view the suspension of works at Dunakiliti was of a 

"minor characterWM - making, it would seem, th? necessity or justification even more 

problematic. In fact, the suspension at Dunakiiiti had immensely damaging 
consequences, as it became entirely impossibld. to put the Project into operation. 
Slovakia returns to this matter below, at 10.128 to 10.135. 

10.24 The r d  r-n fur the l=ly 1989 suspension did not iest on 

scientific considerations. It wu, quite simply, 8 mesure designed to bring pressure 
upon CzechosIovakia to accede tu Hungar)tqs demands over Nagymaros. And, as 

already shown (Chapter V), a progression tow&ds total termination was under way. 

That rediîy is borne out by the preconditions that i~ungary p1ace-d upon the resumption 

of work on the riverbed at the Dunakiliti reservo$. There had fht to be consluded an 
inter-govemmentd agreement '"tu minimise the; environmental risks present in the 
normal operation of the Drrnakititi Reserroir and the GabEkovo hydroelkctric power 
plant". A suggestion of binding arbitration to settle disputes under the new treaty 

proposed by Hungary presupposed that Czechdslovakia would simply agree to the 
abandonment of Nagymaros, without men dy pior studies showing the need 
therefo?! . But Czechoslovakia was prepared to accept an early agreement on 

parantees, provided that Hungary resumed work: at Dunakiliti at once3'. 

10.25 The only "new situation" that Hungary refers to, by way of 

explanation of a hardening of its position from suspension to effective abandonment, 

was the indication in August 1989 of interest by ~zechoslovakia in alternative variants 

to the blocked Project. Hungary incorrectly desqhes this as "action being taken" on 
Variant "C", whereas no decirion on Vahant "$" was taken until nearly hua years 

later, after a carcful review of all the options - 0 t h  of which mi& have been çhosen 
if Hungary would have cooperated. Hungary r&kingly mnhns that it "refused to 

rake part in any authoritative shdy tu settle the fi;ture of the GabEikovo prujtct unless 

work on Variant C was first halted"33. No decision as tu Variant "Cu had been taken 

prior to 25 July 1991 - but Hungary still refüscd to participate in the envisaged 
triiateral negotiationa at that tirne. 

Cmkosiovakia had in any event to deIay ~&~t ion  of Pie~potentiary meetings between 
the rwo sides, becarrse of the d i e d  "Velvet Rmlution", and the n d  for the formation of 
a new Gwernment and the election of a new b i d e n i .  

I 
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C. The Sus~ension and Later Abandonment of Works at 
Ga bEikovo 

10.26 Hungary does not wen suggest that there was a legal necessity 

(still less a justification under the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties) which 
justzed the suspension and abandonment of worh at GaMlkovo. Rather "the larger 
scale winding-down of Hungarian works at GabCikovo, and their final abandonment at 

the end of 1991 was an integral part of the overd dispute which led Hungary to 
terminate the 1977 Treaty in May 199TY. Moreover by mid- 1990, Hungary had 
dready stopped di work save for maintenance3'. 

10.27 C o n t r q  tu Hungary's assertions, the preparation for Variant 

"Cm, dways provisiond, did not prcclude an agreed solution. Czechoslovakia was 

entirely wiiiiing to involve third parties, and indeed tu participate itself in the trilateral 

expert group, and to have all aspects, includhg Variant "CH, studied scientifically. 
Hungary, as has been shown above, and as it accepts itself6, insisted upon the 
precondition of work on Variant "C" being stopped. 

10.28 The situation may be summarised as follows: Hungary 
suspended work at Naparos  without notification and on the basis of no serious 

scientific indicators. Orher suspensions within the Treaty System foIIowed, directed at 

getting Czechodovakia tu accept the Full abandunment of the Nagymaros and peak 
power provisions of the Treaîy. But when Czechoslovakia took action - which it had 
tu do, in the absence of the damming at DunakiIiti weir - to bnng what was reîrievabIe 
of the Treaty into operatio~ Hungary wouId not even discrrss Variant "C" - which 

exactly consisted of putting into operation the GabEikovo part without Nagymaros and 
without peak operation. There was, in reality, no pleasing Hungary, whose 
suspensions and abandonments were simply an integral part of its campaign to 

terminate the Treaty, and not themselves justified on scientific or legal grounds. 

10.29 Hiingary appears to thirik that d has no need tu offer tu the 

Court my proper IegaI andysis of the right to suspend and renege on its Treaîy 

obligations. Hungary offers no Iegd grounds whatever for suspension and 
abandonment at Dunakiliti and at GabEikovu. "Necessity" is somewhat casuaIIy 

34 Ibid., para. 9.40. - 
35 Sec. paras. 5.43-5.49, above. Sec. also, pam 5.55, aimve. 
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offered as the ground for suspension and abandobent of work at Nawaros, un the 

&ous reasoning that if a later terminafion w a  justifieci by reason of necessity, an 

earlier suspension wouId thereby bt retrospect iveIy dIowed by reason of necessity. 

There is absolutely no attempt tu show that the Iégd gtounds it identifies for necessity 

appIied tu the suspension and abandonment of ubligations at Nagymaros, DunakiIiti 
and GabEikuvo. 

10.30 Thus, so far as suspension and abandonment is concerned, 
Hungary makes no real atternpt at a legal justification even on the basis of its own main 
legal argument ("necessity"). There is not even the pretence of a justification on the 
basis of the real applicable law - namely, the provisions in the Vienna Convention on 
the Law of Treaties. As Slovakia has elaborated in detail in its Mernorial, Article 57 of 
the Vienna Convention prondes the indispensable threshold for a Iegal justification for 

suspension of those works for wfiich H u n g q  w g  responsible under the 1977 Treaty. 
I 

10.3 1 Article 57 proGdes: I 
I 

"Article 57 - Suspension of the operation 'of a treaty under its ~rovisions or by 
consent of the parties I 

I 

The operation of a treaty in regard to ail the parties or to a particular party may 
be suspended: I 

(a) in confonnity with the provisions df the treaty; or 
! 

@) at any time by cunsent of al1 thé parties f ier  consultation with the 
contrading States and contracthg prganisations. " 

! 

Hungary cIearly does not meet the requirements of either paragraph {a) or 0). Zt  

ignores aII reference to this most fundamental apflicable law, and treats suspension as 

if no Iegd jusfication need bo off& at dl, or (i$ the case of Nagymaros) unriprous 
reference tu a gtound of necessity sufices and caxi set aside the operation of Article 57 

in its entirety. Simply because a treaty, whose operation has been iliegally suspended, 
is later declared terminated, does not cause the legal wrongs of the earlier suspensions 
to evaporate; nor does it obviate the need to present to the Court, in order for it to 

answer the question put to it in Article 2(l)(a) of the Special Agreement of 7 April 
1993, legal arguments in relation to those suspensions. 



SECïION2. Bungarv's Justifications for the Pumorted Termination of 
the 1977 Treaty 

10.32 In Chapter 10 of its Mernorial Hungary oEers a series of 
justifications for the legality and effectiveness of its notice of termination of the Treaty 
on 1 6 May 1992. Hungary further claims that, even if the Treaty was not terminat ed 
with Iegal effect on 16 May 1992, it has b e n  tenninated by Czechoslovak repudiation 
in Octuber 1992, or by the disappaance of CzechosIovakia on 3 1 December 1992. 

The Pumorted Termination on 16 May 1992: Hungarv's 
Justifications 

10.34 Hungary lists at paragraph 10.03 a senes of justifications which 
it says were relied upon in the Dedaration of 16 May 1992 as legal grounds for 

termination. Slovakia makes two preliminary observations. m, it notes that one 
identified gourid no longer appears on the list. There is no further reference to or 
eIaboration of the contention at paragraph 5, page 26 of t he Dedaration to Variant "Cu 
entitling Hungaty "tu take IawfuI counter-maures jrepressdia). The termination of 

Liaterd treaties effective between two parties may constitute such a measure". 

Accordingly, Slovakia docs not for the moment return to the submisçions it advanced 
at paragraphs 8.98-8.105 of its Memorial. 

10.35 Second, Slovakia insists again that termination must be justified 
by reference to the criteria in the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties. Slovakia 
h a  explained in d e t d  in its Memurid why this is so" . 

10.36 Where two parties have eetered into a treaty, the issue of 
termination of the treaty is d d t  with by the Iaw of treaties rather than by the law of 

State responsibility; and Articles 56 and 60-62 of the Viema Convention govern. 

Further, as Slovakia has elaborated in its Memorial, the rules therein contained reflect 
well understood principles of general international law, leaving without legal relevance 
the dates upon which the Treaty parties ratified the Vienna Conventionw. It is crystal 

clear that the 1977 Treaty, as shown in Chapter II above, creates a joint and integrated 
irivestmefit, Iargely complet& 3t the tirne of the purporteci termination, and also 
creates rîghts in rem. It is not a treaty to which a right of uniiaterai termination may be 

37 SIovak Mernorial. paras. 8.09-8.25. 
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irnplied by the nature of the treaty, as rquired by Article 56(I)@). In my case, 

Hungary had tu brhg itseIf within the grounds permitted by reference to Articles 60- 

62. 

10.37 Zhngary offers no reasoned argument as to why the law of 
treaties governing entitlement to terminate should not be dispositive in this case. It 

merely conhes itseif to the brief observation that there should be no artificial 
separation between the law of State responsibility and the law of treaties3'. Slovakia 
had readily accepted, too, in its Memorial, that there should be no rigid separation of 
the law of treaties and the taw of State responsibityw , but again oEers t h e  important 

reasons why the Iegality of the termination ofthe £977 Treaty fils tu bt determined by 

reference tu the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties: 

- Article 54, and ArticIes 56, 60, 62 and 62 are carehlly 
formulated with the objective of underpinning the principle of 
pacta sunt servanda. Article 54 indeed assumes that in certain 
categories of treaty there is simply no right of unilateral 
temination". And even where there is, the key conditions are 
to be met, and a State wisIiing to terminate simpIy must be able 
tu bring itself within the provisions of Article 60, or 6 1, or 52. 

- The idea of "State necessity" was deliberatdy not selscted as a 

ground pemiitting termination. Materid breach, impossibity of 

performance, fiindamental change of circumstance al1 touch on 

some of the elements of "necessity to terminateW. 

- A separate ground of "necessity" is to move from the precise 
grounds in Articles 60-62, and to introduce more irnprecîse 

grounds. Indeed, inte'preted as Hungary interprets it (on which 

see beIow) necessiq can mean anything at d. To infroduce 
necessity as a gound for termination would render riugatory the 

precise cconstraints of Micles 60-62. It must dso again be said 

that the pfinciple of necessity pulls in an entirely difïerent 
direction from Articles 60-62 of the Law of Treaties. The Iaw 

39 Hungarian Memorial, m. 9.19. 
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of State responsibility dues not purport tu provide an additional 

ground for IawfirI temirnation (effectively revising the Viema 

Convention). The principle of necessity (Iike the principie of 
countemeasures) excuses an otherwise udawful act. This is 

acknowiedged by HurigW2. By contrast, ArticIes 60-62 of the 

Vienna Convention make termination entirely lawfirl. Hungary 
cannot, in logic, say that it has a terminated the 1977 

Treaty by reference to impossibijity of performance, 
fundamental change of circumstances and material breach, and 
that this i&p& is excused because it is in a state of necessity. 
Hungary speaks of its grounds for termination as being 
"cumulative"". But in tmth, they are alternatives. 

A. Necessitv as a Justification for Termination 

10.38 Nevertheless, Hungary rnakes "necessity" the centrepiece of its 
justification for termination. It has pride of place 2 J i d  of any justification by 

reference to the Viema Convention (no doiibt reflecting the d icu l ty  Hungay has of 

coming within the provisions of the Iaw of treaties). 

10.39 Hungary draws attention to draft Article 33 adopted by the 
International Law Commission at its 32nd session and to the discussion that preceded 

it and to the International Law Commission's Report. Hungary seeks to draw comfort 
from the requirement that "an essential interest" of the State be involved, and that an 

example given in the Report is "to ensure the survival of the fauna or vegetation of 
certain areas on land or at sea, to maintain the normal use of those areas or, more 
generdly, to ensure the ecological balance of a region". Slovakia notes that the 

International Law Commission's observations on necessity and the protection of the 
envirument both assumai a grave and imminent danger thereto and were not at al1 
addressed tu the circurnstances of this case. An imminent and indeed acîual ecological 
disaster, such as the Torrev Çanvon incident* might indeed d o w  the United Kingdom 

in that case tu excuse what would ofhenvise be uriIawfrrI proteclive action in that it 

was taken beyond the waters over which it had juridiction. The example of the 

Russian Fur SeaIs Case given by HungqU is analogous. But thtse are entirely 

42 Hungarîan Mernorial. para. 10.06. 
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removed fiom the circumstances in this case - where the parties concerned are in a 

treaty relationship, where the Treaty has its own provisions to ensure that there are no 
ecological catastrophes4:', and where it has its own dispute resolution provisions. 

There is nothhg in the International Law Cornmission Report that suggests that a state 

of necessiq cm be invoked in these circarnstances, without objective verification, tu 
dIow one partjt to ignore both iraty procedures and treaty obligations. 

10.40 H u n g q  sumarises the law of Stak resporisibili~ as requiring 
the foIIowing: "(1) the absoIutely exceptiond nature of the alleged situation; (2) the 

imminent character of the danger threatening a major interest of the State, and (3) the 
impossibility of averting such a danger by other meansne. 

10.41 Hungary cites "a major economic threat ... to the p~pulation"~' 
as one of the essential interests that justify the invocation of necessity. It is absolutely 

clear from the Russian Indemnitv Case" that "economic threat" is not what is rneant 
by a state of necessity. A State that has enterd a treaty the fulfilment of which 
requires economic burdens to be shouldered cannot claim to terminate on grounds of 
state of necessity. State of necessity enfaiIs rather imminent threats to the very 

existence of a State or the serious imperilment of its internal or extemai situation49. 

( H u n g q  fiam t h e  to time seeks tu meet that more rigurous standard by cIaims of 

danger to the fdé of miilions of its citizens which, as hm been seen, are totaIIy 

unsubstantiated.) 

10.42 Hungary's summary of the Iaw of nmssity simply ignores, as 

inconvenient, ofher cruciai conditions stipulate. in Article 3 3 of the International Law 
Commission drafi articles. Article 33(1)@) predudes reliance on a state of necessity if 
the act "seriously impair[s] an essential interest of the State towards which the 
obligation exists". It cannot be doubted that the repeated refusals to put work 
obligations into place, and the purported termination of the Treaty in the face of 
Czechoslovakia's investment and work record, seriously impair4 an essential interest 

of Czechoslovakia. Its essential interest has been to prevent repeated flooding, and to 

65 Siovak Mernorial, pas-  8.53-8.50. 
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pursue its development in a sustainahle and envirumentally responsibIe way, and to 

obtain CI-n encra. And aIJ of these interests were iricorporated into the 1977 Treaty . 

10.43 Further, Article 33 (1)@) preciudes the invocation of necessity in 
the context of "a treaty which, explicitly or irnplicitly, excludes the possibility of 
invoking the state of necessity with respect to that obligation". The 1977 Treaty 

provisions for monitoring, adjustments to meet environmental risk, ongoing meetings, 

reliance on scientific data, the use of expert advice, aii evidence that the parties were 
never intendesi to invoke states of ecological necessity as grounds for temination. 

10.44 That being said, Slovakia wiII now proceed tu analyse whether 

the situation at Nagymaros, DunakiEti and GabEikovo in May 1992 met the stated tests 

for a pIea of necessiW. 

The Plea af Necessitv in Relation to Nawmaros 

10.45 Relying on its own definition of necessity, Hungary needs to 
show that in May 1992 there was at Nagymaros (1) a situation of an "absolutely 
exceptional natureH, (2) the danger had an "imminent charactern which threatened a 

major interest of Hungary, (3) that it was impossible to avert the danger by other 

means 

10.46 Hungaq is unable to show that any state of emergenq existed 

in respect of Na#matos which would juste temination of the Treaty. The daims 
and the evidence have b e n  firlly addressed by Slovakia in both the Mernohl and in the 

Counter MemuriaI5' . It sufices here tu make the foIIowing briefpoints. 

10.47 There had been no gruunds of necessity or imminent disaster 

that justified suspension or abandonment of works at Nagymaros in 1989. Hungary 

SD Hurrgarian Memonal, para. IO. 16. 
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speaks of the need "to defend the lives of millions of human being~"'~ and of severe 

damage being "foreseen" to the "drinking water for millions of peopIds3. But no 

evidence exists of an imminent risk of deteriorated water qudity in the impounded 
section upstream of Naparus, which might in turn lead to a deterioration of the 
quaIity of the water fiItering into the Budapest supply wellsu . 

10.48 Ariy problems asmciated with dredgkg were in the pasts5. 

Dredging in the Naparos-Budapest sector had ben done by Hungary largely for 
commercial reasons, umelated to the Nagymaros barrage. The five year resear~h and 
development program of Budapest Wateworks did not suggest that there was any 

imminent risk that required the construction at Nagymaros to be terminated (or even 
modifiedIJ6. 

10.49 The strident claims of the need tu protect millions of Iives, 
creating a necessity to t e d a t e  the treaty, fits neifher with the scientific facts, nor 

with the acknowiedgment at mmy points in Hungary's Memurid that damage "could 

have" occrrrred"; or that nu detded investigations tu quant@ the risks had been 
made5'; or with the assertion that the results would show up in the long tem. 

10.50 T h e  was thus a# Nagymaros no situation of "an absoluteiy 
essentid character"; stiU Iess one presenting danger of an imminent character. As to 

the final condition cited by Hungary for the invocation of necessity, there was no 

imminent danger of an exceptional character that it was impossible to avert by other 

means. In the first place, al1 objective appraisal of any problems at Nagymaros was 

carefully avoided. Hungary admits that it failed to carry out adequate studies after 
1989 (except the Bechtel report, which refuted Hungary's contentioris and was duly 

suppressed). No attempt was made at Nagymarus tu avert dleged dangers by gny 

means other than abandonment and terrnination. This was, quite simply, because no 
state of necessity has ever existai at Nagymaros. Hungary's arguments have reaIIy 
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been economic and politid,  dressed in the convenient Iegal hguage of necessity. But 

Czechoslovakia (then Slovakia), wkch dso had its share of economic hardship tu beaq 
sought to carry out its obligations under the 1977 Treaty, for its long term 

developrnent and the eculogical interests of the region. Slovakia is entitled to require 

Hungary to do the same. 

The Plea of Necessitv in Relation tu Dunakiliti 

10.51 Nothing in ariy of the expert -dies indicates that the dammirig 
near Dunakiliti weir in 1992 would represent a situation of an absolutely exceptional 
nature, which presented an imminent threat of disaster* which muid only be averted by 
termination of the Treaty. 

10.52 The initial suspension at Nagymaros was said by Hungary not to 

affect work in the GabEikovo sector. The imminent peril at Dunakiliti seems to have 
been discovered snbsequent tto 1 989. 

10.53 Hungary asserts that the impoundig of watw in the reservoir 
will cause deterioration of surface water quality and will i n c r w  filtration of 
polluted water into the quifer. DetaiIed replies to these dleged risks, includmg that of 
deged post-damming eutrophication, are offered by Slovakia in Chapter VII above, 
where the analysis of the Committee for Water Management Sciences of the Hungarian 

Academy of Sciences, of the HQI report, and the Bechtel report are gathwedS9. These 
assessments are a 5 m e d  by the EC expert hdmgs, ex vost facto, on the effect of 

damming. Such damage as Hungw identifies as a result of Variant " C" being put into 
operation is caused by its rejection of twhriicd rneasures in the furm of underwater 
weirs, exactly desiped tu mitigate any adverse eEects of the operation. 

10.54 As for seismicity, Hurigary amrnissioned no scieritific study 

whatever, wen up to the moment of purportedly terminating the Treaty. They failed 

to meet their duty of care in the face of a perceived risk - and, in reality, thereby 
evidenced that it was a risk they did not really believe to exist. 

10.55 We may conclude that no conditions remotely presenting a 
"necessity for temination" existed in 1992 in respect of DunakiIiti. 

59 paras. 7.31-7.44 and7.51, as. .  above. 



The Plest of Necessitv in ReIation to Gabeikovo 

10.56 At the time the purporied termination of the Tr-fy was 

announced there were no factors refating tu works on W i k o v o  that conceivably 

trîggered the doctrine of necessity. Work was suspendal on this section Iater than at 

Nagymaros. suspension itseif cannot, as has been shown, be just%ed by any 
reference to necessity. Stiu less had negative factors so developed at GabEikovo in the 
ensuing months that by May 1992 termination was forced, as a necessity, upon 

Hungary . 

10.57 In its vay bief d o n  on the "Imminent Nature of the PerPm 
the constructions at GabCfkuvo are nowhere listai. The suspension of work a# 

GabEikovo had been used HS a heavy hmded negotiating tactic. And the termination of 

the Treaty was equaly motivated by factors whoUy unreIated tu the doctrine of 
necessity . 

10.58 At the time of suspension of work at Nagymaros, Hungary 
indicated that work would continue at GaMkovo. But new work ceased in mid-1990 
(although maintenance work continued until the end of 1991). Nothing in the est five 
months of 1992 had turned Wfkovo into an imminent ped of an exceptional nature 
that couId be averted ody by termination. 

10.59 The d t y  is that the *imminent peril" perceived by Hungsry 

was the successfui realisation of Variant "Cu. But Variant "C" is just the reduced 
version of the GabEikovo sector of the Treaty Project. If nothing relating to this 

section under the Treaty could be described as an imminent catastrophe, then a fortiori 

the reduced version d d  not be so described. Hungary suggests6' that the 
commencement of operations on Variant "Cu meant that "immediate and very 
sribstaritiai damage wss sustained". Slovakia has already shown in Chapter Vm &ove 
fhat the experts monitoring work on Variant "C" have found no such srrbstantial 

damage. Hungary adds tu this unsubstantiated assertion "substantid risk of medium 
and Iorig term detrimental effects, especialIy to groundwater, drinkirig water, foresis, 
fisheries, agriculture, Iandscape, and [the] recreational values". Hungary accepts that 

so far as express4 fears about groundwater and drinking water are concerneci, the 
original Project at GabEikovo and Variant "CH are interchangeablebz. Slovakia has 
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~ h o w n ~ ~  that each one of these dIegations are not scientificaily supported by the most 
expert studies, whether for GabEfkovo or for the Iimited versian represented by Variarit 
"CU. 

10.60 It may bt concluded that no state of necessity existed at 

GabEikovo nor was one created by the cornparab1 e but more limitai Variant "CUM. 

B. Fundmmental Chan~e  of Circumstances as a Justification 
for Termination 

1 0.6 1 Hungary and Slovakia are agreed that in order for any change of 
circumstances to give nse to a ground for termination "it is also necessary that it 

should have resulted Ki a radical transformation of the extent of the obligations s t d  to 

be performed": Fisheries Jurisdiction Case65. In that case the obligation was a 
jurisdictional one imposed by the 1961 Exchange of Notes, and the Court found it to 
have been undtered by any chmged circurnstances. The series of propositions 

advanced by H u n g q  in paragraph 10.70 seem tu Slovakia not at dl to advance its 
case, even if SIovakia could accept (which it does not) that it is not dso required that 

change shouId be "extraordinary or of a singuIar ~haracter"~. The requirements of 

Article 62 are not an à la carte menu. Ody if one can meet di of the provisions might 

it be possible for the principIt ofpacta sunt semanda fo be stood aside. 

10.62 Even if fundamental change can refer to the burden of 
obligations and not just to physical obligations, there i s  still a critical factor to be borne 
in mind. Performance has thereby to be not only more onerous than before, but also 
"something essentially dierent from that originally undertaken"#. Adverse economic 
circumstances, financing difIiculties, political dislocations may make a treaty burden 
somewhat heavier - but they don't change the obligations under the 1977 Treaty into 
something essentidly different fiom those undertaken, whether by reference to burden 

or tu obligations of performance. 

63 See, Ehapters W and VEi, &ve. 

M Hungaq dlegdy wnt inud  with work at ûab3Iovo for five months before purportdy 
temiinating îhe Treaty for *netessity'. As a matter of law, a m e  of n m i i y  in any ment 
exdudes me's own oonduct. 

65 Hungarian Memeal, pam 10.6% and SIovak Mernorial, pam 8.77. 

56 Hungarian Memoial, para. IO.'IO(IC1). 

67 Fisheries Jurisdiction Wnited Kinndom v. Icelandl. lurisdiction of the Court. Judment, 
LC.1. Rewrtç 1973, p. 3, at p. 21. 



10.63 Hungary cites the Fishenes Jurisdiction Case for the proposition 
that a change in the law can constitute a fundamental change of cùcumstances. The 

Court acknowledged ihere that "changes in the law may under certain conditions 

constitute valid grounds fur invuking a change of cirmstances affecthg the duration 

of a treatyn6%. But the object and purpuse of the Treaty would have had tu have 

disappeared - and that object and purpose was tu be d d u d  both from the text and 

entire history of negofiations. There are no relevant "changes in the Iaw". The d u y  of 
environmentai concern was dreadjr a cornpunent element of the 1977 Treatjr. Further, 

the develophg law of the environmerit certaidy does not cause the objects and 

purposes of the Treaty - flood control, cIean and impruved energy, better navigation - 
tu have " disappeared" . 

10.64 Try as it may to draw what it can from the very cautious 

jurisprudence on the Court on rebug sic stantibus. there is simply nothing in the 

Fisheries Jurisdiction Case or elsewhere that sustains the proposition that "a 

perceptible increase in risk of great damage" constitutes a fundamental change of 
circum~tance~~. Fundamental change is concerned with proven realities and not with 
so-called "perceptions of increases in risk" - and in any event, no scientific evidence 

exists tu support this hypothesis of increased risk. 

10.65 Hungary cIaims to h d  support for its entitlement tu terminate 

the 1977 Treaty on groumis of rebtis siq stantibus in the case concerriuig Riahts of 
Passa= over Indian Teritoq7'. The Court felt no need to address the question. The 

citation offered by H u n g q  which is said to concede that India couId in the future rely 

on fundamental change is in faa directcd tu a different point, that of the critical date. 

And, contra the assertion that Iudge Naestad criticised the Court for "rather artificiaily 
avoiding dealing with [fundamental change]"", his short comment also concerned the 
criticai date. Judge Armand-Ugon, in his dissenting opinion, stated that the right of 
passage was "incapable of exercise" in the present situation (which would certaidy not 
describe Slovakia's rights under the Treaty). Judge Quintana, it is true, in his dissent 
invoked in tems the prhciple of rebus sic stantibus - because, on the particular facts as 
he saw them, Portugal no longer claimed the right which underlay the Treaty of 

68 - Ibid., pp. 6162. 

€8 Himgsuian Mernorial. pam II}.70(?). 

70 Riphts of Pxsae  over Indian Temîtont Merits. Judment LC.1. Repom 1960, p. 5. 

31 Hmgarian Mernorial, para. 10.66. 



Punem. Su "[tlhe Treaty of Punern was no more". It hardly needs to be said that there 

is no relevant andogy - there is no suggestion that the 1977 Treaty "is no more" 

because of a fdure of Czechoslovakia (then Slovakia) to claim the underlying right. In 

any event, there is nothing in the Judgment of the Court in the Rights of Passage Case 
that upholds Hungary's arguments. 

10.66 H u n w s  application of the law of changed circumstances to 

the present case requires comment. H u n g q  Iists as the purposes of the Treaty'' : 

"socialist ktegration" 
*a single md indivisible operationai qstem* 
'a joint investment " 
"a fiamework treaty, requiring revision" 
"a treaty consistent with environmentai protection" 

and Ends that none of these exist and that there has thus been a fundamental change of 

circumstance erititling Hurigary to terminate the Treaty. 

10.67 In its Mernoriai Slovakia made the important point that the 

essential dements of the Treaty are tu be ascertained not just from i îs text but h m  the 
history of negotiations. 

"Socialist intepration" 

10.68 Afthough there is a reference to "socialist integration" in 
preambular paragaph 2, this was de=@ not the essentiai purpose of the Treaty. The 

idea of a barrage systern for that part of the Danube even predated the commurtist era, 
even if during that pend  some rituai reference to socidism and COMECON ofken 
becme ne~essarjr?~. In any event, the 1977 Treaty is manifesîly not about either 
Marxist politics or Marxist economics. The end of socidism and the introduction of 

democracy unfortunately m o t  of themselves eliminate the problems that the Treaty 

was designed to rectify . This aspect has been elaborated above at paragaph 2.12. 

10.69 Hungary states that the Project has not becorne a force for 
integration, but has been the most serious source of confIict between the parties. The 

72 m., para. 10.73. 

33 para. 2.05. a m., above. 



difficulties between the parties, caused by Hurigaes refusal over the y m s  to perform 

its obligations, do nut constitttte a "changed circumstance" within the sense of Article 

62 of the Vienna Convention. Nor is the unavaiIability in recent years of COMECON- 
based loans. Even graver "economic disIocations" casrsed by chmghg political 

circumstmces do not releaçe a par& fiom its contract obligations7* . 

10.70 In order to create the impression that there was a fundamental 

change subsequent to 1977, Hungary portrays an image of social and political 
upheaval, but actudly relies on no more than two concrete events; the non realisation 
of a Soviet "loan" for 100 million roubles and the change tu a free market economy7'. 
No doubt Soviet assistance, which was tu be directed to the construction of the 

- Nagymaros barrage, wouId have Iighteried Hungary's burdens under the Treaty. But it 
is very evident that if this "Ioan" had been vitai tu Hungarjrs participation in the Treaty, 

it would have been findised pnor to the signature of the Treaty, iristead of several 

months Iater. During negotiations, Hungary never made the availability of the loan a 
precondition for concluding the 1977 Treaty. In any event, the "loan" was in fact in 

the fom of assistance on design, the delivery of equipment, the provision of experts 
for consultation, such seMces to be provided on  redit'^. The "loan" could therefore 
have served litde purpose until the basic stmcture of the Nagymaros step was mmplete 

- an event which, of course, never occurred. The basis of Hungary's argument a p p a s  
as weak on the facta as it is in law. 

10.71 As tu the change into the fiee market system, Hungary coriveys 

the impression in the text of its Mernorial that this happened in and around 1989, that 

is alongside Hungary's withdrawd from the Project" . However, Hungary admits in a 

footnote that "the change can be dated ... to 1 January 1991 ", that is  18 months after 

Hungary's unilaterd suspension of works7'. A fundamental change that post-dates a 
breach cm hardly be a legitimisation of that breach. 

74 Serbian Loans. Judment No. 14, 1929. P.C.I.J.. Series A No. 20. For SIovakiats view of 
this p î n ~  çee. SIovak Memurid. para 8.69. 

75 Hungarian Mernorial, pam 10.74. 

16 See. Agreement between Hungarian People's Republic and the Government of the USSR, 30 
November 1977, Hungarian Mernorial, Vol. 3, Annex 23, p. 296. 



10.72 H u n g q  seeks tu imply that a general adverse change in its 
economic circumstances can somehow be trans1ate.d into an entitIement tu tenninate 

for reasons of reus  sic stantibus. At various points it is irnplied tiiat changing 

investment priorities effectively amount to a fiindamenbl change of circurnstances irl 
the international law smse of the tenn. Thus Hungary states that new methods of 
power production had becorne "available, which couId produce power at considerably 
Iower c o ~ t " ' ~ .  Furthermore, Hungary now argues that the political and economic 

changes of the late 1980s "led to simcant reductions in demand in electric power". 
Aside fiom the fact that Hungary stitl imports large amounts of electricity, it cannot be 
said that a State may clah findamental change of circumstances whenever it 

miscalculates its bng terni enerm requirernents, or finds alternative energy sources 

10.73 "A sinnle and indivisibIe operational scheme" is said tu have 
disappeared with the suspension of the barrage at Nagymaros, thus providing a 
changed circumstance allowing termination. The self-seniing nature of this argument 

hardly needs pointing out. Slovakia notes fist of ail that what causes the fdure of the 
intended single and indivisible scheme seems for Hungary to Vary according to 
convenience. For purposes of its rebus sic stantibus argument, it is its own action in 
abandoning Nagymaros. And Article 62(2)@) is explicit that a fundamental change 
can in any event not be invoked if it is the result of a breach by the party invoking it. 

Nemo auditur propriam turpitudinem allegans. But elsewhere it is said - even when 
Nagymarus had dready been suspend4 - to be the planning for Variarit "C" that 

would prevent an infegrated scfiemesl . 

10.74 The intention was indeed that the objective of the Treaty, 

including irnportantly optimum energy output, couid best be redised by a siri& 

integrated System in which W i k o v o  and Nawaros wuuld each play its pari. But 
other Treaty purposes - an improving energy situation, flood control and better 

79 M., para. 10.74. Sec. dso, the Hardi report, which cornmented in 1989: "... there is 
absolutely no need for i n c m  in energy generating capacities in Hungary's energy network 
up until 1995 k a u s e  of the r m e . 6  availabIe." m., Vol. 5 (Part 0, Annex 8 (at p. 158). 

Hungary also formulates the position tbat a "fundamentally new situation would ariçe" if the 
1977 Twty1s ArtieIes relating to proetion of water quality and the naniral environment 
couid only b W i e d  %y expenditrrres wtiich wodd rnake the Proje2 completely 
uneconomicn. m., Vol. 1, para. 4.20. Aithough Hungaq is not dc ientIy  nue of this 
argument tn oEer it in Chapier 10 as one of the Iegilimate m m  for iîs temination of tIie 
1977 Treaty, it does reflea most closeiy the r d  anxieries of Hrtngary in its various Proj- 
assessments. 

SI m., para. 9.09. 



navigation - could still be achieved in reduced scale through putting into effect, as 

nearly as possible, the GabCnEovo section plans. This is what Variant "C" h a  done. It 
is not correct thai, with Nagymaros abanduned, the entire object and purpose of the 

Treaty is lost. 

10.75 Hungary offered, in Octuber 1989, to implement its Treaty 

obIigations if Nagymaros was druppedst . But if it really regardai Nagymaros as an 
esseritid integral pari of the Treaty, without which the Project lost d its purpose, why 
was this offer ever madea ? 

10.76 The "joint investment" is said by Hungary to have become a 
"gigantic investment fiasco" - which in tum is said to be a fundamentally changed 

circurnstance allowing termination. Slovakia again observes that heavy financial 

burdens - and indeed, changing economic conditions - are dearly not a gound for the 

invocation of rebus s& stantibus. Furthemore, one of the Treaty partners, 
CzechosIovakia, was wiIIing to shuuldtr undoubted economic brrrdens in order to 

achieve longer tenn developmental and envirumental benefits. These sacSces are 

not to be thrown away, nor Czechodovakia's assumption of burdens ignored, by 
Hungary's loss of interest in homuring its Treaty obligations. Moremer, in Slovakia's 
Mew, the Project remains economicalIy viable and abandonment of the works at this 
stage would be bot h economicaliy and environmentaIly disastrous. 

10.77 "A framework treatv reauiring: revision in the l i h t  of 'research, 
exploration and planning o~erations"' - this is said first of al1 to be an essential purpose 

of the Treaty, a concept not easy to understand. Further, "required revision" of the 

Treaty is said to be found in Artides S(3), 5(4) and S(5). These articles do net so 

provide. They simply refer tu research, exploration and planning operations being 
requirsd for the drawing up of the joint contractual plm (Article 5(3) and 5(4)). The 

joint contractual plan was to dIow the Treaty tu be implemented, not for its terms to 

be revised. These articles fd within Chapter III, "Realisation of the System of locks". 

What has occrrrred fiom the outset is fur ongoing technid adjustments to bt made in 
the rnanner of implementing the successive stages of the P I q  so that the best current 

O 

standards wiII always obtain and any problems cm be resolved. Slovakia has shown 
how this rollmg system of adjustment works in practice" - responsibly reaiising the 

83 Hungary of course resiled immediately when it wmed that Czechoslovakia rnight agree to 
its offer. 

84 for exampIe, para. 4.3 1, gt a., above. 



Treaîy, not revishg its essentid elements. The Treaty scheme was thus not an 

"immutable nom" for CzechosIovakia in the sense of an unwilIingrieçs dways to adapt 
the means of irnplementation andto deaI with scientificdly evidenced prublems. But it 

is true that Czechoslovakia then Slovakia have, &e Hungary, taken seriously the 

principle of pacta sunt servanda and the realisation of the treaty provisions. 

10.78 "A treaty consistent with environmental ~rotection" - this basic 

purpose is said to be found in Articles 5(5)(a)(5), 4(5)(b)(f 3), 1 5 and 19. Certainly the 

preservatiori and irideed improvement uf water quality, and the general quality 
protection of the envirument have dways been important elements of the Project, 

wfiich contains its own mecharirsrns fur attainment and moriitonrig. Hungarjt relies, as 
a fundamentdIy changed circiimstance, on the observation that the Treaty "had 
becorne, accordinn to Htlnnaq, a prescription for environmental disaster" femphasis 

added). This assessrnent was indeed "according to Hungqtt,  as the daims of 

unacceptable risk to the drinking water of Budapest are simply not objectively verified 
by any of the responsible bodies. 

10.79 Hungary also refers to the Treaty forcing it to accept the 
environmental degradation of its wetlands. AU development entails a certain 
environmenid impact. These improvemtnts were what Hungary had agreed to, though 
throughout ita Memonal there are scatterd references tu a right to its "original 
envirument". The fact of a certain hevitat,Ie impact upon the wetIarids (though 
certaidy not "destruction") as a result of m a u r e s  knowingly entered upon for bruader 
c o m n  objectives (including envirumental ones) is not a chmged circurnstance 

authorising termination. 

10.80 It i s  significant that Hungary does not include the 
implementation of Variant "CM as a fundamentally changed circurnstan~e~~. It 

implicitly acknowledges that Variant "C" simply represents a partial application of the 

agreed Treaty terms. What is even more revealing is that Hungary admits in tems that 

the real. reason for temination was Variant "C": 

"This lVariant CI was the triggtr for the Hungarian action terminating 
the Treaty, in the sense that it was the essenhl reason why Hungary 
took that step rather rhm continuing tu negotiate with CzechosIovakia 
on an agreed temination or modification of the Treaty. As Prime 

85 Hungary thus - by referring to the abandonment of Nagymaros - referç not to 
Czechoslovakia's conduct as constituting gmunds of rebus sic stantibus, but to its own 
conduct. This strange legal argument in any event ignores the requirement that a 
fundamental change of cimunstances d ~ e s  not relate to the wnduct of either Party. 





examples given by Hiingay - an agreement for a nuciear reactor in the mistaken beIief 
that the technoIogy tu be uçed is d e  - clearly h a  nothing tu do with impossibiliq as a 

ground for termination. If this is Hungary's daim it is governed by Article 48f 1) of the 

V i e m  Convention on the Law of Treaties: 

"A State may . .. invoke an error in a treaty as invalidating its consent to 
be bound by the treaty if the error relates to a fact or situation which 
was assumai by that State to exist at the time when the treaty was 
wnc1uded and formed an essentiai buis of the consent of that State ... 
to be bound by the treaty." 

Hungary a p p a s  tu be saying that it was mistaken in its befief in 1977 that, as a matter 

of scientific fact, the Projeci muid be sdely constnrcted without great dmage and 
catastrophic risk tu its drinking water and environmerital safety. 

10.85 One may wonder why Hungary has constructeci the anificial 
arguments relating to impossibility, rather than rely on Article 48. The answer is surely 

that the ground of error goes to InvaIidie and not to a right to terminate. Article 48 

f d s  within section 2 of the Vienna Convention "Invalidity of Treaties". And the error 
has tu be one assumed tu exist at the time of conclusion of the treaty. For Hungary the 
dilemma is that it &ed its willingness to be bound - and therefore, alI its 
assumptions about the famal situation obtaining - as Iate as Februq 1989, when it 

asked for constmaion of the Project to be acceierated. And it does not suilice for 
H u n g q  ta avoid di of these inwnve~ent issues of Iaw by saying that if "new 
scientific knowledge or undersfandimg [that] renders a project unçafeJ dangeroua or 
unsustainable is error rather than impossibility, then Hungary shodd be equdly entitled 

to rely on error ... Internationai law is not a system of h e d  form~1a.s"~. But 
international law is not a system of rules which are interchangeable and whose content 

is identicai. And error is not a ground for termination. 

10.86 That is su even if- wfiich Slovakia dues nos at dl accept - there 
existed at the time of the c0ncIuçion of the Traty facts which have been show to be 
enuneous aiid which fomed an essential basis of Hungary's consent to be boundw . 

10.87 The only basis for invoking impossibility as a ground for 
termination is to be found in Article 61 of the V i m a  Convention. Its tems present 

90 The long list of pre-1977 çtudies, Slwak Memorial, Annex 23, rwd that al1 aspects of the 
Project were studied thoroughiy and that no such "emr" existed. See, al=, paras. 4.06-4.07, 
abm. 
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enornous problems for Hungary. Article 6)(l)  requires the llnpossibilifi of 

performance tu result fiom ". . , the permanent disabpearance or destruction of an object 
1 

indispensable for the execution of the treaty". ;The International Law Commission 

c l d y  had in mind physicd disappearmce or desiructiong' ; Hungary can but contend 

that the lirt of examples it orerd was net! "exhaustive of the categories of 

impossibrlity*. At the same time, if Hu~fgary rejdcts the physicd connotation of "the 
permanent disappearance or destruction", and refér s instead to the disappearance of 
the obj ect and purpose of the Treap , its clah dides into that of fundamental change 

of circumstances. This is in effect admitted by H u n M .  
I 
I 

10.88 Article 61(2) also preseAts pprblerns for Hungary, as it 

stipulates that: 1 

i 
I 
I "ImpoçsibiIity of performance may not be hvoked by a paty as a 

ground for terminating ... a treaty if the impossibility is the resuà of a 
breach by that par& . . . of an obligation under the treaty . . . ." 

I 

Hungary couriters this awkwwdness by making gènerd allusion to the fact that not aii 
of the Vienna Convention is customary internitional law, and that Hungary and 
Czechoslovakia were not party to it in 1977.   ut no analysis follows to persuade the 

Court that Article 61(2) was a new concept, iniroduced for the k t  time into the 

Vienna Convention, and the claim could be made on the basis of customary law. 

l 
10.89 Hungary then appears tu kcept that it may have engage. in 

wrongful act P , but defensivel y uisists that these musr have caused the impossibility of 
performance for it to be deprived of a nght tu teminate. MystiQmgIy, it then teiis 

Czechoslovakia that & can rely on irnpossibiIity of !performance even if Variant "C" is a 
I 

breach of the T r e a p  . 
1 
I 

10.90 This marner of arguing is extraordinaq that SIovskia wishes 
ody to observe that the grounds of Article 61(lj are not met (and nor cm they be 
sirnply ignored by oflering instead comments o n  force majeure and necessity). 
Therefore legally one sirnply does not arrive at h i c l e  61(2). But in any event, any 

1 
91 Y e k  of the 1 ntemational Law Commissio~ 1963, Vol. II, pp. 206-207. 



permanent destruction or disappearance - for example, if the existmg structures at 

Nagymaros were damaged* - would cIearIy have been caused by H u n g q .  

D. Hunearv's Misconceation Relatine to Su bsequent 
Obli~ations under International law 

10.91 Slovakia has in its Memorial oEered its views on the Hungarian 

arguments in its Declaration of 1992 relying on lex oosterior leg dero~at tiriori, lex 

speciaIis derogat le@ neneraIiW . 

10.92 Hungary's fomulation of these arguments in its Mernorial cdIs 
ody for three hrther brief comments. First. it is ariother exampie of Hungary orering 

the same arguments for drnost ariy head of intemationai Iaw. Here Hungary 
acknowledges that developments in international environmentai law are part of the 

fundamental change argument; but they are also the buis for the posterior 
argument. Second, neither in the Declaration nor in its Memorial does Hungary 

suggest that the developments constitute jus cogens that overide the Treaty - still less 
that they constitute jus cogens that has emerged since February 1989, when Hungary 

asked for acceIeration of the tirnetable for construction. Third, the remarks at 

paragaph 10.96 of the Hungarian Mernorial - 

"If Czechoslovakia was obliged under generd iriternationd law not tu 
c q  out activities on its territory tbat wouId cause serious or 
substantid ham tu H r r n g q  then Hungary was enritled to take action 
tu remove my pretext fur such conduct" - 

are the language of self-help or reprisais, not of grounds for termination under the law 
of treaties. 

E. The Fiction of "Breaches" bv Czechoslovakia and Slovakia 

10.93 Hungary conEms in its Mernoriai that it relies on material 

breach by CzechosIovakia as a basis for the termination of the 1977 Treaty. In its 

7992 DecIaration, materid breach was said tu arise out of the fidure of 

CzechosIovakia tu firIfi1 the obligations in Articles 15 and 19 of the Treaty, whereby 
the quaIity of water was not tu be impairai by the construcfion and operation of the 

barrage system, and obligations for the protection of nature were to be complied with. 

% Hungary plans to dernolish the coffer dam protecting the Nagymaros site. Sec. para. 1.22, 
above. 

97 Slovak Mernorial, paras. 8.106-8.122. 



The provisional solution of Variant "CM war besc~ibed as an "even more severe 

breachMsg. In the Mernorial, however, IIungary h& now found a new "material breach" 
- namely, breach of ~nt rac îua l  obligations under the 1976 Joint Contractual Plan 

Agreement. These are said tu be "anticipatoy iraches* that were of "a continuhg 

characteru and are represented by the Wure tu hake the adjustrnents tu the barrage 
I 

systern that Hungary nuw ~ a y s  are necessary. 1 
I 

10.94 Slovakia has addressed both the law and the facts in relation to 
material breach in its Mernorial, and at paragaphi 8.81-8.97 dealt specificaiiy with the 

fulfilrnent of Czechoslovakia's and Slovakia's ddiies for the protection of nature and 
water quality and the absence of any breach of $e Treaty through the irnplementation 
of Variant "Cu. Accordingly, Slovakia restnns itbelf elfe a few brief observations arising 

out of Hungq's Mernorial. i 

10.95 The re~ently discovered ereach of the Joint Contractuai Plan 
Agreement is another example of H u n g q  searphing amund fur any and every le& 

argument, ex mst fatAu, to juste its terminatioi - wwhen it has fiankly ~ n c e d e d  that 

its temination had nothing whatever to do any such aileged violation. niis 
attitude evidences a lack of confidence that the shed  reason for termination - Variant 
"C" - is justifiable in international law. 

10.96 The central focus of ~undaq's  interpretatiun of the 1975 Joint 

Contractuai Plan Agreement is CzechoshaIua's !obiigatiiun 10 cany out "the compIex 
exunination of the effect of the b a r g e  on th4 environment"=. It is alle& that 

Czechoslovakia breached this obligation and that : 1 
I 

"Potentiai environmental impacts of the e t r u c t i o n  were arsessed by 
Czechoslovakia ody between 14 September and 12 November 1990." 

This is quite incorrect. Two points rnust 4 made. an assessrnent of 
environmentai impact was carried out by both sides irnmediately prior to the signature 

l 

P% Hungaryts 1991 Ddaratiort, Hiingnrim ~emorid .  Vol. 4, Amex 82 (at p. 179). 
1 

W See. ibid., Vol. I, para. 6.3 1. 



of the 1977 TreatyIoo . The practice f i e r  this date cIeatIy shows that each party 

considered itself responsible for the study of envitomentd impacts in its own 

teritory"' . M. at no stage prior to its current Mernorial, not even in its 1992 

Declaratiun, has Hungary dieged that Czechoslovakia had a greater respoasibility in 

relation to enWumenta1 research. Hungary's argument is truly astonishirig not ody 
because it mns counter to the conduct of the parties after 1977 but dso because it is 
inconsistent with the emphasis H u n g q  places on the joint nature of the 1977 Treaty, 
and the need for cooperation. 

10.97 In any event, Hungary presents a mideading interpretation of 
the 1976 Agreement's provisions. In its attempt to show that Czechoslovakia was 
prirnarily responsible for the examination of the Project's impact on water quality and 
the environment, no mention is made of Hungary's correspondhg obligations. While it 
is tme, for example, that Czechoslovakia was given responsibility for hydrological and 
hydraulic examination of the section between Bratislava and Rajka (the first village on 

Hungarian temitory downstream of Bratislava), Hungary had exactly the same 

responsibility for the section between Rajka and Budapest. In other words, 
responsibility was often allocated accordhg to territorial ownership. In other areas, 
the Joint Contractual Plan Agreement provided that the responsibilitjl should be shared 
as, for example, the responsibiIity in ternis of research into the Project's impacts on 

drinking water reçources. Unsurprisingly, however, the impact of the planned 
dredging downstream of Nagymaros on Budapest's dnnking water suppIies came soiely 

within the ambit of Hungary's re-ch teandm. 

10.98 Further, the 1976 Agreement, by Articles 5 and 6, establishes 
the joint responsibiIity of buth parties for the drafiing of the Joint Contractuai Plan, 
which is furtber confimed in Appendii 2 tu this Agreement whereby: "If neceswys 

further research and studies may be performed with mutuai consent"'03. 

10.99 It must also be recalled that the 1976 Agreement was an interim 

agreement, superseded by the 1977 Treaty, which makes no distinction between the 

parties as to their responsibiiity regardmg the protection of the environment. 

lm See, paras. 4.024.07, above. 
101 See. paras. 4.094.10,4.14 and 4.24, et a., h e .  

102 See. para. 7.68, above. 

143 Hungarian Mernorial, Voi. 3, Annex 18 (at p. 226). 
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10.100 Detailed further responsef to the charges of material breach 
regarding the obligation to protect water quality ahd nature are to be found in Chapters 
IV and W above. Slovakia has further demonstiated, in its Mernorial at Chapter W 

and in its Counter-Mernorial at Chapter XI belod, that Variant "C" is not in breach of 
the 1 977 Treaty, but rather is the b a t  possible ap*roxùnate application of the Treaty. 

10.101 Although Hungary does, not utdude this in its m i o n  on 
materid breach as a justification for terminafion, there are Eequent references 
throughout the Mernorial to Slovakiafs allcged hngdoing in fding to negotiate or 
"woperate", baxd upon the erronems assumptidn that a treaty puty is under a legal 

I obIigatiun tu couperate in negutiating an amendment tu a treaty - or indeai, in 

negotiating the very termination of the rreaty. aspect is dealt *th ut Chapter IX 
above. 

i 10.102 Continuhg the =ch. for new grounds to justify its 
termination, Hungary now claims that ~rechoslovakia has repudiated the 1 977 Treaty, 

within the rneaning of Article 60(3)(a) of th1 Vienna Convention, through the 
i implementation and operation of Variant "Cu. 1 Hungary does not offer any legal 

analysis as to why Variant "Cn should be regaridecl as a repudiation of the Treaty, 
satisijhg itself with teUing the Court: "variani C amounted to a repudiation by 
Czechoslovakia of the Treaty ... as clear a repudialion as one might wish." 

I 

10.103 But Hungary must do dore than shply allege repudiation. 
Repudiation i s  to be distinguished fiom both te-nation and a rejection of the binding 
nature of a treaty. Termination i s  the lawful endïng by one pany of the tieaty and its 
application to both parfies, on gro-ounds and in ac*dance with procedures specified in 

Articles 60-62 of the Vienna Convention. By bnfrast, States sometimes insist tbat 

they are not bound by a treaty ai dl, for reasons kxtraneous to any entitlements under 
Articles 60-62IW. Repudiation is different again -: it is the rejection, either explicitly or 
through action, of the entûety of the obligati*ns of a treaty that is in force and 
applicable, and is necessarily udawNl unless it CG be othenvise justiiïed under the Iaw 

of traies: 
! 
I 

"States stiii from time to time repudiate jheir traies, but there is no 
doubt that such repudiafion is a vioIaiion:of international law uriress it 
can be justified on one or another of the &cepte. grounds for securing 
release fiom the obligations to comply with the treaty. States accept 

1 

I 
'O4 Thus South Afnca insisted - inwrrectly - that it das not bund by the pst-war Mandate over 

South West Mica. I 



this by invariably attempting to justiQ their repudiation by reference to 
one or more of those accepted groundslm ." 

IO. 104 C~hosIovakia (then SlovrJcia) has never, of course, refend 

tu any of the grounds in Articles 60-62 to cIaim that it is released h m  iîs own 

obligations tu cornply with the 1977 Treaty. 

10.105 A repudiation by conduct will require the demonstration of a 
determination "to terminate a relationship in case of a deliberate and persistent 
violation of obligations which destroys the very object and purpose of that 

~elafionship"'~. Czechoslovakia did not engage in deliberate and persistent Mation 

of obligations design& tu terminate its relationship with Hungq. On the contrary, it 

sought to keep Hungary engaged in the Treaty relationship. 

10.106 The Court has made clear that a claim of repudiation must 

consist of more than sweeping generai clairns. In the ICA0 Council Case it said : 

"Even if the dlegation, because of its generdity, is to be regarded as 
one of wnduct on the part of Pakistan arnounting to a complete 
'repudiation of the treaty' (see para.3(a) of Article 60 of the Vienna 
Convention), it would still be necessary to examine the treaties in order 
to see whether, in relation to their provisions as  a whole, and in 
particular those relating tu the 'safety of air travel' which India herseIf 
invoked ... Pakistari's conduct must be held tu constitrtte such a 
repudiati~n'~ . " 

10.107 Hungary has made no atternpt whatsoever to demonstrate that, 

in relation to the provisions of the 1977 Treaty as a whole, or to the clauses on 
enviromenta1 protection in particular, SIovakia's conducî must be heId tu constitute a 

repudiation. 

10.108 And it cannot. hdeed, Hungary's cornplaint in the context of 
its argument on changed circumstames is exactly that "the fiamework treaty ... had 
become, according to Czechoslovakia, an immutable It seems that 

'" RY. Jennings and A. Watts, ODmnheimSs Intemationai Law, 9th ai. hngmans, L o n d o ~  
VoI.I, pp. 1249-50. 

ta a 
I.C.J. Rewm 1971, p. 16. at p. 47. 

'O7 Appeal Relatinn to the Juriçdiction of the ICA0 Council. Judment. I.C.J. Reports 1972, p. 
46,aat p. 57. 

la Hungarian Mernorial, para. 10.7414). 



CzechosIovakia is at one and the same tirne too lwedded to the Treaîy, and rejects it 

i entirely . 

10.109 AU of Czechoslovakia1d and Slovakia's efforts have been 
directed to securing Hungarian cornpliartce i t h  the Treaîy, and putring it into 

operation - and not in tuming their back on the Tieaty and w&hg away frum it. That 

is exactly why Variant "C" cannot be regarded as a repudiation of the 1977 Treaty. As 
was made amply clear to Hungary fiom the outset, Czechoslovakia was both 
determined to and entitled to seek to put the Treaty into eEect to the maximum extent 
possible. The manner in which Variant "C" dcomplished this has been described 

elsewhere. ! 
! 

F. Hun~arv's CIaim that the Treatv has been Terminafed 
throuvh the Disati~earance of one of the Parties 

I 

10.1 10 This extraordinary cIaim appears for the first time in Hungay's 
Mernorial. I 

! 

IO. I l l  Slovakia's detailed reçponse is tu be found in Chapter ID above. 

G. The Ina~~ro~r iateness  of Hunparv's Ciaims on Human 
Rirrh ts 

10.112 Aithougb Hungary does net clah tu be able to teminate the 

1977 Treatjr on grounds of human r i a s  violatioris by Czechoslovakia, there are many 

dlegations thmghout the Memolid of such vioiations. They nor only have no legai 

rdevance, but they are inappropriate, unwarranted and offensive. 
I 

10.113 At paragraph 10.24 ~ u & a r ~  justifies its suspension on the 

grounds that "a state must prote& the lifen of As popuIation. It then continues by 
suggesting that the protection of life *shouId dso be interpreted tu indude the 'nght tu 

enWument' as provided by numeruus textsn. There no threat tu the Iife of the 

population of Hungary. Nor is the right to life ,simply a reworking of the "right to 

environment". For Hungary any arguments, can be deployed, regardless of 
substantiation, and any legal concept can be cqled any other legal concept, if it is 
thought to serve rome purpose. Su impossibiIity can be interchanged with force 

rngeure, rebus sic stantibus with error, the ri@ & Iife with devdoping enWonmentd 

Iaw. 



10.1 14 h is +cd - indeed grotesque - tu invoke Artide 25 of the 
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights for the proposition that it requires 

a "responsible government" and "developing democracy" to consider the safety of its 
population and the quality of its water and the cost-effectiveness of its energy 
p o l i ~ y ' ~ .  Of course, governments should do that - but it has nothing to do with 

Article 25 of the Covenant, nor has the Cornmittee on Human Rights suggested it has. 

IO. T 15 Hungary tao makes great play of the fact that it is a democracjl 
and apparently thereby seeks to plant the idea that the invocation of environmental 

arguments is n e c e s d y  correct if employai by democratic govemment~ and that 

Hungarian internai stmchtres are to be contrasted with those of CzechosIovEtkia and 

then SIovakia, with impiications for the value of the respective Iegd arguments of each 
side. Thus in paragraph 10.39 we find references to Hungary as a "well governed 
state", and in paragraph 10.76 to its duties as a "responsible government" and 
"developing democracy". The position is that both Hungary and Slovakia are 
democracies that have emerged from a long period. of one party rule; both are 

responsible governments who seek to protect present and future generations within 
their countries. Part of democratic responsibility is for govements tu ensure that 
data on which they reIy is objective, even if it is unpdatable tu certain interest p u p s  
within the country, and tu eschew prupagarida. 

10.116 Slovakia shares with Hungary the beIief that the emerging 
human right to the environment requires each generation tu preserve and psss on its 
environmentai patrirnony to the next generation'I0. But that is not an environmentai 
patrimony that necessarily eschews JI change, or rejects al1 development, or insists 
upon pastoral idyllism at the expense of other important environmental considerations. 

SEmIoN 3. Hunearv's Breaches Confirmed 

10.1 17 Hungsry's Memurid offers the fullowing tnrisrn: "In 
international Iaw things dune in cornpliance with a treaty are l a d  as between the 

'O9 m., para. 10.76. 

"O - *  lbid para. 10.38. 



parties to the treaty"' l l . To it might be added the, following: that non-cornpliance with 

a treaq is uniawfuI and canstitutes an kiernationdy wrongful act which entails the 
reîponsibility of the author of the act. in the iresent case, Hungary has constantly 

violated the 1977 Treat)l since 1989, its breqches becoming progressively more 

pronounced as it arrivai at the Treaty's purportkd termination; and there can be no 

legal justification, either for the suspension and &bsequent abandoment of works or 

for the unilateral " temination" of the Treaty, as S$ctîons 1 and 2 above have shown. 
1 
i 

10.1 18 In fact, Hungary itself +gnises this fact - but in the context 

of wrongly equating its attitude to that of Czechoslovakia and then of Slovakia. For 
example, the Hungarian Memonal contends ithat: "[iJmmediately prior to the 
succession [ 19921 neither Hungary nor Czechoslovakia were cornplyiri~ with the 1 977 

Treaty, and since the succession, neither Huma& nor the SIovak RepubIic has dune 

su""'. This is a direct admission of responsibili&. However, it covers only partial@ 

the very numerous breaches of intemationai law affributabIe tu Hungary which, as 
Slovallla has shown in its Mernorial, wmmencd weli before 1992 and reIated to a 

very large and diversified series of legd obligatio$s'". The Hungarian Mernorial does 

not contradict the Slovak Mernorial's demonstration of Hungarian breaches in a 

convincing manner. Hence, it does not appear useful to repeat this demonstration, 
except to cl* certain matters whwe Hungary gves an incorrect or false account . In 
so doing, despite the integrated character of the Project, which Hungary has 
compromised by its numerous breaches, it i s  useful if SlovAa didinguishes between 
braches tied tu Nagparus (A) and breaches tied f to GabEikovo @). 

1 

A. Breaches in Relation to Nawrnaros 

10.1 19 By suspending and then abLdoning work at Nagymaros, and in 
even foreseeing the dismantling of what had $rady been built, Hungary clearly 
breached the fundamental obiigations imposed on it by the 1977 Treaty and under 

I general international law. 
1 

10.120 By virtue of Article 5(5)  of the Treaty, whose detailed 
provisions were made mare concrett in the Joint Contractual Plan, Hungary is 

I 

responsibie for the whoIe of the Nagymaros f weir system, al1 the domstream 

I I 3  Slovak Mernorial, paras. 6.556.165. ! 
1 



installations and the rnajority of those upstream. These comprise obligations essentiai 
to the realisation of the joint investrnent, as Hungary itseif has correctly recognised: 

"..,the Nagymaros Barrage was essentid tu the Orighai Project, which 
was, as demonstrated in Chapter 4, mnceived as 'a sinde and indivisible 
operational system of works'. In concept, in operation and in t m s  of 
any possibiity of an economic return h m  this joint investmefit', the 
Nagymaros Barrage was a key element. Without it, peak power 
production would not be possible, and a principal economic advantage 
of the Original Project would disappear"' ." 

10.12 1 Thus, in suspendmg and then stopping the wark at N~~JITIBTOS~ 

Hurigaq h a ,  by even ifs own admission, mthlessly and unilaterally heId up the 

bringing into being of the "single and indivisible operationai system" that the two 
parties had agreed upon. It is ridiculous for Hungary todav to invoke the "serious and 
sustained doubts as to the environmental and other risks associateci with the 

Nagymaros BmageltI1' and have reproached Czechoslovakia in 1989 fur not ha- 

c h e d  out the supposedly necessq studiestt6 when, as provided for in Artide 5 of 
the Treaty and Appendix 2 of the 1976 Joint Contractual. Plan Agreement, it was 
Hungary - and Hungary alone - who had the duty to cary out the relevant studies 
concerning the Nagymaros site and related protective structures. This duty included: 

- "The examination of the change of the bed as a mnsequence of 

peak-flow of the power plant, W g  into consideration points 
of view of criera? navigation, water management and 
construction . . . at the Nagymaros Barrage"; and 

- "The complementation and evaluation of the examinations 
relating to the eEect of the dredging in the downstream water at 

Nagjrrnaros taking into consideration the weIIs of the 

watenvorks in BudapestI1' ". 

Hungary can hardly hide behind the tardy discovery of its own shortcornings. And, if 
they are establishtd, t h q  consfitute a firrther example of Hungary's failure tu comply 

114 Hungarian Mernorîd, m. 10.75. 

115 W. 
116 m., para 9.28. 

* " M., VcI. 3, Annex 18 (at pp. 224 and 225). 



1 
with its Treaty obligations. It cannot be accepted for Hungary tu try tu impute the 

bIame for this tu SIovakia whu was nat the cause of it. 

10.122 And here again, the motives advanced by Hungary for its 

suspension and then termination of the Nagp&s wurks are a mere pretext. In its 
Memurid, Hungary dates that at the heginning oc October 1988: 

"...net even the cunst~ction pit wss completal at Nagymaros. Oniy 
the coffer dam surroundmg the future ,construction site was being 
prepared118 ." 1 

! 
This is interenhg and revealing fiom a dual standboint : 

- First. it amounfs tu a ~ u n ~ a i r a n  admission of the &lay in 
carrying out its obligations, for in the circumstances it was 

impossible for the fist unit of the Nagymaros hydroelectric 
plant to corne on lime in, 1993 as provided for in the 1983 

Protom1 (and, 3 fortiori. for this tu happen in 1392 as provide. 
for, at Hungary's request, in the 1989 ProtocuI); and as Slovakia 
hm shown in Chapter D above, the parties' respect of the 
Project timescale was obligatory; 

I 

Second. Hungq cannot justify these delays on the basis of 
çupposed doubts as to the :ecologÎcal impact of the Project. At 
the time Hungary had no Such doiibts. It was indeed insisting 

on an acceIeration of work that was finally accepted by t 
Czechoslovakia in the 1989 Protocol. The conclusion fiom this 
is self evident: the alleged "doubts as to the environmental and 
other risks associated wifh the Nagparos Barrage" are an 
exnise invented a and in no way justiQ Hungary's 

1 

own breaches. ! 

10.123 Furthemore, Hungary wah well aware of the obligation it was 

under, which its Memonal has not succeeded in completely hiding, for there Hungary: 

Il8 m., Vol. 1, para 3.63. 



- States that in 1989 it c h e d  out studies on "the amount of 

compensation to be paid to Czechoslovakia" in case of the 

abandonment of Nagymar~s"~ ; 

- f i s  that it "was always prepared to compensate for costs 
caused by the alteration of the Barrage System"'20, even if in 
reality, and cuntrary to what appears at paragraph 7.48, 
Hungary never dowed negofiations of any kind tu take pIace 
conceming compensation for the absndonment of work at 

Nagymaros; 

- Highlights - not without exaggeration - having made successive 

proposais as to c~rnpensation'~' ; 

- Recognises (rather iincomfortably) that the termination of the 
1977 Treaty reqrrires "an account of work properljr dune in 

accordance with its ternis", which appears to imply an 

indemification, dthough it is ingenuoudy claimed that "this had 
nothing tu do with my issue of State responsibility on the part 

of Hungary"'" . 

10.124 Both Czechoslovakia and Slovakia have consistently rejected 
the suspension'= and abandonment of Nagymaro~'~', and the compensation it has 
sought therefor, certaidy dues not imply, contrary tu what Hungary would like to 
concIude, that '4he Czecfioslovak [then the Slovak] Government no longer considerd 

the compIetion of the works at Nagpuos  as a requirementvTt5. Tndeed it was, and 
remains, an ind isputable Treaty obligation to be filfilled. Both Czechoslovakia fthen 

Slovakia) demanded that, in the event of the non-execution of such a requirement, 

I l 9  M., para. 3.73. 

l m  - Ibid., para. 7.97; sec. also, para. 9. I B(7). 

'2' m., para. 9.24. 

I P  Ibid., - para. 11.09. 

This was made very clear by the khoslovak Governent  as m n  as 15 May 1989; Sec. 
para. 5.15, abv t .  



Hungary rnrist respect the fundamemal "principIe f international law that the breach of 
an international enEavernent involves an obligati& to makt reparation in an adequate 
fomttl 26 . Far nom exonerating Hungary fiom lia<ility, these demands are bas& on the 
conviction that Hungary kas fded to meet ifs obligations. 

i 
10.125 These breaches did not cdPcern merely the construction of the 

Nagymaros weir and related installations. The $eu was oniy the means to attain the 

objectives of the Treaty: the production of hydioelectricity (at Nagyrnaroa but also 

peak power at GabCkovo which abandonhg ;~agyrnaror made impossible), the 
improvement d navigation (partieularly d i c u l t  thic sccMr of the Danube due to 
Hungaryk faiIure tu c q  out its obIigation~)~~'j the fight against floods and, more 

generally, the piesemation and irnpmvernent bf the mvkonment. In unilateral1 y 
stopping the construçtion at Nagymams, Hunga j breached at one and the m e  t h e  

ali of the fundamental obiigations relating to achiepg those objectives. 

10.126 The same is truc of ~ u n ~ & s  plan to destroy the coffcr dam at 

Nagyrnaroi'", which had been built to preserve the small amount of work already 
canied out, and which Hungary mongly claimk not have been pari of the joinfly 

omed propeny of the Project". Hungary is eng because the coEer dam is an 
integral part of the Nagymaros works; ita $srnantIing hvoIveq in tum, the 
disappearanee of the construction pitIwD, and konstitutes a serious threat to the 

10.127 Aside f?om these breaches of many of its primary Treaty 
obligations, Hungary has breached its secondary obligations under both the Treaty and 
general international law in unilaterally proceeding to the suspension of Nagymaros, 

then to its abandonment without any consultaiion wih ithits Treaty partner, and in 

refusing to enter into rnemingfiil negotiationsIn i even as tu the compensation due to 

126 Factorv at ChonowX Juridiction. Judmenf NO.; 8. 1927. P.C.I. J.. Series k No. 9. p. 21 
(emphasis added). 

! 
127 See, m. 7.1 15, m., &ve and Anna 48, h&to. 

'" According to Hungafian newspapers the dam shohld be breached in November 1994 and the 
working site at Nagymaros shouid be f l d e d  by thaî tirne. Sec. Magvar HirIa~. 19 October 
1994, Annex 49. 

129 Hungarian Mernorial, pam 11.14. 1 

Hmgaq 5 h 0 d  a d la& of gmd faith in Pippsing negoùaùom thm re&g thcm 
every tîme it d i s e d  C7xchosIovakia was r a d y  tp enter into meanin@ negotiations. & 
aparas.5.35,5.41-5.44,and5.93,above. ' I 

I 



Czechoslovakia (and now to Slovakia) under Article 26 of the Treaty and even though 
Hungary hm, intemiittently, recognised its l iabil it~l~~.  

B. Breaches in Rdation fa GabEikuvu and the Reservtlir 

10.128 Although the construction of GabEkovo was principdy 
Czechoslovakia's responsibility, Hungary nevertheless was responsible for the 

construction of the Dunakiliti-Hmhv headwater instaliations, the Dunakiliti weir, part 
of the tailwater ccad of the bypw cand, the deepening of the bed of the Danube 
below Sap ~alkovirSovo), the iqrovement of the oId bd of the Danube and for 
pruvîdiig certain operational equipment of the Wfkovo systern of 

10.129 As opposed to what happened regarding the Nagymaros works, 
Hungary fulfilled to a large degree its obligations here up to the time it suspended 
work at Dunakiliti, in July 1989: 

lt...[ t]he Dunakiliti weir itself was afready Wtudly complete by this 
stage. This suspension related to the fiIIing of the DunakiIiti dam, tu the 
collection of material and to other preparations for the actual diversion 
of the Dan~be"'~ .  

Hungaq attempts to use the progress of these construction works tu disguise the 

importance of its breaches in relation to GabEikov~'~~. This is completely wrong: 
Hungary's breaches prevented the filling of the reservoir and then the bypass c d ;  

hence, the putting into operation of the entire GabCkovo operation was prevented at 
the same time. The joint investment was paralysed, and Czschoslovakia's own 
enornous investment faced the prospect of being totally lost. 

10.130 As at Nagymams, Hungws  breaches did not ody mean that 

the constmctions were not completed; for Hungar). at the same time prevented the 

objectives of the Treaty from being attained: production of electricity, the 
improvement of navigation, the figtit against floods and the protection of the 

environment. Eiungary's fiiilure tu fulfil its obligations relating to the environment were 
particuIarly serious here. The ufifil1e-d reservuir and canai ttireatened tu becorne a 

133 Article 5(5)@) of the 1977 Treaty and ArticIe 2 of the Agreement on Mutual Assistance. 

' Hungman Memonal, para. 9.06. 

135 Ibid., para. 9.31. - 
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gant, unsaRrtary cesspooI, wfiile the Danube rirjerbd continued tu sink, leaving no 

reguIar flow intu the ride arm system in the te&oires of both States. This, in turn, 

complicated the problem of irrigation; and flood p'rotection was by no means dealt with 
satisfactorilyl". Other specif~c measures of environmental protection, constituting an 

integral part of the Project, were also abandorid, as a result of Hungq's decision tu 

suspend and then terminate work at GabCfkovol". 
1 
I 

10.13 1 Hun&s fdure to me& its own environmental protection 
obligations under the Treaty and under international iaw contrasts with its 
ecological stance fist adopted in 1985 relying on ;the Hungarian Academy of Sciences' 
1985 Opinion. But the Academy dso expressed concern that "the non-building of 

additional envirorimentally-neces- instdIations :.. cottId have fatd consequences arid 

generate ineversible ecoIogicaI processes"'" . i In atopping work on the Pruject, 

Hungary dso put a stop to these supplernentary measures to which the Treaty parties 
had agreed. 1 

I 
10.132 Hungari's mglm of its envirumental obIigations did not end 

uith its puiported termination of the Tre8tytY ~ G n ~ x y  cornplains of the drying up of 
the river branches in its territo~y'~', but this probIern is easily remedied by the 

construction of submerged weirs Ui the old riverbed and the diversion of waters into 
the right bank branches. This is not a mere  estion ion of improvernent made by 
Czechoslovakia (then Slovakia); in the Joint Contractual Plan, as drafted in 1917, d is 
stated under the section devoted tu the "Replat i#n of the old Danube bed" that : 

"In the event of need bottom si1Is can be ionstructed in the old Danube 
bed. By means of this solution, on the basis of the expenence of the 
barrage operation, such water levels cm tje produced equai to the low 
waters prior to the con~truction'~." I 

I 

And, during the 8-9 June 1989 meeting of ~leni~&entiaries, both Treaty parties agreed 

tu the proposal made by the Joint Expert Groupl tu include this solution as a precise 

matter in the Joint Contracrual Plan'" . ~herefoi-, Hungary's refusal to proceed with 
1 

137 Sg,parar.7.83-7.84,and7.100-7.1Ol,above. 1 
Hungarian Mernoriai. Vol. 5, Annex 3. I 

I 
139 i 

M., VOI. 1, para. 5.22. 1 

1 4 0  m., Vol. 3, Annex 24 (at p. 326). The referenœ to "bottom sillsm is a reference to 
undenvater weirs. I 

141 Slovak Mernorial, Annex 58. 1 
1 



such relatively inexpensive measures is cleady a breach of its obligations concerning 
environmental protection and reveals a willingness by Hungary to allow the 
degradation of rrn ecoIogicdly important ares in a vain attempt to convince the Court 

of the dangers of the Project and of Variant "CM. Moreover, the drying up of the 

branches bas nothing tu do vJith them. In fact, the Project (and Variant "Cm) provide 

for the revitalisation of the side arrns, not th& drying up, contrary to Hungary's 
 contention^"^. 

10.1 33 More generdy, i b  is apparent Siat Hungary's suspension and 
then termination of works in the GabEfkovo sector was pure blackmd intended to 

induce Czechoslovakia to agree to renounce N a p u s  and the reIated peak 
production of electricity as a bt step to the complete abandonment of the G M  

P r o j e ~ t ' ~ ~  . Hungary's aileged concern for the environment, a mere pretext in the case 

of Nagymaros, was in reIation tu GabEikovo entirely non-existent. H u n g q  openly 
recognises this @cd tactic: 

"On 11 October 1989, Prime Minister Németh proposed that the two 
Parties abandon the Nagymaros Barrage by way of an agreement which 
would incorporate cornplex environmental, water quality and technical 
parantees for di the major installations which would be maintained in 
non peak-Ioad production mode. If Czechodavakia adopted this 
srraeestio~ Hungq  would continue tu prepare the cIosure of the 
Danube and would actudly close it after the coficlilsion of the 
agreementt* ". 

The "deal" - which was really an ultimatum1'' - was simple: the continuation of works 
in the GabEkovo sector (including Dunakiliti) in exchange for the abandunment of 

144 Hungarian Memorial, pam 3.96. Hungary did not annex the text of th- propais  to its 
Memorial as it should have [Article 50 of the Rdes of Court)- Ernpkiç added. 

r45 Here again Hungary gave no prior n o t î ~  of the intent to suspend or krminate GaMkovo; 
nor, a fortiori, dîd it enter into oomtltation with C~hosIovakia in this resped I-, partis. 
5.18-5.53, d ~ v e ) .  



Nagymaros and of peak power production (wiih Czechoçlovakia dso agreeing to 

Hungq's environmental gusantees). In the event, Cwhodovakia agreed to the 

guarantees to be negotiated but not to the abandonment of NagymarosI4. The draft 
treaty proj ect of November 1989 subrnitted by ~ " n ~ a r ~  was based on this simple & 
pro quo'" . I 

1 

10.134 Thus, Hungws breaches the GaMfkovo -or do not even 

have the mificial excuse of concern over environmental protection. They amount to 

an ill-disguised attempt to force Czechos lo~a ' s  hand into abandoning the 

Nagyrnaros part of the Treaty . 

10.135 h this dispute, ~ u f g a r y  has continudly presented 
CzechosIovakia with a series of faits accom~iis , by its manifold, unilateral decisions 

and ultimatums and its total disrespect of the cooperative nature of the Project whose 
integrated character Hungary nghtly emphasises. : Despite Czechoslovakia's good faith 
and its genuine concern to ensure workable mekures for environmental protection, 

Hungary fias acted in a high-handed way, refusiirg tu proceed to perfom the works 
which the Treaq parties had jointIy agreed was injtheir mrrtlrd interest. 

i 
S E ~ I O N  4. Conclusions ! 

! 

! 
10.136 Hungmfs r d  grounds foi suspension, clearIy Mdenced by the 

vagaries of its own conduct, were financial. ! 

10.137 A major stated ground fol- termination was Variant "C". But 
the real decision to terminate occurred long befoke even the planning of Variant "Cu, 
and the public announcement of temination was/ some five rnonths before the aîtual 

start of its operation. 

1 0.13 8 No legal grounds are offe jed for suspension, save by reference 
to the later termination. ! 

I 

I 
IO. 139 The p u n d s  off& for teenation of the Treaty either require 

Variant "C" to be shown as a fundamentai breach !of the Treaty, making impossible the 

14' Hungarian Memorial, Vol. 4, Annex 30. ~ o r e o h r ,  as explained in Chapter V above Isee. 
paras. 5.35-5.36 and 5.38), îh is  offer by Hungaxy was a mere ploy in order to cajole 
Czechoslovakia into agreeing to drop Na-s as a step dong the path towards 
abandament of the GIN P r o j e  which had, in f a 4  dm$ k e n  decided by Hmgary. 

I 



realisation of its objects and purposes, or require a plethora of other $rounds, 
irrelevant tu the decision tu terminate, to be accepted in law and in reference to the 

faas. Some grounds are mutrrdy inconsisterit. 

10.140 Hungary has shown no justification in internationd Iaw for 
suspending and t e k a t h g  the Treaty. 

1 0.1 4 1 The suspension and purported termination const itute violations 

of Iegd obligations, dong wiîh other violations of Hungary"~ iegd obIigatiorts towards 

Czechoslovakia and Slovakia. 

10.142 By suspendkg and then abandoring work at Nagymaros, 
Hungary is in breach of the 1977 Treaty and generd internationd law. 

10.143 Hungary is also Li breach of its obligations on the GaMikovo 
section; and is preventing the objectives of the 1977 Treaty from being realised. 

10.144 In its abandonment of construction, Hungary is tu meet 

envirumentd requirements within the Treaty arid its obligations under generd 
international law. 





CHAPTER XI. VARIANT "C": ITS RATIONALE AND EFFECTS 

1 1 -0 1 In Chapter Vil of its Memurid, SIovakia addressed the question of the 

Iawfiilness of Variant "Cu. This discussion was diected at the Aegations and contentions 

concerning Variant "CH set out by Hungary at the tirne of its purported tennination of the 1977 

Treaty, on 19 May 1992, in the detailsd factud and legal exphnation of its action contained in 
the so caiied " 1992 DecIarafionlt. 

11.02 Hungary's Mernorial has now supplemented the 1992 Declamion. 
Before considering the latest presentation of Hungary's legal argument, Slovakia wishes to 

remind the Court of the erroneous nature of many of the major factuai assertions on which the 

Hungariari Memurial bases the contention that Variant "Cu is unlawful. This has been shown 
in Chapters Y, VI and ViiI above. The present Chapter wilI respond tu Hungary's argument 

(set out in its Chapter 7) that Variant "C" was a violation of the 1977 Treaty and other reIated 
treaties, as well as a breach of general internationai law. 

SECTION 1. Variant "C" Does Not Conflict with the 1977 Treatv or anv Other 
Reliited Treatv 

I 1 -03 Hungary's Mernoria1 contends that Variant "Cm entailed a "diversion of 
the Danube" carried out on 24 October 1992, which was in breach of the 1977 Treaty, the 
1976 Joint Contractual Plan Agreement, the 1976 Boundary Waters Management Agreement 
and the 1976 Agreement on Cooperation and Mutual Assistance dong the Czechoslovak- 
Hungarian Border. PLS a preIiminary point, it must be noted that the internationd agreement to 

which Hrrngary accords the greatest emphasis (in its Chapter 77) is the 1977 Treaty. Yet, 
according to its analysis, the Treaty had been IegitimateIy teminateci 5ve months befure the 

diversion of the Danube. This, at best, manifests a lack of confidence in the validity of the 
purported termination. 

A. * 
Obligation tu Couperate 

1 1 .O4 The Hungarian Memorial advances the argument that Variant "C " 
involves the unilateral operation of the G/N Project and, thus, violates the joint system 
estaHished under the 1977 ~reaty' .  It dso asserts that the 1976 Boundary Waters 
Management Agreement '"laidy prohibits u niraterai operation", af irig various provisions of 

1 Hunganan Mernorial, paras. 7.06-7.07. 



this Agreement in supportz. Hungary argues that the reievant pronsions of these freaties set 

out procedures to be foIIowed in the management of conimonly shared waters, namely, supply 

of prior information, mnsultation, negotiations and joint agreement3. The relative 

performance of the parties is then ~ m p a r e d  and if is asseked: 

l 
"Hungary has c o n t i n u e  upheld its d u e  to consult and negotiate, especidy 
from 1989 onward, as show throughout this ~emorial' ." 

I 

The anaiysis of the events and evidence in Chapters V 6 d  VI above has estabfished the total 
I 

faisity of this assertions. 
I I 
I 

1 1.05 The Hungarian Memord dso corjtends that, with particular regard to 

Variant "C", CzechosIovakia did not compfy with the treaty obligations to couperate, citing as 
1 

an example: I 

i 
"[Czechoslovakia's] unwiliingness to interrupt :the works on Variant "C" 
pending a negotiated settlement, despire the invitations made by H u n g q  h m  
1989 onwards..' ." i 

But the reference to "1989 onwards" is wholly misleàdig. There were no works to be 

intemir>ted and oreen ththen the &vity did not affect the flow of the 
Danube. Nor was there progress on a negotiated settlement. On 10 Januq 1990, Hungaty's 
Prime Mrnister abnrptIy terminated negotiafionç, and it was not untiI 20 D m b e r  1990 that 

the Bungarian Guvernment authorised the resumption of negofiations, and then ody for the 

Iimited purpose of terminahg the 1977 Treaty. I 

11.06 Thus, the oniy settlement in prospect was not to be "negotiated" but 
irnposed. The Hungarian Mernorial nonetheless makes, refererice tu "successive Hungarian 

I 
I 

2 M., para. 7.08. 

3 ï h e  diepation of a failure to supply information is consid& in detail at pan 6.07, gt s-, a-. 

4 Hmgarian Mernoriai, para 7.1 I . 
5 No genuine seps were taken by Hungary towards oodtat ioa or negatiahn prior to any of the 

foilowing of Hungary's unilateral actions: (i) to suspend work at Nagymros, (ii) to suspend work at 
Dunakiliti, (iii) to terminate al1 construction work at Nagymaros and al1 related contracts, (iv) to 
terminate al1 construction worù on the Project and aii related mntracts, (v) to prevent the darnrning of 
the Danulx for iiuee years in a row, and (vi) announcing the termination of the 1977 Treaty - in a 
Remlution that it attempted to kmp =ret h m  Cmh8slov;ikia whife it made a final, desperate 
attempr to prevent fie damming of the Danuk for a fourth;yeat. 

6 Hungarian Memorîd, para. 7-12. 



concessions, from the spring of 1989 through May 1992"'. This i s  so far removed fiom the 

actud facîs as to belong in a world of make-believe. The position of the Hungarian 
Governmerit becme mure, not les% intransigent as the dispute developed. Simply, as shown 
in Chapter V above, it fded tu meet the applicable international standards of good faith in its 

dealings with Czechoslovakia &r this dispute developed. 

1 1.07 The Hungarian Mernorial's final argument in support of its contention 
that Variant "Cu violated Czechoslovakia's obligation to cooperate is that there were 
"sigifirant dierences" between the Uri@ Project and Variant 'c"' . It mentions the ndy 

two technicd ditrences: the reduced i i  of the reservoir, and the chmgai Iocation of the 

damrning of the Danube. But these were minor in terms of the operation of Variant "C" and 

the functions it was to perform, which were basicaily identical to the GabEikovo section of the 
Treaty Project. Hungary resents the control by Czechoslovakia that Variant "C" represented. 
But, through Variant "C", the compIetion and puttkg into operation of the GabEikovo section 
of the Project couid no longer be blocked unihteralljr and in breach of the 1977 Treaty by 

Hungary. 

B. Variant "C'' Does Not Violate Czechos1ovakia's Treatv Oblieations 
to Protect the Environment 

1 1 .O8 In its sub-section entitIed "Obligations tu Protea the Environment", 
Hungary contends that Variant "C* "blataritly mntradicted the provisions of the 1977 

~ r e a t ~ " ~ .  It points to Article 15 of the Treaty which provides that the quaiity of water in the 
Danube s h d  not be impaired, adding that this Article "required as a minimum the prohibition 
of pollution". The validity of this interpretation need not even be considered for present 
purpuses: it has been definitively proved that Variant "C" is not a source of po11ution'~. 

11.09 It is aise dIeged that the suppwed obligation imposed on 

Czechoslovakia under Article 19 of the Treaty and Appendii 2 of the Joint Contractual Plan to 

"establish the impact of the Original Project on the environment" was never carried out and 

that rhis faiIure &es uver tu Variant 'c"" - Again, this is wrong both as to the facts and as 

7 ibid. 

g m., paras. 7.15-7.16. 

3 M., para 7.17. 

IO & para 7.62, above. 

I I  Hungarian Mernorial, pan. 7.18. 



tu the lawlZ. Both T r e a ~  parties conducted detailed j studies into potentid envkonmentd 

impact in the 1970s and 1980s. Hungary's contention ignores completely such major studies as 
Czechoslovakia's Bioproject and Hungary's 1983 - 1 985 Fnvironmental Impact ~ssessrnent'~ . 
And the consideration of Variant "Cu was accompanied bb a whole new series of studies14. 

1 1.10 Variant "Cm is dso blamed for :"actud and patentid envirorunentd 

damagen15. Chapter Vm above has responded to: this contention showing that any 
deterioration of environmental conditions, & the "achi$" damage on Hungarian temitory, is 

self-imposed. On Slovak temtory, Variant "CH has ledj to real benefits to the environment. 

Those benefits are avdable to Hungary, too, 1 
! 

S E ~ ~ I U N ~ .  Huneam's Misconee~tion as to!the Effect of Variant "C" on the 
Buundan Between SIovakia and Bunearv 

1 I .  I l  In its 1992 Declaration, Hungary made the argument that the 

provisional solution contravenes the Danube Convention of 1948 and infringes the inviolability 
of Hungary's fi~ntiers'~. Slovakia addressai these &sertions in its ~emor ia l '~ .  The 

Hungarian Memurid d d s  wiîh this issue but fails to carrjr the matter f ~ w a r d ' ~ .  

! 

1 1.12 The Parties are agreed that the 19,77 Treaty was not a boundary treaty 

even though it includes a boundary clause (Article 2 ~ ) ' ~ .  It deait with the boundary issue 
insofar as that became necessary because of the intendèd system of weirs arid bypass canal 

envisaged by the Treaty. Beyund rkm 1842 in the DunakiIiti-HnrZov headwater a r a  there 

were to be minor adjustrnents to allow a straight line t; be drawn. This would be effected, 
rubsequent to the constmction of the GM Systern, by a séparate treaty . This has yet to occur. 

n e  ina-g of thir uiterpretation has b e n  demonst&ted at paras. 10.93-10.100. above. Il  ir 
di&cult IO fdInw the Iogic of Hmgary*s arment at pam 7.18 tIiat the general proteaion of name 
obligation irnpoçed on @ parties by ArticIe 18 of the 1977 Treaîy is "partinrlarfy related* to 
Appendix 2 to tRe 19% Agr-rnent in the Joint Contra+ P b .  This last, according ui Hungaryls 
interpretation, imposed environmental r e m h  obligations only on Czechoslovaiua 

I 

See. Chapter IV, above. I I 
I 

See. e. E., Slovak Mernorial, Anna 36. l 
m., para. 7.20. 

! 
[ 

m., Vol. 4, Annex 82 (at pp. 179 and 131). u I 

I 
Slovak Mernoriai. paras. 7.48-7.62. I 

Hungaxian Memoriai, paras. 4.374.39 and 7.28-7.43.1 

Sec. para. 2.35.0 m., above- 



11.13 Other than that, although the fiontier was now characterised in 

somewhat différent terms from those previoiisly employed in the Peace Treaty of Trianon of 
1920, the Pace Treaty of Paris of 1947 and the Treaiy Concemhg the Regime of State 

Frontiers of 1956, it remaine. the same. In particular, Article 22(l)(a) of the 1977 Treaty 

provided that the frontier between rkm 1840 and rkrn 1 8 1 1 would remain unchanged, and be 
dehed by the centre iine of the present main navigation channel of the Danube. This was to 

be su "subsquent tu the construction of the System of Locks". That System envisaged a 

bypass carid on CzechosIovak territory. 

11.14 The bypass canal, put into effect by Variant "CH in the face of Hungarian 
non-cooperation, thus clearly laves the frontier unaffected, located still on the centre h e  of 
what had been the main navigation channe1 when the Treaty was agreed in 1977. This reality is 
stubbomly ignored by Hungary when it campIains that h m  1920 onwards the border Iine had 
Iain with the main navigabk channelO. Hungary cornplains that Variant "CH substitutes a new 

artificiai main navigable channel for the Danube, on Slovak temtory. But this is merely to 

cornplain about what was agreed to by Hungary in 1 977 - and has nothing whatever to do with 

the question of fiontiers, because Article 22 dearly states that the Çontier stayed where it had 
previouçly been. 

11.15 It seems that Hungary wilfully seeks to manufacture a Iegd controversy, 
when there is none, in order to claim that Variant "C" fails to respect and protect the agreed 

boundary line. Hungary refers to "[tjhe sbtement in Article 22(1)(a) of the 1977 Treaty that 
'the position of that fiontier shdl be defined by the centre-line of the main navi~ation channe! 

of the rivefa2' . But Article 22( I)(a) does su provide. It provides that the " fiontier shdl be 
defined by the centre line of the present main navigation chan ne^"^ - and even when a bypass 
canal would have been built on Czechoslovak territory. And that is what has happened and it 
is, mjrstifymgly, ody Hungary that doubts it. 

11.16 Nor can Hungary manufacture a Iegal problern through seeking tu find 
in Article 22 distinctions between rninor changes and changes to the character of the Danube as 
a border r i v 3 .  Hungary contends that Czechoslovakia acted inconsistently with Article 22 
of the 1977 Treaty because: 

20 Hungarian Memonal, para 7.40. 

21 m., para. 7.37. 

Emphis  added. 

'3 Se- ibid., para. 7.3 I. 



i 
"First, its action on the border h e  was unilateral; !second, Variant C stiifted the 
main navigation route h m  the old bed of the Danube to a new channel, ten 
kilometres long., located exclusively on its territog ." 

I 
And that, says Hungary, changed the character of the darder in a way unauthorid by the 

1 1.17 As shown in lilus. No. CM-17, ~ & a n t  "Cu shifted the main navigation 
1 

route not to "a new channel, ten kilometres long, located: exclusively on its temtoryn, but to a 

new chmntt, dways envisaged under the Treaty as being kxclusively in Czechoslovak tedory, 
commencing ten kîiometres upstream. The Treaty parti# had, in ~Eect, mutually agreed tu 
dissociate henceforth the boundary and the nnv main ;Channel. If this is a change in the 

character of the frontier, it is one that had been mutually decided by the parties - Article 22(1) 
of the 1977 Treaîy specifically providing tint the "~onfractin~ Parties have . .. agreed on .. . 
changes in the character of the State fionfier .. .", 1 

! 
1 
I 

1 1.18 It foIIows that Hungary has Los right to cumpt?in that Variant 'C" 
implements the agreed dissociation. But the borderline itself has not been changed at a l p .  
Hungary's assertion that Czechoslovakia's "action on tlje borderline was unilaberal" is t hus 

devoid of any sensible m e g .  In the h t  place, a brpass canal was an agreed provision 

under the 1977 Trea~,  not a usdaterai invention. ~ h e  original Project envisaged that the 

navigation chme1 would remah on CzechosIovak temtory even when it lefi the by-pass and 
went into the reservoir. More particularly, though, !there has no "action on the 

borderline". It is impossible to understand how leaving a border exactly where it was, in 
accordance with a treaty provisioh is unilateral action th+ fails to proteci M agreed boundq 
he2'. i 

! 
I 
I 

25 The daim is also that Czechoslmakia by Variant "Cm bkched Article 4(3) of the 1976 Boundary 
Waters Management Agreement wbich required that the ' m w  give "a prior approval" ta a "water 
management activity, which wodd remit in a change in ..! the character of the State border". Quoted 
at u, para 7.35. But mich coflsent was given by tbe 1977 Treaîy in te- of the shift afihe main 
navigational. c b e l  h m  the Wmdaq fiver to the + #mi. Variant "C" merel. impIments this 
shifî 

! 
26 The s d l  changer enviraged by Article 22 wcre never brought inta operation. Sec, para. 11.12, 

above. i 
27 Hungarian Mernorial, paras. 7.28, et M. 





S ~ C f l 0 N 3 ,  Variant C Dues Not Contravene the Princi~Ies Governinv the 
Equitable Use of InternationaI Watercourses 

11.19 Hungary in its Mernorial advances certain arguments based on the 
principle of equitable use of international waterco~rses~~.  The principle of equitable use is said 

to go to auantity and to &; Slovakia is said to be in violation of both aspects in regard to 
the diversion of the Danube under Variant "CM. 

11.20 SIovakia has in Chapter IX of îhis Cuunter-Memurid addressed 
considerationa of enviromentai Iaw generally. But the way in which Hrtngq fumuIates 
these arguments in respect of Variant "Cn is remarkable and merits further attention. 

11.21 First an8 foremost, as SIovakia has pointed out in its ~ e m o r i p ,  the 

lawfiilness of Variant "Cu falls to be tested by reference to the 1977 Treaty. Udess the law 

relating to watercourses represents a peremptory nom with which the 1977 Treaty is 
incompatible, the principle of pacta sunt smanda requires the rights and obligations of the 
parties to be tested by reference to the 1977 Treaty. 

11.22 The principlc of equitable use of shared resources is not a later 
peremptory nom that ovenides the 1977 Treaty. It  is a principle that is whoIIy reflecied in the 
Treaty. The equitabIe use of the Danube was detemUned wntractudly by the parties; and the 

agreed quantities of water that the parties wouId receive &er the construcbion of the Project, 
and the mechanisms for ensuring water quality, are al intepl dements of the Treaty regime. 

Hungary h a  dishonoued the Treaty obligations - obligations hl ly  compatible with the 

contemporary principle of equitable use of shared resources - and then inwikes the same 

principle of equitable use of shared resources to declare unlawful Slovakia's attempt to put the 
Treaty into operation so far as possible. 

1 1.23 Nonetheless, Slovakia, responding to Hungary's 1992 Declaration in its 
Memaid, oEered a systematic review of the customary international law on shared 
watercourses to show tbat Variant "C* was in fact in confonnity with such i d Q .  Hungq ,  by 
contras, carefuliy ignores the fact that the law of s h d  wateraurses is an integrd whole. It 

28 m., paras. 7.59-7.82. 

S l w & M e m o r i a l , ~ 7 . 4 1 , ~ ~ .  

30 ïbid., paras. 7.72-7.86. 



treats the question of notification and consultation, and of harm, as -if they are topics of 

international law separate from the topic of the equitable use of international watercourseç. 

1 1.24 But equitabIc use, hmn, and cunçultation are not disparate sets of niles. 

They are component, bdancing dements of the urtitary topic of the internationai law of the 

non-navigational use of internationai watercourses. Hungary, however, ignores the unity of 
the law. By reciting odd phases carefbIly picked for the purpose, noms relating to damage 
are dedt with in one part of its argument; noms relathg to consultation and cooperation in 
another part; and noms on equitable use in yet another part. The essence of the customary 

rules is that these elements form an integrated whole. Violation of the law of shared 

watercourses is not to be found by the recitation of snippets of resolutions under each of these 
three headings, avoiding the implications of the relationship of each of the legai elements to 
each other. 

1 1.25 Insofar as Hungary is wiIling at dl tu perceive the law of international 

watercourses as other than a aeries of separate, undated rules, it seeks to avoid the 
consequentid dificulties by asserthg that the "no appreciable h m "  principle has a primacy. 

The standard formulated by the International Law Commission in its draft articles adopted in 

1994 on 2nd reading is that of "no significant h m " .  But in any event, it is clear fiom the 
accompanying comrnentary that this argument is not correct. 

11.26 The extract cited of Professor McCaffrey's views does not support 
Hungary's int erpretation3' . Professor McCaRrey's comment that the 

". . . prirnacy of the 'no h m  principle' means that the fimdame~td rights and 
obligations of States with regard to their uses of an iritemationd watercourse 
are more definite than they would be if governed in the fist instance by the 
more flexible (and cunsequently Iess clear) nrIe of quitaHe utiiisation" 

rather affIms what is repeated in the Commentary to the adopted Articles, namely, that it was 

fdr no1 suscient for the questions of h m  and damage to be addressed only indirectly through 
the provisions on equitable use. A specific and clear formulation was required32. But the 
formulation arrived at in Article 7 is net an absolute prohibition of appreciable h m .  It is a 
due diligence obligation in relation to simcant ham. 

31 Hungarîan Mernorial, pam 7.79. 

32 I994 R e m  of the Internationai Law Commision, Ai49f10, p. 236. 



B. The Dutv Reeardinp Environmental Damape in the Context of 
Internaiional Watercourses 

1 7 -27 Hungary contends that "one of the basic noms of international. law" is 
that States must: 

". . . ensure that activities within their juridiction or control do not cause damage 
to the environment of other s t a t e ~ ~ ~  .* 

This phnhple is said tu be fomulated as a d e  ofintmatiorial iaw in Primiple 21 of the 1972 

Stockholm Conference Declaration on the Human Environment. The same principle is said to 

be found in the Lake Lanoux Case of 1957, in the Helsinki Rules on the Uses of the Waters of 
International Rivers of 1966, in the resolution of the Institut de Droit International of 1972, in 
the Helsinki Convention on the Protection and Use of Transboundary Watercourses and 
lntemationd hiken of 17 March 1992, and in the International Law Commission's Dr& 
Articles on the Law of the Non-Navigational Uses of International Watercourses. 

11.28 The principle ia thus stated tu be an obligation not tu cause damage tu 
the environment of uther States, to be deduced as a "basic nom of international law" by 
seiected snippets of diverse insîruments (many of ihem addressing a wide varie@ of issues). 
This is not a serious deployrn& of the legd c~nsidwntions relevant for the determination of 
the issues before the Court. In particular, it suggests the existence of an absolute prohibition 
of al1 damage; it ignores the existence of the 1977 ~rea$', and the tnre character of Variant 

"C" as a Iimited implemeritation of that Treaty, and the relationship of the alleged rule of 
customary Iaw to the Treaty entered Înto by the parties; and it s*mply presupposes the 

existence of darnage caused by Variant "C". 

11-29 But the mere assertion of damage and the procIamation of an aIIeged 
obligation not tu cause damage to the environment of other States do not assist the Court in a 

serious analysis of the legality of Variant "C". 

1 1 .30 So far as damage is concerned, Hungary mereIy proclaims that "it is 

evident that the diversion of the Danube lias causai, and risks causing, substantid 
environmental damage to ~ u n ~ a r y ~ "  . Severe adverse changes in the m e r  re@e are cited, 

34 The interpr&a?ion of the du@ regarding environmental damage is ineumbent u p n  the parties under 
fheTreaty. &,pas.  2.27.amseF1.,and9.67,g=..&c. 



althoiigh as SIovakia has showri this is not supported by any of the expert findingg6. 
Reference is made to "the introduction of polluting substances", though these are riowhere 

specified3'. And - in a technique fiequently resorted to by Hungary - it is then suggested that 

the "extent of the damage may be manifest only in the future". 

11-31 But there is, apparently, an absolute duty to prevent this -unproyen and 
hypotheticai damage. It k t  needs to be said - as is readiiy scknowledged by serious 
environmental studies - that the various resolutions and principles emerging from the myriad of 
meetings and forums concerneû with the environment comprise what is for the moment largely 

"sofi law". In a passage that refers specificdy to severd ofthe instruments said by Hurigaq to 

evidence a "no damage fundamental nom", Birnie and Boyle prudent& =y: 

"The 'soft l a d  approach aIlows States to tackle a problem collectively when 
they do not want too stnctly to shackle their freedom of action. On 
envirurimentai matters this might be either because of scient& evidence is rrot 
conclusive or compIett but none the less s cautionary attitude is required, or 
because the economic costs are uncertain or overtiurdensome3' ." 

11.32 Principle 21 of the Stockholm Conference is an important principle 
directed at reminding States of the importance of respect for the environment of other States. 

Its application to particuIar circurnstarices'remains to be dehed in the s p e s c  case. 

11.33 Much more relevant than this abstract statement of principle is the 

specific law on damage that has been developed in the context of international watercourses (a 
reality recognised in Recommendation 5 1 of the Action Plan of the Stockholm Conference). 

And of course the work of the International. Law Commission, building on and elaborating the 
resoIutions of the International Law Association and the Institut de Droit International, 

represents the most detailed and thorough anaiysis of the issues. 

1 1 -34 It is clear that, so far as international wattrcourses are concerned, there 

is no absolute prohibition of damage, nor evwi a total prohibition of "serious mnsequencc"". 
The obligation is more cornplex: 

36 &paras. 7.51,Gm.. and 8.21, t m., abwe. 

I7 The Hungaîan Mernoria1 =fers back to para 6.16 for an anmer, but none is  to be found the=. 

3% See, P. Bi& and A. Boyle. International h w  and the EnvîronmenL Clarendon F%r.ss, Oxford, 1992, 
at p. 28. 

39 TAI Smelter Award (1 935),3 United Nations Reports of International Arbitral Awards, p. 191 1, at p. 
1965. 



"Watercourse states shall exercise due diligence to utilise an international 
watercourse in such a way as not to cause significant h m  to other watercourse 
states4 ." 

1 1.3 5 In the mntext of internat ionai watercourses the issue of damage dues 
not exist in isolation. It is one of the elemerits in an Întegrated appruach, where there are 
multiple and sometimes wdicfing kpjtimate uses by the waterwurse States. As the 

Commentary of the International Law Commission notes: 

"...the fact that an activity involves s imcant  h m  would not of itself 
necessady conditute a basis for barring it. in certain circurnstmces 'eqiiitable 
and reasonable utilkation' of an international watercourse may stilI hvoIve 
sigrrificant hami to anathet watwcourse state. Gnerdy ,  in such instances, the 
principle of q u i t d e  and reas0nabIe utilbation remains the guiding criteria in 
balancing the interests at stake." 

11.36 Slovakia makes the following observations. F A ,  Hungary and 

CzechosIovakia had achieved agreement on quitable and reasonable utilisation, inter se, 
through the provisions of the 1977 Treaty. Secund, notwithstandmg the importance of those 

quitable uses to CzechosIovakia (and tu Hungary) - tu provide energy, to cofitrd flooding, to 

improve navigation - and notwithstanding the massive expenditure directed to their attrtinment, 

Hungary had made their attainment impossible. ThÎrd, the partial zittainment of some of the 
benefits through Variant "CM remains an equitable use of the watercourse by Slovakia. Fourth, 
that factor would be taken into consideration even if Variant "C" caused sigdicant h m .  

1 1.37 But there & no significant harm caused by Variant "CR. On the 

contrary, it has produced benefits, as desctibed, inter dia, in Chapter Vm, above. Further, 

Slovakia in any event also meets the "due diligence" test in relation to any such hm because: 

"It is not inttnded to guarantee that in utilizing an international watercourse 
sigrrificant h m  would not occur. It is an obligation of conduct and not of 
result. What the obligation entails is that a watercourse state whose use causes 
significant h m  cm be deemed to have breached its obligation tu exertise due 
diligence so as not to cause significant h a m  only when it has intentiondy or 
negligently caused the event whîch had to be prevented or has intentiondy or 
negligently not prevented others in its territory fiom causing the event or has 
abstaiaed fiom abating it.. . * 

The Law of Non-Navinational Uses of International Watercourses. Article 7(1) in 1994 Remrt of the 
International Law Commission, A149110, p. 236. 

'' Ibid.. Para 4 of Commentary tn ArticIe 7, 





circumstance that SIovakîa, havîng fuIfiIIed its contractuai obIigations fur the shared use of the 

Danube, finds itself precluded from benefit because of Hungary's conduct, is a circumstance to 

~ be taken into account in any assessrnent of Variant "CM by reference to concepts of equitable 
use. 

l 11.41 The Commentary also describes as "in~tructive"'~ the h d i n g  in the 

Donauversinkung Case that: 

"The interests of the States in question must be weighed in an quitable manner 
one against another. One must consider not ody the absolute injury causai to 
the neighbottring State, but aIso the relation of the advanrage gained by one tu 
the injury caused to the other* ." 

Slovakia believes this to be a fortiori when any "advantage" is in fact merely the partial 
irnplementation of what the parties had previously agreed, the benefits of which are available to 

Hungary also ifit chooses to avail itseif of them. 

11.42 The no significant h m  obiigation is fumulatd in Article 7 of the 

ZnternationaI Law Commission Dr& articles as a dm diligence obligation, and Slovakia wouid 

ody bt in breach of it if its use of the waters was not quitable and if it intentiondIy or 
negiigently caused significant harm to Hungary in that use. Variant "Cu, being a partiai 
implernentation of what had been agreed by the parties in the 1977 Treaty, is definitionally an 

equitable use. There has b e n  no intentional or negligent causing of simcant harm to 

Hungary. There has been no intention on Czechoslovakia's (then Slovakia's) part to harm the 

interests of Hungary - the intention has been to mitigate the hami done by Hungary's failure to 

implement its treaty obligations. Instead it is Hirigary that has caused h m  to itseif by 

refusing to permit the recharge of the branch system on its side of the Danube. Nor has there 

been a negIigent causirig of signifiant ham. The scientific a r e  taken in the preparation and 
implementation of Variant "Cu has been demonstrated by Slovakia elsewhe~e~~ . 

11.43 Nor is it true, as Hungary claimsSO that Czechoslovakia ignored the 
environmental impact of Variant "Cu on Hungary, even if consideration was given to the 

impact upon Czechoslovakia. No discrimination has occurred in this regard. The problem is 

48 Wurttemkrn and h s i a  v. B a d a  3 Annzrai DÎE& of Public Intemationai Law Caçes (1923-192%), 
p. 128, at p. 131. 

49 &, Chplers W and Vm, h v e ,  and SIwak Mernorial, Chapter V. 

50 Hunganan Mernorial, paras. 7.66-7.68. 



not discrimination against Hungary in the implemerrtatioïi of Variant "C". In fact the entire 

area of the Mosoni Danube has dready benefited. The probIem is rather Kungqis  refusal tu 

proceed with necessary investrnents for optimum use of water fluw, because it would rather 

suffer certain damage than be seen to rely on the G/N ~roiect or even the more limited Variant 

"C" 

11.44 Any obligations of conduct are thus met. But in any event, even if the 
obligation was one of result, there has been no s i d c a n t  harm done to Hungary. 

C. Variant "C" Does Not Violate Lwd Princi~les Relatin~ tu Shared 
Resources 

1 1.45 Hungay states that the quaIity of the shared water resource must not be 
irnpaired. h W i g  aside the fact that this is an oversirnplifred saternent of the iriterlocking 

rights and obIigatioris of watercourse States to participate in, develop and protect their shared 
resource, by reference especially to draft Articles 5-8 adopted by the International Law 
Commiission, it must once more be said that Hungary has fded to show such impairment. 
Hungary satisfies itseif with stating that the water resource is not to be "polluted or its 
char8cteristics changed in such a way that users cannot benefit frorn hW" - but does not 

provide any evidence that either of these events have o c c u d .  As so often, Hungary then faIIs 
back on speculating about the future - the h m  wiII apparently ody becorne apparent at some 

time in the future: 

"There is no doubt that the diversion of the Danube caused substantial injury to 
Hungary, the longer term dimensions of which wiii manifest thernselves only 
over a number of yearss2 . " 

Hungary's technique here is to couple unsubstantiated assertion about the present with equaily 

unsubstantiated explanations that the evidence of damage wiii be revded in the future. 

1 1.46 Hungary dso claims violation of the principle of equitable use of shared 
resources through what it terms a "dramatic decrease" in the quanti@ of Danube water it 

receives since the cofistruction of Variant "CH. But this is simply tu give a falsifted impression 

of the situation. Downstream of the Variant "Cu dam, structures, the Danube becomes a 
boundary river, it does not flow solely into Hungary. It is not sudddy the case that Slovakia 
has the lion's share of the Danube's water and Hungary an unjust triclde. The parties to the 

1977 Treaty agreed that the major part of the Danube's flow would go into the bypass canal for 

51 m., para. 7.72. 



a limited distance. This was their decision on how to use equitably the Danube's resources. 

They agreed that 50 m3/s (subsequently increased ta 50-200 m3/s) should flow down the old 

channel. Slovakia now directs a greater flow into the old channel i.e., greater than the 

mutually a g r d  ailocation of the shared resource. Hungary's CI& is i l l -fu~nded~~ . 

D. The Dutv to Consult and Coo~erate in the Context of International 
Watercourses 

11.47 This duty under generd international law has been examinecl above in 
Chapter K. Even were a du@ tu consult and cooperate to exist other than by reference to the 
duties specified under the 1977 Treaty, no issue arises here. As f d y  disciissed above in 
Chapter VI, this is because Hungary bas simply refusai tu participate in those tdks concerning 

Variant "Cu in which a detailed examination could have taken place. A duty upon one State tu 
consult and cooperate can only be breached if the other State does not itself refuse to h o w .  

SEC~IUN 4. Hun~arv's Misconce~tian Concrrninp Permanent Sovereientv over 
NaturaI Resources 

11.48 H u n g q  invokes the notion of permanent sovereignty over naturd 
resources to support its daim that Variant "Cu is unlawf'ul under international lawS4. 

1 1.49 Hungary never explains how the Danube constitutes siultaneoudy a 
shared naturai resource (in respect of which one corpus of international Iaw mies apply) and a 

naturai resource OVH which Hungary has sovereignty (and in respect of which a separate 

corpus of ruies would apply). Nor cm the p d e  be explained by reference to ''intenid 

renewable water reso~rces"~~ as the only such intemal water resources in issue in this case are 
those that constitute part of the international watercourse system of the Danube. Quite simply, 
the concept of permanent sovereignty over naturd sesources has no iiseful relevance in this 
case: insofar as matters are not in any event MIy detemiined by reference tu the 1977 Treaty, 

it is the principles reiating tu shared resources that apply. 

53 Httrigary dm daims that khoslwakia has M g e d  ex- amounts of grave1 h m  the Danube 
rîv- (in CzechosIoMkia) and that this bas hersely affaed rhe Danube's hydradic system in 
Hungary. Zn fact, it is IIungayt8 ex-ivt ddghg of grave1 near Budapest that Iias had &e r d  
negative oonsequences on the Danube as a water m. Sec. paras. 7.70-7.71, above. 

54 Hungafian Mernorial, paras. 7.83-7.87. 

" W., pafa 7.85. 



1 1.50 Hungary refers to the great importance for it of both the qnantity and 

qrrality of the water. These are indeed important rnatters 'for both Parties. Huwever, Hungary 

apparently seeks to draw some superior entitlernent in relation to water, partly because of its 
"economic dependence and long-terrn reliance" on water, and partly through the doctrine of 
permanent sovereignty over natural resources. 

: 
11.51 As to the fumer, Hungary hvokes 'rights resuIting" and "kgal 

consequences" arising h m  this economic dependence and long-tem reliance, citing the 

Fisheries Jurisdiction Cases. It is uncertain just what these "rights" and "legal consequences" 
are said to be. In the Fishenes Jurisdiction Cases the Court spoke of preferential rights of a 

coastal state being a non-static concept as a function of exceptionai dependencyj6. Any such 
daim by Hungary (insofar as that is being made for pref&tntial water rights) is unacceptable, 
for several rasons. m, H u n g q  and Slovakia are not in an andogous position tu the United 

Kingdom and IceIand - SIovakia is not a "long distancen State, but an Vnmediate neighbour. 
Second, Hungary has not s h o w  at al the "exceptionai dependence", in contradistinction to 

Slovakia, on the resource. Third, as the Court itself pointed out "preferentid rights ... are 
lirnited according to the extent of its special dependence ,un the fisheries and by its obligation 

to take account of fie nghts of other suites..."". FinalIy. the Parties have agreed by treaty as 

tu what the arrangements are tu be between them. Those arrangements contain no trace of 
preferential water ri@ s fur Hungary . 

1 1.52 The references to Articles 1 (2) of the two International Covenants on 

Human Rights and to General Assembly RemluSron 3281 carry matters no furtker fornard. 
The reaIity is that these resolutkns were direct& tu problms that had arisen regardkg 
resources within the sole juridiction of one State, where overseas capital and Muence had 

played a roIe in their expjoitation. General Assembly Resolution 1803fl) - the landmark 
point of departure for the concept of permanent sovereignty over natural resources - maires no 

reference at al1 to shared natural resources. Nor inde4 does Generai Assembly Resolution 
320 1 (S-YI), the Declaralion on the Establishment of a New International Economic Order. Tts 
paragraphs on permanent sovereignty speak of its free and full exercise of the indienable rîght 

to exercise effedive control over the resource and to expioit it with means suiîable to its o m  

situation (paragaph 4 (e)). It is clearly not concked with shared watercourse rights at al. 

11.53 The first reference to a shared natural resource in the m i e s  of 
resoIutions on permanent sovereignty in fact appears in General AssembIy ResoIution 



328 l(XXIX), the Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States. And the mention of 
shared natural resources is immediately followed by reference net to the detailed mles that 

comprise the concept of permanent sovereignty over natural resources, but to their own, very 
difirent provision (in Article 3): 

"ln the exploitation of naturd resources shared by two or more countries, each 
state must cooperate on the basis of a system of information and p h  
consultations to achieve optimum use of such resources without causing 
damage to the legitimate interests of others." 

This is exact Iy what the 1977 Treaty provide. for and Variant "CM at least partiaiiy realised. 

And, when it speaks of shared resources, Generd h e m b l y  Remlution 328 1 does not 
use the Ianguage of sovereignty or prefererrtid rights at dl, but the langiiage of agreement and 
regard for the interests of others. 

SECTION 5. The Lawfulness of  Variant "C" Does Not Denend on its B e i n ~  a 
Countermeasure Even Thouph Variant "C" Would Qualifv As 
Such - 

1 1 .54 in its Memurid, Hungary states: "The unilateral diversion of the Danube 
by Czechoslovakia cannot be justifid as a countermeasure, precluding the wrun&Iness of a 

breach of international lawS8 ." But the construction of Variant "Cu entails no "breach of 
international law" and Slovakia has no need to preclude wrongfulness by reliance on 
countermeasures and bas never done so. 

1 1 -55 As is dear from SIovakia's Memurid, the temporq solution adopted by 
Slovakia was to give such effect as was possible to the 1977 Treaty, on its own territory, in the 

face of Hungary's abandonment of its treaty obligations in violation of the principle of pacta 
sunt servanda. Far fiom this being a measure whose wrongfulness has to be precluded by the - 
invocation of countermeasrrreq it representa the minimum achievemertt of what SIovakia is 
entitled tu under the 1977 Treaty; and codicts with no noms of intemationai Iaw. The 1 977 

Treaty stiII being in effect, Slovakia is entitled to perfom its stipulations. And Variant "CM 
also serves to mitigate the enormous losses f ahg  upon Slovakia due to Hungary's breaches of 
the 1977 Treaty. 

1 1.56 Variant "C" achieves, as best it can in the face of Hungary's Treaty 

violations, what had been agteed by both parties in 1977. It does so by action within SIovak 
territory (i) which proteas the rights of buth parties under the Treaty, (ii) which is 





clearly manifested . . . will to acbieve an agreed solution based on good faith negotiations"61 . It 

has been demonstrated in detail in Chapters V and VI above - confirming the,same conclusions 
set out in the Slovdi Memurid but in the Iight of the additionai evidence produced with 

Hungary's Mernorial - how Hungary's condm d e r  the dispute deveIoped was direct$ 

contrary to this stmdard of conduct pruposed by Hungq  in its Mernorial, and that Hungaryk 
singleminded purpose almost from the start was the abandonment of the GLN Project for 
econornic (and subsequently political) reasons. 

1 1.61 In assertbg the absence of 8 p r k  degai act that wouid have justxed 
countemeasures, H u n g q  a#empts tu reIy on M i d e  27 of the 1977 Treaty, distorting 

completely the clear meaning of the text of this Article, as has ben fully discussed above in 
Chapter p2. 

11.62 Hungary*~ refusal to dIow a tripmite amrnission (to inchde EC 
experts) to examine environmental prublems that Hungary contended would be created by 

Variant "C", has been described above and in the Slovak Memorial. Nor was it the case, as 
Hungary's Memorial contends, that Hungary was undertaking repeatedly to "arrange 
rnearirngfiri negotiationsn while Czechodovakia sought rather tu pro& with f he GabCkuvo 
works "as rapidly as possible, in 5 t h ~  words tu reach a point of no r e t ~ r n " ~ ~ .  Czechoduvakia 
proceeded with its work under the Treaty in accurdance with the thetable estabiïshed for the 

Project, no more and no less. In a rapid succession of unilateral acts Hungary suspended and 
then terminated al1 work on the Project and then limited the scope of any negotiation with 
Czechoslovakia tu the termination of the Treav. 

1 1 -63 Hungary's acts starfirig in May 1989 were cIeariy prior illicit acts that 
could have justified counterrneasures. Particulariy in its Chapter 7, the Hungarian Mernorial 
gives an astonishing account of Hungary's actions, beginning with its unilateral suspension of 
work at Nagymaros on 13 May 1939. The 13 May suspension was not a fait accomnli, says 

Hungary, but ody one of the "selective interim measures over some of the works taking place 

under i ts au thon@, for a penod of a few monthsna . These 'dective measuresit are cIaimed tu 

have been "limited in both scope and time", and the Hungarian Memorial goes on to make this 

truly remarkable statement: 



"Provisional in character, rhey were aimed at avoiding any irreversible damage 
to drinking-wafer resources or the environment, while, at the same tirne, 
facilitating conditions for negotiating revisions of the 1977 ~ r e a t y ~ '  . " 

There was nothing provisionai about the Hungarian Resolution of 27 Octob w 1 989 unilaterally 

abandoning constmction work at Nagymarus - or the ridaterai abandonment of di work on 
the Projeci by mid-June 1990 and the canceIIation of di contraas. The letter- of Hungary's 
Prime Minister of IO January 1390 t e h t i n g  the negotiations that had started in July 1989 

concerning environmentai guarantees and possibf e Treaty revisions was hardly an act 

"facilitating conditions for negotiating revisions of the 1977 Treaty". And Hungary had 
provided absolutely no evidence of "heversible damage tu drhkhg water resources or the 

e n ~ u r n e n t " ~  . 

11.64 Afl the unilateral acts of Hungary that successively suspended and 
terminated the carrying out of Hungary's obligations under the 1977 Treaty were illicit acts. 
They occurred prior tu men the appruvai of kancial and IogisticaI planning for Variant "Cu by 
the Czechoslovak Govemment on 25 JuIy 1992. Hunjprf's final aicit act - its purported 

udateral termination of the Treaty itself on 19 May 1992 - occurred five months before the 

damming of the Danube by CzechosIovakia, which was the first action taken under Variant "Cu 

that affectai the flow of the Danube and which Hungary contends at the beginning of Chapter 
3 constiîuted the rrdawfulness of Variant "Cm. 

11.65 Hungary insisis that the financiai darnage done to Slovakia does not 
constitute a prior illicit act, because it "was always prepared to compensate for msts caused by 
the alteration of the Barrage ~~stern"~' .  The diplornatic history tells a different story. At one 

moment Hungary states that the tennination of the 1977 Treaty requires an "account of work 
properIy donen6' - but quickly adds that this has nothing to do with any issue of 
wrongfu~ness'~. In 1989, Hungary had offered that if Czechoslovakîa would agree to 

abandoning Nagymaros (notwitbstanding the provisions of the 1977 Treaty), then there could 

61 bid. The accoruit %t out in pam 7.95 mnmming the hîerventiw of EC Commissioner Andri-n is 
*lY inac~lvate as shown in Chapter VI, above. See, para. 6.17, gt m., above. 

66 in February 1990, Hungary received îhe Bechtel report, which failed to h d  any threat to the quality of 
drinking water - a fact that Hungary kept iwreL Surely to continue to maintain their position that the 
Project pçed a senous thmt  to drinking water, and not to dixIose to Czechoslovakia the contrary 
view set out in the Bahtel ~ e p o ~ t ,  was mnduct entirely inconsistent w i h  the standard of good faith 
that Hungag daims to have met in t h e  mgotiations. 

57 Hungarian Mernoriai, para. 7.97. 

69 m., para. 11.09. 



be agreement "upon ailocating the losses of the Project7' ". This is hardly compensation by 
Hungary for its own defaults as envisaged in the 1977 Treaty. And on 1 September 1989 

Hungary refused compensation for suspension udess Czechoslovakia engaged in negotiations 

for treaty revision7' . In October 1989, P h e  Minister Németh was hsisting that the 

suspension was "strictly lawfirl" and that Czechoslovakia's cIaims for compensation had no 
basisn . 

Z 1.66 It wiü be noticed also thaf the Hungxiati Parliameniary Resolution of 16 
April 1991, restricting the mandate of the Governent in its negotiatiom with Czshoslovakia 
to the temiinalion of the 1977 'irae., makes no mention whatever of the payment of 

compensationm. The evidence shows that the moa that Hungary ever had in view was a 

mutual bearing of "losses" fiom termination of the Project, not a payment of compensation by 
itself for Ioss and damage caused by its non-performance and purportai termination. Indeed, 
the drafi treaty it proposed on 22 ApriI 1991 to replace the 7977 Treaty specified: 

"Lost profits do not constitute damages. Losses shall be borne by the State 
parties equdy. The State Party whose losses exceed one haif of the total 
amount is entitled to reimbursement of the differen~e'~ ." 

Thus, it is totaIIy misleadmg tu speak of CzechosIov&a implementing Variarit "Cs "while 
negotiations over compensation were continuing"" . There were no urch negotiations taking 

place. 

11 -67 Ail of these reasons - the faiIure scient3cdy tu substantiate the 
environmentai allegations; the rejectiun of impartial scientifrc artalysis of the degafions; the 

preference for media mariipulation tu reliance on scientific analysis; the fdure to address the 
possibility of ameliorations within the mechanism of Article 27 of the Treaty; the insistence on 
suspension of works and then termination of the Treaty as a precondition to any substantive 
taIk on envirumental issues - dl of them attestai tu the rd i ty  that Hungar). neitfier htended 
nor "manifestcd its will tu achieve an agreed solution based on good faith negotiations"76. 

70 m., para. 3.96. 

71 Ibid., para. 3.89. - 

?3 m., para 3.121. 

74 Ibid, para. 3.126. It is pwhaps not mirprishg thai Hungary was not w f i g  to cumtenance - 
compensation, given its cornplaints of eeonomic hardship (before it became uçeful to rely instead on 
alleged environmental considerations). 

75 W. para. 7.98. 

'6 m., para. 7.32. 



Taken togethw with the refusal tu corrntenance cornpensafios there cIear1y exisfed prior ilIegaI 

acts by Hungary that wouId have entitled CzechosIovakia to recourse to countemeasures, had 
it needed to excuse an otheMrise illegal act. 

1 1 -68 Hungary srrggest s that, quite apart h m  the absence of a pior illicit act, 

Variant "C" would have fded as a couritemmre. Variant "Cm, in Hungary's view, "caruiot 

have been the appropriate response tu the cautious, provisional and partial suspension of 
works decided by Hungary during the spnng of 1989"~. But setting aside for the moment this 

misrepresentation of the events of the spring of 1989, Variant "Cu was only being studied by 
Czechoslovakia dong with other variants startirig in July 1989. No decision was taken as to 

Variant "C" untd 25 July 1991 - and fhen ody to p r o 4  with hancial and logisticai planning. 
By then Hungar)lts actions in respect to the Project were hardly "cautious", "provisional", or 
"partial". Hungary had abandoned the Project. Variant *Cu was not put into operation until 
24 October 1992 - six months after Hungary's termination announcement and after three years 
of postponement of the damming of the Danube. This act by Czechoslovakia was surely 

"appropriate", It was the ody m a s  of utilising the GabCikovo step and the by-pass cand 

which it had constructed at great cust. 

11.69 Moreover, Variant "CM by definition also met the wuntemeasures 
requirement of proportionality - because it was no more than an attempt tu bring the Treaty 

into partid operation. As Hungarjf itself notes in its ~ e r n o r î d ~ ~ ,  CzechosIovakia described the 
intendcd masures as the taking of "such actions on the sovereign territory of the CSFR which 
will ensure the amount of water for the GabElkovo Barrage accordiig to the Treaty of 16 

September 1977". To try to put a treaty at least partially into effect cannot seriously be 
described as a disproportionate response tu the vioIation that prevented the treaty objectives 
h m  being effscted in the 5rst place. 

1 1.70 Variant "Cm, which is nothing more than a partial reaiisation of what had 
been agreed to by the parties, could not conceivably violate the principle of proportionality in 
the Naulilaa Case and affIrmed in the International Law Commission Reports on State 

Responsibity and in the Case Concerninn MiIitary and Paramilitary Adivities in and againsi 

~ icaramp.  In none of these was it suggested that a countermeasure pxactl~ tailored to $ve 

79 Militam and Paramilim Activities in and a&nsi Nicaram INicarama v. United States of 
Americal. Merits. Sudment, 1.C.J. Rewrts 1986, p. 14. 



partial effect to a violated treaty obligation would be a disproportionate response to a breach 

of such an obligation. 

11.71 Nor is the Hungafian argument for disproportiondity advancd by 
asserting that Variant "Cu "has and wiU produce a very serious impact in the short, medium 

and Iong term, tu the aquifer and ground water, surface water, soi1 and the mire environment 

balance of the Szigetkoz region"". Slovakia has shown in its Memorial that such imprecise 
and sweeping claims are based on no objective scient& studiessl ; and in the present Counter- 

Mernorial Slovakia shows to the Court that expert monitoring has revealed no such serious 

impact tu date, nor predicted such serious impacts for fhe futuren. 

1 1.72 Thus tu invoke "the right of life itseVt, and the "serious degradation of 
water resources" as "an attack on the most fiindamental human rightWa3 is simply to abuse the 

vocabulary of human nghts and to debase the significance of the right to life. 

1 1 -73 Hungary finally concludes that Variant "C" fails as a cuuntermeasure 

because it lrniIaterdIy modifies the agreed character of the borderline. SIovakia has fully 
addressed this matter at paragraphs 7.5 1-7.62 of its Memuriai and at paragraph 2.39 above. 

11.74 Slovakia reiterates that Variant "C" is not an otherwise illegal act, the 
wrongfirIness of which it must seek to preclude. But even if it feu to be characteriseci as a 

countemeasure, it meets the test that Hungary advances. 

SECTION 6. Conclusions 

11.75 Variant "CM was Czechoslovakia's legitimate response to Hungary's 

udawfu1 actq nut vice versa: 

- Czechoslovakia's initial consideration of Variant *Cm (together wîth 

other alternative variants) did not occur untii after Hungary's unilateral 

suspension of work at Nagymaros and at Dunakiliti; hence these initial 
breaches of the 1977 Treaty by Hungary could in no sense have been in 
response tu Variant "Cs; 

%O Hungaian Mernorial, parri. 7.113. 

*' Slovak Mernoriai, para. 5.52, et çea. 

82 See.fiar;is.7.62and8.21,a=.,We. 

83 HruiMan Memoial, para. 7. I 14. 



- 354 - 
I 

i 
I - By the time the first construction activîty began on Variant "C" fin 

. November 1991), the Hungarian ~ovemment had terminated all works 
on the Project @y mid-1990), had r~solved to terminate the 1977 Treaty 
(20 Decernber 1990), had limited the negotiations with Czechoslovakia 

I 
tu the subjecî of the temination [of the Treaty* and had unilaterdy 

prevented the d&g of the ~ a n i b e  under the agreed Treaty schedule 
I 

for a third y ear; i - When on 19 May 1992 Hungary fnade its termination announcement, 
the flow of the Danube had not yet been aEected; the actual damming of 

I the Danube, affectirig ifs flow for the fist tirne, occurred five months 

Iater, on 24 October 1992; i 
i - The damming of the Danube on 24 October 1992 permitte. the 

GabEikovo section of the ~roject to go into operation without the 
Nagyrnaros section, the funnions &mied out under Variant "C" being 

those agreed under the Traty ~iojoject. The channehg of Danube 
I 

waters into the bypass canal was not illegd, having aiways been 
I envisaged under the Treaty and, in  any event, the Danube continues to 

flow also in its old riverbed. l 
I 

1 1.76 Variant "Cm hw absolutely no impad on the position of the boundary 
b e w n  SIovakia and Hungary and, insofar as it e ~ e &  a change Ui the charmer of the 

boundary, this had been specincdly agreed to in the 1 977 ~ r q .  
! 
I 

11.77 The 1977 Treaty constitutes the practicd appiication by Czechoslovakia 

and Hungary of the principle of equitable use of shbed resources. The agproximate 
application of the Treaty by means of Variant "CH rem&$ an quitable use of the Danube and, 

moreover, there is no signi ficant h m  caused by Vaniant "C". 
1 

11.78 Hungary's arguments derived iorn the concept of permanent 
sovereignty over natural resources are not relevant to this case, which reIates to the 
development of a shared resource. 1 

1 1 -79 Because Variant "Cn is no* a breaih under international law, Slovakia 
did not in ifs Mernorial neek to prxlude the wrongfu$ess of any breach by referacc to 
countermeasures. However, by application of the criteri4 of a countermeasure as enunciated 



by Hungary in its Mernorial, Variant "Cl' could be presented as a justifred countermeaçure tu 

Hungary's illegal acts. 







CEfAPTER XIL TEE LEGAL CONSEOUENCES OF TErE CONDUCT OF 
PARTIES 

12.0 1 The widely-divergent views of the Parties as tu the Iegd corisequences 
of their conduct stem fiom their totdy df i ren t  analyses of wents and, in particular, their 

opinions on whether Slovakia is a successor State in relation to the 1977 Treaty. Hungary's 
rejection of Slovakia as a successor State has forced it into a sort of "acrobatie" legal argument 
in place of straightfumard statements of legal principle and reliance on the legal obligations 
normaIIy assumed by a successor State. Thuq instead of simply arguing that Slovakia has 
assumed the obligations of Czechoslovakia under the 1977 Treaty, Hungary is compelled to 

argue that Slovakia "adopted" the breach (Variant "CH) by Czechoslovakia, that Slovakia has 

secondary - but not primary - obligations and that title to property passes under the rules of 

inheritance of State propew rather than succession to treaty rights. For this rason, a 

cornparison of the views of the two Parties, point by point, becornes aIrnost impossible. A 
ciearer picture wiII ernerge ifthe two views are set out separately. 

SECTION 1. The Re~ublic of Hunearv's View of Those Conseauences 

12.02 Hungary's whole perception of wents is based upon four premises. 

(i) That the 1977 Treaty was lawfully terminated by Hungary on 19 May 

1992. 

fii) That unt il 3 I December 1992 - the date of Czechuslovakia's dissoIution 

- any responabiq rested entirel y with Czechoslovakia. 

(iii) That Slovakia was neither a-Party to the 1977 Treaty, nor a successor to 

CzechosIuvakia in respect of any rights and obligations under the 
Treaq. 

(iv) That, accordingly, the liabiities of Slovakia arise not fiom the Treaty 

but from the fact that Slovakia chose to "adoptH and continue the breach 
of international law perpetratd by Czechoslovakia - that is the 
construction and operation of Variant "C" - and ffringary therefure 



seeks rernedies against SIovakia in!respecr of this quite separate act of 

"adoption". i 

12.03 It wiil be imrnediately obvious that Hungary's primary aim is to isolate 
Slovakia from the 1977 Treaty. For if SInvakia has neither rights nor obligations under the 

Treaty, it foHows - at Ieast in Hungary's view - that Slovakia is mt entitled to charge Hurigary 
with any breach of the Treaty, Iior to ju* Variant TC* as the best available means of 
implernenting the Treaty in the face of a fundamental b r k h  by Hungary. The reasoning is 
fundamentaiiy flawed. As Chapter X has demonstrated, the purported termination of the 
Treaq by Hungary was illegal, and without eEect on the &hts of Czechoslovdia. Moreover, 
as Chapter D has shown, SIovakia is in law the successur tu Czechosiovakia in respect of the 

1977 Treaty, and fuiIy entitled tu invoke whatever rightq daims or remedies Czechoslovakia 
could itself have invoked had the federation of the Czech Md Slovak republics continued. 

A. Claims Conseauent Upon Termination of the Treaty 

! 
12-05 Proceeding from its assumption that its termination of the Treaty was 

IawfuI, Hungary notes that terminafion does not affect ri'ghts created pnor tu t h n a t i o n  by 

reasun of the execution of the Treaty. Article 71)(1)@) of the Vienna Convention on the Law 
of Treaties provides that the termination of a tresty: 

I 
4 

"dues not affect any right, obligation or IegaI situation of the parties created 
through the exsution of the treaty prior tu its terminaiion." 

Tt is on this baçis that Hungary identifies three heads of claims which may have suMved 

12.06 Under this head Hungary concedes that the Court can decide "whether 
either party to the 1977 Treaty was in breach of that Treaty, to the extent necessary to 

detennine any of the issues specified in Article 2 of f i e  Special ~ g r e e m e n t " ~ .  It is an 

extraordinary concession. How can the Court decide issues of breach as between Hungary and 

1 Hungatian Mernorial, paras. 1 1 .û6-11.07. 4 

2 m., para. 11.07. 



Czechoslovakia in a case to which Slovakia, not Czechoslovakia, is a party if, as Hungary 

assumes, SIovakia is not a Party, or a successor, or a beneficiary under the Treaty? This highly 

. questionable assertion simply reflects the lack of realism in Hungary's premises. 

12.07 Then we are toId the Court can determint whether Slovakia "adopteci" 
the illegal conduct of Czechoslovakia in constmcthg Variant "c"~. Tliis requires a hdiig 
that the conduct of Czechoslovakia in constructing Variant "CM was iiiegal. But how can the 

Court make a finding of illegality against a State not party to these procedtngs4? 

12.08 And, thirdly, we are toId that the Court can determine and take account 

of SIovakia's own breach in relation tu the d e g d  Mure tu implement a water management 

regirne under Article 4 of the Speciai Agreement. What this has tu do with rights accnred 

under the 1977 Treaty prior to its termination is not clear to Slovakia. But, in any event, this is 
not part of the Court's task under Article 2 of the Special ~greement' . 

CIaims for Work Done Under the Tre~ iT  6 1 
12.09 Hungary apparenfly refers tu daims bu CzechosIovakia and goes on tu 

say that Hungary has no information on the interna1 arrangements between the Czech and 
Slovak RepubBcs: but Hungary will return to the issue at the Counter-Mernorial stage. 

12.10 On Hungar)rs own premise that Slovakia c m o t  irivoke the Treaty this 
is an astoIiishirig head of claim, for an)l claim by Czechoslovakia against Hungary under the 

Treaty can have nothing whatever to do with this case. Indeed, if neither the Czech Republic 
nor the Slovak Republic are "successors" in relation to the Treaty, why should Hungary now 

contemplate paying either in relation to work done under the Treaty? There is a clear 
t contradiction between this part of Htingarjr's Memon4 and Hungarjr's treafment of succession. 

It wouId seem tiImost as though the drafters of Hurigary's Mernorial were compeIIed to react 

against the compIete artiiicidity of that premise. They recognised that Hringary would face 
claims, under the Treaty, by Slovakia and that it was impossible to ignore these claims. 

4 Of course the dilemma d i sappn one the aiut a h p i s  the SI& thesis tha5 in law, Siovakja and 
Czechoçlovakia are for the puqnms of this case one and the same m. 

5 S¢e. para. 1.40, ~ea. above. 
6 Hungarian Mernorial, v- 11.08-11.11. 



12.1 1 Hungary quite correctly refers to tqe provisions of Article 8 of the 1977 

Treaty as providing for joint ownership of certain properties forming part of the overall GLN 
project7. Moreover, Hungary concedes that Slovakia has a legal interest in such joint 
properties, but not as suaessor tu the Treaty! The basis of Slovakia's interest is gresrrmed tu 

lie either in the biiateral mgernents made between the Czech and SIovak RepubIics on 
dissoIut ion of the federation (arrangements of which Hungary cI&s to bt unaware) or the 

niles of State succession with respect to public or State propertyg. These joint properties 

existed at Nagymaros and GabElkovo. I 

12-12 As tu the pruperties in question, ,Hungary d e s  a ckar distinction. 
Nagymaros is said to raise no problem, since it was never built. As to the "coffer dam", this is 
regarded as a temporary stmcture, forming part of the "preparatory construction stage", and 
therefore not subject to joint ownership under Article 8(l)(d) of the Treaty, but wvered d e r  

by Article 8(?)P. k the Court is awares SIovakia has fprmaIIy rejected ihiç argument in its 

Note Verbale of 13 July 1993 - 
! 

12.13 The Hungarian argument is faiIacious and could just as weU apply to 

GabCikovo which was not campleted on the date of ~un~ary's purported termination of the 
Treaty. Article 8(3) refers to "othw works", meaning works other than those identified in 
Article 8(1), and these incltide, as item cd), "The Nagymarus series of Iocks". Su the issue is 

simply whether the coEer dam is to be regard& as part ,of "the Nagymaros series of locks". 
There is in fact no basis for corifining "joint ownership" to the finished construction, excluding 
preparatory works. The purpose of the scheme for joint 'ownership was to idente the major 
parts of the G/N Project, to assess and broadly equalise their construction costs as between the 

two parties, and then tu place these major componeSts under joint ownership. If the 

construction of the wEer dam is a part of the cost of cohstnrction of the Project, there is no 

reason why it shouId not be under joint umership. 
1 



GabEikovo. Dunakiljti and the Bvpass Canal 

12.14 Hungaq has no hesitation in claiming joint omership of these 

components of the Project, and sees the disposition of these properties as being a task for the 

Court, in the absence of agreement between the Parties. For Hungary the only complication is 

the conversion of two of these joinfly-uwned properties into use as part of the "unlawful 
diversion" of Variarit "c"" . 

12.1 5 Hungary's position lacks nothing in audacity. As to GabEikovo and the 
bypass canal, these were constructed at the cost of Czechoslovakia on Slovak terrîtory, and are 
nuw operated and rnairitained entirely at Slovakia's cost. The "input* of H u n g q  has been 
modest as regards GabEkovo itself, being IargeIy confined tu the tailrace carid and work on 
the right bank of the river. 

12.16 On what basis, one may ask dues Hungary now assert a right of joint 

ornerslip against Slovakia? IIt cannot he the 1977 Treaty since Hungary views SIovakia as a 

strariger to that Treaty, h a h g  neither rights nur obIigations. The enigma illustrates, once 
again, the diBculties facing Hungary in pleading a coherent case now that Hungary refuses to 

accept Slovakia as a successor to the 1977 Treaty. Slovakia is fuliy prepared to adhere to the 

idea of joint ownership of those properties identsed in the Treaty, but only on the bais of full 

implementation of the 1977 Treaty. Unhappily, that is not the present situation. The Court 
w31 therefore have to determine the respective ownership rights of the Parties in its overd1 
consideration of remedies, taking into account the actual investment of the Parties in such 
propertieq the relative performance by the Parties in respect of such properties, the relative 
performance by the Parties of their treaty obligations, and ndy rights of set-off or wunterclairn. 

B. Claims Conseauent Upon Slovakia's "Adoption" of the AlIe~ed 
"Ille~al" Diversion of the Danube bv Czechoslovakia bv Means of 
Variant "C" 

12.1 7 In what appears- superficidiy, as a rather orthudox clah bmed on State 

" Hungarian Mernorial. Vol. 1, para. 1 1.16. The notion that GaMikovo was convend for use as part of 
Variant "Cm is simply perverse. On the coatrary, Variant "Cm was designed as the only fa ible  way of 
bringing GabEikovo intD use. 



responsibiiityn, Huiungary claims cessation", restitutio i i t t e p m ,  damagesI4, and marantees 

against non-repetitionSS . i 

! 

12.18 In f a ,  however, the daim is nui what it might at first appear. It rests 
on two assumpt ions: (i) that Czectiodovdia co&tted aj udawful act in wnstnrcting Variant 
"C" and ( i  that Sluvakia since independence has "adepted" and wntinued this udawful 
diversion of the Danube. I 

12.19 As regards the second of these assumptioris, SIovakia would not deny 
its responsibility for Variarit "CH, although this aises notuso much fiom an "adoption" of the 
acts of Czechosfovakia as from the fact that, as part of Czechoslovakia, Slovakia was at all 
times a party to, and responsible for, not only the 1977 Treaty but acts perfonned in pursuance 
of that Treaty. Slovakia is content to have the construction and operation of Variant "Cm 
treated as iits own acts as a paty tu the 1977 Treaty. w e r e  SIovakia c m o t  agree is at the 

point at which Hrrngary would treat the construction o'f Variant "C" as unlawfuI, and its 

operation by Slovakia as the adoption of this unlawfd act hthout reference to the Treaty . 

12.20 As regards the &st of these assumpiions, it is of the greatest impofiance 
to reahse that Hungary's dlegation of an international wrong by CzechosIovakia is fundamental 

to Hrrngary's case. The dlegation is repeated, Iike a refrain, throughout Hungary's p~eadings'~. 
And, clearly, if there was no "wrong" by Czechodovakia, but only a iawfiit act of approximate 
performance of the 1977 Treaty, it would be impossible for Hungary to argue that Slovakia's 
continuation of a l a d  act had somehow becurne ~nlawful'~. So the assumption of an 
udawful act by CzechosIovakia is fundamental tu Hung@s case. 

12.21 The diculty for the Court in iproceeding on the basis of that 

assumption lies in t h e  factors. F A ,  according tu H u n g q  the J'wrorigdoer", 
I 

14 lbid paras. 8.43-8.50. Hungary makes no attempt to d d t e  w wen identify any "damages", merely -. 
making the point that environmentaI damage wiU. over tirne, in the future m., pam 8.26, 
w.1. 

15 M., paras. 8,514.52. 1 

17 Hun&ary4s a r p e n t  d ~ e s  not venture so far, sinu Htuigafargues that C=chosIovakia's acts were in 
any wenf unlawful under the Treaty. But, dearly, Hungary's airn in "isoia!inga SIwakia ficm îhe 
Tmty is IO permit Hrrngazy to argue that m n  if CzgchosIovakia had aaed Iawf* under the Treaty, 
&a; wauId naf a v d  Slwakia, sinw Slovakia's mpmibi#iy U s  fo be determined exclusively by 
generaI international Iaw. 

i 



Czechoslovakia, no longer exists and no State has succeeded to the 1977 Treaty so as to be 
able to assume the rights of Czechoslovakia which formed its iustification for Variant "C". 

Second, the Czech Republic is not a successor tu the Treaty, nor a Party tu this case. Third, 

the SIovak RepubIic is a Party tu this case, but, not being a successor State in relation to the 

1977 Treaty, cannot invoke its provisions by way of justikation for the ori@nd "wrongful" 

act, or its "adoption" by Slovakia. Tfius, in Hungary's view, the Court must accept the 
allegation by Hungary that Variant "Cu was a breach of the Treaty, since Slovakia is not 
entitled to invoke the Treaty and Hungarjrs breaches of that Treae tu justify Variant "Cu. 

12.22 The conclusion is higidy unsatisfactory, for it invites the Court tu 
assume the wrongful act by Czechoslovakia and denies to Slovakia even the right to argue on 

the basis of the 1977 Treaty that Czechoslovakia committed no unlawful a d 8 .  Slovakia 

therefure has no hesitation in rejecting the entire premise on which it is founded. ih showri in 

Chapter Ei, the solution consistent with both justice and law is to accept Slovakia as successur 
State in relation to the 1977 Treaty - and to dlow Slovakia to justify Variant "CM un its merits 
by reference to that Treaty. 

S E ~ I O N  2. The SIovak ReriubIic's View of Those Consesuences 

12.23 The view of SIovakia is based upon premises quite different tu those 
advanced by Hungary. In essentials, Slovakia's premises are the following: 

(i) That Hungary's suspension and subsequent abandonment of 

performance of its obligations under the 1977 Treaty were a 

fundamental breach of that Treaty. 

(ii) That Hungary's purported termination of the Treaty on 19 May 1992 

was without legai justification and invdid. 

(iii) That Hungary therefore violate. the rights of Czechoslovakia. 

(iv) That, faced with Hungary's breach, Czechoslovakia was fully entitled to 

construct and operate Variant "C" as the best available means tu fila 
(at lmt partially) the 1977 Treaty. 

18 Even in the R o m  E. Brown Case. -k -f 
International Arbitrai Awards (1923} Vol. VI, p. 120 where an allegation of delia was made against 
the South Afrimn Republic, and that Republic œased to exist as a State, the United States, as 
daiman& made no attempt !O deny ttiat Great Britain was a su-r State, or codd not judfy the 
wnduct of lhe South e c a n  Republic. In fact, Great Britain was heId Io be the s u m r ,  but such 
siiccession did not #ver d e l i d  or *bt i iotd liabiliiy. 



(v) That, in respect of rights and obligations wising from the 1977 Treaty, 
the Slovak Republic is the legal successor to Czechoslovakia and, 

awrdingly, is M y  entitled to co?tinue with the operation of Variant 
"CH and to seek di appropriate remdies for the Breaches by Hungarjr, 
includiig an order for perfomancei by H~ngary of its treary obligations 

and compensation for non-perfomke in the past or in the future. 

I 
12.24 As explaincd in Chapter IX of slo&dciags Mernorial, in consequence of 

these breaches, SlovalUa is entitled to seek from the  CO^ a declaration that these breaches 
have indeed been committed; and, further, to seek restitut!on bboth in the sense of an order that 

the breaches should cease in the sense of an order thad ~ u n ~ a r y  rnust resurne and complete 
performance of its obligations under the Treaty. 

1 
12.25 Moreover, in consequence of the +@ and extensive damage caused tu 

Siovakia by the breaches, Slovakia is entit Ied to daim combensation. In this connection, whilst 
Siovakia agrees with ~ u n ~ a r ~ ' ~  that it is premature td invite the Court to embark upon 

quantification of these darnages, Slovakia - unlike EIung&y - has already illustrate. in some 

detailm the damages Slovakia has already incuned as w$LI as the damages which are clearly 

fureseeabIe in consequence of Hungarfs breaches. i 
12.26 Slovakia would wish to place 04 record its rejection of Hungarfs 

position on damages which Hungary States thus: l I 
l 

"Due tu the diculties of evaluating the msts of tfie environmental damage, the 
Court should determine, as prccinely as possible, t;he categories of damage and 
the rnethodoiogy and criteria for which cumpen&on shd  be estaldished by 
both Parties and performed by ~lovakia~' ." 1 

I 

It in the task of the Claimant, not the Coud, tu prove the damage it claims, and if Hungary is 

unable tu identifL sriy real damage it should say so. i 
I 

19 Sec. Hungaîan Mernorial, para 8-47. 

20 Sec. Slwak Mernorial, paras. 9.34-9.47. 

21 Hungarian Mernorial, para. 8.48. 



On the basis of the evidence arid legd arguments presented in the 

SIovak Mernorial and in this Counter-Mernorial, and reserving the right to supplement 
or amend its cIaims in the Iight of firrther written pleadmgs, the Slovak Republic 

I . That the Treaty between Hungary and CzechosIovHkia of 16 Seplember 1977 

conceming the construction and operation of the GabEikovoINagymaros 

System of Locks, and related instruments, and to which the Slovak Republic is 
the acknowledged successor, is a treaty in force and has been so from the date 

of its conclusion; and that the notification of termination by the Repubfic of 
Hungary on 19 May 1992 was withouf Iegal effect. 

2. That the RepubIic of Hungary was not entitled to suspend and subsequentIy 
i 

abandon the works on the Nagymaros Project and on that part of the 
GabEikovo Project for which the 1977 Traty attributed responsibility to the 

Republic of Hungq.  

3. That the act of proceeding with and putting intu operation Variant "C", the 

" provisional solution", was IawfiiI. 

4. That the RepubIic of Hungary must therefore cease fforthwith dl conduct which 

impedes the full and bona fide implementation of the 1977 Treaty and must 

take al1 necessary steps tu fulfii its own obligations under the Treaty without 

further delay in order to restore cornpliance with the Treaty. 

5.  That, in consequence of its breaches of the 1977 Treaty, the Republic of 
Hungary is IiabIe to pay, and the Slovak Republic is entitled to receive, fulI 

compensation for the loss and damage caused tu the Slovak Repubiic by those 
breaches, plus interest and loss of profits, in the amounts tu be determincd by 

the Court in a subsequent phase of the proceedings in this case. 

(Signed).,.,., ................. t.*.+.+i .... 
Dr. Peter Tomka 
Agent of the Slovak Republic 
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